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ADVEirriSEMKNT.

This volume forms the thirty-fourth of a scuies, composed of origimil

memoirs ou different branches of knowledge, published at the expense and

under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution. The publication of this

series forms part of a general plan adopted for carrying into effect the benevo-

lent intentions of James Smithson, Esq., of England. This gentleman left his

property in trust to the United States of America to found at Washington

an institution which should bear his own name and have for its objects the

^'increase and diffusion of knowledge among men." This trust was accepted

by the Government of the United States, and acts of Congress were passed

August 10, 1846, and March 12, 1894, constituting the President, the Vice-

President, the Chief Justice of the United States, and the heads of Executive

Departments an establishment under the name of the "Smithsoniax Insti-

tution, FOE THE INCREASE AND DIFFUSION OF KNOWLEDGE AMONG MEN." The

members of this establisliment are to hold stated and special meetings for

the supervision of the affairs of the Institution and for the advice and instruc-

tion of a Board of Regents to whom the financial and other affairs are

intrusted.

The Board of Regents consists of two members ex-offrcio of the establish-

ment, namely, the Vice-President of the United States and the Chief Justice

of the United States, together with twelve other members, three of whom are

appointed from the Senate by its President, three from the House of Repre-

sentatives by the Speaker, and six persons appointed by a joint resolution of

both Houses. To this lioard is given the power of electing a Secretary and

other officers for conducting the active operations of the Institution.

To carry into effect the purposes of the testator, the plan of organization

should evidently embrace two objects: one, the increase of knowledge by

the addition of new truths to the existing stock; the other, the diffusion of

knowledge, thus increased, among men. No restriction is made in favor of any

kind of knowledge, and hence each branch is entitled to and should receive a

share of attention.

The act of Congress establishing the Institution directs, as a part of the

plan of organization, the formation of a library, a museum, and a galleiy of

art, together with provisions for physical research and popular lectures, while

it leaves to the Regents the power of adopting such other parts of an oi-ganiza-

tion as they may deem best suited to promote the objects of the bequest.
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jy ADVERTISEMENT.

After niiK'h deliberation, the Eegeuts resolved to apportion the annual

income specifically among the different objects and operations of the Institution

in such manner as may, in the judgment of the Eegents, be necessary and

l)roiier for each, according to its intrinsic/ importance, and a compliance in good

faith with the law.

The following are the details of the parts of the general plan of organiza-

tion provisionally adopted at the meeting of the Regents December 8, 1847:

DETAILS OF THE FIRST PART OF THE PLAN.

I. To INCREASE Knowledge.—It is proposed to stimulate research by offering

reivards for original memoirs on all subjects of investigation.

1. The memoirs thus obtained to be published in a series of volumes, in a

quarto form, and entitled "Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge."

2. No memoir on subjects of physical science to be accepted for publication

which does not furnish a positive addition to human knowledge, i*esting on

original research; and all unverified speculations to be rejected.

3. Each memoir presented to the Institution to be submitted for examina-

tion to a commission of persons of reputation for learning in the branch to

which the memoir pertains, and to be accepted for publication only in case the

report of this commission is favorable.

4. The commission to be chosen bj- the officers of the Institution, and the

name of the author, as far as practicable, concealed, unless a favorable decision

be made.

5. The volumes of the memoirs to be exchanged for the transactions of

literary and scientific societies, and copies to be given to all the colleges and

principal libraries in this country. One part of the remaining copies may be

offered for sale, and the other carehilly preserved to form complete sets of the

work to supply the demand from new institutions.

6. An abstract, or popular account, of the contents of these memoirs to be

given to the public through the annual report of the Regents to Congress.

II. To increase Knowledge.—7i is also proposed to apprnprialc a portion of

the income annually to special objects of research, under the direction of

suitable persons.

1. The objects and the amount approjiriated to be recommended by coun-

sellors of the Institution.

2. Appropriations in diiTerent years to different objects, so that in course

of time each branch of knowledge may receive a share.



ADVERTISEMENT. V

3. The results obtained from these appropriations to be published, with the

memoirs before mentioned, in the volumes of the Smithsonian C'ontributions to

Knowledge.

4. Examples of objects for which appropriations may be made:

(1) System of extended meteorological observations for solving the problem

of American storms.

(2) Explorations in descriptive natural history, and geological, mathe-

matical, and topographical surveys, to collect material for the formation of a

physical atlas of the United States.

(3) Solution of experimental problems, such as a new determination of

the weight of the earth, of the velocity of electricity, and of light; chemical

analyses of soils and plants; collection and publication of scientific facts, accu-

mulated in the offices of Government.

(4) Institution of statistical inquiries with reference to physical, moral, and

political subjects.

(5) Historical researches and accurate surveys of places celebrated in

American history.

(6) Ethnological researches, particularly with reference to the different

races of men in North America; also explorations and accurate surveys of the

mounds and other remains of the ancient people of our country.

I. To DIFFUSE Knowledge.—It is proposed to publish a series of reports, giving

an account of the new discoveries in science, and of the changes made from

year to year in all branches of knoivledge not strictly professional.

1. Some of these reports may be published annually, others at longer

intervals, as the income of the Institution or the changes in the branches of

knowledge may indicate.

2. The reports are to be prepared by collaborators eminent in the different

branches of knowledge.

3. Each collaborator to be furnished with the journals and publications,

domestic and foreign, necessary to the compilation of his report; to be paid a

certain sum for his labors, and to be named on the title-page of the report.

4. The reports to be published in separate parts, so that persons interested

in a particular branch can procure the parts relating to it without purchasing

the whole.

5. These reports may be presented to Congress for partial distribution,

the remaining copies to be given to literary and scientific institutions and sold

to individuals for a moderate price.
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The. followivg are some of the subjects which may he embraced in the

reports:

I. PHYSICAL CLASS.

L Pliy.si{!S, iucluding astronomy, natural philosophy, chemistry, aud

meteorology.

2. Natural history, iucluding botany, zoology, geology, etc.

3. Agriculture.

4. Application of science to arts.

IL MORAL AND POLITICAL CLASS.

5. Ethnology, includiug i)articular liistory, comparative ])hilo]ogy, antiq-

uities, etc.

6. Statistics and i)()litieal economy.

7. Mental and moral jdiilosophy.

8. A survey of the political events of the woi-Id; iienal reform, etc.

IIL LITERATURE AND THE FINE ARTS.

9. Modern literature.

10. The fine arts, and their api)lication to the useful arts.

1 1

.

Bibliography.

12. Obituary notices of distinguished individuals.

II. To DIFFUSE Knowledge.—It is proposed to puhlish occasionally separate

treatises on subjects of gener(d interest.

1. These treatises may occasionally consist of valuable memoirs translated

from foreign languages, or of articles prepared under the direction of the

Institution, or procured by ottering premiums for the best exposition of a

given subject.

2. The treatises to lie submitted to a commission of competent judges

previous to their publication.
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DETAILS OF THE SECOND PART OF THK I'LAN OF ORGANIZATION.

This pjirt coiilemplati's the rorimitiou of ii library, a imiseiiiii, and a gallery

of art.

1. To carry oiil llic plan before dcsci-ilM'd a lilirary will Itc ic(|uired oou-

sisting, first, of a complete collection of the transactions and proceedings of all

the learned societies of the world; second, of the more important current jteriod-

ical publications and other works necessary in i)reparing the jjeriodical reports.

2. The Institution should make special collections particularly of objects

to illustrate and verily its own publications ; also a collection of instruments

of research in all branches of experimental science.

3. With reference to the collection of books other than those mentioned

above, catalogues of all the different libraries in the United States should be

procured, in order that the valuable books first purchased may be such as are

not to be found elsewhere in the United States.

4. Also catalogues of memoirs and of books in foreign libraries and other

materials should be collected, for rendering the Institution a center of biblio-

graphical knowledge, whence the student may be directed to any work which

he may require.

5. It is believed that the collections in natural history will increase by

donation as rapidly as the income of the Institution can make provision for

their reception, and therefore it will seldom be necessary to purchase any

article of this kind.

6. Attempts should be made to procure for the gallery of art casts of the

most celebrated articles of ancient and modern sculpture.

7. The arts may be encouraged by jn-oviding a room, free of expense, for

the exhibition of the objects of the Art Union and other similar societies.

8. A small appropriation should aninially be made for models of antiqui-

ties, such as those of the remains of ancient temples, etc.

9. The Secretary and his assistants, during the session of Congress, will be

re(|uired to illustrate new discoveries in science and to exhibit new objects of

art. Distinguished individuals should also be invited to give lectures on sub-

jects of general interest.

In accordance with the rules adopted in the [)rogrannne of organization,

each memoir in this voluinc lias been favorably reported on by a commission

ai>p()inted for its examination. It is, however, impossible, in most cases, to

verify the statements of an anllior. and therefore neither the commission nor

the Institution can be responsible I'oi- more than the general character of a

memoir.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

For more than twelve years past I have been preparing the material for the

publication of a work, on the part of the Smithsonian Institution, which it was

hoped would consist essentially of photographic views of the moon, so complete

and, it was expected (with the advance of photography), so minute, that the

features of our satellite might be studied in them by the geologist and the sele-

nographer, nearly as well as by the astronomer at the telescope. This hope has

only been partially fulfilled, for photography, which has made such eminent ad-

vances in the reproduction of nebulae and like celestial features, has indeed

progressed in lunar work, but not to the same extent as in other fields. The

expectation that such a complete work could be advantageously published for

this purpose has, then, been laid aside for the present.

It has been decided to draw from the material prepared for this larger work,

some photographs taken at the Lick Observatory and the Paris Observatory, and

particularly some recently obtained by Professor Ritchey at the Yerkes Observa-

tory, for which I have to express the thanks of the Institution. These illustra-

tions are attached to the present paper by Professor Shaler, and may, then, be

considered to be a separate contribution by the Institution to the study of

selenography.

Professor Shaler's memoir gives the results of personal studies carried on for

a third of a century. He has devoted about one hundred nights to telescopic

study of the moon with the Mertz equatorial of Harvard College Observatory, his

later researches having been chiefly by means of photographs at Harvard Uni-

versity, with which he has so long been connected.

In accordance with the rule adopted by the Smithsonian Institution, the

memoir has been submitted for examination to a committee consisting of Dr.

George P. Merrill, Head Curator of Geology in the U. S. National Museum,

and Mr. C. G. Abbot of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory.

S. P. LANGLEY.
SECRETARY.

Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, December, 1903.
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A COMPARISON OF THE FEATURES OF
THE EARTH AND THE MOON.

By N. S. Shaler.

PRELIMINARY NOTE.

The object of this paper is to set forth the general results of certain

studies concerning the form and structure of the lunar surface with reference to

various terrestrial problems.

These studies were begun in 1867 with the Mertz equatorial of the Harvard

College Observatory, at the time when my lamented friend and colleague, Joseph

Winlock, was director, and have been continued in a desultory manner, from time

to time, for a third of a century. Between 1867 and 1872 about one hundred

nights were devoted to telescopic work ; since that time what has been done has

been almost altogether by means of photographs, which have of recent years

become much more convenient and for my purpose more serviceable than the

opportunities afforded by an instrument even if it were as good as the Harvard

Mertz.

It should be observed that so far as possible my task has been kept apart

from problems of selenology or selenography strictly so called. The ends sought

have been those alone which had distinct reference to geology. Certain ques-

tions, as, for instance, that concerning the antiquity of the lunar surface, necessa-

rily touch upon matters which relate to the history of the moon as an individual

sphere. In fact almost all the questions brought up by studies on the satellite

are more or less entangled with those relating to the evolution of the planet, so

that except for the detailed account of the features of either body they must needs

be considered together. These features may be compared by types, and in the

main the following essay consists of such comparisons.

If other duties permit I hope to present the matters discussed in the follow-

ing pages in a more extended form, one in which it will be possible to illustrate

the facts here set forth, as well as to discuss the conclusions attained in an ampler

manner. Almost all the points I have endeavored to make clear demand this
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more extended treatment. As many of them are debatable, some of them,

indeed, requiring more observations and comparisons than I have been able to

give, I may hope that the criticism this paper may receive will enable me to better

the work which it describes.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MOON.

Although the moon has been the most studied of all celestial objects, few

persons, except astronomers, have a clear idea of even the general results which

have been derived from the vast body of observations that have been made upon

it. On this account it appears desirable to preface the account of the special

inquiries which are set forth in the following pages by a statement of what is

known concernine this nearest neig-hbor of our earth. This account will necessa-

rily be limited to the facts which can be set forth in other than mathematical

form ; fortunately, these include all that the reader needs to have in mind in order

to obtain a fairly clear understanding of the questions which are to be discussed.

The history of primitive astronomy shows that the moon, of all celestial

objects, from the beginning of man's intellectual development has been the most

closely observed. Although the sun was doubtless recognized by the lowliest

man as the most important feature of the heavens, as the giver of life, the condi-

tions under which it is seen, especially its blinding light, long made any extended

study of it impossible. So, except for the very evident changes of its course

across the sky and the consequent succession of the seasons, little was known of

the solar center two hundred years ago, and, save its approximate distance from

the earth, its mass, and its general relations to the planets, not much knowledge

was gained until the last century. On the other hand, the moon, because of its

nearness, being only about one four-hundredth part as remote from the earth as

the sun, has in a noteworthy way entered into the records of men. Its relatively

short period of change and the very pronounced character of its alterations made
it the first index of time beyond the round of the day. It is evident, indeed, that

as soon as men began to reckon time they used the lunar month to make their

tally, rather than that of the solar year. Moreover, the surface of the moon reveals

much to the naked eye, not clearly, but sufficiently well to afford the basis for

speculation and to tempt the imagination to create there a world like our own.

It is therefore not surprising that a host of myths concerning the nature of our

satellite grew up in the days before the telescope. It is interesting to note the

fact that many of these myths have not only become fixed in the minds of unin-

structed people, but they have had a remarkable influence upon the minds of

modern astronomers, limiting their capacity to interpret what their instruments

clearly reveal to them. At every stage in the advance of selenography we note

the curious persistency of the endeavor not only to interpret the lunar features

by the terrestrial, but to warp the observed facts into accord with those seen on

the earth. There is perhaps no better instance of the extent to which prepos-

sessions and prejudices may affect the judgment of the most conscientious ob-

server, blinding him to evident truth, than the history of lunar inquiries affords.
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The story of the physical conditions of the moon had best be begun by

noting that the relation of our satellite to a larger sphere is not exceptional, but

the most characteristic of all the relations of one stellar body to another. Of the

planets in the solar system, all save the two nearest to the sun. Mercury and

Venus, have one or more smaller spheres circling about them. The relation of

the sun to the several planets in a larger way repeats this plan of grouping lesser

about greater orbs.

It is generally believed by astronomers that the celestial spheres have been

formed by a process of condensation, due to gravitation, of matter which was

originally widely diffused ; that our solar system, before it was organized into the

sun and lesser bodies, was in the form of a diffused nebulous mass of spheroidal

form which extended beyond the orbit of the outermost planet. As this matter

gathered towards the center, the material now in each of the planets and its satel-

lites parted from the parent body, probably at first in the form of a nebulous

ring, or spiral, which in time broke and gathered into a spheroidal mass. In

that detached portion of the parent nebula the process of concentration was

repeated, with the result that satellites, or, as we may term them, secondary

planets, were formed substantially as the greater spheres were set off from the

sun. There are many questions and doubts concerning the details of this nebular

theory, but that the evolution of our solar system and probably of all stellar sys-

tems took place in substantially the manner indicated appears to be eminently

probable ; it is, indeed, fairly well established by what we know of the distant

nebulje and by the rings of Saturn, which apparently contain the material which

normally should have formed one or more of its satellites, but which for some

unknown reason have remained unbroken.

It is not certain at just what stage in the concentration of a nebula a planet

or a satellite may be set off from the parent body ;
nor can the present distance

of the satellite from the main sphere be assumed as that at which the parting took

place. It is possible that the concentration of the parent body had gone so far

that the diffused or nebulous stage of its materials had been passed by and the

more advanced stage of igneous fluidity entered on. It is, however, more likely

that in all cases the separation occurred while the particles of matter were di-

vided as they are in a gas or vapor. As soon as the two spheres are separated

from one another, and so long as they remain in any measure fluid, the difference

in their gravitative attraction on the nearer and more remote part of their masses

induces tides, and the effect of these tidal movements, as has been shown by

Professor George Darwin, is necessarily to impel the two bodies farther apart.

It seems certain that before the earth and the moon became essentially rigid, as

they now are, the effect of these tides in driving them apart must have been

o-reat enough to account for a considerable part of the interval which now

separates them.

In the present condition of the moon, it is a sphere having a computed

diameter of 2159.6 miles and its mean distance from the earth 238,818 miles. So

far as has been determined, the moon exhibits no trace of flattening at the poles
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such as characterizes the earth, unless, as is possible, there are irregularities of

figure on the unseen part of the sphere. It is essentially globular in form. The

fact that the moon is not flattened at its poles probably indicates that if it

once rotated in the manner of the planet it ceased to do so before it became

solid.

The measure of density of the moon

—

i. c, the proportion of its weight to its

bulk— is only about six-tenths that of the earth. While the earth's mean density

is nearly 5.7 times that of water, that of the moon is about 3.5 times as great.

Thus the total gravitative force of the lunar mass is to be reckoned as only

about -^j that of our planet.

As the moon revolves on its polar axis but once in about a month, and at a rate

that tends to keep the same part of its surface turned towards the earth, we should,

but for the phenomenon of librations, see no more than one-half of its superficial

area. Owing, however, to this feature, which is due to certain complications of

the moon's exceedingly varied movements, the satellite in effect sways in relation

to the earth so that at certain times we see farther to the east and at others farther

to the west of its center, and in the succession of these movements we are able to

behold somewhat more than one-half the total area, in fact about six-tenths of it.

It is impossible to set forth in this writing the reasons for the librations of the

moon, as the matter cannot be explained without giving in mathematical form

a full account of the motion of our satellite, which is one of the most compli-

cated of astronomical problems. An excellent non-mathematical presentation of

the question, which affords a sufficient idea of it, may be found in The Moon, by

Richard A. Proctor, pp. 117 ei seq., D. Appleton & Co., New York, 1878.

As noted below, there is some accessible information going to show that even

beyond the extreme field revealed by the librations the surface of the moon has

the same character as that which is visible. Thus we find that up to the limits

of the visible part there is no sign of change in the nature of the surface. It

is therefore reasonable to conclude that the same characteristics extend for some

distance beyond the limits of vision. We also note on the verge of the unseen

field the hither margins of certain ring-shaped structures, evidently of large size,

the so-called volcanoes, so that it is fair to conclude that these features are con-

tinued on the unseen part. Moreover, there are some light-colored bands, such

as on this side of the moon always radiate from crater-like pits, which apparently

come over from such centers on the unseen part. These several facts, taken to-

gether, make it eminently probable that the unseen four-tenths of the lunar sur-

face in no essential way differs from that we observe. It is, indeed, altogether

likely that we see every type of structure that exists on the moon, and that a

view of its whole area would add nothing essentially new to our knowledge of

the sphere.

Seen by persons of ordinarily good vision, even at a distance of about 240,000

miles, the moon reveals much of its surface shape, structure, and color ; it is evi-

dent that the color varies greatly from very bright areas to those which are rela-

tively dark, that the latter are somewhat less in total extent than the former
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and that they are disposed in a general way across the northern hemisphere.'

(See plates i. to vii. inclusive.) Persons of more than usually good vision may,
under favorable conditions, see on the edge of the illuminated area the ragged
line of the sunlight, which indicates that the surface is very irregular, the high
points coming into the day before the lower are illuminated. Such persons at

time of full moon can also note, though faintly, some of the bright bands which,

radiating from certain crater-like pits, extend for great distances over the surface.

So, too, they may see at the first stage of the new and the last of the old moon,
the light from the sunlit earth slightly illuminating the dark part of the lunar

sphere, or, as it is often termed, the old moon in the arms of the new.

With the best modern telescopes under the most suitable conditions of

observation, the moon is seen as it would be by the unaided eye if it were not more
than about forty miles from the observer. The conditions of this seeing are much
more favorable than those under which we behold a range of terrestrial moun-
tains at that distance, for the reason that the air, and especially the moisture, in

our atmosphere hinders and confuses the light, and there is several times as much
of this obstruction encountered in a distance of forty miles along the earth's

surface as there is in looking vertically upwards.

Seen with the greater telescopes, the surface of the moon may reveal to able

observers, in the rare moments of the best seeing, circular objects, such as pits,

which are perhaps not more than five hundred feet in diameter. Elevations of

much less height may be detected by their shadows, which, because there is no

trace of an atmosphere on the moon, are extraordinarily sharp, the line between

the dark and light being as distinct as though drawn by a ruler. Elongate

objects, such as rifts or crevices in the surface, because of their length, may be

visible even when they are only a few score feet in width, for the same reason that

while a black dot on a wall may not make any impression on the eye, a line no

wider than the dot can be readily perceived. Owing to these conditions, the

surface of the moon has revealed many of its features to us, perhaps about as well

as we could discern them by the naked eye if the sphere were no more than

twenty miles away.

Separated from all theories and prepossessions, the most important points

which have been ascertained as to the condition of the moon's surface are as

follows :

The surface differs from that of the earth in the fact that it lacks the envel-

opes of air and water. That there is no air is indicated by the feature above

noted, that there is no diffusion of the sunlight, the shadows being absolutely black

and with perfectly clean-cut edges. It is also shown by the fact that when a star

is occulted or shut out by the disc of the moon it disappears suddenly without its

light being displaced, as it would be by refraction if there were any sensible

' It is well to note the fact that in a celestial telescope objects are seen in reverse position, or

"upside down." For convenience they are usually so depicted on maps and pictures of the moon;

the north pole at the bottom, and the east where it is customary to place the west on terrestrial

maps.
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amount of air in the line of its rays. This evidence affords proof that if there is

any air at all on the moon's surface it is probably less in amount than remains in

the nearest approach to a vacuum we can produce by means of an air-pump.

Like proof of the airless nature of the moon is afforded by the spectroscope

applied to the study of the light of an occulting star or that of the sun as it is

becoming eclipsed by the moon. In fact a great body of evidence goes to show

that there is no air whatever on the lunar surface.

The evidence of lack of water at the present time on the surface of the

moon appears to be as complete as that which shows the lack of an atmosphere.

In the first place, there are evidently no seas or even lakes of discernible size.

There are clearly no rivers. If such features existed, the reflection of the sun

from their surfaces would make them exceedingly conspicuous on the dark back-

ground of the moon, which for all its apparent brightness is really as dark as the

more somber-hued rocks of the earth's surface when lit by the sun. Moreover,

even were water present, without an atmosphere there could be no such circula-

tion as takes place on the earth, upward to clouds and thence downward by the

rain and streams to the ocean. Clouds cannot exist unless there be an atmos-

phere in which they can float, and even if there be an air of exceeding tenuity on

the moon, it is surely insufiicient to support a trace of clouds. Some distin-

guished astronomers have thought to discern something floating of a cloud-like

nature, but these observations, though exceedingly interesting, are not sufficiently

verified to have much weight against the body of well-observed facts that shows

the moon to be essentially waterless.

The well-established absence of both air and water in any such quantities as

are necessary to maintain organic life appears to exclude the possibility of there

being any such life as that of plants and animals on the lunar surface. The reader

will find below a further discussion of this question, and it may therefore here be

passed with the statement that very few astronomers are now inclined to believe

that the moon can possibly be the abode of living forms.

Being without an eff^ective atmosphere, for the possible but unproved rem-

nant that may exist there would be quite ineffective, the moon lacks the defense

against radiation of heat which the air affords the earth. Therefore in the long

lunar night the outflow of heat must bring the temperature of the darkened part

to near that of the celestial spaces, certainly to some hundred degrees below

Fahrenheit zero. Even in the long day this lack of air and consequent easy

radiation must prevent any considerable warming of the surface. The temper-

ature of the moon has been made the matter of numerous experiments. These,

for various reasons, have not proved very effective. The most trustworthy, the

series undertaken by S. P. Langley, indicate that at no time does the heat attain

to that of melting ice.

Turning now to the shape and structure of the moon's crust, we observe that »

it differs much from that of the earth. Considering first the more general features,

we note that there are none of those broad ridges and furrows,—the continents

and the sea basins. A portion of the surface, mainly in the northern hemisphere,
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is occupied by broad plains which in their general shape are more nearly level

than any equally extensive areas of the land, or, so far as we know, of the ocean

floor of the earth, though they are beset with very many slight irregularities.

These areas of rough, dark-hued plains are the seas or ma^-ia of selenographers,

so termed because of old they were, from their relatively level nature, supposed
to be areas of water. These maria occupy about one-third of the visible sur-

face. Their height is somewhat less than that of the crust outside of their area.

The remaining portion of the moon is extremely rugged. It is evident that the

average declivity of the slopes is far greater than on the earth. This is apparent

in all the features made visible by the telescope, and it likely extends to others

too minute to be seen by the most powerful instruments. Zollner, by a very

ingenious computation based on the amount of sunlight reflected, estimates

that the average angle of the lunar surface to its horizon is fifty-two degrees.

Though we have no such basis for reckoning the average slope of the lands and

sea bottoms of the earth, it is eminently probable that it does not amount to more
than a tenth of that declivity. This difference, as well as many others, is prob-

ably due to the lack on the moon of the work of water, which so effectively

breaks down the steeps of the earth, tending ever to bring the surface to a

uniform level.

The most notable feature on the lunar surface is the existence of exceed-

ingly numerous pits, generally with ring-like walls about them, which slope very

steeply to a central cavity and more gently towards the surrounding country.

These pits vary greatly in size ; the largest are more than a hundred miles in

diameter, while the smallest discernible are less than a half-mile across. The num-

ber increases as the size diminishes ; there are many thousands of them, so small

that they are revealed only when sought for with the most powerful telescopes

and with the best seeing. In all these pits, except those of the smallest size, and

possibly in these also, there is within the ring-wall and at a considerable though

variable depth below its summit a nearly flat floor, which often has a central pit

of small size or in its place a steep rude cone. When this plain is more than

twenty miles in diameter, and with increasing numbers as the floor is wider, there

are generally other irregularly scattered pits and cones. Thus in the case of Plato,

a ring about sixty miles in diameter, there are some scores of these lesser pits.

On the interior of the ring-walls of the pits over ten miles in diameter there are

usually more or less distinct terraces, which suggest, if they do not clearly indi-

cate, that the material now forming the solid floors they enclose was once fluid

and stood at greater heights in the pit than that at which it became permanently

frozen. It is, indeed, tolerably certain that the last movement of this material of

the floors was one of interrupted subsidence from an originally greater elevation

on the outside of the ring-wall, which is commonly of irregular height with many

peaks. There are sometimes tongues or protrusions of the substance which

forms the ring, as if it had flowed a short distance and then had cooled with steep

slopes.

The foregoing account of the pits on the lunar surface suggests to the
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reader that these features are volcanoes. That view of their nature was taken

by the astronomers who first saw them with the telescope and has been generally

held by their successors. That they are in some way, and rather nearly, related

to the volcanic vents of the earth appears certain. The nature of this relation is

discussed below. We have now to note the following peculiar conditions of

these pits. First, that they exist in varying proportion, with no evident law of

distribution, all over the visible area of the moon. Next, that in many instances

they intersect each other, showing that they were not all formed at the same

time but in succession ; that the larger of them are not found on the maria but on

the upland and apparently the older parts of the surface ; and that the evidence

from the intersections clearly shows that the greater of these structures are pre-

vailingly the elder and that in general the smallest were the latest formed. In

other words, whatever was the nature of the action involved in the production

of these curious structures, its energy diminished with time, until in the end it

could no longer break the crust.

All over the surface of the moon, outside of the maria, in the regions not

occupied by the volcano-like structures, we find an exceedingly irregular surface,

consisting usually of rude excrescences with no distinct arrangement, which rhay

attain the height of many thousand feet. These, when large, have been termed

mountains, though they are very unlike any on the earth in their lack of the

features due to erosion, as well as in the general absence of order in their associa-

tion. Elevations of this steep, lumpy form are common on all parts of the moon.

Outside of the maria they are seen at their best in the region near the north

pole, where a large field thus beset is termed the Alps. From the largest of

these elevations a series of like forms can be made of smaller and smaller size

until they become too minute to be revealed by the telescope
; as they decrease

in height they tend to become more regular in shape, very often taking on a

dome-like aspect. The only terrestrial elevations at all resembling these lunar

reliefs are certain rarely occurring masses of trachytic lava, which appear to have

been spewed out through crevices in a semi-fluid state, and to have been so

rapidly hardened in cooling that the slopes of the solidified rock remained very

steep. As noted in more detail below, the only reliefs on the moon's surface

that remind the geologist of true mountains are certain low ridges on the surfaces

of the maria.

The surface of the moon exhibits a very great number of fissures or rents,

which when widely open are termed valleys, and when narrow, rills. Both these

names were given because these grooves were supposed to have been the result

of erosion due to flowing water. The valleys are frequently broad, in the case of

that known as the Alpine valley, at certain places several miles in width : they

are steep-walled and sometimes a mile or more in depth ; their bottoms, when
distinctly visible, are seen to be beset with crater-like pits, and show in no in-

stance a trace of water work which necessarily excavates smooth descending

floors such as we find in terrestrial valleys. The rills are narrow crevices, often

so narrow that their bottoms cannot be seen ; they frequently branch and in some
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instances are continued as branching cracks for a hundred miles or more. The
characteristic rills are far more abundant than the valleys, there being many-
scores already described

; the slighter are evidently the more numerous ; a cata-
logue of those visible in the best telescopes would probably amount to several
thousand. (See plates xii, xxi, and xxii.)

It is a noteworthy fact that in the case of the rills and in great measure also
in the valleys the two sides of the fissure correspond so that if brought together
the rent would be closed. This indicates that they are essentially cracks which
have opened by their walls drawing apart. Curiously enough, as compared with
rents in the earth's crust there is little trace of a change of level of the two sides
of these rills—only in one instance is there such a displacement well made out,
that known as the Strait Wall, where one side of the break is several hundred
feet above the other. (See plate xxi.)

In the region outside of the maria much of the general surface of the moon
between the numerous crater-like openings appears in the best seeing with power-
ful telescopes to be beset with minute pits, often so close together that their

limits are so far confused that it appears as honeycombed, or rather as a mass of

furnace slag full of holes if greatly magnified, through which the gases developed
in melting the mass escaped. (See plates ix, xiii.)

Perhaps the most exceptional feature of the lunar surface, as compared with
that of the earth, is found in the numerous systems of radiating light bands, in

all about thirty in number, which diverge from patches of the same hue about
certain of the crater-like pits. These bands of light-colored material are gen-
erally narrow, not more than a few miles in width ; they extend for great dis-

tances, certain of them being over a thousand miles in length, one of them
attaining to one thousand seven hundred miles in linear extent. In one instance

at least, in the crater named Saussure, a band which intersects the pit may be
seen crossing its floor, and less distinctly, yet clearly enough, it appears on the

steep inside walls of the cavity. In no well-observed case do these radiatino-

streaks of light-colored material coincide with the before-mentioned splits or

rifts. Yet the assemblage of facts, though the observations and the theories

based upon them are very discrepant, lead us to believe that they are in the

nature of stains or sheets of matter on the surface of the sphere, or perhaps in

the mass of the crust. At some points the rays of one system cross those of

another in a manner that indicates that the one is of later formation than the

other. (See plates vi, xvi, and xix.)

Perhaps the most puzzling feature of the radiating streaks, where everything

is perplexing, is found in the way they come into view and disappear in each

lunar period. When the surface is illuminated by the very oblique rays of the

sun they are quite invisible ; as the lunar day advances they become faintly

discernible, but are only seen in perfect clearness near the full moon. The
reason for this peculiar appearance of these light bands under a high sun has

been a matter of much conjecture ; it is the subject of discussion in a later

chapter of this memoir, where it is shown that inasmuch as these bands appear
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when the earth light falls upon the moon at a high angle, the effect must be due

to the angle of incidence of the rays on the shining surfaces. It should be noted

that the light bands in most instances diverge from more or less broad fields of

light color about the crater-like pits, fields which have the same habit of glowing

under a high illumination ; in fact, a large part of the surface of the moon, per-

haps near one-tenth of its visible area, becomes thus brilliant at full moon,

though it lacks that quality at the earlier and later stages of the lunar day.

In the above considered statement concerning the visible phenomena of the

moon no account is taken of a great variety of obscure features which, though

easily seen with fairly good instruments, have received slight attention from

selenographers. As can readily be imagined, observers find it difficult to discern

obscure features which cannot be classed in any group of terrestrial objects.

Whosoever will narrowly inspect any part of the lunar surface, noting every-

thing that meets his eye, will find that he observes much that cannot be

explained by what is seen on the earth. It is evident, indeed, that while in the

earlier stages of development this satellite in good part followed the series of

changes undergone by its planet, there came a stage in which it ceased to con-

tinue the process of evolution that the parent body has undergone ; the reason

for this arrest in development appears to have been the essential if not complete

absence of an atmosphere and of water.

The difference in height between the lowest and highest points on the lunar

surface is not determined. To the most accented reliefs, those of the higher

crater walls, elevations of more than twenty-five thousand feet have been assigned
;

it is, however, to be noted that all these determinations are made from the length

of the shadows cast by the eminences, with no effective means of correcting for

certain errors incidental to this method. It may be assumed as tolerably certain

that a number of these elevations have their summits at least twenty thousand

feet above their bases and that a few are yet higher. We do not know how
much lower than the ground about these elevations are the lowest parts of

the moon. My own observations incline me to the opinion that the difference

may well amount to as much as ten thousand feet, so that the total relief of the

moon may amount to somewhere between thirty and forty thousand feet. That
of the earth from the deepest part of the oceans to the highest mountain summits
is probably between fifty-five and sixty thousand feet ; so that notwithstanding

the lack of erosion and sedimentation which in the earth continually tends to

diminish the difference between the sea-floor and land areas, the surface of the

satellite has a much less range of elevation than the planet. If the forces which

have built the mountains and continents of the earth had operated without the

erosive action of water there is little doubt that the difference in height between
the highest and lowest parts would now be many times as great as it is on the moon.

AGE OF THE EXISTING LUNAR SURFACE.

Several of the most important problems to be considered in this writing in-

timately depend on a determination of the age of the moon's surface. If we
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accept the commonly adopted view as to the nature of the prevaiHng topo-

graphical features of that sphere and regard them as essentially volcanic, i. e., as

due mainly to the expulsion of heated vapors or gases from the interior of the

sphere, we have a basis on which to found a determination of that age sufficiently

accurate to serve our immediate purpose.

It appears eminently probable that the lunar surface must have attained to

something like its present condition long before the earth came to the state in

which its igneously fluid mass was crusted over. And this for the following

reasons : At the time when the material of the moon and earth separated

from the previously united mass we have to believe that the amount of heat

they severally contained was in general proportionate to the mass of each

body. Now the mass of the moon is to that of the earth as one to eighty, and
its diameter about as one to four. P'rom this, by the well-known law of cooling

bodies, it follows that the moon must have acquired a permanent rigid crust, if

indeed it did not become entirely frozen, long before the earth ceased to have a

molten surface. There are too many doubtful elements in the computation to

make any seemingly accurate reckoning trustworthy, but it appears altogether

likely that the moon cooled far beyond the point where volcanic action was pos-

sible ages before the earth's surface could have frozen or perhaps have passed

from the gaseous to the fluid state.

At present all the volcanic action of the earth is apparently limited to the

sea-floor or regions within three hundred miles of the shore ; effectively to regions

where the central heat is brought upwards into strata containing water laid in

them when they were deposited ; the rise of the heat being due to the slow

conductivity of the imposed bed.s. There is reason to believe that since the

earliest recorded ages the earth has mainly, if not altogether, depended on such

action for the volcanic outbreaks which have occurred upon it. While there may
in this particular matter be some reason for doubt, there is none as to the fact

that if the so-called lunar volcanoes are due to the central heat of that sphere,

they must have been shaped before the crust of the earth was formed, or long

before the earliest geological records. It has, however, been suggested by G. K.

Gilbert ' and others that what appear to be volcanoes on the moon are not really

such, but are, in effect, punctures caused by the falling of large meteorites or

bolides. This interesting suggestion commends itself at first sight as a possible

explanation of the pits on the moon, structures which differ in many regards from

those due to terrestrial volcanic action, in that they are often of much greater diam-

eter, have relatively much smaller encircling cones, and show little, if any, clear

evidence of lava flows, or ash showers, proceeding from them. As I propose fur-

ther on in this paper to discuss the question of their nature in more detail, I shall

now give only in brief the reasons why, as it seems to me, the hypothesis that

they were caused by bodies falling from the sky is not verified.

It is to be noted that these so-called volcanoes of the moon, vulcanoids, as I

shall term them, have generally very steep walls around their crater-like pits
;

' See Bull. Phil. Soc. of IVasliingloii, vol. 12, p. 241, ei seq.
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the average outer slope, according to my estimates, exceeding forty degrees, the

inner slope being generally somewhat steeper. On this hypothesis this inner slope

must mark the path of the impinging bolide, and the cone that surrounds it be the

result of the outthrusting action of that body, such as we note when a pebble is

thrown into soft clay or a shot from a cannon enters an armor plate. We have

under Gilbert's hypothesis to suppose that the impinging bodies came into con-

tact with the moon at something like planetary velocity. Such bodies having a

diameter of even a mile—and some of them must, on this hypothesis, have been of

fifty or more miles diameter—would, by the conversion of their momentum into

heat, have served to melt a wide field of the crust about their points of contact.'

As there is no trace of any such bolides in the bottoms of these craters, but com-

monly a floor, as of hardened lava, we have to suppose that they penetrated to a

great depth and that the lava flowed up after their entrance. But the necessary

effect of the entrance of a mass sufficiently large to have punctured these open-

ings would, if they had penetrated to a molten zone, have been to send up a

quantity of lava far more than sufficient to fill the opening they made, while in

fact with few, if any, exceptions, this lava appears at no time to have risen to the

general level of the surrounding rampart. Furthermore, if the cones about the

craters were due to outthrusts caused by such impacts on material stiff enough to

maintain the steep walls of the crater, then we should have evidence of radial

cracking in the form of open rents, such as would inevitably be developed under

the assumed conditions, but have evidently not produced in far the greater

number of the vulcanoids.

There is another and, taken alone, conclusive argument against the suppo-

sition that the lunar craters are due to the impact of bolides ; this is found in the

facts presented in the series which may be traced in the sizes and distribution of

the fractures which it seeks to explain. As regards their sizes, the pits grade

from the smallest that can be discerned by the most powerful telescope, probably

not over five hundred feet in diameter, to rings that are one hundred miles across.

The steepness of the inner slopes of these cavities does not perceptibly differ, nor

is there more evidence of lava having been poured out from the larger than from

the smaller craters. Moreover, there is no better evidence of radiating fractures

in the case of the larger than in the smaller pits. Furthermore, there is no

such relation in the masses of material composing the enveloping cones or rings

as we would expect to find if they were due to the impact of bodies varying in

size as we have to suppose. In many instances the v/alls of a pit scores of miles

in diameter are no thicker or higher than in the case of other pits less than a

mile across.

As regards their distribution, the craters of the moon are generally placed

in such apparent lack of order as to give some warrant for the hypothesis that

'Assuming that the impinging body came upon the surface of the moon at planetary velocity,

and that all the resulting heat was applied to its mass, the resulting temperature would exceed,

according to my reckoning, 150,000 degrees. A bolide fifty miles in diameter would be likely to

melt an area many times its diameter.
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they must owe their origin to other than volcanic action, for on the earth we find

volcanoes very generally disposed along lines which, in most if not all cases,

appear to be determined by faults. In many instances, however, the lunar vul-

canoids have a linear arrano-ement.

The vulcanoids of larger size which are arranged in linear order are not
numerous. Among these may be cited the train extending from Herschel
through Ptolemaius, and Alphonsus to Arzachel ; that from Thibet to Stofler

;

that from Atlas to Franklin
; and that from Vendalinus to Casatus, near the

limb in the third quadrant. (See plates i and xxi.) In all these instances
there are four or more pits in fairly true alignment : in alignment and in number
they appear to exclude the supposition that their order is due to chance. Pass-
ing from the examples in which the greater vulcanoids are grouped in trains

and taking the pits of smaller size, we find the instances of such arrano-ement be-
commg more numerous as the structures are of smaller diameter. It is, however,
in but few of the pits over ten miles in diameter that there are more than three
or four so placed in relation to one another that they can be said to be linearly

arranged.

When, in following down the series of vulcanoids as regards size, we come
to the pits less than a mile in diameter, those commonly termed craterlets, we
note that the linear order, hitherto exceptional, becomes so common that the
exceptions are rather to be found in the departures from it. The observations of

W. H. Pickering and others, as will be noted below, make it evident that there

is a causal relation between the smaller visible pits and the cracks that form on
the surface of the moon. There can be no question that there are thousands of

these smaller of the craterlets which are thus disposed in lines, some of the

series extending for hundreds of miles. (See plate xx.)

It may be taken as evident, that in the time when the larger vulcanoids were
in process of formation the conditions of strain in the moon's crust were not such

as to determine that the points of outbreak should to any great extent be linearly

arranged and that when thus arranged they tended to follow the meridians, rather

than the parallels. In the later stages of the surface when the smaller openino-s

were made they obviously tended to a linear order, but the direction of the lines

was exceedingly varied, some of them being radially disposed with the o-reater

vulcanoids as centers, others along lines of weakness which lie in extremely

diverse positions.

Reckoning great and small, there are some hundreds of these lines of pits, a

number sufficient to make it evident that they cannot be accounted for by chance.

It is evident that to explain this linear order of vulcanoids by the hypothesis we
are considering is difficult if not impossible, for that would require us to sup-

pose the bolides to have been thus arranged during their movements through

space. It is also to be noted that in very many instances there are pits within

the larger cavities so centrally placed that they cannot be explained by the chance

in-falling of bolides. Therefore, while the relation of lunar volcanoes to those of

the earth is a perplexing question, there seem on the face of the facts to be
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sufficient reasons for rejecting the suggestion that they are due to the impact of

falling bodies.

In addition to the features of the lunar volcanoes there is another though

more remote reason why such falls of celestial bodies on the moon's surface have

not occurred. Of these we may here mention two ; these are as follows : It is

evident that these vulcanoids were formed at successive times, and under some-

what diverse conditions. So far as I have been able to determine, the largest

were, at least in a general way, first produced, and the smaller, approximately, in

the order of diminishing size, the smallest in most instances being formed last.

Now, as will be more particularly noted hereafter, the light bands which radiate

from certain craters and which are clearly mere strips of material which at full

moon reflect the sun's light more intensely than the general surface have evidently

not been covered by deposits of ordinary meteoric matter, such as falls on the

earth in considerable quantity. It thus appears that for some reason the moon,

provided its surface has anything like the antiquity it appears necessary to assign

to it, has not been the seat of such deposits ; for the accumulation of a small

amount of meteoric matter would mask such stains. We would thus, according

to the Gilbert hypothesis, have to suppose a succession of showers, each sending

bolides of smaller size than the preceding, and with them no considerable amount

of ordinary finely divided meteoric material such as comes to the earth.

It is also to be noted that since the earth's surface came to its present state

there is good reason to believe that no such falls of large bodies as are supposed

by the bolide hypothesis to have fallen upon the satellite have ever come to the

planet. There are no traces of like craters, for even the greatest calderas, such

as that which holds Lago Bolsena or Kilauea, are evidently volcanic and in no

way related to meteoric action. Moreover, the fall of a bolide of even ten miles

in diameter would, by the inevitable development of heat due to its arrest, have

been sufficient to destroy the organic life of the earth, yet this life has evidently

been continued without interruption since before the Cambrian time. The point

to be last noted is that so far as I have been able to determine from an extended

inspection of lunar craters, including several hundred of the more determinable,

they all have the a.xes of their pits at right angles to the surface. Now if these

pits had been formed by bolides encountering the moon in their movement, that

movement necessarily being at planetary velocity, it does not seem possible that

they could all have come upon the sphere in a path normal to its surface. Even
with the resistance of the earth's atmosphere, which is far denser than that of the

moon ever could have been, the small meteors which enter it mostly come at high

angles to the surface of the planet, although its attractive power is more than

eighty times as great as that of the satellite. It seems, indeed, incredible that if

the lunar vulcanoids were due to bolides they should not have fallen in some-

what greater numbers on the earth because of its o-reater grravitative attraction.

The number received would probably be nearly in proportion to the area of the

two spheres, with a slight preponderance in the number falling on the earth

because of its greater mass and consec^uently the greater effect of its gravity. It
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is, however, as before remarked, evident that no such falls as have formed the

hundreds of pits over ten miles in diameter which exist on the moon's surface

have occurred on the earth since the Cambrian age.

The foregoing considerations justify us in rejecting the hypothesis of falling

bolides as a means of accounting for the so-called craters on the moon. There
are, however, certain other features of lunar surface which may be explicable by

the impact of large bodies falling from space. These we will now proceed to

consider.

MARIA OR SEAS.

A large part of the surface of the moon is occupied by the so-called maj'ta or

seas. These are extensive irregular, indistinctly circular areas of relatively level

nature and of a perceptibly darker hue than the other more rugged fields. This

dark hue is shared by the floors of a number of the craters which lie near the

seas, as for instance by that of Plato, and more rarely by craters which lie remote

from their margins. Though vulcanoids exist on the maria of the moon they are

of relatively small size, none, in my opinion, which have clearly been formed

since the material of which the maria are composed came to its present level posi-

tion, exceeding ten or fifteen miles in diameter. So far as I have been able to

reckon, the proportion of these pits on the seas does not exceed one-fifth that we
find on the other part of the lunar surface. The average discernible inclination

of the surface of the maria is relatively so small they are more nearly true plains

than any equally extensive land areas on the earth.

It is a noteworthy fact that the maria, though they occupy about one-

third of the visible part of the moon, i. e., including what is shown by the libra-

tions, rarely, if at all, lie on the margin, in positions enabling us to infer that they

are parts of like areas on the unseen portion of the lunar surface. On the western

limb of the sphere the so-called mare Australis is generally mapped as extending

around the margin, as it in fact does at certain stages of the libration, but under

the most favorable conditions the ordinary rough surface of the satellite appears

to me to be visible beyond this small mare, so that the statement as to none of

these seas crossing the limb apparently does not admit of exception. The ill-

named mare Humboldtianum is evidently a vulcanoid. It therefore appears

probable that if such maria exist on the unseen portion they are less extensive

than on the part of the orb which we see.

The most interesting: feature of the maria is found in their contact with the

higher, rougher surface areas which bound them. Whenever I have been able

to observe this contact in a sufficiently exact manner there appears to be good

evidence that the material of which their surfaces are formed flowed in against

or upon the rough ground as very liquid lava would do. In a general way this

fact had been often noted. It fills in the lower ground forming numerous bays.

In many instances, as, for example, in the case of Doppelmeyer, it distinctly ap-

pears to have melted down the side of the crater's wall next to it, and to have

filled the cavity to its own level. Whoever will inspect these lines of contact of
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the maria with the higher parts of the moon throughout the several thousand miles

of their extent will probably come to the conclusion that they were formed by

the once fluid matter of the sea inundating firm land. Assuming, as I shall do,

that these maria are made up of vast bodies of lava, which came upon the surface

after the o-reater vulcanoids were made and, as we shall hereafter see, after some

of the radiatini^ light streaks were formed, how shall we account for the produc-

tion of such bodies of igneous material ? The quantity of this matter was

evidently very great and in each of the seas it seems to have appeared all at

once, there beino- no mark of successive flows such as compose the extensive

lava fields of the earth. So far I have not been able clearly to trace any signs

of contact or over-lapping of the lava of the several maria. The search is, how-

ever, difficult ; no more has been ascertained than that the material must have

been extremely fluid, far beyond what is seen in ordinary terrestrial flows. This

is shown by the fact that although gravitative attraction is only one-sixth what

it is on the earth, there is no steep face at the front of the fields, such as oc-

curs from cooling of an ordinary stream of lava.

As for the origin of the lava of the maria there are few facts on which to

base an hypothesis. What have been gathered may be briefly set forth. First,

it is to be noted that none of the vulcanoids of the moon give forth freely flow-

ing lava streams ; it is, indeed, doubtful if any true lava flows have come from

them. The features which suggest such streams are rare and rather inconclu-

sive ; they justify the statement that even the greatest, in general the earliest of

the craters, and therefore those which should have had the largest amount of

molten rock beneath them, show little or no signs of a tendency to extrude free

flowing lava at the time when they were formed. Nor do any of the numerous

fissures or faults of the lunar surface, some of which evidently penetrate deeply,

distinctly give rise to lava flows. And we shall see when we come to consider

the conditions of these volcano-like openings they appear always to have retained

their lavas within or near their vents. Clearly these vulcanoid openings do not

indicate any tendency of lava to pass up to the surface in large quantities.

It is an important point that there is no evidence in any of the maria that

the lava comes from a central pipe or from an elongate fissure
;
their general form

would seem to indicate that if the fluid came from within it should have emerged

as from a terrestrial volcanic pipe, for if it came from fissures these should have

been of elongate shape. But if it came either from fissured or from pipe-like

openings there should be a grade to the flow extending from the center of the

field to its margin ; owing to the slight value of gravitation this grade should be

steep. There seems to be no trace of such a slope ; on the contrary, the curve of

the terminator or margin of the illumination shows that they are essentially

horizontal. It is difficult to believe that lava flowing from an opening for hun-

dreds of miles could have this absence of slope. When it flows from a terrestrial

crater the course is always short and very steep.

In view of all the facts, I am disposed to hold with Gilbert and other

inquirers that the maria are the result of large masses falling upon the surface of
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that sphere. All the facts indicate that these vast sheets of lava did not come
from the interior, and that the interior at the time when they were formed was

not in a condition to yield any such masses of liquid rock. We are therefore

fairly driven to this working hypothesis. In its favor we may adduce the follow-

ing considerations :

The fall of a considerable body or bodies competent by the conversion of its

momentum into heat to produce an extensive melting of the lunar surface, would

be likely to develop melted lava under conditions quite different from that which

is exuded from volcanoes. Assuming that the bolide came upon the surface at

planetary velocity and that it was some miles in diameter, the heat due to the

arrest of its movement would, we may fairly suppose, convert the whole of the

body into a liquid if not into a gaseous state. A like result would occur in

the part of the sphere which received the blow. Moreover, for some distance

beyond the seat of impact the shearing strains would probably be sufficient to

convert much of the material of the surface into the fluid state, with the result

that a mass of lava at very high temperature, equal at least to the bulk of the

invading body, and probably several times as great, would be sent at the speed

determined by the gravitative value of the sphere radially from the point where

the impact took place. It seems also, perhaps, a fair supposition that a great

collision of this nature would temporarily form a heated atmosphere enveloping

the moon, which would serve to delay the cooling of the molten rock until it had

time to find its level. Yet the absence of any deposits of these temporarily volatil-

ized materials is indicated by the fact that the light streaks are not obscured.

In favor of the hypothesis above suggested, it may also be said that the evi-

dence of melting effected by the material which forms the plains of the maria is

considerable at several points, notably in the case of the vulcanoids on the mar-

gins of the seas. It seems quite certain that the walls of these craters next the

sea have been in some manner effaced by contact with the material which came

aeainst it. Aeain, as in Flamsteed in the Oceanus Procellarum, the crater wall has

been almost melted down, but still rises slightly above the surface of the appar-

ent inundation. At many points the material forming the mare comes against

extended steep-faced cliffs, which have the same general character as the inner

slopes of the great craters, where the form of the declivity pretty certainly has

been determined by the melting action of the lava at the base. Furthermore,

where there are depressions in the area on the borders of the maria, the material

of which they are composed flows into them as a fluid would have done.

It is also to be noted that at many points where the maria come against

gently inclined slopes the material of which they are composed appears to have

at first flowed over these low but now unsubmerged areas and then retreated from

them, leaving them in a measure smoothed as if by the in-filling of their cavities

or perhaps by a partial melting of their projecting features. If such apparent

inundation really occurred, it may have been brought about by the frontal wave

of the lava which mounted, after the manner of those produced by earthquakes in

the sea, for some distance above the permanent level of the inundation.
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It may further be said in favor of this hypothesis as to the origin of the maria,

that the material of which they are composed appears to have had throughout

the whole extent of the several areas a singularly uniform fluidity. As before

remarked, there are no signs of successive flows such as have always characterized

the accumulation of the relatively much less extensive lava deposits on the sur-

face of the earth. In this connection it should again be noted that none of the

vulcanoids show any tendency to send forth extended flows, and the matter which

appears to have been ejected to form the cones has evidently consolidated on

very steep slopes. Thus, if the material of the maria was fluid when it came to

rest, of which there seems no reason to doubt, it cannot have been poured forth

from the interior in the manner of volcanic effusions.

The fact that the surfaces of the maria are of a distinctly darker color than

the other and higher extended areas of the moon has some value as evidence that

they have a peculiar origin, one not connected with the interior of the sphere.

Certain of the crater floors have, it is true, about the same tint ; this is con-

spicuously the case with Plato. In this, as in certain other instances, the like-

ness may be due to the penetration by subterranean passages of the material of

the neighboring mare into the cavities of the craters. There are, however, exam-

ples, as, for instance, the great vulcanoid Grimaldi, where the resemblance

cannot be thus explained. Although these exceptions weaken the value of this

evidence derived from the color of the maria, the uniformity of a tint which is

evident in all of them and the seldomness of the exceptions tend to support the

hypothesis that the rocks of which they are composed have not come from the

interior of the sphere. This point will be further discussed below.

We turn now to consider the objections which may be made to the hypothe-

sis that the maria were formed by molten rock produced by the impact of large

bodies falling upon the surface of the moon. Of these objections, the first and,

in many regards, the strongest is derived from the general consideration that like

bodies competent to generate a great deal of heat have not fallen upon the

earth's surface in the time which has elapsed since the beginning of the geological

periods. There is indeed no geological reason for supposing that they have ever

so fallen upon the planet.

Against the above-noted objection that the geological record of our sphere

affords no trace of evidence of any such falling-in upon its surface of bodies of

sufficient mass to produce widespread melting, and the proof that no cataclysms

of this nature have occurred since the development of organic life, we may set

the following considerations : first, that the moon's surface probably took its

shape long before the beginning of our geological record ; and, second, that even

in this late stage in the evolution of our solar system there remain bodies in that

system in order of size such as would in falling upon the surface of the larger

spheres produce the effect which we observe in the maria. Thus the group of

asteroids which lie between Mars and Jupiter, though generally of far greater

mass than would be required by impact to melt the larger of the mare fields,

probably contains many bodies which, in case of collision with our satellite,
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would bring about the consequences we note. At least one such mass of

matter, Eros, apparently not to be classed either with planets or satellites, has

recently been discovered at no great distance from the earth. It is possible

that in the relatively ancient state of the solar system, when the surface of the

moon acquired its crust, these detached masses of matter were more abundant

than they are at present. The tendency would be for those near the greater

spheres to be drawn in upon them, with the result that they would become

rarer near the planets and the larger satellites.

As for the origin of detached bodies of the bolide type, we have no basis

for more than conjecture ; we may, however, fairly suppose that the explosive

action, which is of not infrequent occurrence in the fixed stars, may have hap-

pened in the case of our sun or even of the planets, with the result that masses

of matter, perhaps originally gaseous or possibly in the molten state, were flung

so far away that they acquired independent orbits.

Although the direct evidence going to prove that the maria are the result of

the in-falling of large meteoric bodies is not complete, the hypothesis appears to

me to have distinct value for the reason that the cause is sufficient to produce

that evidently sudden development of large bodies of very fluid matter, which,

for reasons before given, cannot fairly be supposed to have come from the in-

terior of the lunar sphere. It is, in a word, the only working hypothesis that I

have been able to find which in any way serves to explain these remarkable

features of the lunar surface.

In considering the details of the maria it is to be noted that it is not neces-

sary to account for all of them by supposing a single falling body brought about

the melting. In several instances, especially in the case of the Mare Australis,

and sundry other indistinct patches of the mare quality, the hypothesis can best

be applied by assuming that a number of such bodies fell at about the same time

and relatively near together. In this way we can account for the fact that in

place of normal, rudely circular fields of melting, as in the case of the M. Crisium,

we find an irregular, somewhat ragged field of this nature ;
in some instances

with a periphery that suggests that there were several centers of dispersion of

the fluid. Gilbert has maintained that the connected seas were formed by the

in-falling of a mass upon the region occupied by the M. Imbrium. This view

seems to me to be contradicted by the fact that in the passages between the

connected maria there is no evidence of scouring action such as would have been

brought about by the swift movement of great masses of lava.

tt may also be said that the evidence of melting down of the pre-existent

topography on the margin of the maria varies much. It appears most clearly in

the c'lse of the large, distinctly circular field of the Mare Crisium, and is least in-

dicated in the irregular areas. Such are the conditions we should expect to find

broucrht about by the fairly supposable variations in the size and number of the

masses in any one fall. Thus, so far as my examination of the problem has

gone, the supposition that the maria have been formed by sudden melting of col-

liding bodies and of the lunar surface about the point of collision appears to be
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warranted as a working hypothesis, though it has, perhaps, not been established

as a theory.

To the sueo'estion that the surface of the maria is in general lower than

that of the reeions surroundintr them, and that this fact is inconsistent with the

addition to the quantity of matter in the area they occupy, such as would be

brought about by the falling in of a bolide, the following answer may be made.

In the first place, it is to be noted that the outer part of the moon is, except in

the maria and in the crater floors, evidently characterized by a very open struct-

ure. It is prevailingly much occupied by volcanic openings, greatly rifted and

probably composed of scoriaceous materials. If any such section as that about

the Apennines were completely fused to the depth of some miles, it is likely that

we would have a subsidence of the surface quite as great as that exhibited by

the maria. In the second place, the bulk of the material brought by the bolide to

the lunar surface would be small as compared with the volume of matter which

would be melted by its impact. The proportion would probably be less than one

to ten ; so that the contribution from the impinging body would be so small

that it would not be likely much to affect the general level of the melted area.

The nature of the lunar surface in the maria and on the other more extensive

reeions will be further considered in the section on volcanic action.

As before noted, there is no series connecting the ordinary craters, however

large they may be, with the maria. That this is the case is well indicated by the

fact that selenographers have in only a few instances been in doubt into which

group individual examples of these two species of lunar forms should be placed.

The fields classed as seas, with the evidently related embayments thereof, termed

sinuses or paludines, have always been regarded as readily distinguishable from

the craters. This decision has not been made on the basis of well-described

categories, but on the immediately evident differences between the two groups

of forms. It is recognized that while nearly all the vulcanoids are essentially

circular, or with only moderate distortions of that outline, the seas are as gen-

erally irregular in outline. So, too, it is patent that the vulcanoids, at least

those of large size, have in all cases a fairly well-marked external slope or cone.

None of the seas are thus characterized except where their periphery in part

corresponds to some antecedent feature, such as the wall of a large pit which

they have invaded, as in the case of Fracastorius, on the margin of the Mare
Humorum, or where it encounters an elevation such as the Haemus Mountains,

on the southern border of the Mare Nectano. (See plate xxv. ) This gen-

eral acceptance of an essential difference between the vulcanoid floors and the

seas, and the very slight doubt as to the classification of the level surfaces in one

or the other, is excellent evidence as to their difference in nature.

The only areas of a level surface on the moon which may not be on mere
inspection classed as maria or vulcanoid floors are a few large crater-form de-

pressions situated near the eastern limb of the moon, of which the most import-

ant and doubtful is Schickard. Even a slight examination of this feature shows
that it has a distinct continuous wall, and that the irregularities of its outline are
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due to the melting down of the borders of other craters as its area was extended

in the manner which we shall hereafter see to have been common in the develop-

ment of the larger crater-form pits. In other instances, as in Ptolemreus, the

irregularity of the crater's shape may lead to doubt as to its classification, yet it

is regarded by Elger as one of the most characteristic walled plains, its rampart

being exceptionally good. A further analysis of the instances which at first

sight appear to lead to some doubt as to the existence of a sharp line parting

the maria from the vulcanoid floor leads to the same conclusion as the facts

previously set forth, that these groups of level areas are, as structures, completely

separated from one another, and therefore cannot have had like histories. In

the one there has been a long-continued local volcanic-like action leading to the

formation of an external rampart ; in the other, a swift production of an igneous

fluid, which has swept away until it found its level and shaped its margin by

melting down the pre-existing reliefs.

Although in general the material which forms the floors of the several

maria appears to be confluent, /. e., to show no marks of overlapping at the lines

of junction, there is reason to believe in the opinion of many observers that

there is some diversity in the level of their floors. Thus the Mare Nectaris is

supposed to be decidedly deeper than the others. This is not inconsistent with

the view that they were all formed at nearly the same time. The greater depth

of the last-named mare may be explained by the supposition that the absorption

of the fluid matter into the ancient crust was relatively greater there than

elsewhere.

While the surfaces of the maria are, as compared with the general surface

of the moon, decidedly plain-like, they are, in fact, the seat of many irregularities.

Of these the more important are a multitude of more or less continuous low-

arched ridges, probably in no instance more than two thousand feet high, but uni-

formly of relatively great width, often several miles in transverse section. The

nature of these ridgres will be hereafter discussed. There are also on the maria

numerous craters, none of them approaching in magnitude those on the old, more

elevated portions of the crust. The ratio of craters on the maria is only about

one-fifth as great as on equal areas of the original surface, and their average

size is in about the same proportion. It is also to be noted that rifts or open

cracks are apparently rarer on the maria than on the high lands and that the

light bands and patches are of relatively seldom occurrence.

CLASSIFICATION OF VULCANOIDS.

In considering the so-called volcanoes of the moon (I shall term them vul-

canoids), the first step should be a classification of their features. Selenologists

have generally agreed to distribute them in seven categories termed as follows :

walled plains, mountain rings, ring plains, craters, crater-cones, craterlets, crater

pits. Besides these groups they recognize the existence of a less characteristic

group to which they give the ill-defined name of depressions. Under the term
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walled plains, those who use this classification include the greater pits with the

ring of high land about them. Elger selects Ptolemajus as the type of this-

group. He states that it is the distinguishing characteristic of this group that

there is " no great difference in level between the outside and the inside of the

walled plain "
; he proceeds to cite notable exceptions to the rule, accepting

Schmidt's term of transitional forms for them. These many exceptions range

from Gassendi, where the interior plain lies at about two thousand feet above

the floor of the Mare Humorum, which three-fourths surrounds it, to Clavius,

where the interior is some three thousand feet below the general level of the area

in which it lies ;
such variations are so numerous that they include practically all

the differences in the altitude of the enclosed plain which we find in any of the

groups. Nor are the other criteria of this category more characteristic. The

irregularities in the walls, the clefts, breaches, and greater breaks, are, in propor-

tion to the length of the encircling ridges, hardly more frequent than in the

mountain rings or ringed plains. So, too, with the minor craters, cones,

and ridges on the floors and rims ; they are abundant, as inspection proves

roughly, in proportion to the area and the age of the structure. A careful ex-

amination of this group of walled plains will satisfy the observer that they are

essentially like the mountain rings except for certain accidents which have be-

fallen the members of the last-named group.

Nearly all the so-called mountain rings, all, indeed, that I have been able

to group in this category, lie in the maria. They appear, as has been considered

by several selenologists, notably by Elger, to be the more or less ruined rem-

nants of what were originally to be classed as walled plains. From their posi-

tion in the maria and even more from their topographic features, they are fairly

to be regarded as akin to the first-named group in origin and general history,

save that at the time when the maria were in igneous fusion their rings were in

part melted down and it may be in part breached by the tides of lava which

surged against them. In some instances these mountain rings appear to have

been suffused by the lava when it stood at its highest level, and afterwards bared

as the surface of the fluid was lowered. The maria of the second and third

quadrant particularly abound in these structures, in every stage of assault and

demolition, from those which stood so high above the flood of lava that their

exterior slopes show only slight signs of attack, to the intermediate stage of the

broken ring immediately north of Flamsteed, and thence to sundry unnamed and

scarcely recognizable fragments of rings in other fields of the maria. There

seems, indeed, hardly any room for doubt that to establish this group we

shall have to accept the principle that the state of obliteration of lunar forma-

tions affords fit basis for their classification. It appears to me that for my
purpose this group must be rejected.

In the group of ring plains selenographers have grouped all the strongly

walled vulcanoid pits of the lunar surface ; they find the criteria for separating

them from the walled plains in the more continuous nature of their ramparts

and the steep declivity of their inner walls. They note also that there are often
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terrace-like structures on these walls such as would be produced by the succes-

sive stages of descent of the lava of the crater. Here again by the use of the

method of series we may intimately connect the vulcanoids of this group with

those of the two preceding groups. None of the students of this classification

whose writings are known to me has failed to observe that there exist examples
which may be classed as wall plains quite as well as ring plains. There is no
doubt that these ring plains have in general better defined, more volcano-like

cones than the wall plains, and that the contact phenomena of the lava of the

floor with the inner slope of the rampart are more characteristic of volcanic

action as we know it on the earth, yet these differences seem to me so to

graduate together in the two groups as to afford no basis for distinct classification.

In the group of craters selenographers have placed so far the greater

number of the vulcanoid pits. They have included in them nearly all the

distinct pits from about fifteen to about three miles in diameter. So far as I

have found, they suggest no definite criteria for the members of this group, save

that they are widely distributed, occurring even on the walls of the large

structures, and that on this and other accounts they appear to be newer than

the wall plains or the ring plains. Inspection shows that there is no structural

difference between the vulcanoids of this and the preceding groups, their rela-

tively smaller size and apparent newness of formation affording no good basis

for instituting a category in which to place them.

Following down in the order of size, the next accepted group is that of

crater-cones. The objects included in this category are all of small size. Elger

compares them to the parasitic cones of ^Etna, which seems to me not a happy

comparison, for their origin is in no wise related to the ^tna " parasites." As
the pits are generally less than a mile in diameter it is difficult to determine the

shape of their bottoms. My own observations agree with those of the selenog-

raphers, that these pits are usually in the form of inverted cones, terminating

downward obtusely, /. c, with no very distinct floors, and further that they are

occasionally found with rounded, saucer-shaped bottoms, as if there had been

lava in the cups, which had withdrawn with the cessation of activity into the

deeper part of the crust. There is enough of this obscure flooring to connect

by series the crater-cones with the craters, showing clearly that the difference

between the two is one of dimensions alone and does not indicate any essential

difference in the nature of the constructive actions. As regards the distribution

of the crater-cones and craterlets, it is to be noted that they in certain instances

appear to be associated with the light streaks ; of this feature we shall take

account hereafter.

The smallest of the observable pits on the surface of the moon are termed

craterlets, or crater pits. These features are extremely numerous, the actual

number on the visible part of the sphere, which might under favorable conditions

be counted, amounting to many thousands. In the most characteristic specimens

of this group there is no distinct wall or cone surrounding the pit, the opening

often being abrupt, as if it were brought about by a mere subsidence of the area
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in which it lies. Yet here, too, there is a gradation, for in sundry instances there

is trace of a ring wall as if some material had been extruded. In many instances

these pits are not circular, but with irregular outlines, which further suggest that

in certain cases there was no explosive discharge, but an in-falling of the covering

of a pre-existing cavity. It is further to be noted that these craterlets often, per-

haps oftenest, lie upon ridges, either the walls of the larger vulcanoids or the

numerous elongate elevations which occur in great numbers on various parts of

the surface and appear not to be connected with any large vents. In general

it may be said that the craterlets are the smallest observable members of the

series which has for its largest term the ring plains, and that they are among
the newer features of the lunar topography.

Looking upon the variety of form of the vulcanoids of the moon in the light

of our knowledge concerning the shape of terrestrial volcanoes, it may be said

that the range in form is not very much greater in the case of the satellite than

in that of the planet. Between the great caldera craters, such as those of the

Sandwich Islands or the Bolsena group of Italy on the one hand, and the smaller

cones on the flanks of .^tna on the other, we have a range in width of cup less

considerable but approaching what is found on the moon ; or, comparing the

nearly coneless craters of the Eifel, the products of a single eruption, with

the peaks of the Teneriffe type or those of the Andes, we note a difference in the

ratio of the enveloping cone to the interior which is also comparable to that

exhibited by the lunar vulcanoids. It is evident that the series of lunar craters

has much ampler range in diameter than those of the earth, but the correspond-

ences are sufficiently evident to justify us in including all such features of our

satellite in one group, assuming that the conditions of their formation were prob-

ably as near alike as in the several varieties of terrestrial volcanoes. An inspec-

tion of the lunar vulcanoids shows us that the most important features which

separate them from those of the earth are to be found in the amount and nature

of their extrusions ; the order, or lack of it, in their positions on the surface ; and

the influences which have served to deform or to destroy their features. These

peculiarities will be considered below.

The presence of a level surface of frozen lava in all of the lunar vulcanoids

save perhaps the very smallest is, as compared with the volcanoes of the earth,

their most conspicuous feature. This clearly indicates the relatively languid

nature of the eruptions from those craters. There are, it is true, a number of

terrestrial volcanoes where such a floor exists, but in all cases the facts justify us

in supposing that the last eruptive action was of the milder type, as in the case

of Kilauea in the Sandwich Islands. Eruptions of even slight intensity meas-

ured by terrestrial standards result in blowing out all of the fluid rock. Thus we
are justified in regarding the level interiors of these vulcanoids as evidence that

the normal lunar crater did not discharge explosively in true volcanic fashion. If

such violent discharges took place at any stage of the history of our satellite they

appear to be unrecorded in its existing features.

Not only is the presence of lava shaped on a floor in all the hundreds if not
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thousands of distinctly observable lunar pits proof of the non-explosive nature of

their eruptions, but we have other evidence to the same effect in the lack of all

signs of ejected masses and of dust-showers, such as are the most striking phe-

nomena of terrestrial outbreaks. If we select any of the vulcanoids situated in a

region of much accidented topography, which evidently existed before the vent

was formed, and examine the surface about the opening, we readily note that it is

not masked as it would be in case it had been subjected to a succession of ash

showers such as come from a normal terrestrial volcano. In many instances I

have observed that there was no trace of such ash-covering up to the very foot

of the ring wall. Like evidence of a more affirmative nature is to be had in the

very numerous instances in which one vulcanoid cuts another. So far as I have

been able to note the details of these instances, the earlier existing crater, except

where its walls have been deformed by the encroachment of its neighbor, never

suffers from any distinct obliteration. Its ring wall—craterlets, vents, terraces,

and other slighter features, which should be hidden or distinctly changed in

aspect by an accumulation of even a few score feet of ash—remains, so far as can

be discerned, unaltered. When we remember that there has evidently been no

erosive action on the moon such as has normally washed away thousands of feet

in thickness of ash about .^tna and other large terrestrial volcanoes, we see how

clear is this evidence that the lunar vulcanoids have not been the seat of ordinary

volcanic explosions.

The lack of considerable lava flows on the moon appears to be almost as

well established as the absence of ash ; in but a few instances have structures

which can possibly be classed as flows of really fluid matter proceeding from

craters been reasonably suspected, and these on inspection appear to be more

than doubtful. As will be noted below, the material in the craters appears not to

have had a high order of fluidity, so that it quickly consolidated on very steep

slopes—according to my observations generally exceeding 20" of declivity—as

soon as it passed out of the cup. None of the rills or other fractures appear to

have afforded passage to the interior fluid material ; they seem, indeed, to have

been formed long after the larger vulcanoids had ceased to be active.

DISTKIHUTION OF VULCANOIDS.

In considering the distribution of the lunar vulcanoids it is first to be noted

that, unlike those ''of the earth, they are scattered over the whole of its visible

surface. The fact that here and there all around the limb we may trace the

hither borders of great ringed plains fairly leads to the supposition that like

structures exist on "the unseen portion of the sphere. Except that on the maria

there are no large vulcanoids formed since those great plains were produced,—

probably none as much as ten miles in diameter that postdate their fluid period,

—there is little to be said concerning the distribution of these features on their

surfaces. There are, it is true, considerable areas of the lunar surface outside of

the maria where the only vulcanoids are the craterlets. With slight exceptions
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these are the regions of so-called mountains, or in fields where there exist very

many low dome-like elevations, often circular in outline but occasionally some-

what elongate. Of those regions where vulcanoids of considerable size are rare,

the most noteworthy are the field of the Haemus Mountains, the region on the

west side of the Mare Foecunditatis, and that to the northwest of the Caucasus

Mountains, though there are many others of about the same extent. (See plate

xviii.) Several of these regions are of more than fifteen thousand square miles

in area. It should be understood, however, that none of these fields entirely

lacks vulcanoids ; it is indeed doubtful if there is any part of the moon's surface,

except it may be some portions of the maria, where craters of large or small

size may not be found in everj'^ circle of twenty miles in diameter.

In many accounts of the distribution of the lunar vulcanoids it is stated that

the greater of them exhibit a distinct train-like arrangement. As before noted, I

have been unable to find any satisfactory evidence of such order being at all

common. Here and there, as in the group of Ptolema^us, Alphonsus, and Arza-

chel, there is a trace of linear order, but a study of the facts shows that so far as

the larger structures are concerned there is no reason to believe that there is

any prevailing definite order in their placement. There is, however, good reason

to believe that the smaller vulcanoids, commonly termed craterlets, are not infre-

quently arranged in linear order. This is not true of all of them, but is clearly so

in the case of those which are in some way related to the rills or other crevices,

and to the light rays of this point I shall have more to say below.

As regards the order of distribution in time of the lunar vulcanoids, it may be

said that all the facts point to the conclusion, if they do not establish it, that the

largest of them commonly were formed first. This is shown by the fact that

in only a few instances does a large ring plain cut a decidedly smaller structure of

the same nature, while the instances in which the smaller have intersected the larger

are very numerous. So far as I have been able to apply this method of determin-

ing the relative age of the rings, it establishes the fact that the greater number, if

not all, of the vulcanoids of say over fifty miles in diameter were completely formed

before the most, if not all, of those say twenty miles in diameter were built, and

further that very many of the craterlets were opened after the greater structures

were completed. Still further it appears likely, though not certain, that before

the greater vulcanoids were formed the so-called mountain districts and the

general surface of the moon had acquired the topography we now find them to

have, at least as regards the larger features of the surface. In very many of the

great vulcanoids we find evidence that the neighboring country has had its surface

somewhat distorted by the intruding structure. In a word, there appears to have

been an ancient surface antedating the distinct ring plains, though it is possible

that this surface was itself largely made up of such rings which have been obliter-

ated by the agents of decay, which have in many instances partly demolished

structures which are still recognizable, though often but faintly. The number of

these faint rings too indistinct to be named, and rarely affording more than the

merest traces of their original form, is so great as to warrant the conjecture that
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those now existing are but the last of a long series which has been formed and
destroyed. Close attention to these features in the moments of good seeing,

which occasionally reward the observer, will reveal a series connecting such still

distinct though extensively demolished rings with other more numerous fragments

of circles which would not be interpretable save for the connecting links.

It may here be said that the phenomena of dilapidation exhibited by the

relicts of ring walls in the fields of the maria differ essentially from what we find

on the outlying surface of the moon. In the last-named areas, the ruining of the

ancient ramparts has evidently been in large measure brought about by the

encroachment and possibly by some shearing pressure of later-formed vulcanoids,

which actions have broken down and shoved about the fragments of the once

complete circumvallations. In addition to these processes of burial and displace-

ment, there have apparently been at work some influences which have slowly

broken down the rings, so that they have lost the original steepness of their

profiles. In and on the borders of the maria we find evidence that the destruc-

tion was brought about by the immediate and swift assault of the originally fluid

material that now forms these plains of frozen lava. The rings are not deformed

but more or less broken down, in part breached, by the stroke of a tide of fluid

rock, as in the case of Doppelmeyer and Hippalus on the shores of the Mare

Humorum, or simply overflowed and melted down, as is the case with the great

unnamed ring north of Flamsteed, the more effaced ring between that structure

and Damoiseau, or the many other like instances in other maria.

As we pass from the largest rings downward in the series towards the small-

est craters which have distinct floors, we note a progressive increase in the fresh-

ness and finish of these structures. The departures from the original form

become less frequent, the walls are less breached, and the slopes of the ramparts

steeper and more even. The interference of rings of like size becomes rare, so

that with those less than five miles in diameter it does not appear to occur. All

these facts point to the conclusion which finds expression in the writings of many

selenographers, that in general the larger the rings the greater their age.

PHYSICAL HISTORY OF THE VULCANOIDS.

Comparing the lunar vulcanoids with the terrestrial volcanoes and adding to

the considerations no more than a reasonable amount of conjecture, it seems

to me that we may interpret the phenomena as set forth below. In this explana-

tion care has been taken to introduce into the interpretation nothing in the way

of action that does not appear to be warranted by the processes of our own

sphere.

It is, in the first place, evident that while the lunar vents indicate some

process of eruption it cannot be regarded as in its nature identical with that of

ordinary terrestrial volcanoes. These last-named craters are, while they remain

active, with rare and questionable exceptions, on sea-floors or near their shores.

What we observe in their action and their distribution leads us to believe that
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they are—mainly if not altogether—the points of discharge of water-vapor or of its

dissociated gases, and that this water has been buried by aqueous sedimentation.

The result is that when heated to a high temperature the fluid commonly explodes

with a great tension, scattering large amounts of morcellated rock to great

distances from the place of escape. On the other hand, in the lunar vulcanoids,

the evidence goes to show that there were no explosions competent to drive

fragments in extended trajectories. It is evident, indeed, that the movement of

the lava in the pits was almost exclusively up and down in the cavities, often with

successive haltings on a particular level, followed by a sinking to a considerable

depth. In these stationary periods, the terraces of the frozen fluid on the inner

slopes of the ramparts apparently were formed. That the position of the lava

was not in all instances determined by a common interior deep level of the fluid

seems to be shown by the fact that in some of the rings its surface is several thou-

sand feet below the surrounding area, while in the case of Wargentin, just south

of Schickard, the floor apparently lies high above the surface of the surrounding

country.

That there was some kind of boiling or up-welling action in these crater lavas

is well shown by the fact that in a number of instances, more numerous than the

records show, the surface of the floor is flexed upward, so that the center is some

hundred feet above the rim of the sheet, as if the final much weakened impulse

was sufficient to arch the frozen crust but not great enough to rend it from

its adhesions to the shore. Such tumefying action is also shown by the numerous

instances in which a mountainous mass of lava has been forced up in the central

part of the crater floor. These medial heaps of lava are so common in the

vulcanoids of middle size as to be the rule rather than the exception in these

structures. In many instances they are replaced by central craters, or now and

then, as in the case of Theophilus, there is a mass spewed up, as are some terres-

trial trachytic cones, with only a faint trace of crater pipes leading downward into

the interior. (See plate xvii.)

Finding as we do evidence of some swelling and sinking process competent

to lift and lower the lava in the craters of the vulcanoids, and seeing at the same
time that this action did not take place with anything like the energy of terrestrial

eruptions, the question arises as to the nature of this eruptive force which has

operated on the crust of the moon. The only hypothesis which has suggested

itself is some kind of boiling, such as will take place in any fluid mass which is

heated below and cooled on the surface, as in molten iron, where substances in

the vaporous state, though they exist, are not present in sufficient quantities

greatly to affect the movement, or there is a circulation mainly impelled by the

escape of imprisoned vapors. Mere convection of heat in an igneous fluid

does not seem to be sufficient to account for the rise and fall of the lava in the

craters, especially as in the case of Wargentin, for there the lava floor lies at

a height of some thousands of feet above the general level of the surface. We
will therefore consider the possibility of there being materials vaporized by heat

in the lava, not enough to produce the type of terrestrial explosions, but sufficient
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to lift the lava to the tops of the existing rings and to produce a circulation suf-

ficient to keep the material for a long time in a molten state. On this point we
have some direct evidence from the fact that many types of lavas that form dykes,

such as granites, are violently forced into rocks of the earth's crust without there

being any evidence of vaporous or gaseous materials impelling them ; it is more
likely, however, that what we see in the way of eruptions on the moon are the

results of extrusions brought about by the pressure of gases originally contained

in the fluid mass of the sphere.

It is commonly assumed that for a long time after any celestial sphere has

entered on its fluid state, in passing from its nebulous or fragmentary previous

condition, the process of separation of its materials volatilizable at the temper-

ature established by the concentration must necessarily go on with the result

that some such vulcanoid phenomena as appear on the lunar surface will be

likely to occur. It is a fair working hypothesis that every crater-like opening on

the moon was formed by the relatively mild outbreak of vapor such as keeps

open the terrestrial craters of the Kilauea type ; in such vents there may be

vapor enough to induce some movement of the lava, but not enough to cause

very great ejections of the fluid.

It may be assumed that the lava of the moon far more than that of the

earth would tend to retain its gases and to form the viscid, slow-moving material

known as pumice, which even when near a melting temperature is of a wax-like

stiffness. The reason why the blebs of vapor could not separate from the lunar

lava as readily as from the fluid rock of our planet is to be found in the relatively

slight value of gravitation, which on the surface of the moon is only a little more

than one-sixth what it is on the earth. The tendency of bubbles to separate

from a fluid depends in large measure on the difference between the weight

of the contained vapor and that of the mass in which they lie ; so that it may
well be that the lavas of the satellite were on account of their contained vesicules

of vapor less fluid and more like pumice than those we have a chance to observe

in volcanic action.

When the lavas were lifted to the edge of the encircling rampart it is evident

that they flowed out. That they were in the periods of activity so lifted and

discharged is plain from the height of the terraces in many lunar craters, and

from the elevation at which the lava floor has remained in the case of Wargentin.

The normal well-preserved vulcanoid of sufficient size to permit a study of its

features shows, in most instances, buttress-like ridges extending not more than a

few miles outwardly from its rim ; these are fairly to be taken as flows which

have passed over that rim or through breaches in it. It is to be noted that all of

these buttresses have very steep slopes, both in the radial direction from the

crater and laterally from the center of the ridge. To those accustomed to the

gradual slope of lava streams, such as break forth from the base of volcanic-

cones where the angle of declivity is often not more than two or three degrees,

the twenty to thirty degrees of inclination of these supposed lunar flows may
seem to negative the hypothesis that they can be lava streams. Lyall and
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Others have, however, shown that lavas may, flowing over the edges of terrestrial

craters, consolidate in slopes of eighteen degrees of declivity. Now the angle at

which the stream comes to rest will, other things being equal, be determined by

the value of gravity ; reckoning this as before at one-sixth that of the earth's

surface, we see that a very much increased slope may well be allowed in the case

of the lunar discharges.

The conception thus formed of the process by which a lunar vulcanoid

of the larger size was produced, a conception founded on an extended study of

their phenomena, is as follows : the first stage of the action probably consisted in

the production of a slight dome-shaped elevation such as abound on the lunar

surface, being, indeed, the commonest of the smaller features on many parts of

the areas outside of the maria. These dome-like elevations appear to be due

to some accumulation of vapors beneath the superficial layer, formed perhaps

when the whole crust was still partly softened by heat. At a certain stage of the

process this arch fell in, or was broken to pieces and thrown outwardly, leaving a

pit with lava in it. When in its oscillations of height this lava overflowed the

edge of the pit, the material so passing from the heated interior quickly consoli-

dated and began the formation of a ring-shaped rampart. With the continuance

of this action the lava would tend to melt down the interior faces of the rampart,

gradually extending the diameter of the opening, destroying and remaking the

wall as the process of enlargement went on. Finally, as the supply of melted

rock was by unknown causes reduced, the lava fell to its lowest depth and gradu-

ally froze ; the last stage in the activity being usually marked by a small central

crater, a low dome, or by a spewed-out cone, such as so commonly occupies the

central part of the floors of the greater rings. It is to be noted that the present

position of the lava in the vulcanoids is not to be taken as its average height, for

practically all of the craters which preserve what seems to be a fair semblance of

their original form show the remains of terraces that indicate higher levels of

their floors.

The objection may be made that the summits of the ramparts abound in

peaks which rise far above the general level of the rings. It is evident that

these salient points present serious difficulties ; in some instances they may be

accounted for on the supposition that the parts of the ridge now much lower

have been broken down by lava which has poured over its crest. In other cases

we may find the explanation in the fact that there is an obvious tendency to

form small craters on the crust of the ring wall, there being many such that are

plainly visible. Now, as we see elsewhere, particularly in the center of the

vulcanoids of middle size, sharp, irregularly shaped masses of extruded lava,

sometimes, as in Theophilus, many thousand feet high, often take the place of

small craters. (See plate xvii.) Thus these isolated peaks may be masses
• of lava which have been spewed up to a great height. The origin of the small

vulcanoids on the ramparts of the greater is a difficult matter to explain ; it

may perhaps be accounted for by reference to terrestrial volcanoes, where we find

some evidence of a like tendency to form secondary craters around the margins
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of a plug of frozen lava which fills the cup. If we suppose a ring widening by

the process of melting and rebuilding its walls, we may conceive that the fluid

is likely to extend at points beneath the ramparts, so that when, after a period

of repose, in which the lava was frozen and had shrunk, activity was resumed,

the easiest way upward for the vapors would be by passages leading vertically

throucjh the wall.

The curious fact may here be noted, that in no observed instance is there

distinct evidence of any lava flow which has broken under and through the ram-

part or cone surrounding a vulcanoid. When we consider that practically all the

lava streams from terrestrial volcanoes break out through the base of their cinder

cones, this condition of affairs on the moon demands an explanation. This may,

like many other of the lunar events, be explained by the fact that the weight of

the fluid, which is the impelling agent of its flowing, is only one-sixth that of

terrestrial lavas, while the cohesion of the rocks may be, and most likely is, quite

as great as on the earth ; certainly these cones, which apparently are far more firmly

built than the ash heaps of volcanoes, must have resisted the relatively slight

hydrostatic pressure of the lavas they enclose far better than the like structures

of the earth.

We may here turn aside for a moment to consider the hypothesis that the evi-

dent and often probably repeated up-and-down movement of the lava in the vulca-

noids was due to tidal action effected by the earth. While it cannot be doubted that

the effect of the earth's attraction, at present six times as great on the moon as is

that exercised by that body on our sphere, and may of old have been yet greater,

would be competent to lift any internal united mass of fluid to a considerable

height, there are reasons why it cannot well have served to pump the lava up to the

elevations it attained in the lunar craters. To be operative, we have to suppose

that the terrestrial attraction took effect in a central mass of igneous fluid, the sur-

rounding crust being essentially rigid, not flexing to any great extent with the

pull, which seems to be an unwarranted assumption. Under these conditions the

lava would mount and descend in each lunar day, which, before the moon ceased

to have a diurnal rotation, may have been of almost any length less than what

exists at present which we have a fancy to reckon. It is, however, to be observed

that the lavas of the vulcanoids, from time to time, froze at exceedingly varied

levels, there being a range of several thousand feet in altitude in craters which

are near to one another. These stations of repose, long enough to permit the

freezing, are not to be explained on the hypothesis of incessant tidal pumping

;

nor have I been able to account for the facts by any warrantable subsidiary

hypothesis. Moreover, the smaller vulcanoids, the craterlets, which are evidently

in the same series as the greater, having little or no lava in their bases, cannot be

thus explained. Furthermore, the central cones of many of the larger vulcanoids,

the formation of which was evidently in some way connected with the actions

which built the whole structures, apparently cannot be brought under this

explanation.

The most reasonable view as to the interior condition of the moon when its
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vulcanoids were in activity is that it was in a state of essential fluidity with a

relatively thin crust. This fluidity may not have been that of terrestrial lavas ; it

may have been, and apparently was, more viscous or pumiceous. That such was

the case is suggested by the behavior of the extruded lavas ; it is further sup-

ported by the form of those other extrusions which occur in the so-called moun-

tains, as will be further noted in the study of those structures. Thus the crust,

despite its being of greater weight than the interior lavas, may have attained a

considerable thickness ; it may have had a depth of some miles. Yet it is hard

to believe that it would have formed a suf^ciently rigid enclosure of the interior

fluid to have caused the sphere to remain undeformed by the earth's attraction to

the extent necessary to bring about a great up-and-down play of the lava in the

passages leading to the surface. It is furthermore to be noted that no trace of

tidal action has been observed in terrestrial volcanoes— though this fact may be

accounted for by the difference in the nature of their origin.

I have already, in preparation for the study of the maria, considered the argu-

ments against the supposition that the vulcanoids are due to the in-falling of

meteoric bodies, the main point being that they fail to exhibit any trace of the

(Treat meltino- due to the collision of bolides of sufficient size to make such pits.

The maria being, according to my view, due to such in-fallings, showing all the

evidences of a vast and sudden development of very fluid material of high tem-

peratures, it follows on this hypothesis that the vulcanoids cannot be due to like

action. The objection to this explanation in the case of all the crateriform open-

ings seems to me to be so insuperable that it may not be further discussed.

It is important to consider the group of vulcanoids which have been formed

on the surface of the maria since the lavas of the maria were produced. We note,

at the outset, that these openings are all of relatively small size. Leaving out many
doubtful cases, where it is not easy to determine whether the structure was in age

antecedent to the maria in which it lies or no, these vulcanoids, so far as I have

observed, never exceed ten miles in diameter, and even those of such width lie in

positions where the covering of lava proper to the mare may be thin. It is there-

fore possible that they are due to actions occurring beneath this marial sheet

which have manifested themselves on the new surface. The only vulcanoids

which may be with some confidence regarded as having their origin in the lavas

of the maria are the numerous small craters and craterlets, those in general of

less than a mile in diameter, which are abundantly found scattered over their fields,

though they are there less numerous than on certain other parts of the lunar

surface.

It may here be noted once again that in certain instances the likeness of

color and the relation of height of the lavas of the maria and those of large nearby

craters leans to the suesfestion that the igneous fluid from the neicjhborin"- mare

passed under the ring wall, or through clefts since effaced, into the area it encloses.

This view is most distinctly suggested in the case of Plato and Grimaldi, but

there are other instances to which it would be applicable. Such a passage of lavas

by underground ways is made doubtful by the fact before adverted to, that in no
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instance has the molten rock contained within a ring been observed to discharge

itself through the rampart, as is often the case in terrestrial volcanoes. It is per-

haps more likely that any communication with the maria was by fissures in the

walls which have since been closed, or, if remaining, are so narrow as to escape

observation. It may be said, however, that the great heat of the marial lavas and

their evident high fluidity would have enabled them to burrow through passages

not permeable to the viscous lavas of the vulcanoids.

The evident fact that the order of succession in time of the vulcanoids is, in

a general way at least, in the order of succession of their size, the larger being

the more ancient, enables us approximately to determine at what stage in the

lunar surface the maria were formed. All of these several areas which have

originated independently one of another appear to have about the same sizes of

minor vulcanoids on their surfaces. The small craters apparently originated after

the o-reater rings had been formed, but certainly before the discharge of materials

from the interior had ceased. It is possible, however, that all the vulcanoids in

the maria, except those which were situated on such elevated ground that they

were not suffused by their lavas, owe their origin to boiling action within the

liquefied zone of the seas themselves. In this case it is possible that the time

when these fields were formed was after vulcanoids ceased to be produced on

other areas of the lunar surface. The general sharpness of these structures on

the maria is in favor of their relatively recent origin, though it affords no data

for a precise determination of their age.

I have, in considering the origin of the maria, referred to what appears to

me to be evidence that the fluid of which they were originally composed had

extended upward along portions of and perhaps all of their shores, so as to pro-

duce a smudged effect on parts of the relatively low-lying ground. So far as I

have observed, this apparent effect is most evident on the southern shores of the

Mare Nubium and the Mare Humorum. (See plate xxi.) My observations

suggest that these apparently inundated fields lack craterlets, such as occur on

the areas of the distinct maria. If this observation should be confirmed, it would

make it likely that the seas were formed after the activity of the moon, as a whole,

had ceased, and that the craterlets of the maria were due, as just above suggested,

to boiling within their masses, and not to the internal fluid of the sphere. A careful

reckoning of the number of very minute craterlets on the maria, as compared with

those on other parts of the moon, will probably show that they are on the average

more numerous on them than on some other fields of higher ground, and also

that they are of prevailingly smaller size. As a group they appear to me to

grade less distinctly into the flat-bottomed craters than do those of the high-

lands My observation on these points are, however, not sufficient to more than

suggest these possibilities. Anything like a determination of them demands

better seeing than is to be had at the Harvard College Observatory and bet-

ter sight than is now mine. Should these variations really exist, they would

tend to show that the maria had developed their vulcanoids from their own ma-

terials. In further inquiries concerning these pits on the maria, it will be well to
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have them compared with like structures in the lava floors of the larger ring

plains. My inspection shows them to be very similar in aspect, as they may be

in origin, probably being both alike due to actions taking place within a moderate

distance from the surface.

MOUNTAINOUS RELIEFS OF THE MOON.

Next in topographic importance to the vulcanoids come the reliefs, which

have received the general name of mountains. In this group we find at least

three distinct categories, which probably are due to as many separate causes.

First and most important of these species of salient forms come those which have

generally been named after terrestrial ranges or orogenic systems, as, for instance,

the Alps, Apennines, Caucasus, etc. Although these groups of elevations have

a considerable local diversity in character, varying in elevation from two or three

thousand to twenty-six thousand feet or more, and in shape of their individual

peaks from seldom nearly conical forms to much extended ridges, they in general

have the character of elongate masses rudely elliptical in horizontal section, the

several units of each field showing a tendency to a rude parallelism of their axes.

These units are rarely distinct from one another, but connected at their bases, so

that the field they occupy is by their confluence considerably raised above the

general surface of the country in which they lie.

The number of these fields of mountains which have been named by sele-

nographers is about twenty-five. There are, however, probably at least twice as

many areas which exhibit this type of structure in a tolerably clear manner. One
of the most important of these is the area between Schroter on the south and

Marco Polo on the north, the area in part forming an isthmus-like barrier between

the Mare Nubium and the Sinus .^stuum. The facts gro to show that while

the tendency to form this type of topography is more evident in the northern

than in the southern hemisphere, it has existed in some measure on all parts of

the moon except those now occupied by the maria ; in these fields, though there

appear to be ill-preserved remains of such structures, they are very imperfect. It

may also be said that structures of this nature seem to be more frequently

developed near the limb than elsewhere, but this may be due to errors in classi-

fication, consequent on the difficulty of determining whether elevations in that

part of the surface are the borders of vulcanoids or mountain ridges.

In considering the relation of the mountains of the moon to the vulcanoids,

it is important first of all to note the fact that where they are extensively devel-

oped there is a prevailing absence of larger crater-form structures, and that in

certain instances we may at least suspect that they have broken up such struc-

tures. At a number of points involved in these tangles of ridges there are

features which look very much like fragments of the rampart of ringed plains

which had been involved in the apparently tumultuous movements attending the

building of the mountainous reliefs. Instances of this nature occur in nearly all

the larger mountainous areas
;
good examples exist in the Ha;mus Mountains
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and in the unnamed district between the Lacus Somniorum and the Mare Crisium.

As it is the habit of the ridges to be rather straight, the occurrence of curved

fragments, varying from those of a few degrees of arc to half circular, appears to

warrant the hypothesis that antecedently existing vulcanoids have been broken

up in this peculiar constructive work.

In some instances vulcanoids which were evidently once fairly perfect, as

such structures necessarily are at the time of their formation, have been appar-

ently invaded by the mountain ridges. This is the case in Marco Polo, just

above mentioned. Here an originally normal ring plain has been broken into

on its northern versant, and thereby so deformed that its original nature is not

readily perceived on casual observation. The great walled plain of Hipparchus

appears to have been in large measure destroyed by the development of mountain

ridges, which traverse its walls and in part the enclosed plain. Many other

instances could be cited to show that these mountain-building actions, whatever

their nature may be, have been very effective in deforming if not in destroying

the vulcanoids of large area. Even the generally well-preserved Plato appears to

me to exhibit in its wall evident traces of dislocation arising from the disturbance

of the moderately accidented region about it.

There is no evidence sufficient to determine the stage when the building of

lunar mountains ceased. There is, however, reason to su.spect that they were not

formed after the maria came into existence. There are, it is true, a number of

groups of such structures which lie within the boundaries of the seas, but there is

some reason to believe that these are the survivals from an antecedent time, being

parts of systems which were not entirely buried by these widespread lava fields,

though they show to my eye distinct evidence of having been effected by the

inundations of liquid rock. If this judgment as to the history of the intramarian

ranges be accepted, then we may safely conclude that the mountain-building

period was passed before the seas were formed. There is some reason to suppose

that this stage of the lunar development did not extend down to the time when

the smaller vulcanoids, at least those which lie outside of the ring plains, were

produced. In no instance have I observed any of the mountainous folds break-

ing in upon craters less than ten miles in diameter, though my observations are

not sufficient to completely exclude such occurrences. In many instances, how-

ever, very well-shaped craters of several miles in diameter occur in mountain-built

areas. They often are so well preserved that we have to exclude the supposition

that they were formed before the ridges were developed.

The second group of prominences which may be termed mountains has for

its type the isolated masses which often occur in the central parts of lava floors

of the greater vulcanoids, and more rarely in excentric positions on those floors.

These reliefs were evidently produced by some action connected with the forma-

tion of small craters which they appear to replace. Such craters on the floors

of the vulcanoids are, as is well known, extremely common ;
in many instances

there are more than a dozen within the ring, and in the Stadius Schmidt says he

counted fifty, and forty-one have been delineated. Commonly there is either a
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considerable pit or a mountain in the center of the ring, the probability of this

central feature occurring being greater with the decrease of the size of the

vulcanoid, until the diameter of the plain becomes less than about ten miles, when

it tends to disappear. The facts indicate that the central pit and mountain of the

vulcanoid floor are interchangeable features. In some cases the peak has a more

or less distinct craterlet upon its summit, or, as is shown in the central compound

structure of Theophilus, there may be traces of a crater masked in the extruded

heap.

The third group of reliefs on the lunar surface is typified by the long, low,

apparently continuous ridges which are found on all the maria, but which are

particularly well developed on the Mare Imbrium, the Mare Serenitatis, and the

Mare Nectaris. (See plates xviii and xxiv.) The characteristic features of

these ridges are their prevailingly low-arched forms, their slight height, and their

remarkable continuity ; they very often attain a length of one hundred miles, and

in some cases of twice or thrice that extent, while the greatest elevation assigned

to them is less than two thousand feet. As their flanks grade rather indistinctly

into the general surface of the maria, their precise width cannot be stated ; it is

evidently variable, with a probable maximum of five to ten miles. So far as I

have been able to ascertain, well developed continuous ridges are limited alto-

gether to the maria and practically so to the larger fields of this nature ; in the

small maria they are much less distinct, though there are instances of slight undu-

lations which may belong in the same category of structures. In fact all the

extended plains, even those of the greater vulcanoids, exhibit more or less

wrinkled surfaces, when seen with powerful telescopes under very oblique illumin-

ation, such as serves to bring out irregularities only a few score feet in height.

The distribution of the continuous ridges indicates that they belong to two

distinct groups which may be due to diverse causes, or at least to different

methods of action of some general cause. The most evident of them are often

nearly rectilinear, or with broad curves, which have no evident relations to the

outlines of the shore of the mare in which they lie. Of these, the great examples

extending from near Lambert in the Mare Imbrium, or those of the Mare Sereni-

tatis lying between Posidonius and the promontory of Acherusia, may be taken

as types. Another group, well indicated on the borders of many of the maria

and some of their embayments, has the folds following the shores and seems to

be limited to a somewhat distinct field lying near those shore lines. Elger sug-

gests that in the case of Mare Nectaris these shore-following ridges are due to

the settlement of the lava in the central part of the basin. It is undoubtedly the

fact that the lava has been lowered in the Mare Crisium since the surface has

frozen, as it probably has in all the maria ; traces of like action seem to me to be

more than conjecturable in the floors of the larger vulcanoids as well ; but it is

not to me clear that these shore-following wrinkles are, as Eleer sueeests, cavine-

in steps, such as those formed on the edges of a frozen pool or stream as the

water in the basin subsides. If they are, as some of my sketches indicate,

arranged in the manner of a carpet on a stairway, as monoclinal folds of terres-
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trial rocks, we have reason to suppose that they are due to faults which skirt the

shores and which occurred in the basement rocks while the lava sheet was still in

a plastic state. This supposition has its difficulties, for there is no evident reason

why such faultings should occur ;
faults with vertical displacement are very rare on

the surface of the moon, and in no case are they found in any such order as we
need to have them to account for the shore wrinkles like those curving around the

borders of the maria.

Less distinct than the typical continuous ridges, but probably to be connected

with them, as lesser phenomena of the same order, we have, as before noted, on all

the maria and on some of the greater vulcanoids' floors, faint wrinkles of great linear

extent. The relation of these to the larger ridges appears to be confirmed by a

series in which it is impossible to determine any break. I am therefore disposed

to place all the elongate wrinkles in one group, regarding the typical examples

hundreds of miles in length as structurally related to the slight, relatively short

foldings which are barely revealed by the telescope. On close examination of the

more characteristic elongate ridges it appears likely that they are not, as they

appear at first sight to be, even arches, but in some instances at least are com-

pounded of smaller wrinkles arranged in a more or less parallel order. As these

minute features are discernible only by their shadows, it is as yet undetermined

whether they are subordinate ridges forming a kind of chain or fractured blocks.

I am inclined to think it probable that they are of the last-named nature, for the

reason that analogy with terrestrial lavas would indicate that solidified superficial

lava would fracture and not fold into arches. Some of these ridges appear to

have craterlets on their summits.

It is also to be noted that, while the systems of low elevation which we are

considering have great continuity, there is an evident tendency to break the con-

tinuity, so that the chain is composed of separate links, each parted from the other,

as in terrestrial mountain chains. Here and there these units are arranged in an

echelon order, as is the case in many terrestrial mountain chains such as the Alle-

ghanies. This arrangement makes the likeness of these lunar elevations to ter-

restrial mountains more evident than any other of its reliefs.

A third group of lunar elevations, possibly akin to the long ridges above

described, is found in the domes which abound in many parts of the surface
;

they are, according to my observations, commonest on those parts where vulcan-

oids are rare. I have suggested that certain, or perhaps all of them, may be

incipient craters. These domes are found on the maria, though here they are of

prevailingly smaller size, as well as on the older, more elevated surfaces
; in num-

ber they rival the crateriform structures. Following the plan of grouping the

lunar features, when possible, into series, I have endeavored so to connect the

domes with the elongate arches before described. There are many examples of

domes which are somewhat elongate, say with the major axis near twice the

extent of the minor, but I have not been able to unite the two groups by any

complete series of transitional steps and therefore am led to consider them as

possibly distinct.
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ORIGIN OF LUNAR MOUNTAINOUS RELIEFS.

As regards the origin of the first-described groups of lunar rehefs, those

which form the massive elevated mountains, it may be said that they cannot be

placed in the category of terrestrial structures due to folding and faulting com-

bined with aqueous erosion. If there be any one certain fact concerning lunar

topography it is that it nowhere exhibits the results of water erosion. If oro-

crenic action such as operates on the earth has acted on the moon, as it may

have done in the case of the elongate ridges of the maria, it could give us no

more than arches and the fractures incident on their formation. It could not

possibly have developed the steep, lofty, and extremely serrate structures such as

are found in the greater fields of the so-called mountains. So far as geology

enables us to interpret them, these elevations must be due to the ejection of

exceedingly viscous lavas, forming heaps such as we have in certain masses of

trachytic rocks on the earth. That such ejections do occur on the moon is well

shown by the very numerous and often high peaks which have evidently been

thrust up in the central part of the lava field enclosed by the greater vulcanoids.

In character of summits and slopes these tumefactions of the ring plains are to

my seeing essentially like the so-called mountains. They often attain to near

the average height of the peaks in the Alps or the Apennines or other lunar

fields of crowded elevations. The facts have led me to the following considera-

tions and to a working hypothesis based on them :

Noting that the peaks formed in the central part of the lava floors of the

greater vulcanoids clearly indicate that, after a period when tolerably fluid lavas

existed beneath the crust, there came a time when these lavas were so viscous

that while they might be extruded they would not flow, but retained the shape

in which they were spewed out ; noting also that the evidence from the invasion

of the vulcanoids by mountain ridges indicates that these elevations were

among the more recently formed structures of the maria, we are led to the

suggestion that they represent a stage of the eruption when the ejected materials

were so viscous that they could no longer form vulcanoids, but poured forth

masses which not only did not flow but heaped up near the vent, just as they evi-

dently did in the central field of many craters. It is true that small craters are

here and there, though rarely, found amid these mountainous elevations ; they

may represent the localized remnants of the once general fluid state, remnants

sufficient to produce slight eruptions of the earlier type.

I have already called attention to the fact that the distribution of the ex-

ceedingly numerous small bleb-like domes on the lunar surface suggests that

they are the first stage in the development of craters, the imprisoned vapors

serving to lift the surface although it was not broken through. It appears to

me likely that it is in such elevations that we have also the beginnings of the other

group of vulcanoids, the ejected peaks. In several parts of the moon, notably

in the region where mountainous elevations occur, these domes abound. In

some cases small craters occur in the same field, which suggests, as before noted,
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that these bleb-like elevations may have been the first stage of such vents
; in

Other cases the cones appear to pass by a series of transitions into the mountain-
ous form. I have not been able to verify this passage from the dome to
the peak, but the indications of it appear to me to be noteworthy. In this

connection it may be remarked that the structures in the centers of the middle-
sized vulcanoids lend support to the view that a dome-shaped elevation may, by
further development, pass into a peak. When these prominences are low and
small they often have a rather evenly arched form, but when they are of consid-
erable magnitude they take on a complicated shape with serrate crests substan-
tially like the structures classed as mountains, the only evident difference being
that the masses are not so commonly elongate in horizontal section, as the indi-

vidual mountainous ridges commonly are.

The observed facts concerning the mountainous protuberances of the lunar
surface lead me to the opinion that they are classifiable in one group, of which
the simplest and most interpretable examples are found in such peaks on vul-

canoid lava plains as that of Theophilus, where we have a mass of ejected ma-
terials which shows no trace of flowing for it has very steep walls. (See plate

XVII.) This great viscid ejection covers an area of more than three hundred
square miles, and rises to a height of six or seven thousand feet above the floor

of the crater ; it is particularly interesting for the reason that while it is essen-

tially a group of peaks it retains traces of what seems to be a volcanic type, as it

has an indistinct crater on the summit of the mass. Other instances could be
cited to show this passage from the conditions of a crateriform structure to a

rugged cone. In fact the series appears to be sufficiently fairly complete to

establish the point that the last stage of activity in the craters of the vulcanoids

was that in which the interior lavas, primarily hot enough to flow in the manner
necessary to form very level surfaces, had become so viscous that they would
maintain themselves at angles of sixty degrees or more to the horizontal.

As for the ejections of viscous lava which took place outside of the craters,

forming mountain-like elevations, the evidence appears to warrant the conclusion

that they represent, as do the craterless cones within the rings, a survival of a

tendency to eruptions after the time when the lava was liquid enough to produce
the normal vulcanoid structures. In these later eruptions, because of this ex-

ceeding viscosity of the ejected material, there could be no ring wall or interior

lava plain formed. All the material which would have gone to such construc-

tions was heaped in the viscid mass which was forced out of the opening. The
natural result of these conditions is that the mountainous elevations, while less in

diameter than the larger vulcanoids and having no more material than goes to

the formation of an ordinary lunar cone and lava plain, present normally very

elevated peaks.

It may seem that if the craters and the mountains are the result of es-

sentially the same expulsive energy, with no other difference in the conditions

than the suggested variation in the fluidity of the lavas, we should find a series

of intermediate forms between the crater and the peak. Such intermediate
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Stages are, as I have noted, to be found in the central structures of the normal

vulcanoids. I have here and there suspected like transitional shapes among the

mountains, but can cite none that is conclusive. There are, however, in the

region of the Alps and other fields in the northern hemisphere of the moon vari-

ous instances which may be of this nature. My eyes are no longer fit for such

difficult observations, so I must leave this point, along with many others, unveri-

fied. It is well, however, to note that the passage from the state in which the

lava of the moon's interior was sufficiently fluid to bring about the formation of

the ordinary vulcanoids, to that in which peaks only would be formed, does not

involve any great change of temperature. In terrestrial conditions, a lowering of

a few degrees in heat at the critical point in a progressive cooling would be suffi-

cient to bring about the change in the nature of the eruption.

The frequently elongate shape of an individual mountain seems at first sight

to be, and perhaps really is, an objection to the above-described theory of their

origin. It is, however, to be remarked that a large part of these elevations have

rudely circular bases, and that where they depart from this figure they do not

take the shape of long, continuous ridges, the major axis rarely exceeding the

minor in the ratio of more than two to one ; moreover, some of the mountains

of the crater floors show the same tendency to elongation. Later on in this

writing I shall note that the phenomena of "rills" and other rifts show that the

surface of the moon was very generally in a state of contractile tension, and this

before the formation of the smaller vulcanoids was arrested, and further that the

axis of the mountains often coincides with the direction of the rill-splitting. If

this be the case, then the extrusion of somewhat rigid materials such as formed

these cones would naturally tend to rend the crust as with a wedge, so that

an elongated opening would be formed for the extruded mass and the shape of

such opening would determine the outline of the elevation.

There is yet another class of reliefs on the lunar surface, those which are typi-

fied by the great escarpment of the Altai Mountains in the fourth quadrant. (See

plate XVI.) In this Altai relief we find in the southeast a slight and gentle rise of

a field, which has few very noteworthy features, for a hundred miles or more to the

edge of the steep, and then a sudden fall to the northwest, the descent being on

the average at least six thousand feet. The crest of this declivity is much varied
;

one peak, at least, is said to attain the height of thirteen thousand feet above its

base. It appears likely that the northwest face of the Haemus Mountains and

the southeast face of the somewhat similar district lying between Eratosthenes

and Mt. Hadley, facing the Mare Imbrium, are structures of a related nature.

The most warrantable hypothesis, from the point of view of the geologist, is that

these reliefs are due to faulting on a large scale, accompanied by a considerable

amount of extrusion of the type that forms lunar peaks. In two of the three

evident examples of this group, those last named, the lava of the maria has

extended to the base of the declivity ; in the case of the Altai steep, the igneous

matter of the Mare Crisium, though it once extended much beyond its present

limits, did not attain the base of the escarpment. There are divers other steeps
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which may be allied to those above described ; of these perhaps the most inter-

esting is that which forms the border of the Sinus Iridum and of the Mare
Imbrium, to the northwest and southeast of that remarkable bay; nearly the

whole eastern shore of the Sinus Roris and of the Oceanus Procellarum may be
of this nature. Though the last-named escarpment does not rise suddenly to

any great height above the mare plain, the straightness of the line suggests that

it was originally of greater vertical extent and was formed by faulting.

The principal objection to the hypothesis above stated, that the above-de-

scribed features are due to faulting, is found in the fact that clear instances of such

action are rare on the lunar surface. The most conspicuous fault, where there can

be no doubt as to the nature of the conditions, is that commonly known as the

Strait Wall on the surface of the mare between Birt and Thibet. (See plate xxi.)

Here the break has a length of at least sixty-five miles and is quite as rectilinear

as any terrestrial fault. The vertical dislocation is at least five hundred feet and
may be much greater. It is evident that this is relatively a modern feature, having

been formed after the time when the mare had cooled. It is not unlikely that in

the earlier ages, when the moon was parting more freely with its heat, the re-

sulting faults were of far greater extent than is shown in the Strait Wall. It is

to be noted that the break of the Strait Wall did not lead to the extrusion of any
considerable amount of igneous matter. Elger has observed craterlets and
mounds upon the crest of the escarpment, but it is not clear that these are

genetically connected with the break, for such features abound in the Mare
Nubium as in other seas. Thus, though there is no basis for certainty, I am
disposed to regard the Altai group of escarpments as due to faulting.

As to the age of the great escarpments above described, it may be said that

they certainly antedate the maria, which have their margins to some e.xtent

determined by them. They seem also to antedate some of the larger vulcanoids,

for Piccolomini, which is about sixty miles in diameter, being in size among the

score of greatest structures, was formed after the Altai escarpment. Plato also,

though less clearly, appears to have been formed after the steep which bounded

the Alps on the south, now somewhat effaced by the Mare Imbrium, was devel-

oped. If this hypothesis, which seeks to account for the steep faces of highlands

by faulting, be correct, we must regard these features as among the most ancient,

perhaps the very oldest, reliefs on the lunar surface. They are now to a great

extent masked by the maria, which have found in them their natural shores, they

being, it would appear, bordered by them for near half their total coast line.

Further reference to these features will be made in the discussion of oroeenic

action.

VALLEYS, RIFTS, AND RILLS.

In addition to the above-described positive reliefs of the moon, the surface

of that body presents a multitude of minor depressions which demand considera-

tion
; of these the most notable are the cavities which have received the obscurely
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defined name of valleys. The most conspicuous depression ordinarily classed in

this group is the great Alpine valley which traverses the mountainous ranges of

that name, extending in a northeast direction from near the Mare Frigoris to the

Mare Imbrium, a distance of about eighty miles. (See plate xxni.) In width it

varies from four to six miles, but at its southern extremity for about one-fourth of

its length it is somewhat narrower, being reduced at one point to about two miles

in cross-section, and at the mouth it is beset with what seem to be extruded masses,

so that it debouches by several narrow clefts into the neighboring sea. The walls

of this valley are generally nearly vertical ; from my own comparisons with other

measured objects, they appear to average more than a mile in height and to be

for the greater part of their extent almost rectilinear. The floor of the depres-

sion is approximately level, though with some obscure pits, and by its color

as well as its form is evidently covered by an extension of the Mare Imbrium.

The Ukert valley, on the east side of the crater of that name, is longer than the

Alpine and has about the same width with less depth. The fracture by which it

was formed appears to be continued in an obscure cleft, which extends from its

northern end to the vicinity of the vulcanoid called Marco Polo, the whole con-

stituting what seems to be one structure nearly two hundred miles in length. A
similar valley with a length of about eighty miles lies on the west side of

Herschel. It has a width of at least ten miles and is rather straight-walled.

Yet another notable feature of this group is that lying on the eastern side of

Rheita, which is about one hundred miles in length and about twelve miles in

diameter. Last of all we may cite the great valley on the southwest side of

Reichenbach, which extends in a rather tortuous course for about one hundred

miles and has a width of ten or twelve miles. There are many other similar,

though smaller, valleys, varying from a maximum width of ten or twelve miles

downwards, until they grade in dimensions into the group of clefts. A full list

of these structures is lacking, but they probably number several score.

As regards the distribution of the fault valleys, it is noteworthy that all the

distinct examples of the group lie outside of the maria. It is true that on those

fields there are depressions which have been classed with the vales, but, so far as I

have been able to determine, they all fail to exhibit the essential features of this

group—/, r., they lack the steep walls and the generally rather level floors char-

acteristic of the true valleys. They seem to my eye to be in their nature synclines,

or downward foldings, the counterparts of the continuous ridges which are so

characteristic of the maria, though they are not found in any definite relations to

those up-folds. As to the time of the formation of the valleys, it appears to have

been relatively late, posterior to the formation of the mountains, though before the

production of the lavas of the maria. It is not certain that any larger vulcanoids

than the craterlets were formed at a later stage in the evolution of the surface,

for only very small structures of this group appear to have been produced in their

cavities. It is also to be noted that these fault valleys are most developed in

the regions where the larger vulcanoids are not very abundant, though it must be

said that they are not lacking in the fields where these features are well developed.
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CRATER VALLEYS.

In this group may be placed a number of curious tliougli unnoted structures

in which one or more craters have been in some way deformed so as to make a

broad valley. The range of this action is great and the features to which it

o-ives rise rather obscure. The changes of shape, arising from this deforming

action, become very difficult to observe in all the vulcanoids at any distance from

the central field of the lunar surface, for the actual elongation is confused with

the apparent lengthening of the basins brought about by the obliquity of the view.

A fair sample of the crater-valley type is found in Hypatia, in the north-

central part of the fourth quadrant. (See plate xvii.) Here the crater is so far

deformed that its major axis, extending in a S. W.-N. E. direction, is about twice

as long as its minor axis ; moreover, this depression is vaguely continued as a valley

for some distance beyond the walls of the crater. There are other like depressions

in this neighborhood. Gutemberg in the same quadrant passes on the south into

a broad, extensive, ill-defined valley. Palitzch, near the western limb, is a yet

more characteristic sample, having, according to Elger, whose reckonings appear

always to be accurate, a length of sixty miles and a width of only twenty miles.

Capella also exhibits this passage into a valley, and there are, according to my notes,

six other like instances in this part of the field. It would be possible to collect

not fewer than one hundred instances of the deformation of craters into elongate

valleys, or their extension into broad vales, which are in some way evidently

connected with them. As I am not undertaking a list of lunar features I cite

only such as are needed for illustration of this point.

Besides these numerous cases, in which the craters have been so far deformed

that they have had the character of valleys imposed upon them, there are about

as numerous instances in which the greater vulcanoids have been but slightly

deformed—so little changed, indeed, that the alteration has escaped observation.

In these cases, which include a large part of the pits over twenty miles in

diameter, the northern and southern walls show a distinct, though often slight,

change of form, indicating an elongation in that axis. I find that in my rough

notes of observations I have termed this the " spooning " of the crater in that

meridional direction. This feature may be best noted in the vulcanoids of the

central part of the lunar surface. It is distinct in Hipparchus and Albatagnius

which approach being crater valleys. Alphonsus and Davy show the same

feature, and it may be noted in perhaps one-third of the greater vulcanoids which

are so placed as to make it possible to discern this feature in its slightest expres-

sion. (See plate xvin.) Without at present undertaking to discuss the condition

which has brought about the evident warping of these greater vulcanoids on the

meridional line, it may be said that its aspect suggests that they have been

involved in certain movements, tending to produce considerable synclmes. I

have sought for, but failed to find, clear evidence of anticlinal folds correspond-

ing to these troughs, yet the inquiry has not been carried far enough to msure

that they do not exist.
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CLEFTS AND RILLS.

The clefts and rills of the lunar surface are features which seem to me

to belong in one group, though they may reasonably be separated from one

another by certain differences. Among the clefts we may class the very numer-

ous rifts which intersect the walls of the vulcanoids, particularly those of larger

size, which often extend for considerable distances beyond the limits of the

ramparts in which they occur. In the characteristic examples of this group, the

features radiate from the crater, and are thus shown to be in some way connected

with its conditions. They closely correspond in appearance with the Val del

Bove on the eastern versant of yEtna and many like structures on other terrestrial

volcanoes. In some cases they appear to be essentially akin to the terrestrial

Gi-abeti or multiple fault depressions, as for instance the Alpine valley, in that the

ground between two fractures has been lowered. They may, indeed, be regarded

as a variety of that class of depressions determined by the strains originating in a

vulcanoid. There are very many examples of the group, ranging from those

which produce broad breaches in the crater walls to such as are shown on the

flank of Tycho, where the two parallel light streaks, which appear to follow the

path of faults, have the ground between them apparently somewhat lowered,

in the manner of a rather gentle syncline, without any evident displacement.

Related to the several fault groups of depressions in that they are alike the

results of fracturing of the crust are the remarkable features known as rills. In

this group we have a single fracture with a space separating the walls, but no

distinct indications of a floor between them. Perhaps the most characteristic

example of the group is that known as the Sirsalis Rill, so named because the

Sirsalis vulcanoid lies near to it. Elger's description of this structure— he evi-

dently knows it well— is as follows :
" Commencing at a minute crater on the north

of it [= .Sirsalis], it grazes the foot of the Glacis, then passing a pair of small

overlapping craters (resembling Sirsalis and its companion in miniature), it runs

through a very rugged country to a ring plain east of De Vico [De Vico a] which

it traverses, and still following a southerly course, extends toward Byrgius, in the

neighborhood of which it is apparently lost at a ridge, though Schmidt and

Gandilot have traced it still farther in the same direction. It is at least three

hundred miles in leno-th and varies much in width and character, consistinof in

places of distinct crater rows." It has been suggested, according to Elger, who
does not state by whom, that the rills are not in fact breaks but a series of small

craters so near to one another that the effect on the eye is that of a continuous

crevice. This view, according to my observations with the excellent fifteen-inch

Mertz refractor of Harvard University, is not maintainable ; while craterlets are

often present along the line of the rill, their nature as fractures, when clearly

seen, appears certain. The breaks are ragged, as if torn through a row of crater-

lets, not usually more than half a mile in diameter and often narrowing at one

or both ends, so that their terminations cannot be determined ; but that they are

in their essence rents seems to me beyond doubt.
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As regards the number of the rill fissures on the visible part of the moon we
have no good evidence. They are probably to be numbered by thousands, and
as the fainter seem to be the more plentiful, more effective instruments may
reveal many thousands of them. As regards their distribution there are many
noteworthy features. First we observe that those which have been mapped show
an obvious tendency to be arranged in groups, and in these groups the individual

breaks show here and there a tendency to intersect one another, though they are

more often arranged in a parallel relation. The next point is that those which

are in appearance sufficiently conspicuous to be mapped lie mostly in the cen-

tral part of the visible surface between the parallels of 30° north and south of

the moon's equator, and within 30° east and 50° west of the central meridian.

They are thus remarkably rare in high latitudes and apparently seldom near the

east and west margins of the visible part of the sphere. This apparent feature

of distribution may be due to the oblique view of those marginal fields. It is

also to be noted that all the important fractures are situated on or near the maria,

or on the floors of the greater vulcanoids. Of about seventeen examples mapped
by Elger, twelve intersect the shores of maria, and none of them lies altogether

more than one hundred miles from those lines. The great southern upland has

no mapped examples and the central parts of the larger maria are also without

them. I am aware that the floors of the greater vulcanoids abound in rills all of

small size. 1 am also aware of the fact that somewhere about a thousand of

these rill fractures have already been noted and that their distribution is much
wider than that indicated where only the more important are plotted, yet there

is probably some significance in the grouping of these greater specimens of the

class in or near the maria.

As to the time of the formation of the rills, it may confidently be said that

they appear to be, with the possible exception of some of the craterlets, the most

recent structural features of the moon. If narrower scrutiny than has yet been

given to the matter shows that craterlets have developed in the cracks, then the

later structures, of course, postdate the rills. If, however, as it seems to me
quite possible, the rills have merely followed lines of incipient fracture, such as

joint planes would afford, in some instances going around the pits instead of

cutting through them, the rills may be the very last of the considerable lunar

accidents. Such, indeed, they seem to me to be.

OROGENIC ACTION. CAUSES OF DISLOCATIONS.

We turn now to consider the possible causes of the dislocations on the lunar

surface which are represented by the various kinds of valleys, clefts, rills, and

ridges which have been briefly described above. First, as to the valleys of the

Alpine type, it may be said that they appear to correspond to the Grabcn type of

terrestrial down-faultings, where there are two or more approximately parallel

faults, the included area having been lowered. As to the origin of geological

Graben, we have as yet no evidence of value and naturally no consensus of opinion.
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It appears, however, most probable that they are due to the erogenic strains

which enter into the complex of actions involved in mountain building, combined

with some withdrawal of support ordinarily afforded by the materials of the under

earth, as would be brought about by the migration of matter seeking volcanic

vents. In the simpler and more applicable case of these down-faulted blocks of

the crust, such as occasionally occur about terrestrial volcanoes, we may fairly

assume that the sinking was due to the ejections which had made the under earth

unable to support the load. That such deficiencies of support would have locally

resulted from the lunar eruptions is highly probable. To this action then, with

fair probability of its truth, we may for the present refer the valleys of the Alpine

type. The minor cleft valleys radiating from the vulcanoids are evidently to be

most reasonably explained on the same hypothesis. They are, indeed, so far as

I can see, comparable to the \'al del Bove of j'Etna.

The rills, where we have relatively narrow crevices, which seem to extend

indefinitely downward, with no distinct floors, may be regarded as due to the

secular refrigeration of the superficial parts of the lunar sphere at a time so late

that they found their way to no bodies of lava. They are evidently contraction

cracks formed on a very extensive scale. Where they are limited, as is often the

case with the smaller of them, to the lava field of a large vulcanoid, they may
represent no more than the contraction of that body of lava. When, however,

they are on the maria, an indefinitely extended sheet of the frozen material may
find relief in the fracture. The predominance of the greater rills on and about

the maria may be due to the fact that, whatever was the origin of those vast

bodies of once igneously fluid rock, the consequence of their appearance on the

moon's surface was, when they cooled, a great necessity for contraction. Not
only were the lavas of the maria originally at a high temperature, but they must

have communicated this heat to their shores and to the high country near them,

with the result that new and extensive readjustments due to cooling would be

required in those portions of the crust which had been thus affected. Thus the

rills and the Alpine valleys appear to be distinctly diverse in origin, the former

being due to loss of temperature of the crust in general, the latter to more com-

plicated action.

As regards the rare instances of true displacement faults such as the Strait

Wall, they appear to be due to ordinary faulting such as so abundantly occurs

on the earth. They may in their first stage have been rills where there was

some lack of support which caused the rocks on one side of the fracture to

change their level with reference to those on the other. The only peculiar

feature about them, from the point of view of geology, is that they are so rare

and apparently so unconnected with compressive strains. If the surface of the

earth as it has been affected by faulting, but without the effects of erosion,

could be examined under the conditions in which we behold the moon, the fault

dislocations would appear by the hundred thousand and with vertical displace-

ments of miles in height. Nothing, indeed, so well illustrates the very great

difference in the history of these two neighboring spheres, the moon and the
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earth, as the diversity in the development of this group of structures which they

exhibit.

The next question is as to the group of kinar rehefs to which the continu-

ous ridges of the maria belong. It seems clear that, whatever be the detailed

structure of these ridges, they indicate compressive actions of the terrestrial

mountain-building type. The great linear extent of these compression ruptures

shows that they are due to no local strains but are the result of stresses which

pervaded wide fields of the maria. Their narrowness and lack of considerable

height may be taken as evidence that they are the result not of deep stresses

but of such as resided in the superficial parts of the crust, probably within the

lava of which these fields are composed. As to their age they of course post-

date the formation of the maria and apparently the larger vulcanoids— none,

indeed, of great extent— which have developed on their plains. It is obviously

important to determine the time of their uplifting in relation to that when the

rills were formed. This I have been unable to do in a satisfactory manner. I

have no notes of good examples in which either of these groups of structures are

found in intersection ; nor does my limited acquaintance with the literature of

the subject supply such instances. It appears, however, likely from the fresh

aspect of both groups of dislocations that they are not of very diverse age, but

that the rills are the newer.

The problem presented to us is the existence in the same field of the rills

which indicate the shrinkage of the material of which the maria are composed,

together with that of the continuous ridges which even as clearly show that this

portion of the moon's surface has been in a state of compression that compelled

the rocks to buckle upwards and, if we have rightly interpreted the structures,

brought about the formation of corresponding synclinal forms, the shallow

troughs which exist on these plains. If it is proved, as seems likely to be

the case, that the rills on the maria were formed after the continuous ridges,

then we might conceive that the cooling of the interior of the moon brought

about a compressive strain on the already cold outer crust, and that the limited

diameter of those wrinkles was due to the fact that there was still some measure

of viscosity in the lower part of the lavas of the maria which made it possible

for the hard upper part of the sheet to act independently of the subjacent

portions of the section, so that this upper part of the sheet as a whole received

the compressive stress as a thrust from the shores against which it lay.

There is another way in which we may consider this problem of associated

compression and shrinkage in the maria. It is to be noted that the most distinct

examples of each action lie in fields remote from each other, the rills near the

shores and the continuous ridges remote from them, the one in fields where the

lava is presumably rather shallow, the others where it is deep. With this

difference in conditions it might come about that contraction of the deeper parts

of the marial sheet in the process of cooling would be sufficiently strong to

fold the surface, while in the quickly-cooling shallow parts of the maria the

only effect would be the formation of shrinkage cracks. It is to be noted that
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something like these diversities of action is to be seen in terrestrial lava fields,

though it is not certain that they are due to like causes. On any frozen expanse

of lava we are apt to find at once ridges which cannot well be attributed to the

ropins; of the solidified crust, along with cracks which are evidently due to super-

ficial cooling. There are other possible explanations of these contracted dislo-

cations of the maria, but I shall here take leave of the subject, for it is one on

which I have not been able to form a satisfactory opinion.

ADJUSTMENTS OF THE SURFACE TO CONTRACTION.

Looking over the whole of the lunar structures, the geologist is naturally

surprised to find so little in the way of adjustment of the crust of the sphere

to a nucleus diminished by the loss of heat. On the earth he sees in the ample

folds of the sea-basins and of the continents, as well as in very many folded

mountain chains, what he takes to be evidence of a long-continued accommodation

of an anciently cooled crust to a central mass which is ever losing heat. On the

moon he finds what, in proportion to the size of that sphere, is surely not the

hundredth part of such action. The folding of the marial ridges and furrows

is trifling and is probably due to action set up in the lavas of those fields. The

features of the crater valleys and the deformed vulcanoids appear to indicate

some small measure of folding, but that may have been brought about by the

loss of the moon's rotation through tidal action, and the consequent disappear-

ance of an equatorial bulging due to that rotation. In any event it does not

appear to represent any considerable readjustment of the crust to the interior.

It is true that the moon has only one-fourth the earth's diameter, and the fold-

ing caused by shrinkage should only be in about that ratio to like action on the

earth. Yet on the satellite the process of cooling is probably at an end, while

in the case of the earth, reckoning from the time when the crust was formed,

it cannot well be more than half accomplished. What then is the meaning of

this startling diversity in the orogenic history of the two spheres ?

In considering the difficult problem which has been just above suggested,

the first question that comes before us is as to the value of the evidence concern-

ing the antiquity of the general surface of the moon. We may ask whether

the original sphere may not have cooled in its time to a low temperature,

making in the process the necessary adjustments of its outer crust to the dimin-

ished interior, and whether after that was all done the mass may not have been

added to by the in-falling of meteoric bodies, such as has been hypothesized to ac-

count for the maria. By such in-fallings a general outer coating of lava might

have been formed, only a few-score miles in thickness, and to this may be due all

the vulcanoid phenomena down to the time when the later coming of other such

bodies formed the maria. On the basis of this conjecture we would not have to

look for any extensive marks of readjustment of crust to central mass. It cannot

be denied that the body of any celestial sphere is liable to be added to by in-fall-

ing masses, at least until it has cleared its path of them ; and the fact that it has
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been found necessary to account for the maria by such action lends a certain

countenance to this view. Yet it seems to me safer to suppose that the moon
has, as a whole, had essentially the same experience in space as our earth. As
before noted, the earth, since its organic life, at least in the present series of

forms, began to exist, has evidently had no such impacts of foreign bodies as

formed the maria. It is, of course, among the possibilities that the earth has been

subjected to invasions of large meteoric bodies, as the moon appears to have

been, and that an ancient organic period was not only destroyed but the records

of its existence entirely effaced. There is, however, no other known evidence on

which to found such a conjecture, except what we find on the moon.

As regards the failure of the moon to exhibit the marks of adjustment of its

crust, which first hardened, to an interior diminished by the loss of heat, it may
at first appear that as the value of gravity is only about one-sixth what it is on the

surface of the earth the stress which would impel the superficially cooled section

to accommodate itself to the lessened bulk of the interior would be proportion-

ately smaller, so that the outer shell might remain unsupported while the inner

portion shrunk away from it. This view seems inadmissible, for the reason that

in the case of the earth, as has been well reckoned, a shell less than a mile thick

would, if unsupported, crush and fall in of its own weight, so that in the moon
the crust would in a like manner crush at less than six miles of depth. It is thus

evidently necessary to form some other hypothesis which will account for the

lack of adjustment. I have essayed several of these, which I will now briefly set

forth with the reasons why they seem adequate or otherwise.

At first it seemed possible that the aggregate wrinkling and crushing exhib-

ited in the larger ridges and furrows, as well as in the host of small ridges which

are seen with the greater telescopes, might have been sufficient to provide for

the necessary contraction through the buckling and shoving of the crust. Yet

on carefully examining selected areas of the crust where these features are best

shown it does not seem possible that the accommodation or " take up " thus

effected can amount to many miles of length. Moreover, the phenomena are

not those which would be produced by the folding of a thick crust, as it sank

upon a diminished nucleus, but only such as superficial strains would induce on

a thin outer layer. It appeared conceivable that for some reason an accommo-

dative folding might have taken place on the portion of the moon which is never

seen, but this supposition is supported by no evidence whatever
;

all we see on

the extreme margin of the visible surface leads to the conclusion that the hidden

side is essentially like that we behold. Again, it appeared possible that the whole

mass of the satellite remained in the boiling condition until it had been brought

to a state where the cooling quickly induced rigidity throughout the sphere, all

parts down to the center having attained somewhere near the same temperature.

In this way we could explain the small amount of internal contraction which has

apparently occurred since the most ancient features on the lunar surface, the

larger vulcanoids, were formed.

Although in a general way we know the law of cooling bodies, we are not
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yet certain as to their application to celestial spheres. It is, however, evident

that the earth did not cool down to anything like an equal temperature through-

out this sphere before a crust was formed. But in the lighter mass of the moon,

when o-ravity tended less to promote interior solidity than it has probably done

in the case of the earth, it is possible that boiling went on so long and effectively

that when it ceased the whole was at a temperature not much above the heat

of lava, so that the further cooling would be uniform, and the undiminished

crust would not have in any considerable' measure to conform to the diminished

interior. There are difficulties with this hypothesis, as with the others which

have been suggested. If we could suppose that the moon had been during its

cooling stage deeply wrapped with a vaporous envelope, as was probably the case

with our earth at the corresponding stage of its development, it would be easier

to conceive a process of slow cooling which would permit the exterior part to

attain about the same temperature as the central portion, so that they would

solidify at the same time. But it is likely, for reasons given below, that through

its whole history as a sphere it has lacked such a covering and has been exposed

to the temperature of space. Yet for all these objections it appears probable

that the hypothesis last above suggested is the most tenable, and that the greater

part or possibly the whole mass of our satellite became solidified at nearly the same

time and at nearly the same temperature.

To the geologist, the action of the lunar surface under the limited com-

pressive stresses to which it appears to have been subjected is of especial interest,

because it shows clearly that rocks, which certainly are not stratified, apparently

may warp into rather sharp up-and-down folds. The student of the earth has come

to recognize that, in a limited way, foldings may take place in crystalline rocks

where there is no stratification on which the separate parts of the mass may slip,

nor even schistose planes that may facilitate such action, but that such extensive

and far-reaching movements as are apparently shown in the continuous ridges and

furrows of the maria or in the crater valleys may occur, has not been appreciated.

So, too, the lunar phenomena suggest to the geologist that the variations in the

action of a sphere under conditions other than those now existing on this planet

may be exceedingly great.

DIVERSITIES IN HUE ON THE LUNAR SURFACE.

Under this head I shall consider the differences in the amount of light and its

color which the surface of the moon sends to us, taking first the permanent hue

of its several parts and then the variations which occur in the various angles of

illumination. Beginning with the observations of Sir John Herschel at the Cape

of Good Hope, there have been a number of studies on the light of the moon.

Herschel, by comparing the color of the moon with that of the face of Table

Mountain, came to the conclusion that the hue of the satellite did not perceptibly

differ from that of weathered sandstone ; that it was rather a dark than a bright

object. It is easy to make an equivalent observation when the old moon is seen
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in the day-lit sky. The evidence, in a word, goes to show that the surface of the

moon is, as a whole, quite as dark as the average lavas of the earth's surface

when they are lit by a vertical sun.

Although the moon's surface, taken as a whole, must, according to Zollner,

be regarded as nearer black than white, there is little doubt that parts of it

under certain conditions of illumination are as white as any portions of the earth's

surface ; as white as the chalk cliffs of Dover, probably ; or as white as new-fallen

snow would appear to an observer looking upon it from the moon. Although

the range in the scale of tint between black and white is probably nearly as great

on the moon as upon the earth, it is most noteworthy that there is no distinct

trace of the other colors so abundantly exhibited in the terrestrial minerals and

rocks. There are no greens or yellows, and it may be doubted if there is any

trace of red. Schroter, whose scale of hues ranges from the black shadows to

the whitest illuminated objects in the moon, selects ten gradations in that scale,

but makes no provision for the prismatic colors ; he evidently did not fmd them.

1 have a fair sense of color and have only to confirm this judgment. The geologi-

cal importance of this point is considerable, for it clearly indicates uniformity

in the lithological composition of the moon, or at least in the aspect of its rocks,

which differs widely from that we have on the earth. It appears to me that the

value of this uniformity in the color scale of our satellite may fairly be set forth

as follows :

It is a reasonable supposition that the chemical elements of which the moon

is composed are essentially like those of the earth, for such identities are indi-

cated by the spectroscope in the sun and the remoter stars. It is, indeed, alto-

gether likely that all the elements of the terrestrial rocks would be found in

those upon the lunar surface. Is there any reason why they should not present

us with a like range of color? It seems not improbable that this difference may

be due to the lack of water or air on the satellite. In the terrestrial rocks almost

all the prismatic colors are due to processes of o.xidation which water brings

about. Those which are thrown out by volcanoes commonly are without such

hues, and only exhibit them when they have been subjected to oxidation on the

surface. So subjected, they acquire, by that process acting on various substances,

particularly on the iron they contain, a considerable varietyjof tint, including yel-

lows, blues, and reds. Thus it seems to me the lack of color range on the moon

confirms the supposition that there neither is nor has been water or free oxygen

on its surface.

Within the range of tints recognizable on the moon we have room for some-

thing like as ample a scope of petrographic variation as may be supposed in the

varied volcanic rocks of the earth if they were precluded of oxidation. Accord-

ing to Proctor, the darker parts of the lunar surface are of the tint which would be

reflected by dark syenite. The whiter are probably as bright as the lightest of

our volcanic rocks or the encrustations formed by solfataric action. In a word,

there is no reason to suppose that the lunar volcanic rocks are any less varied

than are those that come from the depths of the earth. As before noted, how-
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ever, there is a striking difference in tlie behavior of kmar and terrestrial lavas
;

the lunar, except in the maria, where the evidence of high and continued liquidity

seems to me plain, appear to have become stiff almost as soon as they escaped

from their craters, a fact which may be accounted for by their viscidity or perhaps

by the swift cooling to which they were exposed onthe airless sphere.

It is noteworthy that the most important differences of hue on the lunar

surface are found in the maria and certain of the greater vulcanoids. The maria

are without exception much darker than the higher ground. The lavas within

the craters are likewise rather dark, but less conspicuously so ; but in the case of

certain of the great rings near the eastern limb, notably Grimaldi, they are quite as

somber hued as any of the seas. In the neighboring vulcanoid, Riccoli, there is a

patch on the floor which is perhaps the darkest-colored of any part of the lunar

surface. If these dark lavas were altogether peculiar to the maria, it would be

easy to account for their color by the supposition that the material imported by

the bolides, which I have supposed to have caused their formation, was of a dif-

ferent constitution from the materials of which the general surface of the moon is

composed. The frequent incoming to the earth of considerable meteoric masses,

composed in large part of iron, would warrant the hypothesis that the bolides

which produced the lavas of the maria were largely made up of this metal. Even

if not the tenth part of the lavas were of this foreign material, it might serve to

effect the'darkening of the resulting sheet. The occurrence of a like hue in lavas

which lie on the central floors of distinct vulcanoids appears to negative this

supposition.

Although for the reasons given above I cannot at present strongly maintain

the hypothesis that the hue of the seas is due to the color-producing action of

the bolides which produced them, it is perhaps hasty to dismiss the view without

some consideration. It may be urged that the in-falling bodies were probably of

varied sizes. Thus the mass or masses which I have supposed to have produced

the isolated Mare Crisium were probably smaller than the mass or masses which

brought about the formation of the great system of connected maria. It is fairly

supposable that a fragment large enough to have given the lava of Grimaldi its

peculiar hue fell within that vulcanoid, and that a small fragment likewise affected

a part of the floor of Riccoli. So numerous and crowded are these great vul-

canoids near the eastern limb of the moon that there is more than an even chance

that two such falls would both lodge within some of them and not in the inter-

vening country. As before noted, Plato and other less conspicuous vulcanoids

situated near the maria have dark floors, but in these cases there is a fair chance

that the external bodies of lava may, while fluid, have penetrated into their

enclosures ; its evident exceeding fluidity would probably enable it to burrow its

way in, though the more viscid lavas of the craters in no case appear to have

been able to flow out through the cones.

Thus while the facts do not warrant us in concluding that the color of the

lavas in the maria is due to mineral peculiarities imported by bolides which formed

them, it strongly suggests that explanation. Progress towards an interpretation
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of this point may possibly be made by a careful study of sundry parts of the lunar

surface where outside of the vulcanoids there are features which may have to be

accounted for on the hypothesis of meteoric falls— of masses great enough to

produce some local melting but not sufficient to create distinct maria.

AREAS OF VARIABLE HUE.

Of all the diversities of hue observable in the lunar surface, those which vary

from time to time are the most curious and the most bafifling to the inquiry.

The objects of this class may conveniently be divided into two groups, of which

the first should include the irregular patches of light generally capping the flanks

and ramparts of the vulcanoids and the cones they enclose, together with the

bands of lisfht color which in most instances radiate from vulcanoids or oritri-

nate near them. It is characteristic of the objects in this group that they are

invisible or nearly so when the sun is just rising on them, that they commonly

are not noticeable, indeed, until the sun is high, and that they disappear when the

illumination becomes again very oblique. The other group contains sundry

examples where the fields are lighter colored in low than in high illumination, in

this regard reversing the conditions of the first named series. There are no

features on the moon's surface which have been the subject of more inquiry,

though mostly of a discursive kind, than the first-named group of colored areas.

The hypotheses and speculations concerning them have been numerous, but have

led to no accepted judgment concerning them. It appears to me that the best

way to approach the problem they afford is that indicated below.

First let us note that by far the greater area of the fields, which suddenly

become very white as the lunar day advances, lies on the higher part of the vulca-

noids, on their slopes and the summits of their enclosed cones. It is evident,

therefore, that the whiteness is most likely due to some quality of the surface

imparted by the vulcanoid action to which these regions have been exposed, a

quality which is developed only under a rather high sun. Under these conditions

the measure of whiteness is roughly proportional to the approach of the illumina-

tion to verticality, perhaps not absolutely so, for it is held by most observers that

probably the brightest point on the moon's surface is the central peak of Aristar-

chus which lies about twenty-three degrees south of the equator. I am inclined,

however, to believe that the apparent extreme brightness of this object is due to

the contrast afforded by the dusky fields of the mare in which it lies, and tliat the

fields of extremest lucency are all nearer the central part of the moon.

That the brightness of the very shiny parts of the moon, the patches and

the rays alike, is not due to any change in their constitution brought about by

the action of the sun during the monthly fourteen days of illumination, is proved

by the fact that these features distinctly appear on the moon's surface when, in its

newest stag-e, it is receiving a like vertical earth-light. I noted this fact many

years ago, though I did not then perceive its full significance. I am now assured

that my observations were trustworthy for the reason that negatives of the dark
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part of the new moon taken in the earth-Hght clearly show these differences of

hue ; they are, indeed, plain enough to enable one to map the more brilliant rays

of the Tycho system. We may therefore dismiss the idea that these features

are evolved in the progress of one lunar day to be reconstructed in the next, and

regard them as permanencies made visible when they may reflect to us the light

which comes to them at a high angle.

As to the conditions which brinof about the larcre amount of reflection under

a high sun from those parts of the moon which appear very white when it is full,

the experience of geologists suggests the following working hypothesis : First,

that the bright area may be covered by an incrustation of a smooth nature such as

ice or other material which forms a sheet. It cannot be frozen water, but various

volcanic emanations may be conceived as forming like surfaces of glassy smooth-

ness. Or we may suppose that some part of the material which came forth during

eruptions was distributed as vapor to become crystallized on the surface. Such

solfataric action is common enough in terrestrial volcanic districts ; it would often

be sufficient to cover extensive fields were it not for tlie erosive agents which

scour the surface. It appears to me, however, that the suggestion of a smooth

surface, such as an incrustation, is insufficient to meet the facts, for the reason

that such coating could not be formed save of frozen water or of materials laid

down by fluid water. With the low temperature of the moon's crust and the lack

of an atmosphere, the idea of a quick crystallization of mineral substances from a

vaporous state seems more consonant with the known facts.

It is possible that the sudden-coming brilliancy of the bright patches and

streaks is due to the fact that these shining areas are covered with crystals which

have their planes so arranged that they are prevailingly parallel with the surface

on which they lie, so that they reflect their light toward the earth only when the

sun is high. This hypothesis has some support in the appearance of certain steep

slopes, as those of the cones in the greater vulcanoids, where the face of the cliffs

may be observed to shine brightly, when the sun's rays strike them, some time

before the adjacent nearly horizontal surfaces gain the intensity of light which

they afterwards acquire. A close study of this matter may afford data for a

determination as to the nature of the action. So far I have been able to do no

more than prove that the brilliancy is due mainly to the angle of illumination, by

noting that it appears in earth-shine as well as sunshine, though the brilliance

of the q\ow on the margins of the moon suea^ests that there is also an element of

fluorescence or other action in the phenomenon.

Although light rays distinctly appear to be connected by series with the light

patches, there are certain peculiarities about the former which demand explana-

tion. Their exceeding length and their generally slight width make them very

puzzling features. It has been frequently suggested that they are due to certain

dust-like emanations from the craters which have been blown by the wind which

bore them and lodged in crevices or in the lee of projecting points. The current

of air which bore them is conceived as produced by the gaseous emanations from

the crater. This view appears to me to be ill-founded, because the volume of
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emitted gases required to produce a sufficient current even in a vacuum would
have to be impossibly great to make such a wind at the distance of hundreds (in

one instance i 700) of miles from the vent. Moreover, as W. H. Pickering has
well shown, these bands do not, in all cases, point to any large crater, but in the

case of the most remarkable group— that of Tycho— appear to originate not in

the main vent but in certain small craterlets somewhat on one side of that open-
ing. Moreover, as well observed by Pickering, these bands are not definitely

continuous but made up of relatively short strips of bright-colored surface, each
of which appears to originate in a craterlet and to fade as it extends to another
in the same line, and that this arrangement probably continues to the end of

each streak.

It is also to be noted that in some instances the bright rays of the moon show
a tendency to be parallel, or approximately so, to one another, they being in some
way causally related to rows of small vulcanoids. I have already called attention to

the existence of such near approach to parallelisms in the case of the two striking

examples in the Tycho system. There is another equally good example in the case

of Messier, where the two streaks of this system, though slightly divergent, show
an evident departure from the normal radial order. Many other instances could

be cited to show that, while these bands of lighter color obviously tend to be

placed in radial position with reference to a vulcanoid, they are here and there

affected by some conditions which warp them from that position and force them
to become parallel. This later condition is much more common in the numerous
faint streaks which cannot be referred to any group radiating from a large vul-

canoid. To my eye, this tendency to parallelism affects a considerable part of

the rays which appear to be of the older origin.

It is obviously important to determine whether the rays of bright color on

the lunar surface are due to superficial conditions alone, or whether they are the

result of some action affecting the crust beneath the surface. On this point we
have little information but that of a highly indicative kind. A glance at these

features when they are best presented shows the observer that they extend

across the irregularities of the broken country they traverse. In at least one

instance, a ray emanating from the Tycho center crosses the lava plain in the

bottom of another crater (Saussure) and apparently traverses the steep slopes

of its wall, while another ray of this group seems to have been deflected from its

normal course by the ramparts of this vulcanoid. I have personally verified the

observations on the passage of this streak over the lava plain of Saussure and

have, though imperfectly, traced its passage up the inner wall of the rampart.

Other more skilled observers appear to have no doubt that it exists.

The facts just above noted make it evident that the light rays are not

purely superficial features, but are in some way connected with the structure of

the crust
; from the point of view of the geologist, they have to be accounted for

by supposing that they are the superficial expression of an action essentially

solfataric in its nature, wherein vapors of" some crystallizable substance, or sub-

stances, have passed through crevices of joint-like nature from the deeper parts
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of the sphere, either to form a coating on the surface about a vulcanoid, or

to stain a belt of rocks on either side of the rift, so that a strip of country,

perhaps a mile or more in width, extending to the top of the crust, was impreg-

nated with the material—the deposit being perhaps more extensively accumulated

on the surface.

As already noted, there is reason to suspect that, besides the large reflecting

power which the materials of the largest rays possess when the sun is high, these

materials have a certain fluorescent property, which causes them in some measure

to store up light which is given out after the sun has passed the angle at which they

begin to shine. That such is the case is indicated by the fact that the rays are visi-

ble on the limb of the moon when the sun's light is considerably more oblique than

it is when they become very bright. Such a property is known to exist in many

species of minerals. A close study of fluorescence may, indeed, serve to indicate

the nature of the substance which sends us the light from the very shiny parts

of our satellite,— that of the diffused patches as well as that of the rays.

If we accept the hypothesis that the bright parts of the moon are due

to the deposition of some highly reflecting and perhaps fluorescent materials,

we may proceed to derive certain important corollaries from the proposition.

It is at first sight evident, from the extent of the shining fields on and about the

ramparts of the greater vulcanoids, that the egress of the light-reflecting materials

was there by so many paths that the resulting stains were confluent, and that the

rays marked its passage in fields where the channels were rarer, though related

to the same centers of vulcanoid action. It is also evident that, while these pas-

sages for vapors from within cut a few of the crater floors of lava and occasionally

extend on to the maria, they appear never to originate in those areas. More-

over, the great extent of these rays, some of them exceeding one thousand miles

in length, and the way in which they radiate from their several centers, are prob-

lems of no small importance.

As to the common origin of the blotches of light material on and about the

vulcanoids and the rays, the series of facts leaves no good reason for doubt.

The blotches generally pass outwardly by gradations into rays, the most of which

are short, perhaps less than a score attaining a length of one thousand miles or

more. As to the deep-seated origin of these structures, it is fairly proved by

the fact that they cross irregularities of the surface, as well as by the fact that

they occur along lines of craterlets. There is some reason for believing that

these, the smallest of the vulcanoids, were formed along the lines of the rills,

presumably before those clefts were opened. Their existence along the light

rays is of itself evidence that there is some incipient breakage along their

courses. It is a reasonable supposition that vapors were forcing themselves out

on those lines, and that sometimes they did so with explosive energy.

The existence of incipient crevices, such as jointings arranged in a general

radial order with reference to the greater vulcanoid centers and extending for

very great distances, is a feature which from the point of view of the geologist is

surprising. While in the case of terrestrial volcanoes it is common to find traces
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of a tendency of the crust to split radially so as to permit the entrance of dike-

making lavas, these fractures are not known to extend for more than at most a
score of miles from the vent to which they center ; nor is there any observed
tendency of the crust about volcanoes to become penetrated with joint-planes,

having the position of those which the before-noted facts lead us to suppose
exist on the moon. Before this evident lack of likeness between the two spheres
is weighed, it is well to note that, while in the case of the earth all the extensive

jointing of the rocks is apparent, brought about by strains due to mountain-
building action, even when the beds have not been visibly dislocated it is evident
that they have been jointed by the stresses ; so that the fracture systems of the

earth may be said to depend on an action which does not appear to have been
to any considerable extent effective on the satellite.

Given a sphere in which there are no extensive strains due to the contraction

of its central part and a consequent readjustment of the crust to the nucleus,

which appears to be the case with the moon, it is not unlikely that a series of

ruptures such as we find indicated by the rays would be formed. In such an
orb, the last stage of its cooling would necessarily lead to the contraction of its

outer part. Such was evidently the case in the moon, as is shown by the late

formation of its valleys and rills. After this strain had become so slight that it

was no longer competent to open distinct fissures, it might still have been sufificient

to produce the incipient tension cracks required for the escape of vapors such as

are needed to account for the light rays.

The most difficult point to explain is the radial distribution of most of the

rays and the evident relation of nearly all of them to the greater vulcanoids or to

craterlets situated on their flanks. This, it seems to me, may be accounted for in

the way set forth below. Let us suppose that in the last stage of the expulsion

of the vapors of the lunar sphere, when the formation of vulcanoids of more than

about a mile in diameter was no longer possible, the cru.st was by its coolino-

brought into a state of contractile tension so that it had a tendency to break.

We may then fairly assume that this tendency would be greatest in the ancient

uplands, and least in the relatively new maria and in the lava tioors of the vulca-

noids. These fractures, or lines of weakness, for they do not seem to have been
defined openings of measurable extent, would naturally—indeed necessarily

—

be made as radii to the large pits of the crust which plentifully occur in the

higher parts of the moon. We may have visible evidence of their necessity by
watching how shrinking clay splits in relation to holes made in its surface.

Beginning in the field about a vulcanoid, a fissure would extend radially for a

certain distance, far enough to satisfy the strain which led to its formation ; if it

afterwards happened, as W. H. Pickering has noted, that a body of vapor broke

its way to the surface, forming a craterlet at the point remotest from its origin,

then the rupture might be continued on the same line, attended by the formation

of another craterlet, until the strain was again satisfied ; and this process might

be again and again repeated until the greatest observed extension of the ray was
brought about.
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Supposing rays be formed by successive developments and reliefs of cooling-

strains in the manner just above suggested, we find a reason for the peculiar

shape of these features which Pickering has well observed. He finds that the

longest of them are not strictly continuous, but that originating at a craterlet they

extend for a variable distance, widening and becoming dimmer the farther from

the place of origin ; then at another craterlet they again begin narrow and

bright, to fade and widen once more as they become remote from the opening.

According to my view, the first craterlet started the fracture ; near it the fissure

was most passable to the vapors in question, so there the streak is narrow and

bright ; farther away the fissure was less open, so that the effusion had to force

its way through the country rock, and so made a wider and fainter deposit of the

shining material. The second craterlet developed an extension of the fracture

with the same features as the first, and so on to the end of the colored belt.

According to this hypothesis, we need not suppose any such mighty accident as

required by the view that the ray system of Tycho was formed at once ; it may
have been geologic ages in developing ; the end of a great ray may, indeed, have

been formed very long after its beginning.

To those who are unfamiliar with the movements of homogeneous materials

in the process of shrinking, it may seem unlikely that the outer part of the moon
in cooling equally would tend to fracture in systems of joints arranged in radial

order. A little observation on drying clay will show that slight accidents

determine in very uniform materials the direction of the fractures due to strains

which lead to cracking. When the pull is equal in every direction and when
there are depressions on the surface, the tendency is to make these pits the

center of radiating fractures. In this way, by cracks running from many centers,

the general tendency to rupture is satisfied. On the visible surface of the moon
there are near two-score recognizable ray systems, differing much in the distinct-

ness and extent of their light streaks. As these systems are widely scattered,

they are perhaps sufficient to have satisfied all the shrinkage strains of the crust

during the time when there were still vapors seeking to pass to the surface.

As to the age when the rays were formed, it appears evident that they

were not all made at or near the same time. Those of certain systems ap-

pear to cut those of other systems. Thus, according to Nicoll as quoted by

R. A. Proctor, the rays of Copernicus, Aristarchus, and Kepler cut one

another in an order indicating that they were formed in the succession in which

they are here named. It also appears possible that the greater part of the

ray systems were formed before the maria were produced, for relatively but few

extend over their fields, though it may be that their general failure to traverse

these bodies of lava and also those contained in the craters of the greater vulca-

noids is due to some condition of the material which diminishes the shrinkaofe

tension existing on other and older parts of the moon. That the light rays ante-

date certain of the rills, and perhaps all of them, is shown by the fact that they

are cut by these fissures. It should, however, be noted that Trouvelot, who had
a very keen eye, noted that certain of these open crevices are continued beyond
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the point where they are distinctly gaping by slender streaks of shining material,

which appear, from his description, to be like the rays. It may be that vapors

ascending through open clefts would not be sufficiently concentrated to produce

a distinct band of color on their margins, while such would be the. case when

they mounted through an incipient fissure, as I have supposed to be the fact with

the radiating streaks.

In considering the succession of the ray systems, it should be noted that,

beside those which are definitely to be observed, there are evidently others in

part destroyed by later developed groups. In the best conditions of seeing, these

faintly indicated and evidently ancient sets of rays may be seen in all stages

of obsolescence, down to the state where they are conjectured rather than

observed. This, together with the phenomena of interference of one set of rays

with another, suggests that the process of their formation may have been continued

for a very considerable time, though the development of the larger bands appears

to have been brought about only in the later state of the surface, yet, as remarked

above, not to the very latest time of activity.

It is evident that the distribution of the several ray systems is not equal on

all parts of the moon. Thus the first quadrant has thirteen recognized groups,

while the fourth, just south of it, has but six. The second quadrant has eleven

and the third eight. Thus the eastern and western halves of the surface together

have the same number, but the northern hemisphere has twenty-four and the

southern fourteen systems of rays. Moreover, the greater number of the groups

are situated on that half of the visible surface wherein lie by far the greater part

of the maria, and on the surfaces of those lava fields none of the distinct centers of

radiation are found. This predominance of the rays in the regions of high country

near the maria may possibly be due to the extensive heating of the northern half

of the moon by the lavas which formed them, and to the consequent refrigeration

which would tend to develop crevices and thus lead to the production of rays.'

THE PRESERVATION OF THE RAY SYSTEM.S.

The facts already set forth clearly show that the ray systems are fairly to be

regarded as features which have been somewhat gradually developed, and are, as

a whole, of ancient origin. It is, indeed, difficult to escape the conclusion that

they are, when measured in terms of geological ages, all exceedingly old. They

' In the earlier years of my work on the moon, the results of which are here set forth, I noted

certain very faint rays which aijpeared to point to centers of radiation on the unseen side of the

moon. I have been unable to find the note-book in which these observations were recorded, and

my eyes, damaged by studies on that brilliant surface, no longer enable me to trace them. Accord-

ing to my memory, these streaks, as are all others near the limb, were faintly though distinctly

traceable, in the course of some years' observation, to the number of about a score, indicating

about half a dozen such invisible centers. The impression left upon my mind is that the very best

vision and opportunity might prove the existence of at least a dozen of these groups where the rays

converged to a point in the invisible field. The studies needed to determine this matter will

be difficult to make, for the reason that all these rays are faint in the regions near the limb.
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must be judged to be the result of actions essentially like those termed by geolo-

o-ists solfataric, i. e., due to the escape of vapors from a heated sphere, which

have colored or coated the surface on which they lie. The considerations which

lead us to. believe that this internal heat of the moon vanished long before the

earth's surface became frozen over are very strong. Accepting the view that the

light streaks on the moon are of exceeding antiquity, the question arises as to

why they have not been obscured by the fall of meteoric matter upon the surface

of that sphere. It is a well-known fact that some hundred thousand, if not some

million, meteoric bodies come upon the earth each day. It is true that nearly all

of these bodies are so small that they are burned by their friction in the atmos-

phere, and are added to our planet only as dust that descends in the rain or as

gases contributed to the air ; but on the lunar surface, which, apparently, should

receive, per unit of area, quite as many of these fragments as the earth, there is

not, and probably never has been, an atmosphere sufificient to decompose these

wanderers so that they should have attained its surface unchanged.

Estimating- the average diameter of the meteorites that come into our atmos-

phere at only a millimeter, which, in view of the light they afford, is probably too

small, it is evident that even in a hundred thousand years they would, if gathered

on the surface of an airless sphere, be sufificient to form a coating such as would

give a common hue to all its features, and in a geologically brief time the mass

would attain a considerable depth. Yet we have evidence in the ample grada-

tions of light reflected from the moon that very ancient features of color are as

undimmed by foreign matter as newly fallen snow. In other words, we seem to

be compelled to the opinion, either that there has been no such in-falling of mete-

oric matter on the moon as has of late taken place on the earth, or that the

whole scheme of coloring on the lunar surface has been formed within a few

thousand years. That the latter of these suggestions is not true is clearly indi-

cated by sundry considerations. It is, in the first place, to be noted that there

is much to show the absence of any accumulation of fragmental matter since the

oldest of the lunar features were formed. A meteoric rain such as comes upon

the earth for even a million years would have masked a host of objects which,

though presumably very old, are still manifestly unaffected by any such sheet of

dust as would have enwrapped the lunar sphere. Thus the exemption from

meteoric contributions appears to have been from a very remote time. More-

over, as before noted, the rays of different systems are of diverse ages, yet there

is no indication that the newer are very much brighter than the older.

As for the other possible explanation, z. e., that the moon has not long

received meteoric material in the manner in which it now comes upon the earth,

there appear to be at first sight but two diverse ways that may have brought

about this condition. In the first place, the earth and moon alike may, until

very recent times, have been exempt from such contributions. In the second

place, it may be that the matter which falls on the earth is in whole or in large

part limited to materials which have been ejected from the planet by volcanic

action. The first of these suppositions must be regarded as possible, though
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rather Improbable. While there is no recorded instance of any meteorite having

been found in ancient geological deposits or elsewhere, save upon the surface of

the earth, the rarity of falls sufficiently large to escape burning in the air makes

it unlikely that they would be discovered in a fossil state, or, if found, that they

would be recognized as of meteoric origin, so that this consideration has not

much weight. On the other hand, if, as seems likely, the supply of carbonic

dioxide in the air depends in any considerable measure on the burning in it of

carbon meteorites, the presence of this material in something like its existing

quantity, certainly neither much greater nor much less, from the early geologic

ages, is evidence that meteoric falls, at least those containing carbon and of the

smaller size, have during that time been at about the same rate as at present. So

far as I can discern the astronomic conditions, it seems very improbable that

the earth should now be encountering a multitude of small bodies such as had

not come to it until within a few thousand years.

The suggestion that the meteoric matter which comes upon the earth may

have been expelled from it, though possible, does not seem to me to afford a way

of escape from our difficulty. It appears not improbable that volcanic action

may be sufficiently violent to impel bodies beyond the control of the earth's

attraction. The shining clouds which were observed for some years after the

eruption of Krakatoa in 1883, and which went upward until they appeared to

escape from the atmosphere, may be instances of this nature. Moreover, large

fragments, which have been hurled forth by great eruptions, have been known to

fall at such distances from the point of ejection as to make it likely that they had

an initial velocity near to that which would be necessary to send them into space

and to make them independent of the earth ;
but, if I conceive the problem

rightly, such ejections would either in very rare instances fall upon the moon or

proceed to move in elliptical orbits, one focus of which would be the sun and

the other the place in space where the earth was at the time they separated from

it. It is eminently probable that in time these fragments would be apt to return

to the earth, but it seems evident that they would be about as likely to fall upon

the moon.

If we had any evidence that the moon had been surrounded with a fairly

dense atmosphere down to the present geological period, we might account for

the absence of meteoric dust upon its surface by the supposition that the smaller

bodies had been burned in its air as they are in that of the earth, but all the facts

at hand, which will be discussed below, are distinctly against this supposition and

in favor of the view that the low gravitative value of the sphere allows the gases

which do not become solid at the low temperature which prevails there by

kinetic action to move off into space ; so that the development of an aerial

envelope has been impossible.

I have but recently come upon the difficulties we have to face in this problem

concerning the preservation of the surface of the moon from meteoric matter, and

am therefore not well prepared to discuss them. As they now appear to me, they

may be met by any one of the following described hypotheses : («) That the
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meteors which burn in our atmosphere are so minute that falHng at their present

rate they would not have formed a dust coating had they accumulated on the

surface of the earth for all recorded geologic time, and that the larger masses,

such as now attain the ground, have been so rare that they would not of them-

selves form a coating. (i>) That the earth and moon, as members of the solar

system, and sharing in its motion through space, are now in a field where meteors

are prevalent in a measure that was not the case in earlier ages, so that the

moon's surface, though very ancient, has not been long enough exposed to such

in-fallings to have acquired a coating of them, (c) That we have entirely mis-

judged the antiquity of the moon, and that our reckonings, based on the law of

cooUng bodies and on the supposition that the planet and satellite were differ-

entiated from a common nebulous mass, are altogether erroneous. Of these

suppositions, that designated as (5 seems the least objectionable, though as before

noted it presents sundry difficulties.

In considering the effects arisino- from the fall of bodies from the celestial

spaces upon the surface of the moon, we should take into account the fact that in

the present airless state of that sphere they would come upon its surface at

a very much greater velocity than when they break through the atmosphere of

the earth. Owing to the resistance of the aerial envelope of our planet, it is

doubtful if even the heavier meteorites have at the moment when they touch the

ground an average velocity above a thousand feet a second. Computations

which assign them a higher speed at the moment of contact are made doubtful

by the slight amount of their penetration into the soil. On the other hand, the

meteors which fall upon the moon must be moving at the average rate of at

least twenty miles a second, or about one hundred times as rapidly. Where they

impinge on the advancing side of the moon the rate would be much greater than

where they come upon it from the other or following side.

The effect due to the great speed at which meteorites would usually fall

upon the moon cannot be accurately determined ; certain of them can, however,

within limits, fairly be conjectured. It is in the first place evident that so far as

the penetration of mass into the crust was concerned it should be very much
greater than on the earth. On the assumption which has been above made as to

the comparative velocities, it should often be about a hundred-fold as great as on

the earth. It is, however, to be noted that the increase in velocity would

lead to a proportionate increase in the evolution of heat due to the friction

of the penetrating mass in its passage through the materials it encountered and

to the shearing of its particles on one another. Assuming the rocks of the lunar

surface to have the average resistance of pumice, it seems evident that any

meteoric body such as we know to fall upon the earth would not only penetrate

to a great depth, but would probably be volatilized by the very high temperature

it would attain. We see that a certain amount of this action occurs even in the

relatively slight resistance which a meteorite encounters in passing through the

air. With a resistance sufficient to produce an effective shearing movement in a

meteor, such as would be encountered on entering matter of the solidity of
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pumice, we may fairly assume that tlie mass would, in effect, explode, the gase-

ous products being cast forth from the opening it made. The temperature pro-

duced by the arrest of the movement at a rate of twenty miles a second would

vaporize the mass.

It is also evident that on a surface in the present airless condition of the

moon all meteoric bodies, even the smallest, would come in contact with its rocks.

As is well known, by far the greater part of the meteors which enter upon the

earth are burnt in the upper air, and pass into the gaseous state or fall to the

ground gently in a purely divided condition. Such bodies, however minute,

would enter the moon's crust at the same speed as the larger masses. Owing,

however, to their smaller bulk, they would be more quickly dissipated by the

engendered heat. If this view as to the volatilization of meteors by the conver-

sion of the energy due to their motion into heat is true, then the effect of any

such meteoric fall as takes place on the earth in, say, a hundred thousand years

would be to produce a mass of gaseous and dust-like material which should be

somewhat widely scattered from the point of impact of each meteorite, and this

for the reason that the gases evolved by the heat would enter into what is essen-

tially a vacuum and would be radially distributed at high speed, quickly to fall

upon the ground as their temperature lowered. The effect of such action

would evidently be to give the lunar surface a uniform color, determined

by the average light-reflecting quality of the resulting deposits of condensed

vapors and dust. If, on the other hand, we assume that the material bodies

penetrated into the moon without being volatilized, then the result of the first

falls would be merely to pit the surface, the color being destroyed for the area of

each pit, but when the successively formed pits became so numerous that they

occupied the whole of the original area the color would disappear. The effect

can be the better realized by firing successive charges of shot at a white plank.

As the number of penetrations increases to a point where the total amount of

lead is equal to a continuous layer, the original material becomes, in effect, covered

with the metal and takes its hue.

The considerations just above set forth make it appear eminently probable

that in either of the conditions in which we can imagine meteoric matter to have

come upon the moon, that in which it was vaporized or that in which it remained

solid, a period in a geological sense brief would suffice to obliterate the diversi-

ties of hue such as we find in the dark maria, the light streaks and patches, and

in its general surface. Thus the best interpretation which we can give to the

facts clearly leads to the supposition that our satellite has not in recent ages

shared with us in anything approaching like measure the falls of detached masses

from the celestial spaces.

On my first consideration of this matter I was inclined to believe that the

curiously pitted or honeycombed character of the lunar surface, which becomes

more and more clear as the magnifying power of the telescope is increased or

the seeing more favorable, might possibly be explained by the supposition that

the cavities were produced by the in-fall of meteorites of considerable size.
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Many of these pits which may be seen in advantag-eous conditions are not more

than four or five hundred feet in diameter, and seem to have the general shape

that vi'ould probably be given them by the sudden effectively explosive develop-

ment of gases which we have seen reason to suppose would be brought about

by the penetration of large materials into the crust. Yet as there is no indi-

cation of a peculiar coloration of the fields about those pits, such as would be

produced by the precipitation of the condensed vapors, this interpretation must

be regarded as unverified, though it remains possible. Taking into account the

fact that the best instances of the honeycomb type of pits occur in tolerably clear

relation with the larger vulcanoids, it seems most likely that this group of depres-

sions owes its origin to the escape of indigenous vapors from the depths of the

lunar sphere.

The question as to the possibility of any of the distinct vulcanoids owing

their formation to the impact of large meteoric bodies is elsewhere discussed.

It is therefore only necessary here to note that, as the size of the in-falling

body increased, the heat evolved would be augmented, so that a mass a few hun-

dred feet in diameter would inevitably bring about such a general melting of

the crust where it fell that a cavity would not be formed, but in its place a

level blotch caused by the frozen lava, substantially what we find in the maria.

There are, indeed, sundry patches on the lunar surface which may have this

origin, but so far I have not been able to find any criteria sufficient to warrant

this interpretation of them.

The eminent probability that the fall of meteoric bodies on the lunar surface

should lead to the temporary production of a high temperature, suggests that it

might be possible by photographic if not by eye observations to detect these col-

lisions, if they occur with anything like the frequency per unit of area with which

they come to the earth. It is possible, though not likely, that these observations

might be practicable on the illuminated surface of the satellite, for the reason,

elsewhere noted, that as a whole it is more nearly black than white, and even a

small meteor would at its contact with the surface be likely to produce a flash

sufficiently brilliant to make an impression on a sensitive plate. On the dark

part of the sphere or even in a lunar eclipse it would probably be easier to make
the photographic observation. It is, however, to be noted that, as meteors enter

the crust at high speed and there is no atmosphere to give the train of light such

as is exhibited by those of small bulk which fall upon the earth, the flash might

be of very brief duration—so brief, indeed, that it might escape the eye and the

camera alike.

It may well be observed that, supposing the moon's surface to have received

extensive contributions of meteoric matter, we might thereby possibly explain the

apparent degradation of some of its older features. On the supposition that the

in-falling bodies penetrated deeply and were converted into the gaseous state so

that they produced explosions, we would have an agency competent to break

down reliefs in the manner in which many of the ancient features seem to have

been mined. Yet when we note the exceeding sharpness of outline retained by
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many structures, such as the cracks, displaced faults, and the smaller vulcanoids,

all of which must, on any apparently valid supposition as to the moon's history,

be many million years old, we are led to believe this view inadmissible.

In this connection attention is due also to the fact that on the unilluminated

part of the moon various observers have, from time to time, noted patches of

light which they have believed to indicate volcanoes in activity. I have elsewhere
suggested (see p. 53) that these objects may have been highly reflecting parts

of the lunar surface illuminated by the earth-shine. It is barely possible, how-
ever, that in some instances they can be explained on the supposition that con-

siderable meteorites had recently fallen at the point where the light was noted.

So also it seems possible that the vapors which W. H. Pickering and others

have thought they observed floating in the manner of clouds on the illuminated

area may be in this way accounted for : a large meteorite penetrating deeply into

the crust might give rise to vapors which would continue to pour forth for months
or years after it fell. The difficulty with this hypothesis is to see how vapors

could ^i?^/' and remain in the form of a cloud in the conditions of essential vacuum
which e.xist on the surface of the moon. Granting the possibility of such action,

which in the present state of our knowledge seems improbable, I should much
prefer to account for these vapors by meteoric action than to seek their explana-

tion in true volcanic activity.

EROSIVE ACTION ON THE LUNAR SURFACE.

Those who are familiar with the lunar surface as it is exhibited by a good

telescope, cannot help acquiring the impression that there is some agent which

has operated on the moon in a way partly to break down the more ancient topo-

graphical features. There is an evident difference of aspect between the walls of

the older vulcanoids and those of newer formation. Apart from the distortions

of the ancient structures and the breaches of their ramparts, which may be fairly

accounted for in other ways, there are a rounding of their steeps and a general ap-

pearance of having been smoothed over by some erosive agency which are evident

in proportion to their antiquity. It is indeed a general fact which has been re-

marked by many observers, that the newer vulcanoids have an appearance of

freshness that is never found in the earliest formed. It is therefore important

to discover, if we may, what are the actions by which such changes may be

brought about.

On the surface of the earth there are four agents of erosion, all of which,

cooperating with gravitation, serve to bring about more or less considerable

changes. These are chemical alterations, which loosen the structure of rocks

;

the direct action of the wind, which removes their lighter particles when they are

not protected by vegetation ; the action of moving water by waves, streams, and

glaciers ; and last, and by far the least, the expansion and contraction of materials

arising from changes of temperature. The essential effect of all these agents is

to deliver fragments of rocks to the more or less free action of gravitation. They
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all act to send divided matter from higher to lower positions. Except the first

and the last, they incidentally provide means of carriage by which the fragments

may be conveyed to indefinite distances ; chemical decay and the increase and

decrease in bulk due to variable heat acting by themselves do no more than give

the separated bits a chance to move down declivities of considerable slope.

It is evident that all the chemical change which occurs on the earth depends

on the presence of an atmosphere containing water. This condition apparently,

I think surely, does not now exist on the moon and probably, as I shall hereafter

o-ive reasons for believincr, has never existed there ; for this reason we may set

aside this agent as a possible source of changes of lunar topography. From the

same facts we are led to dismiss the possibility of wind action. The only sug-

gestion of such work has been to explain the radial light bands on the supposi-

tion that the vapors emanating from the craters by their rapid diffusion caused

winds that blew the material which forms the rays to the places it occupies. We
have seen that this hypothesis does not account for the facts, and that they are

apparently explained by a much simpler view of the matter.

The idea of water having been at some time in the past an agent of erosion

on the moon is so persistently recurring that it is worth while to set forth, in

some detail, the results of my studies of the matter. I gave over fifty nights of

observing with the Harvard College Mertz refractor, which has an excellent

glass, to the question of a possible aqueous history of the several divisions of the

lunar field. The result Was to convince me that no part of that surface, new or

old, has ever been shaped by aqueous erosion, and this for the following reasons

:

Aqueous erosion by river action has one characteristic effect : it, in all cases,

except where pot holes are formed by waterfalls, brings about a system of

continuous down-grades from the heights to the lower ground. My inspection

of the moon's surface, which, from this point of view, was carefully made,

satisfied me that the streams had never done their inevitable work on that

sphere ; for I was unable to find a single case of a depression of considerable

length having a continuous down-grade, or an instance where it might be sup-

posed that a valley, so shaped, had been subsequently deformed. None of the

rills which have been supposed to be stream-like in shape are in the least so to

an eye trained in terrestrial topography. They have no gathering grounds, no

trace of that digitated system of valleys which must have been formed if they

had been water channels ; moreover, they have a perverse habit of branching the

wrong way, when they branch at all. Most selenographers have quite aban-

doned the idea that any of the features of the moon are due to water action,

though some of them adhere to the notion that there may be some slight trace

of water vapor in a supposed remnant of an atmosphere lying very near the

surface.

The same arguments that exclude river action on the moon will a fortiori

exclude glaciers. Both these forms of water require extensive evaporation areas

and the machinery of an atmosphere for their maintenance. Now that it is gen-

erally accepted that the maria are not and never could have been seas, but are
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evidently lava fields, save in origin, essentially like those within the larger vulca-

noids, there is evidently no place where waters in a sufficient extent to supply
rainfall could have been stored. In this connection it is worth while to note that

on the earth, with two-thirds of the surface covered with water and with air

currents to carry moisture, large areas are practically unsupplied with water.

Without the oceans it is evident that rainfall would cease. The little which is

evaporated from the land would readily be stored in the air, perhaps to fall as

dew. So that lunar rains or snows would be impossible without a system of

great reservoirs, such as we cannot believe to have existed in any recorded stage
of the moon's history.

There remains but one agent of erosion which can have acted on the moon,
i. e., that arising from the expansion and contraction of rocks in the changes of

temperature which there occur. On the surface of the earth, where the average
annual variation of heat on rock faces does not exceed about twenty degrees
Centigrade, and where the maximum variation is probably not more than fifty

degrees Centigrade, the effect of the variations is evident. Excluding, as far

as we may, the concomitant influence of freezing water, we find that the expansion
of rock is competent to produce cracks and to urge detached masses of rock down
the slope on which they lie. Thus the concentric structure which develops near

the surface in certain crystalline rocks, as granite, is due to the expansion of sum-
mer heat, which often causes the slabs of stone sensibly to lift from their bed.s.

On the surface of the moon, according to Langley's observations, the rano-e of

temperature is probably not less than two hundred degrees Centigrade, so that the

measure of expansion and contraction should be fourfold what it is on the earth.

Moreover, these alterations of temperature are repeated each month. Durino- the

fourteen days' insolation, the heat should effectively penetrate for some meters of

depth. Though it is doubtful if the melting point of water is ever attained, the

range is as effective in promoting motion as if it occurred above that point.

The effect of the great alterations of temperature in the superficial materials

of the moon is probably twofold ; in the firmly imbedded rocks it must institute

successive strains and releases which should be competent to produce certain

effects not recognizable on this planet. Supposing that at a depth of three meters

the range of temperature was one hundred degrees Centigrade, the horizontal

thrust induced, if the rock had the modules of expansion of ordinary granite, would

be sufificient to produce in a sheet fifty miles in diameter an extension of some
hundred feet. From what we see of like action on the surface of the earth, we are

justified in supposing that sheets of great width would on the declivities of the

moon become separated from the subjacent materials and move over them in the

alternations of volume. So, too, we may suppose an interminable series of

varying adjustments which would, from time to time, bring about alterations in

the direction and energy of the thrusts which were thus induced. These changes

may have continued throughout a period as long as recorded geologic time, and

they may be in process of development to-day.

Another consequence of the variation in bulk of rocks in the changes of
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temperature of the lunar day is that fragments lying on steep slopes would slowly

move down the declivities. Such detached blocks would, where they expanded and

in proportion to the efficiency of the gravitative impulse, press more vigorously

against the obstructions below them than on those above ; they would thus gain

a chance to creep farther downward when they were again expanded. This

process would somewhat resemble what takes place where a talus slope is knit

too-ether by a sheet of snow ice, when we may note a creeping of the united mass

due to the changes of temperature it undergoes. I have frequently observed

taluses where this process has extruded the deposit, as in the manner of a glacier,

far beyond the limits to which masses falling from the cliffs whence they came

ever attain. This process is yet more nearly alike to that which takes place in

the lead covering of roofs, where the metal has been observed slowly to work

down the slopes on which it lies in a movement evidently due to alternating

expansions and contractions.

At first sight it may seem that the relatively small value of gravity on the

surface of the moon would limit the movement of fragments due to expansion

and contraction so that the angle of repose in the taluses they formed would be

very high ; but on consideration it appears to me that this angle may be even

lower than in terrestrial conditions, for the lessened weight of a given volume of

rock would greatly diminish the amount of the friction, and the value of the adhe-

sions which tended to resist its movements would, owing to the absence of water

and chemical decay, be so slight that I see no reason why, given time enough, the

talus material should not be brought to a nearly level attitude. The coefficient

of expansion is likely to be the same in lunar materials as in the igneous rocks on

the earth, while the resistances to such motion, both in the horizontal flakes of

great width and in the detritus on steep slopes, would be but one-sixth what it

is in our sphere. Therefore we may reckon on this agent of change being of

greater value on the satellite than on its planet, and find in it an explanation of

the worn character of the ancient topography which is not evident in the newer

formations. As we shall see below, this view as to the expansion of rocks may
be of value in accounting for certain possibly recurrent as well as accidental recent

changes in the shape of structural features on the lunar surface which certain

observations appear to indicate.

There is one rather obscure group of features on the lunar surface which

may be immediately due to the expansion of the superficial materials of the crust.

These are the numerous slight ridges which intersect the ground and which are

fairly visible near the terminator
; these ridges seem to me to be very low, perhaps

not more than a score or two feet in height. They are generally rather straight-

lined and so placed that they reticulate the level fields in which they lie, dividing

them into irregular blocks of very variable area, rarely more than fifty miles across.

I have seen what seems the miniature equivalent of this structure, where a sheet

of ice on a lakelet has been affected by great changes of temperature, all below

the freezing point of water, and has been broken by the expanding process into

blocks which, at their contacts, are crushed up into rude little anticlinals, formed
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of ruptured bits of ice. These ridges of ice-fields retain their shape during the

contractions of the sheet in which they lie, as the blocks of stone in the moon may

do when they have found an adjustment. These lunar features deserve careful

study, though the conditions make an inquiry into their nature very difficult. I

have rarely been able to discern them clearly, and then for only a brief time.

ON THE POSSIBILITIES OF A LUNAR ATMOSPHERE.

The apparent arguments in favor of the existence of an atmosphere on the

moon, if not now, then in some former age of that sphere, are so strong that

selenologists are hardly to be undeceived by the evident facts that militate

against this view. These facts are, in brief, as before noted, as follows : There

is no trace of clouds on the moon ; there is no difference in the clearness

of the seeing- as between the lowest ground and that which is about six miles

higher ; there is not the faintest sign of diffusion of light on the line between day

and night ; the effect is that which would take place in what we term a vacuum, but

not in the most attenuated part of the atmosphere that lies about our earth. More-

over, the course of the licjht of a star which goes behind the moon's disc shows

clearly that at a mile above the lowest part of the lunar surface the air, if such there

be, has less than the thousandth part of the density of that belonging to the earth

at the same height. So, if there be any atmosphere at all on the moon, it is in

volume, at least, quite unlike that of our planet, and very like the nearest approach

to a vacuum which we can in any way produce. There is, indeed, no other valid

reason for supposing that any kind of gas or vapor exists about the moon save

that it is deemed necessary to have it in order to explain certain changes of

color which are deemed to be evidences of organic life. The value of this

evidence I shall consider below.

There is reason to believe that the moon has had upon its surface ample

material derived from the vulcanoids out of which to form an atmosphere. Re-

garding the lunar sphere as the offspring of the terrestrial, we may fairly suppose

that it received its share of the lighter elements of the original common mass

when the separation took place. If we regard the atmosphere of a celestial body

as the gaseous remnant remaining on its surface after the more readily solidified

elements have consolidated, then the moon should have had an original covering

of this kind on a scale proportionate to its total mass, /. c, it should have had an

atmosphere equivalent in weight to some inches of mercury. Throughout its

recorded history there has evidently been a great efflux of vaporous or gaseous

materials from below the crust, in total amount probably enough to have provided

an envelope in quantity as great as now lies upon the surface of this planet, yet

no trace of it remains. We cannot believe that the materials which should have

formed as air on the moon have been largely taken into the crust by chemical

action, as is the case on this planet, for there are good reasons to suppose that

there is no such action going on there, nor can we accept the suggestion that the

air-making gases have been frozen, for while the temperature is at times very low
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it Is for a part of each month probably high enough to permit all the elements

which form our atmosphere to return to the vaporous or gaseous state. What,

then, is the condition which makes the moon an airless realm ?

It appears to me that there is a possible explanation of the lack of an atmos-

phere on the moon, one that has not been subjected to the inquiry which it

deserves ; this is, in brief, that the kinetic movement of gases causes their atoms

to fly away from the surface into space as rapidly as they are parted from the

solid sphere. I understand that this hypothesis has been adduced to account for

the separation of certain gases from our atmosphere which are held in that

of the sun ; an extension of the same view may serve to explain the failure of the

moon to retain the gaseous materials which have evidently come to its surface

but which the eravitative attraction has not been sufficient to retain against the

diffusive effect of the kinetic movement.

THE EXISTING CONDITION OF THE MOON.

The idea that the moon should be the seat of some activities such as operate

on the earth is most natural. Again and again observers with much imagination

and with poor telescopes have seen what they took to be evidence of volcanic

action or of organic life on the surface. With the advance of selenography, these

views as to changes on the moon have been by better observations limited to two

groups of events. First, changes of form of certain craters, either those of a

cataclysmic and permanent nature, such as that which appears to have occurred in

the shape of the vulcanoid Linne, and the serial changes in certain other vulca-

noids, where the structures return to their original form ; second, the lightening

or darkening of color of certain patches of the surface as the lunar day advances.

There are also some assertions of minor alterations which need to be separately

considered.

Of all the observations which point to the conclusion that changes are still

going on upon the moon, those which relate to the supposed sudden alteration of

Linne are the most important. This vulcanoid lies in the Mare Serenitatis, and

was mapped and described by several observers as having a crater about six miles

wide ^d with distinct steep walls. In 1866 it was believed that the structure did

not answer to the descriptions for in place of a crater there was found to be a

white spot of nearly twice its recorded diameter, and in the center of this field a

minute craterlet. Subsequent observations, however, have thrown doubt on this

conclusion, and led some selenologists to the opinion that Linne is a structure

that varies much under diversities of illumination, and that its variations of

aspect, combined, perhaps, with some original bad mapping and servile copying,

may account for the seeming change. Other instances, which appear to indicate

the sudden appearance of craterlets where none were observed by skilled sele-

nographers, are easily accounted for by the same difficulties arising from the

conditions under which we behold the lunar surface. Thus it has been claimed

that the lava flow of the vulcanoid Mersenius, which on close scrutiny is seen not
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to be flat or slightly concave, as is usual in such structures, but quite convex,

indicates a change, for it must have been originally level as Schroter, as well as

Baer and Madler, so represents it. A study of this feature will convince any

competent observer of the moon, who has had experience with his own work and

that of his fellows, that the peculiarity might easily have been overlooked. So,

too, with the craterlets on the southwest side of Copernicus, which have not

found a place on Baer and Madler's map, and the continuation of the same

craters and a honeycombed appearance of the ground towards Eratosthenes,

which Schroter failed to notice. An inspection of the field with a better instru-

ment than those used by the above-mentioned selenographers will show that they

may well have searched it a score of times without having a chance to note these

rarely visible features. On the whole, the evidence for and against the sudden

appearance and disappearance of craters and craterlets, or of features in their

structures considered without reference to the probabilities of such changes

based on the moon's history, leaves us in a state of doubt as to the occurrence of

such accidents. I am inclined to think that the case of Linne is the strongest and

that the walls of that vulcanoid may have, in part at least, fallen into the original

cavity so as to leave only a small pit in its crater unfilled.

If it be the case that the originally great ramparts of Linne have disappeared,

the event may be explained without having recourse to the theory of volcanic

action. Against the hypothesis of such action may be set the fact that, though

the moon is the subject of constant scrutiny, no trace of such explosive process has

been noted. Moreover, if there was volcanic action in the case of Linne, it appar-

ently must have consisted in an outpouring of very fluid lava, which formed the

extensive white patch that took the place of the previously existing rampart and

pit. In a word, the great wall must have been melted down into the flood.

When we consider the fact that none of the other vulcanoids shows a trace of any

such flows, that the evidence points to the conclusion that the lavas coming from

the interior of the sphere never freely stream forth but consolidate on slopes of

high declivity, we see how exceptional, and therefore improbable, is the occur-

rence of any such event. To the geologist it is inconceivable that in the late

stage of the moon's history such an effusion of extremely fluid rock could have

taken place. The explanation he would give may be set forth as follows :

Assuming that the lunar crust as the seat of high and varied tensions of

contraction and expansion brought about its night and day, and that it abounds

in cavities due to the ejection of the large amount of material contained in the

ramparts of the vulcanoids, it is conceivable that from time to time ancient but

unstable adjustments may be suddenly disturbed. The state of the lunar surface

may in a way be compared' with that of a Prince Rupert drop, a globular bit of

glass greatly affected by stresses which any shock is likely to set in effective

action. Now, if on such a surface a meteorite should fall, say a body of some

tons in weight, no larger than many that have come upon the earth, the resulting

shock might lead to widespread movements that would cause the walls of a vulca-

noid to fall in. It is to be noted that there are many ill-defined pits on the moon
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which may have had this meteoric history, and also that Linne is situated on a

wide mare where such stresses are indicated by the continuous ridges and

the rills, and where they would be more likely to accumulate than in the higher-

lying, irregular country. So if the supposed destruction of this vulcanoid really

occurred, a point which will ever remain doubtful, it may thus be accounted for

by other than volcanic action. It needs to be so explained if we are to retain our

conception of the moon as a sphere which has lost heat in the ratio that the earth

has lost it.

The supposed variations in the shape of the twin craters known as Messier,

chancres which appear to pass through something like a cycle in the course of a

lunar period, may possibly be due to the movement of extended masses of rock

under the influence of solar heat. Assuming, as before, that a sheet of rock on

one or more sides of the pits had, because of its expansion, developed a horizon-

tal joint a few feet below the surface, this slab-like mass might slide to and fro

with the variations of temperature. The expansion of a sheet fifty miles in

diameter might amount to several hundred feet, enough to make evident altera-

tions in the shape of the cavity. That some such migrations of rock masses

under terrestrial compressive strains are possible is abundantly proved by the

studies of eeolo^ists. Movements of ten miles or more are well ascertained ; the

only question is as to the possibility of a field of rock, such as we are considering,

returning, in the process of shrinking, to its original position. On the earth, such

a plate of stone would most likely be fractured as it cooled, so it could not return

to its first state. On the moon, however, such a mass, because its weight is

less than one-sixth what it would be on the earth, would encounter less friction in

its movements ; moreover, the grinding action of the adjacent surfaces would

tend to form a mass of powdery matter between them which would readily shear

so that the frictional resistance would be relatively small. The difficulties of

this hypothesis are obviously great, but if it is finally determined that there are

recurrent changes in process on the moon, such as appear to some observers

to take place in Messier, it seems preferable to that of volcanic action, for

it does not do violence to all we know concerning the processes of a cooling

sphere.

We turn now to the changes of hue of certain fields of the lunar surface

such as have been observed by W. H. Pickering and others. These changes are

of two somewhat distinct kinds, those which appear to that observer to show the

discharge of fumes from certain small craters, and those which are thought pos-

sibly to indicate the temporary development of an extended vegetation which is

born in the brief season of a lunar day and dies in its night. As regards the

blotches of color which seem to indicate eruptions, I have had no chance to see

them, but from the account of the phenomena it appears most likely that they

are due to peculiarities of reflection much like those which make the rays glow

when the sun attains a high angle. The arguments against the existence of any

such clouds of vapor floating above the surface of the moon are very strong

;

they seem to me, indeed, to be insuperable. The phenomena of occultation
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prove, as already noted, that at a mile above the surface there is no trace of an

atmosphere,—surely not more than the thousandth part of our own. The law of

diffusion of gases makes it impossible that there should be any great increase in

the density of such air at its contact with the sphere. How, then, could vapors

slowly float away as clouds from a crater ? If they came forth they should be swiftly

and uniformly diffused in the essential vacuum. Change of hue due to the angle

of illumination or fluorescence, or both actions combined, affords a far more satis-

factory explanation of the observed facts. This explanation has difficulties, but

they are much less serious than those we encounter in a hypothesis of volcanic

action still existing and producing clouds.

The observations which indicate that extended fields of the lunar surface

darken with its advancing day are extremely interesting for the reason that they

show a departure from the general tendency of the surface to become brighter

with the higher sun. There is no doubt that these changes are of great import-

ance, but I cannot regard them as suggesting the development of any kind of

organic life. This question as to the probability of life on the lunar surface has

never been adequately discussed, and as the suggestion is recurrent I purpose to

set forth below certain considerations which, in my opinion, make it appear to be

most improbable that anything like organic structures can possibly develop there.

It is, in the first place, to be noted that all organic forms, from the lowest to

the highest, plant and animal alike, absolutely depend for their existence on the

solvent action of water on various substances. The conditions of life are that

this water shall be readily obtainable either directly from the fluid in which the

creatures dwell, from the rain, or from the moisture of the air. In all cases

this water must contain free oxygen and carbonic dioxide, as well as certain

minerals in solution. Although it is stated that certain lichens develop in rocks

within the antarctic circle, where the temperature has never been observed above

the freezing point, it may be safely assumed that these plants have now and then

received during their growing period and have retained in their bodies water in

the fluid state, otherwise their organic processes could not go on. Wherever on

high mountains, say above the level of 20,000 feet, the surface of the rock has

been examined, no resident life has been discovered. Thus in an air which is

surely many times as dense as any that can exist on the moon, terrestrial life, for

all its ample opportunities to become reconciled to such environment, has not

succeeded in establishing itself at these great altitudes. The conditions for the

formation of organisms suited to the higher peaks of the earth are vastly more

favorable than they could have been on the moon, yet the result is that they

have failed to develop in such conditions.

Whatever were the circumstances, as yet unknown, which led to the be-

ginning of life on this earth, they were evidently of rare occurrence. The succes-

sions of organic forms suggest that they have been derived from few if not from

one original form ; and, further, that these initial stages have long since been

lost. It is unlikely that fresh starts in the origination of the lowliest organisms

are now making, for with all the skill of a host of well-trained inquirers we have
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not been able to initiate an organic form. If the existing living species of this

earth were destroyed, we do not know by what process a beginning could again

be made. So much, however, is plain : First, that all of the existing organic forms

have had the initial stages of their development in aquatic conditions, for there

alone can the earlier stages of development be attained. Second, that the

aqueous stages of the forms which now inhabit the land must have required

a very long period of such life before the creatures were ready to enter on the

more difficult conditions of the land. It may safely be presumed that a period

of development such as is represented by thousands of species of successive

forms was necessary to bring the terrestrial organisms into conditions of structure

and function where even as the lowliest plants they were fit for stations in the

air. This process of reconciliation with the environment demands, among other

thino-s, means whereby the spores may be diffused, and with all plants of rapid

growth, such as have to be assumed if they are to give color to the surface of the

moon, it requires a soil or air for food supply.

It is a favorite assumption with selenographers who adopt the hypothesis

of plant life on the moon—a pure assumption—that there may be a thin atmos-

phere of carbon dioxide next the surface and that in such an air plants would

grow with rapidity. This is a natural view, for it is based on the well-known fact

that the carbon of plants is largely obtained by the decomposition of that gas, the

carbon being taken into the structure and the oxygen set free. But the experi-

ments made by a committee of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science clearly showed that terrestrial plants, even the lowlier cryptogams, were

not sensibly helped by an increase in the amount of C Og in the air and that any

considerable augmentation of that gas was hurtful to them.

Therefore, in view of these facts : that terrestrial plants, notwithstanding all

their ample opportunities for so doing, have never been able to reconcile them-

selves to the conditions which exist at heights where the density of the air is not

more than one-third of what it is at the sea-level ; that all organic life necessarily

had its beginning in the seas or other masses of water ; that the conditions of its

origin are so peculiar that we have never been able to reproduce them ; and that

the development of every organic species known to us requires a considerable

supply of water,—it appears most unlikely that the moon is now or has ever been

the seat of organic life of the sort that exists on this earth.

It cannot well be denied that there may be on the other celestial spheres

than this earth forms of association of matter in which other fluids than water

may serve as the menstruum in which vital activities develop, and that the essen-

tial results accomplished in the organic forms of our planet may be thus attained.

But, so far as we know, organic individuals are limited to very narrow conditions :

to those in which water is exposed to temperatures between the freezing point

and about sixty degrees Centigrade, and which afford air such as that of the earth

in density equivalent to not less than what corresponds to a pressure of one-third

that normally existing at sea-level. These conditions clearly do not exist, and, so

far as we can determine, have never existed on the lunar surface. It is, in fact,
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very doubtful if any other body in our solar system with the exception of the

planet. Mars is now in a viable state, for it is not likely that any but the earth, and
possibly the Martial sphere, has the necessary combination of water and solar

heat which has long existed on this planet.

The foregoing considerations concerning the possibilities of organic life

on the moon show clearly that we must exhaust every valid hypothesis to explain

the occurrence of changes on that sphere before we assume that they are due to

the development of living forms. I would suggest that the patent facts of color-

change shown by the blotches and rays, which gain intensity as the sun goes

higher, lead naturally to the supposition that these. other conditions of darkening

are due to a like though somewhat diverse action. We may fairly suppose that

the regions which thus darken are covered with crystals which reflect or refract

the sun's light in such a manner that they send us less of it when the sun is about

vertical than when it is relatively low. We have command of three certainly

warranted agents for explaining changes of color in the moon : that of reflec-

tions from crystalline surfaces ; that of refraction taking place in the interior of

translucent crystals ; and that of fluorescence. We have a right to combine these

actions as needs be to account for such phenomena of varying color as may be

observed, for all of them are well within the limits of what we note on the earth,

but we have not a like right to bring in hypotheses of organic life when all we know
of its conditions on this planet shows that it cannot exist on the lunar surface.

It is naturally painful to conclude that the moon is and always has been

deprived of those features of existence which we deem the nobler ; that it has

never known the stir of air or water or the higher life of beings who inherit the

profit of experience and thereby climb the way that has led upward to man. That

these large gifts have been denied to the nearest companion of the earth has its

lessons for the naturalist, since it clearly shows how vast are the effects arising from

the interrelation of actions. The fate of our satellite was probably in large part

determined by the ratio between its gravitative force and the energy of the kinetic

movement of the gases such as constitute the atmosphere. If that energy had

been sufficient to retain them on the satellite, there is no reason,at least so long

as the original rotation on its axis continued, why it should not have had the

history of a miniature earth. As it is, from the beginning it appears to have

been determined that it should have no share in the solar energy which has given

the most of the dynamic and all of the organic activities of the earth, and there

is no imaginable accident that can alter its state except some catastrophe which

may return the solar system to a nebulous mass. Just as it is, our moon is likely

to see the sun's light go out.

SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING THE STUDY OF THE MOON.

From the point of view of the geologist and geographer I venture to make

certain suggestions concerning the future work of selenographers. In the first

place, it may be said that, while the delineation of lunar features has, within a
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century, been so greatly advanced that of the visible part of the moon we have

within the limits of telescopic vision much better maps than of most parts of the

earth, the classification of features and their nomenclature are in a very crude

shape. There is no sufficient categorizing of the various features, and the names

for them, generally suggested by misconceived analogies with terrestrial objects,

are often misleading. They serve, indeed, to perpetuate grave errors as to the

real nature of the lunar surface. Many of the most conspicuous topographic feat-

ures are unnamed, as, for instance, the promontories and capes along the shores

of the maria. Much of the nomenclature is so inwoven with our records that it

would be inadvisable to disturb it, but many changes and additions could be made

which would bring some order out of the confusion. I therefore venture to sug-

gest to selenographers that a committee should in some way be formed to under-

take a revision, or at least an extension, of the system of names applied to the

topography of the moon.

As to further detailed work on the moon, it appears highly desirable that

small selected areas should be jointly studied and depicted by several well-trained

selenographers, the task being done in such a manner as will enable us to form a

judgment, first as to the effects of the personal equation of individual observers

in seeing and depicting lunar features, and second as to the effect of diverse con-

ditions of seeing, including the libration, on the aspects of lunar surface. In this

way we may hope to attain something like certainty concerning the occurrence

or non-occurrence of changes.

It is also desirable that a close comparison be made between some of the

more ancient vulcanoids and those of evidently much newer age, as determined

by their relations to one another, and this with a view to ascertaining what are

the angles of slope of their respective ramparts and those buttress-like structures

which I have assumed to be flows of viscid lava. In this way we may possibly

obtain some idea as to the effect of the expansion and contraction due to solar

heat, or other forces upon their reliefs.

A closer study as to the presence or absence of ash and other ejections of

fragmental materials than I have been able to make is desirable. I have given

reasons for believing that no such violent expulsion of broken-up lava, /. e., vol-

canic breccias or ash, took place in the eruptions of the vulcanoids ; but the

proof of this rests necessarily on negative evidence which requires much scrutiny.

This should be given to those cases where large well-developed craters lie adjacent

to older like structures. Where there is a honeycombed structure or old ram-

parts near such newer craters, the surface should be narrowly scanned to find if

the depressions have been filled with debris.

The observation of Trouvelot, that the rills are sometimes continued beyond
their open fractures by light streaks, needs to be verified, for proof of such con-

dition would go far to show that some of these bands at least are due to the pas-

sage upward of vapors which congealed at their point of escape, and afford a fair

presumption that all of them are of this nature. This inquiry should be extended

so as to determine if any of the radiating streaks are coincident with distinct rills.
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The form of the so-called mountains demands a careful inquiry. It is

asserted that in some cases the steeper slopes, in certain groups of these eleva-

tions, are all, or prevailingly, in a particular versant ; this point should be

determined. It appears likely that the mountains in different fields vary in shape

in a manner which will permit them to be classified according to areas. All such

variations are sure to have meaning. As a part of this work, the cones in the

center of vulcanoids such as that in Theophilus should be compared with the

peaks in the mountain systems.

I have noted that the older vulcanoids in the central field of the moon's

surface appear to have been elongated or " spooned " in a north and south

direction, and that this change may be due to the loss of the original rotation of

the sphere. This point needs further study. If my observations be verified,

and it be found that the newer vulcanoids are not deformed as by a collapse

of the equatorial bulge due to the loss of rotation, then the time of the change

in relation to the development of the surface features may be determined, and as

the loss of rotation would have been very gradual it would be incidentally shown

that the period during which vulcanoid processes affected the surface was very

extended.

The phenomena of contact of the maria with their shores needs close study.

I have briefly stated the facts which lead me to the opinion that the lavas of

these fields originally and for a brief time rose much above their present level

and have since withdrawn from low areas they at first flooded over. If this be

affirmed, then we have evidence that the order of fluidity of the lavas in question

was far higher than that of the vulcanoids, where, as we have seen, the material

appears to have been at a low average temperature, or at least very viscid, so

that it consolidated on very steep slopes as soon as it escaped from the craters.

Much depends on the determination of the relative temperature of these groups

of lavas, for if those of the maria were decidedly hotter than those of the vul-

canoids—hotter, indeed, than any molten material which is known to have come

forth from the interior of the moon or the earth,—then the presumption that they

were due to in-falling bodies is so far afifirmed.

It is most desirable to ascertain the circumstances of contact of the lavas of

the several maria which are obviously connected. If they are the result of the

impact of one falling body, or of several which fell at about the same time and

place, then the various connected areas should be perfectly confluent. If the

bodies fell here and there, affording separate centers of melting, then there may

be a trace of juncture of the lavas where they joined their floods. My own

opinion, based on rather scanty observations, is that the confluence of the appar-

ently connected maria is complete, and that their lavas were generated by one

incident ; the distinctly separated areas, the Mare Crisium and the Mare Australe

as well as the Mare Humboldtianum, if the two last named be, indeed, true

maria, having been formed apart from the main field, which includes all the other

areas classed in this group.

The naturalist, trained in interpreting terrestrial phenomena, learns the value
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of series in extending his conceptions. It is important that this method of

inquiry should be appHed to the features of the moon, so that we may have a

foundation for a sound knowledge as to the categories into which its structures

fall, and the limits of these groups. Thus with the group of vulcanoids a close

study of their features by making extended series of their forms will be likely

to brinsf out relations and diversities not now understood. Besides these notable

structures, the mountains, cones, and ragged peaks, the rills and valleys, the light

streaks and blotches of color, all bespeak the same treatment. It may, indeed,

be applied to many other groups of objects.

It is obviously desirable to gather all the information we can concerning

the unseen ^q\ of the lunar surface. This inquiry I undertook more than

thirty years ago, but the task was left incomplete. The method of my inquiry

was as follows : on the limb of the moon in the successive extremes of libration

so-called mountains appear. Several of these ranges have a continuity which

is found only with the ramparts of the great vulcanoids. Of these, beginning at

the north pole and passing by the west around the limb, I noted the range west

of the Mare Crisium, another near Neper, the Leibnitz range near the south

pole, the great range beyond the Doerfel Mountains, and a succession of like

ridgfes down to ten degrees north. These and other fainter undelineated features

appear to be resolvable into arcs of circular ramparts, such as enclose the larger

vulcanoids. Plotting these as circles, the result was to establish, by fair hypothesis,

over a considerable part of the unseen realm, the existence of a topography like

that we see.

Looking closely at the limb of the full moon, observers with good eyes may
agree with me in the opinion that certain faint light rays there discernible,

though with difficulty, apparently converge to centers on the farther side of the

moon. I broucrht to book enough of these to establish about half a dozen of

these centers on the invisible field. A confirmation of these uncompleted

observations would reduce the region of the entirely unknown part of the moon
to less than one-fifth of its whole surface. I cannot hope to return to this inter-

esting task of looking around the edge of the moon, but it appears to be the

most interesting of the many inquiries that demand good eyes, and opportunities

for observation when the rays are most clearly visible.

Owing to the difficulty of interpreting objects seen in very oblique con-

ditions, the fields within five degrees of the limb have been much neglected.

Among the problems there found is that concerning the existence of maria on

the margin of the observable part of the surface. Except possibly in the case of

the Mare Australe, the surface of such areas is not visible. I have never been

certain that I saw the characteristic dark plain of that mapped sea. The ques-

tion is whether it be only a little varied ancient portion of the crust or a true

mare. It is also a question whether the tips of high peaks are not to be traced

on the other side of the comparative level ; if this be the case, then it is, if a mare,

one of small area. The so-called Mare Humboldtianum also needs close atten-

tion to determine whether it be a mare or, as it seems to me, an ancient vul-
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canold of large size with rather low walls. If it should be proved that these
so-called maria do not belong in that clearly-defined group of features, there will

be some reason, from their distribution, for believing that they are limited to the
hither side of the sphere.

There are many other lines of work beside that of simple delineation, to

which selenographers have so generally confined themselves, which may well

engage the attention of those who desire to advance the theory of our satellite.

Some of these have been suggested in this memoir ; others will present them-
selves in the course of further inquiry. In such work it should be borne in mind
that, relatively few and simple as are the forces which have acted on the moon, in

comparison with those which have shaped the earth, they are, in their effects,

very complex. The variety of objects on that surface is very much greater than

the existing accounts of them would lead the novice to suppose. It is only as

they are compared after the manner of the naturalist that we may hope clearly to

read the wonderful record of that marvelous dead sphere.





DESCRIPTION OF PLATES.

Tlie following plates have been selected with reference to the illustration of the questions

discussed in this memoir. The choice of illustrations has necessarily been limited to those features

of which it has been possible to procure good photographic negatives. On this account many
interesting structures are not pictured. As a whole, however, these delineations fairly present the

more important aspects of lunar topography as seen with good telescopes.

In accordance with the usage of selenographers these plates are printed in the reversed order

in which they appear in a celestial telescope. The top of each is the south, the bottom the north,

the right hand the east, and the left the west. This will enable the student to compare them with

the maps of the moon. E.xcept when necessary for the immediate purposes of this memoir, the

structures depicted in the several plates are left unnamed. On many accounts this omission is to

be regretted, but an extended effort to designate by name the craters, mountains, etc., showed that

to accomplish this end it would be necessary to have key maps for the greater number of these

illustrations. If the student desires to determine the name of any of the more considerable

features, he can readily do so by comparing the plate with any of the good maps of the moon.

For this purpose the map of Elger is recommended. ' The photographic atlas of the moon by W.

H. Pickering, in the Annals of the Observatory of Harvard College, vol. li., 1903, and the same

work in a more popular form entitled " The Moon," by Doubleday, Page, & Co., N. Y., 1903, will

be found very useful for reference. Other reference would have been made to them in this work,

but they were published after the pages which precede this were put to press.

In the description of each plate, attention is called to the more important features which it

depicts and occasionally to the place in the text where the matter is discussed. This arrangement

of necessity causes many rejietitions. It is hoped that the reader will find that the convenience of

the method compensates for this awkward mode of presentation, the aim being to provide in the

illustrations a basis for a criticism of the theories of lunar structure as near as possible to that

afforded by the use of a telescope.

It is suggested that those who desire to spare their time in obtaining what value this memoir

may yield, should first read the text and then compare its statements with the facts presented in

the plates ; remembering that the matters of detail, such as those concerning the rills, the light

streaks, and the other more delicate features, can not yet effectively be rendered by photographs.

' See The Moon, by Thos. Gwyn Elger. London. Geo. Philip & Son, 1895. The map is to be had separately

from the volume. «
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PLATE I.

GENERAL VIEW OF MOON, AGE 6 DAYS. BY S. W. BURNHAM, LICK OBSERVATORY.

Plates I to VIII (inclusive) show the surface of the moon in progressive stages of illumination.

Taken at the Lick Observatory.

In plate I the moon appears nearly half full. The crater of Abulfeda is coming into illumina-

tion. The most noteworthy features are the maria, which are evidently darker than the general

surface. The lowest of these, the M. Serenitatis, is obscurely circular with rather definite margins.

In it, on the west or left-hand side, are some faint folds of its floor. Just outside of this sea, to

the west, is a rather large distinct crater (Plinius). Horizontally eastward (to the right) in the

midst of the sea is a smaller dark crater (Bessel). The same line continued about as far still east-

wardly shows in a faint white spot the position of the crater Linnd, which is supposed to have been

destroyed in 1866 (see p. 70). The mare on which Plinius stands is the M. Tranquiiitatis.

Next southwardly beyond Theophilus (Plate XV) is the M. Nectaris. On the southern (upper)

margin of this sea is the crater of Fracastorius of which the northern part of the rim has evidently

been melted down by the sea. This is perhaps the most conspicuous instance of this nature among
the several score that may be noted on the margins of the several maria. The northernmost of the

maria in this view near the lunar margin is the tolerably circular M. Crisium. South of it is the

irregularly shaped M. Foecunditatis, without distinct boundaries.

The observer should note the considerable range of brightness in the field, also how the craters

and other features become fainter near the brightly illuminated margin.
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PLATE II.

MOON 7 DAYS OLD. BY S. W. BURNHAM, LICK OBSERVATORY.

This plate shows the moon one day older than the preceding view. By comparison with plate

III the effect of twenty-four hours' advance in the lunar day may be perceived. On the " termin-

ator " or border of the advancing sunlight, a number of large vulcanoids may be seen in a tolerably

linear order. The most important of these, beginning with that nearest the equator and reckon-

ing southwardly, are Ptolomseus, Alphonsus, and Arzachel, then with an interval come Purbach,

Regiomontanus, and Walter. Traces of a like alignment are visible in other groups of lesser

vulcanoids.

At this stage of the illumination some of the light streaks or rays begin to be visible, and may
be faintly traced on the left-hand side of the plate when the sun is highest. So, too, the bright

patches whence most of the streaks emanate, are beginning to become lucent.
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MOON SEVEN DAYS OLD. BY S. \V. BURNH.AM, LICK OBSER\ AT( )KY.







PLATE III.

AGE OF MOON 8 DAYS, 4 HOURS. SEPTEMBER 22, 189O. LICK OBSERVATORY.

In this plate the most noteworthy features are the maria of the western half of the visible

portion of the sphere. The rudely circular form of these fields is well shown, also the fact that

none of them extend to the margin or " limb " of the moon. The bright, slightly curved ridge

in the lower half of the picture facing the partly illuminated mare, the Mare Imbrium, is the

Apennines ; the large vulcanoid at its southern end is Eratosthenes. The larger pit in the ocean

opposite the center of the range is Archimedes ; the two craters next to the north are : the nearer,

Autolycus, and the farther and larger, Aristillus. The larger of the two dark pits near the north-

ern end of the Apennines is Eudoxus, the smaller Aristoteles. Southeast from these craters lie

the Alps, a group of bright peaks extending in a northeast and southwest direction. A faint

dark streak shows the position of the Alpine valley. The flat, irregular area north of the range

is the M. Frigoris.

Close inspection of this plate will show that many of the vulcanoids have jiits or cones on

their floors, and that these are very often in the center of these level spaces.

The radiating bands or streaks are beginning to appear.

In the Mare Imbrium, near the western end of the Alps, next north of Aristillus, is Cassini,

of which the encircling cone appears to have been partly melted down by the lava of the mare so

that it shows as a faint ridge with a distinct central crater.
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AGE OF MOON EIGHT DAYS, FOUR HOURS. SEPTEMBER 22, 1890. LICK OBSERVATORY.







PLATE IV.

moon's age 8 DAYS, 2 2 HOURS. LICK OBSERVATORY, 189O.

This plate represents the moon as it appears eighteen hours later than shown in the preced-

ing plate. The pictures were taken at different times of the year, which accounts for tiie difference

in the position of the terminator or illuminated margin. It will be observed that several new

features have appeared beyond the southern end of the Apennines. The light bands are more

visible and the contrast of hue between the maria and the upland country is less distinct.
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MOON'S AGE EIGHT DAYS, TWENTY-TWO HOURS. LICK OBSERVATORY, 1890.







PLATE V.

moon's AGE ID DAYS, 12 HOURS. LICK OBSERVATORY, 189O.

The moon as delineated in this plate is thirty-eight hours older than as shown in the preceding

plate. The most noteworthy changes are the great advance in the development of the fields of

very bright hue, and in the bands radiating from them. These are most evident in the system of

Copernicus. The system of Tycho also begins to be evident. This vulcanoid may be identified

as the deep large crater with a central cone near the border of the illuminated area. The general

irregularity of these light bands is well shown in those about Copernicus. So, too, the fact that

they are projections from an illuminated or lucent field about the vulcanoid.

On the shores of the Oceanus Procellarum, east of Plato, near the margin of the sun-lit area,

is the Sinus Iridum. This is probably a large vulcanoid which has had the part of its wall next

the mare melted down by the lava of that field. (See p. 17.)

The relative absence of large vulcanoids on the maria is noteworthy. Those which exist lie

nearly, if not altogether, on fields of high ground which appear to have risen above the floors of

the maria and so escaped melting.

The problematical crater Linne now appears as a small white patch near the middle of the

eastern side of the M. Serenitatis. (See p. 70.)
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MOON'S AGE TEN DAYS, TWELVE HOURS. LICK OBSERVATORY, 1890.







PLATE VI.

moon's age 14 DAYS, I HOUR. JULY I9, 189I. LICK OBSERVATORY.

In this plate the moon is nearly full, the light being oblique enough to illuminate the crater

walls on the eastern margin alone.

The maria are well shown nearly to the eastern margin. Separated by a belt of relatively high

groimd from the Oceanus Procellarum is the large vulcanoid Grimaldi. It has a small crater on

its floor near its northern side. This vulcanoid has a floor nearly as dark as the seas. It will be

noted that Plato has also a dark floor. On the margin of the Oceanus Procellarum, southwest

of Grimaldi, is a crater Letronne, the wall of which that faces the maria is, as in other instances,

ruined apparently by the lava of the sea. Other like examples are shown in this neighborhood.

On the shores of the M. Humorum, there are three similar instances of crater-walls broken down

on the seaward side.

It should be noted that none of the maria distinctly attain the margin of the moon's surface.

On the eastern lands the O. Procellarum comes near to the border of the moon, but high rugged

land is visible on the very edge. This is more clearly disclosed at certain stages of libration.

On the southwest border some observers think there is a sea crossing the border, but, as will be

seen, the level land there has not the characteristic dark hue of the maria.

It will be observed that in this nearly vertical light, except Grimaldi and Plato, the craters on

the eastern margin only are distinctly visible. Those exceptions are due to the dark color of their

floors. There are two or three craters near the south pole which, because they have rather dark

bottoms, are faintly seen.
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MOON'S AGE FOURTEEN DAYS, ONE HOUR. JULY 19, 1891. LICK OBSERVATORY.







PLATE VII.

moon's AGE 2 1 DAYS, 5 HOURS. NOVEMBER 3, I 89O. LICK OBSERVATORY.

In this plate the moon is entering on the fourth quarter. The rays of the Tycho system have

nearly disappeared. The two that are nearly parallel remain illuminated. So, too, the system of

Copernicus and that of Kepler to- the southeast of it remain in nearly full glow.

The vulcanoids near the south pole are better shown in this picture than in any other of the

series. That with several craters on its floor is Playfair. Note the craters on the inner face of its

wall. The same features can be observed in other like structures in this neighborhood.

The Alps near Plato are fairly well shown, as are also the Apennines that border the western

side of the mare. The ruined craters about the M. Humorum are fairly well shown, but are faint.

The tendency to form a crater or cone in the centers of the larger vulcanoids is fairly well

shown in those structures about the south pole.
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PLATE VIII.

moon's age 23 DAYS, 7 HOURS. JULY 28, 189I. LICK OBSERVATORY.

At this stage of the waning moon the most interesting of its fields are no longer visible. There

are few that command attention in this plate. It may be noted that the system of light bands and

the central patches whence they proceed, that have their center in Kepler, are still very bright.

The dark mare-like floor of Grinialdi is visible near the bright margin of the sphere. The observer

may obtain something of the impression, such as is afforded by good seeing with a powerful

telescope, that the Oceanus Procellarum is a relatively shallow sea, by the number of fragments of

what seems to have been the more ancient surface that protrude through it.
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MOON'S AGE TWENTY-THREE DAYS, SEVEN HOURS. JULY 28, 1891. LICK OBSERVATORY.







PLATE IX.

moon's age 2 1 DAYS, 1 6 HOURS. iSg^".

In this plate is depicted an area from near the moon's equator to near the south pole. On

the eastern margin the sunlight is passing from the surface, the evening light being so oblique that

the bottoms of the vulcanoids are more or less in shadow. Here and there, in the advancing night,

there are lofty peaks on the margin of crater-rims, which still receive a touch of sun and appear

as bright points in a black field. On the western margin the surface is still well illuminated, with

the consequent effect that the surface appears to be much smoother than it is. A view taken a

few hours later would show about as rude a margin as is here depicted.

Perhaps more effectively than any other this view shows how the general surface of the moon

outside of the maria is essentially made up of vulcanoids and ridges, the apparently smooth parts

appearing so only because the small irregularities are not visible. In this connection it should be

noted that near the dark part the surface is seen to be beset by small shallow craters, the smallest

visible being more than a mile in diameter, and probably several hundred feet deep. Such pits,

in equal numbers to the unit of surface, exist on the bright part to the left when they are observed

by the higher light.

The way in which the smaller craters cut the larger is shown at many points in this field of

view. So, too, the relative lack of sharpness of outline of the greater vulcanoids as compared with

the lesser objects of this group. The low, narrow ridges which surround the pits are insufficiently

shown because the light does not bring them out. They are best observed near the uppermost

part of the picture.

The generality of the fact that the larger craters have flat floors and that these floors are pre-

vailingly nearly level is well indicated. So, too, the fact that there is a prevailing tendency of

these floors to have either a small crater or a cone in or near the center of each circular field.

Four such craters in the central part of the area extending in an obscure line from near the base

to near the middle of the picture have cones in their centers. In all, about a dozen of the hundred

or so instances in which they would be recognizable have this feature. It will be evident that all

the craters in this region have their floors far below the level of the encircling ring, and below the

general lunar surface.

In sundry instances two adjacent vulcanoids of moderate size have their neighboring walls

broken down so that they exhibit the first stage of " crater valleys " with a general north and south

axis. There are in all about ten cases of this kind on this field, but several of them are not well-

disclosed by this illumination.
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PLATE X.

MARE CRISIUM AND NEIGHBORING PARTS OF THE MOON. LICK OBSERVATORY.

ENLARGED TO TWICE THE SCALE OF PLATES I TO VIII.

This plate shows the region about the M. Crisium, the most circular of the seas. It is not

completely illuminated, a portion of the western boundary being beyond the light.

In the M. Crisium the most noteworthy feature is the ruined character of its shores as if by

the melting action of the lava of the field. There is an obscure step or bench along the shore of

the mare as if the lava had subsided, as in the larger vulcanoids.

Northeast of the M. Crisium is a large crater, Cleomedes, with a small pit on its south wall

and two craters and a cone on its floor; next farther to the northeast a vulcanoid known as Burk-

hardt. Note that this has two deformed craters beside it, one to the northwest, the other to the

southeast. These features seem to have been produced by some compressive action due to the

formation of Burkhardt. East and southeast of this point there is a remarkable confusion of

deformed vulcanoids. Near the middle of the M. Foecunditatis lie two small craters known as

Messier, whence extend to the southeast two nearly parallel bands of light. The pits of this pair

of vulcanoids have been thought to change their shape in a lunar period. By some early observers

the bands were supposed to be artificial objects, and one astronomer suggested that they were built

by the selenites to signal the people of the earth. There are several ridges on the mare to the

westward of Messier.

The large vulcanoid to the southwest of Messier with a central crater, just beyond three

smaller pits of nearly the same size, is Langrenus, next south Vendelinus, yet farther south

Petavius. The first and last of these show distinct benches on their inner walls. The last has

many pits on its crest.

On the southern margin of the M. Nectaris is Fracastorius, another vulcanoid with the sea-

ward side of its wall demolished by contact with the maria, though it is still traceable ;
there are

several other like instances about this mare.
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MARE CRISIUM AND NEIGHBORING PARTS OF THE MOON. LICK OBSER\-ATOKV.
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PLATE XI.

ENLARGED VIEW OF A PART OF THE APENNINES.

This plate shows a portion of the Apennines near the Palus Putredinis, an embayment of the

M. Serenitatis where it breaks through the mountain wall and nearly connects with the M.

Imbrium. The three large vulcanoids are Archimedes, Autolycus, and Aristillus. The very

steep or even undercut character of the front of the Apennines is well-known. So, too, the varied

condition of the old craters, breached on the side towards the mare. These features strongly

suggest a melting action of the once-fluid lava of the mare.
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PLATE XII.

HVGINUS AND THE NEIGHBORING FIELD.

This plate is intended to show the general character of the area in which lie the Hyginus

clefts. It should be noted that parallel and near to those of Hyginus there is another which also

intersects a vulcanoid. It is less perfect but evidently of the same nature. A yet more indistinct

object of the same nature lies near the west wall of the large crater north of Hyginus.

The group of mountains lying near Hyginus shows the elongate character which those ridges

often assume. In other parts of the field they are distinctly conical. Near the clefts is a good

example of crater valleys. Others less distinct lie near the southern border. A large vulcanoid

near the margin of the plate has evidently

^ had a part of its rim broken down, probably

\ by the lava of the neighboring mare.

I The difference between the features

^^.^ shown in this plate and the drawing figured

MtjK
'^

herewith will serve to show the reader how

m^^ diverse are appearances of the moon's surface

MJk ' under different conditions of observation.

' . . ^ ,
This drawing may be compared with the

"^>.^'' ~ ' "V^ |)hotographs of the same object (Pis. XII,

XXll) to show the relative minuteness of de-

t "*

tail grasped by a photograph and by the eye.

_ I k. It shows the vulcanoid Hyginus with the re-

». - markable clefts which proceed from it as

exhibited in a drawing. The crater is in

no wise exceptional, except for the fissures

^ which break through its encircling wall and

extend for a great distance on either side.

These are among the most instructive of this

group of lunar features.

Hyginus FROM a Drawing with the 13-iNCH Equatorial
jj should be noted that the general con-

AT THE Allegheny Observatory. F. W. Very, Del., , . ., , j r .1 1 c., .

J, ^£ ji^g walls on either side of the clefts
1800. Three-eighths Size of Original Drawing.

. , , ,,

indicates that a number of small craters were

first formed and then divided by the formation of the vent and the separation of its walls. That

such was the case is well shown by the fact that the cleft on the right has a part of the ring of at

least four of these small vulcanoids on one side of its wall and a part on the other. There is

a faint trace of the same feature in the rift on the left of Hyginus. A like separation has taken

place in the walls of the principal crater. The fact that the floor of this crater is ap|)arently not

divided probably indicates that it was molten at the time when the rupture occurred, or that it

afterwards was so.' The level surface of the bottom of the clefts can best be explained by sup-

posing that they, too, are floored by lava which entered them at some time after they were formed.

It is probable that this lava came from the depths, for the reason that, as elsewhere noted, there

is reason to believe that the lunar lavas were not sufficiently fluid to flow readily. (See p. 12.)

The facts appear to indicate that this crevice was formed before the interior of the moon had

ceased to be fluid.

' Elger states that he has seen, though faintly, traces of the cleft crossing the floor of the crater. If this observation

was well made, then we have to suppose that the lava did not quite 611 this part of the rift, which does not appear on

this drawing, though it exhibits features that Elger had evidently not observed. Such developments are very common in

sketches of lunar structures.
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PLATE XIII.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY RITCHEY WITH 40-INCH TELESCOPE, USING YELLOW COLOR

SCREEN AND ISOCHROMATIC PLATE.

This plate shows more than half of the fourth quadrant or the southwest quarter of the moon's

visible surface, taken at about three-fourths full. The area extends from the equator on the lunar

margin to about 55 south latitude, and from near the polar axis westwardly two-thirds the distance

to the margin of the visible field—a district rich in instructive objects.

On the lower part of the plate is a portion of the Mare Tranquilitatis ; on the middle of the

left-hand side a portion of the Mare Nectaris. The observer should note the features of contact of

these maria with the higher ground against which they lie, especially that there are some indica-

tions of a gradual passage from the rough surface of the upland to the relatively smooth floors of

the maria, and also that several of the rings (at least five) facing the M. Tranquilitatis have the side

towards that area destroyed. The wrinkles on the floor of this sea are fair but not good examples

of the mountain-like ridges that are found on those areas. That on the margin of the M. Nectaris,

extending northward from a crater half in the shadow, is noteworthy.

About a score of the vulcanoids in this field show the tendency to " spooning " or elongation

of the crater in a general north and south direction, in some instances rather northeast and south-

west. In the northeast part of the field some of them pass into crater valleys with a distinct

northeast and southwest axis. In a few instances the axes of these deformed craters are inclined

to the southeast and northwest. So that there appear to have been three different lines of strain

developed on this part of the lunar crust.

The large, deep vulcanoid with the steep, ragged peaks rising from its floor, near the dark

margin on the left, and about one-third the distance from the bottom of the plate, is Theophilus,

one of the noblest structures on the moon. The width of the crater is about sixty-four miles ; the

greatest height from the floor to tlie crest of the wall eighteen thousand feet. The central mass,

composed of several sharp peaks, rises about six thousand feet above the lava plain. In the

center of these masses there appears to be an obscure crater about half a mile in diameter. The
terraces in the inner wall of the cone are indistinctly shown.

It is to be noted that Theophilus in its development has partly invaded Cyrillus, the next

large vulcanoid on the southeast, and also that the older structure seems more ancient with less

steep slopes and exhibits a generally ruined appearance. Cyrillus is also more " spooned " or

drawn out in a north and west direction than Theophilus. South of Cyrillus, at a distance of half

its width, is Catherina. This crater is met by another of half its diameter which has developed

on one side of its floor. From near the southeastern margin of Catherina a beautiful row of small

craters extends eastwardly for a distance of over two hundred miles to the large vulcanoid Abul-

feda. This is perhaps the most noteworthy crater row on the moon.
The long curved wall extending from Piccolomini, near the upper left hand corner (the large

crater with its floor in shadow), to the east side of Catherina is the Altai Mountains. It should be

noted that this step-like structure obscurely extends northwards to the M. Tranquilitatis, where it

forms an irregular ridge-like promontory.

It should be observed that about a dozen of the larger vulcanoids have either a crater or a

cone in the central part of their flat bottoms. In some instances on the brightly illuminated parts

those structures exist, but are not revealed by the illumination.

The larger details of the general surface of the moon on the area to the left of the Altai escarp-

ment are perhaps better shown here than in any other plate. They are rarely so well revealed in

even the best telescopes. In the best seeing the trained eye has a chance to observe perhaps one-half

more than is here shown. Note near the margin southwest of Catherina the existence of obscure
ancient craters, their walls broken and shoved about, as well as the mingling of small cones and
craters, suggesting that craters began with dome-like cones (see p. 30).
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PLATE XIV.

PART OF THE SHORE OF THE OCEANUS IMBRIUM. BY M. HENRY, PARIS OBSERVATORY.

AGE OF MOON, 24O HOURS.

In this plate there are a number of features discernible in the others, but here better exhibited

than elsewhere in this series of illustrations. The Oceanus (or mare) Imbrium occupies the cen-

tral part of the picture, its northern, western, and a part of its southern margin being shown. The

large vulcanoid with the dark floor on the northern coast is Plato. South of it, a little way out

upon the mare, is a group of noble peaks called the Teneriffe Mountains. The loftiest rises about

eight thousand feet above the mare.

Following around the shores of the Oceanus Imbrium to the left hand, we note near Plato

the great group of the Alps where there are some hundred peaks, one rising twelve thousand feet

above the mare. Cutting across them the .\lpine valley is faintly shown. Farther to the left we

find the Caucasus, a ridge-shaped mountainous district, with one of its many peaks nineteen

thousand feet high. South of this (upwards on the plate) is the passage connecting the Oceanus

Imbrium with the Mare Sereniiatis. On the left hand from this strait the first white spot is Linne

(see p. 70). On the right of the strait are two craters, the lower Aristillus, the upper Autolycus.

Farther up to the right is Archimedes. It is about fifty miles in diameter. Above the last-named

structure is an unnamed mountainous district. The lower parts of these fields appear to have been

swept over by the lava of the mare, but the higher are unaffected by it. The shore to the left of

this field from the strait southward is termed the Apennines. The fine crater near the end of

their distinct line is Eratosthenes. Farther on, out in the dark field of the Oceanus Procellarum, is

the great vulcanoid Copernicus. Just below it, faintly shown, is a group of elevations termed the

Carpathian Mountains.
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PLATE XV.

CENTRAL PORTION OF THE MOON FROM THE M. SERENITATIS TO STOFLER.

BY M. HENRY, PARIS OBSERVATORY.

All the more important structures shown in this plate have been displayed in the preceding

plates under different conditions of illumination. The most noteworthy features here illustrated

are the seas. The lowest or northernmost is the southern part of the M. Serenitatis, which will be

seen to have its surface apparently somewhat lower than the adjacent M. Tranquilitatis. This

latter passes on the left hand or western side into the M. Foecunditatis, which is shown only in

small part, and on the south into the M. Nectaris. At the southern end of the M. Nectaris is the

great vulcanoid Fracastorius with its northern wall broken down apparently by the melting action

of the lava of the mare.

South of the distinct crater of Menelaus, a little to the right of the uppermost part of M. Se-

renitatis, at about one-fifth the distance from the bottom of the plate towards the top, is a very

irregular vulcanoid, Julius Caesar, which is partly broken down by the neighboring mare. Touching

the northern or lower margin of Julius Caesar is a good example of a crater valley. Several others

are included in this plate. About half the width of Julius Caesar farther to the south is the

Ariadaeus cleft, one of the straightest fissures on the moon.

On the most illuminated part of this plate the bright streaks begin to be traceable ; they are

most visible on the M. Nectaris.
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PLATE XVI.

COPERNICUS AND KEPLER. PHOTOGRAPHED BY RITCHEY. SCALE, ONE-HALF METER
TO moon's DIAMETER.

The following ten plates were photographed by G. W. Ritchey with the forty-inch Yerkes

refractor, with color screen and isochromatic plate. As will be noted, they in part repeat the

features exhibited by the other plates of this series, yet in all instances they serve to supplement

or extend the information afforded by them.

The most important features exhibited by plate XVI are the systems of bright rays of Coperni-

cus, Kepler, and Aristarchus. These three ray systems, though less extensive than those of Tycho,

taken together constitute the greatest exhibition of the bright bands that exist over the northern

part of the surface. The complex branched nature of these bands is particularly well shown, bet-

ter, indeed, than the writer has ever been able to note with the telescope. The fact that the

bright bands of each system are prolongations of a central bright field is tolerably well shown.

Although owing to the high sun and the consequent absence of shadows, Copernicus in this

view hardly appears as an elevation, it is, under favorable conditions of illumination, perhaps the

noblest object on the moon. The wall on the eastern side, according to the estimates of Schmidt,

rises to a height of twelve thousand feet above the adjacent plain. The outer slopes of the cone

are strongly ridged as by the flow from the crater of lavas which cooled on the steep slopes ; some

of these are faintly traceable in the plate.
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PLATE XVII.

CRATER REGION ABOUT THEOPHILUS. PHOTOGRAPHED BY RITCHEY.

SCALE, THREE-FOURTHS METER TC MOOn's DIAMETER.

A portion of this field, including the crater The^iphilus, is shown in other plates. This most

important structure lies just below the middle of the plate near the margin of the illumination.

The details of structure of the lunar surface, as shown on the margin of the illuminated field,

are better exhibited in this picture than in any other
;
perhaps better than in any other photograph

that has been published. The more important of them have been noted in the descriptions of

preceding plates, but attention may well be called to certain of these features, viz., to the numer-

ous shallow craterlets near Theophilus, to sundry wrecked craters in the same field, and to the

association of small cones and small craters in the region south (upward on the plate) from

Theophilus.

The frequent deformation of craters by elongation is fairly well indicated by several vulcanoids

within tlie field of view. The invasion of the material of the maria is well shown in the region

about Theophilus, and, as before noted, the central peak on the crater floor of that structure with

its fairly distinct central pit is admirably depicted.

It is well to note the passage from the very distinct exhibition of the structures on the termi-

nator, the margin of the illuminated field, to the obscurity of similar features when the sun is more

than forty-five degrees above the horizon.
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CRATER REGION ABOUT THEOPHILUS. PHOTOGRAPHED BY RITCHEV.

SCALE, THREE-FOURTHS METER TO MOON'S DIAMETER.
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PLATE XVIII.

MARE SERENITATIS. PHOTOGRAPHED BY RITCHEY. SCALE, THREE-FOURTHS METER

TO moon's DIAMETER.

This plate shows the whole of the Mare Serenitatis ; on the upper right-hand corner a part

of the M. Vaporum ; on the lower corner of the same side portions of the Mare (or oceanus) Im-

brium, known as the Palus Nebularis. The largest vulcanoid near the dark margin is Posidonius.

The bright patch showing no distinct structure, which lies on the parallel of Posidonius, about two-

thirds across the field, is the problematical Linn^. The partly illuminated portion of the mare

below Posidonius is the Lacus Somniorum.

The most noteworthy structures exhibited in this plate are as follows : The great mountainous

ridge which traverses the mare in a general north and south direction (this structure more dis-

tinctly resembles a terrestrial mountain-chain than any other elevation on the moon); the field

abounding in conical elevations in the lower part of the plate ; the crater of Le Monnier just above

Posidonius, which has a part of its wall apparently broken down by the mare, and the crater

valleys near the upper right-hand corner of the plate. There are a number of clefts, commonly
known as rills, which are fairly well shown. A group of these lies just below Plinius, the large

crater with a bright central cone emerging from the shadow of the crater wall, situated near the

upper margin of the plate. Another notable group is found in the left-hand lower section of the

plate. Faint traces of craters may be seen in these clefts.

It may be noted that a number of the larger vulcanoids here depicted exhibit that tendency

to a development in a meridional direction which has been termed in this text "spooning." In

Posidonius and the .sin.iller vulcanoid, Jansen, on the margin above it, the southern (upper) walls

are thus indented.
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PLATE XIX.

RAY SYSTEM ABOUT TYCHO. PHOTOGRAPHED BY RITCHEY. SCALE, THREE-EIGHTHS

METER TO moon's DIAMETER.

This, the most extensive of the ray systems of the moon, has its origin in the field about

Tycho, the large vulcanoid to which the numerous bands apparently converge. It appears under

the high sun as a large pit with a compound central cone. The rays of this system should be com-

pared with those which have their centers in Copernicus and Kepler. In these last named groups

the streaks are developed on relatively level ground, while on that of Tycho they intersect a rugged

surface.

On the right hand, some of the bands may be seen crossing the Mare Nubium. Two of them

of great length are seen to be nearly parallel for a distance of some hundred miles.

A number of large vulcanoids, partly in shadow, are shown on the southeast margin of the

moon. Of these the largest is Schiller. Its length, which is one hundred and twelve miles, will

serve as a scale in estimating that of the rays.
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PLATE XX.

COPERNICUS AND SURROUNDINGS. PHOTOGRAPHED BY RITCHEY, NOVEMBER 21,

I9OI, 7 HOURS 32 MINUTES P.M., CENTRAL STANDARD TIME. EXPOSURE,

ONE SECOND. SCALE, THREE-FOURTHS METER TO MOON's DIAMETER.

This plate of Copernicus should be compared with the plates showing the same structure

under more nearly vertical illumination when the light bands appear.

In the plate the lower level area is a part of the Mare Imbrium. This is bordered on the left

by a portion of the high country known as the Apennines, which extend as far towards the center

of the plate as the large crater Eratosthenes. To the left, separated by a little more than the

width of Copernicus, is the faintly outlined vulcanoid known as Stadius, which appears to have been

in large part melted down by the lava of the Oceanus Procellarum which has invaded this field.

On the right hand from Eratosthenes, the margin of the mare is formed by the peaks of the

Carpathian Mountains. Immediately above Copernicus is a small, double crater, one of the

simpler crater valleys.

The area about Copernicus exhibits several very interesting types of structure. The Carpa-

thian Mountains show the mare penetrating into several rude craters, the seaward faces of which

have had their walls destroyed by the fluid lava. A broken line of small craters lies midway

between Copernicus and Eratosthenes. At either end it verges into a narrow crater valley of the

" rill " type. The central part of the upper half of the field abounds in very perfect cones

which are associated with small crater pits.
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PLATE XXI.

MARE NUBIUM AND SURROUNDINGS. PHOTOGRAPHED BY RITCHEY, NOVEMBER 21,

1901, 7 HOURS 32 MINUTES P.M. EXPOSURE, ONE SECOND.

SCALE, ONE-HALF METER TO MOON's DIAMETER.

In this plate Copernicus is the large vulcanoid on the lower margin. The large crater near

the upper margin, a little to the right of the center, with a cone somewhat to the right of its center

and " rill " on its floor, is Pitatus. The three great vulcanoids in a row extending in a north and

south direction, are, in succession from the lowest towards the upper margin of the plate, Ptole-

mseus, Alphonsus, and Arzachel. The large deep crater below and to the right of Pitatus, with a

divided central cone, is Bullialdus.

The most noteworthy features in this plate are found in the many instances in which the lavas

of the maria have partly destroyed the vulcanoids within their fields. In the upper right-hand

fourth of the plate, there are a dozen or more of these ruined craters, some of them with their walls

almost effaced. In this part of the field there are several important rills. Some of these are evi-

dently rows of craterlets in which the adjacent walls of the pits have been broken down so as to

form a ragged cleft. A number of these lines of craterlets are traceable on the external slopes of

Copernicus. The long, dark line, sixty-five miles in length, in the upper third of the plate, a little

to the left of the center, is the Straight Wall, the most extensive fault known on the moon. The
height of its cliff is about five hundred feet. The crescent shaped structure at its southern (upper)

end is the remnant of a crater, the remainder of the margin having been destroyed by the lava of

the mare. To the right of, and near by the Straight Wall, is a rill extending in a slightly curved

course for a length of about forty miles, terminating at either end in a distinct craterlet.

The brightly illuminated part of the field depicted on this plate, that to the left of the center,

exhibits many excellent examples of crater valleys, which in their series afford something like a

passage from the condition of rills to those wider depressions.
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MARE NUBIUM AND SURROUNDINGS. PHOTOGRAPHED BY RITCHEY, NOVEMBER 21, 1901,

SEVEN HOURS THH^TY-TWO MINUTES P. M. EXPOSURE, ONE SECOND.

SCALE, ONE-HALF METER TO MOON'S DIAMETER.







PLATE XXII.

MARE TRANijUlI.ITATIS AND SURROUNDINGS. PHOTOGRAPHED BY RITCHEY. AUGUST

3, 1901, 2 HOURS 30 MINUTES A.M., CENTRAL STANDARD TIME. EXPOSURE,

J SECOND. SCALE, THREE-FOURTHS METER TO MOOn's DIAMETER.

This plate includes nearly the whole of the Mare Tranquilitatis and, on the lower margin,

a portion of the M. Serenitatis. The large crater near the strait connecting these maria is Plinius.

The highland nearest to it is the promontory of Acherusia. On the southern, or upper, margin

the view extends to the flanks of Theophilus.

The most noteworthy features in this plate are the mountain ridges on the maria, the manner

in which the maria come in contact with the higher ground, the numerous crater valleys, and the

great "rills."

It may be noted that ridges on the maria exhibit little trace of corresponding troughs between

them, such as are usually found in terrestrial mountain chains.

The contact of the maria with the high ground has evidently resulted in the partial melting

of the walls of several vulcanoids. Where these structures are not thus affected they are,

apparently, in origin later than the formation of the maria. The crater valleys are abundant

on the right-hand or eastern side of the field. Some of them have been invaded by the lava of the

mare.

Some of the greater rills are very well shown. That on the extreme right side is Hyginus

(see ]). 44). It will be observed that the course of these rills is at high angles to the prevailing

direction of the ridsfes on the mare.
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PLATE XXIII.

MARE IMBRIUM AND SURROUNDINGS. PHOTOGRAPHED BY RITCHEY, NOVEMBER 2 1,

I9OI, 7 HOURS 32 MINUTES P.M., CENTRAL STANDARD TIME. EXPOSURE,

ONE SECOND. SCALE ONE-HALF METER TO MOON's DIAMETER.

This plate depicts the western two-thirds of the Mare Imbriuin : it does not show the interest-

ing Sinus Iridum on its northern shore, nor the H.ubinger Mountains on its eastern side. The most

noteworthy features are the relatively level surface of the mare and the greater vulcanoids and

peaks on its margin, or in its midst, and the Alpine valley on its northwest side.

The great crater near the lower margin of the mare is Plato. This crater has a diameter of sixty

miles, and is very nearly circular. It is separated from the M. Imbrium by little more than its own

wall, and from the narrow M. Frigoris on the north by a field of upland that declines gently to that

mare. This field is thickly beset by small cones. The interior walls of the crater of Plato rise in

general to a height of about four thousand feet above its floor. At some points, however, this

wall is over seven thousand feet in height. The floor of the crater appears in the plate to be

smooth and of a rather even, very dark hue. It is, however, the seat of rather extensive topo-

graphical and color features. There are at least six crater cones, about forty patches of peculiar

coloration. The failure of these markings and structures to appear on this admirable plate may
be taken as a measure of the difference between what is shown by the best reproductions of

photographs now obtainable and the revelations of the telescope under the most favorable

conditions.

On the sea south of Plato is a group of remarkable peaks. Those on the extreme right are

known as the Straight Range ; those on the center as the Teneriffe Mountains ; the solitary peak

yet farther to the west is Pico.

The wide cleft to the left of Plato, about one hundred miles away, is the Alpine valley.

Owing to the high sun it is not well shown.

The three great vulcanoids near the left-hand margin of the mare are : the largest Archimedes,

the intermediate Aristillus, and the smallest Autolycus.
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MARE IMBRIUM AND SURROUNDINGS. PHOTOGRAPHED BV RITCHEV, NO\-EMBER 21, lliOl,
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PLATE XXIV.

ARISTOTELES, EUDOXUS, AND SURROUNDINGS. PHOTOGRAPIiED BY RITCHEY, OCTOBER

13, 1900,2 HOURS 40 MINUTES A.M. EXPOSURE -^ SECOND. SCALE,

THREE-FOURTHS METER TO MOOn's DIAMETER.

In this plate the large vulcanoid near the top of tlie lower third of the field, that which cuts

the ring; of the smaller crater on the left of its wall, is Aristoteles ; the somewhat smaller structure

just above is Eudoxus ; that near the upper left-hand corner is Posidonius. On the right hand, at

the same level as Aristoteles, the great Alpine valley is partly seen, the illumination being too nearly

vertical to show it well.

Among the noteworthy features exhibited by this plate tlie following are the most important :

The wall of Aristoteles evidently has broken that of the small unnamed crater adjacent to it on

the west (left-hand) side. This shows that Aristoteles was in activity since the smaller vulcanoid

was formed. The inner slopes of the first-named crater abound in rude terraces. Its limited

floor bears numerous cones.

South of Eudoxus is an extensive field of elevations known as the Caucasus Mountains. The

western portion of this field peculiarly abounds in cones and craterlets of about the same diameter

as these cones, suggesting that the two groups of structure are in origin in some way related.

Certain other good examples of these cones are exhibited in the lower part of the plate.

To the west of Eudoxus is a great, irregular vulcanoid with a large crater (Burg) somewhat

excentrically placed on its floor. On this floor are some remarkable rills.

The greater part of the upper third of the plate is occupied by the Mare Serenitatis. A por-

tion of its mountain-like ridges is well shown.
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PLATE XXV.

CI.AVIUS, LONGOMONTANUS, TYCHO, ETC. PHOTOGRAPHED BY RITCHEY, NOVEMBER 2 1,

I9OI, 7 HOURS 32 MINUTES P.M., CENTRAL STANDARD TIME. SCALE,

THREE-FOURTHS METER TO MOON's DIAMETER.

In this plate the large crater, only partly illuminated, on the line of the terminator and cut by

the upper edge of the plate, is Klaproth. Just below Klaproth is Blanchianus, which on its lower

margin nearly touches the' wall of Clavius, the largest structure in the field. Clavius is one hun-

dred and forty-two miles in diameter. North of Clavius, on the edge of the illumination, is

Longomontanus. Nearly in the center of the plate is Tycho, about which the great ray system,

visible under a very high sun, originates. This structure may be recognized by its central, sharp,

irregular cone. The large vulcanoid near the center of the lower part of the plate is Pitatus,

situated on the margin of the Mare Imbriura. It may be better identified by the " nil " on the

northeast part of its crater floor.

The most noteworthy features of this plate are as follows : The abundance of relatively large

vulcanoids ; the difference in the nature of their floors, some being relatively smooth, others much
varied by pits and craters, and the association of small cones and craterlets of like horizontal sec-

tion, in all parts of the field where the light is favorable for their exhibition.

The effect of the lava of the mare, when it comes in contact with the high ground, also

deserves attention. It appears to have more or less completely destroyed the walls of several

vulcanoids with which it came in contact.
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INTRODUCTION.

For few papers published by tlie Institution has there been a more constant

demand than for the memoir by Professor Heniy Draper, entitled " On the Con-

struction of a Silvered Glass Telescope," originally issued forty years ago, in 1864.

The paper is of remarkable merit as a summary of, and an addition to, the

knowledge existing at the time, but during the long interval which has elapsed,

progress has been made in various directions and by various hands.

On the occasion of a new edition of this classic memoii-, it was sought to give

an account of the latest knowledge on the subject, and I was gratified to be able

to obtain from Mi-. Ritchey, whose labors in this dii-ection are so well known, an

account of the processes which he has employed for making the great mirrors that

have been so effective at the Yerkes Observatory, and it has l)een decided to re-

publish, with the original Draper memoir, but as an entirely independent con-

tribution to the subject, the present article by Mi\ Ritchey.

The gieat refracting instruments which have been produced in recent years

have not superseded the use of the reflector, which, on the conti-ary, is occupying a

more and more important place.

The reader is here presented with the most recent methods and results needed

in the construction of great mirrors for modern reflecting telescopes.

S. P. Langley,

Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.

Washington. June, 1904.
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AN ACCOUNT
OP

THE CONSTRUCTION AND USE OF A SILVERED GLASS TELESCOPE.

The construction of a reflecting telescope capable of siiovving every celestial

object now known, is not a very difficult task. It demands principally perse-

verance and careful observation of minutia?. The cost of materials is but triflin<r

compared Avitli the result obtained, and I can see no reason why sihered glass

instruments should not come into general use among amateurs. The future hopes
of Astronomy lie in tlie nudtitude of observers, and in the concentration of tlu^

action of many minds. If what is written here sliould aid in the advance of tliat

noble study, I shall feel amply repaid for my labor.

A short historical sketcli of tliis telescope may not be uninteresting. In the sum-
mer of LS57, I visited Lord Rossc's great reflector, at Parsonstown, and, in addition

to an inspection of the mucliinery for grinding and polishing, had an opportunity

of seeing several celestial objects through it. On returning home, in 1858, I

determined to construct a similar, though smaller instrument ; which, however,

should be larger tlian any in America, and be especial!} adapted for photography.

Accordingly, in September of that year, a 15 inch speculum was cast, and a

machine to work it made. In 1860, the observatory was built, by the village

carpenter, from my own designs, at my father's country seat, and the telescope

with its metal speculum mounted. Tliis latter was, however, soon after abandoned,

and silvered glass adopted. During 1861, the difficulties of grinding and polishing

that are detailed in this ac'count were met with, and the ri-iuedies for many of them

ascertained. The experiments were conducted by the aid of three 15| inch disks

of glass, together with a variety of smaller pieces. Three mirrors of the same

focal length and aperture are almost essential, for it not infrequently happens tliat

two in succession will he so similar, that a third is reqidred for attempting an

advance beyond them. One of these was made to acquire a parabolic figure, and

bore a power of 1,000. The winter was devoted to perfecting the art of sihering,

and to the study of special photographic processes. A large portion of 1862

was spent with a regiment in a campaign' in \'irginia, and but few photographs

were produci'd till autunm, when sand clocks and clepsydras of several kinds Jiaving

been made, the driving mechanism attained great excellence. During the winter,

the art of localcorrections was acquired, and two 15^ incli mirrors, as well as two

of 9 inclies for the photographic enlarging apparatus, were completed. The greater

part of 1863 has been occupied by lunar and planetary photography, and the

enlargement of the small negatives obtained at the focus of th(,> great reflector.

Lunar negatives have been produced which have been magnified to 3 feet in

1 May, 1864.
( 1 )
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diiiinetor. I have also finislicd two mirrors 15| inches in aperture, suitable for a

Hersehelian telescope, that is, which can only converge oblitpie pencils to a focus

free from aberration. This work has all been accomplislied in the inter\al8 of })ro-

fessional labor.

The details of the preceding operations arc arranged as follows: § 1. Grinding

AND PoLISniNC THE MiKKOKS ; §'2. TuE TELESCOPE MOUNTING; §3. TlIE ClOCK

Movement ; § 4. The Observatory ; § 5. The Photographic Laboratory
; § 6.

The Photographic Enlarger.

§1. GRINDING AND POLISHING THE MIRRORS.

(1.) IVM'ERIAIENTS ON A ISIeTAL SpECULUM.

My first 1-) incli sjxmuIiiiu was an alloy of copper and tin, in tlie proportions

given by Lord Ivossc. His general directions were t-losely followed, and the-

casting was v(>ry tine, free from ])ores, and of sihcrN wliiteness. It was '2 incli(-s

thick, weighed 110 pounds, and was intended to lie of I '2 feet focal length, 'ilie

grinding and polishing were conducted with tin; Rosse machine. Althougli a great

amount of time was spent in various trials, extending over more: tlian a year, a tine

figure was never obtained—the principal obstacle to success being a tendency to

polish in rings of different focal length. It must, however, l)e lioiiie in mind tli;it

Lord Rosse had so thorouglily nnistered tlu^ peculiariti(^s of his machine as to pro-

duce with it the larg(>st specula ever made and of very fine figur(\

During these experiments there was occasion to grind out some imperfections,

Y^g of an inch deep, from the face of the metal. Tliis o])eration was greatly assisted

by stopping up tlie defects witli a thick alcoholic solution of Canada balsnni, ami

having made a rim of wax around the edge of the mirror, pouring on nitro-liydriH

chloric acid, which ([uickly corroded away the unco\-ered spac(\s. Snbsecpiently an

increase in focal length of 15 incites Avas accom])lislie(l, by attacking the edge

zones of the siu'face with the acid in gi'aduatcd (l('i)tlis.

An attempt also was made to assist tlu" tedious grinding o])eration by including

the grinder and mirror in a Voltaic circuit, making the speculum the positive pole.

By decomposing acidulated wati'r between it and the grinder, and thereby oxitlizing

the tin and copper of the speculum, the o])eratioii was much facilitated, but the

battery surface required was too gn at for common use. If a sufficient intensity

was given to the current, speculum metal was transferred Avithout oxidation to the

grinder, and deposited in thin layers upon it. It was proposed at one time to make

use of this fact, and amt a mirror of brass with a layer of speculum metal by

el(;ctrotyping. The gain in lightness would Ix; considerable.

During the winter of 1860 the speculum was split into two pi(M-(^s, by the

expansion in freezing of a few drops of wati'r that had found their way into the

supporting case.

(2 ) Silvering Glass.

At Sir John Ilerscliers suggestion (gi\en on the occasion of a visit that my
father paid him in 18()()), experiments were next commenced with silvered glass
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spectila. These were described as possessing great capabilities for astronomical

purposes. They reflect more than 90 per cent, of the light that falls upon them,

and only weigh one-eighth as much as specula of metal of equal aperture.

As no details of Steinheil's or Foucault's processes for silvering in the cold way
were accessible at the time, trials extending at intervals over four months were

made. A variety of reducing agents were used, and eventually good results

obtained with milk sugar.

Soon after a description of the process resorted to by M. Foucault in l)is excel-

lent experiments was prorurcd. It consists in decomposing an alcoliolic solution

of ammonia and nitrate of silver by oil of cloves. The preparation of the solutions

and putting them in a proper state of instability are very difficult, and the results

by no means certain. The silver is apt to be soft and easily rubbed off", or of a

leaden appearance. It is liable to become spotted from adherent particles of the

solutions used in its pn^paration, and often when dissohcd (iff a ])iece of glass Avith

nitric acid leaves a reddish powder. Occasionally, liowrAcr, tlie process gives

excellent results.

In the winter of 18(51, M. C'imeg published his method of sihering looking-

glasses by tartrate of potash and soda (Rochelle salt). Since I luwr made modifica-

tions in it fitting the silver for being polished on the reverse side, I have never on

any occasion failed to s(X'ur(> bright, hard, and in every respect, perfect films.

The operation, wliich in many details resembles that of M. Fo)u;ault, is divided

into: 1st, cleaning the glass; 2d, preparing the solutions; 3d, warming the glass;

4th. immersion in the silver solution and stay there; 5th, polishing. It should be

carried on in a room warmed to 70° F. at least. The description is for a loi inch

mirror.

1st. Clean the glass like a plate for collodion photography. Kul) it thoroughly

with nitric acid, and tlu'n wash it w(>ll in plenty of water, and set it on edge on

filtering paper to dry. Then cov(n- it with a mixture of alcohol and prepared chalk,

and allow evaporation to take place. Kub it in succ(>ssion with many pieces of

cotton ffannel. This leaves the surface almost cht^mically clean. Lately, instead

of chalk I have used plain uniodized collodion, and polislunl with a freshly-washed

piece of cotton flannel, as soon as the film had Ix'couie semi-solid.

2d. Dissolve 560 grains of Rochelle salt in two or three ounces of water and

filter. Dissolve 800 grains of nitrate of silver in four ounces of water. Take an

ounce of strong anunonia of commerce, and add nitrate solution to it until a broAvn

precipitate remains undissolved. Then add mon^ annnonia and again nitrate

of silver solution. This alternate addition is to be carefully continued until the

silver solution is exhausted, when some of the brown precijiitate should renmin in

suspension. The mixture then contains an undissolv(-d
^.^ ^

excess of oxide of silver. Filter. Just before using, mix

with the Rochelle salt solution, and add water enough

to make 22 ounces.

The vessel in which the silvering is to be periormed may
. , 1 /> I

• 1 The Silvennt; Vessfl.

be a circular dish (Fig. 1) of ordmary tniplate, Ihi niches

in diameter, witli a flat bottom and perpendicular sides one inch hiiili. and coattnl
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inside with a mixture of beeswax and rosin (equal parts), At opposite ends of one

diameter two narrow pieces of wood, a a\ \ of an inch tliick, are cemented. They

are to keep the face of the mirror from the bottom of the vessel, and permit of a

rocking motion being given to the glass. Before using such a vessel, it is necessary

to touch any cracks that may have formed in the wax with a hot poker. A spirit

lamp causes bubbles and holes through to the tin. The vessel too must always,

especially if partly silvered, bo cleaned with nitric acid and water, and left filled

with cold Avater till needed. Listead of the above. India-rubber batlis lia\(' been

occasionally used.

3d. In ordc^r to secure fine and liard deposits in the shortest time and with weak

solutions, it is desirable, though not necessary, to warm the glass slightly. This is

best done by putting it in a tub or otlun- suitably sized vessel, and pouring in water

enough to cover tlie glass. Then hot water is gradually stirred in, till the mixture

reaches 100^ F. It is also advantageous to place the vessels containing the in-

srredi(mts for tlie silverin-j: solution in the same bath for a short time.

4th. On taking the glass out of the warm water, carry it to the silvering Aessel

—

into A\hi<li an assistant has just previously poured the mixed silvering solution

—

and iinniedinteh' ininierse it face downwards, di])ping in tiv^t on(> edgi" and tlicii

quickly letting down the other till the face is horizontal. The back of course is

not cov(n-ed A\ith the fluid. The same precautions are nec(>ssary to aAoid streaks

in silvering as in the case of putting a collodion i)lat(^ in the l)ath. Tlace the

Avliole a])|)aratus before a window. Ke(>p u]) a slow rocking motion oi' the glass,

and wiitcli for tlic ai)])earance of the l)nglit silver film. 'I'lie solution ([uickly turns

brown, and the silver soon after a[)pears, usually in from three to five minutes.

Leave the mirror in the licptid about six times as long. At the expiration of the

twenty minutes or half hour lift it out, and look through it at some very bright

object. If tlie object is scarcely visible, the silver surface must then l)e washed

with ])lenty of water, and set on edge on bil)idous paper to dry. If, on the con-

trary, it is too thin, ])ut it (|uickly back, and leave it initil thick enough. When
polished the silxcr ought, if held between the eye and the sun, to show Jiis disk

of a light l)hie tint. On coming out of tiie liath the metallic surface shoidd ha\c'

a rosv gohh'U color by refi(H-t(Hl light.

Ath ^^'llen the mirror is thoroughly dry, and no dro])s of Avater remain about

the edges, hiy it upon its back on a thoroughly dusted table. Take a piece of the

softest thin buckskin, and stiitt' it loosely with cotton to make a rubber. Avoid

using the vilixv ])ieces of a skin, as they are always hard and contain nodules of

lime.

(to gently over the Avhole silver surflice Avith this ndiber in circular strokes,

in order to commence the remoA'al of the rosy golden film, and to condense the

silver. Then having put some very fine rouge on a piece of buckskin laid flat on

the table, impregnate the rubber Avith it, The best stroke for polishing is a motion

in small circles, at times going gradually round on the mirror, at times across on

the Aarious chords (Fig. 2). At the end of an hour of continuous gentle rubbing,

Avith occasional touches on the flat rouged skin, the surface Avill be polished so as

to be perfectly black in oblique positions, and, Avith even moderate care, scratchless.
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The process is like a burnishing. Put the rubber care^fully away for another

occasion.

Kie. 2.

Polishing Strokes.

The thickness of the silver thus deposited is about iTj5Ti?ooTr of 'M\ inch. Gold

leaf, when e([ually transparent, is estimated at the same fraction. Tlie actual value

of the amount on a 15i inch mirror is not quite a cent- the weiglit being less than

4 grains (2:39 milligrammes on one occasion when the silver was unusually thick),

if the directions ahove given are followed.

Variations in thickness of this film of silver on various parts of tlie face of the

mirror are consequently only small fractions of o o o!tfoo "*^ "*^ "^f'^^' '^"'^ ^^'^' tlierefore

of no optical mf)ment whatever. If a glass has been properly sihcred, and shows

the sun of the same color and intensity through all parts of its surface, the most

delicate optical tests will certainly fail to indicate any difference in figure between

the silver and the glass underneath. The f\iintest peculiarities of local surface

seen on the glass by the method of M. Foucault, will be rc^produccd on the silver.

Tlie durability of these sihcr films varies, d(-pending on the circumstances under

which they are placed, and the method of pre])iu-ation. Sulphuretted hydrogen

tarnishes them ([uickly. Drops of water may sjjlit tli(^ silver off. Under certain

circumstances, too, minute fissures will spread all o\rv tlu^ surface of the sih-(>r. and

it will appar(>ntly lose its adhesion to the glass. This ph(>nomenon seems to be

couu(>cted witb a continued exposure to dampness, and is axoided by grinding the

od'^v of the coiic,i\e mirror flat, and kee])ing it covennl wben not in use witli a sbeet

of tiat plate glass. Heat seems to liaxc no prejudicinl etfect, though it might liave

been supposed that the difference in expansibility would have overcome the nnitual

adhesion.

Generallv silvered mirrors are xm-} enduring, and will 1)ear polishing rejunitedly,

if previously dried bv lieat. 1 have some wbieli have been used as diagonal re-

Hectors in tlie Newtonian, and have l)een exposed during a larg(> part of the day

to the heat of the sun concentrated by the IC)^ inch mirror. These small mirrors

are never covered, and yet the one now in the telescope has been ther<> a year, and

has had the dusty film—like that which accumulates on glass—polished off it a

dozen times.

In order to guard against tarnishing, experiments were at first made in gilding

silver films, but were abandoned when found to be unnec(>ssary. A partial con-

version of the silver film into a golden one, \\hen it will resist sulphr.retted hydrogen.
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can be accomplished as follows : Take three grains of hyposulphite of soda, and

dissolve it in an ounce of water. Add to it slowly a solutif)n in water of one grain

of chloride of gold. A lemon yellow liquid results, which eventually becomes clear.

Immerse the silvered glass in it for twentj-four hours. An exchange will take place,

and the filui l^ocome yellowisli. I have a piece of glass prepared in this way which

remains unhurt in a box, where other pieces of plain silvered glass have changed

some to yellow, some to blue, from exposure to coal gas.

I have also used sihered glass plates for daguerreotyping. They iodize beauti-

fully if freshlv })olifihed, and owing jirobably to the absence of tlie usual copi)('r

alloy of silver plating, take impressions Avitli very short exposures. The resulting

picture has a rosy warmth, rarely seen in ordinary daguerreotypes. The only pre-

caution necessary is in fixing to use an alcoholic solution of cyanide of potassiiun,

instead of liyposulphite of soda dissolved in wat(>r. The latter has a tendency to

split up the siher. The subsequent Avashing must be with dilutcMl comuiou alcohol.

Pictures obtained by tliis method will bear high nmgnifying powers without

showing granidation. Unfortunately the exposure required for tliem in the telescope

is six times as great as for a sensitive wet collodion, though the iodizing be carried

to a lemon )cllow, the bromizing to a ros(> red, and the ])late be returnetl to the

iodine.

(;}.) (i^RIN-niNO AND POLTSHING Gl.\SS.

SouK^ of tlie facts stated in the following paragra])lis, the result of numerous

experiments, may not be new to practical opticians. 1 Iia\c liad, however, to polish

with my oavu hands more tluin a liundred mirrors of various sizes, from 19 inches

to \ of an inch in diameter, and to experienc(> very frecpient failun^s for three years,

before succeeding in producing large surfaces with ctn'tainty and (piickly. It is

well nigh impossible to obtain from (ii)ti(iaiis the practical minutia^ whicli arc

essential, and which they conceal even from each other. 'I'lie long continued re-

searches of Jjord Rosse, Mr. Lassell, and M. I'oucauU ;ire full of the most \alualile

facts, and have been of continual use.

The subject is divided into: a. The Peculiarities of (ilass ; b. Emery and Rouge;

0. Tools of Iron, Lead and Pitch ; d. Methods of Examining Surfaces; e. Machines.

a. I'l i-iiliii riliix <if (iJafis.

Effects of Pressure.—It is generally supposed that glass is possessed of tlie power

of resistance to compression and rigidity in a very marked manner. In the course

of tlies(> experiments it has appeared that a sheet of it, even when very thick, can

with difficulty be set on edge without bending so much as to be optically worthless.

Fortunatclv in every disk of "lass that I have tried, there is one diameter on eitlnn-

end of which it may stand without harm.

In examining lately \arious Avorks on astronomy and optics, it appears that the

same difficulty has been found not only in glass but also hi speculum mental. Short

used always to mark on the edge of the large mirrors of his Gregorian telescopes

the point AA^hich should be placed uppermost, in case they A\-ere removed from their

cells. In achromatics the image is Aery sensibly changed in sharpness if the flint
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and crown are not in the best positions ; and Mr. Airy, in mounting the Northum-
berhxnd telescope, had to arrange the means for turning tlic k'nses on their common
axis, until the finest image was attained. In no account, however, have I found a

critical statement of the exact nature of the (h>formation, the observers merely
remarking that in sonu^ positions of the object glass there was a sharper image than

in otlicrs.

Before 1 appreciateil the facts now to be mentioned, many fine mirrors were
condemned to be re-polished, which, had tliey been prop(-rly set in their mountings,

would have operatiul excellently.

In attempting to asccn-tain the nature of deformations by pressure, many changes

were made in the position of tlie disk of glass, and in the kind of support. Some
square mirrors, too, were ground and polished. As an exainple of the final results,

the following case is presented: A 15| inch unsilvered mirror 1^ inch thick was
set with its l)est diameter perpendicular, the axis of the mirror being horizontal

(Fig. 8). The image of a pin-hole illuminated by a lamp was then observed to be

single, sharply defined, and Avith interference rings surrounding it as at o, Fig. 3.

On turning the glass 90 dc^grees, that is one quarter way round,

its axis still pointing in the same direction, it could hardly be

realized tliat the same concave surface was converging the rays.

The image was separated into two of about equal intensity, as

at h, with a wing of light going out above and below from the

junction. Inside and outside of the focal plane the cone of

r;iys liad an elliptical section, the major axis being horizontal Ktiect of Pressure on a Re-

• "• 1
]

] 1 i 1 T ti
• i'li fleeting Surface.

msule, and perpendicular outside, iiiinnig the mirror still

more round the image grachially iinpro\"ed, until the original diameter was perpen-

dicular again—the end that liad l)eeii the uppermost now being the lowest. A
similar series of changes occurri'd in supporting the glass on various parts of the

other semicircle. It might l)e supposed that irregularities on the edge of the glass

disk, or in the supporting arc would account for the pluniomena. But two facts

dispose of the former of these; hypotheses : in the first place if the glass be turned

exactly half way round, tlie character of the image is imcliauged, and it is not to

be believed tliat in many different mirrors tliis could occur by cliance coincidence.

In the second place, one of these mirrors has been (-arefully examined after being

ground and polished three times in succession, and on each occasion required the

same diameter to be perpendicular. As to the second hjpothesis no material differ-

ence is observed wlietlier tlic supporting arc lielow be large or small, nor wluni it

is replaced by a thin semicircle of tinplate lined with cotton wool.

I am led to believe that this peculiarity results from the structural arrangement

of the glass. The specimens that have served for these experiments have probably

been subjected to a rolling opcn'ation when in a plastic state, in order to be reduced

to a uniform thickness. Optical glass, Avhich ma\- be made by softening down

irregular fragments into moulds at a temj)erature Ix'low (liat of fusion, may have

tlie same difficulty, but wliether it lias a diameter of minimum compression can

only be determined by experiment. Why speculum metal slionld \\i\\v the same

property might be ascertained by a critical examination of tlie process of casting,
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aucl the effect of the position of the openings in the nionld for the entrance of the

molten metal.

Effects of Heat.—Tlie preceding clianges hi glass when isolated appear very

simple, and their remedy, to keep the proper diameter perpendicidar, is so ohvious

that it may seem siu'prising that they shonld ha\(> given origin to any embarrassment.

In fact it is now desirable to liave a disk in which they are well marked. But in

practice they are complicated in the most trying manner with variations produced

by heat pervading the various parts of the glass unequally. The following case

illustrates the effects of lieat :

—

A 15| inch mirror, which was giving at its centre of curvature a very fine image

(a, Fig. 4) of an illuminated pin-hole, was heated at the edge by placing tlie right

Fie. 4.

Efl'ects of Heat on a Ketieuting Surface.

hand on the back of tlie mirror, at one end of tlie horizontal diameter. In a few

seconds an arc of light came out from tlie image as at //, and on putting the h-ft

hand on the other extremity of the same diameter the appearance c' was that of

two arcs of light crossing each other, and having an image at each intersection.

The mirror did not recover its original condition in ten minutes. Another person

on a subsequent occasion touching the ends of the perpendicular diameter at the

same time that the horizontal were warmed, caused the image; (V to become some-

what like two of r', put at right angles to eacli other. A little distance outside

the focus the compk^mentary appearances, h, c, </, were found.

By unsyrametrical warming still more remarkable forms emerged in succession,

some of which were more like certain nebuke with their milky light, than any

regular geometrical figure.

If the glass had, after one of these experiments, been immediately put on the

polishing machine and re-polished, the changes in sur-

face would to a certain extent have become permanent,

as in Chinese specula, and the mirror woidd ]ia\{' re-

(piired either re-grinding or jirolonged ])olishing to get

rid of them. This occurred unfortunately very fre-

quently in the earlier stages of this series of experi-

ments, and gave origin on one occasion to a surface

which could onlv show the image of a pin-hole as a
Effects of Heat rendered permanent. , ,7T-i-r\-i •

, i i--i
lozenge (o, rig. o), Avith an image at each angle niside

the focus, and as an image a with four wings outside

But it must not be supposed that such apparent causes as these are required to
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disturb a surface injuriously. Frequently mirrors in the jiroccss for correction of

spherical aberration will change the quality of their imagers without any perceptible

reason for the alteration. A current of cold or warm air, a iik^am of sunlight, the

close approach of some person, an rmguarded touch, the aijplication of cold water

injudiciously will ruin the labor of days. The avoidance of these and similar causes

requires personal experience, and the amatem- can only be advised to use too much
caution rather than too little.

Such accidents, too, teach a useful lesson in the management of a large telescope,

never, for instance, to leavi; one-half tlie mirror or lens exposed to radiate into cold

space, while the other half is co\ercd l)y a comparatively warm dome. Under the

head of the Sun-Camera, some further facts of this kind may be foiuid.

Ohliqne Mirnir-s.— Still another propensity of glass and speculum metal nnist be

noted. A truly spherical concave can only give an image free from distortion when
it is so set that its optical axis points to the object and returns the image directly

back towards it. But I Innc polished a large number of mirrors in which an image

free from distortion was prrxlnced o///// when oblique pencils fell on the mirror, and

the image was ri^tunuHl along ;i line forming an angle of from 2 to -i degrees with

tile direction of the object. Such mirrors, though exactly suited for the Herschelian

construction, will not officiate in a Newtonian unless tin* diagonal mirror be put

enougli out of centre in the tube, to compensate for the iigiu-e of the mirror. Some

of the best photographs of the moon that have been produced in the observatorj,

were made when the diagonal mirror was 6 inches out of centre in the 16 inch

tube. Of course the large mirror below was not perpendicular to the axis of the

tube, but was inclined 2° 32'. The figure of such a concave might be explained by

the supposition that it was as if cut out of a parabolic surface of twice the diameter,

so that the vertex should be on the edge. But if the mirror was turned 180° it

apparently did just as well as in tlie first position, the image of a round object being

neither oval nor elliptical, and without wings. The image, however, is never quite

as fine as in the usual kind of mirrors. The true explanation seems rather to be

that the radius of cur\ature is greater along one of the diameters than along that

at right angles. How it is possible for such a figure; to arise during grinding and

polishing is not easy to understand, unless it be granted that glass yields more to

heat and compression in one direction than another.

After these facts had been laboriously ascertained, and the metliod of using such

otherwise valueless mirrors put in practice as above stated, chance brought a letter

of Maskelyne to my notice. He says, " I liit vq)on an extraordinary experiment

which greatly improved the performance^ of tlu; six-feet refiector" It was

one made by Short. " As a like management may improve many other telescopes,

I shall here relate it : I removed the great speculum from the position it ought to

hold perpendicular to the axis of the tube when the telescope is said to be rightly

adjusted, to one a little inclhied to the same and found a certain inclination of al)out

2|° (as I found by the alteration of objects in the finer one of Dolloud's best night

glasses with a field of 6°), which caused the telescope to sliow the object (a printed

paper) incomparably l)etter tlian before ; insonutch that I could read many of the

words whicli before T could juake nothing at all of It is plain, therefore, that this

2 May, 18(34.
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teles^cope shows best with a certain oblique pencil of rays. Probably it Avill be found

that this circumstance is by no means peculiar to this telescope." This very valuable

observation has lain bimed for eighty-two years, and ignorance of it has led to the

destruction oi' many a ^•aluable surface.

As regards the method of combating this tcndeney, it is as a general rule best

to re-grind or rather re-fine the surface, for though pitch polishing luis occasionally

corrected it in a few minutes, it will not always do so. I have polished a surface

for thirteen and a half hours, examining it frequently, without changing the obliquity

in the slightest degree.

Glass, then, is a substance prone to change by heat and compression, and requiring

to be handled w ith the utmost caution.

b. Emery and Rouge.

In order to excavate the concave depression in a piece of glass, emery as coarse

as the head of a pin has been commonly used. This cuts rapidly, and is succeeded

by finer grained varieties, till fiour emery is reached. After that only washed

(Mueries should be permitted. They are made by an elutriating process invented

by Ur. (ireen.

Five ])()unds of the finest sifted flour emery are mixed with an ounce of pulverized

gum arable. Knougli watxn* to make the mass like treacle is then addt-d, and the

ingredients are thoroughly incorporated by the hand. They are })ut into a deep jar

containing a gallon of water. After being stirrefl the fluid is allowed to come to

rest, and the surface is skimmed. At the end of an hour the licpiid containing

extremely fine emery in suspension is decanted or drawn ofl' with a si])hon, nearly

down to the le\el of the ])recipitated emery at tlu^ l)ottom, and set aside to sid)si(le

hi a tall vessi-1. When this has occurred, which will bi' in the laj)S(^ of a few hours,

the fluid is to be carefully jjuured back into the first vessel, and the fine de])()sit in

the second put into a stoppered bottle. In the same way by stirring up the pre-

ci])itate again, emery that has been suspended 30, 10, 3, 1 minutes, and 20, 3,

sec-onds is to be secured and preserved in wide-mouthed vessels.

Th(? (puuitity of the finer emeries consumed in smoothing a 15^ iiicli surface is

\-ery trifling—a mass of each as large as two peas suflficing.

Rouge, or peroxide of iron, is better bought than prepared Ity the amateur. Tt

is made by calcining suljiliate of iron and washing the product in water. Tliree

kinds are usually foiuid in commerce : a very coarse variety containing the largest

percentage of the cutting black oxide of iron, which will scratch glass like quartz

;

a very fine variety which can hardly polish glass, but is suitable for silver films

;

and one intermediate. Trial of several boxes is the best method of procuring that

which is desired.

c. Tools of Iron, Lead, and PifrJi.

In making a mirror, one of the first steps is to describe upon two stout sheets of

brass or iron, arcs of a circle with a radius equal to twice the desired focal length,

and to secure, by filing and grinding them together, a concave and convex gauge.

When the radius bar is very long, it may be liimg against the side of a house. By
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the assistance of these templets, the convex tools of lead and iron and tin; concave
surface of the mirror are m:u\c parts of a sphere of proper diameter.

The excavation of a large fiat disc of glass to a concave is best acconiplislied by
means of a thick plate of lead, cast considerably more convex than the gauge.

The central parts wear away very quickly, and w]\vu tliey become too flat must be

made convex again by striking the lead on the back with a hammer. The glass is

thus caused gradually to approach the right concavity. Ten or twelve hours usually

suffice to complete this stage. The progress of the excavating is tested sufficiently

well by setting the conv(>x gauge on a diameter of the mirror, and observing how
many slips of paper of a definite^ thickness Avill ])ass under the centre or edge, as

the case may be. This avoids the necessity of a spherometer. The thickness of

pa])er is foimd correctly enough by measnrhig a half ream, and dividing by the

niiinbcr of sheets. In this manner differences in the versed sine of a thousandth

of an incli may be appreciated, and a close enough approximation to tlie desired

focal length reached—the precision required in ac^hromatics not being needed.

The preparation of the iron tools on which the grinding is to be finished is v(>ry

laborious where personal exertion is used. They require to be cast thin in order

that they may be easily handled, and lience cannot be turned with very great

exactness.

The pair for my larg(> mirrors are 151 inches in diameter, and were cast ^ of an

inch thick, being strengtlu>ned however on tlie back bj- eiglit ribs | of an inch high,

radiating from a solid centre two inches in diameter (a. Fig. 6). They weighed 25

Fig. 6.

-

'"Vj

w
The Iron Grinder.

pounds apiece. Four ears, witli a tapped liole in eacli, ])roject at equal distances

round the edge, and serve either as a means of attachnuMit for a counterpoise lever,

or as liandles.

After these were turned and taken off the lathe chuck, they were found to be

somewhat sprung, and had to be scraped and ground in the machine for a w(M>k

before fitting properly. The slowness in grinding results from the emery becoming

imbedded in the iron, and forming a surface as hard as adamant.

Once acquired, such grinders are very valuable, as tlu-y keep their focal length

and figure apparently witlu)ut change if carefully used, and only worked on glass

of nearly similar curvature. At first no grooves were cut )q)on tln^ face, for in tlie
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lead previously employed for fining they were found to be a fruitful source of

scratehes, on account of grains of emery imbedding iu them, and gradually break-

ing loose as the lead wore away. Subsequently it appeared, that unless there was

some means of spreading water and the grinding powders evenly, rings wej-e likely

to be produced on tlie mirror, and tlie iron was consequently treated as follows:

—

A number of pieces of wax, such as is used iu making artificial flowers, were

procured. The convex iron was laid out iu stpxares of
j,
of an inch on the side,

and each alternate one b(>ing touched with a thick alcoholic solution of Canada

balsam, a piece of wax of that size was put over it. Tliis was found afti-r many

trials to be tlie best method of protecting some sqiuires, and yet leaving others in

the most suitable condition to be attacked. A rim of wax, melted with Canada

balsam, was raised around the edge of tlie iron, and a ])int of aqua regia ])oured

in. In a short time this corroded out tlie uncovered parts to a sufficient (lc|)tli.

leaving an appearance like a chess-board, except lliat the ])rojecting s(piares did not

touch at th(> adjoinhig angles {h. Fig. 6). T should have chipped the cavities out,

instead of dissolving them away, l)ut for fear of changing the radius of cur\ature

and breaking the thin ])late. However as soon as the iron was chnmed, it ])roved

to have become flatter, the radius of curxature having increased 7j' inches. This

shows what a state of tension and compression there must be in such a mass, when

the removal of a film of metal r}^ of an inch thick, here and (here, from one surface,

causes so great a change.

When the glass has been brought to the finest ])ossible grain on sucli a grinder,

a polishing tool has to be prepared by covering the convex iron with eitlier pitch

or rosin. These substances have very similar properties, but the rosin l)y being

clear affords an o])])ortunity of seeing Avhetlun- there are inqjurities, and therefore

has been fre([uently used, straining being luinecessary. It is, however, too hard as

it occurs in commer(-e, and requires to be softened with turpentine.

A mass sufficientlv large to cover tlie iron \ of an inch thick is melted in a

porcelain or metal ca])side by a s])irit lanq). When thoroughly liquid the lanqj is

l)lown out, and spirits of turpentine added, a drachm or two at a time. After each

addition a chisel or some similar ])iece of metal is dipped into the fluid rosin, and

tlum immersed in water at tlie tciiipcrature of the room. After a minute or two it

is taken out, and tried with tlic tliiimh-nail. AN'hen the proper degi'ee of softness is

obtained, an indentation can be made by a moderate pressure.

_Jf^.J^ The iron having becm heated in hot water is then

IH?1"tv ])ainted in stripes 1 of an inch deep with this resinous com-

!S3^^\ ])osition. The glass concave to be jjolished being smeared

with rouge, is pressed upon it to secure a fit, and the iron^IjSBBg
jjj {.j^gj^ p^^^. j,^ f^Qi^ water. With a narrow chisel straight

"im"lslilH3flHH» grooves are made, dividing the surfixce into squares of one
—

—

^ inch, separated by intervals of one-ciuarter of an inch (Fig.

7). Under certain circumstances it is also desirable to take

^, „ off every other square, or perhaps reduce the polishing sur-
The Polishing Tool. •' 1 ' f 1 1 p

face irregularly here and there, to get an excess of action on

some particular portion of the mirror.
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It is well, on commencing to polish with a tool niiiilc in this way, to warm the

glass as well as the tool in water (page -i) before bringing the two in contact. If

this is not done the polishing will not go on kindly, a good adaptation not being

secured for a length of time, and the glass surface being injured at the outset. The
rosin on a polislier put away for a day or two suffers an internal cliangc, a species

of irregular swelling, and does not retain its original form. Heating, too, has a

good effect in preventing disturbance by local variations of temperature in the glass.

The description of " Local Polishers" will be gixcn under Machines.

d. Methods of Examhiiiuj Surfaees.

I have been in the habit of testing mirrors (exclusively at the centre of curvature,

not putting them in th(> telescope tube until nearly parabolic or finished. 'I'hc

means of trial are so excelhnit, the indications obtained so precise, and the freedom

from atmospheric disturl)ances so complete, that tlie greatest facilities are offered

for ascertaiinng the nature of a surfcice. In addition the observer is entirely inde-

pendent of day or night, and of the weather. I do not think that anything more

is learned of the telesco])e, even under favorable circiunstances, than in the work-

shop. For tlie improxciiient of these methods of ol)ser\ati()n, Science is largely

indebted to M. Foucault, wliose tliird test— the- second in the next paragraph— is

sufficient to afford by itself a large part of the informatidii retpiired in correcting

a concave surface.

There are two distinct modes of examination: 1st, observing with an eye-piece

the image of an illuminated piu-lioU' at the focus, and tlie coni> of rays inside and

outside that plan(> ; 2d, recei\ing tlie entire pencil of light c(uning from the mirror

through the pupil on the retina, and noticing the distribution of light and shade,

and the appearances in relief on the face of the mirror.

The arrangements for these tests are as follows : Aromid the flame of a lamp {a.

Fig. 8.

Testing a Concave at the Centre of Curv.Tture.

Fig. 8) a sheet of tin is bent so as to form a cylindrical schmmi. Tlirough it ;it tlie

height of the brightest part of the flame, as at h, two holes are bored, a (|uarter of an

inch apart, one J^ of an inch in diameter, the other as small as the point of tbe tiiiest

needle will make—perhaps ^^o o^" ''^^ i"*-'^'- '^'""^ apparatus is to be set at the centre
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Fig. 9.

of curvature of the mirror c—the optical axis of the latter being horizontal—and

so adjusted that tlie light which diverges from the illuminated hole in use, may,

after impinging on the concave surface of the glass, return to form an image close

by the side of the tin screen. In the case of the first tt>st, the returning rays are

received into an eye-piece or microscope, (/, magnifying '20 tim(>s, and moving upon

a divided scale to and from the mirror. In tlie second test the eye-piece is removed

away from befon; the eye, and a straight-edged opaque screen, e, is put in its place.

Tlie nurror is supported in these trials by an arc of wood /, lined with thick woollen

stuff, and a])ove two Wooden latches, ;/, </. ]n-event it from from falling forward, but

do not compress it. It is. of course, unsihcred. In the figure tin; table is repre-

sented very much closer to tlie luiiror than it should l)e. In trials on the 151, inch

it lias to be 25 feet distant.

The appearance that a truly spherical concave surface presents with the first test

is: the image of the liole is sharply defined without any areola of aberration around

it, and is surrounded by interference rings. Inside and outside the focus the cone

of rays is exactly similar, and circular in section. It presents no traci- of irregular

illumination, nor any brigbt or dark circles. \\ ith the second test, when the eye

is l)rouglit into such a position that it receives tlie whole pencil of refiected rays,

and the opa(|ue screen is gradually drawn across in front of tlie ])upi], tlie bright-

ness of the surface slowlv diniinishes, tuitil just as the screen is cutting ott' the last

relic of the cone of rays (Fig. 9), the mirror pre-

sents an uniform grayish tint, followed l)y total

darkness, and gives to the eye the sensation of a

plane.

If, however, the mirror is not s])herical, hut

instead gradually (Jtrrca.seN in focal length toward

the edge, the following changes result : The
image at the best focus is surrounded by a nel)n-

losity, stronger as the deviation from tlie sphere

is gr(>ater, and neither can a sharj) focus be

obtained nor interference fringes seen. In order

to include tliis neludosity in the image, it will be necessary to push the eye-piece

toward the mirror. Before the cone of rays has completed its convergence, the

mass of light Avill be seen to have accumulated at the periphery, and after the focus

is past and divergence has commenced, the

accumulation will be around the axis. That

is, a caustic (Fig. 10) is formed with its

summit from the mirror. By the second

test, in gradnallj- eclipsing the light coming

from the mirror, just before all the rajs are

obstructed, a part of those which have con-

stituted the nebulosity will escape past the

screen (Fig. 11) into the eye, and cause

there an extremely exaggerated appearance

Caustic of Oblate Spheroidal Mirror. In relief of the solid superposed upou the

Action of the Opaijue Screen.

Fig. 10.
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true surface beneath. The ghiss will no longer seem to be a plane, but to have a

.section as hi Y\<y. 12. Let us examine l)y the aid of M. Foucault's diagrams why it

is that the surface seems thus curvcMJ. If the

dotted line, Fig. 13, represents the section

of the mirror, and the solid line a section of

a spherical mirror of the same mean focal

length, it will be seen that the curves touch

at two points, but are separated by an inter-

val elsewhere. If this interval be projected

by means of the differences of the ordinates.

Action (if the Oi):iinie Screen.

Fig. 13.

_^
Section of Sjiherical aud Splieroidal Mirrors.

Fig. 12.

Apparent Section of Oblate Splieioidal Mirror.

the resulting curve will be found to be the

same as that which the mirror apparently

has.

If the opaque screen be drawn a short

distance from the mirror, tlu; appearance of

the secticui curve will seem to change, thc>

bottom of the groove (Fig. 12) between tln^

centre and edge advancing inwards, and the

mound in the middle growing smaller. If

the screen be pushed toward the mirror the

reverse takes place, the central mound becoming larger, but the edge decreasing.

The reason for these variations becomes apparent l)y considering tlie three diagrams.

Fig. 14. The dotted curve in each instance represents the real cur\ e of the mirror

described in the last paragraph, while the

solid lines are circles drawn with radii pro-

gressionally shorter in a, h and c, and re-

present sectioas of three spherical mir-

rors whose focal lengths also progressi\ely

shorten.

When the oparpie screen is at a gi\'en

distance from the mirror under examination,

the only parts of the mirror which can offi-

ciate well are those which have a curvature

corresponding to a radius equal to the same

distance. All tlie other parts seem as if they were covered l)y projecting circular

masses. In looking at Fig. 14, it is plain, then, if the opaque screen is at a maxi-

mum distance from the mirror, that the central parts alone will seem to op(>rate,

because the two curves (a) only touch there. If the screen is moved toward the

mirror the curves (h) will coincide at some point between the centre and edge, while

if carried still farther in only the edges touch and the appearance will be as if a

Fig. 14.

Relation of Sjiliercs to OMate Spheroid.
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larii-(> mound Avore fixed upon the centre. I have hern careful in (>xi)lainiiig liow

a surface may thus seem to present entirely different characteristics if examined

from points of view wliich vary slightly in distance, because a knowledge of these

facts is of the utmost importance in correcting such an erroneous figure. It is now

obvious tliat the; correction will be equally effectual if the mirror be polished witli a

small rubber on the edge, or on the centre, or partly on eacli. The only difference

in the result will be, that the mean focal length will be increased in the first instance,

and decreased in the second, wliile it will remain unclianged in the third.

If the mirror, instead of having a section like that of an oblate spheroid, should

have either an elli])se, [jarabola, or hyperbola, as its section curve, the appearances

seen above are reversed. AMiilst by the first test there is still an aberration round

the image at the best focus, the eye-piece must now be drawn from the mirror to

include it. The cone of rays is most dense round the axis inside, and at tin;

periijherv outside the focus, and the
Fig. 15.

^
.

' . , . ,,. ^ .

sunnmt of the caustic (rig. 15) is

turned towards the nnrror. The

second test shows a section as in

l''ig. 1(1, a depressinn at tlie centre,

and (he edges tnrned l)ackwards.

'i'he nature of the mo\'ement neces-

sary to refluce the surface to a sphere

is Ncry ])lainly indicated, action on a

/one 11 between the centre and edge.

If, liov.'evcjr, a ])arabolic section is

required, the /one (/. must not be

entirely remov(Kl, and tlu^ surface

rendered apparently flat, l)ut as much
of it must be left as experience shows to be desirable.

If, in still a fourth instance, the mirror is not formed l)y the revohition of any

regular curve; u])on its axis, but luis upon its surface /ones of longxn- and shorter

radius intermixed iiicgularly, a \'ery com-

mon case, th(^ two tests still indicate with

precision the ])arts in fault, and the correc;-

tion demanded. Thus the mirror seen in

section in Fig. 17, Avluni the principal mass

of light was obstructed by the opaque screen,

would still permit tliat coming from certain

parts to find its way into the eye.

Figure 18 represents an irregular mirror,

that was produced in the process of correc-

tion of a hyperbolic surface, whicli had an

apparent section like Fig. 16 previously.

The zone a had been acted upon with a

small local polisher, and the mirror was
finished by subsequently softening down h and c with a larger tool.

Ciui.stii; lit liyin-i-buliu Mirror.

I'ig. 16.

rr

c
Apparent Seution of llyiicrbolii- Minor.

Fig. 17.

Action of the Op.iqiie Screen.

Fig. 18.

-Apparent Section of Mirror vvitli Rings.
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After liaviiii.- o-ained from the proc^Hliii..- paragraphs a general idea ,,f llic xaluc
and nature of these tests at the eei.trr ..f curvature, a more i)articuiar deseripli.m
nf their use is desirahh^. M. Fowault in his metlu)ds first hrin-s the mirror to a
spherical surface, and th.'ii by luovin- the Inminous i)iii-ii,,|,. toward the mirror,
and corresp(mdins-ly retracting tlu^ eye-piece or opa(|ue screen, carries it, avoid-
ing aberration continually by polishing, through a series of ellipsoidal curvatures,
advancing step by step toward tlu- ])araholoi(i of revolution. The length of the
apartment, liowever, soon |)uts a termination to this graduid system of correction,
and be is forced to perform the last steps of tlic conversion by an empirical process,
and e\(^ntually to resort to trial in tjie telescope.

A\ith my mirrors of loO inches focal length, demanding from the outset a room
more than '>;) feet long, this successive system had to hv abandoneil. It was not
found feasible to place the Lnnp in the distant focus of tlie ellipse— the worksjioj)

being less than ;3() feet long—and putting the luminous source on stands outside,

introduced several injurious complications, not the least of which was currents in

the layers of variously refracting air in the apartment. In a still room the density

and hygrometric variations in its various parts only gi\c rise to slight embarrass-
ment. The moment, however, that currents are produced, satisfactory examination
of a mirror beconu's difficult. The air is seen only too easily to move in great

spiral convolutions between the nurror and tlu^ eye, areola; of aberration appear
around a previously excellent image, and were it not for the second test, any d(--

termination of surfoce would be impossil)le. IJy that test the real deviations from

truth of figure can be distinguished from the atmo-

spheric, and to a practised eye sufficient indications

of necessary changes given. Such a movement as

that caused by placing the liand in or under the line

(jf the converging rays, will completely destroy the

beauty of an image, and by the second test give

origin in the first case to the appearance Fig. 19.

In order to lie completely exempt at all times from

aerial difficulties, it is desirable to liaM' control of a

long luiderground a])artment, the openings of which

can be tightly closed. As no artificial warmth is

needed, there is the mininnnn of movement in the

inclosed air, and conclusions respecting a surfice nuiy be arrived at in a very short

time. The mirror may also be supported from the ground, so that tremulous vibra-

tions which weary the eye, and interfere with the accuracy of criticism, nray be

avoided.

Driven then from observing an image kept continually free from aberration,

through advancing ellipsoidal changes, it Itecame necessary to study the gradual

increase of deformation, produccul by the greater and great(-r de])artures from a

spherical surface, as the parabola was apjn'oached. It was found that a snftieieni

guide is still provided in these tests, by nu)difying tbiMu ](roperly.

Kie. in.

.Atmiisplierii; Mutious.

The longitudinal aberration of a mirror of small angular op^'uii IS easU\' cIv calcu

latcd—being equal to the square of half the aperture, divided by eight times the

3 June, 1864.
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principal i'oral length. That is, if a 15| inch mirror of 150 inch(>s focal length

were spherical, and were nsed to c-onverge parallel rays, those from its edge wonld

reach a focns j;^„ of an incli nearer the mirror than those from its central parts.

If now the conv(>rse experiment be tried, and a mirror of tlie same size and focal

length which can converge parallel rays, falling on all its parts, to one focns, be

examined at the centre of curvatnre, it gives there an amount of longitudinal

aberration ^y,, of an inch, equal to twice the preceding. This latter, then, is the

condition at tli(> centre of cur^anire, to whicli sucli mirnir must l)e brought in order

to converge parallel rays with exactness, lu addition, strict watch must be kept

upon the zones intermediate between the centre and edge, both by measurement

with diaphragms of their aberration, and l)etter yet, by observation of the regu-

larity of the curve of that apparent solid. Fig. l(i, s(-en by tlu' second t(>st.

This modification of the first test is literally a method of paralxdi/.ing l)y measure,

and is capable of great precision when the eye learns to estinnite where the exact

focus of a zone is. The little irregidarities fovuid roiuid the edges of the holes

through the tin screen, Fig. 8, arc in this respect of material assistance. They

show, too, the increased optical cu' penetrating power that is gained l)y increase of

aperture. ISlinute pecidiarities, not visible nn(h'r very higli powers witli a 10 inch

diaphragm, l)ecome immediately perceptible even with less magnifying wlien tlie

Avhole aperture is used, ])ro\ided the mirror is s])lierical.

In the use of the second test precautions have to be taken, as may be inferred

from page 15, to set the opaque screen exactly in the jjroper position. The best

method for ascertaining its location is, h.aviug received the image into the eye,

placed purposely too near the mirror, to cause the scn^en to move across the cone

of rays from tlu- right towards the left side. A jet black shadow begins to advance

at the same time, and in the same directitni

across the mirror. If the eye is tlien moNcd

from the mirror sutficiently, tliis black sliadow

can be made to originate by tiie same motion

of the screen as before, from the left or oppo-

site side of the mirror. INlidway between these

extremes there is a ])oint where the advance is

from neither side. This is the true position

for the screen when it is desired to see the im-

p(n-fections of the surfac(> in highly exaggerat-

(h1 relief as in Fig. 20, whicli re^jresents the

Kg. 20.

ap])earance of Fig. 12.^

The interpretation of the lights and shadows

upon the face of a mirror in this test is always

easy, and the observer is not likely to mistake

an elevation for a depression, if lie bears in mind the fact that the surface under

Adjusting the Opaque Screen.

' Tn order to examine Fi<r. 20, the book should be held with the left side of the page toward a

window or lamp. The eye should also be at least two feet distant. The centre will then be seen to

protrude, and the surface present the apparent section engraved below it.
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examination must always be regarded as illuminated by an oblique light coming
from a source on the side opposite to that from wliicli tlie screen advances, coming
for instance from the left hand side, in the above (h'scription.

In practice, the diaphragms connnonly used for a. l;")! inch mirror lunc Ix'cii as

small as the light from the unsilvered surface would allow. A six inch aperture at

the centr(\ a ring an inch wide round the edge, and a two inch zone midway between

the two.

e. Machines.

In the beginning of this section the difficulties into Avhich I fell with Lord Rosse's

machine were stated. These caused it at the time to be abandoned. A machine

based on the same idea as Mr. Lassell's beautiful apparatus was next constructed.

It varied, however, in this, that the h)-}30cycloidal curve was described partlj- by the

rotation of the mirror, and partly by the motions of the polisher—the axes of the

spindles carrying tlie two being capable either of coincidence or lateral separation

to a moderate extent. A great deal of time and lalwn- was expended in grinding

and polishing numerous mirrors with it, but still the difficulty that had been so

annoying in the former machine persisted. Frequently, in fact generally, from six

to eight zones of unequal focal length were visible, althougli on some occasions

when the mirror was hyperbolic, the nundier was reduced to two. At first it was

supposed that the fault lay with the polishing, the pitch accmnidating irregularly

from being of improper softness, for it was foinul to be particularly prone to heap

up at the centre. But after I had introduced a method of fine grinding with elu-

triated hone powder, which enabled the glass to reflect light before the pitch

polishing, it became evidcmt that the zones were connected with the mode of

motion of the mechanism. Many changes Avere made in the speed of its various

elements, and a contrivance to control the irregular motion of the polisher intro-

duced, but a really fine and uniform parabolic surface was never obtained, the very

best showing when finished zones of different focal lengths. Although it cannot

be said that I have tried this machine thoroughly, for Mr. l^assell has produced

specula of exquisite defining power with it, and must have avoided these imperfec-

tions to a great extent, yet the evident necessity of complicating the niovi'iiieiit'

considerably, to avoid the polishing in rings, led me to adopt an entirely different

construction, wliich was used until quite recently. Although it has now been

replaced by another machine, which is s'till bett(>r in principle, and gives fine results

much more (piickly, yet as it produced one parabolic surface that bore a power of

more than lOOO, and as it ser\cs to introduce tlii' process of grinding, it is worthy

of description. The action of machines for grinding and polishing has been

thoroughlv examined hi my workshop, no less than seven different ones having

been made at various times.

' Messrs. De La Rue and Nasinyth, who used one of Afr. Lassell's machines, as I iuvve since

learned, met with the same troubh-, and were led to nuike two additions to the mechanism: 1, to

control the rotation of the polisher rigorously; and 2, to give the whole speculum a lateral motion,

hy which the intersecting points of the curves described by the polisher were regularly changed in

distance from the centre of the mirror. Mr. Lassell had previously, however, introduced a contrivance

for this latter purpose himself.
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The niachiiip, Avliicli is a siiupliticatiuu of Ltud llossc's, was intended to give

spiral strokes. It differed from the original, however, in demanding a changeable

stroke, and in tlie absence of the lateral motion. In another most essential feature

it \ aried from l)otli tlnit and Mr. Lassell's, the. mirror urns alway/^ uppermost icliile

livUvliiiKj, and being nncounterpoised escajied to as great an extent as possible from

the eft'ects of irregular pressure. To any one wlio lias studied the deforniaticms of

a reflecting surface, and knows how troublesonu^ it is to support a mirror properly,

tlie advantage is ap])arent.

Kig. 21.

/n
r'/////////A'///////M'/i",yy.'-, t_L

I

J
"

I

Folishiug Matliiiie.

Tlie constrnetion is as follows: A stout vertical sjiaft. n. l'"ig. 'il. carries at its

top a circular table l>. upon ^vhi(•ll the ])()lislH'r < is screwed. 15i'lo\v a band-wheel (/

is fixed. Al)(>\e the table, at a distance of four inches, a liori/ontal bar c is arranged,

so as to move back and forward in the direction of its length, and to carr}' with it

by means of a screw /. the uiirror ///. and its iron liack or chuck //. The bar is

mo\('d by a connecting rod /'. attached to it at one end. and at the other to a pin
;/

I-Mg. -l-l.

Till- I'oot PowHi-.

moving a slot. This slot is in a crank //, carried by a vertical shaft t, near the

former one a. The band-wheel h is connected with the foot power, Fig. 22. The
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machine, except tliose parts liable to wear by friction, is made of wood. Th(> ends
ov of the horizontal bar r, are defended liy brass tubes working- in mahoj^-any, and
have even now l)ut little shake, though many hundred tliousands of reciprocations

have been made.

The foot power consists of an endless band with wooden treads a a\ passing at

one end of the apparatus over iron wheels J> //, whicli carry the band-wh(>el r uixm
their axle. At tlie otlur end it goes over tlie rollers r/ J'. Two pairs of inter-

mediate wheels ee, serve to sustain the weight of the man or animal working in it.

The treads are so arranged that they interlock, and form a i)lafform. wliicli will

not yield downwards. Owing to its incUnation when a weight is put on the plat-

form a', it innni'diately moves from /; toward </ and tlie ])and-wheel turns. By a

moderate exertion, equivalent to walking up a slight incline at a slow rate, a power
more than sufficient to jxilisji a lol incli mirror is obtained. This machine,

in which very little force is lost in o\('rcoming friction, is frequently emploved

for dairy use, and is moved commonly in the State of New ^'ork bv a sheep. I

have generally myself walkfxl in the one used l)y me, and have travelled some days,

during tixc hours, more than ten miles.

In order to give an idea of the method of using a grinding and jxilishing machine,

the following extract from the workshop note-book is introduced:—
"A disk of plate glass 15^ inches in diametcu-, and \\ inch thick was pro-

cured. It had been })olished Hat on both sides, so tliat its interniil constitution

might be seen.' It was fastened upon tin' tal)le A of the machine, l)\ four blocks

of wood as at c. Fig. 21. Undern(-ath the glass were thrrv thick folds of blanket,

15 inches in diameter, to prevent scratching of the lower face, and avoid risk of

fracture. A convex disk of lead weighing 4(1 poinids ha\ing been cast, was laid

upon the upper surface of the glass, and then tlie screw / ^\•as depressed so as to

catch in a perforated iron ])late //, at tlie back of tlie lead ///, and ])ress downward

strongly.

•'Emery as coarse as the head of a pin having been introduced, through a hole

m the lead, motion was commenced and continued for Indf an hour, an occasional

supply of emery being gi\-en. The macliine made lot) eighl-incii cross strokes, and

the mirror 50 re^olutions ])er minute. The grind(>r iii was ot-casionallj' restrained

from turning by th(> hand. At the end of the time the detritus was washed awav,

and an examination witli the gauge made. A s]iot 1 1 inches in diameter, and J,

of an inch deep, was found to have been gromid out. The same ])rocess was con-

tinued at intervals for ti'u hours, measurements with the gauge being fret[uentlv

made. The concave was then suffici(>ntly deep, 'llw \viu\vn grinder was kept of

the right convexity l)y beating it on the back when necessary. A finer varietv of

coarse emery, and after that Hour emery A^-ere next ])ut on, (^ach for an hour. 'I'hese

left the surface moderately smooth, and n(>arly of the right focal length. The
leaden "Tinder was tlien dismissenl, and the iron one. I'ii;-. (i. i)nt in its stead. The

' The glass that I have used has generally been such as was intended Inr di'ad-h'ghts and sky-

lights ill ships.
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mirror was removed from its place, and ground upon a large piece of flat glass for

tt'U minutes, to produce a circidar outline to the concaA'ity. It was cemented with

soft pitch to the concave iron disk, the counterpart of Fig. (), and again recentred

on tile blanketed tahle h. Emeries of 3 and 20 seconds, and 1. 3, 10, 30, 60 minutes'

elutriation were worked on it, an hour each. The rate of cross motion was reduced

to 25 per minute to avoid heating, the mirror still revolving once for every three

cross strokes. The screw pressure of / was sto])ped. This produced a surface

exquisitely fine, semi-transparent, and appearing as if covered witli a thin tihn of

dried milk. Tt could reflect the light from objects outside the window until an

incidence of 45 degrees was reached, and at night was found to be bright enough

for a preliminary examination at the centre of curvatin'e.

"The polisher was constructed in the usual way (pag(^ 12), and being smeared

with rouge was fastened to the table A, where tlie mirror bad 1)een. Tlie latter

warmed in water to 120° F., was then put face downwards upon the former, and

the screw 1 so lowered as to cause no ))r(>ssure. The macliine was allowed to make

20 four-inch cross strokes per minute, and th(> polislier to re\()h-e once for every

three strokes. The mirror being unoonstraiu(>dly supported on the polisher, was

irregidarly rotated by hand, or rather iire\cnted from rotating \\ itb the ]>oUsher.

The tendency of this method is to produce an almost spherical surface. 'lO change

it to a paraboloid, it was only necessary when the glass was ])olisli(Ml all ()\cr to

increase tlie length of the stroke to 8 inches, and contiiuu' working fifteen minutes

at a time, examining in tlie inter\als Ity the tests at the centre of ( in\ature. 'I'he

prodiution of a polisli all owv occupied about two hours. l)ut the correction of

figure took more time, on account of the fre(|uent examinations, and tlie absolute

lU'cessity of allowing the mirror to come back to a state of equilibrium from which

it had been disturbed when worked on the macliine." I have seen a mirror which

was parabolic when just oft" the machine, by cooling over night become spherical.

And these lieat changes are often succeeded by other slower moleiular moAcineiits,

which continue to modify a surface for many days after.

This correction, where time and not length of stroke is the governing agent, has

once or twice betm acconqdished in fifteen minutes, lait sometimes has cost several

hours. If the figure shonld b;i\e become a hyperboloid of icxobition. tli;it is, have

its edge zones too long in comparison with the centre, it is only necessary to shorten

the stroke to bring it bac;k to the sphere, or even to overpass that and produce a

surface in which at the centre of curvature the edge zones have too short a focal

length (Fig. 12).

"\^ery much less trouble from zones of unequal focal length was experienced after

this machine and system of working "were adopted. This was owing probably partly

to the element of irregularity in the rotation of the mirror, and partly to the fact

that the surface is kept spherical until polished, and is then rapidly changed to

the paraboloid. Where the adjustments of an apparatus are made so as to attempt

to keep a surface parabolic for some hours, there is a strong tendency for zones to

appear, and of a Avidth bearing a fixed relation to the stroke.

The method of producing reflecting surfaces next to be spoken of. is ho\A('ver

that which has finally been adopted as the best of all, being ciipable of forming
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Fig. 23.

Local Polisher.

Fig. 24.

miiTors which are as perfect as can be, and yet only requiring a short timr. It
IS the correction of a snrfecc by local r<>touches. In the account pnl)lisl,c(l I,y M.
Foucault, it appears that he is in France the inventor of this improvement.
The mode of practising the retouches is as follows: Several disks of wood, as o.

Fig. 23, varying from 8 inches to i an incli in diameter, are to be provided, and
covered with pitch or rosin of the usual harchicss, in squares
as at r, on one side.' On tlie other a low cylindrical handle
h: is to be fixed. The mirror «, Fig. 24, having been fined

with the succession of emeries l)efore described, is laid face

upward on several folds of l)lanket, arranged upon a circular

table, screwed to an isolated post iu the centre of the apart-

ment, which permits the oi^erator to move completely roiuul it. An ordinary barrel
has generally supplied the place of the post, the head e, Fig. 24, serving for the
circular tabl(>, and the rim h preventing the mirror sliding

off. The other end is fastened to the floor by four elects tJ <V

.

The large polisher is first moved over the surface in straight

strokes upon every cliord, and a moderate pressure is ex-

erted. As soon as the mirror is at all brightened, perhaps in

five minutc-s, the operation is to be suspended, and an ex-

amination at the centre of curvature made. By carefully

turning round, the best diameter for support is to be found,

and marked with a rat-tail fih^ ou the edge, and then the

curve of the mirror ascertained. If it is nearly spherical,

as will be the case if the grinding has been conducted with

care and irregular lieating avoided, it is to ho replaced on the blanketed support, and
the previous action kept up until a fine polish, free from dots like stippling, is

attained. This stage should or-cu[)y three or four luiurs. Another examination

sliould reveal the same appearances as the preceding. It is next necessary to

lengthen the radius of curvature of the edge zones, or what is much better shorten

that of the centre, so as to convert the section curve into a parabola. This is

accomplished by straight strokes across every diameter of the face, at first with a

4 inch, then with a 6 inch, and finally with the 8 inch polisher. Examinations

must, however, be made every five or ten minutes, to determine how nuuh lateral

departure from a direct diametrical stroke is necessary, to render the cur\'e uniform

out to tlie edge. Care must be taken always to warm the polisher, either in front

of a fire or over a spirit lamp, before using it.

Perhaps the most striking feature in this operation is that the mirror ]>resents

continually a curve of revolution, and is not diversified with imdulations like a

ruffle. By walking steadily round the support, on the top of wliich the mirror is

placed, there seems to be no tendency for such irregidarities to arise.

If the correction for spherical aberration sliould have proceeded too fiir, and

the mirror become hyperbolic, the splun-e can be recovered by working a succession

Section of Optician's Post.

• M. ront-aiilt used plano-convex lenses of gliiss, of a railius of eiirvalniT sliirlitlv le^s iLau that

of the mirror, and c;ovcre<l with paiirr on ihe eonve.v faeu.
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of polishers of increasinj^ size on the zone a, Fig. 1(), intciinrdiate between the

centre and edge, causing their centres to pass along every chord that can be de-

scribed tangent to the zone.

A most perfect and rapid control can thus ])e exercised over a surface, and an

uniform result very quickly attained. It becomes a pleasant and interesting occupa-

tion to produce a mirror. But two effects have presented tliemselves in this

operation, Avhich unfortunately bar the way to the very best nsults. In the first

place the edge parts of such mirrors, for more than half an incli all around, bend

backwards and become of too great focal Icngtli, and tlic rays from these parts

cannot be united with the rest forming the image. In the s(-i:ond place, the sur-

foce, wlien critically examined by the second test, is fomid to have a delicate wavy

or fleecy appearance, not svni in macliine polishing.' Altliougli the \ariations from

the true curve implied l)y tliese latter greatly exaggerated imperfections are ex-

ceedingly small, and do not prevent a thermometer bulb in tlie sunsliine appearing

like a di.sk surrounded by rings of interference, yet they nuist div(>rt some undula-

tions from tlnnr ])ro])er directi(m, or else th(;y woidd not be visible. All kinds of

strokes have been tried, straight, sweeping (-ircular, hypocycloidal, (.^c. without

effecting their rcmo\al. M. Foucault, who used a pa])er polisher, also encountered

them. Eventually they were iinputed to the uneciual ]»ressure of the liand, and in

consecjuence a machine to overcome tlie two aljove mentioned faults of manual

correction was constructed.

The miiTor a, is carried by an iron chuck or table h, covered witli a triple

Fig. 2r,.

Machine for Local Corrections.

fold of blanket, and is prevented from slipping off by four elects c c' . Tlic ^•ertical

shaft d passes through a worm-wheel c, the I'udless screw of which _/", is driven

by a band </, from the primary shaft 7i. At i is the band-wheel for connection to

' By this it is not meant that there is a ripiilcd polish, like tliat produced by buckskin.
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the foot-power. At one ciid of tl,o primary sliaft is firmly fixed the cogwheel /-•,

which drives the crank-sliaft /. Attached to tlie liorizontal part of /, is the crank-

pin m. The two bolts n, u move in a slot, so that tiie crank-pin may be set at any
distance from to 2 inches, ont of line with /. Above, the crank-pin carries one
end of the luir o, the otlier end passing tlirongli an elliptical hole in the oak-block

J).
Down the middle of the bar rnns a long slot, throngh which the screw-pin q

passes, and wliic'h permits y to be brought over any /oih^ from the centre to the

edge of the mirror a. It is retained by the bolts ;•/•', wliicli arc tap])ed into s.

The local polisher is seen at /. 'I'iie curve wliicli tlu^ centre of the local polisher

describes upon the face of the mirror, varies with the adjustments. Fig. 26 is a

reduction from one tracu'd by the machine, the overla])ping

being seen on the left side. The mirror is not tightly con- ^^1^^^-^
fined by the cleets c r/, for that woidd certainly injure the

figure, but performs a slow motion of rotation, so that in

no two successive strokes are the same parts of tlie cd'j^c

pressed against them.

The local polishers are made of lead, alloyed with ;i small

proportion of antimony, and are S, 6, and 4 inches in di-

ameter, respectively. The largest and smallest ;ire most

used, the former on account of its size polishin"- most „ , -j , r.I " Hypocycloidal Cutve.

quickly, but the latter giving the truest surface. The rosin

that covers them is just indentable by the thumb nail, and is arranged in a novel

manner. The leaden basis, as seen at /, Fig. 25, is perforated in many places with

holes, which permit evaporation, serve for the introduction of water where needed,

and allow the rosin to spread freely. Grooves are made from one aperture to

another, and the rosin thus divided into irregular portions. The eftects of the pro-

duction of heat are in this way avoided.

The mirror may be ground and fined on this machine, in the same manner as on

that described at page 21, or it may be ground with a small tool 8 inches in

diameter, as recently suggested by M. Foucault, tlie results in the latter case being

just as good a surface of revolution as in tln^ former. It is bi^st polished with the

8 inch, and a nuderate pressure may be gi\-en by the screw r/, if the pitch is not

too soft. This, however, tends to leave an excavated place at the centre of the

mirror, the size depending on the stroke of the crank i/t, which should be about 2

inches. The pin q ought to be half way from the centre to the edge of the mirror,

but must be occasionally moved right or l(>ft an inch along the slot. AMien the

surface is approaching a perfect polish, the warmed 4 inch polisher must be put in

the place of the 8 inch. The pin q nnist be set exactly half-way between th(^ centre

and edge of the mirror, and the crank must have a stroke of two inches radius.

The polisher then just goes up to the centre of the glass surface with one edge,

and to the periphery with the other, Avliile the outer excursion of the inner edge

and inner excursion of the outer edge meet, and neutralize one another at a mid-

way point. Wherever the edge of a polish(>r changes direction many times in

succession, on a surfa<;e, a zcmc is sure to form, unless avoided in this manner. AH
the foregoing description is for a 15^ inch mirror.

4 June, 1864.
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By this system of local polisliing the difficulties of heat, distrihution of polishing

])o\vders, irregular contact of the rosin, Szc. that render the attainment of a fine

tigure so uncertain usually, entirely (lisai)pear. A sjiherical surface is produced as

above described, and iifterwards by moving q towards the edg(\ and at tlie same

time increasing the stroke, it is con\crted into a paraboloid. I'lie tieecy a])pearance

spoken of on a former page is not perc(nved, and the surface is good almost up to

the extreme edge.

(4.) Ete-Pieces, Plane Mirrors and Test Objects.

The telescope is fiu'uislu^d with se\eral eye-pieces of various construction, giving

magnifying powers from 7-> to TiOO, or if it were desired even higher. For the

medium powers yOO and 600 KauLsden, or rather positive eye-pieces have becin

adopted. They ditfer, however, from the usual form in being achromatic, that is,

ea(;h plano-convex is composed of a flint and ciown, arranged according to formulas

calcidated by LittroAW In this way a large flat field and absence of color are

secured, and the fine images yielded by the mirror are not injured. For the higher

powers, single achromatic lenses are used, and for the highest of all a Ross

microscope.

AMtli theses means it has been found that the parabolic surfaces yielded by tlie

processes before described, will define test objects exc(>llently. Of close doubk;

stars they will separate such as y" Andromedie, and show the colors of the compo-

nents. In the case of unequal stars which seem to be moi'c severe tests, they can

show the close companion of Sirius—discovered by Mr. Alvan Clark's magnificent

refractor — the sixtli component of (/' Orionis, and a nudtitude of other difficult

objects.

As an example of liglit collecting ])ower, iJebillisima between ; and 5 Lyra^ is

found to be quintui)l(\ as first noticed by Mr. liassell. In the isl inch specula of

Herschel, it was only recorded as doul)]e. and, according to :Vdmiral Smyth, Lord

Rosse tlid not notice the fourth and fiftli compomuits. Jupiter's moons show w^ith

beautiful disks, and their dift'ereiu'c- in diameter is very marked. As for tlu^ body

of that planet, it is literally covered with Ixlts up to the poles. The bright and

dark .spots on Venus, and the fading illumination of her inncn' edge, and its irregu-

larities are perceived even when the air is far from tranquil. Stars are often seen

as disks, and without any wings or tails, ludess indeed the mirror should be wrongly

placed, so that the best diameter for siq)port is not in the perpendicidar plane, pass-

ing through the axis of the tube.

It has been found that no ach antage other than the decrease of atmospheric

infiuence on the image, results from cutting down the aperture of tliese mirrors by

diaphragms, while the disadvantage of reducing the sejjarating power, is perceived

at the same time. Faint objects can be better seen Avith tlie whole surface than

with a reduced aperture, and this though apparently a property common to all

reflectors and object glasses is not so in reality. A defective edge will often cause

the wdiole field to be filled with a pale milky light, which will extinguish the fainter

stars. Good definition is just as important for faint as for close objects.

The properties of these mirrors have been best shown by the excellence of tlic
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photographs taken with them. Although these are not as sharp as the image seen

in the telescope, yet it nuist not be supposed that an imperfect mirror will give just

as good pictures. A pliotogruph wliich is magnific>d to -i feet, represents a power
of 380. As the original negative taken at tlie focus of the mirror is not (|uite 1|
inch in diameter when the moon is at its mean distance, it has to be enlarged

about 25 times, and lias therefore to be very sharp to bear it.

The liglit collecting power of an luisilvered mirror is quite surprising. AMth a

151 inch, the companion of a, Lyrae can be perceived, though it is only of the

eleventh magnitude. The moon and other briglit objects are seen with a purity

highly pleasing to the eye, some parts being even more visible than after silvering.

In order to finish this tlescription, one part more of the optical apparatus requires

to be noticed— the plane mirrors. In the Newtonian reflector the image is rejected

out at the side of the tube by a flat surface placed at 45° with the optical axis of

the large concave.' If this secondary mirror is either convex or concave, it modifies

the image injuriously, causing a star to look lik(^ a cross, and tliis though the curva-

ture be so slight as hardly to be perceptil)le by ordinary means. For a long time

I used a piece 3 X 5 inches, which was cut from the centre of a large looking-glass

accidentally broken, l)ut eventually found that by grinding tliree pieces of 6 inches

in diameter against one another, and polishing them on very hard pitch, a nearer

approach to a true plane could be made. They Avere tested by l)eing put in the

telescope, and observing whether the focus was lengthened or sliortened, and also

by trial on a star. Wlien sufficiently good to bear these tests, a piece of the right

size was cut out witli a diamond, from the central parts.

§ 2. THE TELESCOPE MOUNTING.

The telescope is mounted as an altitude and azimuth instrinncnit

that causes it to differ from the usual instrument of that kind

feature is, that ////' eye-'piece or place of the sensitive plate is

statioaarij at all altltiuJes, the observer always looking

straight forward, and never having to stoop or assume in-

convenient and constrained positions.

The stationary eye-piece moimting was first used by

Miss Caroline Herschel, who had a 27 inch Newtonian

arranged on that plan. Fig. 27. (Smyth's Celestial C'yck'.)

Subsequently it was applied to a large telescope by Mr.

Nasmyth, tlu' emincmt (niginecr, but no details of his con-

struction have reached me. He used it for making draw-

ings of the moon, which are said to be excellcntlv executed.

When it became necessary to determine how my tv\v-

scope should be mounted, I was strongly urged to make it

1 )nt in a manner

The essential

Miss Hersoliel's Telescope.

* A right-angled prism cannot be used with advantage to rophice the plane silwercd mirrors, because

it transmits less light than they reflect, is more liable to injure the image, and the glass is apt to be

more or less colored. Its great size and cost, one three inches square on two faces being required

for my purposes, has also to be considered.
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an equatorial. But after reflecting on the fact that it was intended for pliotograpliy,

and that absohite freedom from tremor was essential, a condition not attained in

the equatorial wjien driven by a clock, aiul in addition that in the case of tlie moon

rotation upon a polar axis does not suffice to counteract the motion in declination,

I was led to adopt the other form.

A great many modifications of the original idea have been nia(l(>. For instance,

instead of counterpoising the end of the tul)e ((mtaining the mirror by extending

t]H> tube to a distance beyond the altitude or horizontal axis, I introduced a system

of coiuiterpoise levers Avhich allows the telescope to work in a space little more than

its own focal length across. This construction permits both ends of the tube to be

supported, the lower one on a wire rope, and gives tlie greatest freedom from tremor,

the parts coming (|iii<kiy to rest after a mov(>ment. In the use of the telescope for

photography, as Ave shall see, the system of bringing the mass of the instrument to

complete rest b(>fore ex])()sing the sensiti\i' ])lnt<'. and only driAing that ])late itself

by a clock, is always adopted.

The obvious disadvantage connected wifli tlic ;dt-azimutli monnting— the diffi-

culty of finding some objects—has not been a source of eml)arrasiii( ut. hi fact

the instability of th(> optical axis in reflecting instruments, if the mirror is uncon-

strainedly su])])orted, as it shonld \h', renders them unsuitable for determinations of

position. A little ])atience will enable an obserscr to find all necessary tests, or

curious objects.

The mounting is dixided into: a. The Tiilic ; and li. Tlic sup])orting frame.

a. T/i' '/'iihr.

The teles(o])(' tn])e is a sixteen sided ])rism of \\ alinit wood, IS inches in diameter,

aiul \'2 feet long. The staves are gof an inch tliiik, and are liooped together with

four bands of brass, capable of being tightened by screws. Inside the tube are

])laced two rings of iron, half an inch thick, reducing the internal diameter to about

IG inches. At opposite sides of the ui)])er end of the tube are screwed the per-

forated trunnions a. Fig. '28 (of which only one is shown), u])on Avhich it swings.

Surrounding the other (nid is a Avire rope // />' />"
. the ends of which go OA»'r the

pulleys c ((;' not shoAvn) on friction rollers, and terminate in disks of leatl (/ <!'.

These counterpoises are fasten(>d (m the ends of levers r i'\ Avhich turn beloAv on a

fixed axle/.

By this arrangement as the tube assumes a horizontal ])osition and becomes, so

to speak, heavier, the counterpoises do the same, Avhile Avhen the tid)e becomes

perpendicular, and most of its Aveight falls upon the trunnions, the counterpoises are

carried mostly by their axle. A continual condition of e(iuilil)rium is thus reached,

the tube being easily raised or depressed to any altitude desired. Tt is necessary,

however, to constrain the Avirc rope hh' h" , to move in the arc of the circle described

by the end of the tube and ends of the levers and hence the tAvelve rollers or guide

pulleys (/ (/' (/". Over some of the same pulleys a thin Avirc rope 7/ 7/ rinis, but Avhile

its ends are fastened to the loAver part of the tube at h, the central i)arts go tAvice

around a roller connected Avith the Avinch /, near the eye-piece, thus enabling the

obserA^er to move the telescope in altitude, Avithout taking the eye from the eye-piece.
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The iron wire ropi' required to be carefully made, so as to avoid rigidity. It

contains 2g miles of wire, ^-J ^ of an inch in diameter, and has 300 strands. Each

single wire will support 7 pounds It is, however, more flexible than a hempen

rope of the same size, owing to its loose twisting.

At the lower end of the tube, at the distance of a foot, and crossing it at right

angles, held by three bars of iron i I' I", Fig. 'J9, is a circular table of oak c, which

Kig. 29.

Tin- MiiKir Sui)iK>rt.

carries an India-nd)b(n' air sac r/, and upon this the mirror / is placed. The edge

support of the mirror is furnished by a semicircular baud of tin-plate «, lined inside

with cotton, and fastened at the ends by links of drain h, (// not seen) to two screws

cc!\ (/ and // are the win^ ropes, marked A and // in Fig. 28.

Instead of the blanket support which Jlerschel found so advantageous, M. Fon-

cault has suggested this use of an air sat-. In his instrument there is a tulie going

up to the observer, by which he may adjust its degree of inflation. It requires

that there sliould l)e tliree bearings c r' c", in front of the mirror, against which it

may ]n-ess when tlie sac Ix'hind is inflated, otherwise the optical axis is altogether

too instable, and objects cannot be found. The arrangement certaiidy gives beau-

tiful di'flnition, bringing stars to a disk when the glass just floats, without touching-

its front bearings. Tlu- first sac that I made was composed of two circular sheets

of India-rubber cloth, joined around the edges. But this could not be used while

photographing, because the image was kept in a state of continuous oscillation if

there was a breeze, and even under more favorable circumstances took a hmg time

to come to rest. It was not advisable to blow tlie mirror hard up against its three

front bearings, in order to avoid the instability, for then every point in of an object

became triple. To the eye the oscillations were not offensive, because the swaying

image was sharp.

Subsequently, however, an air chair cushion was procured, and as the surface was
flat instead of convex the difficulty became so much less, that the blanket support

was definitely abandoned. It is necessary that the mirror should ha\e free play in
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the direction of the length of the tube when this kind of support is used, and that

is the reason why the tin edge hoop must terminate in hnks of chain.

The interval, eight or ten inches, which separates the face of the mirror from the

tube, is occupied by a cnrtahi of black velvet, confined below by a drawing cord

and tacked above to the tube. This permits access to tlie mirror to put a glass

cover on it, and when shut down stops the current of air rushing uj). When tlic

instrument is not being used this curtaiir is left open, because the mirror and tube

are in that case kept more uniform in temperature with the surrounding air.

In spite of such contrivances there is still sometimes a strong residual current

in the tube. I have tried to overcome it by covering the mouth of the tube with

a sheet of flat glass, but have been obliged to abandon that because the images

were injured. At one time, too, when it was supposed that the current Avas partly

from the observer's body, heated streams of air going out around the tube, the

aperture in the dome was closed by a conical bag of muslin, which fitted the mouth

of the telescope tightly. The only advantages resulting were mere bodily comfort

and a capability of perceiving fainter objects than before, because the sky-light

was shut ofl'.

b. The, Svp2wrting Frame.

The frame which carries the preceding parts is of wood, and rests on a vertical

axis a, Fig. 30, turning below in a gun-metal cup 6, supported by a marble block

Fig. 30.

Section of Azimuth Axis.

testing on the solid rock. The upper end of the axis is sustained by two collars,

one e c' above, and the other below an intermediate triangular box e e' from the

sides of which three long beams /'/./' 1
'2 X 3 incbes dixcrge, gradually declining

till they meet the solid rock at the limits of the excavation in which the observatory
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is placed. Tlicsc beams are fastened togetlier by rross-pieces
[/ f/ g. Fig. 31, and

go through tlie floor in spares 7i h h, so contrived that the floor does not toucli them.

At tlie ends tliey ar(^ (as(Hl \vitli a tliick leaden slieathing, to deaden vibration

and prevent tlie access of moisture.

Fis. 31.

Plan of Observatory (lower floor).

This tripod support in connection with the sustaining of the telescope by the wire

rope, gives that steadiness which is so essential in photography. Only a slight

amount of force, about two pounds, is required to move the instrument in azimuth,

though it weighs almost a thousand pounds.

The plan of the frame centrally carried by the axis a is as follows : From the

corners of a parallelogram // (2 < 13 feet) of wooden beams, eight inches thick

and three inches broad, perpcndicidars n n\ Fig. 28, rise. At the top they are

connected by lighter pieces to form a parallelogram, similar to that below, and just
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large enough to contain the tube of the telescope. At right angles to the parallelo-

gram below, and close upon it, a braced bar o o'. Fig. 2H, crosses. From its ex-

tremities four slanting braces as at j^ |/, Fig. 28, go to the corners of the upper
parallelogram, and combine to give it lateral support. At the top of one close

pair of the perpendiculars n.'. Fig. 28, are bronze frames carrying friittion rollers

upon which the trunnions move, while similarly upon tli(> other pair n are two
pulleys, also on friction rollers, for the wire rope coming from tlic counterpoises.

Movement in altitude is very easily accomplished, and with the left hand upon
the winch /, under high powers, both altitude and azimuth motions are controlled,

and the right hand left free. The whole apparatus Avorks so well, that in ordinarj-

observation the want of a clock movement has not been felt. Of course for pho-

tography that is essential.

§3. THE CLOCK AIOVEMEXT.

The apparatus for following celestial bodies is divided into two parts ; a. The
Sliding riate-holdcr ; and b. The Clepsydra. In addition a short description of the

Sun-Camera, c, is necessary.

a. The Sliding Plafe-hoMer.

Mr. De La Ru(% who has done so much for celestial photography, was the first

to suggest photographing the moon on a sensitive plate, carried by a frame movmg
in the apparent direction of hcv path. He never, however, applied an automatic

driving mechanism, but was (>ventually led to use a clock which caused tlu'

whole telescope to revolve upon a polar axis, and thus compensate for the rotation

of the earth, and on certain o(;casions for the motion of the moon herself. In this

way he has produced the best residts tluit have been obtained in Europe. Lord

Rosse, too, employed a similar sliding [)lat(!-holder, but provided with clock-work

to move it at an appropriate rate. 1 have not been able as yet to procure any

precise account of cither of these instruments.

The first photographic representations of the moon e\cr made, were taken by

my father. Professor John W. Draper, and a notice of them published in his quarto

work " On the Forces that Organize Plants," and also in the September number,

1840, of the London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine. He pre-

sented the specimens to the New York Lyceum of Natural History. The Secretary

of that Association has sent me the following extract from their minutes :

—

'• Marcli 23J, 1840. Dr. Draper aiuiounced that he had succeeded in getting a

representation of tlic moon's surface by the Daguerreotype The time

occupied was 20 minutes, and the size of the figure al)out 1 inch in diameter.

Daguerre had attempted the same thing, but did not succeed. This is the first time

that anything like a distinct representation of the moon's surfoce has been obtained.

" RoBT. H. Brownne, Secretary.'"

As my father was at that time however nuuh occupied with experiments on the

Chemical Action of Light, the Influence of Light on the Decomposition of Car-

5 June, 1864.
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bonic Acid l)y Plants, the Fixrd Lines of the Spectrnm, Spectrum Analysis, &c., the

results of Avliicli are to he fouud scattered tlirough the Philosophical INIagazine,

Silliniau's Journal, and thi' .lourual of the Franklin Institute, he never pursued this

very promising subject. Souu^ of the pictures were taken with a three inch, and

some Avitli a live inch lens, driven by a heliostat.

In l.SoO, INIr. Bond, taking advantage of the refractor of lo inclics aperture at

Cambridge, olitained some line pictures of tlie moon, and sul>s((|uentl\ ot double

stars, more particularly Mizar in Ursa Major. Tlie driving power, in this instance,

was also applied to move the telescope upon a ])olar axis.

Besides these, several English and continental oliservers, Messrs. llartimp. I'liillips,

Crookes, Father Secchi, and others, liave worked at this l)r;inch of aNfroiioniy, and,

since 1857, Mr. Lewis M. llutherfurd, of New \'ork. has taken nuiny exquisite

lunar photographs, which compare fivoral)ly witii Ibreign ones.

But in none of these instances has the u.se of the slidhig plati-liolder been })er-

sisted in, and its advantages brought into view. In the first place it gets rid com-

pletely of tlie difficulties arising from tlie moons motion in di'dination. and in the

second, instead of iiijnring tlie photograph b\ ihc tremors produced in mo\ing the

whole lunivy njass of a teles('ope weigliing a ion or more, it only neci'ssitatt's the

driving of an arrangement weighing scarcely an onnce.

Mv first trials were with a frame to contain the sensiti\e plate, held oidy af lliree

points. Two of thes(» were at the ends of screws to lie liirned by the hands, and

the third was on a spring so as to maintain firm contact. This apparatus worked

well in nnuiv res])ects, bnt it was found tliat liowever mucli care might b(> taken,

till' hands always caused some tremor in the instrument. it was e\ident then

that the difficulty from friction \\hicli besets the movements of all such (hdicate

machinery, and causes jerking and starts, wou id ha\c to lie ;i\ oidcd in some other way.

I next constructed a metal slide to run itetween two parallel strips, and ground

it into position with the greatest care. This, when set in the direction of the moon's

apparent path, and moved liy one screw, worked better than the preceding. But

it was soon perceived that althougli the stri])s fitted the tVame as tightly as practi-

cable, an adhesion of the slide took place first to one stri]i and tiien to the other, and

a sort of undulatory or vernncular ])rogression resulted, 'i'he aiuount of deviation

from a rectilinear motion, though small, was enough lo injmc the photographs.

At this stage of the investigation the regiment of vohniteers to which I belonged

was called into active service, and I spent several nuintiis iu ^'irginia.

My Ijrother, !Mr. Daniel Draper, to whose mechanical ingenuity I have on several

occasions been indebted for assistance in the manifold difficidties that have arisen

Avhile constructing this telescope, continued these experiments at intervals. He
presented me on my return with a slide and sand-clock, A\ith ^\hich some excellent

photographs have been taken. He had found that miless the slide above mentioned

was made ungovernably long, the same trouble contiiuied. He then ceased catch-

ing the sliding frame h. Fig. 32, by two opposite sides, and made it run along a

single steel rod a, being attached by means of two perforated plates of brass h, //.

The cord v- going to the sand-clock, was applied so as to pull as nearly as possible in

the direction of the rod. A piece of cork c, gave the Avhole steadiness, and yet
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Fig. 32.

softness of motion. Tho lower end of the frame was prevented from swinging back

vnd forward by a ntviA \m\ d, which phiyed along the glass rod e. All these ])arts

were attached to a frame /.', fitting on the eyepiece

hiildcr, and pcriiiitting tli(- rod <i^ to change from

the liori/.ontal jxisitioii in which it is here- drawn, to

any angular one desired. Tlie thuiid)-screw/' re-

tained it in place; ij and (/' are pulleys which per-

mit the cord to change direction.

Subsetpieutly, a better method of examining the

uniformity of the rate, than l)y noticing the sharp-

n(>ss of the ])hotograph produced, was invented. It

consists in arranging a hxed microscope, magnify-

ing about 40 times, at the hack of the ground glass

plate, whicji fits in the same slide as the sensitive

plate. By watching the graiuilated appearance

pass before the eye, as the slide is moved by the

clock, the slightest variation from uniformity, any pulsatile or jerking movement is

rendered visil)l(>. By the aid of tliis microscopic exaggeration, it was seen that

occasionally, when there had been considerable changes in temperature, the steadi-

ness of the motion varied. Tliis was traced to the irregular slipping of 6, b'.

A different arrangement was then ado])t(^d, by which a lunar crater can be

kept bisected as long as is necessary, and \\ liich gives origin to no irregularities, but

pursues a steady course. The principle is, not to allow a slipping friction anywhere,

but to substitute rolling friction, ni)()n wheels turning on points at the ends of their

axles. The following wood-cut is half the real size of this arrangement.

Slidins' Plate-holder.

Fig. 33.

Frictionless Slide (front view). Sectional view.
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A ^lass rod (/, a\ Fig. 33, is sustained by two wheels />. h' , and kept in contact

with them by a tliird friction roller c, pressed downward by a spring. This rod

carries a circnlar frame (7, </', upon which at e,i',e", are three gla.ss holders and

platinum catches. A spring / holds the sensitive plate in ])osition, by pressing

against its back. The circular frame d is kept in one plane by a fourth friction

roller 7, which runs on a glass rod //, and is kept against it by the inward pressure

of the overhanging frame d. The cord i is attached to the arm /.-, and pulls in the

direction of tlie glass rod a. From m to a fixed point near h, a stri)) of elastic India-

rubber is stretched, to keep the cord tight. The ring of brass //, n' carries the

whole, serving as a basis for the stationary parts, and in its turn being fostened to

the eyepiece holder, so as to allow the glass rod a to change direction, and be

brouo-ht into coincidence with the apparent path of the moon. At o is a tlauul)-

screw or clamp Through the ring rt, n', a groove^* is cut, into which a piece of

yellow glass may be placed, when the actinic rays are to be shut off from the plate.

Since this contrivance has been completed, all the previous difficulties have

vanished. The moving of a plate can be accomplished with such precision, that

when the atmosphere was steady, negatives were taken which have been enlarged

to three feet in diameter.

Tlie length of time that such a slide can be made to run is indefinite, depending

in my case on the size of the diagonal flat mirror, and aperture of the eyepiece

holder. 1 can follow the moon for nearly four minutes, but liave never retpured

to do so for more than fifty seconds. .\t the montli of the instrument, where no

secondarv mirror is necessary, the time of running could be increased.

The setting of the frictionless slide in angular position is accom])lished as follows :

A groimd glass ])late is put into it, with the ground face toward the mirror. ITpon

this face a black line must have been traced, precisely parallel to the ^d n. 'I'liis

mav be accomplished by firmly fixing a pencil point against the grotuid side, and

then (h-awing tlie frame d and glass past it, while the rest of the slide is held fast.

As tlie moon passes across tlie field, the ])osition of the apparatus must be changed,

rmtil one of the craters runs along the line from end to t'lid. A cross line ilrawn

perpendicular to the other, serves to adjust the rate of the clepsydra as Ave shall

see, and A\hen a crater is kept steadily on tlie intersection for twice or three times

the time demanded to secure an impression, the adjustment may be regarded as

complete.

It is necessary of course to expose the sensiti^'e plate soon after, or the apparent

path of the moon will have changed direction, unless indeed the slide is set to suit

a future moment.

b. The Clepsydra.

My prime mover was a weight supported by a column of sand, which, when the

sand was allowed to run out through a variable orifice below, could be made to

descend with any desired velocity and yet Avith vmiformity. In addition, by these

means an unlimited power could be brouglit to bear, depending on the size of the

weight. Previously it was proposed to use water, and compensate for the decrease

in flow, as the colunm shortened, by a conical vessel ; but it was soon perceived that
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Fig. 34.

as pach drop of water escaped from the fuiniel-sliaped vessel, only a c-orrespondiiifr
weio-lit would be brou-ht into play. This is not the ease- with" sand, for in this
nistance every grain that passes out causes tjie whole weight that is sui)porte(l by
the column to come into action. In the former instance a movement consisting of
a series of periods of rest and periods of motion occurs, because power has to accu-
mulate by floating weight lagging behind the descending water, and then suddenly
overtaking it. In the latter case, on the contrary, there is a regular descent, all

minor resistances in the slide being overcome by the steady application of the whole
mass of the weight.

When these advantages in the flow of sand we>re ascertained, all tln^ other ])rime
movers were abandoned. Mercury-clocks, on the principle of the hydrostatic para-
dox, air-clocks, &c., in great variety, had be(m constructed.

The sand-clock consisted of a tul)e a (Fig. ;U), eighteen inches long and one and
a half in diameter, nearly tilled with sand that had been raised to a bright red heat
and sifted. Upon the top of the sand a leaden

weight b was placed. At the bottom of the

tube a peculiar stopcock, seen at (2) enlarged,

regulated the flow, the amount passing depend-

ing on tlie size of the aperture <L This stop

cock consisted of two thin plates, fixed at one

end and free at the other. The one marked c

is the adjusting lever, and its aperture mo^es

past tliat in the plate //. The lever/ serves to

turn the sand off altogether, Avithont disturbing

the size of the other aperture, which, once set

to the moon's rate, varies but slightly in short

times. A movable co\"er Ii, perforated to allow

the cord / to pass throiigh, closed the top, wliile PijM~[il

the v(>ssel /, retained the escaped sand, which at \ *|i

suitable times was returned into the tube ;(, the

weight h being temporarily lifted out. From
the clock the cord / comramiicated motion to

the frictionless slide, as shown in Fig. 33. This cord should be as inelastic as

possible, consistent with pliability, and well Avaxed.

One who has not investigated the matter would naturally suppose that the flow

of sand in such a hmg tube would be much quicker when the tube was full tlcni

wlu'U nearly empty, and that certainly that result woiUd occur when a heavv A\-eight

was put on the shifting mass. But in neither case have 1 been able to detect the

slightest variation, for, althougii by shaking the tube a diminution of the space

occupied by the sand may be caused, yet no increase of weight tried could accom-

plish the same reduction. 'I'iu-se peculiarities seem to result from the sand urcliiug

as it were across the vessel, like shot in a narrow tube, and only yielding when the

under supports are removed. In blasting, a heavy charge of gunpowder can be

retained at the bottom of a hole, and made to split large masses of rock, by filling

the rest of the hole with (h\ sand.

The Sand-Clock.
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I believe tliat no prime mover is more suitable than a sand-clock for purposes

where steady motion and a laro;e amount of power are demanded. The simplicity,

for instance, of a heliostat on this plan, the large size it might assvune, and its

small cost, would be great recommendations. In tlit^se respects its advantages over

wheelwork are very apparent. The precision with A\liich such a sand-clock goes

may be appreciated when it is stated, that under a power of 300 a lunar crater can

be kept bisected for manj' times the period re([nir(Hl to ])hotograpli it. To secure

the greatest accuracy in tlu; rate of a sand-clock, some precautions must be taken.

The tube should be free from dents, of uniform diameter, and very smooth or

polished inside. Water must not be permitted to find access to the sand, and

hygrometric varieties of that substance should be avoided, or their salts washed out.

The sand should be burned to destroy organic matter, and so sifted as to retain

grains nearly equal in size. 'J'lu; weight, which may b{> of lead, must be turned so

as to go easily down tlie tube, and must be co\cred witli writing paper or some

other hard and smooth materials to a\()id tlie jironeness to adhesion of sand. A
long bottle filled witli mercury answers well as a substitute.

I have used in such clocks certain metallic ])reparations : Fine shot, on account

of its equality of size, might do for a very large clock with a considerable opening

below, but is unsuitable for a tulx' of the size stated above. Tliere is, however,

a method by which lead can l)e reduced to a divided condition, like fine gunpowder,

when it may re])lace tlu' sand. If that metal is melted with a little antimony, and

while cooling is shaken in a box containing some ])lnmbago, it breaks up at the

instant of solidifying into a fine ])owder, which is altout five times as heavy as sand.

If after being sifted to select tlie grains of ])roi)er size, it is allowed to run through

a small hole, the flow is seen to be entirely different from that of sand, looking as

if a Avire or solid rod were descending, and not an aggregation of particles. It is

probable, therefore, that it would chj better than sand for this purpose. I have not,

however, given it a fair trial, because just at the time when the experiments with the

sand-clock had reached this point, I determined to try a clei)sydra as a prime mover.

The reason which led to this change was that it was observed on a certain occa-

sion when the atmosphere was steady, that the ])hotogra])hs did not correspond in

sharpness, being hi fact no better than on other nigiits when there Avas a consider-

able flickering motion in the air. A fintlier investigation showed that in these

columns of sand there is apt to he a minute \ibrating movement. At the ])late-

holder above this is converted into a series of arrests and advances. On some
occasions, however, these slight deviations from continuous motion are entirely

absent, and generally, indeed, they cannot be seen, if the parts of the image seem
to vibrate on account of currents in the air. By the aid of the microscopic exag-

geration described on a former page—which was subse([uently put in practice

—

they may be observed easily, if present.

When the negative produced at the focus of the great mirror is intended to be

enlarged to two feet or more in size, these movements injure it sensibly. A variety

of expedients was resorted to in order to avoid them, but none ])roved on all

occasions successful.

It is obvious that in a water-clock, where the mobility of the Hiiid is so Tnuch
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greater than that of solid grains, tliis difKcuhj would not arise. The following

contrivance in which the fault of the ordinary clepsydra, in varying rate of flow as

the colnmn shortens, is avoided, was next made. With it the best results are

attainable, and it seems to be practically perfect.

The Clepsydra.

It consists of a cylinder a, in which a piston h moves watertight. At the top of

the piston rod is a leaden five-poxmd weiglit c, from which the cord i goes to the

sliding platcholdcr </. 'Vhv lower end of the cylinder terminates in a stopcock (/,

the handle of which carries a strong index rod e, moving on a lUvided arc. At /
a tube with a stopcock is attached. Below, a vessel h receives the waste fluid.

In using the clepsydra the stopcock of ./' is opened, and the piston being pulled

upwards, the cylinder fills with water from Ii. The stopcock is tlien closetl, and if

,1 also is slmt, the weiglit will remain motionless. The string I is next connected

with the slide, and the telescope turned on the mooii. As soon as the slide is

adjusted in angular position (page 36) the stopcock d is opened, until the weight c

moves downwards, at a rate that matches the moon's apparent motion.

In order to facilitate the rating of the clepsydra, the index rod e is pressed l)y a

spring h (2), against an excentric /. As the excentric is turned round, the stojicock

d is of course opened, with great precision and delicacy. The plug of this stop

cock (3) is not perforated by a round hole, but has a slit. This causes equal move-
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ments in the rod f, to produce e(|ual changes in the flow. Tlie rating requires

consequently only a few moments.

The object of the side tube /is to avoid disturl)ing </ when it beconles necessary

to refill the cylindcn-, for when it is once opem^d to the right degree, it hardly

requires to l)e touched again during a night's work. In ordcn- to arn^st the down-

ward motion of tlu' piston at any point, a cLuup screws on the piston rod, and can

be brought into contact witli the cyUnder head, as hi the figure.

That this instrument sliould operate in tlie b(>st manner, it is essential to have

the interior of the brass cylinder polished from end to I'ud, and of uniform diameter.

If any irregularity shoidd be percei\ed in the rate of going, it can be cured com-

pletely by taking out the piston, impregnating its leatlier stuffing with fine rotten

stone and oil, and then rubbing it up and down for five nunutes in the cylinder, so

as to restore the polish. The piston and cylinder nuist of course be wiped, and

regreased with a mixture of beeswax and olive oil (cMpial i)arts) after such an

operation. In replacing the piston, the cylinder nnist be first filled with water, to

avoid the presence of air, which woidd act as a spring.

Although it may be objected that this contrivance seems to be very troublesome^

to use, yet that is not the case in practice. Even if it Avere, it so far siirpasses any

prime mover that I have seen, where the utmost accuracy is needeil, tliat it would

be well worth employing.

c. The S'lm Camera.

In taking ))liotographs of the sun with tlie full aperture of tliis telescope, no

driving meclianism is necessary. ( )u the contrary, th(" difficidty is rather to arrange

the apparatus so tluit an exposure short enough may be given to the sensitive plate,

and solarization of the picture avoicU-d. It is not desirable to rtnluce the aperture,

for then the separating power is lessened. Tlie time reciuired to oljtain a negative

is a very small fraction of a second, f(U' the wa\y appearance produced by atmos-

pheric disturbance is not luifreiiuently observed sharply defined in the photograph,

though these aerial motions are so rapid that they can scarcely be counted. Some

kind of shutter that can admit and cut off the solar image with great quickness is

therefore necessary.

in front of an ordinary camera rr, Fig. 36, attached to the eyepiece holder of the

telescope, and from wliich tlie lenses have been remoxcd, a spring shutter is fixed.

It consists of a quadrant of thin wood />, fastened by its right
Fig. 36. '

. .

angle to one corner of the camera. Over the hole in this

([uadrant a plate of tin d can be adjusted, and held in position

by a screw moving in a slot so as to reduce the hole if desired

to a mere slit. It may vary from Ig inch to less than J^ of

an inch. The quadrant is drawn downwards by an India-

rul)ber spring g, 1 inch wide, | of an inch thick, and 8 inches

long. This spring is stretched when in action to about 12
The Spring Shutter.

inches, aud wheu released draws the slit past the aperture c in

the camera. Two nicks in the edge of the quadrant serve with the assistance of a

pin e, which can easily be dra^vn out by a lever (not shown in the cut), to confine
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the slit either opposite to or al)ove c. A cntcli at /" prevents tlie shutter recoiling.

The sensitive plate is put inside the box as usual in a plate-holder. When a photo-

graph is taken, the spring shutter is drawn up so that the lower nick in the edge

of the quadrant is enten^d by the pin r, and the inside of tlie camera obscured.

The front slide of the platehdlder is then removed in the usual manner, and the

solar image being brought into proper position by the aid of the telescope finder,

the trigger retaining e is touched, the shutter tlies past c, and the sensitive plate may
then be removed to be developed.

To avoid the very short (wposure needed when a silvered mirror of 188 square^

inches of surface is used, 1 liave taken many solar photographs with an unsilvered

mirror, which only reflects according to Bouguer 2| per cent, of the light falling

upon it, and should permit an exposure 37 times as long as the silvered mirror.

This is the first time that a plain glass mirror has been used for such a purpose,

although Sir John Herschel suggested it for observation many years ago. Ikit

eventually this application of the unsilvered mirror had to be abandoned. It has,

it is true, the advantage of reducing the light and heat, but I found that the moment

the glass was exposed to tlie Sun, it connnenced to change in figure, and alter in

focal length. This latter difficulty, which sometimes amounts to half an inch,

renders it well nigh impossible to find the focal plane, and retain it while taking

out the ground glass, and putting in the seiisitive plate. If the glass were supported

by a ring around the edge, and the back left more freely exposed to the air, the

difficulty would be lessened but not avoided, for a glass mirror can be raised to 120°

F. on a hot day b) putting it in the sunshine, though only resting on a few points.

Other means of reducing the light and heat, depending on the same principle, can

however be used. By replacing the silvered diagonal mirror with a black glass or

plain unsilvered surface, as suggested by Nasmyth, the trouble^ sensibly disappears.

I have in this way secured not only macute and their penumbrse, but also have

obtained faculpc almost invisible to observation. On some occasions, too, the precipi-

tate-like or minute flocculent appearance on the Sun's disk was perceptible.

It seems, however, that the b(^st means of acquiring fine results with solar photo-

graphy, would be to use the telescope as a Cassegranian, and produce an image so

much enlarged, that the exposure would not ha\e to be conducted with such rapidity.

Magnifying the image by an (nepiece would in a general way have the same result,

but in that case the photograpliic ad\antages of the reflector would be lost, and it

would be no better than an acliromatic.

§ 4. THE OBSERVATORY.

This section is divided into </, The Building ; />, The Dome ; and c. The Observer's

Chair.

a. The, Bidlding.

The Observatory is on the; to]) of a hill, 225 feet above low water mark, and is

in Latitiule 40° 59' 25" north, and Longitude 73° 52' 25" west from (in>enwich,

according to the determinations of the (^oast Survey. It is near the village of

Hastings-upon-lludson, and is about 20 miles iiortli of the city of New York. The
6 July, 1864.
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surroundino- country on the banks of the Xortli River is occupied hy country seats,
^ ....

on tlic slopes and summits of ridges of low hills, and no otiensive numutaetones

Fig. 37.

N--i^^

Dr. Draper's Observatory.

vitiate the atmosphere with smoke. Our grounds are sufficiently extensive to exclude

the near passages of vehicles, and to avoid tremor and other annoyances.

An uninterrupted horizon is connuanded in every direction, except wliere trees

near the dwelling house cut off a few degrees toward th(> southwest. The advantages

of the location arc very great, and often wlun tlu' \alleys roiuid are filled with

foggy exhalations, there is a clear sky over tlie Observatory, the mist flowing down
like a great stream, and losing itself in the chasm through which the Hudson here

passes.

The foundation and lower story of tlic building are excavated out of tlie solid

granite, which appears at the edge of tlu' liill. This arrangement was intended to

keep the lower story cool, and avoid, in the case of tlu' luetal retlector, sudden

changes of temperature. The eastern side of the lower story, howe\er, projects

over the brow of the hill, and is therefore freely exposed to tlu^ air. furnishing, when
desired, both access and thorough ventilation through the door. The second story

or superstructure is of wood, lined inside with lioards like the story below. They
serve to inclose in both cases a non-conducting sheet of air.

The inside dimensions of both stories taken tog(>ther are IT^ feet s(piar(% and 22

feet high, to the apex of the dome. This space is unnecessarily large for the tele
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scope, which only requires a cylinder 13 feet in diameter and 13 feet high. A gene-
ral idea of the internal arrangemeHt is jvained ironi Fig. 28. In Fig. 38, a a' is the

Fig. 38.

Plan of Observatory (upper floor).

floor ot the gallery, h // //' the circuliir npertur(> in which tlu^ telescope c c' turns.

The staircase is indicated by (/. The Enlarger, § 6, rests on the shelf f, the helios-

tat being outside at/ Tlie door going into the photographic room is at //, h h' are

tables, / the water tank, /• the tap and snd<, / the stove, m a heliostat shelf, // tlie

door, n the window.

Th(> building is kept ventilated by opening the door in the lower ])art, anil the

dome shutter, seen in Fig. 37, for some time before using the instrument. On a sum-
mer day the ni)]>er parts, aiul esp(>cially those close under the dome, become without
this precaution \ery hot, and this occurred even before the tin roof Avas painted.

Bright tinplate seems not to be able to reflect by any means all th(> heat that falls

upon it, but will become so warm in July that rosin will melt on it, and insects which
have lighted in a few moments dry up, and soon become i)ul\iri/al>le. A knowledije
of these facts led to the abandonment of wooden sheathing niub'r tlie tin, for without
it when night comes on the accumulated heat radiates away rai)i(ilv, and ceases to

cause aerial currents near the telesco])e.

The interior of the l)nilding is i)ainted an<l wainscoted, and the roof is orna.

mented partly in hiui' and oak. and |)artly with ])auels of tulip-tree wood.
'I'here are only twd windows, and tliey an; near the southern angles of the roof.

^Vhile they admit sunshine on some occasions, they can on oflu-rs be closed, and
tlu^ interior l)e reduced to darkness. In the southeast corner a small openiu'' t
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may allow a solar beam three inches in diameter to come in from a heliostat outside.

The greatest f;icilities are thus presented for optical and photographical experiments,

for in the latter case the whole room can be used as a camera obscura.

b. The Dome.

The roof of the observatory is 20 feet s(|uar('. The angles are filled in solid, and

a circular space 15 feet in diameter is left to be covered by the revolving dome.

Although such a construction is architecturally weak and liable to lose its level, yet

the great advantages of luiAing the building below square, and the usefulness of

the corners, determined its adoption, the disadvantages being overcome by a very

light dome.

The dome is 16 feet in outside dinmeter, and rises to a height of 5 feet above its

base. It is, therefore, much Hatter tb;ni usual, in fact, might have been absolutely

flat, Avitli this method of mounting. It would then have been liable, however, to

be crushed in by the deep winter snows.

It consists of 32 ribs, arcs of a circle, uniting at a common centre above. Each

one is formed of two pieces (if thin whitew'ood, ?*, Fig. 39, fastened side by side,

with the best arrangements of the grain for strength. Tlu^y are three inches wide

and one inch thick at the lower end, and taper gradually to 'l\ by 1

.

O^er tlu^se ril)s tinplate is luid in triangular strips or gores, about IS inches wide

at tlie base, and 10 feet long. Where the adjacent triangles of tin n n' meet, they

are not soldered, but are bent together. Tin's aUowsa certain

amount of contraction and expansion, and is water-])roof. It

strengthens the roof so much, that if the ribs below were taken

away, this corrugated though thin dome would ])rol)ably

sust;iin itself. 'I'he tin is fastened to the dome ribs /> by

extra pieces c inserted in the joint and (loul)led with the

other ])arts, while Ixdow they are nailed to the ril)s. In the

ftgure the tin is represented very much thicker tlian it is in

reality.

'I'his dome, although it has 250 square feet of surface, only

weighs 250 pounds. That at the Cam])ridge (Massachusetts)

Observatory, 293 fi'ct in diam(^t(n', weighs 28,000 pounds.

The slit or opening is nuich shorter than usual, only extending Iwilf way from

the base towards the summit. It is in reality ;in inclined window, 22 feet wide at

the bottom, 1| wide at the top, and 4 feet long. It is closed l)y a shigle shutter,

as seen in Fig. 37, and this when opened is sustained in position by an iron rod

furnished with a hinge at one end and a hook at the other.

The principal peculiarity of the dome, the means by whicli it is rotated, r(>mains

to be described. Usually in sucli structiu-es rollers or cannon balls are placed at

intervals under the edge, and by means of rack work, a motion of revolution is

slowly accomplished. Here, on the contrary, the whole dome I h' h" (Fig. 40) is

supported on an arch li li' h", carrying an axis a at its centre, around which a slight

direct force, a pull with a single finger, will cause movement, and by a sudden push

even a (piarter of an entire n'\olution may be accomplished. It is desirable, how-

Fig. 39.

' ',-M:.„„^^,/X!S7r/f.

tr J

/^•-v,

.Toiiits in Tin of I-)t)nie
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ever, to let it rest on the edge h h", when not in nse. At r there is an iron catch

on the arch, bywhicli tlie lever e, that raises the dome, is licld down. The fulcrum

Fig. 40.

rig. 41.

'I'lie Dome Arch.

is at d. The lever is hingt'd near c, so that when by being depressed it should have

come in the way of the telescope below, the lower lialf // can be pushed up, the

part from c toward d still holding the dome supported.

The arch can be set across tlie observatory in any direction, north and south, east

and west, or at any intermediate position, because tlie alintments \\licre tlw ends

rest, are formed by a ring / /' /", fastened round the circular aperture, through the

stationary part of the roof

AVhen the teh^scope is not in use, and the dome is let down, so tluit there is no

longer an interval of a quarter of an inch between it and the rest of the roof, it

is confined inside by four clamps and wedges. Otherwise, owing to its lightness, it

would be liable to be blown away. These clamps «,

Fig. 41, are three sides of a square, made of iron one

inch square. They catcli above by a ])oint in the

wooden basis-circle of the dome /*, and below are

tightened by the wedg(^ r.

When the dome is raised it is prevented from moving

laterally and sliding off by three rollers, one of which

is seen at _/', Fig. 40. These catch against its inner edge,

and only allow slight play. At first it was thouglit ne-

cessary to have a subsidiary half arch at right angles to

the other to hold it up, but that is now removed.

All the parts work very satisfactorily, and owing to

the care taken to get the roof-circle and basis-circle fiat and level, no leakage takes

place at the joint, and even snow driven by high Avinds is unable to enter.

c. TJie Observer's Chair.

This is not a chair in the common acceptation of the word, but is rather a movable

])latform three feet s([uare, cai)able of carrying two or more persons round the

obser\ atory, and maintaining tliem in an invariabk- position with regard to the tele-

scope eyepiece.

A Dome Clamp.
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Its general arrangement is better comprehended from the sketch, Fig. 4"2. tlian

from a labored description. Below, it runs on a pair of wheels a (one oidy is

Fig. 42.

The Observer's Chair.

visible) 9 inches in diameter, whose axles point to the centre of the circle upon

which they run. They are pre^ented from shifting outwards by a wooden railroad

h, b', and inwards by the paling /, /'. Above, the chair moves on a pair of small

rollers c, which press against a circular strip or track (/, il', nailed around the lower

edge of the dome opening. Access to the platform is gained by the steps e, e'

.

Attached to the railing of tliis platform, aiul near it on tlie telescope, are two

tables (not shown in the figure) for eyepieces, the sliding plateholder. l^c.

§ 5. THE PHOTOGRAPHIC LABORATORY.

This section is divided into a. Description of the Apartment ; and 6, Piiotographic

Processes.

a. Description of ihe Ajjartment.

The room in which the photographical operations are carried on, adjoins and

connects Avitli the observatory on the southeast, as is shown in Figs. 28 and 38.

It is 9 by 10 feet inside, and is supplied with sheh-es and tables running nearly all the

way round, which have upon them the principal chemical reagents. It is furni.shed,

too, with an opening to admit, from a lieliostat outside, a solar beam of any size, up
to three inches in diameter.

The supply of water is derived from rain falling on the roof of the building, and
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nmnins into a tank /, Fig. 38, which will contain a ton weight. The roof exposes
a .surface of 582 sciuare feet, and consequently a fall of rain equal to one inch in

depth, completely liUs the tank. During the course of tlu- year the fall at tliis place

is about :32 inc-hes, so that tlieri^ is always an abuufUmce. In order to keep the

water free from contamination, tlie roof is painted with a ground mineral coin])()iind,

which hardens to a stony cf)nsistence, and resists atmospheric influences well. 'I'lic

tank is IuuhI with lead, but luiving lieen in use for many years for other piu-poses, is

thoroughly coated inside with various salts of lead, sulpliates, &c. In addition the

precaution is taken of emptying the tank by a large stopcock when a rainstorm is

approaching, so that any accumulation of organic matter, which can reduce nitrate

of siher, may be avoided. It has not been found feasible to use the well or spring

water of the vicinity.

The tank is placed close under the eaves of the bnikUng, so as to gain as much
liead of water as is desirable. From near its bottom a pipe terminating in a stop-

cock /., Fig. 38, passes into the Laboratory. In the nortlieast corner of the room,

and under the tap is a sink for refuse water and solutions, and over which the

negati\( s are developed. It is on an average about twelve feet distant from the

teles(H)pe. In another corner of the room is a stove, resembling in construction an

open fireplace, but sufficient nevertheless to raise the temperature to 80° F. or higher,

if necessary. As a pro\ision against heat in sunnner, the walls and roof are double,

and a free space with numerous openings above is left for circulation of air, draAvn

from the foundations. Tlie roof is of tinplate, fastened directly to the rafters, with-

out sheathing, in order that heat may not accumulate to such an extent during the

day as to constitute a source of disturliance when looking across it at night.

For containing negatives, wliicli from being unvarnished require particular care,

there is at one side of the room a case with twenty sliallow drawers each to hold

eighteen. They accumulate very rapidly, and were it not for frequent reselections

the case would soon be filled. On some nights as many as seventeen negatives have

been taken, most of which were worthy of preservation. Not less than 1500 were

made in 1862 and '63.

b. Pliotogi-aphic Processes.

In photographic manipulations I have had the advantage of my father's long

continu(>d experience. He worked for many years with bromide and chloride of

silver in his photo-chemical researches (Journal of the Franklin Institute, 1837),

and when Daguerre's beautiful process was published, was the first to ajjply it to

the taking of portraits (Phil. Mag., June, 1840) in 1830; the most inqxirtant of all

the applications of the art. iSubse([uently he made ])hotogra])hs of the intertercMue

spectrum, and ascertained the existence of great grou])s of lines J/, ^V, O, P, above

H, and totally invisible to the naked eye (Phil. Mag., May, 1843). The importance

of these results, and of the study of the structurr' of iiames containing various

elementary bodies, that he made at the sam(> time, are only noAV exciting the

interest they deserve.

In 1850, wluni his work on Physiology was in [)reparation, and the numerous

illustrations had to be i)ro(luced, I learnt microscopic photography, and soon after
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prep.ired the materials for the rnllorlioii process, then recently invented by Scott

Archer. We produced in 1856 many photographs under a power of 700 diameters,

by the means described in the next section.

At first the usual processes for portrait photography were applied to taking the

Moon. But it was soon found necessary to abandon these and adopt others. ^\'hen

a collodion negative has to be enlarged—and this is always the case in lunar photo-

graphy, wher(^ the original picture is taken at the focus of an object glass or mirror

—imperfections invisible to the naked eye assume an importance Avhich c-auses the

rejection of many otherwise excellent pictures. Some of these imperfections are

pinholes, coarseness of granulation in the reduced silver, liability to stains and mark-

ings, spots produced by dust.

These were all avoided by washing off the free nitrate of silver from the sensitive

plate, before exposing it to the liglit, and again submitting it to the action of water,

and dipping it back into the nitrate of silver bath before developing. Tlu' cjuantity

of nitrate of silver necessary to dev(^lopment when pyrogalli<- acid is used, is how-

ever better procured by mixing a small quantity of a standard solution of that salt

with the acid.

The operation of taking a lunar negative is as follows. The glass plates 2j x 'ij,

inches are k(^pt in nitric acid and water until wanti'd. They are tlien washed under

a tap, benig well rublx^d witli the fing(>rs, which ha\c of course; been properly cleaned.

They are wiped with a towel kept for the purpose. Next a few drops of iodized

collodion are poured on each side, and spread with a piece of cotton ilainiel. L'liey

are then polished with a large piece of this flannel, and deposited in a close dry

plate box. This system of cknuiing with collodion was suggested by INlnjor llussel,

to whose skilful experiments photography is indebted for tlie taniun })rocess. It

certainly is most effective, the drying pyroxyline removing every injurious impurity.

There is never any trouble from dirty plates.

The stock of plates for tiie night's work, a dozen or so, being thus prepared, one

of them is tak(m, and by movement through the air is freed from fibres of cotton.

It is then coated with filtered collodion 1)eing held near the damp sink. The coated

plate, when .sufficiently dry, is immersed in a 40 grain nitrate of sil\cr bath, acidified

with nitric acid until it reddens litmus papcn'. The exact amount of acid in tlie bath

makes in this "Washed Plate Process" Imt little dift'ercnce. When the iodide and

bromide of silver are thoroughly formed the plate is removed, drained for a moment,

and then held under the tap till all greasiiiess, as it is called, disappears. Both front

and back receive the current in turn.

It is then exposed, being carried on a little wooden stand. Fig. 43, covered with

filtering paper to tlie teh^scope, and deposited on the sliding plateholder whicli has

been set to the direction and rate of the moon, while the plate was in the ]:)ath.

The time of exposure is ascertained by counting the beats of a half-second pen-

dnlum.

The method by which exposure without causing tremor is accomplish(>d, is as

follows: A yellow glass slides through the eyepiece-holder, Fig. 33, just in front

of the sensitive plate, and is put in before the plate. The yellow-colored moon is

centred on the collodion film, and the clepsydra and slide are set in motion, the
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Fii;. 44.

mass of the telescope being at rest. A pasteboard screen is put in front of the

t('lpsfop(% and the yellow glass taken out. After 20 s(>couds th(^ instrunuMit re-

nuiining still untouched and motionless, the screen is withdrawn, and

as many seconds allowed to (;lapse as desir;d)l('. 'I'lie screen is then

replaced and the plate talvcn l);ick to the pliotognipliic room.

After b(Mng again put under the ta]) to remove any dust or im])urity, it

is dipped into the nitrate bath for a few s(>conds. 'l\vo driiclmis of a solu-

tion of protosulphate of iron 20 grains, acetic acid 1 draclini. ;ind water

1 ounce, is poured on it. As soon as tlie iiungc- is fairly visil)le tbis is

washed otf, and the developnunit contiiuu'd if necessary with a weak mate Carrier,

solution of pyrogallic acid and citro-nitrate of silver—pyrogallic and

citric acids eacli ! grahi, nitrate of silver -,i„ grain, water 1 drachm. In order to

measure these small ([uantities standard solutions of the sul)stances are made, so

that two drops of each contain tlie desir(>d amount. 'I'liey are kept in

bottles, through the corks of wliich pipettes descend to just below the

level of the li([uid. This avoids all necessity of tiltering, and yet no

blemish(>s are produced by particles of floating matter.

During the earlier j)art of tbe dcAclopment. when tbe protosulphate

of iron is on the film, an accurate judgment can be formed as to the pro-

per length of time for the exposiu'e in the telescop(\ If the image

appears hi 10 seconds, it will acquire an appropriate density for enlarge-

ment in 45 seconds, and will liave the minimum of wbat is called pipette Bouie.

fogging and the smallest granulations. If it takes longer to make its

first ap])earance the exjxisure must be lengthened, and vice versa.

The latter part of th(> de\(dopment, when re-(Uw elopmenl- is practised, is purposely

made slow, so that the gradation of tones may be \aried by clumging the propor-

tion of the ingredients. As it would lie tiresome and un-

cleanly to hold the plates in the hand, a simple stand is used

to keep them level. It consists of a piece of thin wood ((,

Fig. 45, with an ordinary wood screw, as at A, going througli

each corner. Four wooden i>e,gs, as at c, furnisli a su])p(nl

for the plate d. By the aid of this contrivance and the

washing system, I seldom get my fingers marked, and what is much nH)re important,

rarely stain a picture.

When the degree of intensity most suitable for subsequent enlargement is reached,

that is, when the ]>i(tnre is like an overdone positive, the plate is again flooded with

water, treated witli cyanide of jjotassium or hyposu]])hite of soda, once more

washed and set upon an angle on filtering i)aper to drj . It is next nun-ning iabelk-d,

and put away unvarnished in the case.

To the remark that this process implies a great deal of extra trouble, it can only

be replied that more negatives can be taken on each night than can be ke])t. and tliat,

even were it not so, one good ])i(tture is worth more than any nnnd)er of bad ones.

Although the above is the metlioil at ])resent, adopted, and by which excellent

residts have been obtained, it may at any moment gi\(' i)lace to some other, and is

iudeed'bi'ing continually modified. The defects it presents are two—first, the time

7 July, 1804.

Fig. 45.

Developing Stand.
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of exposure is too long, and second, there is a certain amount of lateral diffusion

in the tliickuess of the tilm, and in consequence a degree of sharpness inferior to

that of the image produced hy the parabolic mirror. The shortest time in wliicli

the moon has been taken in this observatory has been one-third of a second, on tlie

twenty-first day, but on that occasion the sky was singularly clear, and the intrinsic

splendor of the light great. The full moon under the same circumstances would

have required a much shorter exposure. A person, however, avIki lias i)ut his eye

at the focus of such a silvered mirror will not be surprised at the shortness of the

time needed for impressing the bromo-iodide tilm ; tlie brilliancy is so great that it

impairs vision, and for a long time the exposed eve fails to distinguish any moder-

ately illuminated object. The light from 188 square inches of an almost total

reflecting surface is condensed upon 2 square inches of sensitive plate.

Occasionally a condition of the sky, the reverse of that mentioned above, occurs.

The moon assumes a pale yellow color, and wiU continue to be of that non-actinic

tint for a month or six weeks. This phenomenon is not confined to special localities,

but may extend over great tracts of country. In August, 1862, when our regiment

was encamped in Virginia, at Harper's Ferry, the atmosphere was in this condition

there, and was also similarly affected at the observatory, more than 200 miles dis-

tant. As to the cause, it was not forest or prairie fires, for none of them of suffi-

ci(!ut magnitude and duration occurred, but was proliably dust in a state of minute

division. No continued rain fell for several weeks, and the clay of the \'irginia roads

wi)s turned into a tine jxiwder for a depth of many indies. Tlie fijiper Potomac

river was so low that it could be crossed dry-sliod. On a sid)sequeiit occasion when

the same state of things occurn^d again, 1 exposed a series of plates (whose sensi-

tiveness was not less than usual, as was proved by a standard artificial flame) to the

image of the full moon in the lo^ inch reficcto.r for 20 seconds, and yet obtained

only a moderately intense picture. Tliis was 40 times as long as common.

Upon all ])]iotographic pictures of celestial objc^cts the intluence of the atmosphere

is seen, being sometimes greater and sometimes less. To obtain the best impres-

sions, just as steady a night is necessary as for critical observations. If the image

of Jupiter is allowed to pass across a sensitive plate, a streak almost as wide as the

planet is left. It is easily seen not to be continuous, as it would have been were

there no atmospheric disturbances, but composed of a set of partially isolated images.

Besides this planet, I have also taken impressions of Venus, Mars, double stars, &c.

An attempt has been ma(U' to overcome lateral diffusion in the thickness of the

film by the use of dry collodion plates, more particularly those of Major Russel and

Ur. Hill Norris. These present, it is true, a fine and very thin film (hiring exposure,

but while developing are so changed by wetting in their meclianical condition that

no advantage has resulted. It was while trying them, that I ascertamed the great

control that hot water exercises over the rapidity of development, and time of expo-

sure, owing partly no doubt to increase of permeability in the coUodion film, but

also partly to the fact that chemical decompositions go on more rapidly at higher

temperatures. I have attempted in vain to develop a tannin plate Avhen it and the

solutions used were at 32° F., and this though it had had a hundred times the exposure

to light that was demanded when the plate was kept at 140° F. by warm water.
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Protochloride of palladium, which T introduced in 1859, is frequently employed

when it is desired to increase the intensity of a nejj;ative without alterinjij its thick-

ness. This suhstance will augment the opacity 1(5 times, without any tendency to

injure the image? or produce markings. It is only at present kept out of general

use by the scarcity of tlie metal.

§0. THE riroTO(;i;Ariiir enlarger.

Two distinct arrangements are used for enlarging, a, for liOW Powers varying

from 1 to 25 ; and b, for High Powers from 50 to 700 diameters.

a. Lov) Powers.

The essential feature in this contrivance is an entire novelty in photographic

enlargement, and it is so superior to solar cameras, as they are called, that they are

never used in the observatory now. It consists in employing instead of an achro-

matic combination of lenses, a mirror of appropriate curvature to magnify the

original negatives or objects. The advantages are easily enumerated, perfect coinci-

dence of visual and chemical foci, flat field, absolute sharpness of definition. If the

negative is a fine one, the enlarged proofs will be as good as possible.

Pig. 46.

The Photographic Enlarger.

The mirror is of 9 inches aperture, and llf, inches focal length. It was polished

on my machine to an elliptical figur(> of >^ feet distance between the conjugate foci,

and was intended to magnify 7 times. At first tlu> whole mirror was allowed to

officiate, the ol)jcct being illuminated by diffused daylight. But it was soon a]^^)-
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parent, that although a luinute object iiluced in one focus was perfectly reiJioduced

at the other, seven times as large, yet a large ont; was not ec|ually well defined in

all its parts.

I determined then to produce the enlarged image by passing a solar-beam 1 i inch

in diameter through the original lunar negative—placed in the focus nearest to the

mirror—and allowing it to fall on a portion of the concaA'e mirror, Ig inch in

diameter, at one side of the vertex. Being reflected, it returns past the negative,

and goes to form the magnified image at the other focus of the ellipse.

In Fig. 46, a is the heliostat on a stone shelf outside ; h a silvered glass mirror,

to direct the parallel rays through c, the negative ; d is the elliptical mirror ; e an

aperture to be partly closed by diaphragms; /a rackwork movement carried by the

tripod // ; the curtain // //' shuts out stray light from the interior of the observatory.

The aperture / is also diaphragmed, but is shown open to indicate the position of

the heliostat, tlu^ shelf of which joins the outside of the building at J. The dotted

line points ont the course of the light, which coming from the sun falls on the

heliostat mirror a, then on h, through c to d, and thence returning through e to the

sensitive plate in the plati' holder /.-.

The distance of this last can be made to vary, being either two feet or twenty-

eight feet from d. In the latter case a magnifying power of about 25 residts, the

moon being made three feet in diameter. The sensitive plate is carried by a frame,

whicli screws to the side wall of the building, and can be easily changed in position.

The focussing is accomplished by the rack/. A\'liere so small a part (1;^ inch) of

the surfiice of the mirror is used, a rigid adherence^ then to the true foci of this

ellipse is not demanded, the mirror secmiing to perform equally well whether magni-

fying 7 or 25 times. Theoretically it would seem to be limited to the former

power.

If instead of placing a luiuu' photograph, which in the nature of the case is never

absolutely sharp, at '•, some natural ()])ject, as for instance a section of bone, is attached

to the frame moved by/', then under a ])()W(n' of 25 times it is as well defined as in

any microscope, Avhile at the same time tlu^ amount of its surface seen at once is

much larger than in such instruments, and the field is flat. If the intention were,

however, to make microscopic photographs, a mirror of much shorter focal length

would be desirable, one approaching more to thos(^ of Amici's microscopes.

By the aid of a concave mirror used thus obliquely, or excentrically, all the diffi-

culties in the way of enlarging disappear, ami pictures of the greatest size can be

produced in perfection. I should long ago have made lunar photographs of more

than 3 feet in diameter, except for the difficulties of manipulating such large sur-

faces.

In order to secure a constant beam of sunlight a heliostat is placed outside the

observatory, at its southeast corner/. Fig. 38. This beam, which can be sent for

an entire day in the direction of the earth's axis, is intercepted as shown at h. Fig.

46, and thus if needed an exposure of many hours could be given. The interior of

the observatory and photographic room being ordy illuminated by faint yellow rays,

no camera box is required to cut off stray light. The eye is by these means kept

in a most sensitive condition, and the focussing can be effected with the critical
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accuracy that the optical arrangement allows, no correction for chromatic aberra-

tion being- demanded.

I have made all the ])arts of this ajjparatns so that tliey can be easily separated

or eJianged. 'I'lie Hat mirrors are of silvered glass, and are used with the silvered

side toward the light, toa\oirl the d()nl)lc image produced when reflection from both

sides ot a iiarallel plate of ghiss is permitted. The large concave mirror happens
to be of specnlum metal, bnt it can be repolished if necessary by means of a four

inch polisher, passed in succession over every chord of the face. A yellow tilm of

tarnisli easily accumulates on metal specula if they are not carefully kept, and de-

creases their photographic power seriously.

Of the vHikliHj of Rererses.- In addition to the us(> of the Enlnrger for nnignifv-

ing, it is found to have important advantages in copying by contact. The picture

of tlie image of the moon produced in tlie t(descope is negative, that is, the lights

and shades are reversed. In enlarging such a negative reversal again takes place,

and a positive results. This positive cannot, however, be used to make prints on

paper, because in that operation reversing of light and shade once nnjre occurs. It

is necessary then at some stage to introduce still another reversal. This may be

accomplished eithiT l)y printing from the original negative a positive, which may be

enlarged, or else printing from the enlarged positive a negative to make tire paper

proofs from. In either case a c:ollodion tilm, properly sensitized, is placed behind

the positive or negative, and the two exposed to light.

If diffused light or lamplight is used, the two plates must be as closely in contact

as possible, or the sharpness of the resulting proof is greatly less than the original.

This is because the light finds its way through in many various directions. If the

two plates, howe\er, are placed in the cone of suidight coming from the Eidarger,

and at a distance of fifteen or twenty feet from it, the light passes in straight lines

and only in one direction through the front picture to the sensitive plate behind.

I have not been alile to see under these circumstances any perceptible diminution

in sharpness, though the plates had been -j',. of an inch apart. It is perfectly feasible

to ixse wet collodion instead of dry plates, no risk of scratching by contact is inciuTed,

and the whole operation is easily and quickly performed. The time of exposure, 5

seconds, is of convenient length, but may be increased by jjutting a less reflecting

surface or an unsilvered glass mirror in the heliostat. A dia])hragm Avith an aper-

ture of half an inch if placed at e, Fig. 46, to shut out needless light, and avoid

injuring the sharpness of the reverse by diffusion through tlie room. In enlarging

other diaphragms are also for the same reason put in the plac-e of this one. For a

half moon for instance, a y-ellow paper with a half circular apcn'ture, whose size may
be found by trial in a few minutes, is pinned against c

The enlarged pictures obtained by this apparatus ar(> much better than can be

obtained by any other method known at present. The effect, for instance, of a

portrait, made life-size, is very striking. Some astronomers have supposed that

advantages would arise from taking original lunar negatives of larger size in the

telescope, that is, from enlarging the image two or three times by a suitable eye-

piece or concave nchroiuiilic, liefore it reached the sensitive plate. But apart from

tlu' fact tluit a retl(>ctor would then have all the disadvantages of an achronuitic,
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the atmosphrric difRrultios, wliicli in r(>ality ((institute the c^reat obstacle to success,

would not be diniinislied by such means. The apparent advantage, that of not

magnifying defects in the collodion, is not of mucli moment, for when development

of the photographs is properly conducted, and thorough clcanliui^ss practised,

imperfections are not produced, and the size of the silver granules is not objection-

able.

b. Hi<jh Pmoers.

Although negatives of astronomical objects have not as yet been made wliich

could stand tlie higli powers of the arrangement about to l)e described, yet they

bear the lower powers well, and give promise of improvement in the future.

Photography of microscopic objects as usually described, consists in passing a

beam of light through the transparent object into the compoimd body of the micro-

scope, and receiving it on its exit from the eyepiece upon a ground glass or sensi-

tive plate. The difficulty which best^ts the instrument generally, and interferes

with the productitni of fine results, arises from the luicfn'tainty of ascertaining tlie

focus or place for the sensitive plate. For if the collodion tihn be put where the

image on ground glass seems best defined, the resulting photograph will not be

sharp, because the actinic rays do not form tlu^r inuige there, ])ut either farther

from or nearer to the lenses, dep(niding on the amount of the (-hromatic correction

given by the optit'ian. Practically by repeated trials and variation of the ])lace of

the sensitive compound, an apiiroximation to the focus of the rays of maximum
photographic intensity is reached.

Kig. 47.

Microscope for Photography.

m
During my father's experiments on liglit, and more particularly when engaged
the invention of portrait photography, he found that the ainmouio-sulphate of

pper, a deep blue liquid, will separate the more refrangible rays of light, the rays
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concerned in photography, from the rest. If a b(>iuu of sniih'<rht be passed through
such a sohition, inclosed between parallel ])lates of glnss, and tlien condensed upon
an object on the stage of a microscope, a bhu> colored image will be formed on the

ground glass, above the eyepiece. If the place; of best definition be carefully ascer-

tained, and a sensitive plate put in the stead of the ground glass, a sharp ])hotograph

will always result.

Besides, there is no danger of burning up the objettt, as tliere would be if the

unabsorbed sunlight were condensed on it, and hence a much larger beam of light

and much higher powers can be used. The best results are attained wJien an image
of the sun produced by a short focussed lens is made to fall upon and coincide with

the transparent object. In lcS56 we obtained photographs of frog's blood disks,

navicula angulata, and several other similar objects uiuler a power of 700 diameters,

excellently defined. Since then several hundreds of microscopic pictures have been

taken.

In the figure, a is the heliostat, h a lens of three inches apertiire, c the glass cell

for the ammonio-sulphate of copper, d the object on the stage of the microscope e,

f the camera for the ground glass or sensitive plate. Above the figure the course

of the rays is shown by dotted lines.

In concluding this account of a Silvered Glass Telescope I may answer an inquiry

which doubtless will be made by many of my readers, whether this kind of refiector

can ever rival in size and efficiency such great metallic speciUa as those of Sir

William Herschel, the Earl of Rosse, and Mr. Lasselll My experience in the

matter, strengthened ]»v the recent successful attempt of M. Foucault to figure such

a surface more than thirty inches in diameter, assures me that not only can the four

and six feet telescopes of those astronomers be equalled, but even excelled. It is

merely an affair of expense and patience. I hope that the minute details I have

given in this paper may lead some one to make the eftbrt.

Hastings, Westchester County,

New York, 1863.

Postscript

.

—Since writing the above I have completed a ])hotograph of the moon

50 inches in diameter. The original negative from which it has been maile, bears

this magnifying well, and the picture has a very imposing eflect.

PUB1,I.SHEI) UV THE S M T T II SO N I .\ N INSTITUTION,

W A S 11 I N U T O N CITY,

JULY, 18G4.
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ON THE MODERN REFLECTING TELE-
SCOPE, AND THE MAKING AND TEST-

ING OF OPTICAL MIRRORS.

By G. AV. RiTCHEY.

INTRODUCTION.

The present paper describes the methods employed by the writer in the optical

laboratory of the Yerkes Observatory in making and testing spherical, plane, para-

boloidal, and (convex) hj'pei'boloidal miri'ors. On account of tlie very great import-

ance of supporting mirrors properly in their cells when in use in the telescope, a

chapter is devoted to the description of an efficient support system for large mirrors.

Intimately related to this, and equally important, is the subject of the.moiuiting—the

mechanical parts—of a modern reflecting telescope; accordinglj', the final chapter

is devoted to a consideration of this subject.

CHAPTER I.

DISKS OF GLASS FOR OPTICAL MIRRORS.

No greater mistake could be made than to assume that cheap and poorly

annealed disks of glass, or those with large strias or [)oiiring marks, are good enough

for mirrors of reflecting telescopes. While I am not prepared to say that optical

glass of the finest quality must be used for mirroi-s in order to secure the best

attainable results, it is evident that a very high degree of homogeneity and fi-eedom

from strain is necessary in order that the figure of mirrors shall not be injuriously

afi'ected by changes of temperature. If it were not necessary to consider the ques-

tion of cost, I should advise the use of the finest optical (crown) glass always, in

order to be as free as possible from risk ; usually considerations of cost would, in

the case of large mirrors, make it necessaiy to choose between such an optical disk

of a given size and a somewhat larger one of the kind furnished by the St. Gobain
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Company, for example. The diagonal plane mirror of a Newtonian, and the conv^ex

mirror of a Cassegrain reflector, should always be made of the best optical glass,

since the expense for these is comparatively slight.

The writer has used many disks made at the celebrated glass-works of St.

Gobain, near Paris, of sizes from 8 inches in diameter and IJ^ inches thick, to

the great one shown in the plates accompanying this article, which is 5 feet in

diameter and 8 inches thick, and which weighs a ton. All of these disks are

beautifully free from bubbles and large striae, and are fairly well annealed, con-

sidering their great thickness. It is a most encoui'aging fact that the quality of

the 5-foot disk is not infeiior in any I'espect to that of disks of 8, 12, 20, 24, and

30 inches diameter which I have used. The makei'S of the 5-foot disk have re-

cently expressed their readiness to undertake for us a 10-foot disk, one foot thick,

which they think could now be made as perfect in all respects as the 5-foot disk.

In ordering these disks it is always specified that great care be given to thorough

stirring and thorough annealing. I have no doul)t that in tlie case of ver}^ large

and thick disks the makers could be prevailed upon to give even greater care to

these points than is now given.

A very important point is in regard to the best thickness of optical miri'ors.

As a result of experience in making and using many mirrors of 24 and 30 inches

diameter, in which the thickness of the several disks varies from one-twelfth to

one-sixth of the diameter, I have no douVjt that the thicker disks are always prefer-

able, provided that they are as homogeneous and well-annealed as the thinner ones.

The thinner mirrors suffer much greater teraporaiy change of curvature from the

very slight heat generated during the process of polishing; and they are undoubt-

edly more liable to suffer temporary disturbance of figure from changes of tem-

perature when in use in the telescope. In the cases of the large paraboloidal mirror

of a reflecting telescope, and the lai-ge plane miiTor of a coelostat or heliostat, which

should always be supported at the back to prevent flexure, the thickness should not

be less than one-eighth or one-seventh of the diameter; in the writer's opinion the

latter ratio leaves nothing to be desired. In the cases of the small diagonal plane

mirror and the small convex mirror, which cannot easily be supported at the back,

the thickness should be not less than one-sixth of the diameter.

All mirrors should be polished (not figured) and silvered on the back as well

as on the face, in order that both sides shall be similarly affected by temperature

changes when in use in the telescope ; for the same reason the method of supporting

the large mirror at the back, in its cell, should be such that the back is as fully

exposed to the air as possible.

CHAPTER II.

THE OPTICAL LABORATORY OF THE YERKES OBSERVATORY.

A LARGE, well-lighted room, 70 feet long by 20 feet wide, in the north

basement of the Observator}-, was designed for the optical laboratory. The floor.
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which is nearly ou a level with the ground outside, is of cement and is heavily

painted. The w^alls are of brick, are about two feet thick, and are covered with

two layers of heavy ceiling paper arranged so as to give two tight one-inch air-

spaces for constant-teiiiperatiire purposes. All j<Mnts of the paper are lapped and
are nailed down with strips of wood. The ceiling of the room is heavily varnished.

The large I'oom is divided into three rooms connected by large doors; these

doors are so ari'anged that the entire length of the large I'oom and of a wide hall

opening from it, making an a[>artnieut 165 feet long, can be utilized for testing.

The east and middle rooms of the three are used for grinding and polishing. The
large windows of these rooms are fitted with storm sash on the inside ; these are built

in permanently and are made air-tight by means of ceiling paper. The west room
contains the motor which supplies power to the grinding and polishing machines in

the inner rooms
;
power is transmitted by a long shaft which runs the entire length

of the rooms ; this shaft is built in air-tight (to prevent dust) beneath the long

work-bench which runs along one side of the rooms.

With these arrangements temperature, moisture, and freedom from dust can be

controlled in the grinding and polishing rooms with all necessary refinement. In other

respects, however, three great improvements could be made in planning an ideal op-

tical shop ; two of these relate to the comfort and health of the optician. First, the

rooms should be arranged so that direct sunlight could be admitted to them during

all parts of the optical work in which this would not be injurious to the work itself.

Second, provision should be made for supplying to the rooms an abundance of

fresh air, of a definite temperature, and washed free from dust. Third, for constant-

temperature purposes, walls and partitions covered with a heavy layer of asbestos

plaster (commercially termed Asbestic) would be preferable, on account of the

superiority of the insulating and fire-proofing qualities of this material, to those of

ceiling papei' with air-spaces.

CHAPTER III.

GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINES.

The grinding and polishing machines used by the writer are somewhat similar

in principle to Dr. Draper's machine, shown in Fig. 25 of his book, but are more

elaborate. I shall describe here the machine used in making the 5-foot mirror,

both because it embodies most of the essential featui-es of a grinding and polishing

machine, and also because it is the only one of my machines of which I have a

series of photographs for illustration. A good idea of this machine may be gained

from the views of it shown in Plates ii, in, iv, and vi.

The massive turntable ui)on which the glass rests consists of a vertical shaft

or axis five inches in diameter, carrying at its upper end a very heavy triangular

casting, upon which, in tui'n, is supported the circular plate upon which the glass

lies. This plate is of cast-iron, weighs 1,800 pounds, is 61 inches in diameter,
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is heavily ribbed on its lower surface, and is connected to its supporting triangle

by means of three large leveling screws. The surface of the lai'ge plate was

turned and then ground apjiroximately flat; two thicknesses of Brussels carpet are

laid upon this, and the glass, with its lower surface previously ground flat, rests

upon the innumerable springs formed by the looped threads of the carpet. No
better support for a glass during grinding and polishing could be desired.

Three adjustable iron arcs at the edge of the glass serve for centering tlie

latter upon the turntable, and prevent it from slipping laterally.

The entire turntable, with the heavy frame of wood and metal which supports

it, can be turned through 90° about a horizontal axis, thus enabling the optician

.

to turn the glass quickly from the horizontal position which it occupies during

grinding and polishing, to a vertical position for testing. This is shown in Plate ii.

The tui-ntable is slowly rotated on its vertical axis by means of the large pul-

ley below (Plate in). This I'otation is effected by means of belting from the main

vertical crank-shaft on the east end of the machine ; this shaft is well shown at the

left in Plate iv. At the upper end of this shaft is the large crank, with adjustable

throw or stroke, which moves the large and strong main arm to which the grinding

and polishing tools are connected, and by means of which they are moved about upon

the glass. This I shall always refer to as the main arm. It is a square tube of

oak wood, and is strong enough to carry the counterpoising lever shown in Plate iv,

and the weight of any of the grinding tools, when fully or partially counterpoised.

This main arm also carries the system of pulleys and belts by which the slow rota-

tion of the grinding and polishing tools is rigorously controlled ; these, and the

manner in which this rotation is effected, are well shown in Plate iv.

The west end of the main arm consists of a strong steel shaft w^hich slides in

a massive bronze swivel-bearing which corresponds to the " elliptical hole in the

oak block /) " of Dr. Draper's machine (see his Fig. 25). But this bearing is not

stationary as in Draper's machine ; it is not only mounted on a long slide (which I

shall refer to throughout this article as the transverse slide), so that it can be

slowly moved for several feet across the west end of the machine by means of a

long screw, but this bearing and slide are carried upon a secondaiy strong arm,

which is moved by a secondary crank at the southwest corner of the machine.

Unfortunately there is no phot<)gra[)h which shows this part of the machine as it

appears when in use; Plates ii and in show the secondary crank well, but the secon-

dary arm is shown swung around with one end I'esting on a bracket on the w"all, in

order to have it out of the way.

The arrangement of the west end of tlie machine is the result of experience

with several machines, and is found extremely serviceable and convenient. The
long transverse slide on the secondary arm allows the grinding and polishing tools

to be placed so as to act on any desired zone of the glass, from the center to the

edge; and this setting can be chansjed as desired while the machine is running.

The secondary crank, which turns at the same speed as the lai'ge one which drives

the main arm, enables the optician to change as desired the width of the (approxi-

mately) elliptical stroke or path of the tool with reference to the length of this
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stroke; this change is especially desinible when figuring the glass; it is, of course,

impossible when only one driving-crank is used.

I regard the transverse slide, or something equivalent to it, as absolutely neces-

sary to the success of a grinding and polishing macliine; it will be noticed that its

purpose corresponds, in some measure, to that of the long slot in the main arm of

Draper's machine; I have used both arrangements and have found tlie transverse

slide to be far more effective and convenient in use; its use will be described in

the chapters on grinding and polishing.

The secondary crank, while very desirable and convenient, for the reason given

above, is not indispensable; 1 have used several smaller machines which have given

good results without it.

The manner in which the grinding and polishing tools are connected to the

main arm is shown in Plate iv. A vertical shaft, 1| inches in diameter and 24

inches long, both rotates and slides (vertically) freely in bronze bearings attached to

the main arm. The grinding and polishing tools are connected to the lower end of

this shaft through the medium of a large universal coupling,—a gimball or Hooke's

joint,—with two pairs of horizontal pivots at right angles to each other ; this allows

the tools to rock freely in all directions in order to follow the curvature of the glass.

The tools are lifted, for counterpoising them, by the lever above (see Plate rv),

through the medium of the vertical shaft and the universal coupling. In the case

of veiy massive grinding tools of moderate size, like that shown in this illustration,

the universal coupling is connected directly to the back of the tool; but in the

case of all large tools which are to be used for fine work this connection is made

through the medium of a system of bars and triangles, so that the tools are counter-

poised without the slightest danger of changing their shape. A small coupling with

ball bearings at the upper end of the vertical shaft allows the latter to rotate freely

with reference to the link which connects it to the counterpoise lever.

To recapitulate briefly: this method of connecting the grinding and polishing

tools allows them to be controlled in all of the following ways simultaneously

:

(1) the stroke of the tool is given by the motion of the main arm ; '(2) the slow

rotation of the tool is rigoiously controlled by the lielting above; (3) the tool is

allowed to rouk or tip freely by means of the univei'sal cou[)ling, in ordei- that it

may follow the cuivature of the glass
; (4) the tool rises and falls freely by means

of the slidinf of the l|-inch vertical shaft in its bearings, in order that it may fol-

low the curvature of the glass; (5) the tool is counter^joised by means of the lever

on the main aim, thi-ouirh the medium of the same vertical shaft and universal

coupling.

In Plate m is shown the laige lever by which the o-foot glass, which weighs

a ton, is lifted on and off the machine, and Ijy means of which, also, the hirge grind-

ing tools are handled. One of the full-size grinding tools, weighing 1,000 pounds,

is shown suspended by the lever. The ai-rangements are so convenient that the

optician alone can do all pai-ts of the work.
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CHAPTER lY.

GRINDING TOOLS.

Whii<e grinding tools of glass were used in mncli of my earlier woi-k, and are

still used for small work, I now use cast-iron gi-inding tools for all large work.

These aie cast very heavy, with ribs on the back ; the ribs are made heavy, but not

deep (or high). For large work iron tools are cheaper than glass ones ; they are

more easily pi'epared ; they are more easily and safely counterpoised, which is

always necessary in the fiue-gi'inding of large woi'k ; and they produce on the glass

a fine-ground surface fully as smooth and perfect as can be obtained with glass tools.

An important question is in regard to the size of grinding tools,—whether they

should be of the same diameter as the mirror. For mirrors up to 24 or 30 inches

in diameter full-size tools are generally used. For concave mirrors larger than 30

inches in diameter I use grinding tools whose diameter is slightly more than half

that of the glass, i. e., a 16-inch tool for a 30-inch glass; a 32-inch tool for a 60-inch

"•lass. These I shall refer to as half-size tools. Full-size tools ai'e, of course, much

more expensive and difficult to make; they are many times heavier than half-size

tools of equal stiffness; and they require a much stronger grinding machine to

counterpoise them properly; grinding can be done with them, however, more

quickly than with the smaller tools. Half-size tools are economical and are quickly

prepared ; they are easily counterpoised ; and a much greater vai-iety of stroke can

be used with them, so that with a well-designed grinding machine I have found it

easier to produce fine-ground surfaces, entirely free from zones, with half-size than

with full-size tools. If temperature conditions and uniform rotation of the glass

are carefully attended to, the surface of revolution produced by the smaller tools is

fully as perfect as that given by the larger ones; I always take the precaution,

however, to work a fidl-size approximately flat tool on the glass befoi-e beginning

to excavate the concave, so as to start out with a surface of revolution.

Grinding tools for concave and convex mirrors are always made in pairs, one

concave, the other convex. Grinding tools for plane mirrors are made in triplicate.

These iron tools, when being cast, are "poured" face down, so that the faces will

be clean. I shall describe the preparation of a pair of iron tools for a concave

mirror, leaving the description of tools for plane mirrors until the making of jilane

mirrors is discussed. The convex and concave tools are turned in a lathe to the

proper curvature as shown by templets. The convex tool, which is, of course, to

be used on the concave glass, is now placed on a planing machine, and has a series

of grooves cut across the convex surface. These grooves are usually \ inch wide,

and run in two directions at right angles to each other; these divide the surface into

squares, which are usually made about one inch on a side. These grooves serve to

distribute the grinding material uniformly, and entirely obviate the tendency of the

tools to clino; to the o;lass in fine-gi-inding. No grooves are cut in the concave

tool. A number of holes are now bored through both tools, in such positions that

wooden cups or funnels can be inserted into the holes from the back or i-ibbed side
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of the tool, without interfering with the ribs; these cups serve for the introduction

of the grinding material during the process of grinding; they should be thoroughly

vainished.

The convex and concave tools are now ground together on the machine, with

fine grades of carborundum (which is much more effective for this purpose than

emery) and water. This eliminates the circular marks left by the lathe, and
enables the optician to secure the exact curvature desired. A very important point

is that by grinding with the concave tool on top, the radii of curvature of botii

tools can be gradually shortened ; when the convex tool is used on to[) the curva-

ture of both is gradually flattened. By this means, and the use of very fine grades

of carl)orundum, a most perfect control of the curvature of the tools may be had.

The curvatui'e of the tools and of the glass is measured by means of a large

spherometer; this is shown in Plate v, resting upon a 12-inch glass grinding tool.

The spherometer is of the usual thi'ee-leg form ; the legs terminate in knife-edges,

the lines of which are parts of the circumference of a 10-inch circle. The central

screw is very carefully made ; it was ground in its long nut (which was made adjust-

able for tightness) with very fine grades of emeiy such as are used in optical work

;

screw and nut were then smoothed and polished by working them together with

rouge and oil. The screw is of ^ millimeter pitch, and the head, which is 4 inches

in diameter, is graduated to 400 divisions. On fine-ground surfaces settings can

be made to one-half or one-third of a division, corresponding to a depth of -^^qq or

TTTroUTr ^^ ^° inch, appi'oximately.

CHAPTER V.

POLISHING TOOLS.

After experience with polishing tools of various kinds, the tools which I now
use exclusively for lai-ge work consist of a wooden disk or basis constnicted in a

peculiar mannei', and covered on one side with squares of rosin faced with a thin

layer of beeswax. The wooden disk may be replaced, in the case of small polish-

ing tools up to 12 or 1.5 inches diameter, by a ribbed cast-iron plate so designed as

to be extremely light and rigid ; the bases of lai-ger tools may be made of cast

aluminum, but this, in order to be strong and rigid, must contain 15 fo or more of

other metals; sucli a basis for a 30-iucli polishing tool weighs about sixty pounds,

and the rough casting ah>ne costs about fifty dollars. It is possible that a metal

basis possesses an advantage over a wooden one in that its surface is less yielding.

Tools properly constructed of wood, however, are light and extremely I'igid, are

easily made, and ai-e economical in cost. As their proper construction is a matter

of the utmost im[)ortance, I shall desciibe, somewhat in detail, the method of

making; wooden bases of from 15 to 40 inches diametei-.

A large number of strips of dry and straight-gi'ained pine wood 1 J inches wide

and -^ inch thick are prepared; the wooden basis is built up of successive layers
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of these stiips. The strips iu all layers except the two outer ones are laid just J

of an inch apart. Those of each layer are placed at right angles to those of the

next layer below, and are glued and nailed down with long wire bi'ads. The best

cabinet-maker's glue is used, and the strips ai'e wai'nied before the glue is applied.

Each crossing of the strips in the successive layers (*'. e., each of the 1^-inch squares),

is nailed with at least two nails. The upper surface of each layer is carefully

planed flat before the next layer of stiips is apjilied. For a 20-inch tool six la^-ers

of pine stiips (eacli ^^-y iuch thick) are used ; foi- a 24-inch tool, seven layers; for a

36-inch tool, ten layers. Next, one layer of thoroughly seasoned strips of hard

straight-grained cherry wood about | inch tliick and slightly less than 1^ inches

wide is added, to form the outer layer at the back of the tool ; these strips are laid

almost touching each other. In the case of tools for flat mirroi's, a precisely similar

layer of cherry strips is added to form the outer layer at the front or face of the

tool. But in the case of tools for concave or convex mii'rors the strips composing

the front layer must be made thicker, to allow foi- the cui'vature of the face of the

tool. If this curvature is great, the cherry strips forming the front layer are inade

of double width (^. <?., slightly less than 3 inches wide), in order that the width of

their bases shall be greater as compared with their thickness; this is usually done

when the (le[)th of the curve is greater than | inch. The gluing and nailing of

the outer layers of stiips ai'e done with the greatest th(U-oughness, four of the long

fine nails being driven thi'ough into each of the squares of pine wood beneath.

For tools less than 20 inches in diameter thinner strips and a larger number of

layers are used. The entire thickness of the wooden disk or basis built up in this

way should be between one-tenth and one-eighth of its diameter.

This wooden l)asis is next placed in a large lathe, the edge is turned smooth

and to the proper diameter, and the face is turned to fit the curvature of the glass

to be polished.

A round pan of galvanized iron large enough to contain the wooden disk hav-

ing been prepared, enough hard ])araffin is melted in it so that the disk can be

soaked in the liquid paraffin ; the latter must not be hotter than 150° Fahrenheit,

otherwise the strength of the ghie-joints will be injured. It is best to melt the

paraffin on a gas or gasoline stove, so that the degi'ee of heat can be easily controlled.

The tool should soak for several hours, being moved continually and turned over

often. Since the construction of the wooden basis is such that a great number of

openings extend entirely through it, the melted paiaffin permeates the entire tool

thoroughly. The wooden tool prepai'ed in this way is lighter than any metal tool

of the same degree of stiffness, and is entirely impervious to the moisture which is

necessary in the polishing room. The question of lightness is a most important

one, as will be seen when the work of polishing is described later.

The front or face of the wooden basis is now lightly scraped with a wide,

sharp chisel, to remove any excess of paraffin, and is then marked off for IJ-inch

squares of rosin, with grooves J iuch wide between them ; the grooves should come

exactly above the ^-inch spaces left between the pine strips beneath.

The preparation of the rosin squares is usually a veiy troublesome matter, but
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becomes easy wheu the following directions are obseived. A clean, flat board,

having an area about twice that of the polishing tool, is prepared. One face of

this is covered with clean paper. Long strips of wood \ inch s<piai'e are fastened

upon the paper by means of fine bi'ads; these strips are placed jnst 1^ inches apart,

and the ends of the grooves thus foi-med (grooves IJ inches wide, ^ inch deep,

and of any convenient length) are closed with strips of wood. The hoard is now
carefully leveled. The rosin, vviien melted and softened to the proper degree, is to

be poured into these grooves, which serve as moulds.

A quantity of I'osin sufficient to fill all of the grooves is melted in a clean pan.

Even when only a small quantity is needed it is best to melt at least ten pounds
of rosin, since the entire process of " tempei'ing" and pouring is more easily and sat-

isfactorily cari-ied on with large quantities than with small. Only lumps of clear,

clean rosin should be used. A gas or gasoline stove is very convenient for meltino-

the rosin, since the degree of heat can be easily controlled. When the rosin is

melted the pan is removed from the stove and a quantity of turpentine, equal in

weight to about -jL of the rosin used, is added, and the mass thoroughly stirred.

A tablespoonful of the liquid is now dipped out and immersed for several minutes

in a bucket of water at the temperature of the polishing room, which should be
about 68° Fahi'enheifc. The si)oonful of rosin is now taken out, and its hardness tried

with the thumb-nail. If the rosin is brittle at the thin edges it is still too hard, and

a little more turpentine must be added; if, however, it is soft like wa.\ or gum, it is

too soft, in which case the pan of rosin must be hardened by boiling for a few min-

utes ; this drives off the excess of turpentine. When the rosin is of the proper hard-

ness an indentation about ^ inch long can be made in it by moderate pressure of the

thumb-nail for five seconds. When the proper degree of hardness has been ob-

tained it is often necessary to heat the pan of I'osin again so that it will not be too

thick to pass readily throtigh the strainer; this is a long, narrow bag of cheese-

cloth through which the rosin is strained as it is being poured into the grooves or

moulds previously described. If such heating is necessary it raiist be done gently

and without boiling; otherwise the rosin will be hardened. Enough is poured

into each groove to just fill it.

After being poured, the I'osin should cool for six oi- eight hours. Then the

nails which held the quarter-inch strips of \vood to the boai'd below are removed,

and the layer of rosin, wooden strips, and paper is carefully lifted from the board,

when the paper is easily stripped from the rosin, to which it does not adhere

closely. With care the thin sti'ips of wood can now be removed, one after the

other, and the long strips of rosin, 1:^ inches wide and |- inch thick, are secured

without chipping or breaking. These are now readily cut into squares with a

hot knife.

The squares are attached to the previously marked wooden basis by quickly

warming one face of each square over a flame and then pressing it gently ao^ainst

the tool with the fingers. The tool is now ready for rough-pressing.

Three strong eyes are screwed into the back of the tool, and it is suspended,

face down (by means of wires connected to the ceiling of the room), so as to hau<i-
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about two feet above the flame of a gas or gasoline stove. The tool can now be

swung about so that the rosin squares are warmed unifoi'mly. Wiien the squares

are slightly soft and very slightly warm, htif not Itot, to the touch, the tool is

placed upon the previously ground glass which is to be polished, the glass having

just previously been thoroughlj' wet with distilled water so that the rosin will not

stick to it. Slight pressure may be exerted to assist in pressing the rosin surface

to fit the glass. The tool will have to be slightly warmed and piessed several times

befoi-e good contact is secured all ovei'. I always prefer to " rough-press " the rosin

tools on an iron grinding tool having the same form as the glass, if a sufficiently large

one is available; but the precaution is always taken to cover the iron tool with

clean wet paper.

The I'osin squares will have spread somewhat irreguhii'ly during the longli-

pressing ; so the surface is marked with a straight-edge and knife, and the edges of

the squares are trimmed so that the grooves between them are straight and of iini-

form width. This trimming is best done with a sharp knife, held so as to make an

angle of about 60"^ with the surface of the tool, and drawn quickly toward the

workman.

The rosin squares are now ready for coating with wax. A pound of best bees-

wax is melted in a large clean cup and is very carefully strained through sevei'al

thicknesses of cheese-cloth into a similar clean cup. A brush is made by tying sev-

eral thicknesses of cheese-cloth around theeml of a tliin blade of wood 1^ inches wide.

Each rosin square is now coated with a thin layer of wax, by a single stroke of the

brush; the wax should be very hot, otherwise the la3rer will be too thick.

The tool is now ready for "cold-pressing" or "fine-pressing," a matter of the

most vital impoi'tance, whicli will be more propei-ly described latei", in connection

with the work of polishing the glass.

The work of making a large concav'e mirp)r will now be described in detail.

CHAPTER VI.

ROUGH-GRINDING THE FACE AND BACK OF A ROUGH DISK OF GLASS, AND
MAKING THE SAME PARALLEL.

The rough disk of glass is placed upon the cai'peted turntable, and a long

strip of thin oilcloth is drawn around its edge; the upper edge of the oilcloth is

securely fastened to the glass by means of a strong cord, and the junction between

oilcloth and glass is made water-tight by means of water-proof adhesive tape. The

oilcloth strip is wide enough to hang several inches below the edge of the iron

plate on which the glass rests, so that the cii'cular trough of galvanized iron, which

can lie seen in Plates rv and vi, catches all of the emery and water which are

washed over the edcres of the crlass durinof iri'indincr ; this circular troug^h is station-

ary, has two holes in its bottom above the buckets, which can be seen in the plates.
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and is kept sci'aped clean l>y two scrapers which reach down into it from the

revolving turntable. Several important results are thus secured : the carpet cushion

under the glass is kept dry; the entire machine is kept pei'fectly free from the

drip[>ing of the grinding matei'ial ; and all of the latter material is caught in

buckets and is used ajjain and acrain in the later and finer grindins.

The large irregularities of surface of large rough disks are usually ground

away witli coarse emery and a heavy, flat, half-size iron tool without grooves, the

surface of wdiich is rounded up considerably at the edge, so that the tool may rise

easily over obstructing iri'egularities without breaking them. The grinding machine

is set so that the half-size tool moves over the glass well out to one side of the lat-

ter ; the rotation of the turntable of course brings all parts of the glass in succession

under the tool; if the setting of the machine is such that the half-size tool passes

in much beyond the center of the glass at every stroke, the surface of the latter will

become concave.

When the niai-ked irregularities of surface are ground away, the full-size, flat,

grooved iron tool is put on. A tool of this kind is almost indispensable in making

a mirror. Emery and water are supplied through the cups at the back of the tool,

and the glass is quickly ground aj)proximately flat. The glass is now turned over,

and the other side is ground in a precisely similar manner.

The thickness of the glass is now tried, all around, by means of calipers. The

approximately flat surfaces will probably be found to be far fi'om parallel. If this

is the case, the thick side may be ground down as follows : The belt which drives

the turntable is loosened, until it will Just rotate the latter, and a brake is arranged

so that the workman can stop the rotation of the turntable at any <lesired point by

pi'essing on the brake with his foot. A flat, half-size grooved tool is put on, and

set so as to work far out to one side of the glass. A medium grade of emery (No.

70) is used, and the machine started. As the thick side of the glass, which has

been marked, comes beneath the moving tool, the tui-utable is slowed down or

stopped, so that a great excess of grinding is done on the thick side at each revolu-

tion. By distributing the grinding carefully, and trying the thickness often with

the calipers, the upper surface is easily made parallel to the lower one. When this

is done the full-size tool is again used for a short time. The glass is then ready for

edge-giinding.

CHAPTER VII.

GRINDING EDGK OF GL.\SS.—ROUNDING OF CORNERS.

In order that an efficient edge-support, which will be described later, may be

fiven to the glass, it is desirable that the edge of the latter be ground truly circu-

lar and square with the face. The manner in which this is accomplished is shown

in Plate vi. The glass lies upon three large blocks of wood, which hold it several
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inches above the surface of the circular iron pLite. Thin oilcloth is arranged

about the blocks and over the iron plate, to keep them dry. A smooth, flat, iron

face-plate is mounted (so as to rotate in a vertical plane) on a heavy lathe head-

stock; the latter is carried upon a strong slide which can be moved toward, the

glass by means of a fine pushing-screw. The lathe and face-plate are driven at a

hich rate of speed by means of a belt. In the case of the 5-foot glass the face-

plate used was 24 inches in diameter and made 1,000 revolutions per minute. For

a 24-inch glass, 3^ inches thick, a face-plate 11 inches in diameter, making 1,800

revolutions per minute, is used. A frame of wood, covered with oilcloth, is built

around the face-plate, so that the grinding materials will not be thrown about the

room. The glass i-otates slowly with the turntable, as usual. Emery and water,

or sand and water, are heaped upon the hoi'izontal surface of the glass, and ai'e

slowly sci-aped toward and over the edge, so as to come between the revolving face-

plate and the glass; a small jet of cold water, brought from the hydrant by means

of a rubber tube, greatly assists in the uniform feeding of the emery, and also in

preventing the generation of heat. But there is in reality no danger of heating, for

the revolving face-plate never actually touches the glass. As the iiregulaj'ities of the

edge are ground away the face-plate is gradually moved forward by means of

the slide and pushing-screw.

If the edge of the rough disk be v'ery irregular, as is usually the case, the sur-

face of the iron face-plate will have a circulai- groove worn in it, by the time the

rough-gi-inding of the edge is done ; in this case the face-plate should be turned flat

and true again, and smoothed on a flat iron grinding-tool, before the edge of the glass

is fine-ground. Several fine grades of emery are now pre[>ared by the process of

washing to be described later, and the edge-grinding is finished by the use, in suc-

cession, of thi'ee such grades of emery as flour, three-minute washed, and ten-minute

washed. Care should be taken throughout the process that the edge of the glass

is ground square with the face ; any error in this respect can be corrected by slightly

raising or lowering the outer end of the slide which supports the lathe head-stock.

Edge-grinding is accomjdished very quickly in the manner described. The

edge of a 24-iuch disk four inches thick, even when very rough and irregular, has

been ground and smoothed in ten hours of actual grinding. Despite the great

speed of the rotating face-plate, I have never had any chip[)ing of the glass or

accident of any kind occur.

Before beginning the fine-grinding of the face and back it is well to round the

corners at the edge of the glass. This is done by means of a smooth flat strip of

sheet-brass of the size and shape of a large flat file ; this is worked over the corners

of the glass by hand, while the disk rotates slowly, emery and water being used for

cutting. A "quarter-round" corner is usually made. Finer and finer grades of

emery are used for smoothing the quarter-round. This rounding and smoothing

are very necessary, as paiticles of glass fi'om a shai'[) or I'ough edge are liable to be

drawn in upon the surface by the action of the grinding tool during fine-grinding.

The wooden blocks are now removed and the glass replaced upon the carpeted

turntable.
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CHAPTER VIII.

FINE-GRINDING AND POLISHING THE BACK OF THE MIRROR.

Before discussing tlie work of fine-grinding I shall desci-ibe briefly the making
of the fine grades of emery. T ne\'er buy finer grades than "flour." The latter

grade is used with the full-size flat grooved tool to give a modeiately fine surface

to the glass after the rough-grinding previously described has made the front and
back approximately flat and parallel. The residue of emery, fine ground glass, and
water, resulting from the grinding with flour emery, is caught in buckets, as pre-

viously described. This residue is mixed vvitli an abundance of water, in (for a

large mirror) three or four clean granite-ware buckets, which ai-e marked A. The
contents of these buckets are thoroughly stirred, and are allowed to settle for two
minutes; during this time all coarse particles will have settled to the bottom, and
•'' two-minute " emery and finer grades remain in suspension in the water. The
liquid is now quickly siphoned off, by means of a rubber tube, into other clean

grauite-ware buckets marked B, from which the handles have been removed. The
contents of the latter are allowed to settle for four minutes, when the greatei' part

of the liquid in each is carefully poured back into the buckets^. The contents of

the latter buckets are reserved. The sediment remaining in the buckets B is the

"two-minute" washed emery, with which the fine-grinding of the back is begun.

After the grinding with this grade is finished, the residue from this grinding is

mixed with what was reserved in the buckets A, the whole is stirred asrain and

allowed to settle for five minutes, the liquid is sijthoned off, and thus "five-minute

washed " emery is secured. In a similar manner emeries which have remained in

suspension in water for 12, 30, 60, 120, and 240 minutes are secured. In this way

the large quantities of the finer grades which are necessary for large work can be

secured as the woi'k progresses. If accumulations of residues from previous work

are available, some time will be saved by washing out all of the fine grades desired

before the fiue-ijriudino: is beo-un.o o o
Plane and concave mirrors are finished approximately flat on the back, as this

form is most convenient for the application of the support-system. Fine-grinding

of the back is usually done with the full-size, flat grooved tool, as this works

rapidly. In this part of the work, in which the greatest refinement is not neces-

sary, it is my custom to use the fine grades of emery (when these have all been

prepared in advance) in succession, without stopping the machine or taking off the

tool between grades for the purpose of cleaning the tool and the glass. The emery

and water are supplied through the wooden cups at the back of the tool.

For a 24-inch mirror and its full-size tool, strokes varying from 6 to 8 inches

in length ai'e used with the 2-, 5-, and 12-minute washed emeries; shorter strokes,

from 4 to 6 inches in length, are used with the finer grades. Considerable lateral

displacement of the tool, amounting at the greatest to 2 or 2i inches on the glass, is

given at short intervals, by means of the transverse slide. On an average 20 double

strokes per minute are given in fine-grinding a 24-iuch mirror with full-size tool.

Between 7 and 8 double strokes occur for each revolution of the glass and turntable.
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With res^ard to couutei-poising the tools dining fiue-griudiug, the followiug

statements may l)e made : My full-size iron tools for a 24-inch rairroi- -weigh about

150 pounds, or ^ pound for each square inch of area. Tliis weight, or even ^
pound to the square inch, is not objectionable with emeries down to 5-minute or

10-minute washed; but when this weight is allowed with finer emeries, sci-atches

are liable to occur; indeed, with 30-minute washed and all finer grades they are

almost certain to occui-. The pressure on tlie glass is therefore decreased, by coun-

terpoising the tool, to approximately J- pound to the square inch for 12- to 20 minute

emeries, l pound per square inch for 30- to 60-minute emeries, and about ^\ pound

per squai'e inch for 120- and 240-miuute emeries, litis rule is followed, approxi-

mately, in all fine-gi'incUng, ivhether of bach or face. This obviates, to a gi-eat

extent, the dangei- of scratches in grinding, provided that thorough cleanliness is

practiced in the pi'eparation and use of the fine emeries. The apparatus V>y which

the counterpoising is effected has already been described (page 5).

In fine-grinding a 24-incli glass, the 2minute and 5-minute emeries are used for

three-quarters of an hour each; the 12- and 30-minute emeries for one hour each,

and the 60-, 120-, and 240-minute emeries for one and one-half hours each. The

fine-ground surface resulting is so exquisitely smooth that it takes a full polish ver}-

readily.

The back of the glass is now ready to be polished. This is done with a half-

size or two-thirds size polishing tool, which is moved about on the glass by the

action of the machine precisely as a half-size grinding-tool wouhl be. Optical rouge

and distilled water are used, instead of emery and water. The work of polishing

will be desciibed in detail later, in connection with the work of finishing the face

of the glass.

It is an excellent plan to fine-grind and polish the front surface of a disk

also, approximately flat, as has been described for the back ; the ojitician is then

able to examine carefully the internal structure of the disk. Usually there is no

choice as to which side shall be used for the face of the mirror, but this can i-eadily

be determined when both sides are polished. Plate vri shows the 5-foot disk with

both sides ground and polished in this manner.

CHAPTER IX.

GRINDING THE CONCAVE SURFACE.

As before stated, it is my practice to use full-size grinding tools for concave

mirrors up to 24 or 30 inches in diameter. For larger concave mirrors half-size tools

are generally used. I shall first describe the grinding of a 24-inch concave.

The glass must be carefully centered by means of the three adjustable arcs

attached to the supporting plate ; these arcs must not be screwed tightly against

the glass, lest the latter be strained ; several thicknesses of heavy drawing paper
are used between arcs and irlass.
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The glass must also be carefiill}' levelled (by means of the three large adjusting

screws of the turntable) so tliat its upper surface is accurately at right angles to

the axis of rotation
;
this is determined by rotating the turntable, and trying the

surface with a surface-gauge. The band of thin oilcloth is securely bound around

the edge of the glass, to keep the polished back and the cushion clean and dry.

The excavation of the concave is begun with moderately coarse emery (if the

concave is to be quite deep) and a lead tool ; this is a lead disk about 10 inches in

diameter and 1^ or 2 inches thick; it is easily turned in a lathe to the proper

curvature ; it is used on aud near the centei' of the glass until a depression of

approximately the desired curvature (as determined by the spherometer) and of 12

or 13 inches diameter is produced. A heavy iron tool about 13 inches in diameter,

which has been turned and ground to the proper cui'vatuie, is now put on with

about No. 90 emery. By giving careful attention to tlie length of stroke, and to

the position of the tool on the glass as determined by the setting of the transverse

slide, and by frequent trials of the curvature of the excavation with the spherom-

eter, the diameter of the excavation is gradually increased, while its ciirvafure is

continuall}' kej)t veiy near that wiiich is desired for the Hnished miri'or; this keeps

the ii'on tool of proper curvature also.

The stroke used in this work sliould vary from 6 to 10 inches in length. As
the size of the excavation increases, the setting of the transverse slide is continually

changed so that the tool acts farther and farther to one side of the center of the

glass ; otherwise the i-adiiis of curvature will be shortened. When the diameter of

the excavation has increased to about 22 inches, flour emery is substituted for the

No. 90, and the grinding is contiiuied as before. Care is nt)W taken to make the

curvature I'ead exactly I'ight with the spherometer. When the e.xcavation becomes

about 23 inches in diameter, the 13inch tool is taken off, and the full-size, convex,

grooved iron tool is put on ; this has previously been fine-ground to the proper

curvature on the corresponding concave, tool. With this tool aud washed flour

emery the diameter of the concave on the glass is increased to 23| or 23if inches.

The fine-t;rindiu£c or smoothins; of the concave is now done with the full-size

tool. The same grades of emery, the same lengths and speed of stroke, and the same

rules in regard to counterpoising are used as have already been described in the

case of fine-grinding the back of the glass (page 13). The length of stroke is

changed every eight or ten uiiiuites, and the lateral displacement of the tool (given

by means of the transverse slide) is changed slightly at the end of every two or

three complete revolutions of the glass. The tool is taken off after each grade of

fine emery is used, and the tool and glass are carefully cleaned. With the assistance

of the counterpoise lever the removal of the tool is effected easily and safely, with-

out disconnecting it from the main arm of the machine ; this is well shown in Plate

IV, in which the grinding tool is shown hanging at one side of the glass.

The surface of the glass is examined with a microscope after each grade

of emery is used, to make sui'e that no pits from previous grades remain.

During all fine-grinding and raachine-pdlishing a large sheet of heavy clean

papei- or pasteboard is attached to the main arm in such a way that no particles of
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dust from the belts which control the slow rotation of the tools can fall upon

the glass.

The process of grinding larger concave siirfaces without the use of full-size

tools is precisely similar to that described for a 24-inch luirror, up to the point of

substituting the 24-iuch convex tool ; from this point the grinding is carried on by

a continuation of the use of a half-size, convex grooved tool ; this may be the same

iron tool which has been used for enlarging the excavation. When the diameter

of the excavation approaches that of the glas.s, the tool should be tested with the

spherometer for curvature, and, if necessary, ground in its corresponding concave

iron tool until its curvature is uniform and of exactly the desired radius. The

grinding of the glass is then continued with washed flour emery until the edge of

the excavation is within ^ inch of tlie edge. Experience in the previous use of the

half-size tool, in enlarging, the excavation and in keeping the cui'vuture of the glass

uniform and of the desired radius, will enable the optician to decide upon the vari-

ous lengths of stroke and the various settings of the transverse slide necessary in

this orrindino; and in the finer crrindincr to follow.

In fine-grinding a 80-inch concave with a 16-inch tool, strokes varying from 6

to 12 inches in length are used ; for a 9-inch stroke the normal setting of the trans-

verse slide (/. e., one which would tend neithei- to lengthen nor shorten the radius of

curvature of the glass) would be such that the outer edge of the tool overhangs the

glass about 3 inches in the forward stroke, while the inner edge of the tool passes

about one inch on the other side of the center of the glass on the return stroke.

Throughout the entire process of fine-grinding with the half-size tool the length

of stroke is changed once every eight or ten minutes ; at the end of every two or

three revolutions of the glass the setting of the transverse slide is changed, a little

at a time, for a considerable distance on either side of the normal setting ; the set-

ting of the slide can be changed without difficulty, while the machine is running, by

merely turning a hand-wheel. By these means the formation of zones of unequal

focal length can be entii'ely avoided.

The same grades of emery are used, and the same rules in regard to counter-

poising observed, as with full-size tools. Notwithstanding the fact that the length

of stroke can be considerably greatei" than with full-size tools, each gi-ade of emery

must be used for a lonfjei" time, on account of the smaller area of the fri'indino- sur-

face. Glass and tool are thoroughly cleaned, and the surface of the formei' exam-

ined, after the use of each grade of emery, as before desci'ibed.

Care must be taken during this work that the belts which rotate the turntable

are kept tight, so that no iri-egularity in the rotation of the turntable with refer-

ence to that of the crank-shaft can occur. It is absolutely necessary that all of the

fine work on large mirrors be done in rooms where no sudden changes of tempera-

ture can occur, and that nothing be allowed which might affect the temperature of

the glass locally.

If the concave mirror is intended for a paraboloidal one, the fine-ground surface
T>-3

should be spherical, with its radius of curvature 2 F +—=r, where F is the desired
4r
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focal length of the finished paraboloid and R is the semi-diameter of the miri-or

;

the reason for this is fully explained later. I have iievei' attempted to parabolize

while fine-grinding; it is possible that it miglit be well to do this in the case of

very large mirrors of shoi't focus, but my practice has been to fine-grind and polish

to a spherical surface, free from zones, and then to parabolize by means of suitable

polishing tools.

CHAPTER X.

POLISH IN(i.

The prepai'ation of polishing tools has already been described. The polishing

rouge which I use is of the quality which is used in lai'ge quantities commercially

in polishing plate-glass. I prefer the powdered form always. This grade of rouge

is not expensive (it costs about 30 cents per pound), but, like all rouge which

I have seen, it contains hard, sharp particles which may cause scratches. It must
therefore be thoroughly washed in the following manner :

In a clean, deep bowl C enough rouge is placed to fill it about one-third full

;

the bowl is then nearly filled with distilled water. The mass is very thoroughly

stirred with a clean wooden paddle, and allowed to settle for about twenty minutes.

The water above the i-ouge will now be perfectly clear ; this water is siphoned off.

With a clean spoon the light and fine rouge constituting the upper one-third of the

precipitated mass is I'emoved, and placed in a second clean bowl D. The rouge

remaining iu C'may be again stirred up with an abundance of distilled water, and

allowed to settle as before, the water siphoned off, and the upper one-fourth of the

precipitated rouge removed and placed in D. The heavier rouge which remains

in G is about half of the original quantity taken ; this is usually reserved, and,

after further washing, is used for polishing the backs of mirrors, and for similar

work. Only the contents of the bowl D ai-e used for fine work, and these are stiri-ed

up again and again with distilled water dui'ing the process of polishing, and onlj''

the fine, soft ci'eam which remains on the top of the mass of rouge, when it settles

each time, is used for polishing.

The thin cream of I'ouge and distilled water is applied to the glass by means of

a wide brush consisting of a thin paddle of wood with clean cheese-cloth wrapped

and tied about one end. Brushes of the usual kind should not be used.

By taking these precautions, and by the use of the wax surface on the rosin

squares, scratches in polishing can be entirely avoided. It is true that the very

light, fine rouge polishes more slowly than the heavier and coarser rouge, l)ut an

exquisitely fine polished surface is produced on the glass b}' its use. The wax

surface also polishes moi-e slowly than a baie I'osin one, but it has the very great

advantage that its action is more smooth and uniform than that of the rosin surface
;

tiie latter often tends to cling to the glass, and this unequally in different parts of

the stroke.
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The same question ai'ises in regai'd to the size of polishing tools as in tlie case

of giinding tools,—whether they shall be full-size or sniallei'. In the writer's o[)in-

ion fine plane and spherical surfaces up to about 36 inches in diameter are best

polished with full-size tools, which are moved by hand, by the optician and one or

two assistants, upon the surface of the slowly rotating glass. Tlie iippei- parts of

the machine are, of coui'se, removed during such polishing, which I shall call manual

polishing.

A 24-inch polishing tool, pi-epai'ed as already described, with its wooden basis

2| inches thick, weighs about 25 pounds ; this is not heavy enough for the best ac-

tion in polishing ; so about 50 % additional weight is put on in the foim of 12 lead

blocks which are distributed uniformly and screwed to the back of the tool.

This gives a weight of about yV pound foi' each square inch of area, which is found

to work well for all large tools. For tools 18 inches or less in diameter somewhat

gi'eater pressure per squai'e inch of area may be used. A 36-ineh tool, with wooden

basis 3f oi- 4 inches thick, weighs 75 oi- 80 pounds, and needs no additional

weighting.

The work of polishing a 24-inch miiror with full-size tool will now be described.

Six strong knobs of oak wood are screwed to the back of the wooden basis, each

knob being at the center of weight of each sixty-degi'ee sector of the tool. These

knobs serve for pushing, [)ulling, and lifting.

The polishing tool, which, with the glass, should have cooled over night after

the warm-pressing or rough-pi'essing pi'eviously described, is now to be cold-pressed.

Cold-pressing is absolutely necessary in all fine woik on large optical suifaces.

In warm-pressing, both tool and glass are distorted by even slight warming, and

when they become cool a perfect fit cannot be expected. The glass is carefully

wiped with clean cheese-cloth, and an abundance of very thin mixture of I'ouge

and water is spread upon it. The tool is now placed upon the glass and allowed

to lie for several hours, being moved about slightly every ten minutes to i-edis-

tribute the rouge and watei", and to pi'eveut the latter from diyiug around the

edges. The pressing may be assisted at fii'st by means of a 20- or 30-pound weight,

the pressure of which must be distributed by some such means as three bai's

laid upon the six knobs, and a triangle, carrying the weight, laid upon these. The
final cold-pi'essing must be done by the weight of the tool alone. The tool is

taken off and examined occasionally ; when it is sufficiently pressed the wax sur-

face appears uniformly smooth and bright. So perfect a fit is secuied in this way
that there is no danger of injuring the form of the glass when polishing is begun.

This applies to all stages of polishing and figuring. A fresh supply of I'ouge and

water is now spread upon the glass.

The stroke of the 24-inch polishing tool is easily given by the optician and one

assistant, who sit on opposite sides of the machine; the glass slowly I'otates with

the tuiiitable, making about 2 revolutions per minute. The knobs on the back

of the tool are held in the hands, and the stroke is given by alternately pushing

and pulling ; no vertical pressure whatever should be given by the hands. In

addition, a considerable side-throw is always given, first to one side, then to
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the other; this greatly assists in preventing the formation of zones of unequal cur-

vature. Polishing may be begun with a stroke 6 inches in length, which of course

causes the tool to overhang the glass 3 inches at the ends of the stroke; between
20 and 25 double strokes per minute are given. The side-throw used with this

length of stroke is about 2 inches, i. e., the tool is made to overhang the glass

about 2 inches, first to the right, then to the left ; the time occupied in passing from
the extreme right to the e.Ktreme left is about what is requii'ed for 4 double strokes.

This stroke and side-throw are continued while the glass makes exactly 2 revolu-

tions
;
the tool does not rotate with the glass, of course, while the stroke is beiu<''

given ; the last stroke should end with the tool central upon the glass.

Tool and glass are now allowed to rotate together for | of a complete i-evolu-

tion, and each optician then grasps the pair of knobs next to that which he held

before, so that the stroke is now given along a diameter of the tool 60° from that

last used
;
the length of stroke is now changed to 1 inches, and the side-throw

to 2i inches, and polishing is again carried on during exactly 2 revolutions of the

glass. Tool and ghiss are again allowed to I'otate together for -| of a revolution, and
polishing during 2 i-evolutions is now done with a stroke of 8 inches and side-throw

of 3 inches. During the next periods of polishing, each of 2 revolutions of the

glass, the stroke and side-throw are gi'adually shortened until a stroke of 4 inches

or less is reached; then the length of stroke is increased again.

When polishing has been carried on during 6 oi' 8 pei'iods of 2 revolutions

each, it will be found necessary to supply more rouge. The only entirely satisfac-

tory method of doing this, when a full-size polishing tool is used, is to I'emove the

tool from the mirror, and quickly spread the thin cream of I'ouge and water upon

the glass as uniformly as possible with the cheese-cloth brush. The removal of

the tool is effected by the two opticians carefully sliding it off the mirror, and lift-

ing at the same time. The tool should be allowed to remain off the glass for only

as short a time as possible, so that the form of the latter shall not be altered as a

result of a change of tera[ierature of the surface, caused by evaporation. For this

and other i-easons, such as the prevention of dust, the air in the polishing room

should be kept moist by keeping the floor well sprinkled.

When the tool is replaced on the mirror it is lifted by both opticians so that

only a very small part of its weight remains on the glass, and is lightly moved about,

for 30 seconds or more, to disti'ibute the I'ouge and water thoroughl}' l)efore polish-

ing is continued. As before stated, the method just described is the only entirely

satisfactory one, known to the writer, of supplying rouge during the polishing with

a full-size tool. All methods of sup])lying rouge at the edge, or through holes in

the tool, are inadmissible when the greatest refinement of figure is required.

It is in order that they may be easily handled in the manner described that

full-size polishing tools should be made light. It would, of course, be possible to

devise mechanism by which tools of any size and weight could be sufficiently

counterpoised, could be moved about upon the glass, and could be removetl from

the latter for the purpose of supplying rouge. The sim[)le and economical method

which I have described, however, works well for mirrors up to 36 or 40 inches in
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diameter. For larger mirrors it is more economical, in the opinion of the writer, to

use half-size tools for obtaining a fully polished spherical surface, and the same and

smaller tools for parabolizing. The method of using these will be described

later.

In genei-al, it is much easier to prevent the formation of zones, and to eliminate

zones already present, with full-size polishing tools than with smaller ones. The

method of manual polishing just described, in which the length of stroke and the

amount of side-throw are very frequently changed, tends to give a spherical surface,

except for a zone around the edge of the miiTor one-half an inch or less in width
;

this part of the surface will be of too great focal length, i. e., will turn down or

back slightly, unless means are taken to prevent it. This tendency is most pro-

nounced when a long stroke is used to excess, or when the rosin squares are too

soft. It is entii'ely prevented by diminishing the area of the rosin squares around

the edge of the tool, by trimming their edges to such a form as is shown in Fig. 4,

page 28. The exact amount of trimming required depends upon the length of

stroke, hardness of rosin, and tempei'ature of [)olishing room, and therefore can be

exactly determined only by experience.

A 24-inch mirror which has been propei'ly fine-ground with emei'ies down
to 2-hour or 4-hour washed, is I'eadily brought to a perfect polish with a full-size

tool in from 2 to 4 houis of actual polishing. If several broad zones of different

focal lengths have resulted from the fine-grinding, as frequently happens, these

zones can be giadually eliminated by a continuation of the use of the full-size

polisher as above described.

Attention must be given to the rosin squares, which gradually press down so

that their edges must be trimmed to keep the grooves of their original width and

of uniform width. When the bare rosin begins to show at the corners or edges of

the faces of the squares, which will occur after 6 or 8 hours' use of the tool,

a new coat of wax must be applied, and the tool must again be thoroughly cold-

pressed. It must not be supposed, however, that cold-pressing is necessary only at

such times
; in all fine work this pressing must be done whenever the tool has

remained off the glass for more than a few minutes ; after hanging face down during

the night the tool is always cold-[)ressed foi- about 2 hours before polishing is begun
in the morning.

Polishing with half size oi- smaller tools is best done with the machine, instead

of by manual work. These tools do not have to be removed fr'om the glass in order

to renew the supply of loiige ; they aie therefoi-e connected to the machine and used

very much as half-size grinding tools aie used ; in my work they are made of such

weight that they need not be counterpoised. Very large or uiuisnally heavy polish-

ing tools of this kind can, of course, be easily counter[)oised when desired.

Great experience, constant attention to very fretjuent changing of the position

of the tool by means of the transverse slide, and frequent testing of the form of the

mirror surface are necessary in polishing with half-size or smaller tools, in order to

preserve the uniform curvature of the surface. This is greatly facilitated by trim-

ming the rosin squares at and near the edges of the tool, as in the case of full-size
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tools, but to a gi'eatei- extent ; the effect of the action of the edges of the tool

is thus softened or blended.

When a half-size or smaller tool has just been coated with wax, or is known
to be far from the exact foim desired, it is first cold-pressed in the usual way on the

center of the glass. But the final cold-pressing of such tools should be done as fol-

lows : The entire surface of the glass is painted witli rouge and water, and

tile machine is set to give a "normal" stroke, i. e., one by which the tool is made
to cover the entire surface of the mirror as uniformly as possible (without an

excess of action on any zone) as the glass revolves; the machine is run extremely

slowly, and the setting of the transverse slide is changed often ; after [tressing the

tool foi- an houi' or two in this way, polishing or figuring is to be begun.

CHAPTER XI.

TESTING AND FIGURING SPHERICAL MIRRORS.

Before describing the work of figuring concave mirrors, which is done with

polishing tools, it will be necessary to consider methods of testing. The principles

involved in testing concave minors at their center of curvature by Foncault's

method have been thoroughly ex[)lained and illustrated bj' Draper on pages 13-19

of his book, and by Dr. Common in his book On the Construction of a Five-Foot

Equatorial Reflecting Telescope. Foucault's original [)aper on this subject may be

found in Vol. V of the Annals of the Paris Observatory.

All mirrors, when being tested, ai-e placed on edge, so that the axis of figure

is neaily horizontal, large mirroi's being suspended in a wide, flexible steel band,

lined with soft paper or Brussels carpet; for glass mirrors lai'ger than 30 inches in

diameter it is very desirable to have the grinding and polishing machine so con-

sti'ucted that the glass can be tniiied down on edge for testing, in the manner shown

on Plate ir, without lemoving it from the machine. A 30-inch glass mirror 4

inches thick weighs about 260 pounds; miirors larger than this are diflicult

to handle without suitable mechanism.

A small, brilliant source of light, or " artificial star" may be })roduced by pla-

cing in front of the flame of an oil lamp a thin metal i)late in which a very small

[)inlio]e has been bored. If the ilhuninated pinhole l)e placed about an inch to one

side of the principal axis of the mii'ror, and at a distance from the mirror equal to

its radius of curvature, a reflected image of the pinhole will be formed on the

other side of tlie axis, and at the same distance from it and from the mirror as

the corresponding distances of the piidiole itself. If the surface of the mirror

is perfectly s})herical, and if theie are no atmospheric disturbances in the course of

the rays, the reflected image, when examined with an eyepiece, will be found to be

a pei'fect reproduction of the pinhole, with the addition of one or more diffiaction

rings around it, minute details of the edge of the pinhole apftearing as exquisitely

sharp and distinct as when tlie pinhole itself is examined with an eyepiece. If the
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eyepiece be moved outside aud inside of the focus, the expanded disk iu both cases

appeals perfectly rouud. Nothing cau be more impi'essive than to see such a

leflected iraafi'e produced by a fine spherical mirror having a radius of curva-

ture of 100 feet or more. Several such mirrors of 2 feet aperture have recently

been finished here.

The use of an eyepiece is interesting for such experiments as that just

described, and is impoi'tant as a check upon the test with an opaque screen. The

latter test, however, which I shall call the knife-edge test, is used almost exclusively

for mirrors of all forms ; it is far more serviceable than the eyepiece test in deter-

mining the nature and position of zonal ii-i-egularities, and is far moi'e accurate in

determining the radius of curvature either of a mirror as a whole, or of any zones

of its surface.

If the eye be placed just behind the reflected image of the illuminated pinhole,

so that the entire reflected cone of light enteis the pupil, the polished, unsilvered

mirror surface is seen as a brilliant disk of light. Let an opaque screen or knife-

edo-e be placed in the same plane through the axis as the pinhole, and be moved

across the reflected comfrom the left, and just in front of the eye ; if a dai'k shadow

is seen to advance across the raiii'or from the left, the pinhole and knife-edge are

inside of the best focus, and must be moved together away from the mirror;

if, however, with the knife-edge still moved across from the left, the shadow

advances across the mirror from the right, pinhole and knife-edge are outside of the

focus and must be moved toward the mirror. By repeated ti'ials a position is found

from which the shadow does not appeal- to advance from either side, but the miiTor

surface darkens more or less uniformly all over : this is the position oi' plane of the

best focus, and it is with this position of the knife-edge that irregulaiities of the

surface, if any exist, are seen in most highly exaggerated relief ; with this position of

the knife-edge, the mirror, if perfectly spherical, is seen to darken with absolute uni-

formity all over as the sci-een is moved across the focus, and the impression of a per-

fectly plane surface is given to the eye.

If, however, the mirror is not perfectly spherical, but contains several zones of

slightly different radii of curvature, a very common case, these zones will appear as

protuberant or depressed rings on an othei-wise plane surface. The reason for this

is evident; the light from some parts of such zones is cut off by the knife-edge

before, from other pai-ts after, the illumination from the general surface is cut off;

the surface is therefore seen in light and shade, i. e., in enormously exaggerated

relief. The mirror must be regarded as being illuminated by light shining very

obli(|uelj^ along the surface from the side opposite that from which the knife-edge

advances across the focus. The interpretation of lights and shades becomes easy

after a little experience; not only is the character of a zone—whether it is an ele-

vation or depression—readily seen, but its diameter and its width are readily

determined.

If the disk of glass is of sufficient thickness and of proper quality, and if

attention has been given to the uniform rotation of the turntable and to the pro-

tection of the glass from abnormal conditions of temperature dui-ing grinding and
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polishing, all irregularities of figui'e which occur are perfect zones or rings concen-

ti'ic with the edge of the glass; that is, the surface is always a peifect surface

of revolution. If, liowevei", these precautions have not been taken, or if the glass

has been improperly su])[)oited during grinding and polishing, or if it has been cut

out of thick rolled plate-glass, so that it is weak in the direction of one diameter, an

astigmatic niii'i'or may be produced, in which the radius of curvature is slightly

different aloni^ two diameters at richt ancles to each othei'.

Astigmatism is easily recognized with either the knife-edge or the eyepiece

test. Let the plane of the apparent focus be determined with the knife-edge

advancing from the left, then from above, then from the right, then from a number

of directions between these three ; if astigmatism exists the planes of the various

foci thus found will not coincide; and the directions of greatest and least curvature

of the surface are readily determined. When the eyepiece test is used, an astig-

matic mirror does not give a shai'p image even at the best focus; if the eyepiece be

moved outside and inside of this focus the expanded disk becomes elongated, and

is not uniformly illuminated ; the direction of elongation outside is at right angles

to tliat inside, and the distribution of light in the expanded disk is entii-ely different

outside and inside of the focus.

LENS

—rn~-
, PIN HOLE

1^'---
DIAGONAL PRISM

---UJ

— _ __^L/\riP

__ — —-"' rlJ^ME

? s

Fig. I.

Arrangement hv which Artificial Star is used very close to Optical Axis.

The general character of the tests having now been described, let us con-

sider some important matters of detail which are necessary for the gi'eatest refine-

ment in testing all forms of mirroi's.

By the use of a small lens and a diagonal prism, in the manner shown in Fig.

1, the lamp can be kept well out of the way, and the illuminated pinhole and its

reflected image brought very near to the axis of figui'e of the niiri'or. This is of

much importance in testing nairrors of short focus or of great angular aperture, as

the danger of errors in testing due to woi'king considerably out of the axis of figure is

avoided. As may be seen in the figure the pinhole is now placed at the surface of

the diagon.al prism nearest to the mirror being tested. The arrangement should

be such that the cone of rays proceeding fiom the lens is considerably larger than

is needed to fill the concave mirror.

When being figuied, mirrors are usually tested while unsilvered, since very

frequent tests are desirable. While the amount of light reflected from the polished
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unsilvered surface is surprisingly great, a much more brilliant " artificial star " tlian

that given by the oil lamp is i-equired for the greatest refinement and accuracy

with the knife-edge test, especially in the cases of plane, pai'aboloidal, and hyper-

boloidal mirrors, in which there are two reflections from the unsilvei'ed surface. It

might be supposed that a larger pinhole could be used, and thus a more brilliant

illumination of the mirror surface secured ; but a large pinhole allows an a})parent

diffusion of light over the mirror surface, which obliterates all the more delicate

contrasts of illumination due to minute iiregularities of surface. With feeble

illumination of the surface the eye is entirely unable to detect slight contrasts,

which with brilliant illumination become sti'ong and unmistakable. When the

knife-edge test is used with an extremely small pinhole of between -j^-^- and
-g-J-g-

inch in diameter, illuminated by acetylene or (what is much better) oxy-hydi-ogen

or electric-arc light, minute zonal irregularities are strongly and brilliantly shown,

which are entirely invisible with large pinhole or insufficient illumination. With

the arrangement of lens and diagonal prism (Fig. 1) either of the sources of light

named can be used without difficulty ;
disturbances of the air from their heat

should be prevented by placing the light behind a partition with a window of thin

plate glass.

With the best conditions of apparatus Just described, the degree of accuracy to

be attained with the knife-edge test is sur[)rising. With a mirror of 2 feet aperture

and 50 feet radius of curvature, the plane of the center of curvature can be easily

located to within y^^ inch, and with care to within half of that amount. With the

dimensions given, a change of ^^ inch in the radius of curvature corresponds to

a change of —! inch in the depth of the curve of tlie mirror surface. There can° .'iOO.OOO
. . \

be no doubt that zonal irregularities of surface of half of this amount are readily

recognized.

We are now ready to consider the finishing of a spherical miri'or. As before

stated, a continuation of the use of the full-size polishing tool tends toward the

gradual elimination of zonal irregularities. This work is often slow and laborious,

however, for when the mirror becomes nearly finished, so that any zones, when
seen with the knife-edge test, appeal- as extremely slight elevations or depressions,

the improvement becomes exceedingly slow. The woi'k may be facilitated by the

local use of very small polishing tools upon protuberant zones. These tools are

usually from 2 to 4 inches in diameter, and consist of squares of rosin upon a basis

of brass ; their faces are waxed and cold-pressed, and the squai-es around their

edges are tiimmed in order to soften or blend the action of the edges ; small local

tools with their surfaces trimmed as shown in Fig. 13 (in which the shaded parts

represent the i-osin) ai'e excellent for the purpose. These local tools are used as fol-

lows : the positions and width of any pi'otuberant zones are carefully determined by

the knife-edge test, and the glass is replaced on the rotating turntable ; stationaiy

pointers are clamped to the machine, and ovei'hang the glass so as to indicate the

exact positions of the zones ; the surface is painted all over with louge and water,

and the optician works the small tools on the high zones by hand ; the rubbing

is done on each zone duiing several revolutions of the glass, the length and direc-
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tioii of the stroke being changed after each complete revolution. Great care and
judgment must be used in this work, and the surface must be tested very often,

otherwise a wide zone will usually give place to several narrow ones. After the

protuberant zones have been softened down in this way the full-size polisher is

again used for finishing the surface.

A large and perfect spherical mirror is an indispensable part of the equipment

of an optical laboratoiy, as it affords what is in my opinion the most satisfactory

means of testing large j)lane miri'ors. On account of the ease of rigorously testing

a concave spherical surface, this is the form which should be first attempted

by beginnei's in optical work.

CHAPTER XII.

GRINDING, FIGURING, AND TESTING PLANE MIRRORS.

The making of large plane mirrors of fine figure is usually regarded as much
moie difficult than that of laige concave mii'i'ors. The diificulty has been, in the

past, largely one of testing. With a satisfactory method of testing the large plane

surface a^ a whole^ in a rigorous aud direct manner, the problem is gi'eatl}^ simpli-

fied. So far as the writer is aware, no such test has hitherto been fully developed.

In Montldy Notices, Vol. 48, [). 105, Mi'. Common suggests, very briefly, the testing

of plane minors in combination with a finished spherical mirror, and gives a

diagram in illusti-ation ; but no details in regard to the method aie given. This

method has been developed and used for many yeai-s by the writer in testing plane

minors up to 30 inches in diameter. When this test is used, the difficulty of mak-

ing a 24-inch plane mirror which shall not deviate from perfect flatness by an

amount greater than gp^^^^pp inch is neitliei' givater nor less than that of making a

good spherical miri'or of 2 feet apeitui-e and 50 feet radius of curvature, when

it is required that the radius of curvature shall not differ fi'om 50 feet by a

quantity greater than j^-^ inch.

SPHERICAL
MIRROR

ILLUMINATED

I-

PLANE MIRROR

Fig. 2. DiAGRA.M Ii.LUSTRAiiNG Tksting of a I'lane Mirror.

A spherical mirror A (Fig. 2), which should not be smallei' in diameter than

the plane mirror B to be tested, is figured with the utmost accui'acy, sjiecial care

being taken that no astigmatism, however slight, exists in it. The mirror A
is silvered ; B is polished and unsilvered. The mirrors may be set up as shown in

plan in Fig. 2, the distance cm -\- iitf being equal to the radius of curvature of A ;

lioth mirrors hang on edge in steel band.s as already described. The light proceeding
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from the illuminated pinhole strikes B, is reflected to A, thence back to B,

thence to a focus close beside the illuminated pinhole.

When using the knife-edge test the optician sees the mirror B brilliantly illu-

minated, and in ellii)tical outline, the hoi'izontal diameter appearing foreshortened

by an amount depending upon the angle at which the mirror is viewed. With the

knife-edge test the sui'face of B is seen in relief, as a whole ; any zonal errors appear

enormously exaggei'ated, and their chai'acter and position are readily determined,

just as when a spherical rairi'or is tested at its center of curvatui-e ; these zonal

errors, of coui-se, appear elliptical, on account of their foreshortening ; their effect is

doubled in intensity on account of the two reflections from B (assuming that the

illumination is as brilliant as the eye requires).

The test, as already described, is all that is necessai-y for the detection and loca-

tion of zonal errors. But something more is necessary in order to detect general

curvature, i. e., convexity or concavity, in B. Let us assume that the mirror, when

fine-ground and polished, is so nearly flat that no curvature can be detected with a

Brown and Sharpe steel straight-edge of the finest quality; and for convenience in

description let us also assume that the surface is free from zonal eri'ors. Let the

knife-edge be moved across the reflected cone from the left; a focal point is found

at which the right and left sides of the mirror darken simultaneously ; this focal

point we will call/j. Now let the knife-edge be moved across the cone from

above, instead of from the left; a focal point will be found at which the upper and

lower parts of the mirror darken simultaneously ; this focal point we will call^g.

It is only when the mirror B is a perfect plane that fj and fj coincide with each

other and with the point /'(see figure). If B is slightly convex, /j and/", are out-

side oif(i. e., farther from the mirror than/") and /"j is outside oi f^. If ^ is

slightly concave both/j and^g are inside of/, and/j is inside of y,- I^ practice,

the exact position of /"is not found (except incidentally when the plane mirror is

finished), for this would involve the very accurate measurement of the large dis-

tance cm + ^'/- The determination of the positions of/', and/g with reference to

each other is all that is needed.

That/"j and/'g do not coincide when B is convex or concave is due to the fact

that the cuivation of B is apparently increased or exaggerated in the direction of

the horizontal diameter of the mirror, on account of its foreshortening in this direc-

tion, as seen from/'; while the curvature in the direction of its vei'tical diameter is

not thus exaggerated. Tiie effect is precisely as if the spherical mirror A were astig-

matic, the parts of the sui'face adjacent to the horizontal diameter having a different

radius of curvature from those adjacent to the vertical diameter. This effect is so

marked that an exti'emely small deviation of B from a ti'ue plane can be detected.

For example, if A and B are each two feet in diameter, the radius of curvature of

A being fifty feet as before, and if the angle which the line/m subtends with the

surface of B is 45°, a deviation from a true plane of
3 j,/,^tnr

'^^^' "^ ^'^^ surface of

B is readily detected. If the angle of the mirror B be changed to 30°, as shown

in Fig. 3, the accuracy of the test for genei'al curvature is about doubled ; the latter

position, however, is not usually so convenient for determining the positions of zonal
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errors; for the greatest refinement, therefore, the stand on which A and B are sup-

ported is so designed that the positions of the minors can be qnickly changed so as

to give the greatest accuracy in each part of tlie test.

,ILLUniNATtD

PLANE MIBROR

Fig. 3. Diagram Illustrating Testing of a Plane Mirror.

The use of an eyepiece in this test is important because it shows how fatal to

good definition is even a very slight convexity or concavity of a plane mil lor when
used in oblique positions. If f\ and /g coincide as closely as can be detected

with the knife-edge test (^ being free from zonal irregularities also) the re-

flected image of the pinhole, as seen in an eyepiece at _/, is as excjuisitely sharp

and perfect as if it wei'e formed by the spherical mirror A alone. But if £ is

slightly convex or concave the appearance of the eyepiece image is similar to that

which has ah'eady been described in connection with astigmatic concave mir-

rors ; the image is not sharp even at the best focus ; if jB is convex, the image

becomes elongated in a vertical direction outside, and in a horizontal direction

inside, of the best focus ; if ..B is concave the directions of elongation are the re-

verse of these.

The preparation of grinding tools for plane mirrors is similar to that of tools for

concave mirrors. Thiee full-size, flat iron tools are usually made, however, all of

which are grooved. These are i^round too;ether with carborundum of finer and finer

grades, until all appear flat when tested with a carefully kept Brown and Sharpe

steel straight-edge of best quality.

The plane mirror is fine-ground in the manner described for concave miri-ors.

It is of course a rare occuiTence to find a large plane mirror nearly optically flat

when it is first tested after gi'inding and polishing. jNIy large mirroi'S almost in-

variably come out slightly convex when first polished; this may be due in part to

the fact that the flat grinding tool becomes very slightly concave during the fine-

grinding of the glass, from being worked on top (see page 7). Slight convexity

of the mirror at this stage of the work is much better than slight concavity, for it

is much better and easier to remove a high center than a high edge, during tiie

process of figuring with polishing tools.

Manual polishing with full-size tools should be em[)loyed when the mirror is

not too large to allow this. The polishing is begun with the normal tool shown

in Fisr. 4, in which the trrooves are of uniform width throui^hi>ut. After an hour's

polishing the mirror is tested; if it is found to be conve.v, polishing is continued

with the concaving tool shown in Fig. 5, in which all of the grooves are gradually

widened toward the edges of the tool, so that there is a pi-ogressive decrease of

action toward the edges of the glass; the amount of this widening must be
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Fig. 4. Normal Polishing Tool.

D

Fig. 5. Concaving 1'ol.shing Tool for Figuring Plane Mirror.
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determined by experiment; it should be sucli that the convexity of the mirror is

slowly and uniformly decreased.

If the mirror, when first tested, is found to be concave, the cotivexing tool

shown in Fig. 6 is used to continue the polishing.

The concaving and convexing tools often tend to introduce broad slight zonal

erroi's; hence recourse must be had repeatedly to the normal tool. When all trace

of general cv I-vatare has disappeared, any remaining zonal erroi's are eliminated by
the use of the normal tool, and, if necessary, of the small local or figuring tools, (see

page 24).

Fig. 6. Convexing Polishing Tool for P'iguring Plane Mirror.

If a finished plane miiTor is available which is not smaller than the one being

figured, the work is very greatly facilitated l)y continually cold-|iressing the polish-

ing tools on the finished miri-or ; every precaution must be taken, however, to pre-.

vent injury to the figure of tlie finished mirror by such cold-pi'essing.

In some of the writer's early work, in which the thickness of mirrors was made

only one-twelfth of their diameter, it was found that a /torwa/ polishing tool, as de-

sci'ibed above, tended to change the mirror veiy gradually toward a concave. This

was undoubtedly due to the fact that the friction of i)oli8hiug warmed the surface

very slightly, thus expanding it and making it convex with I'eference to the polish-

ing tool ; the tool did not follow this change of form readily, hence the central [)arts

of the glass were acted upon in excess. Furthei-more, such thin mirrors, when un-

silvered, were so sensitive to slight changes of temperature that the presence of the
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optician's body for a period of t^-o or three minutes, at a distance of three feet

fi'om a mirror which was set up for testing, would thi'ow a previously plane mirror

convex by an amount many times greater than the smallest amount which can be

detected by the knife-edge test. When the thickness of mirrors is made equal to

about one-seventh of their diameter, their sensitiveness to all such temperature

effects is very greatly decreased. Furthermoi-e, in the case of silvered glass minors

which are used for solar work, the writer has found that thick mirrors suffer very

much less change of figure fi-oia exposure to the sun's heat than thin mirrors do.

Silvering affords a gi'eat pi'otection from changes of temperature, since the silver

film furnishes an almost totally reftecting surface for heat radiations.

CHAPTER XIII.

TESTING .AND FIGURING P.\RABOLOIU.\L MIRRORS.

The work of changing a spherical mii-ror to a paraboloidal one is accomplished

entirely by the use of polishing tools, by shortening the radii of curvature of the

inner zones, instead of by increasing or lengthening those of the outer zones. The
methods of effecting this change of curvatuie will be described after the methods

of testing a paraboloid have been discussed.

Such testing can be done at the center of curvature, by determining there the

foci or the I'adii of curvature of successive zones of the mirror; it may be done at

the focus of the paraboloid, by the aid of a finished plane mirror which should be

at least as large as the paiaboloidal one ; and it may be done directly on a star.

The first two methods named have the very great advantage that they may be

conducted without interruption, under the practically perfect atmospheric and

temperature conditions of the optical laboratory.

Testing a Paraboloid at the Center of Gurvatwre. A knowledge of the pi'o})-

erties of the parabola enables the optician to compute the positions of the centers

of curvature of successive, definite, narrow zones of the mirror, and the surface

must be so figured that the radius of curvatui'e of each zone agrees with the com-

puted value. In testing, each zone in succession is exposed by means of a suitable

diaphragm, all of the rest of the surface being covei'ed. In practice, two entirely

different fornuilje may be used, depending upon the position of the illuminated

pinhole.

Let F be the focal length of a finished paraboloidal mirror, and R the semi-

diameter of any extremely narrow zone or ring of its surface, concentric with the

vertex or center of the mirror; the normals to this zone cross the axis at a point
T>2

whose distance from the vertex is 2 F+—p; hence, if the illuminated pinhole be

T> 2
placed very close to the axis, and at a distance of 2 F + —p; from the vertex, the

4 r
rays of light reflected from the narrow zone will form a focus or image in the same
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plane (at right angles to the axis) in which the pinhole itself lies. This is the
simplest formula which can be used, but it is not the most useful in practice.

In testing pai'aboloids at the centei' of cui-vature the writei' has always used
the following method and formula: The illuminated pinhole remains fixed at the
center of cuivatui-e of the central parts of the mirror, i. e., at a distance 2 F from
the vertex, where F is the focal length. The intervals, measured along the axis,

between the reflected foci of the various zones, are now twice as great as those
given by the method described in the preceding paragraph; consequently these
foci can now be detei'mined with twice the accuracy which can be attained by that
method. Only the rays i-eflected from the parts of the paraboloid very near to

the vei-tex are now brought to a focus in the plane of the pinhole. If the para-
boloidal figui-e is perfect, the rays reflected from any very naiTOw zone whose semi-

diameter is R are now brought to a focus at a distance -^ +—=^back of the plane
2 r 16 F^ ^

the pinhole, i. e., at a distance 2 F + -~^ -\- from the vertex of the paraboloid.
2 r lor''

The quantity ^^3 is so small in the case of mirrors of moderate size and of ordinary

I'atios of apertui'e to focal length that it can be neglected ; even in testing the

outermost zones of the 5-foot mirror of 25 feet focal length, this quantity is less

R2
than 0.002 inch, while the (quantity —^amounts to 1^ inches.

Now let us consider what is the best method of determining the planes of the

reflected foci. Draper, Common, and other workers used an eyepiece for this purpose
;

this serves well for mirroi's of moderate angular apei'ture, but for mirrors in which the

ratio of aperture to focal length is as great as 1 to 5 or 1 to 6 this method presents

serious difficulties; if narrow zones are used the image in the eyepiece is blurred

and indistinct on account of the diffraction effect produced by the edges of the

zonal openings in tlie diaphragm, while if wide zones are used the difference of

focus of the inner and outer parts of a zone is so great that the image shows

evidence of marked aberration ; with neither narrow nor wide zones can the

position of the focus be determined with very great accuracy.

In Publicatians of the A. S. P., vol. xiv.. No. 87, Hussey gives a foi'mula for

the position of the " cii'cle of least confusion " when a zone of given width is used
;

if Hussey's formula were employed and the pinhole were made very small and

i-ound, with smooth edges, it is probable that inuoh greater accuracy could be

attained than by the use of an eye})iece in the oi'dinaiy way.

The method of locating the reflected foci which is used by the writer is as

follows; it is capable of surprising accuracj'^ when the optician has become experi-

enced in its use. The reflected focus of a zone is found with the knife-edge, pre-

cisely as the focus of a spherical miri'or is found. The knife-edge is moved across

the reflected cone from the left ; if the left side of \\w zone is seen to darken first,

the knifeedcre is inside of the focus; if the riorht side darkens first, the knife-edjje

is outside of the focus; when the riirht and left sides of the zone darken simul-
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taneously, the knife-edge is at the focus of the zone. One advantage of this

method is that it is independent of changes of focus of the eye itself
; but the

gi'eat advantage is that very narrow zones or ai'cs can be used. Diaphragms

with zonal openings ^ of an inch wide serve admirably for mirrors of 10 or 15

feet focal length ; indeed the width of the zones which are actually used is con-

siderably less than this; for, on account of diftraction, the edges of the openings

in the diaphragms always appear as brilliant lines, even while the illumination

near the center of the openings is being cut off by the knife-edge; it is therefore

only the illumination near the center that is used in making the comparison.

The diaphragms which I use in this method of testing do not expose entire

zones, but only pairs of arcs on the right and left sides of the mirror. Fig. 7 shows

the diaphragm which was used in testing in this way the mirror of the two-foot

reflector of the Yerkes Observatory. The arcs are cut in a long and narrow strip

of thin metal; this is attached to the inner edges of two wooden strips, «/ these

Fig. 7. Diaphragm Used in Testing a Parauoloidai. Mirror at i is Center
OF Curvature.

edges are curved so that all parts of the thin metal diaphragm are nearly in

contact with the curved surface of the mirror. The edges of the o[)enings are

bevelled so as to be exti'emely thin, and are finished dead-black. Twelve pairs

of arcs were used, with mean radii of 1, 2, 3, . . . 10, 11, and 11| inches.

The openings of these arcs ai'e i inch in width. The foci of the successive zones

(except those ueai- the center) can be readily determined by this means to within
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^jf inch along the axis, for a mirror of two feet aperture and of ten or fifteen feet

focal length.

Care must be taken wlien testing in this way that the entire mii-ror surface is

uniformly illuminated by the cone of light proceeding fioiu tlie illuminated pin-

hole; this condition, once secured, is easily maintained, since the illuminated i)inhole

remains immovable.

I have described at considerable length the methods of testing paraboloids at

the center of curvature, because of the importance of the subject, and because this

will probably continue to be a favorite method, especially among amateurs. But
when testing is done at the center of curvature, even with the extremely accurate

method just described, the making of a large paraboloidal mirror of great angular

aperture and really fine figure is an exceedingly difficult task. This is due in part to

the necessity of very frequent tests, in each of which the foci of a large number of

zones must be determined ; it is due far more to the uncertainty in determinino' the

exact nature of errors of surface (considering the surface as a whole) coi-i-espondino'

to focal readings which do not agree witli the computed values. In the case of

miri'ors of small or moderate angular aperture, much important information can be

gained by viewing the surface as a whole, from the (mean) center of curvature, by
means of the knife-edge test; a finished paraboloid, when thus seen, appears to

stand out in relief, in strong light and shade, as a surface of revolution whose sec-

FiG. 8.

tion is that shown in Fig. 8 ; knife-edge and pinhole are both at the center of curva-

ture of the zone a; the apparent curve of the surface should be a smooth one.

But in the case of a mirror of large angular apertui'e the change of curvature is so

rapid that only a narrow zone can be seen well at one time, i. e., with a given focal

setting of the knife-edge.

Testing a Paraboloid at it,^ Focus. This method was briefly described by the

writer in the Astrophysical Journal, November, 1901. It is incomparably more

simple, direct, and rigorous than the test at the center of curvature. A well-figured

plane mirror, which should not be smaller than the paraboloidal one, is necessary

in oi'der that the testing may be done in the optical laboratory. In pi-actice a small

diao^onal plane mirror is also used, to avoid the necessity of a central hole through

the large plane miri'or. Both of the plane miri'ors are silvered. The arrangement

of mirrors is shown in Fig. 9. The diagonal prism is placed at/', with the illumin-

ated pinhole very near the axis
;
pinhole and knife-edge are in the same plane, at a

distance from the vertex equal to c m + tnf, which is equal to the focal length of

the mirror. The paraboloid is now tested as a whole, without the use of zones,

precisely as a spherical mirror is tested at its center of curvature.
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PARAeOLOIOAL

Fig. 9. Testing a Paraboloidal Mirror ai its Focus.

If F be the desired focal length of the paraboloidal minor whose serai-diameter

is R, then the spherical surface which is fine-grouud and fully polished preparatory

R2
to parabolizing should have a radius of curvature of 2F -|- -—^. This is because

parabolizing is done by shortening the radii of curvature of all the inner zones of a

mirror, leaving the outermost zone unchanged, as shown in Fig. 10 ; this is a far

easier and better method in pi-actice than to leave the central parts of the miiTor

Fig. 10. Ku;. II.

unchanged, and to lengthen the radii of curvature of all of the outer zones, as shown

in Fig. 11.

Let us now suppose that the concave mii-ror shown in Fig. 9 is a spliei'ical one

R2
with radius of curvature 2F + —-, where R is tlie serai-diaraeter, and F is the

4 F
distance cm -\- mf\ from the center of the mirror surface to the plane of the pin-

hole and knife-edge. If the spherical surface be now viewed from the point /'with

the knife-edge test, it will appear to stand out in relief, in strong light and shade,

Fig. 12.

as a surface of revolution whose section is that shown in Fig. 12, the height of the

protuberant center depending upon the angular aperture of the mirror. The reason

for this appearance is readily seen by refei'ence to Fig. 10. To change the spherical

surface to a paraboloid, the protubei-ant center nuist be I'emoved by the use of

suitable polishing tools, until the surface, as seen with the knife-edge test from the

pointy, appears perfectly flat, /. e., the illuminated surface darkens with perfect
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uniformity all ovei-. As the paraboloidal surface nears completion, an elevated or
depressed center, a "turned up" or "turned down" edge, or protuberant or de-

pressed zones, can be seen and their character and exact position determined, with
precisely the same ease and cei'tainty with which similar iiregularities are seen when
a spherical miiTor is examined at its center of curvatioii with the knife-edge test.

It should be noticed that even when the pinhole and reflected image are very
near each other, as they should be, yet both may be far out of the axis of the para-

boloid, if the mirrors are not properly adjusted or collimated; when this is the case

the miri'or surface, when seen with the knife-edge test, does not appear as a sui'face

of revolution, and cannot be properly tested. The mirrors may be collimated by
the following method, thus insuring that the pinhole and I'eflected image are both

exti-emely near the optical axis.

The mirrors are set up approximately right by measurement. A ring about an
inch in diameter, with two fine threads stretched diametrically across it, one verti-

cal, one horizontal, is set up near the plane of the illuminated pinhole, the intersec-

tion of the threads marking the desired position of the optical axis. A light,

stiff ring is made, which fits closely over the edge of the paraboloidal mirror, at the

front; this ring can be slipped on and taken off as required. Two very fine bright

wires are stretched diametrically across this ring, one vertical, one horizontal ; these

wires should be as close as possible to the face of the mirror ; their intersection

marks the position of the center or vertex of the paraboloid. Two fine shoit lines,

one vertical, one horizontal, are scratched with a fine needle-point at the center of

the silvered face of the small diagonal plane miiroi-. The eye is now placed about

3 feet outside of the plane of the crossed threads, and an assistant changes the in-

clination of the small plane mirror, by means of three adjusting-screws at its back,

until the intersections of the threads, of the scratches, and of the wires are all

seen in exact coincidence. The assistant next changes the inclination of the para-

boloidal mirror (by means of three adjusting-screws at its back) until, with the

eye in the same position as before, the intersection of the threads, the intersection

of the wires, and the reflection of the intersection of the threads seen in the para-

boloidal mirror, all appear in exact coincidence ; the position of the axis of the

paraboloid has now been defined. No attention is paid to the large plane mirror

in this part of the work. The illuminated pinhole is now placed in position, and

the large plane mirror is adjusted (by means of thi-ee adjusting-screws at its back)

until the reflected image falls in the right position with reference to the axis and

pinhole.

The frame which carries the paraboloidal mirror can easily be so designed that

this mirror can be removed and replaced repeatedly, while figuring it, without

sensibly disturVjing the adjustments.

The difliculties of making short-focus paraboloidal mirrors of fine figure are

so greatly reduced when this method of testing is used that I believe that the gen-

eral adoption of this method by opticians would lead to such improvements in results

as to bring about a marked advance in the usefulness of reflecting telescopes. The
making of the large plane mirror which is necessary in this test becomes so simple
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and certain when the methods of testing and figuring described in the preceding

chapter are used, that I have no hesitation in saying tliat when a large paraboloidal

mirror of short focus and of the finest attainable figure is to be made, it is economi-

cal to make a plane mirror of the same size, with which to test it, if one is not

already available. The concave mirror is first figured spherical and is used thus for

testing the plane mirror while the latter is being figured; the plane mirror is then

used in testing the concave one during the parabolizing of the latter. Both the

plane and paraboloidal mirrors are then used in testing the small (convex)

hyperboloidal mirror wliile the latter is being figured.

Testing a Paraboloid on a Star. With this method the miri-or sui-face, as seen

with the knife-edge test, presents the same genei'al appearance as in testing in con-

junction with a large plane mirror; in the latter test, however, errors of surface are

Fig. 13. Full-Size Polishing Tool for Parabolizing.

seen in greater relief, because the effect of such errors is doubled on account of the

two reflections from the paraboloid. In addition, it is impossible to overestimate the

advantage of being able to test as often as is desired, in the optical laboratory,

where atmospheric and tempei-ature conditions can be controlled perfectly, and

where the mirror does not have to be removed from the polishing machine in order

to test it. In testing on a star it is seldom indeed that atmospheric conditions are

sufficiently fine to allow any except the larger errors of surface to be seen.

Changing a Spherical Surface to a Paraboloid. As before stated, this is ac-

complished by shortening the radii of curvature of all of the inner zones of the sur-
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face, leaving the outermost zone uneliauged (see Fig. 10). There are two distinct

methods of accomplishing this : (1) by the use of full-size polishing tools, the losin

surfaces of which ai'e cut away in such a manner as to give a large excess of polish-

ing surface near the central parts of the tool; (2) hy the use of small polishing or

figuring tools worked chiefly upon the central parts of the mirror, and less and less

upon the zones towaid the edge.

(1) Pamholizing with FuUSize Tools. The rosin surface can be trimmed

in a variety of ways to give a great excess of action on the central parts of the

miri'or. Fig. 13 shows one of the best forms of tool for this purpose, the shaded

parts I'epresenting the I'osin surface, coated with wax. The form of the edges of

the rosiu-covei'ed areas can be altered as desired, and thus the amount of action on

any zone can be in some measure controlled. Length of sti'oke and amount of side-

throw are also very imp)ortant factors in controlling the figure of the mii'i'oi-. Tools

of this kind serve admirably in parabolizing mirrors up to 36 or 40 inches in diam-

eter, when the angular apei'ture is not very great.

(2) Parabolizing with One-Third-Size and Smaller Tools. In the case of

very large miri'oi's, when full-size tools are almost unmanageably heavy, and in the

case of mirrors of great angular apertui'e, in which the departure fi'om a sphei'ical

surface is great and is effected with difficulty with full-size tools, one-third-size and

smaller figuring tools may be used. The machine should invariably be employed

in this work, the ti'ansverse slide being used to place the tool in succession upon

the various zones. In ordei' to preserve the suiface of revolution the setting of the

transverse slide should be changed only at the end of one or more complete revolu-

tions of the glass. The i-osin S(iuares of the small tools should be somewhat softer

than usual, so that the surfaces of the tools can accommodate themselves slowly to

the slightly different curvatures of the successive zones. The squares around the

edges of the tools should be ti-immed, as before described, in order to soften the

action of the edges. The mirror should be tested very often, and the utmost care

taken to keep the apparent curve of the surface, as seen with the knife-edge test, a

smooth one, /. t., free from small zonal irregularities, at all stages of the parabol-

izing; this is not extremely difficult when the optician has become experienced in

the use of the transverse slide.

The inirroi- of the 2-foot reflector of the Yerkes Observatory, which has a focal

length of only 93 inches, was parabolized in this way by the writer. Two small

tools were used, of 6 and 8 inches diameter respectively. The actual difference of

depth, at the center or vertex of thismiri'or, between the paraboloid and the nearest

spherical surface is almost exactly 0.0004 inch. This difference is unusually large

in this case, on account of the exceptionally great ratio of aperture to focal length.

This difference varies, in different mirrors, as the fourth power of the diameter of

the mirrors, and inversely as the cube of the focal length. In the case of Lord

Rosse's great mirror, in which the ajierture is 6 feet and the focal length 54 feet

(ratio 1 to 9) the corresponding diff'ei'ence at the center is only 0.0001 inch, very

nearly. In the case of the 5-foot mirror of the Yerkes Observatory, of 25 feet focal

length, the correspouding difference is about 0.C006 inch. This gives some idea of
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the actual amount of glass which must be removed by the figuring tools in

parabolizing.

CHAPTER XIV.

TESTING AND FIGURING CONVEX HYPERBOLOIDAL MIRRORS.

The methods of figuring and rigorously testing convex hyperboloidal mirrors

are now so thoroughly developed that the reflecting telescope can be I'egai'ded as a

universal photographic telescope of the highest class, capable of giving, at the

focus of the paraboloidal mirror of large angular aperture, the finest photographs

now attainable of large and excessively faint objects such as the nebul* in general

;

while by the addition of a small convex mirror a great equivalent focal length

is obtained for the photography of bright celestial objects requiring large scale,

such as the moon, the planets, the dense globulai' star clusters, and the annular

and planetary nebulae. The convex mirror of course serves as an amplifier, and

possesses the great advantages over a lens used for this purpose that the perfect

achromatism and the high photographic efficiency of the reflector are letained, and

that the mechanical arrangements are very compact and economical. In oitlei-

to give perfect definition the convex mirror must be an hypei'boloidal one.

The writer has recently made two convex miri-ors of different curvature, for

use with the 2-foot reflectoi-. These give equivalent focal lengths of 27 and 38 feet

respectively.

Fig. 14 shows the arrangement of mirrors employed in the 2-foot reflector

when used as a Cassegrain ; a small diagonal plane mirror is used at m, to avoid

the necessity of a hole through the center of the large concave mirror. P is the

paraboloidal mirror, with its focus at /; H is the hyperboloidal mirror, the secondary

Fig. 14.

focus or magnified image produced by the combination being at JF; the point c is the

center of the hyperboloidal surface. Calling the distance fc^^p and the distance

p'

cm + mF =^p', then — represents the amount of amplification introduced by the

convex mirror. The radius of curvature R of the spherical surface to which the

convex mirror is ground and polished preparatory to hyperbolizing is found with112
sufiicient accuracy for all practical purposes by the formula ^""r ^^'^''^e

p'-p
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For example, let the focal length of the paraboloidal mirror P, Fig. 14, be ten

feet; let fc = p — 2 ft. and cm + mF — p' = 8 ft. Here-^ = 4 ; the image of

the moon or othei- celestial object produced at F is therefore four times larger in

diameter than it would be at f, the focus of the paraboloid ; and R = ,

^ = 64

inches.

The method of testing the convex mirror while hyperbolizing it is shown

in Fig. 15. The illuminated pinhole is placed very near the axis at F. The diverg-

PARABOLOIOAL PLANE

.„=.:iv^::-::::

Fig. 15. UlAURAM iLLUSlKAlUNli TESIINU Ot HVI'tkbOLUlUAI. MlKROK.

ing cone of light strikes the small plane mirror, then the convex, then the lar'-^e

paraboloid, whence if all of the mirrors are finished and are well adjusted or coUi-

mated, the light is reflected in a parallel beam to the large plane ; returning, the rays

are brought to a focus very near the axis of figure and in the plane of the illuminated

pinhole. All of the mirrors except the convex one are silvered. The convex spheri-

cal sui'face with radius of curvatuj'e R, as above described, when viewed with the

knife-edge test from the point F, presents the same geiiei-al appearance of a smoothly

curved surface of revolution, in strong light and shade, which a paraboloidal surface

presents when similarly viewed from its center of curvature (see Fig. 8, p. 3;^).

All that is necessaiy to produce the hyperboloidal surface is to soften down, with

suitable polishing tools, the apparent broad protuberant zone between the center

and edge, until the mirror, as seen from F, appears perfectly flat; i.e., until the

illuminated surface is seen to (hirken with absolute uniformity all over when the

knife-edge is moved across the focus. This hyperbolizing may be done with small

local oi' figuring tools, or with a full-size tool so trimmed as to give an excess

of action on the broad zone a, or (what is usually best) by a condiination of

the use of both kinds of tools.

As in the case of the paraboloid, it is neces.sary in this test that all of the

miri'ors be lined up or collimated with care; otherwise the surface of the convex

mirror will not appear as a surface of revolution, and cannot be pi'operly tested.

The axes of the paraboloid and hypei-boloid must coincide, and the face of the

lai'fe plane miri'or must be at right angles to these axes. These adjustments are

made by means of an extension of the method of collimation described in the pre-

ceding chaptei-, p. 35. First the paraboloidal mirror is adjusted so that its axis

intersects the hypei'boloid at its exact center or vertex ; in making this adjustment

fine threads are stretched diametrically across the cell of the convex mirror, this
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niiiTor being removed during this part of tlie adjustment. Next, the small diagonal

plane is adjusted for inclination, care being taken that the intersection of the lines

scratched in its film is placed in the axis of the paraboloid. Then the convex

mirror is adjusted for inclination, by reflection. Finally, with the illuminated pin-

hole in place, the large plane mirror is adjusted, as pi'eviously described.

CHAPTER XV.

SILVERING.

It is not my purpose to discuss the various processes of silvering. Several

methods have been admirably desciibed by Diaper (see ]). 2 of his book), by

lirasheai', and by Common (see p. 159 of his papei- On the C<>7istruction of a Mve-

Foot Refecting Telescope^. I have used almost exclusively tiie formula published

by Brashear in 1884, in which sugar is the reducing agent. After experience with

this process, and when the grades of chemicals specified below are used, silver

films are invariably obtained which take a perfectly black polish, and which are so

thick as to be nearly opaque even to the sun's disk. Small mirroi's ai'e usually

silvei'ed face down ; films which are satisfactory in all respects are obtained when

this is done.

In the case of large mirrors it is more economical of silver, as well as safer and

more convenient in manipulation, to silver face up. Two difficulties occur, how-

ever, when this is done ; first, minute transparent spots are liable to occur in the

film ; these are so small, howevei', that they can be seen only when looking

through the film at a bright object; second, the refuse silvering solutions must be

poured off the mirroi', after the silver has been deposited, at exactly the right

stage of the ivaction ; if poured off too soon the film will l)e thin ; if too late, the

muddy-brown precipitate which settles u])on the film will slightly tai'nish the lat-

ter in such a manner that it will not take a i)ei'fect polish ; it is only by ex-

perience that the optician is able to determine the I'ight instant for pouring off the

refuse solutions. Mi'. Common encountered similar difficulties in silvering faceup,

and resorted to the use of solutions without caustic potash, and also to the use of

Draper's method of reducing with Rochelle salt; these methods, while subject to

their own special difficulties, do not give the objectionable precipitate. The
writer has adhered to the use of a slight modification of Brashear's formula already

mentioned, in part l)ecause no opportunity has occurred for compai'ing thoroughly

the merits of the various formula), and in part because the films obtained by this

method give entire satisfaction in use.

TJie Rediiciiig tSolntion. This consists of distilled water, 200 parts; loaf-

sugar or pure I'ock-candy, 20 parts ; alcohol (pure) 20 parts ; nitric acid (c. p.) 1

part. The proportions given are by weight. This solution is greatly improved by

keeping, a solution which has been made for several months working more surely

than one newly made. A gallon of this solution is usually made at one time.
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The operation of silvering a 2-foot mirror face up will now be described.

It will be assumed for the present that the back of the mirror is unsilvered. A
silvering table is used, which is a strong structure of oak wood having a tilting

fi-arae carried on two trunnions, so that the mirror can be quickly turned from a

horizontal to a veiiical position, for the purpose of pouring off the cleaning and
silvering solutions; a strong narrow edge-band of flexible steel prevents the miri'or

from sliding off; the tilting frame is heavily weighted below so that it cannot

turn down accidentally. Thus all handling of the mirror while silvering is

avoided.

The old silver film, if one exists, is removed with strong nitric acid on a

bunch of absoi'bent cotton tied to a srlass rod. The face and ed^'e of the mirror

are tlien quickly washed with distilled water. A band of strong brown drawing

paper, which has been dipped in melted paraffin, is drawn around the edge of the

glass and tightly bound to it by means of a thin band of coppei- with tightening

screws; the paper should project about three inches above the glass; the joints

should all be made water-tight by means of more pai-aflin and a warm iron. A
dish about three inches deep is thus formed, with the mirror as its bottom.

A 10 per cent solution of pure caustic potash in distilled water is now used

foi' thoroughly washing the face of the glass and the inside of the paraffin band

;

this is done with a large bunch of absorbent cotton tied to a glass rod. This

solution is then poured ont and the glass is similarly washed several times with

fresh supplies of distilled water, to get rid of all traces of potash. Enough dis-

tilled water is now poured on the glass to entirely cover it while the silvering

solutions are being mixed.

All of the vessels, graduates, etc., used for mixing the silvering solutions,

must be thoroughly \vashed, first with nitric acid, then with caustic potash, and

linsed with distilled water, just as the mirror is cleaned.

For silverincr the face of a 2-foot mirror, 2 ounces of sil\-er nitrate

(Powers & Weightman) are dissolved in 20 ounces of distilleil water. One and

one-third ounces of caustic potash, pure by alcohol (Merck), are dissolved in

20 ounces of water in a separate vessel, and the solution is cooled. Strong aqua

ammonia (pure) is added, drop by drop, to the nitrate solution, while the liquid is

thorouo-hly stirred ;
the mixture turns light-brown, then dark-brown ; the am-

monia is slowly added until the liquid becomes clear. The caustic potash solution

is now added slowly, with thorough stirring; the mixture now becomes very dark-

brown or black. Ammonia is again added, with thorough stirring, until the

liquid again just clears. A solution of one-fourth ounce silver nitrate in 16 ounces

of distilled water having been prepared, this is added to the mixture, a few drops at

a time, with thorough stirring, until the entire solution has a decided straw color,

while remaining transparent. This straw color is the test for the condition of in-

stability which is absolutely necessary in order that the metallic silver shall be

thrown out of combination when the reducing solution is added later. The

solution is now thoroughly filtei'ed thi'ough absorbent cotton.

A quantity of reducing solution is taken containing an amount of sugar equal
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in weight to one-half that of the entire amount of silver nitrate used ; this is also

filtered. The silver solution and reducing solution are now both diluted with

distilled water, prepai'atory to mixing ; the quantity of the diluted solutions,

together, should be sufficient to cover the glass about one inch deep.

An assistant ])ours ofS the water which has stood on the glass, while the op-

tician quickly mixes the dilute silver and re<lucing solutions in a large pitcher or

granite-ware bucket. The glass being horizontal, the mixed solution is immediately

poured on, and the mirror is rocked slightly by means of the tilting frame. The

liquid quickly changes to a ti-ansparent light-brown color, then dai'k bi'own, then

black, after which the silver immediately begins to deposit. The solution gradually

changes to a muddy-brown color, and in three or four minutes after the solutions

are poured on the glass, begins to clear; the light mud(l3'-V)rowii precipitate

settling upon the film. With the proportions given, the silver film should be

sufficiently thick in about five minutes after the solutions are poured on the glass

provided that the I'oom, glass,- and solutions are all at a temperature of sixty-eight

degrees or seventy degrees Fahrenheit. When fiist formed the brown pre-

cipitate is so light that it moves about with the rocking of the glass; but it very

soon deposits in large areas on the film. As soon as this begins to occur, the solu-

tion must be very quickly poured oflp the glass, an abundance of distilled water

poured on, and a large bunch of absorbent cotton, held in the fingers, instantly

used to displace all streaks of the precipitate which adhere to the film. The film

is now washed again and again with fresh distilled water and a soft bunch of cot-

ton ; then an abundance of water is poured on and the film allowed to soak for an

hour. When this is poiii-ed off, the paper band is carefully removed, with the glass

horizontal so that no liquid from the edge can lun upon the silver film ; this must

be done quickly, before the latter has time to dry. A small amount of alrohol is

now flowed on the film; this is repeated several times to get rid of all water; the

glass is then turned on edge, and is quickly dried with a fan.

After standing for an hour or two in a dry room the film is to be burnished.

A soft pad as large as the hand is made of the softest chamois skin ; this is used on

the film without rouge, with light circular strokes, to condense the silver. After

two hours of this work a little of the finest washed dry jewelei-'s rouge is rubbed

into the chamois-skin with a piece of clean absorbent cotton ; from thirty to sixty

minutes use of the pad with the same stroke as before should now bring the film to

a perfect polish, without scratches.

If the back of the mirror is already silvered, the face can be silveied by the

method just described, without injuring the film on the back ; the mirror now rests

upon three curved and beveled blocks of soft wood which touch only the rounded

corner or edge of the back of the glass ; extra precautions are now taken to prevent

any of the solution from touching the back. I legard this method as much better

in the case of large mirrors than to attempt to silver both back and face at the same
time in a deep tray; in the latter method the difficulties of handling and pi'operly

cleaning the mirror are almost insurmountable.

The back of the mirror does not usually need silvering oftener than once in
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three or four years. The face is usually silvered two or three times a year, to keep
it ill the finest condition for photography, in which any yellowing of the film is

very objectionable.

CHAPTER XVI.

A SUPPORT-SYSTEM FOR LARGE MIRRORS.

The proper support of mirrors in their cells when in use in the telescope is a

matter of vital im[)ortance. Small mirrors can be made very thick and can be sup-

ported at their edges as a lens is su[)p()rted ; the cell must be so designed that no
sensible change of position of the miri-or in its cell can occur. The necessity of

supporting large mirrors iu such a manner as to prevent flexure from their own
weight, in all positions which can occur in use, has long been recognized, and elab-

orate su[)port-systems for this purpose have been devised and used byRosse, Grubb,

Common, and others. Comparatively little attention has been given, however, to

two additional requirements which are no less important ; first, the position of the

mirroi-s in their cells should be defined with the greatest attainable stability, in

order to secure permanence of adjustment or collimation ; second, the method of

support should be such that the silvered back of the mirror is exposed to the air as

freely as possible. It is assumed that a large miri'or need never be turned farther

than ninety degrees from the position in which it lies horizontal upon its back.

In the Astrophysical Journal for Fel>ruary, 1897, the writer described a

method of supporting large mirrors which fulfills all of the requirements named in

the preceding paragraph. I have employed this method in the designs for the

support-system of the 5-foot mirror. These designs are described and illustrated

here.

I.

—

The Bach-Support.

Let us consider the miri'or to be divided into twelve imaginary segments

of ecjual weight, as shown in Fig. 16, Plate viri. The back of the miri'or rests, pri-

marily, upon three strong bronze plates, each ten inches in diameter, represented by
the double circles a Fig. 16 and at a Fig. 17, the center of each plate being exactly

behind the center of weight of the corresponding segments ; these are called the

stationary [)lates. The upper surface of each plate is flat and is ground to fit the

flat back of the glass; the lower sui-face is spherical, and is ground to fit the lai-ge

spherical socket in which it rests. It will be noticed that these plates are near the

edge of the mirroi', in the outer ring of segments; the base of stable support is

therefore large. It is evident that by properly designing these plates and their sup-

ports we can fix with very great stability the [ilaneof the nu'rror which I'ests directly

upon them ; there is no building out from the thiee primary i)oints of support by

means of intermediate levers and triangles, as in the older systems.

The weight of the remaining nine segments of the mirror is just balanced by

means of nine weighted levers, each of which is entirely independent of every
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other, which lie in a plane parallel to the back of the mirror. One of these levers

is shown in elevation at c, Fig. 17, and in plan in Fig. 21. The positions of the

nine levers are indicated by dotted crosses in Figs, 16 and 18. These levers are

suspended between pivots screwed thi-ough lugs connected to the cell. The cone

bearings, shown in Fig. 21, are finely fitted, and are ground to reduce friction. The
long arms of the levels carry adjustable lead weights (^/ Figs. 17 and 21) which are

made in the form of plates, in order that they may occupy as little space as possible

perpendicular to the plane of the miiror ; the short arms of the levers are thus made

to press against the backs of the coi'resjtondiTig segments thiough the medium of

light plates of bronze re[)resented by the single circles b Fig. 16 and at b Figs. 17

and 21.

The large mirror weighs very neai'ly 2000 pounds, so that each segment

weiglis 166f pounds. With the cell in a horizontal position the lead weight on

each arm is adjusted until it just balances a standard weight of 166| pounds placed

upon the plate on the short arm. This adjustment being completed the miiror is

laid upon the support-system ; three-quarters of its weight is carried by the nine

levers, leaving one quarter to be divided equally between the three heavy plates a.

Thus each of the twelve segments is entirely supported at the back, independently

of all of the other segments. Now suppose that the edge-support, which will be

described below, be introduced, and the entire system, with the glass, inclined in

any direction and at any. angle; all of the levers and weights retain the same posi-

tion as before with refei'ence to the glass, but they do not exert the same pressure,

on account of the inclination
; so far as the back-support is concerned there will

still be a perfect balance maintained in the case of each segment; this is true what-

ever point of the edge of the mirror becomes lowest

—

i. e., in whatever direction

the levers lie with respect to tlie vertical plane through the axis of figure of

the mirror.

It should be noticed that in the case of each of the twelve 10-inch supporting

plates only a ring one inch wide around the edge is in contact with the glass; the

part of each plate inside of this ring consists of deep, narrow arms, which do not

touch the glass, and which allows free access of air to the latter.

Foi- very large or thin miri'ors a larger numbei- of plates and level's can

of course be used. An incidental advantage which occurs when this is done

is that the base of stable support afforded by the three stationaiy plates is still

larger, compared with the size of the mirror, than when twelve plates are used.

U.—The Edge-Support.

The relation between the back-support and edge-support is so intimate that any
inefficiency in the latter must injuriously affect the operation of the former, how-
ever perfect that may l)e in itself. In an equatorial reflecting telescope, different

parts of the edge of the mirror become successively lowest, as the position of the

telescope changes. With the flexible band and cushioned edge-support so much
used in the past, the heavy mirror necessarily changes its position, laterally, with
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respect to its cell, in taking its position down against the edge-support; thus not
only is permanence of position lost, hut this tendency to lateral shift must imp.lir

the freedom of operation of the back-support system.

In the present plan four metal arcs are used whicli rigorously define the posi-

tion of the mirror lateially. Two of these arcs {e Figs. 16 and 17, and Fig. 19),

adjacent to each other, are bolted down to the cell, and their inner edges are scraped
to fit the ground edge of the glass; these are called the stationary arcs; the other
two arcs (/Fig. 16 and Fig. 20), diametrically opposite the stationary (mes, exert a
slight pressure against the edge of the mirroi-, by means of .springs, foi- the purpose
of seating the mirror against the stationary ai'cs and holding it there; this pressure

need amount to only a veiy small percentage of the mirror's weight, for all

of the lateral pressure due to the weight of the mirroi' when the latter is inclined

is carried by a strong metal cotinterpoisirig ring of T section {g Figs. 16 and 17) ;

this completely encircles the edge of the mirroi-, and fits it loosely, a band of leather

or thick felt paper being inserted between the ring and the glass. For convenience
in description, imagine this i-ing to be suspended from the tube above, by means of

three short wires, so that if the mii'ror wei'e removed the I'ing could swing freely in

its own plane. The ring is pressed up against the edge of the mirror, when the

latter is inclined, by a system of twelve short weighted levers (h Figs. 16 and 17)

which hang perpendicular to the plane of the ring. These levers are suspended
from the cell-plate behind the ring, by means of ball-and-socket Joints, as shown
in Fig. 17, or prefei-ably, to reduce friction, on pivoted universal or Hooke's
joints. The ends of the short upper arms of these levers fit loosely into holes

in the I'ing ; the long lower ai-ms cany lead weights {i Figs. 16 and 17) which are

capable of slight adjustment.

Assuming that the counterpoising ring weighs 400 pounds, so that the com-

bined weight of ring and mirror is 2400 pounds, the adjustment of the edge-

support levers is effected by turning the entire cell to a vertical plane, with the

mirror and ring removed, and adjusting each of the twelve lead weights until it

just balances a standard weight of 200 pounds hung on the short arm of the lever

at the point where this is to touch the ring.

I regard the use of a support-system which will fulfill all of the conditions

mentioned at the beginning of this chapter as absolutely essential for large mirrors.

Only those who have tested large mii'rors and combinations of mii'roi-s in the opti-

cal shop, and those who have actually used lai'ge reflecting telescopes, can fully

appreciate the necessity of a support-system which will both support the mirrors

without constraint and flexure, and define their positions permanently with I'espect

to the tube and axes, in all positions of the telescope. These conditions can now
be attained easily and economically ; without them it is folly on the one hand to

expect good definition and successful photographs, or, on the other hand, to com-

plain that the reflecting telescope is subject to serious inherent difiiculties which

cannot be overcome. In the case of large mirrors in which the ratio of thickness

to diameter is not less than as 1 to 9 or 1 to 10 the support-system just described

floats the mirror so perfectly in all positions which can occur in actual use that no
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flexure or distortion can be detected with the most sensitive optical tests. Fur-

thermore, with the method of edge-support described, and in the case of the 5-

foot mirioi- weighing a ton, no lateral shift amounting to
-j-ffVij"

^°^^ ^^^ occur when

the mirror is turned in extreme oblique positions.

In Figs. 17 and 18 is shown the massive cell-plate of cast-iron which carries

the mirror and its support-system, and which is connected to the short cast-iron sec-

tion of the tube; this connection is made by means of strong adjusting screws, by

means of which the miiToi' and its support-system, as a whole, are adjusted for

collimating the mirror; these adjusting screws are shown at k, Fig. 18. Additional

screws are also shown at I in this figure ;
these are backed out of the way when

collimating is being done; when this is finished they are brought into position,

and assist in bolting the cell-plate rigidly to the tube. As is shown in Figs. 17

and 18, the central part of the cell-plate, a circle altout 50 inches in diameter, con-

sists of open ribs or arms which allow free access of air to the silvered back of the

miiTor.

When the face of the mirror is to be resilvered, the cell-plate, support-system,

and mirror are removed as a whole, and silvering is done in the manner described

in the preceding chapter, without taking the mirror from its sup[)orts or disturbing

the adjustments of the latter in any way. Furthermoi'e, the mirror can be taken

out of the telescope in this way, silvered, and replaced, without sensildy disturl)ing

its collimation or the position of the focal plane. When the back of the mirror

must be resilvered, which need not be done oftener than once in three or four

years, the glass must of course be removed from its support-system.

This support-system, as described, may appear complicated and expensive; in

reality it is not so, foi- all of the levers, plates, etc., usetl for the back-support can

be exactly alike, as can also the levers used for edge-support ; even when a greater

number of levers than twelve are used the consti'uction is simple and economical.

In Plate x is shown a 30-inch plane mirror supported at the back by twelve

plates and nine levers as described above; the mirror is shown unsilvered, so that

the plates are seen through 4 inches of glass. This is a [)art of the 30-inch coelostat

recently constructed from the writer's designs in the instrument and optical shops

of the Yerkes Observatory.

CHAPTER XVII.

A MOUNTING FOR A LARCxE REFLECTING TELESCOPE.

In considei'ing the requirements for a modern reflector mounting for photo-

graphic and spectro.scopic work, the writer can probably not do better than to

describe the designs for the proposed mounting of the 5-foot reflector. These

designs are the result of experience both in optical work and in the use of the 2-

foot reflector and the 40-inch refractor of the Yerkes observatory in astronomical

photography.
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With the present great improvements in the mateiials and methods of machine
construction there is no longer anj- excuse for unstable and inconvenient mountings

for reflectors. The focal length of modern reflectois intended for photography is

short; the ratio of aperture to focal length generally used in such instruments will

probably be not greater than as 1 to 4, nor less than as 1 to 6 ; with such

i-atios the mounting can be made extremely compact and rigid. By the addition of

a small convex mirror the equivalent focal length can be increased from three and

one-half to five times, and fine definition retained ; when this is done the actual

length of the tube is less than when the telescope is used at the primary focus.

The reflecting telescope defines well only at or near the optical axis; hence the

mirrors must I'emain in perfect adjustment with reference to each other and to the

eyepiece or photographic plate, in all positions of the telescope which can occur in

use. Not only must the mirror supports be such as to define the position of the

miri'ors rigorously alwa3's, as described in the piecediug chaptei', but the short

tube must be excessively strong and rigid so that no sensible flexure can occur.

This is especially necessary when the telescope is used as a Cassegrain, orasartx^^ ,•

for when these forms are employed it is only when the axes of the pai'aboloid and

hyperboloid coincide that tine definition can be secured. When the necessity of

these conditions is fully realized by makers and users of reflectoi-s, a marked ad-

vance in the usefulness of reflecting telescopes will result. It was the lack of such

rigidity and of such permanence of adjustments, fully as much as the lack of means

of rigorously testing the optical surfaces, which made the old Cassegrain reflectors,

including the great Melbourne instrument, such lamentable failui'es. I consider the

failure of the Melbourne reflector to have been one of the greatest calamities in the

history of instrumental astronomy; for by destroying confidence in the usefulness

of great reflecting telescopes, it has hindered the development of this type of

instrument, so wonderfully efficient in photographic and specti'oscopic work, for

nearly a third of a century.

When the telescope is to be used for photography, either direct or spectro-

scopic, it is indispensable that the mounting be so designed that reversal is not

necessary when passing the meridian ; for it is frequently necessary to expose for

six or eight hours without reversal, on faint objects; and the best })art of such an

exposure is that in which the celestial object is near the meridian. Several forms

of reflector mounting have been devised in which reversal is not necessary ; the well-

known English closed-fork mounting is one of them.

In designing the proposed mounting of the 5-foot reflector of the Yerkes

Observatory, of twenty-five feet focal length, the writer has adopted the form in

which a short open fork is used at the upper end of the polar axis. The tube

hangs between the arms of this fork, being carried on two massive trunnions; the

heavy lower end of the tube is so short that it can swing through, between the

arras of the fork, for motion in declination.

The fork mounting presents sevei'al marked advantages with respect to com-

pactness and stability, as well as convenience and economy, over all forms which

are modifications of the German equatorial mounting, in which the tube is carried
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out at one side of the ecj^uatorial head. The tube, cai'iyliig the great weight of the

mirror and its cell, is here supported at two opposite sides, instead of from one side

only, as in the German forms ; no heavy counterpoises are required ; this form is

much better ada[)ted for the coude arrangement of mirrors, so essential in work

with very large spectroscopes, only three reflections in all being necessary for this

arrangement; furthermore, when the instrument is used at the primary focus, the

upper end of the tube is moie easily accessible, in all positions of the instrument,

fi-om an observing cai'riage attached to the inside of the dome.

The weight of the moving parts of the telescope will be about twenty tons.

On account of this great weight, and also of the overhang of the fork above the

bearings of the j)olar axis, an efficient anti-fi'iction apparatus for the polar axis is

demanded, which will at the same time relieve the effect of the overhanging weight

of the upper end of the polar axis. The advantages afforded for this purpose by

mercury flotation, when this is properly applied, are so great, and the mechanical

details for such flotation work out so simply and economically, that this method

will undoubtedly be used.

The proposed mounting will now be briefly described in detail, and attention

will be called to many points which are indispensable to the success of a reflecting

telescope to be used foi' photography.

The equatorial head consists of three iron castings, the triangular base-plate m,

Plate XI, and the two posts n and o, which carry the bearings for the polar axis.

Both posts are hollow, with walls 1|^ inch thick, and are bolted and pinned to the

base casting; the post 11 contains the large driving clock.

The polar axisp is of hydraulic-forged steel, with a head or flange q, 48 inches

in diameter and 7 inches thick, forged upon it ; the axis is 14|- feet long over all, is

20 inches in diameter for a distance of 2 feet below the head, and is 16 inches in

diameter for the remaining 11^ feet of its length; the axis is hollow, with walls

4^ inches thick. The bearings of the polar axis are of hard Babbitt metal, and are

halved.

Attached to the lower surface of the 4-foot head of the polar axis is the large

hollow disk or float r, 10 feet in diameter and 22|^ inches thick or deep; this is

constructed very strongly of angle steel covered with steel plates ^ inch thick ; the

whole is finished smooth on the outside, and is turned true in a lathe. The cor-

responding trough s is of cast-iron and is turned true on the inside. The inner sur-

face of the trough is separated by \ inch all around from the outer surface of the

float; this space is filled with mercury. With the dimensions given the immersed

part of the float displaces about 45 cubic feet of mercury, which thus floats about

nineteen tons, or 95 per cent of the weight of the moving parts of the telescope. The
center of flotation is vertically below the center of weight of the moving parts.

Oijly three-quarters of a cubic foot of mercury is required to float nineteen tons in

this manner.

The importance in astronomical [)hotography of the smoothness of motion

afforded by really efficient flotation of the moving parts cannot be overesvimated.

The great size of the worm-wheel t which rotates the polar axis, will mateiially
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assist in giving smoothness and accuracy of driving; this worm-wheel is 10 feet in

diameter.

Attached to the uppei' surface of the 4-foot head of the polar axis, by means of

a cii'cle of 2-incli bolts, is the lai-ge cast-iron fork u, diffei'ent views of which are

shown in Plate xi and Fig. 22, Plate xn. The extreme outside width of this fork

is 8^ feet; it is of hollow or box section, with walls averaging 1^ inches thick ; it

weighs about five tons.

Between the two arms of the fork hangs the short I'ound cast-iron section v of

the tube; two 7-inch steel ti'unnious, having large heads or flanges, are bolted to

this casting, and turn in bronze bearings at tlie upper ends of the fork arms; this

part of the tube is 46 inches long; its inside diameter is 70 inches; its thickness is

1 inch ; it is reinforced at top and bottom by flanges. To the lower flange is con-

nected the cell-plate (desciibed in the preceding chapter) which carries the large

mii'ror and its support-system.

To the up[)er flange of the short cast-iron section of the tube is bolted a strong

cast-ii'on ring which forms the lower end of the main or permanent section of the

octagonal skeleton tube; this section is 13 feet 11 inches long, and 6 feet 8 inches

outside (diagonal) diameter. It is constructed of eight 4-inch steel tubes, connected

by strong rings designed to I'esist compression ; diagonal braces, which are connected

together at all intei'sections, greatly inci'ease the I'igidity of the structure. This

entire section is so rigid that it can be placed in a large lathe for facing the ends

parallel to each other, and for tui'uing a slight i-ecess in the ends for the purpose of

accurately centering the parts which are to be connected to them.

To the up[)ei' end of the permanent section of the skeleton tube can be attached

any one of three short extension tubes oi- frames, as desired ; two of these are shown

in Plate xi. The lower end of each extension is turned true, with a projecting ring

which fits into the turned recess in the uppei" end of the permanent section. With

this arrangement the various extensions can be removed and replaced without sen-

sibly affecting the adjustments of the mii-rors and othei' apparatus which they carry,

with reference to the optical axis of the large mii'ror.

The extension which is shown in place on the telescope in Plate xi and in Fig.

23, Plate xn, is the longest one ; it is 6 feet 11 inches long ; it is used for all work

at the primary focus of the telescope; it carries the diagonal plane mirror and its

supports, and the eyepiece and double-slide plate-carrier. This extension can be

rotated upon the turned end of the permanent section, so that the eyepiece or pho-

tographic apparatus can be brought to the side of the tube which is most con-

venient for observing or photographing a given object. The diagonal plane mirror

is of the finest optical glass, is elliptical in outline, is 15 x 22 inches in size, and is

3^ inches thick; it is cariied in a strong cast-ircm cell, which is sup[)orted from tlie

skeleton tube by four thin steel plates, as shown in Plate xi. The diagonal plane

mirror is sufl5ciently large to fully illuminate a field 7 inches in diameter at the

primary focus. The double-slide plate-carrier is designed for 6.^ x 8^ inch photo-

graphic plates.

The other two extensions of the tube, which are only about 2 feet long, are
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employed when the telescope is used as a Cassegrain and as a coude respectively

;

each carries a convex mirror 19 inches in diameter and 3^ inches thick, of the finest

optical glass, and of the proper curvature for the purpose desired.

Fio-s. 24 and 25, Plate xri, show the telescope used as a Cassegrain. In these

cases the amount of amplification introduced by the convex miri'or is about 3|^

diameters (see p. 38) ; the equivalent focal length is therefore about 87^ feet,

and tlie ratio of aperture to focal length as 1 to 11\. Fig. 24 shows the telescope

as used for dii-ect photography with the doul)le-slide plate-carrier at the secondaiy

focus. In Fig. 25 a spectrograph similar to the large Bruce spectrograph of the

Yerkes Observatory is shown attached to the north side of the short cast-iron sec-

tion of the tube ; this affords a most stable base of support for the spectrograph,

at a point where it can be easily counterpoised.

Fiffs. 26 and 27, Plate xir, illustrate the use of the telescope as a coude; the

curvature of the ccmvex mirror is now such that the equivalent focal length is

about 125 feet. The cone of rays from the convex mirror strikes a diagonal plane

mirror at the intersection of the polar and declination axes, and is by it reflected

in a constant direction, which can be toward either the north or south pole of the

heavens, as desired. This ari'angement is almost indispensable when exti-emely

large and powerful spectroscopes and other kinds of physical apparatus are to be

used with the telescope ; the focus is now in a constant position, so that such

instruments need not be attached to the telescope, but can he mounted on station-

ary piers, in constant tt^mperature rooms, if desired.

A brief descri[)tion of the mechanism for quick-motion and slow-motion in

right ascension and declination should be given. These are planned to be entirely

electrical, although hand-motions are added, to be used in case of an emergency.

Quick-motion in right ascension, both east and west, is given by the reversible

motor to; this is connected by geai'ing to the large bevel-gear x through the

medium of an electric clutch y. The bevel-gear X is permanently fixed to the

polar axis. When the switch whicli starts the motor is thrown in, the electric

clutch ij acts, and a motion of rotation is communicated to the polar axis; this

rotation is only at the late of 45 degrees per minute; this is sufficient, since

reversal is never necessary ; hence very little power is i-equired. The clutch is so

adjusted that it will slip when even slight undue resistance is encountered. When
the current is shut off from the motor the clutch is i-eleased automatically; the

polar axis is then fiee from the motor and gear-train.

Quick-motion in declination is given in a manner entirely similar to that in

right ascension, by a small I'eversible motor attached directly to the large cast-iron

fork; this motor drives, through the media of a gear-train and an electric clutch,

the toothed sector z, which is pei'manently fixed to the cast-iron section of the tube.

The driving-clock and 10-foot worm-wheel are "clamped in" to the polar axis,

when desired, by the electric clamps /' which lock the 10-foot woi-m-wheel to the

bevel-gear x ; the former is of course free to turn on the polar axis when not thus

clamped.

Slow-motion in right ascension is given by means of a small reversible motor
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which acts on a set of differential gears in the shaftiafj connectinsr the driving-clock

and the driving-worm. This device is used on the 2-foot reflector and on the

30-inch cadostat, and is extremely simple and effective.

Slow-motion in declination is given by means of a small reversible motor

which acts on the long sector attached to the upper trunnion shown in Fig. 22,

Plate XTL

In concluding this necessarily brief and incomplete description of a modern

reflector mounting, attention should be called to an attachment which is absolutely

indispensable for the best I'esults in direct photography of all celestial objects

requiring long exposure. I refer to the double-slide plate-carrier, by means of

which hiind-guiding or coriecting for the incessant small irregular movements of

the image, which are nearly always visible in large telescopes, can lie done incom-

parably more accuratel}' and quickly than by any other means now known. This

device is due to Dr. Common, who described it in Monthly Notices, Vol. 49, p. 297.

In 1900 the writer designed and constructed a small attachment of this kind for

use with the 40-inch refractor and the 2-foot i-eflector ; this attachment and its use

are described in the Astro})hysical Journal for December 1900, \). 355.

The photograph of the central parts of the Andromeda Nebula (Plate i), was

made by the writer with this small plate-carrier attached to the 2-foot reflector.

The exposure time in this case was iow hours. The images of the fainter stais on

the original negative are only 2 seconds of ai'c in diametei'; stars are shown which

are more than a magnitude fainter than the faintest stars which can be detected

visually with the 40-iuch I'efractor ; intricate structure and details are shown in

the nebulosity, which are entirely invisible with the 40-inch refractor and all other

visual instruments, and which have never been photographed before. When it is

remembei'ed that the focal length of the 2-foot reflectoi' is only 93 inches, and that

the aperture was in this case reduced to 18 inches, in ordei- to secure a larger field

than is \vell covered when the full aperture is used, some idea can be gained of

the lesults which could now be obtained in celestial photography with a modern

reflecting telescope which would comiiare in size, cost, and refinement of woi'kman-

ship with the gi-eat modern refractors.

In Plate xiii is shown the large doiihle-slide plate-carrier, taking 8 x 10 inch

plates, which was constructed from the writer's designs in 1901, for use with the

40-inch refractor; the plate-cari'ier is here shown connected to the eye-end of the

o-reat telescope." A description of this attachment, togethei- with some photographs

obtained with it, will be found in the Publication.'i of the Yerhs Ohsei'vatory,

Vol. II, p. 389.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

In the present memoir, entitled "A Continuotis Record of Atmospheric

Nucleation," the author further discusses his researches on the nucleus, as

published in Experiments ivith Ionized Air, Smithsonian Contributions to Know-
ledge, vol. XXIX, 1901, and in Structure of the Nucleus, issued as part of the

same volume in 1903. The investigation has been carried on with the aid of

a grant from the Hodgkins Fund of the Smithsonian Institution.

Doctor Barus describes the nucleus as a dust particle small enotigh to float

in the air, but larger than the order of molecular size. Such a particle pre-

cipitates condensation in an atmosphere saturated with water vapor in its

immediate vicinity. When these nuclei occur approximately of imiform size in

thousands and millions, they give rise to condensational phenomena of trans-

cendent beauty and importance. By far the greater number of nuclei are

initially ionized, or at least carry electric charge.

In addition to mechanical, thermal, and chemical processes, high potential

is shown to be a fruitful source of nuclei. Certain kiiids of radiation, like ultra-

violet light, or the X-rays, or radioactive bodies, may also generate nuclei in the

dust-free air through Avhich the radiation passes.

The tenn "nucleation" is here used to denote the number of nuclei per

cubic centimeter regardless of their source or special properties.

The scope of the present memoir is summarized by the author in his preface.

In accordance with the rule adopted by the Smithsonian Institution, the

manuscript has been submitted for examination to a Committee consisting of

Professor Wilder D. Bancroft, of Cornell University, and Professor Edgar F.

Smith, of the University of Pennsylvania, and, having been recommended for

publication, it is herewith presented in the series of Contributions to Knowledge.

S. P. LANGLEY,
SECRETARY.

Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, May, 1905.





PREFACE.

"What is a nucleus ?" asks my friend, smiling incredulously. The convic-

tion has become prevalent that only the ions induce condensation, and my own
consistent adhesion to the nucleus since my report to the U. S. Weather Bureau
(Bull. 12) in 1893 is often looked upon as heretical obstinacy. But this is quite

unjust, unjust even to those who have with such brilliancy maintained the

occurrence of condensation in ions. The nucleus has not left the field in dis-

comfiture. It has merely been forced reluctantly and under conditions of ex-

treme supersaturation to share its functions in this respect with the ubiquitous

and irrepressible ion.

But to reply: The nucleus is at the outset simply a dust particle, small

enovigh to float in the air, but much larger than the order of molecular size.

Such a particle precipitates condensation in an atmosphere stipersaturated with

water vapor in its immediate vicinity, for the reasons long ago (1880) pointed

out by Lord Kelvin in his brief but epoch-making paper. The support of this

explanation was established experimentally by Coulier (1875), Kiessling (1884

et seq.), von Helmholtz (1886, 1887), and others, and, with particular ingenuity

and breadth of view, by John Aitken (1880, particularly 1888 et seq.)

A single nucleus, however, would be of but little interest. It is when the

nuclei occur approximately of uniform size in thousands and millions that they

give rise to condensational phenomena of transcendent beauty and importance.

To produce these legions of nuclei is not impossible by mechanical means, just

as we can, for instance, triturate a solid to a remarkable degree of fineness; but

the impalpable powders are perhaps best produced by chemical or at least by
very refined physical processes. Similarly, though a class of interesting nticlei

may be produced by vigorously shaking liquids, or, better, by mutually im-

pinging jets or by jets impinging on a solid obstacle, nuclei are more abun-

dantly produced by ignition or combustion. Such ignition, moreover, shotild

be unaccompanied by any kind of sm.oke, as the gross particles in this case are

an efficient means of absorbing nuclei. A clear non-luminous bunsen flame, a

red-hot metal or any other solid, like glass, for instance, is a powerful nucleator.

It is not even necessary that the solid be red-hot. Phosphoi-us is subject to a

peculiar kind of chemical reaction, whereby nuclei are produced at 13° or

a little below, and are then produced from the smokeless body in maximum
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abundance. Fuming phosphorus is a relatively weaker nucleator. Many gaseous

sulphides, on mixture with air, become good nucleators. Even dust-free coal

gas and dust-free air, on commingling, set free nuclei.

Certain hygroscopic liquids like concentrated sulphuric acid are remarkable

nucleators. They probably make up a class by themselves. At least it is not

improbable that i,ooo or 1,000,000 molecules per cubic centimeter may escape

from such a body by ordinary evaporation, in spite of the low vapor pressure.

Since each such molecule is hygroscopic, stable nuclei may be formed in a

saturated atmosphere by condensation of the water vapor. Sulphide and

sulphur nuclei are in turn probably oxydized to sulphuric acid.

In addition to mechanical, thermal, and chemical processes, high potential

is a fruitful source of nuclei. A metal highly charged with electricity, or even

a glass insulator, or the nodal points in the metallic pathway of a stationary

electric wave are a source of nuclei. There is probably always an electric glow

present in such cases, though there need be no spark.

Finally (and here we reach debatable ground), certain kinds of radiation,

like ultra-violet light, or the X-rays, or radioactive bodies, generate nuclei in

the dust-free air throvigh which the radiation passes.

Air originally made quite dust-free by filtration or otherwise, if exposed to

any of these sources becomes more or less filled with a freight of nuclei, fleeting

or persistent, and we may for brevity introduce the temi nucleation to denote

the number of nuclei per cubic centimeter, regardless of kind or origin or other

properties possessed, and considered solely with respect to their tendency to

promote the condensation of water vapor in supersaturated moist air. If the

supersaturation is sufficiently pronounced the air molecules in successively

greater nuinbers as the supersaturation increases must themselves become
nuclei, probably beginning with the more complex systems. This, for instance,

occurs in the blues, opaques, and the succeeding browns and yellows of the first

order of the axial colors of the steam jet. The importance of experiments in

the spontaneous condensation of dust-free moist air was pointed out in my
report to the Weather Bureau in 1893. p. 48 et seq.; they were first carried out

in an independent manner and with exquisite finish by C. T. R. Wilson (1897).

The nucleus as an inert excessively small body, just transcending the order

of molecular dimensions, and occurring in immense numbers, has an interest of

its own ; but this interest becomes much enhanced when it is found that by far

the greater nvimber of nuclei are initially ionized, or at least carry electric charge.

The cases in which this does not occur are sufficiently exceptional to prove the

rule, though svich nticlei need not for this reason be less efficient. They prob-

ably admit of a categorical classification, such as has been stiggested above for

concentrated sulphuric acid and sulphides. Apart from these, all nuclei pro-

duced by ignition, by high potential, by the X-rays, or by radiation are power-

fully ionized. So marked is the quality that certain investigators (in particular

the younger von Helmholtz, 1887) have endeavored to find in the ionization a

sufficient cause for the condensation of supersaturated moist air, or at least an
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additional tendency to promote it. J. J. Thomson (1888) was the first to

adduce theoretical reasons. for the suspected condensational activity of the ion.

In the time since, so large in number and so important have been the researches

in which the precipitation of supersaturated water vapor on ions enters as an
argumentative premise, that insistence on the functions of the nucleus has
dwindled by comparison. I must nevertheless claim the right of an independent
investigator to interpret my work in a way which seems to me inevitable ; and
I have therefore ventured to believe that, so far as experimental evidence goes,

the occurrence of electrical excitation is quite without influence in promoting
condensation of moisture in supersaturated air. However ionization may be
produced in the laboratory, whether by X-rays, or by ignition, or by high

potential, by chemical means, or even by excessively vigorous trituration as in

jets, it is always accompanied by nucleation. The average size of the nucleus

resulting depends for a given medium on the time of exposure to the exciting

cause and its intensity ; or, in general, upon the number of nuclei produced per

cubic centimeter per second. Roughly speaking, if the conditions producing

ionization are sufficient and if they are maintained, there will be continuous

growth in the number and size of the nuclei. On this question I have

already expressed myself at some length in Nature (vol. lxix, 1903, p. 103),

believing that "out of all systems eventually issues a stable nucleation."

"Why," I ask, "may one condense on a nucleus from which the sovil has fled,

and still be permitted to call it an ion ? Why, indeed, does the nucleus persist

after the ionization has vanished; why does one not get back to dust-free air?"

I conclude that "electrification, if present simultaneovisly with nucleation, is an

incidental accompaniment with no immediate bearing on the condensation pro-

duced, and for this reason I have endeavored to account for the nticleus at the

outset, chemically." It is therefore merely necessary to summarize the point

of view in the following statement. Whenever ionization and nucleation are

associated in the outcome of any process, physical or chemical, the former is

generated proportionally to the latter, in stich a way that each is produced at

its own rate, depending on incidental conditions. The subsequent life histories

of the nucleation and the ionization are distinct, nuclei being often surprisingly

persistent, ions by contrast characteristically fleeting. Hence it seems to me best

in keeping with all the data in hand, to regard the nucleation as the product

which owes its growth or origin to the expvilsion (possibl)' also to the absorp-

tion) of the corpuscles representing the concomitant ionization. Moreover

ionization should be present only during the period in which the nucleation

varies, and a high order of nucleation may be associated with a very low or even

vanishing order of ionization. Many i:)henomena met with in the case of dust-

free air seem to be favorable to this view. Ignition and high ])otential nuclei.

X-ray and radiation nuclei in general, phosphoms and water nuclei, produced

throtxghout in dust-free air, all admit of this account of their occurrence and prop-

erties ; and there is no observable case of a process producing ionization free from

nucleation, although there are many cases of nucleation free from ionization.
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What becomes of the ionization is a pertinent question : the ions probably

vanish by recombination, as they possess strong affinities for each other. Ejected

not by atomic but by molecular disintegration, we can scarcely attribute to

them phenomenal velocity. They may under favorable circumstances produce

fresh nuclei by absorption, by collision, but experiment does not show any ap-

preciable increase of nticleation during the period in which the ionization van-

ishes. If, however, the velocity of the ion is incremented by the presence of

an electric field, the production of fresh nuclei by collision may become per-

ceptible, and the result would then appear as if the nuclei themselves moved in

the electric field, whereas they are actually the inert residues left in the wake of

a fleeting electron.

Finally, it should be noticed that to produce condensation on X-ray nuclei

after long exposure, less than a double supersaturation is needed, whereas in

Wilson and Thompson's case of condensation on ions, the supersaturation re-

quired is three- to four-fold. Thus the two views of condensation on nuclei

and condensation on ions would not in any case be mutually exclusive. Fur-

thermore, if initially {i. e., for short exposures, and nuclei in the extreme state

of fineness antedating growth) the nucleation is supposed to have ejected but

one electron per nucleus (an assumption which in one form or another must be

made in any other explanation), the present view is in no way incompatible

with J. J. Thomson's method of measuring the charge of one electron.

If a nucleus like that of phosphorus, for instance, shows a continued ten-

dency to grow, until it finally appears as part of a visible smoke, there may be

continuous ejection of electrons within certain limits, as the growth matures.

In such a case, electric conduction through a gas freighted with these nviclei

would obey Ohm's law, as is actually the case for phosphorus.'

To return from this digression to the present volume : the contents of the

first two chapters bear on my "Experiments with ionized air." The second

chapter originally carried the working hypothesis into further development, but

as I have not been able to supply the requisite numerical detail, I have retained

the experimental parts only. These chapters, like the earlier work, show, I

think, that whereas ionization vanishes with characteristic rapidity, the nuclea-

tion has a long lease of life by contrast. At the same time the ionization and
nucleation produced in any given process are proportional quantities. The

' In the time elapsed since these experiments were made, I have carried them much fur-

ther than stated in the text (cf. Science, xxi., 1905, pp. 275 and 563; American Journ. of

Sci. (4), 1905, XIX, pp. 175 and 349; Physical Review, July, 1905), showing among other

things that persistent X-ray nuclei pass into fleeting nuclei on removal of the X-ray tube to

greater distances from the outside of the fog chamber or on loss of intensity. Such fleeting

nuclei become persistent water nuclei on solution. For the case of radium in a sealed alumi-

num tube surroimded by a wall of lead i cm. in thickness, the nucleation is reduced by but

30 % of the value obtained when the lead envelope is absent. Hence the gamma rays which

produce but a few per cent, of the ionization are accountable for the greater part of the

nucleation.
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corresponding; cases for nuclei produced by the X-rays are given in the earher
volume and elsewhere.

The following chapters, III, IV, V, VI, have been written to draw a variety

of conclusions from the data in my work on the Structure of the Nucleus, which
escaped me in the earlier volume, as well as to correct certain errors relating to

the quantity of water precipitated under given conditions, and to the diffusion

of nuclei, to which I have already called attention elsewhere. Chapter VI,

relating to periodic distribution in the colors of successive coronas, shows under
what conditions the angular diam.eter of a ring of a given color may be used

for the estimation of the number of particles producing the observed diffraction

pattern. In Chapter VIII a definite practical application is made, for use in

the last chapter of the book.

Chapter VII shows a method by which fog particles, even of minutest size,

may be meastired under the microscope, or microscopically photographed.

The peculiar difficvilties encountered in the interpretation of these results, in

spite of the fact that fog particles are obtained in definite sizes and numbers,

are considered critically.

The chief results of the book, however, are given in the last chapter, which

is a record of over two years of observation of the number of nuclei present per

cubic centimeter of the atmosphere of the city of Providence. The nuclei are

abundantly represented, particularly in the winter months. Curiouslv enough,

the maxima and minima appear at about the time of the winter and summer
solstices respectively. The reason for this cannot be sought in the astronomical

circumstances involved, but must be atmospheric in character. I have supposed

that in addition to rain, light pressure, which must be more effective as the

days are longer, may have something to do with this. Under any circum-

stances a highly nucleated medium is an interesting medium. Since much of

the nucleation must be of local origin and referable to combustion, the question

arises, what has become of the ionization which was simultaneously generated ?

It has probably vanished as does the ionization in the experimental condensa-

tion chamber in the laboratory.

To reply to these questions systematically, observations have now for

nearly a year been taken at Providence and at Block Island simultaneously.

The latter station has many of the meteorological elements of Providence, but

Block Island lies sufficiently in the sea. and is in winter at least sufficiently

free from human habitation to present entirely different conditions as to nuclea-

tion. I have also in progress a continuous series of observations on the changes

in the lapse of time of the nucleation of dust-free (filtered) air, i. e., of air free

from foreign nuclear ingredients. The results will be reported in due course

elsewhere.

Carl Barus.
Brown University, January q, 1905.
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A CONTINUOUS RECORD OF
ATMOSPHERIC NUCLEATION.

By Carl Barus,

HAZARD PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS AT BROWN UNIVERSITY.

CHAPTER I.

THE RELATION OF IONIZATION TO NUCLEATION IN AIR AFTER CONTACT WITH
PHOSPHORUS.

1. Introductory.—The opinion was expressed in my earlier papers, that

wherever there is sufficiently intense ionization, there one may also expect to

find active nticleation; for it is hardly probable that a group of dissociated

molecules, neutral as a whole, can ultimately escape combination with each other

and the medium in which they are suspended. If these combinations occur in the

presence of water vapor, and particvilarly in a saturated atmosphere, the nuclei

due to solution may result. When the nuclei are produced from dilute solutions

by shaking, evaporation of the fog particle to the nuclear diameter might be

inferred; similarly, when the solute is produced by any kind of radiation or

emanation, each trace of soltite may grow in bulk by absorbing water to the

nuclear stage. In case of an intense emanation like that from phosphorus, this

process may actually continue until a visible cloud is prodticed and the nuclei

attain the size of fog particles. But it is to be borne in mind that the nucleus,

dissolved or not, is present initially, and is in case of phosphorus producible in

dry air ; whereas, in case of water nuclei produced by shaking or by jets, there

is no evidence of evaporation from the comminvited water particles, nor is it

certain that the nuclei here are mere water dust. One must keep in mind that

a nucleus may be the residue after the corpuscles representing the ionization

have been expelled.

2. Method proposed.—If the original emanation, highly ionized though

neutral as a whole, is put through the process of condensation, then, if the

negative ions are more efficient as condensation nuclei than the positive ions,

the nuclei after condensation, or even after remaining in a saturated atmosphere,
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should become continually more positive,—assuming that a greater ntxmber of

negative ions are removed by condensation.

The investigation would therefore consist in testing the ionization imme-

diately coming from phosphonis as to its power in dissipating positive and

negative charges, and in comparing these results with the degree of ionization

after the emanation has produced condensation. In other words, it is to be

ascertained whether the. nuclei after a succession of condensations become con-

tinually more positive.

The results to be discussed in the following paragraphs have made this ap-

parently straightfonvard investigation of little avail: for after the emanation

has reached the nuclear stage, scarcely 3 per cent, of the original ionization is

left. The residue is then so small that a decision of a possible excess of positive

or negative ionization is difficult, because the whole is now of the same order as

the normal leakage of the electrometer.

In fact, the decision as to whether the positive or negative ionization is in

excess is now of very secondary interest, for the nuclei introdviced into the

condensation chamber have already lost all but a trifle of their original charges.

The successive and even the initial condensations thus virtually proceed

without electrification.

The initial intense ionization nearh^ vanishes even in a moderately dry

atmosphere. Indeed, it is hard to understand how a neutral, intensely ionized

emanation can be produced from a body like phosphorus. It appears to me
that the emanation is a molecular body which is stable in the presence of an

excess of phosphorus, i. e., at the surface, but which becomes unstable and

breaks to pieces in presence of an excess of air, on leaving the phosphorus. The
observed ionization is the accompaniment of this dissociation, and occurs on

the passage from the first environment to the second. If the ions were produced

by phosphorus directly, one would expect them to be either positive or nega-

tive, btit not neutral.

3. Water nuclei.—After finishing the work with phosphorus, correlative

experiments with water nuclei were undertaken. It was found necessary,

however, to produce them in greater number than is possible by mere shaking,

to obtain marked effects. Hence jets were resorted to and studied in some
detail, as will be shown in succeeding chapters. The results obtained, though

closely resembling the phosphorus data in the main, differed from them inas-

much as the currents above a certain potential difference were constant, and
independent of the electromotive force of the condenser, while the ionization or

charge is not neutral as a whole. Nucleation again remained equally effective

after the ionization had all but vanished in the speed}^ way obser\"ed for phos-

phorus. Here, too, however, it may be plausibly argued that the nucleus is the

stable product after the corpuscles representing the ionization have been
extruded.

4. Comparison of the stca)ii jet and the condensation chamber.—A digression

may here be made relative to the indications of the colors of the steam jet and
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of the coronal phenomena, in relation to the number of nuclei concerned. The
usual and strong response of the steam jet is for axial blues and greens as far as

the purples of the second order. These are already too weak to be of effective

sei-vice for measurement. But at this stage of smallness of fog particle, the

coronal display has but begun. The strong blues of the axial colors correspond

to the diffuse gray fogs uf the condensation chamber out of which the coronas

are gradually evoked when the number of particles ' has sufficiently diminished.

The two institiments are thus in a measure supplementary; the condensation

chamber gives intense evidence of the presence of nticlei long after the steam
jet would imply their absence. It is for this reason that ordinary smokes like

sal ammoniac do not affect the steam jet ^ where a number of nuclei exceeding

a certain low'er limit is necessar}'. The latter again is particularly active for

those intense and fresh nucleations which produce the browns and yellows of

the first order, imph'ing conditions which it is impossible to produce in the

condensation chamber at all, until the lower limit of spontaneous condensation

of dust-free moist air has been exceeded.

5. Decay and absorption.—To account for the rapid diminution of the

number of nuclei in the phosphorus emanation in the lapse of time, two hy-

potheses are prominent. With fineh' divided and in so far highly potentialized

matter (possibly ionized positively and negatively), combinations of nuclei may
occur to the detriment of the number of independent nuclei. Such a decrease

would take place as the square of the number. On the other hand, it is equally

probable that the initial and very small nuclei are in rapid motion much like

molecules, and that the loss takes place by absorption or arrest at the walls of

the vessel. In my memoir on the subject, I included both hypotheses in the

computation; but finding that the phenomena could be adequately explained

by the latter, I ignored all spontaneous decay. Though this policy wotdd not

be generally admissible, it is tmlikely that nuclei can vanish initially at the

same rapid rate as the ionization. Indeed, evidence will show that it does not.

In case of water nuclei, which are much the more sparsely distributed, the

original number of nuclei can be proved by coronas to have varied but little in

the short time in which the ionization falls off to a few per cent. Hence the

nuclei must be regarded as parting with their charges more rapidly than they

are themselves absorbed in the lapse of time, and one will have to distinguish

between the velocity of the uncharged and of the charged nucleus in the electric

field, the latter being incremented by the electric forces. The cases will be

worked out in the chapiters below.

6. ApparaUis.—The apparatus used in the present experiments was capa-

ble of a great number of variations. The essential pui-pose is to enable the

observer either to introduce phosphorus emanation at once into the electrical

condenser or else to introduce it after it has been saturated with water, suddenly

^Phil. Mag. (6), iv, p. 24, 1902; cf. Slniciiire oj the Nucleus, Chapter III.

2 Thus smoke due to sal ammoniac if introduced into the steam tuVje will actually clear

the blue field produced by phosphorus nuclei, i. e., will wipe out the condensation.
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cooled, or othenvise treated. The following diagram, figure i, will make the

adjustments clear.

Figure i.—Apparatus for Comparint, Nucleation and Ionization. A. Coronal Chamber; R,

Exhaustion Reservoir; M, Mariotte Flask; C, Tubular Condenser; P (to be Inserted in the Con-
veyance Tube, e). Phosphorus Ionizer; G and C, Vacuum Gauges; F, Cotton Filter; B, Storage
Battery Terminals. Tube p to Suction Pump, a to Atmosphere, c and c' for Exhaustion, e for

Conveying Nuclei into Condenser, d for Filtration, h from the Hydrant. Supports g, g, are
Metallic, i, i. Insulating.

The parts of the train of apparatus are the large copper Mariotte flask M,
with a supply of water sufficient for aspiration, the condensation chamber A,

used both for producing coronas and for the aspiration and storage of air laden

with phosphorus nuclei, the exhaustion chamber, R, the phosphorus ionizer,

P, the tubular electrical condenser, C, and the electrometer, E. An accessory

desiccator, D, of the tower form may be inserted on the way, when dry air is

needed, as shown in figure 2.

R is connected through a stopcock with the suction pump at p, with the

atmosphere at a, and by wide tubing with the condensation chamber, A. It

carries a vacumii gauge, G.

A is connected with a stopcock with the cotton filter, F, with the ionizer

by b (where the tall desiccator may be inserted), with R by c, and also carries a

vacuum gauge, G' . A is fiu'ther joined by stopcocks with the Mariotte flask,

M, for aspiration, and is graduated in liters on its side. It holds about 10

liters.

The ionizer, P, is a large U tube containing calcic chloride for desiccation,

kept in place by loose cotton plugs. One shank is nearly empty, and at g
carries thin pellets of phosphorus between strips of wire gauze.

The condenser is tubular, 2.10 and .64 cm. in diameter and 50 cm. long,

with the outer mantel permanently put to earth. The core is a brass rod, sup-
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ported on hard rvibbcr insulators, i, i, about 15 cm. long, and at a distance of

10 cm. from the end of the tube. This rod is highly charged from the storage

battery, B, and the leakage found from the electrometer, E, one pair of quad-
rants of which are in connection with r, r, and the other pair put to earth. A
commutator enables the observer to use either the positive or the negative pole

of the storage battery for charging the s^'stem.

Figure 2.

—

Modification of Preceding Apparatus with Side Influx Tube, k, f, n, for Maintain-

ing Constant Pressure in .4, and Removable Desiccator, D.

The electrometer was specially built for the present purj')oses, and the

needle was kept charged by a water battery of 48 volts, one pole of which was

earthed. The suspension is a silk bifilar moistened by a dilute solution of any

hygroscopic salt, and the battery charge is conveyed through the fibers. The

quadrants are supported on hard loibber insulators 10 cm. long. Difficulties

were encountered in using this apparatus as will appear below. In figure 2 a

side tube, /, between stopcocks k and n has been added, with the object of secur-

ing greater constancy of pressure in A, the flow of water from M being via m f n.

7. Mampulaiions.—On raising the Mariotte flask, M, and opening ap-

propriate stopcocks, the emanation passes directly from the ionizer into the

condenser, and its ionization may fie measured. A tower desiccator is here

to be inserted before P, to dry the air.

On lowering M, removing D, and reversing P, the emanation passes into

A. Here its nucleation may be tested by condensation, and it may thereafter

be introduced into C at once or after a number of condensations. The nucleation

may also be stored in a dry vessel between D and P reversed, and subsequently

transferred from the dry vessel into the condenser.

Finally, the phosphorus ionizer P and D may be quite removed and re-

placed with a pipe connection, while the tube nj is adjusted for spraying. The
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hydrant water passing h under high pressure reaches the jet /, placed suitably

within A. The water nuclei thus producible may be tested either by coronas

or electrically by passing theni into the condenser, C. Compare Chapter II.

IONIZATION OF PHOSPHORUS NUCLEI COLLECTED OVER WATER.

8. Data.—The current through the condenser follows a law similar to

Ohm's. The constant appropriate for the comparison of the data may there-

fore be computed logarithmically. If C is the capacity of the apparatus in

parallel, E the potential of the condenser, i the radial electric current through it,

R its ohmic resistance for the given medium, s the deflection at the electrometer,

(dE/dt)/E=={ds/dt)/s=i/CR, or d{\og s)/dt = .434/CR = a

where common logarithms are used and a is the constant sought. Thus a varies

directly with the conduction of the ionized medium traversing the condenser.

TABLE I.—IONIZATION OF PHOSPHORUS NUCLEI.

dV/dt (IN LITERS PER MIN.) VARIABLE. NEGATIVE CHARGE.

Time.
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TABLE I.

—

Continued.

Time.
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Table i contains the direct observations, time in minutes, and deflections, s,

of the electrometer in centimeters. dV/dt, denoting the volume of nucleated

air put into the condenser per minute, is here estimated. The charge of the

core is negative.

Table 2 gives a summary of these results, among which may be mentioned

the following: The insulation is not above a=.oi and usually lower. It is not

exceeded when phosphoinis nuclei have access merely by diffusion (VII), nor

on being blown in from a wide vessel (VIII), the charge vanishing on the way.

The leakage is not exceeded when a slow current of highly nucleated air stored

over water is passed through the condenser (V), and but slightly for the case

of a fast current of such nucleated air (VI) taken out of the receiver A in the

figui-e.

By contrast, the excessive ionization (a =.2— .3), if the nucleation is at

once introduced into the condenser, is striking enough. Hence scarcely 3 per

cent, of the original ionization has survived after short storage in the receiver

in spite of the extreme density of nucleation which the coronas would cotem-

poraneously show. In fact, the ionization dies out almost at once in the con-

denser (X-XIV), even in the absence of water vapor.

9. Further data.—The experiments were now repeated as in table 3, with

the resume of results shown in table 4. These are substantially like the above.

With fresh phosphorus the residual ionization of the nuclei-bearing air after short

storage over water is but a few per cent, of the original ionization. It was sup-

posed that on dr}dng the nucleated air over phosphorus pentoxide, before

passing it into the condenser, the original ionization might be in part regained,

but the table shows not a trace of this.

TABLE 3.—IONIZATION OF PHOSPHORUS NUCLEI.
NEGATIVE CHARGE.

dV/dt = ABOUT 2 LIT./MIN.

Time.
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TABLE 3.—Continued.

Time.
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Nuclei were again aspirated into the receiver over phosphorvis. The leakage was
apparently different for charges of opposed sign; but this w-as due to the in-

sulation of the condenser, which is greater for negative than for positive charges.

Deducting this, the values of the ionization, a, differ by quantities which lie

within the errors of observ^ation.

As the receiver in the course of the efflux of nucleated air shows fogs of

continually increasing density, the spontaneous precipitation must have been

equally effective for positive and for negative nuclei.

TABLE -IONIZATION OF PHOSPHORUS NUCLEI. CHARGE IN CONDENSER
AT lo VOLTS. dV/dt= 2.5 LITERS/MIN.

Charge.
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TABLE 7.—IONIZATION OF PHOSPHORUS NUCLEI. (^FAi/= 2.5 LITERS/MIN.
CHARGE AT 20 VOLTS, 19.6 cm. DEFLECTION.

Charge.
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dense spontaneous fogs in the receiver were associated with selective condensa-

tion, then negative charges should be more rapidly dispelled.

II. Dried emanation.—In the following experiments (table 9) the phos-

phorus was previously dried over calcic chloride, and then introduced into the

receiver from the desiccator and the shortest possible connecting tube. Dry

ions thtis suddenly caine in contact with water vapor, and it was supposed that

an unequal reduction of positive and negative ionization might ensue. The

ions were stored less than 5 minutes in the receiver, the shortest time practi-

cable. Insulation of the electrometer and parts was determined before and

after each measui-ement with nucleated air.

TABLE 9.—IONIZATION OF PHOSPHORUS NUCLEI.* rfr/(f/=2.s LIT./MIN.

TESTED AFTER 4-5 MIN.

Charge.
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TABLE 10.—IONIZATION OF PHOSPHORUS NUCLEI.' dV/dt=2.5 LIT./MIN.
TESTED AFTER 5-10 MIN.

Charge.
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excess of o=.oo5 of residual positive nucleation ovei" the negative nticleation,

and it wotild follow that the negative nuclei are precipitated faster. Bttt with

a leakage in the electrometer of .on and .004 respectively, without atiy ionized

medium, the result is not guaranteed, particularly as the positive leakage is large.

14. Nucleation partially precipitated.—The nucleated air stored over water

in the receiver, ^4, was suddenly cooled and allowed to subside 5-10 minutes.

In this way greater chance was given for the differentiation of positive and

negative nuclei. The corrected values of a show that positive charge is removed

faster than negative charge, by a. = .0010 and .004 respectively, implying excess

of negative nuclei. With the insulation varying from .003-.010 and .003-.013,

before and after some of the measurements, this result is again doubtful. It

should be noticed that it is the reverse of the preceding.

TABLE 12.—RESIDUAL IONIZATION AFTER PARTIAL PRECIPITATION.
dV/dt=2.s LIT./MIN. CHARGE AT 10 VOLTS.

Charge.
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vessel. They were discharged after 5 minutes into the condenser after removing
the phosphorus tube. Table 13 shows that almost all the ionization is lost by
this dry storage as the excess of leakage due to the discharge of the dry air.

through the condenser is a= .ooo and .007, respectively. Thus dry air shows
no preservative effect.

TABLE 13.—RESIDUAL IONIZATION AFTER DRY STORAGE OF PHOSPHORUS
NUCLEI.' dV/dt=2.s LIT./MIN. CHARGE AT 10 VOLTS.

Charge.
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original ions are associated with the nuclei by which the dense fogs and coronal

sequences are produced, even at the outset. It was with a view to possibly

restoring some of this lost ionization that the great variety of experiments

detailed in the chapter were undertaken; but not a trace of restoration was

observable in any case.

Moreover, the whole of the original ionization vanishes symmetrically, for

the nuclei as a whole are neutral throughout. At least with so insignificant a

residue of the original ionization, the decision as to whether more positive or

more negative ions have vanished is a delicate one and of trifling interest in

this connection. For the phenomena are now all of the order of the leakage of

the electrometer and appurtenances. If when loo ionized nuclei of the phos-

phorus emanation are suddenly introduced into an atmosphere saturated with

water vapor, the ionization of 96 has vanished without a record, while the re-

maining 4 are in equal number positive and negative, it is unlikely that negative

ions can have greater affinity for water vapor or be more remarkable in their

efficiency as condensation nuclei than positive ions.

Finally, it does not appear that the ionization lost so soon after the removal

of the emanation from the phosphorus surface can ever be restored, notwith-

standing the fact that in the condensation chamber nuclei may be made to

pass from the fog particle to the nuclear stage of size and density an indefinite

number of times. Hence it follows that it is the ante-nuclear stage by which

the ionization is introduced.

In one respect the experiments with phosphorus are unsatisfactory: it

takes some time before the condensation chamber can be adjusted for condensa-

tion on the phosphonis nucleus as it is necessary to introduce the nucleation

from without. Placed within the chamber over water, phosphonis emits a

dense filament of smoke, and is relatively inefficient. With water nuclei there

is no such difficulty; for here the nuclei are most efficiently produced in the

condensation chamber itself, while the ionization may be studied without loss

of time. The results are given in the succeeding chapter.

As a whole, the experiments agree well with the original hypothesis, that

nuclei and ions are distinct entities; that the former constitute the residual

product left after the corj^tiscles representing the ionization have been expelled.

Radio-activity in case of the relatively gentle breakdown of molecular structure

here in question can hardly be anticipated. If a nt:cleus, like that of phos-

phorus, for instance, shows a tendency to grow continuously, until it finally

appears as part of a visible smoke, there may be continuous ejection of electrons.

In such a case electric conduction through the gas freighted ^vith these nuclei

wotdd follow Ohm's law, as is actually the case for phosphorus.



CHAPTER II.

RELATION OF THE IONIZATION AND THE NUCLEATION ASSOCIATED WITH WATER
NUCLEI, PRODUCED IN AIR.

IONIZATION PRODUCED BY SHAKING SOLUTIONS.

I. Introduction.—In the present chapter there will be three subjects for

consideration. The endeavor n:ust first be made to detect ionization in water

nuclei, produced as in the former memoir,' by shaking solutions. As the

ionization so recognized proves to be inadequate, the problem next in order will

Figure i.—Apparatus for Comparing Nucleation and Ionization. .4, Coronal Chamber; R,

Exhaustion Reservoir; M, Mariotte Flask; C", Tubular Condenser; F, (to be Inserted in the Con-

veyance Tube, c). Phosphorus Ionizer; ff.G', Vacuum Gauges; F, Cotton Filter; B, Storage Battery

Terminals. Tubes, p to Suction Pump, a to Atmosphere, c, c, for Exhaustion, e for Conveying the

Nuclei into the Condenser, d for Filtration, h from the Hydrant. Extremely Fine Jets of

Water Shoot out from the Needle-pricked Lead Pipe,/. Supports g, g, are Metallic, i,i. Insu-

lating.

be the production of the maximum number of nuclei per cubic centimeter

possible, and will be considered in the second section of the chapter. The third

will then take up and examine the ionization produced along lines very similar

' Structure of the Nucleus. Chap. V.

17
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to those of the preceding chapter, and will lead to an examination of the infer-

ences already drawn for phosphorus nuclei.

2. Apparatus.—To detect the electrification of nuclei prodticed by shaking,

a lo per cent, solution of sodic svtlphate was employed, as this had been shown

to produce the nuclei in largest numbers under otherwise like conditions.' The
solution was used both to generate the nuclei by vigorously shaking the large

aspirator flask. A, figure i, containing a small amotint of the solution at the

bottom, w, as well as to discharge the nuclei into the condenser, C, by filling A
with the liquid coming from the large Mariotte flask, M. Raising or lowering

the latter enabled the observer either to add liquid to A, or to withdraw it.

When a constant pressure was needed the device shown in the preceding chapter

(figure 2) was used, and the liquid passed along a side tube. The nucleated air

is discharged by the pipe, e s, into the tubular condenser, C, entering at 5. The
core of the condenser is highly charged and connected with one pair of quadrants

of the electrometer, E, the other pair being earthed and the needle kept charged

by a water battery, whose other pole is also earthed. The supports, i i, are of

hard rubber, those (g g) of the outer tube of the condenser are metalUc, and

together with the base of the apparatus and the pipe, e s, are kept at zero

potential.

The operations are evident. Having charged the core, the rate of discharge

is found when the current of nuclei traverses the condenser, the volume supplied

per second being read off on a scale attached to A. Results for nticleated air

(shaking) are alternated with results for dust-free air obtained by aid of the

filter and stopcock at F.

3. Results.—The results (two independent series) are given in the following

tables. The season was damp and unstiitable for electrostatic work, but the

TABLE I.—ELECTRIC CHARGES OF NUCLEI PRODUCED BY SHAKING A DILUTE
SOLUTION OF Na,SO,. CHARGE IN CONDENSER, 40 VOLTS.

a = d(log s)/dt; dV/dt IN LIT./MIN.

Condenser at
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data are sufficient to indicate the extreme smallness of the effect to be observed.

Ohm's law being assun:ed as usual, as a rough approximation to the truth, the

readings in scale parts, s, are read off, at the successive times, t, of observation.

The constant then follows as a = d{log s)/dt and dV/dt denotes the number of

liters of air, nucleated or not as stated, put through the condenser. In table i

the leakage, a, is larger for negative than for positive charges, but the effect is

equally large no matter whether the influx is dust-free and filtered or whether
the nuclei produced by shaking traverse the condenser. Shaking is thus without
an electrical effect, so far as can here be discerned. What has been observed

in both cases is a continuous drift of the needle.

In table 2, for another adjustment, the positive and negative charges leak

out equally fast when dust-free air constitutes the medium of the condenser.

When shaken nuclei circulate through it, the negative charge leaks out more
rapidly than the positive charge, implying positively charged nuclei. But as

the restilt is no larger than for dust-free air, it is again probable that the mere
drift of the needle is being observed.

The results from both tables are therefore negative, showing that the excess

of leakage for a charge of one sign over that of another must be of the order of

.001 when referred to minutes, if the nuclei in question are produced by shaking.

This result, however, is not unexpected ; for it is not more than about a thousand

nuclei that are here available, and with the necessarily small charge residing on
each, a detection of the effect will not easily be accomplished in connection with

moist air. The following pages, moreover, will show how qtiickly the charge

vanishes, and I am not sure that the experiments were made expeditiously

enough. Hence I waived the experiments temporarily, to be resumed with a

more efficient method of producing water nuclei and during the dryer atmos-

pheric conditions of winter.

THE EFFICIENCY OF NUCLEI-PRODUCING JETS.

4. Powerful methods of comminution.—It appears from the preceding

section and elsewhere that the number of nuclei produced by shaking is rela-

tively very small, and the coronas correspondingly simple. To obtain more

nuclei a much more violent niethod of comminution must be resorted to, such as

is given if fine jets of water, generated under high pressure, are shattered either

against a solid obstacle or against each other. Fortunately, ordinary hydrant

water coiitains enough solute to answer the requirem-ents, and the construction

of the jet is thus a straightforward problem. It will be found that for each jet

there is a maximum of productivity, and one is thus able to make a series of

jets, each corresponding to a definite number of nuclei under like conditions.

Each jet has a definite saturation number, and while the maximum satttration

producible in this way is naturally far below the efficiency of phosphorus and

other chemical ionizers, so far as nuclei are concerned, the aggregate ionization

is not very different.
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In table 3 the results obtained with jets of a variety of patterns and num-
bers are given in detail. They were all fed with hydrant water at 60-70 pounds

pressure. In these experiments the jet, /, replaced the phosphorus, the nuclei

being actually produced from the spray in the vessel, A, figure i. Details of a

simplified form are given in figure 2, where ; is the jet to be tested, screwed to a

brass pipe, /, joined by gas couplings (unions at U, etc.) to the pipe Ji from the

hydrant. In many of the jets the spray is broken against the sides of the

vessel, this being the most efficient mode of comminution. The excess of water

is carried off by the cock, k, for which there is a side branch, p, with a special

stopcock. When k is closed, the jet may often be used to discharge its own

Figure 2.

—

Det.\il (Simplified) of A, Fig. i Figure 3.

—

Forms of Impinging Jets.

nuclei into the condenser without the intervention of the Mariotte flask, M,
figure I.

The types of jets used are shown in figure 3 in cross section, and the num-
bers in the table correspond to those of the figure. In No. i, two parallel eighth-

inch lead pipes emit jets from their sides in such a way as to impinge on each

other nearly at right angles. It was not possible to completely or continually

shatter both jets mutually in this way. In No. 2, radial jets from a quarter-

inch lead pipe impinge on the walls of the receiver ; in No. 8 the pipe has been

thinned. In No. 3 two capillary adjutages produce jets which impinge on each

other, and the same is the case, with evident modifications, in Nos. 4 and 7. In

No. 6 an oblique lead buffer has been added, while in No. 9 the jets issue from a

finely perforated copper plate, and impinge turbulently on the pool of water

below. In addition to these, ordinary lava tips (No. 5) and other steatite jets

were used.

•The holes Avere usually pricked with fine cambric needles. Of all the jets,
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Nos. 2 and 8 were not only the simplest but the most efficient relative to the

quantity of water consumed. Adjutages introducing resistances gave inferior

restdts, but are needed for special purposes. To change the efficiency at will,

the number of holes may be varied from two to fifty.

5. Results.—In table 3 the description of the jet, the corona produced
and its serial number, together with the number of nuclei per cubic centimeter

corresponding, are given in each case. Certain data of the aperttire, s, are some-

times added for identification. For convenience in comparisons, a brief table

of coronas is subjoined to the next table.

TABLE 3.—NUMBER OF NUCLEI PRODUCED BY DIFFERENT JETS.
PRESSURE, 60-70 lbs.

WATER
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filtered or with room air. A jet free from air currents should be most efScient,

ccst. par. Curiously, the maximum nucleation obtainable with jets lies just

TABLE 4.—EFFECTS OF SUCCESSIVE EXHAUSTION. WATER NUCLEI. ESTI-

MATED NUCLEATION.

No.
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for water nuclei. I have not, however, with the data now in hand been able to
complete this to my satisfaction, and have for this reason confined the present
chapter to experimental work, to the exclusion of theoretical considerations of

the kind given tentatively elsewhere.'

7. Apparatus.—If in the receiver, or condensation chamber, .4, the
metalhc pipe, e, joining at b, leads directly to the tubular condenser, C (radii

1.05 and .34 cm., length, 50 cm.), the apparatus, figures i, 2, takes the fonn
adapted for measuring the initial ionization of the nuclei. If the cocks k and d
(filter) are closed and the fine radial jets are put in action by opening the water
faucet h, the charged air is gradually expelled through b as the w^ater level in A
rises. When an efficient jet is used the rate is usually about 2 Hters/minute.
This velocity may be increased or diminished by aid of the flask, M, figure i,

attached at k.

Since the jets, y, impinge on the walls of the vessel, this is kept uniformly

moist or better coated with water, and therefore continually put to earth by
the hydrant connection. Similarly the pipe, e, leading to the outer coating of

the condenser is with this continually put to earth. The core of the condenser,

insulated by long hard laibber supports, retains charge well even at high poten-

tials, and in spite of the damp gases, because of the remoteness of the supports.

8. Results. Initial charges.—The following table gives the data obtained,

when the nuclei generated by the spray are at once passed into the tubular con-

denser, whose inner surface is charged as stated, the outer being put to earth.

TABLE 5.—IONIZATION OF WATER NUCLEI. dV/dt=2 LIT./MIN. TOTAL
CAPACITY OF ELECTROMETER AND CONDENSER, 72 cm.

Condenser charge.
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the charge on the condenser vanishes. The average value of the conduction,

moreover, is quite of the order of values found for phosphorus nuclei in the above

tables, under similar circumstances. As the data in the table show a for succes-

sive minutes, its variation in the last series is from .223 to .872 in 3 minutes.

Since 2.3 aC= i/R, where (7= 8/ 10" farads is the ca^^acity of the condenser

and appurtenances, the initial and final resistance would be

i? = 25Xio'' and R^GXio" ohms.

It follows then that if the equation of the current be taken, or

io:n{U + V)c (E/l) in the usual notation, the number of charged nuclei, n,

ZO mtU.
no.cm.

omm. 1

20MTI,

/ 2

AOxio'lU.

QWjlt /

WWR
40voUs.

want

7.omv

focm

OTrmi. 1

Figures 4, 5, 6.

—

Curves Showing Electrometer Deflection (Leakage) after consecutive

Half Minutes, for Different Charges and Potentials in the Condenser.

increases as the potential difference, E, diminishes. The same is true for the

negative current with a smaller coefficient.

The results for the conduction, a, become more interesting if the electro-

meter deflections are charted graphically in relation to time as in the annexed

figures 4, 5, 6. It is thus seen that the current is surprisingly constant, while

the initial potential difference of about 20 volts gradually quite vanishes.

g. Comparison with coronas.—The number of ions which may be com-

puted from the given currents is excessive when compared with the number of
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nuclei, particularly when considered in parallel with the corresponding case of

phosphorus. The contrast would be even more striking if the water nuclei

could be tested immediately after production. Several inferences are thus
suggested: either the charge of each nucleus is many electrons, or nuclei are

lost at the outset at a rapid rate (this is disproved by experiment), or each
nucleus emits many electrons.

lo. Evanescence of the charges of water nuclei.—^The same remarkable con-

trast between the initial charges and the subsequent charges on the nuclei that

has been already pointed out for phosphorus will now be observed, if only a

little time is allowed to intervene. Table 6 refers to nuclei produced in the

receiver, A, figure i, by allowing the accumulating water to run off by the

cock, k. They were then conveyed to the condenser, C, about 5 or 10 minutes
later, by aid of the Mariotte flask, M. The conduction is enormously reduced,

though for positive charges in the condenser it is greater than for negative

charges, showing that an excess of negative nuclei has persisted.

TABLE 6.—IONIZATION OF WATER NUCLEI AFTER 5 MIN. -S (log5)/S/.

Condenser at
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vanished; nevertheless there is still an excess of negative nuclei, as shown by the

greater leakage of positive charges in the condenser. If negative nuclei had been

more rapidly precipitated in the intervening hour in .4 , the reverse should have

been the case; there should have been an excess of positive nuclei, and negative

charges in the condenser should vanish more rapidly.

Tested for coronas, even after about one hotw, 50,000 were left, or over

i of the original 10' to 2X10^ a result quite out of proportion with the loss

of ionization. The electrical and the condensational phenomena are thtis

distinctly separated.

II. Results with an Elliott electrometer.—For reasons which need not be

stated, the electro-ireter of modem type in which the charge is imparted to the

needle through the suspension, notwithstanding its sensitiveness and low capa-

city, was not adapted for further experiments. Accordingly, the data of the

following table were obtained with an ordinary electrometer, with the quad-

rants permanently charged with a water batteiy. The core of the tubular

condenser communicated with the needle. This adjustment was chosen be-

cause the leakage here was relatively smaller, though the high capacity of needle,

jar, and condenser is unfavorable to sensitiveness. The table contains results in

which the potential of the core of the condenser was altered in steps of one half.

Care was taken to detemiine the insulation immediately before and after each

measurement with the mtcleated medium. The leakage is seen to be always

greater at the beginning than at the end, which is the usual phenomenon of

absorption and release of charge in the insulators. If any trace of radioactivity

occurred it would be obscured by this phenomenon.

The restilts of this table may be summarized.

TABLE 8.—CHARGES OF WATER NUCLEI. dV/di=2 LIT./MIN. CAPACITY 409 cm.

DEFLECTION OF THE ELECTROMETER, 5.
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Whereas the current for positive charges decreases with the potential, the

current for negative charges increases ; but this, too, is due to incidental reasons

of the kind mentioned. Seen in the light of the results preceding and following

it, the general evidence of the table is rather to the effect that the current in

the condenser is constant, independent of the electromotive force when the

gradient exceeds about 20 volts per radial centimeter.

7-These results are given in the chart. figure

ni6"aMip.

-\-dhargt.

^
—Cihargt

volt ~10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

nw'cmp..

-8-

—Charge^

OVOU 10 20 SO 40 50 60 70 BO ^0

Figures 7, 8.

—

Curves Showing Radial Currents (Amperes) for Different Charges and

Potentials (Volts) in the Condenser.

12. Further data.—A series of results quite similar to the last, but with a

more sensitive electrometer, is given in the next table. As a rule, positive

charges were taken in succession, though a number of incidental data accom-

pany the table. The insulation of the electrometer was found before and after

each measurement with nuclei. Having been taken on different days and not

in a single sweep, the results cannot be quite coincident, because of jet differ-

ences, water pressures, etc., as already stated.

These results are summarized.

The currents are given in the chart marked figure 8. They show that

above lo volts the cuiTents are practically constant, remembering that any

change in V due to water pressure, etc., will convey the nuclei more rapidly into

the condenser, and from their exceedingly rapid decay at the outset the currents

will necessarily be variable. Below lo volts the current decreases with the

potential, but remains quite appreciable even when the potential is zero with

the absence of charge in the condenser. The two observations made for the

negative charge indicate similar relations, when taken in connection with the

preceding results.
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TABLE 9.—CHARGES OF WATER NUCLEI. dl//<i/=2 LIT./MIN. CAPACITY 409 cm.

ELECTROMETER DEFLECTIONS, 5.
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TABLE 10. -ABSENCE OF APPRECIABLE RADIOACTIVITY. VERTICAL JET
NO. 9 IMPINGING ON WATER WITH VIOLENT CHURNING.

Leakage ' before
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to about 30,000 nuclei, whereas those of the radial jet, No. 2, coiTespond

to 10^ or more. Hence weak ionization is to be expected, if the two occurrences

go in parallel. The table (part i) shows the positive and negative currents

when 8 liters of nucleated air pass throtigh the condenser per minute. Hence
for 2 lit./min.

at + 80 volts, z = .55X10"" amperes,

at - 81 volts, ^= .25X10""
giving a mean cuiTent i= .4oX io~'", as compared with 1.6 X 10^" amperes for

the radial jet. Thus the mean current is about 4 times smaller, and the mean
nucleation also about 4 times smaller, as nearly as can be ascertained. There-

fore, the reduction of nucleation and of ionization run in parallel.

For the fiat-bottomed lead jet with 8 very fine needle holes, the ionization

was almost inappreciable. The current was about 10"" amperes, not much
exceeding the ordinary leakage of the electrometer. The corona was corre-

spondingly small.

The next experiments, made with two capillary threads of water impinging

on each other (jet No. 7), are given in the third part of the table. The different

data for the mean current in case of a positive charge in the condenser and a

supply of 2 lit./min. of nucleated air passing through it show that ^'= .6Xio""
amperes. The coronas correspond to about 20,000 or 40,000 nuclei, evidencing

a relatively large ionization.

The last experiments of the table were made with the large oblique jet

No. 3, and the coronas here obtained are just inferior to those of the radial jet,

corresponding to about 80,000 nuclei per cubic centimeter. The positive cur-

rents are about i =
. 7 X i

o " " amperes. When dVldt = i, almost half the ions are

lost in transfer.

Experiments were made at somewhat greater length with two oblique

capillary threads of water shattering each other, as in jet No. 3, above. Special

care was taken to prevent the jet from striking the walls of the vessel. As the

self-shattering was very complete, the spray reached the water with but little

churning. In spite of the small amount of w^ater used, however, relatively

many nuclei were produced, the number estimated from coronas being 40,000

per cubic centimeter.

Moreover, to keep the conditions more uniform, the water level in A , figure

I, was kept constant (efflux from k (Fig. i) being just as large as the water com-

ing from the spray), and the nuclei were removed by a cuiTent of air flowing

through A into the condenser, C, at the rate of 2 liters per minute. The currents

so obtained are relatively large as compared with the number of nuclei, which is

due to the condition that the space in which the nuclei are produced is less than

^ as large as usual above, and that therefore nuclei are fresher on entering the

condenser. The mean positive and negative currents were

at -1- 80 volts, i=i.i X 10"" amperes,

at— 80 volts, i= .3 X 10"" amperes,

the mean, .7 Xio"" amperes, being about half as large as the currents for radial
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jets, whereas the nucleation is deficient. The reason will presently appear

(§ 14). The ctuTents for negative charges in the condenser, moreover, are

exceptionally small relatively to the positive currents.

No charge was imparted to the condenser by the spray, the current vanish-

ing with the potential ; but this also occurs at times with the radial jet.

TABLE 12.—SPRAY FOUND IN SMALL SPACE AND REMOVED BY AUXILIARY
AIR CURRENT. JET NO. 3, CAPILLARY THREADS, SELF-SHATTERING.

Condenser
charged to
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jet is shattered against a solid, the charging current, for the condenser at zero

potential, is aboiit 8 per cent, of the constant current; but it may also be

absent.

The ratio of the ionization to the nucleation does not always ap^^ear as a

fixed quantity ; from which it follows that the mean charge per nucleus depends

on incidental conditions of freshness, the nature of the jet, its impact, etc.

Similarly, the ratio of positive to negative ionization does not seem to be a

fixed quantity, but to vary under the same conditions. Nuclei generated in a

small space are more highly charged because they can be more swifth- trans-

feiTcd to the condenser.

Finally, the maximum nvicleation for any jet is reached when as many
nuclei are produced per second as are lost in the same time. Unquestionably

the air current accompanying the action of a violent jet contributes to this loss,

by washing the air against the sides of the vessel and the surface of water.

Hence jets with a strong single direction, even if made up of filimentary jets,

produce few nuclei.

Finally, the reason for the unique efficiency in the capillary oblique jet was
specially verified. Supposing that the high ionization relatively to the nuclea-

tion in this case is due to keeping the water level near the jet and expelling the

nuclei by an auxiliary air current from a small volume, I made the following

experiments in which the nuclei were discharged by a rising surface of water by
aid of the Mariotte flask. Table 13 shows that on successive half minutes the

currents ds/dt increase rapidly, as was supposed. Moreover, when referred to

an efflux of 2 liters per minute, the amperes are now actually of the low order

corresponding to the nucleation of the jet.

The effect of different vokimes is also seen from the table, which proves that

proportionality is roughly admissible. This also follows necessarily from the

equation of the phenomenon given elsewhere (c/. § 18), and has been carefully

verified for phosphorus.

15. Spontaneous time loss of nuclei.—The following table (14) shows the

spontaneous loss of nuclei in the lapse of time. The nuclei were produced in the

receiver in the usual way, and their number was then determined by the con-

densation produced after a stated interval. The approximate number or order

of the corona in my series is nevertheless somewhat difficult to determine, and

the number of nuclei estimated therefrom not quite definite. As this number
is an exponent, arithmetical progression indicates geometric progression in the

number of nuclei.

The radial jet, No. 2, shattering itself against the sides of the vessel is

strongest as a nuclei producer, and the large oblique jet, No. 3, considerably

below it in efficiency. The capillary oblique jet. No. 3, is remarkably efficient

relatively to the quantity of water used. The vertical large copper jet, No. 9,

used in tables 10 and 11, is a very poor producer of nuclei, though using about

8 liters of water per minute and in spite of the turbulent churning of the pool

below.
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TABLE 14.—LOSS OF WATER NUCLEI IN LAPSE OF TIME. ESTIMATED.

Jet.
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Another peculiarity may here be referred to: when the radial jet is very

active it is capable of charging the neutral condenser. This, however, is not

usually the case with a jet striking water. The following table, in which 5

denotes the galvanometer deflection, shows that the radial jet, when shattered

on a rigid obstacle, does not always convey charge.

TABLE 16.—CONDENSER 1 CHARGED BY RADIAL JET. dV/dt=2 lit./min.

Time, =
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metallic supports are capable of sliding to and fro in the base plate and of being

clamped in any position. Influx of nuclei occurs at 5. To change C, the sleeves

// are loosened and the rod rr removed, after which the tube C may be slid off

and another inserted. Set screws and clamp screws complete the adjustment

as shown in the figure.

Table 17 shows the results in which the insulation of the condenser was
determined before and after each measurement with the nucleated medium.

The condenser lengths, 60 and 15 cms., are inserted as a sufficient contrast.

TABLE 17.—EFFECT OF LENGTH OF TUBULAR CONDENSER. dV/dt= i.g LIT./

MIN. ^=3.5 VOLTS/cm. (7 = 409/9 X 10- FARADS.
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The successive values of the table (one minute apart) correspond on the average

to about 16 per cent, per minute. In the present installation this jet was

unable to charge the condenser, the charging cun-ent being less than 10'"

amperes, about of the same order as the leakage.

One may conclude, therefore, that the loss of charge per minute, i. e., the

electrical cuiTent radially traversing the condenser, is practically independent of

its length if the latter exceeds a few centimeters, for the air current and width

given. All but a few per cent, of the charge are lost in the first few centimeters

ahead of the influx tube of the condenser. The experiments are thus in keeping

with the surmise of the preceding paragraphs.

SUMMARY AND INFERENCES.

18. Working hypothesis.—In conclusion a brief summary of the working hy-

pothesis from which most of my work has proceeded may be added for reference.

Let the ions be regarded as charged nuclei, and let there be an average of

q electrons per nucleus. Let the loss of ions be due merely to absorption of the

charges at the boundar}- of the region. This is virtually stating that the loss is

as the first power of the number n, per cubic centimeter. Whether the charge

travels with the nucleus, or whether it travels from nucleus to nticleus along a

highway of nuclei, as it were, is left open, but the charges are lost at the bound-

ary at a more rapid rate than the nuclei.

To fix the ideas, let a tube condenser of radii r, > r,, and length, /, be given,

and let v (cm./sec.) be the velocity of the air current bearing charged nuclei

longitudinally through the condenser. If V is the volume of this air in liter/min.

entering the condenser at one end, tt (r;— r J) z;= 16.7 V.

The loss of nuclear charges is then due to two causes: (i) These charges

have a specific velocity, k (absorption velocity in a given cardinal direction) in

the absence of the electric field. Charges are lost in pairs by this non-directed

motion without producing current. (2) The nuclei have a second velocity,

U', in the same direction per electron carried and per volt/cm. of the field.

Hence the number of nuclei, n, at the section / cm. from the influx end, where

n = n^, is given per unit of length by

M= n,f^^''-
'"<''+') = «„?-*'

. . . (i)

where K = k + qEU'/{r,-r,) and a=.377 IK {r, + r,) /V.

The radial current at the same section, if the potential difference between

the surfaces r, and r, of the tube condenser is E, will not depend on k, but on

U', so that

-di= 27t{r, + r,)neU'q'{E/{r,-r,)) dl

or eventually

^jir/j^ 16.7 yM„eg-(/-f-») ,,
- ^ ^^/^^=

q+k/iU'E/ir,-r.)) " " "
^'^

where C is the capacity of the condenser and e the charge of one electron, while

q such charges travel per nucleus.
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Experiment shows that the currents are of about the same order when
charged water nuclei from an intense high-pressure jet and when charged

phosphorus nuclei are passing longitudinally through the condenser. But as

the number of water nuclei as tested by coronas are, even in the coadensation

chamber, not above lo' per cubic centimeter, while the number of phosphorus

nuclei may reach 10', the charge q in electrons per nucleus is large for water

nuclei and small for phosphoinis. Similarly one may expect the water nucleus

derived by a mechanical process to be larger than the initial phosphorus nu-

cleus derived chemically, so that k is larger in the latter case.

Hence it is assumed that in case of water nuclei, k is negligible in com-
parison with qEU'/{r,_— r,) and equation (2) becomes, if qU'=U

-C dE/dt=i6.'j Vn,{eq) (i- e- -377 li>: + r,)UE/V (,r,-r,)y

This equation, which fits the phenomena very well, predicts saturation as the

exponent is essentialh- dependent on E.

On the other hand, in case of phosphorus nuclei, k is large in comparison

with. qEU'/(r,— r,), for here a single electron travels with many nuclei. The
exponential term in (2) vanishes or

— C dE/dt = i6.'j Vn.fiq'EU'/k {r,-r,)

which is virtually Ohm's law.

An endeavor has thus been made to explain the two types of conduction in

question, the charged water nucleus type and the phosphorus nucleus type, by a

simple self-contained hypothesis. I have not, however, been able to complete

the numerical details to my satisfaction, and will therefore leave the subject

here without further comment.

19. Charge and conduction.—The data have shown that positive as well as

negative charges are dissipated by water nuclei, immediately after they have

been produced, and that the ionization, if it may be so called, is quite of the

order of that of phosphorus, while the nucleation is much smaller. After being

stored but a few minutes, the nucleation loses all but a few per cent, of this

propertv of conduction, behaving in this respect again like phosphorus nuclei.

The number of nuclei does not appreciably vary in the same time. The char-

acter of the ionization (whether positive or negative nuclei are in excess) remains

intact so long as it can be observed. Hence the large initial and the eventual

very small conduction (a few per cent, of the original value) may be regarded

as two successive phases of a single continuous phenomenon, either of charge or

ionization or conduction. It seems to me therefore that it is not necessary to

distinguish the initial charges from the initial ionization. The experiment as a

whole shows an attenuation of the Lenard effect, continuously through infinite

time. One is at liberty to refer the conduction either to charged nuclei or to

ionized nuclei unless some distinctive definition is adopted. Both occurrences

are similarly reduced. The present case of river water is one in which there is

an excess of negative over positive nuclei. In other cases (pure water) the

reverse may be the case, or, again, there may be an absence of an excess of
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either sign. If the nuclei were without charges, however, the medium would

not conduct. In a condenser, positive or negative charges are sooner dissi-

pated according as there is excess of negative or positive nuclei in the meditmi,

respectively.

20. Comparison of phosphorus and water nuclei.—Between phosphorus and

water nuclei there is in the first place the essential difference that whereas the

current in the first case obeys Ohm's law, rotighh', it does not do so' in the

second, being more and more independent of the electromotive force as E
increases above about 1 5 volts per cm. Similarly, the coronas for water nuclei

usually terminate with the middle g-b-p type, whereas in case of phosphorus

they go to indefinitely higher orders, beyond the first in the series. Parallel

to this there may run a difference in the size of nuclei. The inference is war-

ranted that phosphorus nuclei are small as compared with water nuclei,

iiiasmuch as the latter owe their origin to mechanical conditions, while the phos-

phorus nuclei arise under molecular conditions and molecular dimensions. As

the observed electric currents are about of the same order in both cases, it follows

that the charges per nucleus are verj' much larger for water nuclei than for

phosphorus. If water ni:clei covdd be examined immediately after production,

i. e., in the same degree of freshness as is customary for the phosphorus nuclei,

the contrast wotdd be enormous.

In both cases, however, whenever ionization and nucleation are associated

phenomena, the ntimber of ions generated varies directly with the concomitant

number of nuclei.

In other respects there is great similarity in the behavior of the two types

of nuclei. The enormous charges of ionizations at the beginning vanish to a

residuum of a few per cent, in a few minutes if confined by a receptacle, while

the nuclei are not affected either as to number or condensational properties by
the presence or absence of the primitive charge. It is not unreasonable to

suspect, therefore, that the water nucleus, like the phosphorus nucleus, may be

the permanent residue produced b)' the expulsion of the electrons representing

the ionization: for whenever nucleation and ionization arise in a common
source, any increment of the former is accompanied bj^ a corresponding incre-

ment of the latter.



CHAPTER III.

PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF THE APERTURES OF CORONAS, IN RELATION TO THE

NUMBER OF NUCLEI AND THEIR SIZES.

I. Introductory.—Throughout my earHer work with coronas, I have reHed

chiefly upon the color sequences, and have taken the data for numbers and sizes

of clotid particles (a fixed degree of supersaturation presupposed) from the

tables given elsewhere.' When apertures were measured this was done chiefly

for the identification of the series to which the corona belongs. There is no

doubt, however, that an expression for the diameters of particles in terms of the

aperture of the coronas wotild be a great and immediate convenience, par-

ticularly as facilitv in using the color sequences is apt to be lost , imless one is at

work with them continually. Apart from this, the colors represent steps of

progress, while the apertures should be continuous^, even if irregularly, variable.

The purpose is then to find tender what conditions the discrepancies of aperture

may be reduced to a minimum.

If the supersattiration is constant throughout, the diameters of cloud

particles and their distance apart will in general be proportional quantities.

Let m be the grammes of water precipitated, n the number of particles per

cubic centimeter, D = n "' ' their distance apart, d the diameter of each, s the

aperture of the corona. If, therefore, for normal coronas d= a/s, where a is a

constant found by purely optical experiments,

n= (6w/77-a^) s'=={6m/n)/d'== i/D', and d=D(7t/6my''\

But it is doubtful if these equations are true even for normal coronas;

they must certainly be a very crude approximation for coronas of the higher

orders, where d and D are possibly both implicated in producing coronal effects.

If one builds up a system of glass plates each sprinkled with lycopodium par-

ticles, the diffraction pattern, which is finely multi-annular for a single plate,

is a mere blur for lo plates placed within a linear foot, for instance, without

changing the aperture appreciably. If the source of light and the eye are both

distant, the coronas gradually lose sharpness and soon cease to be measurable

as the number of plates increases. This indicates that greater uniformity of

distribution and equality of diameter must be met with in case of cloud par-

ticles, but it leaves the question open whether the distance apart of particles is

not from the outset a consideration.

iAm. Jomn. of Science (4), xiii, p. 81, 1902; Phil. Mag. (6), iv, p. 26, 1902; cf.

Structure of the Nucleus, Smithsonian Contributions, 1903, Chapter III.

39
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What is ftirther menacing is the distortion produced by spherical and

cylindrical vessels, the surfaces of which are rarely quite concentric. In my
work with globes, I assumed that if the annuli showed no distortion and were

small in aperture as compared with the aperture of the globe, distortion could

be neglected. It is questionable, however, if this observation is vouched for,

since the apertures of coronas are peculiarly sensitive to refraction, particularly

when the distances of eye and source from the receiver are purposely chosen

large.

Again, the quantity m is dependent on temperature. It is necessary

therefore to refer coronas to a standard teraperature as well as to a given degree

of supersaturation, and the correction is important if the coronas are to be used

in estimating the number of particles.

Finally, the ratio of densities before and after exhaustion is a seriously

difficult datum to determine, for it depends on the degree to which adiabatic

conditions have been attained. It is here that the work is liable to be dis-

crepant. Hence a determination of apertures has an ulterior value, for it is not

improbable that the two series of results will muinally interpret each other. The

]3resent chapter bears out this surmise, though it is merely to be regarded as a

rough test of my earlier results (/. c). An independent survey is made in

Chapter VI with plate-glass vessels.

2. Apparatus and preliminary results.—The following charts contain a

preliminary survey of the sequence of coronas, their apertures, and the number

of particles of specified diameter encotmtered. The data for diameter and

number, d and n, are taken from m}- work on stxccessive exhaustion (/. c), where

the experiments are largely non-optical, and they are compared with the coiTe-

sponding data d' and n' which follow from measurements of aperture. The eye

and source of light are distant i and 3 meters, respectively, from the condensa-

tion chamber betweeii them. This was here a long c}'lindrical vessel of as clear

glass as possible, 50 cm. long and 13 cm. in diameter. The observations were

made parallel to the axis, absence of distortion being assumed for the axial plane,

an assumption which was justified by trial comparisons with plate-glass ap-

paratus, though the latter was not quite large enough for the complete survey.

The method of work was otherwise the same as that described in the earlier

papers.

The results of the work may be given withotit tables in the accompanying

charts, figures 1,2,4, 5) 8, 9, in which the old results for d and n (computed from

successive exhaustions) are laid off horizontally, the new results d' and n'

,

computed (as stated) from the observed aperture, vertically. The discrepancy

of the two sets of data is enormous, and the curves all show sustained period-

icity. All measurements of aperture, s, are made to the inner edge of the

red ring, and show the diameter of the central disc.

3. Diameter of cloud particle.—The variations of d and d' are on the average

dd='i.4Sd', from curve 4, and 6d=i.6Sd' from curve 5. In other words, the

diameters obtained for coronas by computation from the conditions of sue-
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cessive exhaustion are abbut 1.5 times larger than the same data estimated

directly from the apertures of the coronas.

Moreover, the new values of diameter d' show a curious periodicity which
nuist be peculiar to them, since the old values from the manner in which thev

zoom

Chart i.—Curves i and 2, Relations of Apertures Computed from Successive Exhaustions

(5), AND Directly Measured (x')- Long Cylindrical Receiver, 13 cm. in Diameter. Curve 3, the

Same for Plate-Glass Apparatus 20 cm. Deep. Coronas here Difficult to Place.

Curves 4 and 5, Relation of Diameter of Fog Particle Computed from Successive Exhaustions

(d), and from Measurements of Aperture {d'), both Given in Centimeters. Long Cylindrical

Receiver. The Types of Coronas are Marked gr (Green Centered), cr (White-Crimson Centered).

Curve 5 Dropped .0002 cm. Small Dots Refer to a Special Series.
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were obtained (geometric progression) cannot be periodic. There is accelerated

increase of diameter toward the crimson types, Nos. 9 and 14, and a falHng off

which may even be a retrogression toward the green types, Nos. 4-5, 11-12,

15-16, these being respectively the crests and trtmghs of the wave. The

Chart 2.

—

Curves 8, 9, 10, Ratios of Nucleation Computed from Successive Exhaustions («

Particles per cub. cm.), and from Measured Apertures (n')- Long Cylindrical Receiver.

Curves ii and 12, the Same for another Cylindrical Receiver, 20 cm. Deep. Curve ii Refers

to Water Nuclei, Curve 12 to Phosphorus Nuclei.

Curves 6 and 7, Corresponding Diameters of Fog Particles in Centimeters.
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undulation continues even beyond this, but it is then diffictdt to identify it, as the
annuH become crowded into the normal coronas. The results are similar in all

the curves. In other data obtained during experiments with jets in Chapter II,

^§4, 5, 17, and given in the present figures 6, 7, 11, 12, the same undulatory line
is encountered both for phosphorus and for water nuclei, with maxima at the
9th and 14th coronas. Here a different vessel (aspirator 32 cm. high, 22 cm.
in diameter) was used, and the ratio, 6d=i.:iSd', is distinctly smaller for this
case, showing the marked influence of distortion due to the vessel. The same
ratio (1.3) will be adduced below in connection with the preliminary experi-
ments with plate-glass apparatus.

4. Nucleation.—Since nd^ is constant, remarks of the same general char-
acter may be made for the nucleation, n, except that the discrepanc}^ will be
reciprocal in character and enormously exaggeraterd. If on the average d=i.^d',
w' = 3.4»; if d=^i.2,d', n' = •2.271, but the undulations have now become so sweep-
ing that a ratio can only be inferred for the small coronas.

5. Cause of periodicity.—If one inquires into the cause of the periodic dis-

crepancies, it appears that the crimson coronas are too small or else the green
coronas too large, for the data computed from exhaustions cannot be periodic.

The former being white-centered with a diffuse red margin, it is impossible to

mistake the outside edge of the first ring for the inside edge. The blue-green

coronas, however, show a uniformly colored disc, and here the first ring may
be of the same color as the disc, and the corona would then be measured to the

outside margin of the first ring. From this point of view only the crimson

coronas are adapted for measurement, and both curves would then give d=i.^d,
and »' = 2.2«. Since the cui-ves actually give evidence of diminishing aper-

ture while the droplets certainl)' decrease in size, this explanation is plausible,

though it does not agree well with the evidence from normal coronas. The red

and crimson coronas are the only ones which retain the white center, and the

phenomenon may in so far be regarded as similar to the case of normal coronas.

6. Effect of temperature.—The explanation of the discrepancy between

d and d' (computed from exhaustions and measured from apertures, respectively)

reduces in the most favorable case to d= i.2,d', and for this two explanations

must be examined. Supposing that one does not inadvertently measure into

a ring, the value of m which enters into the computation of d is very variable

with temperature. For 6p=i'j cm., for instance,

at 10°, m = 3.7 X iC* grams per cub. cm.

20°, 4.6Xio-<^ " " "

30°, S-7XIO-' " " " "

Since d varies as m'^\ for the same nucleation the values of d at io°, 20°,

30°, will be in the ratio of 56, 60, 64, respectively, and the coronas will be in

the same degree smaller. Per degree between 20° and 30° this amounts to

about .8 per cent, of the value at 20°. Hence to bring the values of d computed

from successive exhaustions into coincidence with the data computed from
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apertures would requii-e a temperatui-e excess of nearly 30°, which is out of the

question.

7. Pressure decrement.—As none of the explanations are satisfactory, light

of a different character may be thrown upon the discrepancy by computing by
the approximate method of the earlier memoirs the density ratio, y', of the gas

after and before exhaustion, corresponding to the observed values, s\ Since if

n is the nucleation, z the order of the corona in a geometric series, b the co-

efficient of time loss, t the time intei"V"al between exhaustions,

log n = z (i + bt) log y,

the equation corresponding to a different exhaustion ratio would be

log n' = z (i + bt) log y'

if the same corona, z, and time interval, t, is implied.

Hence log n/log w' = log y/\og y', while n={6ni/7ta^) 5' = As\ Therefore,

log y'/ log j'=(log A +3 log 50/ (log A + 3 log s).

The computed values s= a)^'nn/6'm are given and in the chart, figures

I and 2. From the latter for 5 = 5.0, 5' = 8.o to 9.0 cm. From the earlier

memoir,' the value computed for y was .819. Hence

s' = %, y = .8o7,

5' = 9, y = .8o4,

whereas 3;=.8i9 was the value computed in my work on coroijas for the ex-

haustion 76-58 cm.

Since, roughly, y= {p/poY^^, where ^ = 76 and ;/ = 1.4, the following

values of 6p obtain

:

5 = 5.0 cm., Sp= 18.0 cm.

s' = &.o 19.

1

5' = 9.o 19.4

Thus if the pressure decrement on exhaustion had been taken i cm. higher

than the observed value, the apertures comptited from successive exhaustions

in the former meinoir would agree with the average apertures directly measured

in the present paper. Observationally this is out of the question, but it is

nevertheless difficult to know just what pressvu-e is effective in the adiabatically

cooled receiver (cf. Structure of the Nucleus pp. 35, 38), since neither the

isothermal nor the adiabatic conditions will rigorously suffice. The memoir

shows that isothermally y=.'j 64; adiabatically 3/= .82 5; adiabatically with

allowance for condensed water ^=.819, as already specified. The aperture

data deinand ^ = .805, which is even nearer to the isothermal y than the value

taken.

Incidentally one may note the precision with which y must be entered or

the pressure difference determined, if the observations are to be sufficiently

close to admit of a computation of d and n. In other words, it is probable that

the ratio y may be determined with greater accuracy from the successive aper-

' Structure of the Nucleus, Chapters III and IV.
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tures as a -whole, notwithstanding their periodic character, than by direct meas-

urement. This is what I meant by stating that the two sets of observations

would probably sustain each other, for nobody would be justified in using the

apertures of abnormal coronas, unless such use was suggested and guided by
independent evidence. The subject will be resumed in Chapter VI, and treated

from a point of view different from the present, which is merely tentative.

8. Summary.—The result of this paper is then favorable to the use of the

apertures of coronas in place of the colors of the annuli, for estimating the

number of particles corresponding to a giveii degree of supersaturation at a given

temperature. Full allowance must, however, be made for the occurrence of

periodic variations of aperttu'e in relation to the diameter of the fog particles;

in other words, a given aperture is only of value when qualified by the type of

corona (whether of the crimson or green order) to which the aperture belongs.

Thus it will not in any case be possible to dispense completely with the color

pattei^n. It was with the object of finding these corrections systematically that I

began a series of experiments (Chapter VI) with new forms of plate-glass appa-

ratus, and I shall there refer to other developments. Homogeneous light,

though in many respects desirable, gives effects so faint as to be useless in

practice.

With the above data I am able to make an independent estimate of the

number of particles in the saturated phosphorus emanation. The ntmiber

found for the first fog of the series was {Phil. Mag. (6), iv, pp. 25-26, 1902)

^ = 6X83, 000; since n' = 2.2n, n' = 6Xi83,ooo particles per cub. cm. Now the

density ratio before and after exhaustion is y, so that i-y is the volume of

saturated emanation added. As this has passed directh' and slowly over

excess of phosphorus, it must be very nearly saturated, becoming diluted on

mixture with the dust-free air of the receiver. Hence, if n^ particles per cub.

cm. correspond to saturation, n (i-y) = Wo= 6 X 183,000; or «„=io"X6.

There must therefore be at least 6 million nuclei ' per cub. cm. of the air in

contact with a surface of phosphorus. The value following from my electro-

meter work w-as tc„=2Xio". The two methods are absolutely distinct, but

lead to data of the same order. It is becatise of the general reasonableness of

the data which have followed from my simple hypothesis throughout a very

wide territory of observation that I have felt bound to adhere to it.

PLATE-GLASS APPARATUS.

9. Description.—To test the results just adduced, the apparatus shown in

Chapter VI, figt\re i, and in Chapter VII, figure la, was constmcted. The

frame, 20 cm. deep, 35 cm. long, 27 cm. high, was of wood, nicely joined, and

covered within and without with a mixture of burgundy pitch and beeswax

while hot. The front and rear faces are of 1/4-inch plate-glass, cemented on by

the same resinous mixture, and further held in place by the wooden clamps,

' The factor 6 i.s introduced in conformity with the work of Chapter VI.
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secured by the brass bolts at their ends (see Chapter VII). F is the filtering

attachment with a cock, E the exhatisting attachment, P the micleator. Ther-

mometers show the temperature both of the air within the chamber and of the

water at its bottom. The goniometer is in front and the source of light in the

rear of the apparatus, and the exhaustions are made i:i the way frequently

described in these memoirs.

In the preliminary results, (5^ = 4.5 cm. was the pressure decrement on ex-

haustion, t=2^'\ the temperature of the saturated air and water. The eye and

the light are at distances 85 and 235 cm. from the central plane of the apparatus.

Since 5^ for lycopoditmi is by experiment .75 cm. and d„= .oo^2 cm., a= daSc=
.0024. Hence at 20" ci=.0024/5 and n = 6ms'/7ra\

The results, s and s', are constructed in the chart, figure 3, and show the same

general character as the results already discussed. Moreover, since 5'= 1.35,

the two sets of data are more nearly in con"espondence here than was the case

with the cylinder above. Definite results of this character for higher values of

Sp will presently be given (Chapter VI), after a few incidental questions have

been disposed of.



CHAPTER IV.

ON THE NUMBERS OF NUCLEI PRODUCED BY SHAKING DIFFERENT LIQUIDS AND
ON ALLIED DATA.

I. Explanation.—In my report on the nucleus, ' I showed that the number
produced in a given mode of comminution was least in pure water, greater in

dilute organic solutions, and still greater in diltite inorganic solutions, all of the

same strength. Results were also given for other solvents than water, in par-

ticular for benzol ; but I was unable to reduce the data to the same scale as for

aqueous solvents, as the data needed for the redtictions were not at hand. I

have since found that the method of Wilson and Thomson ^ lends itself to

benzol, and have therefore computed the data over again, as shown in table i.

TABLE I.—NUMBERS OF NUCLEI PRODUCED BY VIGOROUSLY SHAKING DIF-
FERENT SOLUTIONS IN THE SAME MANNER. CONCENTRATION i %.

Solvent.
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thereafter (due to condensed liquid) to 11.3°, and consequently the liquid

benzol precipitated per cubic centimeter m = 30.4X10"" grams. The gonio-

meter factor was a= .0031 =ds, being the product of the diameter d of the fog

particle and the aperture s of the corona. Hence the ntimber of nuclei per

cubic centimeter is finally ^=1.95 {jos)\ all the coronas in question being

normal, excessively intense and brilliant.

This may be compared with water. The corresponding temperatiue reduc-

tion of the water-air meditim is to —7.6°, the rise of temperature due to the

ensuing condensation as far as 9.5°, so that m= 4.5Xio'"'" grams per cubic

centimeter almost 7 times smaller than the corresponding datum for benzol.

When the same goniometer as above is used, therefore, n = .2g (los)-'.

The curious result thus appears that the number of nuclei produced by a

definite amount of shaking is least for water, about 5 times greater for dilute

organic solutions in water, about 10 times greater for dilute inorganic solutions

in water, and about 30 to 40 times greater for dilute solutions of non-conductors

like naphthalene and parafifine in benzol. It is difficult to even conjecture a

reason for this behavior.

3. Coronas in general.—The coronas in benzol for the above pressure

differences, dp, are all normal, even if nucleation from sulphur, phosphoiais, etc.,

is introduced. From the slow diffusion of the vapor they soon become distorted

during successive exhaustions unless the vessel is shaken between them. It is

interesting to show, however, that in spite of the normal coronas the high

initial nucleation is fully accounted for. To do this I shall select a series of

observations for coronas in benzol vapor at random (/. c., p. 56). Sulphur

nuclei were used and the vessel shaken between observations. The table gives

the results.

TABLE 2.—CORONAS IN BENZOL VAPOR. SULPHUR NUCLEL
n = 6m/7td'. m = 33Xio-°g. Per cub. cm. (i = .00144/5.

Sp= 18 cm.

Exhaustion No.
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conform more closely to i=d (i/d^-zcr/a) or s= s,-az and ds = a. For
present puq^oses this is near enough. I shall therefore lay off the aperture, s,

as a linear function of the number of the exhaustion, z, for which the observa-
tions show per unit of z, in case of sulphur nuclei, (^s = .28, and in case of punk
nuclei, (is = .ig. The initial aperture computed herefrom as the mean of six

series, in each of which the nucleation was introduced independently, is for

sulphur, 5, = 3.4 and for punk, 5o= 2.2. Hence ^^= 840,000 in the former case

and Wo =230,000 in the latter.

Since the pressure ratio was in each case 1.36, the nuclei in the influx air

passing over burning sulphur or glowing punk must have been 3.8 times more
numerous. Thus there were nearly 3,000,000 .sul-jjhur nuclei and nearly 900,000

punk nuclei per cubic centimeter in the laden air currents entering the con-

densation chamber.

I shall show in Chapter VI that the equation applicable to the present

experiments is

n,= nzio <=-^"°«-'^/7 (1-5/5=),
z

where w^ is the initial nucleation, y the volume ratio on exhaustion, z the

number of the exhaustion, and 5 an appropriate subsidence constant. The
function 77 is a product of the temis (i — S/5i) (i — S/5i+,). . . (i — 5/5f_,),

so that Z is the number of the exhaustion in which the first corona is seen and
77= I. When the particles are as large as is the case for benzol the subsidence

function is of prevailing importance and masks the exponential function as all

the observations for benzol show. I have carried this method out for water

vapor, obtaining consistent results throughout. The present observations for

benzol are scarcely systematic enovigh to make it worth while to compute 5,

and the experiments should be such in which the diffusion and homogeneity of

vapor is insured by continued rotation of the vessel rather than by shaking.

Bt:t there can be no doubt that, with proper precautions in this respect, the

number of nuclei furnished per cubic centimeter by any given nucleator can be

determined with benzol vapor as the coronas are all normal, even for large

values of 8p, with certainty.

4. Axial colors.—It is because of the relatively great nvunber of relatively

large particles in case of benzol and similar hydrocarbon vapors, that the axial

colors are seen, and may be traced into much higher orders than is the case with

water vapor. The yellows, browns, etc., of the first order may be easily ob-

tained with the steam jet, though they cannot be produced in the condensation

chamber by any means except by pressure differences causing intense spon-

taneous condensation in moist air. The subsequent violets, blues, etc., how-

ever, are here distinctly seen as far as the orange red of the second order, after

which the admixture of white light makes recognition of color more and more

difficult. With hydrocarbon liquids like gasolene, benzine, etc., the axial colors

are seen much farther along the series even through a short column, and they

are intense in the dram. The diffictilty encotmtered in observation is due to
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the slow diffusion and consequent absence of homogeneous vapor. I hope,

however, by keeping the drum in rotation around the axis of vision, as already

suggested, to counteract this discrepancy, and correspondingly to prolong the

series.

5. Carbon disulphide.—The vapor of this reagent is another in which

coarse normal coronas usually appear. The endeavor to produce the higher

coronas with sulphur, punk, or air nuclei fails if the pressure differences are of

the same order as those used for water. Particles of the fog are usually about

d= .001 cm. in diameter for strong nucleation, and the strong coronas prodttced

on shaking showed diameters of the order of (i= .0015 tmder the given conditions

of exhavistion. Relatively large coronas were obtained with nuclei which

apparently rise from this reagent spontaneously. Thus after about 2 hours

d=.oo2, after 6 to 15 hours d = .oo\2 cm. was observed. The fact that the

coronas increase in size in the lapse of time stiggests other explanations than the

slow diffusion of vapor or the difficulty in keeping it uniformly saturated when
sviccessive exhatistions are made. For in this case coronas would decrease and

the size of particles increase, whereas the reverse is observed.

The computation of the number of nuclei per cubic centimeter for carbon

disulphide is more precarious in view of the high vapor pressures and the de-

ficiency of data applying throughout the range of temperatures involved. For

the case of a pressure decrement of 6p=\% cm., from 76 cm., and at 20°, the

adiabatic fall of temperature would be as far as — 34°, the rise thereafter due to

condensed liquid as far as 5°. This implies 53X10"'^ grams of moisture per

cubic centimeter, whence with the above goniometer the nun^ber of nuclei per

cubic centimeter would be «= 34 {\osy= .\o/ {lody

.

The coronas obtained by spontaneous nucleation thus correspond to

«= 13,000 after 3 hours and m = 50,000 after 6 hours or more. Finally, punk
nticlei after two or three exhatastions with shaking were still present to the

number of « = 75,000 per cubic centimeter.



CHAPTER V.

THE DIFFUSION OF VAPOR INTO NUCLEATED AIR; A CORRECTION.

1. Apparatus and manipulation.—The apparatus with which experiments

of the present kind are made is conveniently described by aid of the accompany-
ing diagram. The appurtenances necessary in practice are given in my report

on the "Structure of the Nucleus" {Smithsonian Contributions, No. 1373, 1903),

to which reference has frequently been made. A, Figure i, is a tall glass vessel

about one meter high, either cylindrical or rectangular in section, in the latter

case with opposed plate-glass sides. The liquid, L, whose vapors are to be

tested, is placed in the bottom. The wide tube, c, is used for sudden exhaustion,

while a vacuum gat:ge, g, registers the pressure differences. The tubes a and

b to the top and the bottom of A sei-ve for the admission either of filtered

air or of nucleated air. They are used together, one for influx and the other

for efflux, in connection with the suction of an aspirator.

When the difftision of the necessarily heavy vapors from L is to be meas-

ured, the air in A is first cleansed of vapor by a cvirrent of nucleated air from

a to b. Thereafter the stopcocks are closed at a stated time. If now at a

subseqvient time a svidden exhaustion is made in A through c, for a stated

pressure difference, Sp' , shown at g, the progress of the diffusion may be com-

puted from the height of the fog-bank after an allowance is made for the rise

due to the exhatistion.

On the other hand, if the aspirating current is of filtered air and moves in

the direction from b to a, over the surface of the volatile liquid, the receiver, A,

should become unifomily saturated to a high degree throughout. If nuclei are

added at a stated time below near the surface of the liquid, the corresponding

height of the fog-bank seen on exhaustion at a later time should indicate the

rate at which the nuclei diffuse, if they diffuse more slowly than the residual

concentration of vapor. This method for nuclei, which I pursued with entire

confidence, leads, however, to erroneous results, as the present paper will show

;

for the diffusion of the nuclei is a much more rapid process than the accompany-

ing complications of vapor diffusion.

2. Equation.—To state the case specifically, let p be the vapor pressure

relative to the saturation pressure at the temperature So, at a time t after

diffusion of vapor commences and at a height x above the surface of the liquid

in the receiver, A . Then from well-known principles it may be shown that

(I) ^=i_^^J,_,. dq

where k is the coefficient of pressure diffusion.

51
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If the exhatistion at the time, t, is made from air pressure, po to p', cor-

responding to the temperatures 5„ and S', the relation is approximately S'Z-^o

= (/''/?°)'* '^ *" where a correction for precipitated liquid, etc., is needed.

The vapor pressure corresponding to the reduced temperature, S', so ob-

tained after division by the saturation pressure at S^, is, then, the value of p
in equation (i), which therefore, like x and t, is known, so that k may be

computed.

3. Application ami data.—In order to have an example for use in the

discussion below, I com-jnited the case for water vapor, which though unsuitable

from its lightness for experiment, is convenient for comparison with other

vapors, almost all of which are heavier than air. The well-known expansion of ( 1 )

,

i'=i-nr'V2(fe0'"--^-V3X8(fe0^'=+^V3X5X32(fe0'^^ :

judiciously manipulated is sufficient for the pur]:)ose, though I afterwards

availed myself of the tables in Dienger's Method of Least Squares in the absence

of larger tables.

The results for water vapor were given in a table, with the time, t, in tnin-

utes and the height of the fog-bank, x, in centimeters.

The table also contained a second series of data, for the case in which the

diffusion takes place into a vapor | saturated, to which reference will be made

below. The results of the table may be constructed graphically, showing re-

spectively the advance of diffusion at a given height and at a given time. The

mT7\ a g

1

A

-L

.: I -C 8 -Z } 6 & Ui

Figure i.—Diffusion- Chamber.
Figure 2.

—

Ch.\rt Showing the Vapor Pressures, p, at Different Heights, x, in the Lapse of

Time, when Water Vapor Diffuses into Air.

Figure 3.

—

The Same, for Diffusion into Air Originally i Saturated.

latter are exhibited in figure 2, in connection with figure i. From either set of

curves the parabolas which show the rise of a given vapor pressure in the lapse

of time may be obtained by graphic interpolation.
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If the exhaustion chosen is such as to reduce the vapor pressure to \
(this corresponds roughly to a pressure difference of ^p'^iy), the intersection

of the vertical line of the figure with the successi\'e curves will show the heights
of the fog-banks on condensation. Thus after 20, 40, or 60 minutes the fog-

baixks, having attained heights of, roughly, 22, ^t„ and 40 centimeters. wiU be
in good position for observation.

For any other vapor than water, the times will increase inversely as the
coefficients of diffusion. Thus for benzol the time intervals should be increased

about 2 1 times.

4. Conclusions.—The striking feature of these curves is the extreme slow-

ness of diffusion even for water vapor. At but 20 centimeters above the liquid

surface it takes half an hour to reach semi-saturation. The case is accentuated
for other liquids where the coefficients are smaller, as, for instance, for the follow-

ing liquids at about 20°:

Vapor,
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in question, the diffusion of vapor into partially saturated vapor may be com-
puted, as has already been done since

and the initial saturation is ^o = i at t = o. The results are constructed in

figure 3, and from them the parabolas showing the rise of the levels of succes-

sively increasing saturation may be derived.

An inspection of figure 3 shows that if the exhaustion were carried some-

what further than corresponds to the lower limit p = I, the fog-banks would

be capped at a definite height, and that the latter would be enormously influ-

enced by slight changes of pressure decrement on exhaustion. Experiment

bears this out. Even for fixed pressure differences {6p) the condensation

must progress with a sweep from the bottom upward, and if the very small

particles last formed evaporate fast enough, an upper demarcation of the fog-

bank will again show itself which would easily be mistaken as a true case of

the difftision of nuclei. In this way the diffusion of about semi-saturation

(^= .5) into benzol vapor initially about j^ saturated would fully account for

the apparent diffusion of nuclei into benzol vapor shown in the memoir cited.

6. Crucial experiment and conclusion.—Special experiments must thei-efore

be made to decide whether, when nuclei are added at the bottom of a homo-

geneous column of nearly saturated vapor, the observed diffusion is that of

nuclei through the vapor, or of a greater concentration of vapor through homo-

geneous nucleation. For this purpose it is sufficient to add the nticlei in suc-

cessive experiments at the top and at the bottom of the receiver, A, figure i.

The nuclei in such a case must diffuse alternately downward and upward, while

the vapor diffuses upward only. Such experiments since made with care

showed that the addition of nuclei above or below the column of vapor is without

effect on the obsei"v^ed diffusion. Hence it follows not only that the diffusion of

the vapor and not of the nuclei has been observed, but that the nticlei must

diffuse much more rapidly than the vapor. Indeed, in the time in which the

nuclei travel from top to bottom of the tall vessel neai'ly i meter high, the

vapor has scarcely risen, and the fog-bank seen on exhaustion lies close to

the surface of the liquid.

An attempt to measure this rapid difftision of the nucleus in benzol vapor

by the present direct method failed, chiefly because all attempts to rigorously

saturate the air in the receiver with the heavy vapor in a reasonable time were

seriously hampered by convection. The results merely showed that the ve-

locity of the nucleus in benzol vapor must be quite of the same order as in water

vapor, but sharp data could not be obtained.

A curious obser^^ation, obtained particularly in the case of coronas from

alcoholic fog particles, deserves mention. Here the tendency to irregular

coronas decreases as the number of nuclei becomes smaller. The final coronas

are generally regiilar, though small. It follows from this that the diminished
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sattiration in the upper parts of the vessel, due to the precipitation of fog
particles with relatively slow diffusion of vapor, eventually becomes more and
more negligible. Hence the small region from which each nucleus draws its

liquid charge is apparently limited by the low rate of diffusion relatively to the
rate of subsidence of the nucleus. In large coronas, subsidence is slow, and the

region from which vapor reaches the nucleus is correspond!nglv large. In

small coronas, subsidence is rapid, and the region from which vapor is received

dwindles in local extent.

7. Nuclei produced by the mixture of coal gas and air.—Some time ago I

noticed that if coal gas is examined by the steam jet or color tube, as described

elsewhere,' a faint pink flush is seen in the field of the tube. This indicates the

presence of nuclei to the extent of many thousands per cubic centimeter in the

gas. Inasmuch as such nuclei could not be retained in the gas pipes (they

would soon be lost either by subsidence or diffusion), an explanation of the

phenomenon was difficult to sttggest. Recently I examined the question by
the aid of the present method of coronas. Coal gas stored over water and

suddenly cooled shows no condensation. It is therefore free from nticlei, as

would be anticipated. Filtered air under the same conditions behaves in the

same way. If, however, coal gas and filtered air are mixed and then examined,

nuclei are abundantly present, to the extent of several thousand per cubic

centimeter, showing that chemical reaction (attributable to the presence of

sulphide gas as an impurity) has taken place.

If the air is introduced above the lighter coal gas, the nticlei are obtained

at once as a result of the mixture, by convection. If the coal gas is introduced

above the air, nuclei are not at first in evidence, but they appear later as the

result of diffusion at the surface of contact. The case of the steam tube is now

obvious, seeing that the gas is here necessarily introduced in contact with air.

These nuclei are not ionized, as special experiments with a condenser showed.

Very probably the product of the oxidation is sulphuric acid.

• See Experiments ivith Ionized Air, Smithsonian Contributions to Knoivledge, No. 1309, 1901.



CHAPTER VI.

PERIODIC COLOR DISTRIBUTIONS IN RELATION TO THE CORONAS OF CLOUDY

CONDENSATION, WITH A REVISION OF THE CONSTANTS OF CORONAS.

INTRODUCTION.

I. Purpose and plan.—The growing importance of cosn'ic dust ' in rela-

tion to geophysic phenomena suggested the need of developing a method by
which the atmospheric dust contents could be speedily and systematically

determined. An appropriate method for this purpose was tested in a number
of my earlier papers " which gave promise of being in a measure independent of

merely local or accidental dust distributions. It is based on the measurement

of the angular aperttires of the coronas produced on suddenly cooling moist

atmospheric air under definite conditions. Observations of atmospheric nu-

cleation made in this wav fpr about two years show results of considerable

interest.

There is some difficulty, however, in reducing these data to absolute values

(number of nuclei per cubic centimeter), inasmuch as the coronas obtained

with lamp light very frequently pass beyond the ordinary white centered normal

type into the more complex forms corresponding to very small particles. I

have therefore been obliged to make an extended study of coronas.^ The
method pursued consisted in highly nucleating the air stored within a given

receiver over water (with adequate provision for continued saturation), and
then withdrawing definite amounts of it by successive partial exhaustions. If

the nucleated air is replaced by filtered air free from nuclei, the residual ninnber

of nuclei in the receiver must decrease in geometric progression with the numiier

of partial exhaustions. The latter, moreover, produce the sudden cooling by
which the coronas are obtained. Let m be the moisture precipitated per cubic

centimeter, in any exhaustion, n the number of cloud particles contained, d the

diameter of each: then n = ()m/ nd\ Since for the successive partial exhaus-

tions m is constant, n follows from d, and vice versa.

Two methods are available for the absolute measurement f)f d. One ma}^

' The pioneering work of Aitken i.s well known and cited in my earlier papers.

' Science, xvi, p. 948, 1902; Physical Review, xvi, p. 193, 1902; ihid., xvn, p. 233, 1903.

^ Phil. Mag. (6), iv, p. 24, 1902; American Journ. of Science (4), xiii, p. 81, 1902;

ibid., XV, p. 335, 1903; Physical Review, 1. c. ; Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, No.

1373, XXIX, pp. 1-176, 1903.
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determine the apertures of the coronas (so long as these are normal) by a suit-

able goniometer, or one ma}^ find the rate of subsidence of the cloud particles.

Both are approximate and limited in scope, as they fail in the cases of the higher

traiisient coronas. Two methods, furthermore, are available for measuring the

nucleation, n, or at least relations of n. Aitken's direct dust counter or a

similar apparatus may be applied (work ' with this end in view is given in Chaps.

VII, VIII), or the values of n may be made to decrease geometrically in the

way just specified until normal coronas are obtained, for which d follows from

aperture. For the last of these methods I have already published data; but

in the course of over a year's additional experimentation a number of new
developments have shown themselves which it is my puipose here to elucidate.

In the first place the method formerly used for determining m gave results

much too small. These are corrected in the present paper. In the second

X)lace, the coronas were supposed to be observed under adiabatic conditions of

temperature; direct experiments in this paper show that the air temperatures

during which the coronas are observed are nearly isothermal. Moreover, the

new results prove that in addition to the systematic loss of nuclei by exhaustion,

as thvis fully computed, there is an additional loss which has hitherto escaped me.

Each exhaustion, in fact, is accompanied by a definite loss of nuclei for which

reasons must be investigated (§ lo).

Finally, I have in this chapter used both electric- and mono-chromatic

light as a source, as well as the Welsbach mantel employed for practical pur-

poses. Naturally from the introduction of intense violets the coronas become

more complicated, but it is only in this way that their true nature may be

detected.

2. Apparatus.—The apparatus in which the present experiments were

made differs from the earlier forms merely in the employment of plate-glass

condensation chambers. A variety of forms were used, some bulky and nearly

cubical, like figure i (20 cm. deep, 25 cm. high, 35 cm. long), others (figure 2)

long and narrow (15 cm. deep, 11 cm. high, 55 cm. long). Practically an appa-

ratus 25 cm. deep, 10 cm. high, or less, and 60 cm. long would be most generally

suitable. They were all lined, except on the opposed plate-glass faces, with a

double layer of cotton on a copper frame. The chamber is to be mounted on

trtmnions, E, t, so as to admit of easy rotation around a horizontal axis at

right angles to the line of vision. Holes, .4, A', must be provided so that the

plate-glass may be cleaned within, with a probang. The chamber carries a

stopcock, F, leading to a cotton filter, and another, P, leading to the nucleator

(preferably phosphonis) . The tmnnions are wide and hollow, and exhaustion

is made through one of them, E, while the other, t, is either closed or may

serve for the admission of a thermometer. To produce a definite amount of

Aitken's dust counter may be dispensed with, and the intensity of the nucleator deter-

mined by condensation in benzol vapor, in which the coronas are all normal. See Smithsonian

Contributions, 1. c, p. 55 et seq.
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Figure i.—Cubical Condensation Chamber.
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exhaustion an external vacuum chamber provided with a mercury gauge and
a wide stopcock suffices. A jet pump is suitable for evacuation.

The condensation chamber is placed between the goniometer and the
source of light, nearer the former if large coronas are to be obtained. In my
experiments the distances were usually 84 and 250 cm., or about as 1/3. The
eye at the goniometer is focussed unconsciously on the distant source (334
cm.).

The exhaustions must be made systematically in connection with a seconds
clock, to admit of allowance for the time losses. The time during which the

fog remains suspended is particularly important, and must be uniform and as

short as possible.'

3. Color distributions.—In classifying the coronas, a statement of the
colors of the first two or three annvili, counted from the center, will usually

suffice. For the case of the electric light the central patch remains white, or

at least opalescent or bluish. With the Welsbach lamp a central disc of vivid

green or green-yellow, or even yellow, is frequently observed; but the use of the

electric light in parallel series shows this to be due to the absence of strong

complimentary blues and violet.

For convenience in specifying color, the following abbreviations will be

used throvighotit : w, white; p, purple; c, crimson; r, orange-red; br, brown;
o, orange

; y ,
yellow

; g, green ; b, bltie ; v, violet. Mixed colors are written

together; thus bg is blue-gi-een, rv red-violet. An accent denotes an approxi-

mation to the color ; thus b' is bluish, which has been otherwise indeterminable.

A dot or capital denotes a deep or dark color; thus b or B is dark blue.

A mere line denotes a color ring too narrow or dark to be recognized. This is

the freqvient transition from red to green, marked w r g.

Beginning with the most intense nucleation obtainable, i. e., with particles

of the least size producible, the following coronas appear in succession, at first

filmy and fleeting, but eventually brilliant and dense. The numerals attached

to the series are arbitrary.

I. w' o'

II. w v g'; b' b r'; w' g v; w y V bg'; w yo v g'; w c yg v'

There is thus an obvious tendency for the colors succeeding white to follow each

other in the order of wave length, as the particles continually increase in di-

ameter. All intermediate gradations are represented. The second cycle is

nearly complete, the first ( ?) cannot be obtained except in the opalescent orange

tint, unless the steam jet is employed. The second anntilus of any corona

is apt to vary in width so as to be unequally important.

The next series (III) for successively larger particles is a contraction of the

preceding. There is obviously much overlapping. The following types of

coronas may be cited. The colors are very brilliant. The second "green"

' Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, 1. c.
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corona is particularly characteristic, consisting of three broad color bands.

The disc is green with the Welsbach lamp.

III. w vp b g' r'; w g b p; w yo (b) gb r; w r (b) g r'.

The next series (IV) is a variation of w r' b g r, approaching the steady

normal coronas of the next cycle. The colors are very closely packed together,

so that it is difficult to produce definite types of them at will. Very small

differences of diameter of cloud particle materially change the details of the

color scheme. Incidentally, however, the "green" corona, wg' b p is obtained

particularly with the Welsbach lamp; the red of the first ring changes from

y' to br'. w r
I
g is frequent.

In .succeeding coronas the normal type is practically permanent and the

observable variation is merely in diameter.

4. Apertures.—For the measurement of the relative apertures (s) of the

coronas the inner edge of the first ring or the diameter of the white patch is

unsuitable, because this demarcation is usually vague. On the other hand, the

demarcation between the first and second color rings is usually very sharjo

and the colors in contrast. Most of the measurements have therefore been

made to the outer edge of the first ring. Naturally there will be periodi-

city from the fluctuation of wave length specified, but this periodicity per-

sists when homogeneous light is employed. Unforttmately, the coronas are

usually so faint that the simple means for homogeneous light arc not available

and electric or sunlight must be employed. For practical ptn-jooses, colored

annuli are thus inevitable.

The opalescent colors of the series marked II above soon fade. Evapora-

tion takes place while the partially exhausted air is regaining its original tem-

perature. Particles become irregular with no markedly preponderating size.

Initial coronas are fleeting, final coronas washed. The evaporation effect is

much less evident in Series III and the succeeding series.

DATA OBTAINED WITH THE WELSBACH BURNER.

5. Explanation of tables.—To correlate the present with my earlier in-

vestigations I will give a series of results found by using a small circular part of

the Welsbach mantel as a source of light. Coronas in this case are more easily

identified because of the simplified color scheme, to the practical advantages of

which I have already referred.

In table i, z denotes the numlier of the partial exhaustions each of volume

i"atio, y, and made in succession, /, the current time in minutes (the intei'val

being about 3 minutes to allow for adjustments and for diffusion), 5 the chord

of the angular radius, cp, at radius R, so that s/R = 2 sin(/<. The eye and source

of light were at distances 85 and 250 cm. from the intervening condensation

chamber, and the former was focussed for long distances. The presstire and

temperature of the atmo.sphere were P and 6, and the fixed pressure decrement
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on exhaustion tinifornily Sp=i'] cm., nearly, so that the precipitate per cub.

cm. is w = 4.7Xio"''. Measurements were made to the outer edge of the first

ring. In the cohinin marked "coronas," the color of the annuli is specified

from within outward, using the abbreviations stated above. The nucleation is

marked n' if computed from the aperture 5 standardized with lycopodium, n"
if computed from 5 standardized by subsidence measurements, N if computed
relatively as a geometric progression, n when the latter is reduced as shown

below, and the absolute values corrected for time and exhaustion losses, etc.

The initial nttcleation is shown under n^, and corresponds to = 4. The other

coefficients, p, referring to time losses, a referring to exhavistion losses, 5 refer-

ring to subsidence losses, will be presently explained. Though n is measured

for the partially exhausted receiver, a final correction (i/y) need not be added,

for the influx of filtered air leaves the nucleation undisttu-bed. The ratio n'/N
= 275 5V

10' ''"''' constructed in the chalets shows the wide departure from

the constancy which would be anticipated. Diameters of the fog particles are

given under d, the accents referring to the method of computation. All data

will be fullv disctissed below.

6. Charts.—The charts show the relations of important quantities in the

tables. Thtis r= n'/N may be laid oft' in relation to the numl^er of the exhaus-

tion, z, as in figure 5; but, generally, the nucleations, n, and finally the di-

ameters, d, of the fog particles, are given in terms of the aperttires, 5, where the

angular radius (P= s/ 60.

7. Tables.—The data investigated for the Welsl^ach burner follow.

TABLE I.—CONSTANTS OF CORONAS. WELSBACH LAMP. CONDENSATION
CHAMBER, 20 cm. BROAD, 25 cm. HIGH, 35 cm. LONG; DISTANCES OF EYE
AND SOURCE OF LIGHT FROM CHAMBER, 85 cm. and 250 cm., RESPECT-
IVELY; = 22°; BAROM., 75.34cm.; 6p=i6.g; y^.JT, a = .o64; fl= o; 5=2.65;

a" = .oo29 (SUBSIDENCE); a' = .0032 (LYCOPODIUM) ; m„= 209000; PHOSPHORUS
NUCLEI. ^" = .0029/5; w= 4.7Xio-'^- MEASUREMENT OF i- TO OUTER EDGE
OF FIRvST RING.

s
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TABLE I.—SECOND SERIES. n,= 190000; a=.o6i.

o
I

2

3

4

S

6

7

8

9
10

II

12

13

14

'5

16

t
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is the reduced reading of the mercury gauge and p' the vapor pressure of water
vapor,

p/p'={P-p) (i-^s/s)/(p'_^').

The correction <5S/s, being by the table .7/293 = .0024 or about i per
cent., may be neglected. Hence y= p /p=i — sp/ {P-p'), where sp is the pres-

sure difference selected. Thus in table i, A^, not corrected for time losses, etc.,

would be
iV= y'=io-''°«^where ;y= .77 and A^= lo" •'5\

In this way the atixiliary ratios n'/N in the tables were constructed. This is

the first departure from the method of my earlier work {Smithsonian Contribu-

tions, No. 1373).

TABLE 2.—AIR TEMPERATURE • IN CONDENSATION CHAMBER DURING AND
AFTER SUDDEN EXHAUSTION AND DURING INFLUX.

Time after exhaustion.
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Thus it is merely necessary to know the relative values of n or the nucleation

ratios, and these may be obtained by an}- method of smoothing, by plottiiig

n' or .V in tei^ms of s.

In table i. A*' has been found for each aperture, s, and /3 computed as stated.

The values of /i so found are of the mean order of .002. They apparently de-

crease toward the end of each series as the number of nuclei grows smaller; but

this conclusion is not vouched for, as it will presently be showm that a specific

loss of nuclei accompanies each exhaustion. In other words, n = Nr„ (i—nz),

where ;-„ is a constant, or the numbers diminish faster than is attributable to

time loss alone. The effect will be particularh' marked for the smaller initial

time intervals of the original nucleations.

Accordingly I have made another computation, writing approximately

n/n' = {N/N') {i+a{s'-z))

and finding /i from this by the cijuation already given. These values of /i are

inserted in the last column of the table. The}' are irregular in distribution and

of the niean value fi=.0016.

The chief result of this paragraph is the relatively small value of the co-

efficient of time loss of nuclei. Its effect on the results may therefore be neg-

lected (tested), particularly as the effect 10°°"'"= 1.004 for s=i is in part

compensated by the temperattu-e factor 6$/s = .0024 of the preceding para-

graph. Direct experiments below ()j>j 27, 28) , where identical results are obtained

for different time intervals (2 min. and 4 min.), vouch for this conclusion. Meas-

urements of coronal aperture of the present kind, hampered as they are by the

difficulties of observation, of reduction, of subsidence, etc., cannot offer more

than an estimate of the conditions sought.

ID. Exhaustion losses.—I shall next consider the independent destruction

of nviclei which accompanies each exhaustion, and for which it is difficult at the

outset to assign a reason. It will be shown that it is due to the subsidence of

fog x^articles. This loss did not appear in my original investigations, probably

because the spherical receiver iised was not lined with wet cloth.

From what has preceded, the relative number of nuclei after z exhaustions

is 10' '"'''^', whereas in the region of normal coronas the absolute number is

certainly very nearly n' = Cs\ where C is a constant. This will be independently

verified presently by special experiments. Hence the ratio r= C5'/io"'°'^^

should be constant, whereas experiment and the charts, figtu-e 5, show (roughly)

that r= r^ {i — nz), a being the coefficient of exhaustion loss and r^ = CsJ the

arbitrary initial ratio for z= o, preceding the first corona observed. Thus

aS=(l-(5/5jVlO-"'--").

If r= o for z= z', i/z'= n, so that n appears as the reciprocal of the abscissa

underlying the positive ordinates in the first quadrant, and may be taken at

once from the graphs. These values are given at the head of each table.
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TABLE 3.—CONSTANTS OF CORONAS, COMPUTED BY SUPPOSING ff=eONST.
DISTANCES OF EYE AND SOURCE 85 AND 250 cm. FROM RECEIVER, RE-
SPECTIVELY. 0=22"; P = 75.34 cm.; dp=i6.g; ^=.759; n = n,io-"' (i-az);
a = .062; y8-.oo2. MEASURED TO OUTER RED, INNER BLUE OR GREEN.
'^0=750000; ;» = 4.7Xio~'; a=.oo^2; 6m/7r(/'== 2755^ P IONIZER.

First Series.

s
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The occuiTence of different slopes in the curves is an obvious result of the

unavoidable differences of initial nucleation. The effect is a shifting of the z

values. Thus in two series for the same corona similarly observed, but ^^-ith

independent initial nucleations, r^r^i — az)=r'a{i — a'z'), Avhere z'= z—z'^;

whence n' = a/(i — az'^), the constant 0',, being the index of the difference of

initial nucleations.

A computation on the assumption of constancy of a was made for com-

parison, and is given in the preceding table, 3, corresponding to table i above,

and with the same notation.

II. Exhaustion loss attributable to subsidence.—The misleading feattu^e of

a is its apparent constancy for a given receiver and a given scheme of obser\^a-

tions. It will now be shown that this result is a mere approximation and that

the phenomenon may be fully explained in terms of subsidence. In this case,

10* R= g i/Y', where R is the radius of the water particle and v its rate of stib-

sidence. Since 2 R=d= .00^2/s, approximately, v= (i.'j8)'/s% or ii v' refers to

minutes, t;'= 190/5'.

The relative loss, /, per minute, is for a vessel of height h and nucleation

n, l= v/h='igo/hs\ If, as in the above condensation chamber, the height is

/j= 26.5 cm., /= 7.2/5', or, in tabular form.

I

7.2

2

1.8 .80 •45 .36

numbers which are astonishingly large, but must be near the truth.

Let the time consumed in observation be 1/2 min. and 1/4 min., respect-

ively; then the ratio r in table i may be corrected in the region of normal

coronas as follows:

TABLE 4. — CORRECTION OF i=27ss'/io'''^^ IN TABLE 3, SHOWING THE EFFECT
OF SUBSIDENCE.
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as will be more ftiUy explained below. Here S is an appropriate subsidence con-

stant depending on the mean time of observation or on the time within which

nuclei are suspended in the fog particles. Conformably with this view « or 5
depends essentially on the height of the vessel in which the condensation is pro-

duced, being larger, ccet. par., in shallow vessels, seeing that v/h is larger. (§ 25)

.

12. The optic constant.—The proportionality of diameter with the inverse

aperture may be assumed for normal coronas. The occurrence of periodicity in

the higher coronas, even if merely a question of color were involved, would

modify these simple conditions for these cases. It is well known that for a

single particle, the masterly work of Lommel ' has given a complete treatment

of the diffractions in terms of Bessel functions.

In meteorological work for a particle of diameter d and for uniformly nor-

mal coronas, the equation srn.q)=i.22X/d is usually assumed, if the angular

radius of the corona is q> and the wave length in question A. Since in my goni-

ometer 2 smqj= s/R, where i? = 3o cm., ti5 = o = 73. 2A. 'Hence, for the succes-

sive spectrum colors, the following values obtain for the constant a:

color,
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boundary of the fog, which at the outset appears as a sharp horizontal hne about

50 cm. long, even after i or 2 min. becomes more and more vague. Subsidence

is here accelerated. Hence it is chiefly for the normal coronas that subsidence

data are available, and, fortunately, it is precisely here that they are wanted.

In other cases the occurrence of periodicity and the rapid change of coronas

makes the interpretation tedious and difficult.

The following table contains the results for subsidence. Stokes's well-known

formula reduces to R = gXio'^} v where R is the radius of the fog particle

sought. Temperature is denoted by 6 and current time by t, depth of the fog

line by x, and rate of subsidence by v. The diameter computed from aperture

is inserted for comparison. 2Rs = a is the new optical constant sought. The

braces denote the observations of x taken to compute v whenever the corona

changes character.

It appears from the earlier parts of this table that although the coronas

may shrink and change appearance, this is not in the same measure the case

with the rate of subsidence. In the latter parts of a given series of observations,

therefore, the diameters from aperture are always in excess of those from sub-

sidence. With the growth of droplets, the two phenomena refer to different

particles, and hence only the original observations, i. e., those within the first

minute, are of any value.

TABLE 5.—SUBSIDENCE OF FOG PARTICLES. PHOSPHORUS NUCLEI.
COSITY OF AIR, ;? = .00019.

First Series.

VIS-

6
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Second Series.

9
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Fourth Series.

6
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It is nevertheless interesting to note that the values of a obtained are of a

reasonable order of values even for the higher coronas, in which periodicity

supervenes. The corresponding graph (not shown) brings this out clearly. If

the values of a which correspond to normal coronas be selected, the following

summary is obtained:

TABLE 6.—VALUES OF a FROM APERTURE AND SUBSIDENCE.

Series.
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For the pressure diflference 6p = 22 cm. which will occur below,

w =

For (5/?= 8.5 cm.

4.2X 10 5-5X10- 6.7X10-"

2.8X10-";;;= 2.1X10-* 2.6X10"

The effect of temperatvu'e on latent heat is not considered, since the data are

not fully known. Its effect may be i to 2 per cent. More important is the value

to be taken for the heat ratio ;/= 1.41.

15. Resulting equations applied.—From what has been stated, it follows

that the first quantity to be found is the initial nucleation, n^, i. e., the nucleation

which obtains when z— Z. This depends on incidental conditions, such as the

intensity of the ionizer, the first corona seen (Z), etc., and is therefore quite

arbitrary. In table i, for instance, n^= n^. Hence

«. = w„io<---""«^(i-5/5-) (i-S/50 (i-S/5g) .. .(i-5Ai,..,),

which wiU be abbreviated

w,= «oio'=-*>''"^'' 77'(i-5/50.

This equation affords in the first place a means of computing 5. For in

the region of nonnal coronas n is given by the apertures of the coronas. If, for

brevity, r,=nJio''°''\

r^+Jr^^, = (i - S/sl^ ,) (i - S/si),

from which 5 is determinable in terms of pairs of values of r and s; or 5 may
be even more simply found from two successive normal coronas. The follow-

ing table shows the values found for the two series in table i

.

TABLE 7.—VALUES OF 5 FROM rz+,/r,_.= i -5 {i/s^l, + i/st)-^S'/s^l^sl.
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As both series were made in the same way, the mean vahie 5=2.65 "^'i^^ be
inserted. With this vahie of 5 the data of the column Nil (1 — 5/5') may be

computed throughout. Then in the region of normal coronas the fundamental
constant of the redviction follows as

w„ = 3705ViV// (1-5/5-').

With this constant, the true value of the nucleation (number of particles per

cub. cm.) is computed for all coronas as

n = noNn(i-S/s').

All these data ai-e fotmd in table i. It should be noticed that the coefficient

370 is obtained from sribsidence.

Figure 4—Ch.\rt for Table i, Showing the Relation of Nucleation (h) and of Diameter (rf)

OF Fog Particle in Terms of the Apertures (s) of the Coronas.

16. Remarks on the tables and graphs.—The graphs, figure 4, for tables i and

3, show four independent series of observations of diameter, d, and nucleation,

n (particles per cub. cm.), in terms of the relative aperture, 5 = 60 s\n</j, where
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q) is the angular radius. The partial exhaustion is to 17 cm. and the standard-

ization is by subsidence (§ 14). If standardized by diffraction, the «-data

would be about .6 smaller, or the upper "green" corona, for instance, showing

^= 98,000, would then show w = 6o,ooo nuclei. The d effect is much smaller,

being .2 larger.

Towards the end of any series the ntimbers diminish more slowly than the

formula requires, btit this is naturally the result of the evaporation seen, for

instance, in the shrinkage of the coronas. On the other hand, when subsidence

is exceptionally rapid, the time during which subsidence takes place, and which

can in no case be sharply given (it was not directly timed), is seriously

large. On the whole, the agreement is better than was anticipated, and

certainly trustworthy. The results coincide in a general way, moreover, with

the data found by assuming a constant as was done in §§ 5, 9, and the latter

equations may be regarded as approximations by expansion of those in this

section.

The graphs, n in terms of s, give evidence in the first series of three cycles,

the lower two being merged. In the second series there are apparently four

cycles, the two lower being distinct. The horizontal position of the cusps is as

closely in accord as the meastxrements justify. The vertical position suffers

from the shift and difficulty stirrounding the absolute evakiation of n. Through-

out their extent, however, the fundamental similarity of the graphs is unmis-

takable, as will be further shown in the corresponding curves for ruby light

below.

Since «' = 6m/;r(i'= (6m/;ra^) 5^ = 23 (5/io*'A)^ approximately, the fluctua-

tion of n with A is obvious ; but the feature of the phenomenon is none the less

the occurrence of cyclic variations in the color of the innermost ring. The correc-

tion implied in the last eqtiation would be more than sufficient. The violet

coronas are to be depressed as regards n and the red coronas raised in their n

values, showing that in the former the measurement referred to red surpassing

the last violet, and in the latter to violet beyond the red. It is expedient to

state these data in relation to the diameters of the fog particles under observation.

17. Diameter of fog particles.—Having determined the true values of n,

the diameters of fog particles may be computed for each aperture, since

d= -^dm/rrn = .02 1W '^^

The results are given in the tables and are plotted in the corresponding graphs.

Each of these {d as a function of s) shows the three cycles already determined,

and the cusps lie at d = .oooj to .0008 cm. and ^= .0005 to .00055 *^i''''-. or that

the intermediate and particularly luminous cycle covers a range corresponding

to about ten times the wave lengths (.00004 ^^ .00008 cm.) of the visible spec-

trum. But two of the cusps are unmistakably marked, while in other respects

the graphs retain the hyperbolic contour, (i5= const.

Since «""'''
is the cvibical volume which contains one fog particle, djn^'"'^
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is the ratio of the diameter of particles to the distance between particles, con-

stant throughout. The distance between centers is thus about 48 times the

diameter of particles for the temperature and pressure conditions prevailing

during the exhaustions.

One may note that the diameters found are independent of in; for in the

above notation let z and D refer to the normal corona virtually used for stand-

ardization. Then, as the series stands,

4

or after reduction, since the same equation also holds for Z,

i/d'=(sJa)'io^'-^^'°^'''nli-S/s')
z-

where 5^ is the aperture of the normal corona numbered Z. Thvis d depends on

a, y, and S, and does not therefore differ much from my earlier values except in

so far as a and y were differently determined and S not observed.

Finally, since «(i^ = 6m/ 7r = const., the relation of n and d are reciprocal,

and maxima in n thus correspond to minima in d. If d is determined too large,

n will be too small. The curves bear this out. The periods indicated by the

cusps in the d curves are more appropriately referred to below. They may be

placed as follows: in the first curve they lie at (i= .00069, -oooSS- -ooosg; in

the second at about (i= .00079, -oooSS- -00040 cm. In conformity with the

work below their mean position may be rated at d= .00072, .00054, .00036, or

in the ratio of 4, 3, and 2. In other words, they are, roughly, multiples of the

cycle datum .00018 cm., and throughout large as compared with wave length.

MONO-CHROMATIC LIGHT.

18. Tables.—The coronas are too faint for effective observation with

mono-chromatic light obtained from siniple sources like the salt flame. I

therefore used the electric arc as a point source and obtained sufficient limita-

tion for the present with a double thickness of mby glass. This arrangement

has an iilterior advantage as it is thus possible to observe the colors of the

annuli as well as their red diameter on interposing the colored glass. This

greatly facihtates the reductions. The observations made with the large

cubical condensation chamber are given in the following table arranged on the

same plan as the preceding. The constant o" is as before definitely determined

from subsidence, while a' refers to preliminary standardization with lycopodium.

The time loss P is neglected. The subsidence loss has been separately

computed and differs slightly from the above, showing more expeditious

work.
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TABLE 8.—CONSTANTS OF CORONAS. ELECTRIC AND RUBY LIGHT. CONDENSA-
TION CHAMBER AS IN TABLE i. DISTANCES AS IN TABLE i. 0=15.5°;

BAROM., =75.8 cm.; 6p--=i6.g cm.; >'=.77; « = .o632; /S = o; 5=2.5; w = 4-2X
10-" GRAMS; a" = .oo29; a' = .oo^2; «„=i88ooo; PHOSPHORUS NUCLEI; d" =

.0029/5. MEASUREMENT TO OUTER EDGE OF FIRST RING. 2 SIN (p= s/R.

First Series.
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region of lower cusps is between n = 35,000 and 45,000, and of the upper cusps

between m = 95,000 and 105,000, or at 5= 4.5 ^"^1 5 = 6.0 in the two eases. These

cusps mark the region of "green" coronas. The angular radius is (p= Ar°
18'

and ^ = 5° 44', respectively. Other remarks already made apply here.

Figure 6.

—

Chart for Table S, Showing the Relation of Nucleation (h) and of Diameter of

Fog Particle (d) in Terms of the Apertures (5) of the Coronas.

20. Graphs for diameter.—There is a slightly different constant involved

here, as the temperatvire is lower. Since 0=15.5°,

/3d= -^6m/ Tin= .02071
'

Hence the edge of the cube containing one fog particle is just 50 times the

diameter of the particle for the uniform conditions of condensation selected.

The curves for d" (smooth hyperbola since d"s = consX.) and d are drawn

in relation to 5 as usual, and the latter give evidence of three or more cusps

with intervening minima. These in their maximum and minimum relations

are reciprocal with the corresponding curves for n. Both curves agree with

each other and with the preceding set for d.

Horizontal positions are naturally better than vertical positions because of
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the shifting attending the standardization of n and d. If the horizontal position

of the cusps be taken from the figure as 5 = 2.7, 4.2, 5.6, 8.3 in curve i on the

left, and 5 = 2.8, 4.1, 5.6, 8.3 in curve 2 on the right, the mean ratios are 2,

3, -4, 6, so that 5= 1.4 or </>= 1° 18' repeats itself. Since (i= .0029/5 nearly, the d

ratios should be as 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/6. The figure shows roughly in curve i

io^d=iioo, 710, 540, 400, and in curve 2, io*ti=io5o, 740, 550, 350, the means

of which values are in the ratio of 6, 4, 3, 2, as nearly as can be expected, the

data being multiples of .00018 cm., here as above. The presence of a period

between 4 and 6 is not in evidence.

MISCELLANEOUS EXPERIMENTS WITH THE DEEP VESSEL.

2 1. Measurement to the edge of the white disc.—Before citing data obtained

from measurements of the aperture of the disc, it is desirable to reduce the

preceding data, So (aperture to the outside edge of the first ring) to s^ (aper-

ture to the inside edge of the first ring) by direct experiments. This is done in

the next table (9). The relation within the normal region is practically linear

and 5i/5o= .76.

Careful inspection of the coronas seen with electric light shows that even

Avhen normal the edge of the white disc shades off through y, o, br, etc. There

is no real demarcation of the white disc, but the r' edge is rather the beginning

of a diffraction cycle in which (counting from the outside inward) r, o, y, merging

into white, appear, and when the higher coronas are reached the missing g, b, v

become evident in their turn.

TABLE 9.—OUTSIDE AND INSIDE DIAMETERS OF THE RED RING. DISC, w w' y'

br' vp' b g y' r; EDGE, a w y HAZE. MEAN RATIO, s,/s„ = .tj.

Corona.
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Direct measurements of the O; by comparison with lycopodium gave 5,= .78

and .84 for the near and far faces of the chamber whence a, = .0026 (diffraction)

and w = 5i55\ This is in the usual way smaller, and nls' larger than the
subsidence datum (0;= .002 2 3), but the latter will be taken here as above.
Both values are compared in the tables, the ratio being .t>\ = n'In".

22. Apertures of the discs of the coronas.—Table 10 contains two inde-

pendent series of results aiTanged as in the preceding tables. The source of

light is the Welsbach mantel. The data are further shown in figure 7.

-« ?c?o---?S^ .

Figure 5.

—

Chart showing the Relation of Relative Nucleation (r) to the Number (z) or
Order of the Exhaustion for Table 3.

Figure 7.

—

Chart showing the Relation of the Actual Nucleation (m) to the Number (z), or
Order of the Exhaustion, for Table 10. Also the Diameter d (in io"' cm.) of the Fog Particles
IN Terms of z.

Figure 8.—Do. for TABLEJ13.
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TABLE lo.—CONSTANTS OF CORONAS. CHAMBER AND DISTANCES AS ABOVE.
6^ = 21°; BAROM., 75.3 cm.: Sp=i6.g cm.; y=.TT, a: = .o62; P = o; 5=1.3; a'

=

.0026; n" = . 00223; w = 4. 7X10-6 grams; »^=2ooooo; s MEASURED TO INNER
EDGE OF FIRST RING (APERTURE OF DISC); PHOSPHORUS NUCLEI;
WELSBACH LAMP.

2
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standardization being throughout by subsidence. This agreement is further
substantiated below. The difference of values here is largely an actual differ-

ence in the positions of the coronas.

The curve r= sis^'/io""' '' if constmcted in full shows the eventual
linear march already instanced. As above a = .062 nearly.

The curves of nucleation, n, in tenns of the relative aperture, s, indicate the
occurrence of four cycles, though the lower is uncertain. Both curves run in

parallel as nearly as the observations allow, and they show actual cases of over-

lapping or reentrance.

This reentrance is particularly evident in the d curves in which four distinct

branches overlapping at their edges may be made out. The positions of the

cusps, as indicated by the green coronas, may be placed at lo^'d = 450, 650, 950, cm.
or about in the ratio of 3, 4, and 6 times .00015 cm. The corresponding number
found above w-as larger than this in the ratio of 18/15, while the ratio of the red

and blue wave lengths involved would be 1.4.

24. Condensation chamber remote froin the eye.—The distances are in-

verted in the following experiments, being 250 cm. from the eye to the con-

densation chamber and 85 cm. from this to the source. All coronas therefore

are relatively small and the measurement of 5 by the same method much more
difficult, particularly in relation to standardization. Measurement of 5 was
natvirally made to the outside of the first ring. Results with lycopodium seen

through ruby glass and a source of electric light gave (c^<, = .oo32), 5,, = . 344 cm.

Hence a= d^s„ = .ooii and « = 67505\ If the value of a be reduced to the

conditions holding for subsidence, a" = .ooii (291/336) = .953 X 10"% whence n =
10,4005'. Table 11 computed with this value follows. Unfortunately, three

important data were lost, and the series are deficient in this respect.

TABLE II.—CONSTANTS OF CORONAS. CHAMBER AS ABOVE. DISTANCES FROM
EYE AND SOURCE, 250 cm. AND 85 cm. RESPECTIVELY. 0=2i°; BAROM.,

75.3 cm. ; 6p=i6.() cm.; y=.7T, /3= o; 5 = .36; «o=26oooo; a' = .ooii; a"=.00095;
^ = 4.7X10-6 grams; .? MEASURED TO OUTER EDGE OF FIRST RING; PHOS-
PHORUS NUCLEI; WELSBACH MANTEL.

a
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Second Series.—n =280000.
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easy means of wetting the whole inside by revokition of the apparatus around
the trunnions w^as a great convenience. But in spite of this, color distortion of

the coronas was an almost invariable occurrence,^particularly when the interval

between observations was_short. Since in comparison with the case of the taller

Figures 9, 10.

—

Charts for Tables 13, 14, showing the Nucleation (;;) and the Diameters (d)

OF Fog Particles for Different Apertures {s) of the Coronas.

Figure 14.

—

Chart showing the Effect of Different Valves with Nucleations Increasing in

the Lapse op Time, for Table 19.

vessel above, which showed no appreciable distortion, vapor diffusion is here

much enhanced, the discrepancy must be referred to the diffusion of nuclei.

This would have to take place unassisted by the convection of vapor.

26. Reduction of data.—For the pressure difference 6p=i'j cm. and at 20.7°,
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w = 4.7 X lo '^ grams, and therefore, as above, 72 = 3655'. The constancy of 5 is

less evident than above, being in the respective series

I
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Second Series.—110 = 327000. White (Electric) Light.

85
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heat of steam is considered constant (Regnault's vakie, 606 at 0° C), and the

ratio of specific heats is 1.4 1, the following values may be derived:

For (J/' =22; 0=10 7n = 4.2X10 *

20 5.5

30 6.7

Fori?/' = 8. 5; 6'=io )M =21X10"*
20 26

30 28

The effect of a rise of temperature on latent heat would be an increment of

the order of .05 per cent, per degree. The specific heat ratio is also variable,

and for lack of data applying to the region of low temperature in qtiestion these

subsidiary variations mtxst be disregarded.

If the data for dp=i'j above be included, a table of double entry may be

drawn up adapted for all pressure differences between 8 and 22 cm. and for

temperatures between 10° and 30°.

The optic constant in the two cases becomes (since n = 6ms-'/7ra^)

For 6p = 8.^ cm., « = i225' (diffraction) and » = 202.'>' (subsidence).

For Sp = 22 cm., n = 284s' (diffraction) and h = 4705'' (subsidence).

Finally the volume ratio, y, is at ($^ = 8.5,

J'= (57-7 -8.5)/(75-6- 17-9) = -853.

and at Sp = 22 cm.,

>'= (73-7 -22.2)7(76.0- 2.3) =.700,

with which values a practical table is appropriately drawn up, time losses being

ignored as above.

The subsidence constant computed for the different series shows the same
falling off of value just before the coronas vanish, to which attention has already

been called. The following cases may be instanced.

TABLE 12.—VALUES OF S FOR SMALL CORONAS.

Low pressure, 5p=8.5 cm.
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The means of the best vahies are m the five cases 5 = 4.8, 6.7, 6.3, and
5 = 4.5, 5-6, respectively, the mean of all of which is 5 = 5.6. This value is

practically the same as in the preceding table for Sp=i'j cm. The effect of

waiting 2 or 4 minutes between observations does not appear in the individual

results. The decay-effect of waiting i or 2 minutes is apparent, but this is due
to the necessarily much more expeditious observation of coronas (time of fog sus-

pension) in the former case. Curiotisly enough, at '^p= 8.^ cm. 5= 6.5 i^ larger

than at dp = 22 cm. where 5=5.0.

The constants for computing diameters of fog pai'ticles (d = ^6m/7Tn) are at

8.5 cm., io'X(i=i.7iH.~'^' and at 22 cm., io'Xd= 2.2'jn~"\ Thus at Sp = 8.<i

cm. the ratio of distance between centers of cloud particles, w""'^ and their di-

ameters is 58.4, and at Sp = 22 cm. the corresponding ratio is 44.0. It follows

then that for the same corona, the distances apart are materially different in the

two cases. Hence if the interstices enter into the character of the diffraction

pattern and distribution of axial colors, these should be different for the two
pressure diffei-ences in question.

TABLE 14.—CONSTANTS OF CORONAS. ARC LIGHT, CONDENSATION CHAMBER,
AND DISTANCES AS IN TABLE 13. = 21°; BAROMETER, 75.6 cm.; 6p = 8.scm.;

^' = .85; yS = o; 5 = 4.8; a' = .oo34; a" = .oo29; m = 2.6Xio'^; Mo = 82Sooo; 5 MEAS-
URED TO OUTER EDGE OF FIRST RING; PHOSPHORUS NUCLEI; st=i"'.

2
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TABLE 15.—CONSTANTS OF CORONAS. CONDENSATION CHAMBER AND DIS-

TANCES UNCHANGED. ARC LIGHT; PHOSPHORUS NUCLEI; 5 TO OUTER
EDGE OF FIRST RING; ^=21°; BAROM., 75.6 cm.; (J/j = 8.5cm.; >' = .85; /3 = o;

5 = 6.7 ; a' = .0034; a" = .oo29; h„=iioooo; m=2.6Xio"'.

First Series.—dt=2"'.

z
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TABLE 16.—CONSTANTvS OF CORONAS. CONDENSATION CHAMBER, DISTANCES,
MEASUREMENT OF 5 UNCHANGED; ARC LAMP; 0=24.5°; BAROM.. 76.0

cm.; Sp = 22 cm.; y=.To; ft = o\ 5 = 4.5; "0 = 360000; m = 6.iXio"'; a' = .oo32;

a" = .oo29o; PHOSPHORUS NUCLEI; rfi=2™.

-
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manifest the same relations already instanced above. The small value n =

70,000 which belongs to the green corona, and the correspondingly small values

for the other coronas, are in accord with the small pressure difference, fJ^= 8.5,

chosen ; but it will presenth' appear that this value is even smaller than would

be predicted. The crests of the n-cycles may be located at « = 25,000, 65,000,

and 550,000, from which the corresponding d-values would be ciXio"=585,

430, 210 cm., indicating diameters of fog particles in the ratio of 3:2:1.

Figure ii.—Charts for Table 15, showing the Nucleations («) a.nd Diameters (d) of the Fog
Particles, in Terms of the Apertures (5) of the Coronas.

Figures 12, 13.

—

Charts for Table 18. Showing the Relation of the Apertures. 5, of the

Coronas to the Number, z, of Exhau-stions.

The (i-values are much more difficult to correlate, although the main cycles

are apparent. The appearance here is that of four independent loci which

appear united as the result of color distortion. The view which ascribes to

these curves different parameters is in many respects plausible. There are

three green coronas discernible corresponding to io''Xd = 2'j$, 443, 617, about

in the ratio of 3 :5 :]. But this result is again merely tentative.

Table 15 contains two series of results in which larger times intervene

between the exhaustions to insure more thorough diffusion and less distortion

of color. The data are mapped out in the same chart, figure 1 1, one above the

other. In the n-ctirves iour cycles mav be made out, the lower less distinctly.
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as this is concealed in a meastn-e by the specially computed 5-values. There is

reasonable agreement with the graph 2005', though the upper cycle lies above
it. In the d-cmves the agreement with .0029/5 is throughout as close as the

difficulty of observation permits. Three sweeping marches from violet to deep
red may be distinguished.

In the last table (16) high pressure differences 6p = 22 cm. are brought to

bear, and the time intei'vals St = 2 and 4 minutes intervene between the ex-

haustions. A definite effect of the latter does not ax:)pear, since the nucleation of

the green coronas, for instance, is ;?= 107,000 and 1 18,000, with more nuclei indi-

cated for the larger time interval. The reverse would be the case if there were
marked time loss. The corresponding charts may be drawn to show the relations

in detail. The curve 4705^ lies above the higher coronas, whereas in the preced-

ing cases it lay below them, indicating the difficulty encountered in computing
sufficiently correct values for the subsidence constant, 5. While the n-values

show the ustial relations, the ti-values are more difficult to interpret; but three

cycles may be made oiit, with the middle one unusually bulging and contracted.

29. Nucleation of the green coronas.—These values, though difficult to

obtain and suffering from cvunulative errors, are nevertheless consistent; and

the nucleation to prodtice the green corona seems to depend on the distance

between particles. Put d/n~" ' = D. Then the above results show that

n = io'(D— .01 14). Hence if the distance of particles is 87 times their diameter

the green coronas should appear for vanishing nucleations. This implies a limit

of values of n by which green coronas may be evoked. Furthermore, since the

apertures of this type of coronas remain within a range of values nearly the

same for all conditions of nucleation, the value of n may be found below which

green coronas do not occur. For the diameter of fog particle is here about

(i= .00046 cm., and therefore «= 15,300. One may argue, therefore, that at

least 15,000 nuclei per cubic centimeter must be present if coronas of the middle

green type are to be possible.

TABLE 17.—NUCLEATION OF THE GREEN CORONAS.'
-.0114).

n (computed) = 10 ! (d^/n

Table.
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While these inferences are essentially tmcertain and might even seem

attributable to the time coefificient, /3, neglected, the observations do not war-

rant svich exception. Thus at 6p = 22 cm. and St = /\, minutes, the total time

consumed was 36 minutes, whereas in the case of (5^ = 8.5 cm. it was only 32

minutes for 6t= 2 minutes, and only 21 minutes for 6t=i minute. The total

amount of time loss must therefore actually have been smaller in the latter cases.

OTHER CAUSES OF CHANGE IN THE TYPES OF CORONAS.

30. Thickness of cloud layer.—In passing from the cubical to the long

apparatus, the thickness of the cloud la3'er decreased from 20 to 16 cm. On
ti])ping the former vessel on its trunnions, and looking through the chamber
diagonally, the thickness of cloud layer could be increased to 30 cm. In all

these cases, the type of corona and its diameter showed no appreciable change.

If symmetr}^ about the center is maintained, the effect of the thickness of the

cloud layer seems thus to be absent.

31. Obliquity of diffraction.—When the direction of the diffracted ray

differs by a small angle from the direction of the nonnal ray of light, the type

of corona does not change as to color of annuli. If, however, the angle of de-

viation due to diffraction is ver)' large, the corona may change in character.

Thus for great obliquity the orange-red corona was found to change into the

preceding green corona. In other words, a larger particle on very oblique

diffraction may produce the same corona as a smaller particle on less oblique

diffraction.

32. Effect of wave length.—Since at Sp=i'j cm., a = 73\, and therefore

n = 6ms^/7ra^ = 6 ins^/7tV{'jT,)^=22S^/io"\% the equation for different colors

would be (denoting the colors by subscripts) n = 6'js^= g']s';= io-js',= ii&Sy

= 15451= 22 i5b=36o5j, etc., while for other pressure differences the same
relations would be preserved.

Testing this by the very full series in the second part of table 15, and re-

membering that the measurement is made to beyond the first ring, the fol-

lowing data may be deduced:

030
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DIFFERENT SPEEDS OF EXHAUSTION FOR THE GIVEN PRESSURE DIFFERENCE.

33. Increased suddenness of condensation.—As a final test of the trust-

worthiness of the above sequences, it was necessary to repeat the results with
some form of valve more nearly instantaneous in its action. In the case of

air nuclei, special comparisons instanced below (Chap. IX, § 3 ) showed that

for a reasonable relation between the sizes of the condensation chamber and the

vacuum chamber, an ordinary plug stopcock was quite as serviceable as an
instantaneous \'alve, the coronas obser^'-ed with the air nviclei being in both
cases the same. With phosphorus nuclei and at the outset of the experiment,

however, this is not quite the case, at least when the nuclei are very numerous
and very small.

The design of the new valve was very simple. In figure 3, p. 58, V leads to

the vacuum chamber (large aspirator flask) , and C to the condensation chamber.

TABLE 18.—THREE GEOMETRICAL SEQUENCES OF CORONAS, FOR INSTAN-
TANEOUS VALVE. CHAMBER, 20 X 26 X3S cm.^ DISTANCES, 85 AND 250 cm.

;

^=22°; BAROM., 74.9; (J/)=i7 cm.; >'=.767; p = o; S=2.i; 5' = i.9s; a (SUBSI-

DENCE) = .0029; w = 4.8Xio-'?,- m' = 3o8ooo; «„ = 340000; PHOSPHORUS NUCLEI

;

WELSBACH LAMP, AND .t MEASURED TO OUTER EDGE OF RED RING.

First Series.

s
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R is a soft rubber cork which can be raised or suddenly lowered (in the latter

case by the blow of a swivelled hammer not shown in the figure) by actuating

the knob or handle at the upper end of the rigid rod r. There is a stuffing box

at S. The end of the tube p has been turned off smoothly and serves as a seat

for the plug, R. Stiff glycerin is used as a lubricant. All passageways and

pipes are wide, the latter at least one inch in diameter. The valve has retained

its efficiency after countless experiments, but it must be left open when not in use.

34. Results.—The results are given in table 18, on a plan similar to

the above tables, and the calculations are made in the same way. All

operations were strictly timed, and it was thought best to co.npute 5 fi^om

subsidence as

S' = sl(i-'~{sU./si)).

The corresponding n.^ is written »1. The result is 5'= 1.95. Computed from

the observations themselves, S=2.i, 1.7, for instance, in the first two parts of

the table, a difference which can only be explained on the ground of obser-

vational error. Ustially 3 minutes were consumed by the operations between

the exhaustions, while the fog was dissipated (by the influx) within 15 sec.

after the exhaustion. In the last series but 2 minutes are allowed between

the observations, but there seems to be no appreciable difference in the data so

far as this cause is concerned.

Second Series.—O-- 24°: barom. = 75.o8 cm.; (5/ = 3'"; >'=.767;

305000; w = 5.0X lo^'^g/cm'; 5=1.7; S'=i.95.

21 2000;

z
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Third Series.— ^^ = 24°; barom. = 75.08 cm.; c5/ = 2"'.

95

2
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in this way would gradually decrease toward the end of the experiment so that

the slopes of all curves compatibly with the observations would gradually be

the same. Below the middle g-b-p coi'ona, the cvirves if placed together would

nearly coincide. The difficulty with this hypothesis is the absence of any

obvious effect when the time between observations is varied. The curves are

about the same for 6t = 2 min., 3 min., or even 12 min., so far as observed.

36. Subsidence.—The effect of errors in the subsidence constant may be

estimated. Writing the equation n^= n„io^-~^^'"'^^'n, in the approximate form

«. = n„io*=-^'>-Mi--S(i| +^^. + i| + , + )), whence if iV=io<-^"-^

It is preferable to use the inverse method, putting n„= n^/N {i — S2{^)),

whence (5;?o = '^:2(A) SS.

Putting «2= 10500, »o= 212000, .¥ = .0703, 2{j^) = .26s,

6n^= 40000 6S, nearly.

Thus if (lS= .2, 6n^= Sooo, or relatively 8000/212000 = . 038. It follows

that by the error of .2 made in the estimate of 5, n^ will not be affected more

than about 4 per cent., which in no way accounts for the observed discrepancy

of the new and the old results.

37. Exhaustion ratio.—Again if the above vakie of n^ be taken, the effect

of an error in the exhaustion ratio y will be

-6nJn,= '^'iz-Z)6y.

For n„ = 212000, z— Z=ie,-S' y= -7(>7, an average case in the preceding

table, 6n^/n^= iT,6y, or for

6y=.i -6njn„= 130%
.05 6s %
.01 13 %

showing that great care is needed in relation to y.

38. Inferences.—To reach an opinion as to the cause of the observed

initial diversity of rates one may note that for equal |)ressvire differences, smaller

nuclei are necessarily caught by the instantaneous valve than by the stoxjcock.

More nuclei are thus within reach in the former case: but apart from this,

since all other conditions are the same for both cases, the rate of denucleation

should be the same, even if the absolute number of efficient nuclei removed by

exhaustion is greater for the instantaneous valve. If therefore one begins with

the same corona which implies identity of diameter of particle and may be as-

sumed to imply an identical number of available or effective nuclei in both cases,

the two ctirv^es shovild be identical. In figures 12 and 13, considered first be-

tween the upper w-y-o and the middle g-b-p corona, the new and the old curves

cross at the large w-y-o corona. If under identical exhaustions the number of

available nuclei are therefore successively greater for the instantaneous valve
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than for the stopcock, there must be an accession of nuclei between the ex-
haustions in the former case or a loss of nuclei for the case of the plug.

Between the middle g-b-p corona and dust-free air, nuclei are removed at
the same rate in the two cases, as the curves here have practically the same
slope and would be brought to coincidence throughout if the upper coronas
were to coincide. Inasmuch as in the case of atmospheric air the g-b-p corona
is not exceeded, it is thus immaterial which form of valve is used, and the direct

experiments of Chapter IX bear this out.

The alternative that nuclei are generated by very sudden expansion is

without correlative evidence. At least all my experiments to detect ionization

produced by sudden expansion have failed. It is equally difficult to account
for an abnonral loss of nuclei in the earlier stages of the experiment of table i8.

True, it is here that the ionization of phosphorus vanishes, though this evan-
escence is enormously rapid by comparison.

The nucleations of the g-b-p corona are by table i8, «= 129,000, 129,000,

and 145,000, respectively, values decidedly larger than were found above, and
due to the greater geometrical remove of the normal coronas from the g-b-p

corona. As about one more exhaustion is required on the average in the new
data, the coiTcsponding results for the same z would be, n = 94,000, 94,000,

106,000, which agi-ees with the order of values above.

39. Different rates of exhaustion for moderate nucleations.—In this place it

is interesting to insert a series of direct comparisons on the ntunber of nuclei

within the reach of a half-inch exhaust pipe with an ordinary plug stopcock,

and the number caught when the valve is as iti figure 3 with all pipes over one

inch in diameter and less than one foot long. These are given in table 19, the

TABLE 19.—DIRECT COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR STOPCOCK .5" DIAMETER,
AND INSTANTANEOUS VALVE i" DIAMETER. LARGE CON-

DENSATION CHAMBER, AIR NUCLEI. Sp=i^ cm.

Experiment No.
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data for the stopcock alternating with data for the instantaneous valve. Un-

fortunately, the time inter\'als between observations were not quite equal, as

the necessary adjustments consvmied varying amounts of time.

These data are shown graphically on the chart, figure 14, p. 83, the abscissa

being merely distributive. If the mean data of each set be taken the results are

for the stopcock: 5 = 6.57, 5^ = 284,

for the inst. valve : 5=7.04, 5'=349,

or the ratios of 5^ are about .81. Since, however, in view of periodicity, the

g-b-p coronas show abnormally small values of s, it is better to compare the

red coronas only. In this case the mean values are

for the stopcock: 5=7.0, 5^= 343,

for the inst. valve: 5 = 7.2, -^'= 373.

or the ratios of 5" are .92. Hence the two valves differ as to their data by less

than 10 per cent. If this value be ascribed by the value of m assumed it would

not suffice for the values obtained by photography.

In table 18 the ratios of 5-' for the large crimson coronas under like occur-

rence were on the average .42, widely different from the present, showing that the

discrepancy in table 18 enters with the ver\^ small nuclei of the very large

coronas.

One may note that the nucleation of the large room is gradually increasing,

due to a single small gas burner (source of light) , although the air was all pumped
into the condensation chamber from the floor of the room.

40. Conclusion.—As none of the explanations given are satisfactory, it

seems well to restate the case in conclusion with additional remarks on a possible

explanation. No matter which group of sizes of nuclei are efficient in producing

coronas, the effect of successive identical partial exhaustions must be to reduce

the numbers by the same relative amount. If a given corona is obtained for

the slower and the faster exhaustion for the same pressure difference, etc., it

may be asstimed for argument that the same number of efficient nuclei must

occur in both cases, though they may not be the same nuclei as to size. It

follows that the same corona should occur in the two cases in each of the suc-

cessive exhaustions. This is only true below the middle g-b-p corona, i. e., for

relatively fewer nuclei (nucleation below about 100,000 per cub. cm.). In

this region of distribution, both valves eventually remove all nuclei, and they

remove them at the same rate.

For nucleations above 100,000, however, proportionately more nuclei are

apparently removed by the slower exhaustion, ccet. par., than by the faster

exhaustion, so far as coronal evidence is in question, precisely as if the faster

exhaustion were itself productive of nuclei (as, for instance, by breaking up
coarser into finer aggregates). One may note, moreover, that in this stage of
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the work, the phosphorus nuclei are at first ionized. Subsidence is without
effect.'

It is just here that another important question is suggested which may
perhaps offer evidence in explanation. It was shown above (§ 8, table 2) that
the moist air after exhaustion very nearly regains its original temperature after

the lapse of even half a minute, while the coronas persist throughout this in-

terval and much longer without appreciable change of character. It is difficult

to understand why the fog particles do not evaporate propoi-tionately to the
rapid rise of temperature, unless there is rapid evaporation and diffusion from
the relatively warm inner surface of the walls of the condensation chamber, im-
mediately after exhaustion. In any case, the method above used for computing
m, the moisture precipitated per cub. cm., will give a result too large, for it

takes no account of the rapid increase of temperature in question after the

fog particles are produced. The swifter the exhaustion the larger this dis-

crepancy (which is probably indeterminable) is liable to be. Thus in the above
case for the pressure difference 6p=i'j cm., at 20°, the cooling ideally as far as

— 9.6°, rises to 8.8°, in consequence of condensation of fog particles, but within

\ minute the temperature is nearly 20° again. Hence the precipitated

4.6 X io"'*g/cm^at 8.8° is to remain undisturbed while the moisture content of

saturated air rises from about 8.7 X lo"*^ at 8.8° to about 17.2 X io^"(g/cm^) at

about 20°, leaving an actual deficit of about 4 X io"*g/cm-'. This would be out

of the question unless moisture evaporated immediately from the damp and
warmer walls and the pool of water in the bottom of the apparatus to supply

the deficiency. But these conditions are vague, for this moisture may actually

be precipitated on the colder fog particles. To some extent, therefore, a degree

of uncertainty is left in the determination of m, the moisture precipitated per

cub. cm., inasmuch as the actual temperature at which the fog particles persist,

and to which they have accommodated themselves, is left in doubt.

It is well to observe, however, that as there will presumably be more evap-

oration from the fog particles while the normal air temperature is being

regained in case of very rapid than for the slow exhaustion because lower tem-

peratures are in general associated with the former case, the discrepancies

of plates 12 and 13 above the g-b-p corona may possibly be explained in this

way. Compatibly with observation the effect would be less marked as the fog

particles are larger. Finally, very large coronas are always more fleeting in

character.

Experimentally and with a bearing on Chapter IX the question is easy of

decision. So long as the pressure difference corresponding to the lower limit

of spontaneous condensation of moisture from dust-free air is not approached

(it will usually be reached at about ^p> 20 cm. for the above types of appa-

' Recent experiments have shown that the very small nuclei associated with larger nuclei evaporate

their loads of water after condensation in such a way as to form water nuclei. As the latter must be

larger than the original nuclei now held in solution, a reason for the excess of nucleation detected by the

instantaneous valve is suggested.
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ratus), and so long as the g-b-p corona is not exceeded (which again is the

actual case), the degree of rapidity of condensation on the usually occtu-ring

atmospheric nuclei is a matter of little consequence. Thus the same coronas

appear with non-filtered atmospheric air, ccct. par., both for the -|-inch plug

valve and for the i-inch instantaneous valve, even for large variation in the

size of the condensation chamber.



CHAPTER VII.

I. MICROMETRIC MEASUREMENT OF FOG PARTICLES.

Earlier Methods.

1

.

Before using the data computed for the dimensions of fog particles in the

reductions of my observations of atmospheric nucleation, it seemed expedient

to endeavor to obtain corroborative values by some straightforward method.

Aitken's dust coi:nter had naturally suggested itself early in the course of my
work; but the results so obtained are essentially indirect, as the fog particles

are not themselves observed. It was necessary, therefore, to devise apparatus

by which the identical fog particles of a given corona could be directly en-

trapped and held for examination. This was eventually accomplished in a way
admitting, apparently, both of the measurement of the diameters of the par-

ticles and of counting the number precipitated under known conditions. More-

over, the particles caught, however fine (even less than .0003 cm. in diameter),

can often be kept in place for observation for some time, so that microscopic

photography would appear" to be at once applicable not only for the purpose of

obtaining size btit number.

Many investigations are thus suggested, as, for instance, a repetition of

Thomson's method for determining the charge of an ion. Again, while the

corona gives merely the average size of the cloud particles, the microscope is

particularly available for indicating variations of diameter for the particles of

the same corona. In fact, the water particles of the coronas as caught on the

plate are not of a size ; they are graded, and hence the nuclei are probably also

graded in size.

2. Apparatus.—Aitken's beautiful and highly ingenious instrument is well

adapted for the puiposes for which it was designed. Apart from this, it will

furnish only an estimate of the dust contents sought. The droplets evaporate

too rapidly, and are often too numerous for exact counting. The need of

mixing atmospheric air with dust-free air with shaking and stirring is an inter-

ference with the nucleation. In fact, water nuclei may even be generated in

this way, possibly by the friction of air passing across damp surfaces. There is

the tendency of the plate after long use to fog permanently or to collect droplets

on its own account. Finally, it would be very difficult to remove the contents

of the coronal chamber to the dust-counter without reducing the nucleation

during the transfer.
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I therefore endeavored to ascertain whether the particles might not be

made visible directly. The chances of success seemed small indeed, particularly

as Assmann had failed to see the particles with magnifications of even 400

diameters. But after long trial, the resvilt was eventually accomplished in a

way that now seems surprisingly simple.

The compound microscope, M, magnifying about 100 diameters, is pro-

vided with a filar ocular micrometer, n. The objective and the whole lower part

of the microscope is submerged in the condensation chamber, being stispended

for this purpose from the wide rubber cork, C. All lenses below C are her-

metically sealed with wax. The microscope originally carried a rigid stem, r,

to which were attached the plate, s, to be examined, the mirror, in, and the

metallic disc or shield, p. Afterwards the more flexible adjustnient shown in

the figm-e and described below was adopted. The low^er side of p, which is flush

with the objective, and the upper side of 5 are covered with wet blotting-paper,

the latter being perforated to admit light into the microscope through the thin

cover-glass placed at 5 and held sharply in focus by a suitable clip. The field

within which drops are to be counted is bounded at pleasure by the wires of the

micrometer.

Figure i.—-Micrometric Apparatus.

This apparatus was totally unsuccessful. Drops were but rarely seen to

fall on exhaustion, while the dew soon gathered on the plate, s, in such a way
as to be easily mistaken for droplets; for the dew evaporates like the latter

when the microscope is removed, and the regularity of the pattern on the plate

is the only distinguishing feature.
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Various modifications of this apparatus were then used, among them cap-
sule forms, figures 2 and 3, similar to Aitken's, but containing a very thin plate
of glass or mica or celluloid slightly raised above the base on pellets of wax.
It was supposed that this would counteract the tendency of the drops to vanish
by evaporation from the warmer glass surface. Capillary metallic tubes led to
the curl aneroid, a, the filter, /, and to the .cock for influx of air, the only large

Figure la.—The Same Mounted in Condensation Chamber.

tube being the exhaust pipe, e. Condensation again occurred as a microscop-

ically granular deposit spontaneously on the raised surface, under all circtim-

stances, and the experiments were failures. After oiling the filmy mica surface,

p, however, droplets were often seen to fall and either to stick fast or to float.

These could at times be cotmted (2000-5000 per cub. cm.) ; but the rapid evan-

e , —

3

a

Figure 2.

—

Capsule. Plan. Figure 3.

—

Same. Sectional Elevation.

escence of precipitated droplets and the failure of all attempts to reach systematic

results induced me to abandon the capsule.

I therefore returned to the apparatus in figure i, using at 5 a plate of thin

microscopic glass covered with a thin film of oil and exposed in the capacious
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vacuum chamber. The experiments were now phenomenally successful. Thus

for the apertiu-e 5=5 the mean results were w = 1 50000, and for 5 = 4.6 (w g b p),

n = 140000. The precipitation of globules was clearly seen, and they persisted

even after the exhaustion was removed. The numbers being excessive and

referable to globules swept in by lateral air currents, an improvement was now
added by increasing the diameter of the disc p to abotit 5 cm. The improved

apparatus gave no results whatever, and the mere addition of the wider disc

wi])ed out all precipitation. But this capricious behavior is characteristic, for

next day drops were seen to fall as follows:

4-5
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away n^oisture), rciroving the excess while hot by filter paper and when cold

submerging the plate in petroleum for transparency. With solution of vaseline

in benzine, etc., I have been much less successful. Damar varnish and tuqien-

tine was much used in the final work. When drops are to be counted by the

method given below, the oil film m.ust be practically solid; othei-wise the capil-

lary forces produce an immediate and often startUng redistribution of the pre-

cipitated granules, though they Ijut seldom coalesce.

3. Behavior of the precipitated droplets.—In case of a petroleum film on the

plate, the water droplets were sometimes seen to fall and float on the film, which
is positive evidence against spurious droplets. They are usually black and cir-

cular in outline, but when the light is intense and axial, they are bright. Fixed

globules are apt to be larger and more irregular. Particles m.ay sometimes be

seen to coalesce on collision, but this is rare.

On tipping the microscope so that the light does not penetrate the vividly

colored drops axially, they seem to cast shadows in opposed directions for

symmetrical inclinations on both sides; but in view of the aplanatic properties

of spheres, the phenom.enon is probably a case of refraction, with the shadow

beginning at the edge of a caustic. Similarly, on moving the lamp horizontally

to either side from the position corresponding to axial illumination, the globules

becon^e opaqtie, and l(_)ok like round shining steel beads. The diameter of the

beads has but little effect. If the lamp is moved vmtil the field is dark, the

plate looks like the starry heavens. These stars seem to be above the drops.

(4)

® © ®
(5)

O O 9KV>)9

(6)

Figures 4, 5, 6.

—

Diagrams Showing the Behavior of Fog Particles.

After remaining in the plate for some minutes the fixed droplets often

become rosette-shaped (ap]iarently) , at first showing a mere black spot in the

center of the color disc, which gradually enlarges to a ring-shaped appearance

sloidy moving radially outwards. As a rale, the color ' is eventually the same

on the inside and the outside of the enlarged ring, the ring itself appearing red

with black demarcations in the surrounding green field, as shown in the figure.

On influx of air the structure becomes washed. This ring-shape may be merely

apparent, but the small globules when at first deposited never show the same

color within and without, the former being uniformly red and the latter white.

• ' The colors observed were afterwards found to be due to chromatic aberration of the

microscope.
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As the rings are not easily produced with a very viscous oil, it is probable that

the droplet has here penetrated to the glass and that the oil film is drawn over

it by the capillary forces at the common edge of the three media.

4. Preliminary data.—Before adopting the eccentric focussing device,

many experiments were made to ascertain the cause of the uncertainty in

catching the drops on the plate when ke]rt in place, seeing that sometimes the

precipitation was abundant, while at other times under the same apparent con-

ditions drops did not fall. Failures occuiTed both for high and for low nuclea-

tion. From the outset it was improbable that radiation from the outside could

afifect the result. It was eventually ascertained that on tipping the condensa-

tion chamber after the fog had formed, so that the subsidence would reach the

plate obliquely, a precipitate would usuall}^ appear. Again, an oblique current

within the chamber and passing across the plate ustially produced a deposit.

Hence the drops actually exist within the fog, and success in bringing them down
upon the plate is probably conditioned by very close isothermal adjustment of

the plate to its surroundings, added to the advantages gained froni incidental

and favorable air currents. Hence a little time must always elapse before the

drops persist at the plate, and hence the droplets from a shallow capsule do

not appear. Using a film of mica as a plate the result was the same, and it is

useless to attempt to enumerate the drops by this method. Those wiiich fall

are carried in by grazing air currents, while no drops are obtained from the

fiducial space tuider the objective.

Nevertheless, the measurement of the diameters, d, of the dro]is obtained

by the above method without modification is an excellent test of the results

obtained elsewhere bv computation. The factor of the ocular micrometer

described above was .002 cm. per turn of the screw, or .00004 cm. per scale part

of the di-um divided into 50. The extent of plate covered by the breadth of the

spider lines was about .0003 cm. The finest particles are of abotit this diameter,

so that such measuren^ents must at best be much inferior to photograllh^• with

a scale attachment. The results are given in the following table, in which only

those results among many are inserted for which the observations were clear

and satisfactory. The coronal color with its diameter, 5 (chord of a radius of

30 cm.), are as observed when the eye and the source of light (Welsbach mantle

seen through a small circular hole) were at distances 85 cm. and 250 cm., re-

spectively, from the center of the condensation chamber. The exhaustion was
usually to a pressure difference of 17 cm., but this is of no significance when
diameters are alone to be observ'ed. The particles were collected by tipping the

chamber, sometimes in large numbers, but at other times sparsely distributed

without apparent cause. Nuclei were conveniently obtained from burning char-

coal. Both floating and fixed globules were examined with strong microscopic

illumination. It was difficult to retain a clear image without frec^uently re-

moving the plate, as the adjustment for focussing the plate within the chamber
had not 3^et been adopted. A table showing the results from coronal measure-

ments under the same circumstances is added.
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TABLE I.—DIAMETERS OF CLOUD PARTICLES. PRELIMINARY RESULTS,
FIXED PLATE.

s
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method often gave serviceable results, some of which are inserted in the follow-

ing tables; but at times the M-values are out of proportion. The reason of this

is threefold: In the first place n is fotind from n'^^ with the usual difficulty.

Again, in a simple arrangement like the above, air currents cannot be quite

excluded. They may arise incidentally in the apparatus or the motion of the

plate even if parallel to itself may stir the air tmless some form of guard ring

attachment is added. Particles are thus swept down upon the disc before and

after the exposure, as was actually observed. The difficulty may be removed

by adding a capsule above the plate or simply by decreasing the distance be-

tween the shield and the plate to a millimeter or less. Finally, if the oil film is

semi-fluid and not quite fixed, if there is slight creeping, as was usually the case,

the particles are redistributed after falling along stream lines where they cohere

in strings and bunches, but withotxt coalescing. This was also observed, and in

fact the capillary forces involved are apt to be strong enough to counteract

viscosity.

I have not thus far spent much time in correcting these defects, chiefly

because the new results for the diameters of fog particles are more immediately

interestmg. The data are given in table 3.

TABLE 3.—OBSERVED DIAMETERS AND NUMBERS (per cub. cm.) OF CLOUD PAR-
TICLES. m = 4.7 X io~'^g per cub. cm. ; If c = 144 X 10"' sq. cm., and ^ = 30 sec; f^n
= 1.75 n'. Generally f/n= 2.1 1 n'/tc nr'^ Io^ Micrometer factor, .00004 i-'m-
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Other o£ the carl}- coronas are very apt to fade into a coarse white reddish corona.
This is the evaporation of the smaller particles into the larger, which accounts,
moreover, for the loss of nuclei during the first precipitation, to be caught in

subsequent exhaustions. The successive coronas in a series gradually become
shariDcr and the larger particles more uniform, but extrerrely fine particles are

still present even when one approaches the normal coronas. The fine particles,

however, belong to coronas so large and diftuse that their coronal effect scarcely

modifies the strong coronas of the large particles even before the former vanish

by evaporation.

When I first observed these different sizes of drops caught on a single plate,

it seemed not in.probable that a difference of the condensational effect of the

negative and the positive ions might here be actually in evidence; but as all

intermediate sizes are present at the outset, and partictilarly as large and small

droplets still appear together long after all electrification has certainly vanished,

this conclusion is not warranted. What continually favors uniformity is sub-

sidence of fog. As the phosphoms nuclei are graded, it is probable that the

very fine droplets are due to the initial or primitive nuclei from which the larger

nuclei have grown by coalescence ; or the fine droplets inay be due to air nuclei

associated with the phosphoiais niiclei. All this will appear in the m.ore minute

photographic study of the subject detailed in the next section, and it will be

further interesting to decide whether the nriclei generated by the X-rays are not

also graded below a certain ustially mtich smaller maximum diameter. That

this maximum dian" eter will increase with the lapse of time allowed for coherence

may be inferred.

The coarse and washed type of coronas obtained with nuclei produced b}'

the X-rays is evidence of graded size, while the fog particles, so far as I have yet

caught them, are of varied dimensions. In these cases the X-rays reached the

inside of the condensation chamber through its waxed wood walls lined with wet

cloth. To oVjtain a fairly strong and large corona an exposure to the rays lasting 5

to 10 minutes was needed, as the radiation was not very intense. In this interval

the original extremely small nuclei are probably undergoing continvious growth,

for instance, by cohering, so that on exhaustion particles of all sizes are revealed.

In addition to the ragged coronas there is copious rain. Under these circum-

stances it seems reasonable that the time loss of nuclei must at the outset be

proportional to the square but finally to the first power of the number, assuming

that eventually the large nuclei do most of the catching.

II. MICRO-PHOTOGRAPHY OF FOG PARTICLES.

8. Pniiniijiary.—In the preceding section ' I described a series of experi-

ments in which the diameters of fog particles were microscopically measured,

directly. In the present section these particles are micro-photographed, and

the negatives subsequently measured. The restilts, though interesting as a whole,

' See also American Jonrn. (4), xvu, p. 160, 1904.
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ai-e not as immediately available for quantitative discussion as was hoped.

The number of nuclei per cubic centimeter and the diameters of the fog par-

ticles are respectively below and above the computed nucleation (Chap. VI),

and the globtiles photographed are rarely of the same size for a given corona.

Very curious results, apparently capillary in character, were obtained,

showing permanent pitting effects of the subsidence of fog on a film of viscous

oil and persistent motion of globules in liquid oil.

g. Apparatus and method.—The apparatus needed is a modification of that

described in § 2 of this chapter for the microm.etr}'' of fog particles, with the addi-

tion of a camera above the microscope. The usual form of camera attached to

a substantial eccentric axis so as easily to be rotated into place or removed

therefrom for inspection is satisfactory. The revoluble condensation chamber

must be clamped in place. The camera may be focussed b}' the stage focussing

screw of the rnicroscope, so that a lens is apparently not necessary in the camera;

but it is essential that the magnified fog particles be seen very clearly with the

eye at the microscope, before photographing them, and this procedure is there-

fore not quick enough. It was thus found necessary to add a good lens to the

camera adjusted for parallel rays and to adapt the eye for the same infinite

focus by concave glasses. In this case, when the particles had been caught and

pvit in place under the objective by the eccentric stage device described above

(>j 2), the camera could be at once swung into position for photography. The

endeavor to adapt a small kodak for the work was not very successful.

Magnification may be secured either at the objective, or at the ocular.

Some space between the objective and the plate is desirable for safe manipula-

tion, and therefore a half-inch objective will serve the present purposes better

than a quarter-inch lens. The illumination must be axial to avoid astigmatism,

but the use of condensers has not as yet been tried, and would probably pro-

mote evaporation of the fog particles. In general, reasonably small magnifica-

tion, much light, and rapid photography are best conducive to success. In this

way the time of exposure was gradually reduced from 20 seconds to 2 seconds

or less. The positive ocular seen in the plates was used merely in the absence

of a suitable negative ocular, inasmuch as the former was provided with a filar

ocular micrometer. But a negative ocular containing a plate iiilcd in square

millimeters would be far preferable.

The plate in these experiments was covered with an even coating of Damar
varnish, neither too moist nor too dry. A clean microscope cover-plate of glass

is dipped in the varnish, and the excess removed by placing it on edge. The
film, which must be smooth, clear, and even, will be ready for vise in a few hours.

If too dry it should be soaked in turpentine, otherwise the particles adhere

broadly to the plate and rapidly evaporate. If the plate is too moist, the

particles float and cannot be photographed. No precise rules can be given.

Naturally, the conditions surrounding the plate should be as nearly as possible

isothennal, which implies a capacious air chamber for condensation.

10. Incidental phenomena. Pitting.—A curious phenomenon sometimes
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accompanies the deposition of the fog particles on the film of viscous varnish,

inasmuch as they leave a permanent impression. In other words, the plate be-

comes more or less permanently pitted after the fog particles are gone, appearing
washed or dull to the naked eye, and not regaining the clear state until after the
lapse of 12 hours or more. The effect occurs only in the case of fog deposition

and is never present on the plate in the absence of a precipitate of fog. Hence
it cannot be an air bubble effect.

The cause is probably to be associated with surface tension since the weight

of the particle is negligible. If the particles were to break through and reach

the bottom of the film of varnish, there is no obvious reason why the pitting

should vanish like a viscous phenomenon in the course of time.

It is conceivable (Fig. 8) that the surface tension of the varnish is locally

lessened by slight admixture, or at least the piroximity of water, and that an

alveolar structure of the surface is the result. In certain slides (No. 22) the

presence of these "craters," as they may be called, seems to be clear in the pho-

tograph. At other times droplets shrinking in their cavity by evaporation

were actually observed. But the phenomenon is rare and observation there-

fore uncertain.

11. Dew.—When the plate is dry, the beginnings of the formation of dew
on its surface are apparent after long expostu^e. The dew particles are very

fine even as compared with fog particles, the former as observed lying within

.0001 centim. Their number is enormous, aggregating to fully 2 million or

more per square centim. of the surface (slide No. 27). They do not further

seem to interfere with the deposition of fog particles than by promoting adhe-

sion, but this is nattirally objectionable.

Figure 8.—Diagram of "Crater." Figure 9.—Diagram Showing Circulation.

12. Evaporation.—The droplets, originally sharj? in outline, become

vague and washed on evaporation, doubtless because their curvature decreases,

while the area of adhesion remains the same, to the detriment of the nearly

spherical curvature at the beginning. Floating globules are usually much more

uniform in size and remain more uniform, because the differences due to adhe-

sion are absent (see §§9,13). It has been stated that when there is evaporation

the photograph fails and a blank plate results. It may be assumed that a

successful photograph implies as little evaporation of fog particle before the

taking of the picture as during this interval.

13. Floating and moving globules.—A final very interesting phenomenon

is met with in the case of fog particles floating in a liquid film of oil. It fre-

quently happens under these circumstances that there is a sharp line of de-

markation in the field of the microscope, probably an edge of contact of the

semi-fluid matter on the plate. In all such cases there is apt to be continuous
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motion of the submerged or partially submerged fog particles, to and from the

edge on one side. They approach and lea^'e in great armies, at first, gradually

dwindling in number as they pass out of the field of view, eventually to be lost

by evaporation. Sometimes both advancing and retreating fog particles are in

sharp focus at once. At other times the advancing set is obviously above or

below the other, to the extent of one or more tenths of a millimeter. Cases also

occur in which there are two edges or a sort of geographical strait in the field of

view, in which case particles are frequently seen moving from edge to edge

until they vanish in number, probably from evaporation. Vortical or involved

orbits of fog particles also occur.

In explanation of these phenomena it is necessary to bear in mind that the

edge of retrogression mentioned is always nearly fixed, under the microscope.

Hence it is not probable that that motion of the mixed oil (varnish-turpentine)

dvie to concentration on evaporation can be the cause ; for in this case the liquid

would visibly gather itself up into a drop showing a shifting edge in the field.

The possible motion of a liquid on its surface skin or similar capillary phenom-

enon is equally hard to reconcile with the stationary edge. The most probable

explanation, it seems to me, is given by the annexed diagram, figure 9. If the

film on the plate of glass is microscopically uneven and slightly inclined, the

motion of a relatively liquid layer over a fixed layer may enclose a shallow

region of liquid, in which eddying is kept up, as shown in the diagram, remem-

bering, of course, that all motion is observ^ed under the microscope. The

particles indicate the motion of the skin circulation.

14. Graded particles.—Suggestion may finally be made as to the cause of

the observed gradation of particles, w^here such gradation appears simultaneously

with clear-cut coronas. In case of the X-rays the coronas are vague and washed,

accompanied with copious rain. What is seen is a coarse red-rimmed fog.

Here gradation is obviously due to the corresponding gradation in the sizes of

the nuclei, as explained above. Something similar shows itself in the initial

phosphoiiis or sulphur fogs.

The grading in question cannot be due to coalescence, not only because

such coalescence is but very rarely observ^ed, but because the volume increase

is as the third power of the diameter. Sizes as i to 3 being very common, this

would mean an equally frequent coalescence of 27 droplets, which could not

escape detection. Moreover, the coronas in air retain a nearly fixed diameter

tmtil they are lost by subsidence.

Some difference of size must be due to a difference of surface adhesion;

but if the oil stratum is of the same character throughout, this is not liable to be

large without being detected in the picture.

The final cause for gradation, apart from original differences of nuclei, is

evaporation. The occurrence of marked evaporation is at times beyond ques-

tion, and it is then impossible, or nearly so, to obtain a photograph. In general,

however, evaporation is obscure, and one may argue, as already suggested,

that in the time (about 60 seconds) needed for adjustment and photography.
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the evaporation should be no less than during the anterior 15 or 30 seconds of

subsidence during which the fog particles were caught. This would seem to be

especially true where the particles persist for several minutes after photography,

as is usually the case. Nevertheless, it is not impossible that the first precipitate

prepares the plate (by evaporating partially) for the subsequent precipitation.

The subject will be resumed in connection with definite restalts below.

Results.

15. Photographic plates.—Unfortunately, it is impossible to reproduce the

photographic negatives obtained, except in certain cases; for not only are the

fog particles frequently too small, but slides suitable for the measurement of

number are indistinct in relation to diameter. To obtain a plate in which the

particles actually stand out is naturally a matter of chance, as this will depend
on many conditions (light, evaporation, focus, etc.) beyond the observer's con-

trol in expeditious work. Curiously enough, the plates obtained for fog par-

ticles condensed on the persistent nuclei produced by the X-rays in dust-free

air are the best of my series, and are therefore reproduced.

To measure the sizes of the particles on the plates a filar micrometer of

low power was used. To count them, the slide was divided off into fields of

convenient size, and the number then enumerated under a lens, taking all the

fields in clear focus in succession.

16. Tabulated results.—The following tables show the general results for

about 50 photo- microgra]:)hs. The kind of nuclei used are given in the first

column, the coronas and their angular diameters (s/t,o, nearly) in the second

and third. The mean diameter, d, of fog particle measured from the photo-

graph and the limits of d observed, follow. The next two columns show the

number of nuclei, n, ol^tained from the photograph by the equation of this

chapter, § 5, and the observed limits of n for the different fields counted. The
last columns are explanatory and usually show the film of oil or varnish used to

catch the precipitate and the character of the plate.

17. Remarks on the tables.—The use of rough oil films (tallow, paraffine,

wax, etc.) is naturally tmsatisfactory, but the particles are easily recognized

(No. 3). Plates Nos. 4, 6, 22, though very perfect as photographs (large camera
magnification) showed a permanent impression which lasted 6-12 hours, as

already stated. In No. 8 only a few particles were caiight. Nos. 9 and 10 were

taken with a ^-incli objective, and thotigh good in themselves were hard to

obtain, and showed the advisability of the weaker objective (^-inch), favorable

to shorter times of exposure. No. 11, and particularly No. 22, gave evidence of

the occurrence of "craters" (Fig. 8) in the varnish film left after the evapora-

tion of the fog globule. As a whole, the photographs on the X-ray nuclei

are the most successful, and in No. 23 in particular the particles stand out on

the photograph. In No. 31 particles were deposited on the plate during the

vortical motion occtu-ring on influx of air while in No. 32 the motion of the

particles (film too liquid) shows streaks on the plate.



No. 30.—X-ray
nuclei. Scale

part, .0030 cm.
Fall 45 sec.

No. 10.—Air nu-
clei. Scale part.

.0012 cm. Fall

30 sec.

No. 25. — X-ray
nuclei. Scale
part, .0030 cm.
Fall 30 sec.

No. 27. — X-i

nuclei. Sc

part, .0030 c

Fall 15 sec. D
in negative.

No. 23.— X-:V

nuclei. Seal

part, .0030
Fall 30 sec.

No. 9.—P nuc

Scale part, .0

cm. Fall 4

sec.

No. 4.—P nuclei.

Scale part, .0044
cm. Fall 20 sec.

Figure 10.

—

Micro-photographs of Fog Particles, Precipitated on Persistent Nuclei usually

Produced by the X-rays in Dust-free Air.
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TABLE 4.—FIRST SERIES OF NEGATIVES MEASURED FOR J AND);, m = 4.7 X Io-^

^fn = 2.11 n'/icm''^io''. /= 20' to TiO'. Sp= i-j cm.
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TABLE 5.—NUCLEI DUE TO X-RAYS OR TO FILTERED P EMANATION;
FOR d AND n. tn = 4.j X 10''; \^'li = 2. 11 n'/tcm"^ 10'; /= 15-45"

;

^/> = i7cm.; FILM, SOFT DAMAR VARNISH.

DATA
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TABLE 7.—MISCELLANEOUS EXPERIMENTS. ROOM AIR FROM FLOOR. LARGE
VESSEL. ^'^=6.23;''. EXHAUST THROUGH STOPCOCK.

No,
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20. Explanation of discrepancies.—The reason for this result wotild at

first sight be obviously given by the evaporation of the fog particles on the

plate, before and during the photograx^hic exposure. But as the cf-values were

from 1.5 to 2 times too large, it is necessary to guard against accepting this

explanation too hastily: for inasmuch as the J-values and the n-values are in-

dependently given by the photograph, their relation must be

nd' = 6m/ TT.

Now it is rather curious that while the n-values are 4.5 times too small, the in-

dependent (i'-values should be 3 to 6 times too large. In other words, on

using the average d- and the average n-values given by the photographs, an

approximately correct value for rn, the precipitation j^er cub. ccntim., follows,

even though d and n are found quite independently. Add to this the fact that

if evaporation occurs the ])hotograx)h usually fails entirch'. It is t^uite im-

probable that on the average a definite number, about 78 per cent., of the fog

particles should incidentally evaporate.

Before proceeding further it will contribute to clearness if some of the

better data of table 4 be summarized. The d-values show the marked occurrence

of larger particles on the photograph, whereas the smallest particles more nearly

correspond in size.

TABLE 8.—SUMMARY OF CERTAIN DATA FROM TABLE 4.

No.
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21. Summary.—The curious state of the case mentioned is not reassuring.

Briefly, the ])hotographic w-values and the photographic vakies for diameter,

d, do not make an incomi^atiljle system, though both differ materially from the

coronal values, the former (d) being larger, the (n) smaller. If one ascribes the

large visible diameters to adhesion, and the small numbers counted to evaporation,

the compatibility of the two sets of independent data {d and n) is not explained.

1 have therefore concluded that the results in question suggest that the

smaller particles evaporate rapidly into the larger. Hence while the mass of

water precipitated per cubic centim. remains constant, the diameter of the fog

particles soon increases while their ntimber decreases (by evanescence of the

smaller) in such a wa}' that ;/ X d' remains very nearly constant throughout.

In place of evaporation, capillary coalescence of the initial very minute droplets

is an even greater probability ; and such coalescence I have often seen under the

microscope on observing dew droplets ' very fine and close together. It is rather

interesting that the evidence in favor of this complicated behavior is so strong.

That such evaporation occurs appreciably in the coronas is not probable, be-

cause in a good apparatus they retain their character during the whole of the subsid-

ence. The plate of glass being slightly warmer contributes to the effect observed.

Hence neither the micrometric nor the photometric method can be relied

upon for tmdistorted results. Whenever graded particles are present the evi-

dence must be sought in the washed and bkirred coronas. If the coronas are

clear and multi-annular, the gradation observ^ed under the microscope must be

a secondary effect not present in the coronas themselves.

III. RESULTS FROM SUBSIDENCE.

2 2. Object and method.—The difficulties mentioned in the last sections in-

duced me to look for corroborative data in the evidence obtainable from special

experiments with subsiding fog particles. These are easily made in the

apparatus for measuring atmospheric nucleation as described in Chapter
VIII, Fig. I. The observer, provided with a stop-watch, simply determines

the time during which the straight horizontal line of fog descends a given dis-

tance, say 5 centimeters, from the top. In other cases there were two marks
between which subsidence was noted.

23. Results.—In the experiments given in the following tables, the watch
was started simultaneously with the exhaustion and stopped when the given

fall of fog line had been reached. The equations are then successively

io*d = iSl/t;, ds = a, n == g/{d' X lo") = 1550/7/'-
J2

where n is the number of particles per cubic centim., d the diameter of each,

V the rate of subsidence.

If a microscope plate is dipped into thin, rapidly drying methyl alcohol varnish, a milky
deposit of dew is often seen on the film when solidifying. This film behaves under the micro-

scope as stated in the text.
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TABLE 9.—VALUES OF a AND n. AIR NUCLEL n = 6m/7,d' = g/io'd'; io*d = iSl/iT;

ds = a.

Corona.
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Corona.
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24. Remarks on the tables.—Constnicted graphically, the results of table 9

are irregvilarly below the coronal results. The results of table 10 are somewhat

smoother and in the main agree with the coronal data. Thus for the green

coronas (see Chapter VI, § 29, table 17)

coronal datum, g b p, h = 96,000,

from table 10, g b p, » = 106.000, 99,000, 87,000, 86,000; mean, » = 95,000.

or the mean values are about the same. In case of low nucleations and small

coronas the subsidence results are much too high as compared with the coronal

results, impl^dng too small a value of the v of subsidence.

The only explanation which suggests itself for this unexpected behavior is

the occurrence of acceleration in the motion of the fog particles. Accordingly

the following experiments with very small coronas (large particles) were tried

as a test.

Normal corona with s = 2.9.

Fall, /

Thus

indicating that the uniformly varied motion is only very gradually retarded b)-

the air resistance encountered. The following table contains similar data for

larger coronas, in none of which the evidence of acceleration is absent.

TABLE II.—MEAN RATES FOR SUCCESSIVE DISTANCES OF 2 cm. EACH.

= 2 cm.
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The case may be stated by compvitation as follows : The velocity at which

force is annulled by the resistance is

V = (io\i/i8)2 = .t,ilP X 10"

from which the following table has been computed.

TABLE 12.

5 = 1.5 cm. d = .00180 cm. v = i.oo cm. /sec.

2 143 -63

3 098 .29

4 072 .161

5 055 •°93

6 047 .068

7 042 -053

If the results of this table are laid off graphically in a chart, the column

marked "constant lo'Xw" in tables 9 and 10 above may be obtained from it.

It will then be seen that in most of the instances of small coronas in table 10, the

observed velocity is less than the limiting velocity. Hence these data are to be

rejected, and it follows that the subsidence method is scarcely appHcable until

the middle g-b-p corona (5 = 6.2-6.5) has been reached. The mean value of a

computed from the admissible data of table 10 is in successive decades, .00284,

.00290, .00293, -00290, giving a mean value of a = .00289. This agrees closely

with the datum (.0029) accepted in the above coronal tables, but is much below

the value in table 9. Hence the following experiments were made with large

coronas in the cubical apparatus.

25. Further results.—The data of the following table 13 were obtained by

observing the time of fall for three successive distances, of 2 cm. each (usually),

with three stop-watches. The results taken were those cases only where the

three intervals observed are nearly the same. The fog was usually pi-ecipitated

in the long vessel for observing atmospheric nucleation on air nuclei. If the fog

line became billowy before the last observation was reached, this was discarded.

The mean results are all given at a temperature of abotit 20° centigrade.

The new results like the above fail to suggest a smooth curve; though it

would be difficult to obtain them under more generally trustworthy conditions

than in this large vessel, showing a fog line half a meter long. The slightest

variation of temperature, etc., gives rise to an undulatory fog line or produces a

washed upper surface to the fog-bank. After a lapse of time of about i min.

the demarcation is rarely available. In the very large coronas above g-b-p, the

color and the character of the coronas is fleeting. In fact, a total change is liable

to occur within a fall of one centimeter. Such results have no meaning.

If these data be compared graphically with the results of tables 1,8, and 13,

Chapter VI, they will be found to agree with them as well as these results
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agree with each other. In fact, the subsidence data fall very nearly on the

curve corresponding to the fourth part of table 13.

TABLE 13.—DIAMETER AND NUMBER OF FOG PARTICLES FROM SUBSIDENCE
MEASUREMENTS, d X 10' = iSy'w; n = ^/ d^ X 10"; (5/> = 17 cm.

Corona.
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(5 = 6-6.5), filially with still wider divergence to the upper g b i) corona {s = 12).

The nucleations corresponding to these double inflections are about as i, 2, 3

(;7 = 4,000 to 5,000, 10,000, 300,000). The mean curve as far as the middle gbp
corona is to be separately constructed with the ordinates (nucleations n, while

the abscissas are apertures, s) enlarged 10 times. The lower periodicity must be
ignored from the crowded condition of coronas here; the upper periodicity

preferably presented as a discontinuity of the ctir\'e.

The graph so obtained was used for all the reductions of the nucleation of

Chapter IX and elsewhere. From it table 14 was constnicted. The nucleation

n may finally be reduced to air at normal pressure and temperature.

TABLE 14.—FOR THE REDUCTION OF NUCLEATIONS (n nuclei per cub. cm. of the

partially exhausted fog chamber). FROM APERTURES 5 AND 5. PRESSURE
DIFFERENCE, 17 cm. of Hg.

s, chord in cm., when the goniometer arms arc 19.:; cm. long.

5,
' " "

• " " 30^ "

5.



CHAPTER VIII.

THE CORONAL METHOD OF ESTIMATING ATMOSPHERIC NUCLEATION.

1. Introductory.—To produce coronas the nuclei must be very closely of

the same size, for in a large trough a rigorous uniformity of diameter of fog

particle and possibly of distribution is implied, if the corona is to be sharp and

brilliant. Particles of even slightly different sizes would give a blun-ed effect or a

mere fog. Therefore, as I understand it, the effect of ordinary dust to some

degree vanishes from the corona, and the nucleation observed is probably

something more definite. It is for this reason that in spite of very discouraging

drawbacks my interest in the subject has not waned, though I am well aware

that the effect of chemical products of combustion in winter, such as sulphuric

acid, or ionized matter in general, has not been eliminated. One may note, for

instance, that the distribution of atmospheric electrical potential is a maximum
in winter and falls off in its yearly period in a way similar to the observed nuclea-

tion; that there is frequent occurrence of day minima in both cases; that

maximum nucleation occurs, as shown in Chapter IX, during the winter months,

when one must certainly anticipate the maximum of dust contents dtiring the

summer.

The subject of atmospheric nucleation, as a whole, has received enhanced

interest in view of its bearing on Arrhenius's theory of the geophysical import-

ance of cosmical, and in particular of solar dust. Some limitation has been put

on the light-pressure theor\^ of Schwarzschild, but this has rather stimulated

Arrhenius to give a sharper expression of his views, and the theory now appears

as the central feature of an admirable discussion of cosmical physics.'

I hoped therefore by aid of the present method to eventually add a contribu-

tion of my own.

2. Apparatus.—This consists of a rectangular box, AA, 50 cm. long, 15

cm. in thickness, and 10 cm., or preferably less, in height, made of some ma-

terial imper\'iovis to water. Wood covered while warm with a thick coating of

wax and burgundy pitch answers the pui-pose very well, and is much lighter

than rigid metallic vessels. The front and rear faces of the box are of thick

plate glass. This must be kept clean on the inside, and suitable scrapers with

a vertical straight edge of soft rubber movable to and fro along the glass by

aid of a long horziontal rod should be provided within the box. The rods pass

' Lehrbitdi der Kosmischen Physik, Vols. i. and 11. Leipzig, Hirzel, 1903.

128
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out through perforated corks iu the tulles e, one on each side, with additional
protection to secure an air-tight joint when not in use.

\

Figure i.—Condensation Chamber. Sectional Elevation.

Figure la.

—

The Same in Full

The air within the box communicates with the outside by three or more
stopcocks, of which B is very wide (more than | inch in bore) in order that
sudden exhaustion may be made through it. The stopcock C communicates
with the atmosphere at a place free from local nucleation, through a length of

:^-inch lead pipe; C furthermore communicates with the interior of the box
through a flat coil of the same lead pipe

, p, lying in the bottom of the trough below
the water-level, ww. A coil of lead pipe in a water bath may also be inserted
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on the outside of the box, the object being to heat the air to room temperature,

especially in winter.^ Two thermometers, T, T', with their bulbs respectively

in the air and the water within the trough, register the temperature. The end

of the influx pipe rises to a height q, near the axis of the trough and opposite to

the outlet, C. Finally, the whole inside of the trotigh is lined with a double

layer of cotton cloth, ««, supported on a framework of stout copper wire. The
trough should be mounted with its longitudinal axis on trunnions in order that

the whole interior may be moistened in a single rotation, as shown in figure

I a, in detail. The stopcock F, provided with a cotton filter, is often useful in

testing.

The horizontal diameter of the coronas is observed, the point source of

light being about 2 meters off on one side and a suitable goniometer about one

meter on the other side of the trough. The distances used were 85 cm. and

250 cm. With the eye at about i meter from the fog chamber the apertures

of coronas are relatively independent of this distance and at the same time large

enough for satisfactory measurement.

An ordinary jet pump suffices for aspiration (with the cocks C and B open)
;

and with an added vacuum chamber provided with a vacuum or mercury gauge,

for sudden exhaustion (C and B having been closed), care being taken that the

connecting tubing beyond B is wide. These details are shown above.

3. Diffusion from two opposed surfaces.—The high values of nucleation

observed during the winter months will not be received without misgiving, since

the air during the very cold weather is nearly dry, and after being heated to

20° ver}'' far from saturation. Deficient sattiration, however, would decrease

the size of the fog particles and, ccet. par., increase the size of the coronas, in

this way showing the same result as excessive nucleation. Hence it is necessary

to estimate the time which is needed to saturate dry air in the apparatus de-

scribed in sj 2.

Given a rectangular trough at the bottom of which is a sui-face of water

and at the top of which a surface of saturated cloth, the diffusion problem is

equivalent to the case of an indefinite air plate into which the vapor enters on the

two exposed sides. Thus if p be the vapor pressure relative to saturation at a

distance x above the surface of the water or a— ::c below the wet cloth, "at the

time t,

P = i-^(sin?r^''/")'^-^ + jsin^e-'^'^/'^^^'V. . .)

where k is the coefficient of diffusion.

If diffusion takes place into a partially saturated atmosphere at an initial

pressure p^, the factor 4/7T in the last equation is to be replaced by (4/77)

(i-:?o).

' In case of a moderately long (20-30 feet), thin (J inch) influx pipe, experience showed
that both the internal coil, p, and the external coil are superfluous. They were there-

fore discarded.
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The question is most conveniently stated for the middle plane, x = a/2,

inasmuch as the saturation here is least. Since at 20°, fe = .23 cm'/sec, about,

the results, if ^^ = o initially, are shown in table i . If the initial saturation is

p^ = 1/3 or 2/3, the data, as the table shows, imply successively greater satura-

tion throughout than in the preceding case. As the relative saturation left

after any exhaustion would not probably be less than 2/3 even in the absence

of convection, the inferior limit of saturation shown by these data is excessive.

:/ £3456789
Figures 2, 3, 4.

—

Graphs Showing the Progress of Diffusion in the Lapse of Time.

The upper graphs, figure 2, contain the relative saturation pressures as

ordinates at the tinies given by the abscissas in minutes, according as the initial

pressure is p^ = 0,^0= 1/3. oi" i'o = 2/3.

TABLE I.—DIFFUSION OF WATER VAPOR BETWEEN OPPOSED SURFACES;

a = II cm., X = 5.5 cm., k = .23.

Po =
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1.5 lit/mill. The capacity of the trough, inckiding parts above the cloth lining,

was about 11.3 liters. Hence 3 to 5 minutes suffice to renew the air, and each

particle remains in the trough from 1.5 to 4 minutes. The time needed for

adjustments after the influx pipe was shut off and prior to sudden exhaustion

was about 1.25 minutes. Therefore the total time for saturation was 2.7 to 5

minutes, which should fully suffice even in case of diffusion alone.

The conditions, however, are much more favorable as the influx and efflux

currents evoke considerable convection. The lightness of water vapor is itself

favorable to the same end. It is obser\'ed, for instance, on exhausting imme-

diately after the introduction of phosphorus nuclei, that filamentary condensa-

tion is in evidence, denoting currents upward axially and downward near the

walls of the receiver. ^ These fog strands are the inevitable convection currents

due to the relatively low density of the vapor.

4. Miscellaneous tests.—If there had been under-saturation the coronas

found on condensation should have been larger in non-saturated and smaller in

more saturated parts, which was not observed. Sudden exhatistion immediately

after shutting off the influx showed a somewhat enlarged unifonn corona, but

even enlargement was not invariable.

Whether the fast or the slow influx specified was adopted proved to be

without marked effect for reasonable differences of time, i. e., such as would not

imply time losses of nuclei.

The effect of a long influx pipe (10 meters of ^^-inch lead pipe) and of a

short pipe i meter long could not be shai"ply differentiated, owing in a measure

to the cotemporaneous variation of atmospheric nucleation. So the presence

compared with absence of the coil in the water bath (24 turns each about 3.5

cm. in diameter) showed a negligible difference.

Experiinents were made with regai'd to the usefulness of this coil for keeping

the influx air at room temperature both by filling the bath with abnormally hot

water (40° C.) and with broken ice. The effect on the apertures of the coronas

was in both cases of little importance. Hence, except on very cold days, the

water bath and coil may be withdrawn altogether. The atmospheric air after

traversing the 10 ineters of influx pipe is already sufficiently heated to be intro-

duced into the condensation chamber directly.

Tests were also made with a U-tube loosely filled with wet sponges and
with a drying tube one meter long containing phosphorus pentoxide. In

neither case was a definite effect on the coronas ascertained.

Freedom from leakage was finally tested by filtering the air. The coronas

on sudden exhaustion showed a gradual decrease to complete evanescence.

5. Diffusion from a single surface.—The case is nattirally less favorable if

the upper wet surface (double cotton cloth) is omitted. The computation may
be made from an expansion of Kramp's integral, so that

^Smithsonian Contributions, No. 1373, 1902.
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where p is the vapor pressure relative to saturation at a distance x above the

surface of the Hqttid at the time t for the diffusion coefficient k. = 23. The data

computed suffice to locate the curves which are sufficiently given in figure 3 for

X = ^ cm. the middle plane, and :r = 10 cm. the top plane of the trough. When
the initial saturation is 1/3 or 2/3, the coefficient 2/;r is to be modified as stated

above. Figure 3 shows the coitesponding results.

If it were not for convection, therefore, such an apparatus would be un-

suitable, for even after waiting 5 minutes, the air at the top, «; = 10 cm., for an

initial saturatioti of 2/3 is btit .8 saturated from diffusion alone.

One might therefore expect to obtain distorted coronas campanulate in

outline, small below and large above, whenever condensation is produced

within a few minutes after closing the inlet. Yet such is never the case if less

than a minute is allowed after inflttx ceases. Granting that 2 to 4 minutes are

needed on the average for a particle to pass through the trough, as stated above,

if exhaustion is made immediately after closing, the top layer is but 2/3 saturated.

Under these conditions there is in fact an unusually large green centered faint

corona with a horizontal band of crimson color nmning through it. Half a

minute later, however, the figure is quite regular again, showing that the con-

vection of light vapor must be very active. After 2 minutes subsequent to the

closing of the influx pipe, the air may be regarded sattirated except in the

coldest weather.

6. Absorption and decay of nuclei.—The losses in the influx pipe are

difficult to determine because of the variation of atmospheric nucleation. The

obsei-ver is left in doubt whether a given difference is due to absorption in the

pipe or to causes without. The experiments incidentally made throughout the

long experience of Chapter IX showed no serious discrepancy.

The possibility of loss of nuclei on contact of dry air with the saturated gas

in the condensation chamber is an independent question. It is also to be borne

in mind that nuclei may possibly be produced by the sudden contact within the

chamber. No evidence is forthcoming.

If the nt:clei after being introduced into the receiver are soltitions, some

estimate of their persistence may be formed from my experiments on solutional

nuclei, by treating the loss as if it occurred at the boundary of the vessel only.

If the nucleation falls oft" from w„ to n in the time t, and k is the absorption

coefficient,

where r and / denote the radius and length of the cylinder in wliich absorption

takes place. In case of comminuted pure water, fe = 5 to 10 cm./min., and the

nuclei should quite vanish in a few minutes.

I min.
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If the nticlei are derived from very dilute solutions, like river water, an

average value k = .i may be taken, whence if

= I min.
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TABLE 2.—PRECIPITATIONS AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURE
DIFFERENCES, y = {p-p')/{p-p'-6p); p = 76.

Sp = 8.5 cm.
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As this is not a perfect differential I assumed the relation (jf v and 9

to be approximately that of air, v''~'B = const., supposing that I could subse-

quently correct for the precipitated water by successive approximation. In

this way one obtains at the beginning and the end of the exhaustion for any

two temperatures S and S' (using accents throughout for the latter case), after

integrating, x'/x = {B'/r'){r/3—lg{3'/B)), where {x~x')/x is the mass ratio of

precipitated liqtiid to the original vapor. In my work thus far ' the results

computed in this way and for 6p = ly cm. were at 10°, 20°, 30°, w X 10* =

.59, 1. 13, 1.85 grams, respectively, where the corrections for precipitated moist-

ure have been applied and dp is an isothermal value. If 6p, the observed

pressure reduction, were treated adiabatically the corresponding values of

m X loi would be .42, .76, 1.28.

The restilts for m so obtained will have to be rejected as they are much
too small (probably because the pressure coefficients were overlooked) when
compared with the more direct approximation of Wilson and Thomson. The

value of in is here found as an intersection by making the m values compatible

with the vapor density curve for water. These data have already been com-

puted for the pressure difference Sp^ij above, table 2, and will be used in

Chapter IX.

g. Relation of nucleation to aperture of corona.—A stunmary of the method

of deducing the nucleation (number of nuclei per cubic centimeter) from the

observed coronal aperture for an observed pressure difference {6p=i'j cm.),

in the given apparatus, has already been fully explained in Chapter VII, § 26,

and needs but Httle further reference here.

Measurements of the aperture 5 would naturally be made as far as the

inside of the red ring or the circumference of the eventually white disc ; but in

such a case they bring out very strong periodicity in the first place, and are

soon subject to large errors due to the increasingly vague and washed outline

of the disc. Hence measiirement is more appropriately made to the dark blue

ring which limits the green coronas or to the dark interior of the green ring in

the crimson coronas. These lines are not only sharper bvit they reduce the

periodicit}'. It is understood that with air nuclei and 6p = 17, the green corona

is seldom exceeded. Otherwise it would be necessary to increase the tmiform

pressure difference, against which there is no objection other than the increased

practical inconvenience, provided the pressure difference for which saturated

air condenses spontaneously (above dp = 22 cm. in the above apparatvis) is not

exceeded.

10. Absence of electrification in cases of sudden condensation and of sudden

evaporation.—It has long been known as the result of most painstaking observa-

tions, that neither in cases of ordinary evaporation nor of condensation is there

an accompaniment of electrification. On the other hand, when a mass of

water is suddenly shattered, as in jets, the electrification is marked, while it is

^Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, No. 1373.
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not obvious that the vnideiiying catise is friction. The electrification soon
vanishes, however, whereas the nucleatic n persists. The question thus arises,

therefore, whether in ordinary slow evaporation the absence of an electrical

effect ma}' not be due to the possibility of charges vanishing too quickly to be
noticeable. It seemed worth while, therefore, to examine the case for the

sudden condensation and the rapid evaporation of fog particles.

To test this question a graduated electroscope was introdiiced into the

condensation chamber. To insulate it in the satu-

rated atmosphere, the stem was enclosed in a hard

rubber tube, as in figure 5, open below and only in

contact with the stem at the top by a sealing-wax

joint. The ttibe was thoroughly dried before in-

sertion into the condensation chamber, and the

instrument showed satisfactory insulation for a

half-hour or more, after which it was removed for

desiccation prior to new experiments.

Condensation was produced by exhaustion as

usual, and the nuclei used were obtained from air

as well as from phosphorus. The method of pro-

cedure consisted in observing the normal leakage

of the charged electroscope by observations made
every half-minute. Nuclei were then introduced

and the experiment repeated with the alternate

sudden production and sudden dissipation of fogs

between each observation.

The two curves of leakage were not distingriish-

able, even when the iogs were of the densely opaque character due to phosphorus,

and the error of the method was abovit 5 per cent., with somewhat larger un-

certainty for the case of fog evajDoration.

Pressure differences, however, were kept below the limit (much above

Sp = 22 cm. in the given apparatus) at which saturated air spontaneously con-

denses without nuclei. This phase of the question, which in fact is rather the

more interesting one, is thus left at issue. If, for instance, dust-free air is always

slightly ionized and thus contains unstable systems, the increase of ionization by
sudden exhaustion in virtue of the imstable molecules referred to is by no means
excluded. The question has been touched above.

II. Conclusion.—In the above paragraphs I have endeavored to present

the complications to which the method of coronal registry of atmospheric

nucleation is incident, complications which were not anticipated and for which

I was altogether unprepared. In the course of my work I made several un-

fortunate blunders in endeavoring to reduce the data to absolute values, but

apart from these the greater number of discrepancies (as, for instance, the

periodic distribution of nttcleation in terms of aperture) could not have been

foreseen at the oiitset.

Figure 5.

—

Appar.\tus to Detect
Ionization Produced by Sudden
Condensation.
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With regard to atmospheric nucleation, it seems to me, in addition to the

remarks made in § i , that the variety and importance of the phenomena which

are now attributed to the invasion of solar and cosmical dust into the atmos-

phere, such as certain variations of atmospheric pressure, of atmospheric elec-

tricity, of terrestrial magnetism, of auroral display, etc., induce one to wonder

whv continuous and systematic records of atmospheric nucleation, other than

the series obtained at Ben Nevis during the period when Aitken's observations

gave to the subject widespread interest, have not long since been included

among the records of observatories. Sureh^ in discharging its remarkable and

varied cosmical functions, this dust from afar, if at all persistent, must some

day be detected undisguised.



CHAPTER IX.

THE NUCLEATION OF THE ATMOSPHERE OF THE CITY OF PROVIDENCE.

INTRODUCTION.

1. Prcliniinary.—In May, 1902, Mr. Harvey Davis, at my request, put
up an apparattis in the laboratory of Brown University for counting the number
of nuclei in the atmosphere, by measuring the coronas producible with such air

under appropriate conditions. The apparatus gave promise at once; but Mr.

Davis was unexpectedly called away before the observations became fruitful,

and the project was temporarily abandoned. Believing that an instantaneous

method of at least estimating the degree of atmospheric nucleation is a de-

sideratum, and must throw light eventually on the origin and character of the

nuclei in the atmosphere, I have tmdertaken the furtherance of the work my-
self, and the results obtained since October, 1902, after the indications of the

apparatus had become warrantable, are given in the present chapter. I may
add that Mr. Davis and Mr. R. Pierce, Jr., had been at work for some time on
the measurement of the daily variation of the solar constant (a project then

set on foot by the U. S. Weather Bureau), and that I had hoped from the co-

ordination of the two classes of data to reach conclusions of interest.

The chapter, therefore, contains nearly two years of continuous record of

the nucleation of Providence, R. I. The observations were made in the park

of Brown University, which is surrounded, however, on all sides by the city.

The density of population lies to the west and so^ithwest. A station entirely

away from the habitations of man would naturally have been preferable, but

this desideratum was at the outset out of the question.

2. Apparahis.—The apparatus and method by which the present results

were obtained are fully given in the chapters above, particularly in Chapter VIII,

and need not therefore be further considered here. In figure i, however, I have

shown a simplified train of apparatus used in some of my early work (October 2

,

1902, to March 15, 1903). Here J is the influx tube, Z> the water-bath at room

temperature, t the thermometer, A the condensation chamber (the water w is

made to wet the sides by rotating A before expansion) , R the vacuum chamber,

G the gauge, 5 the pipe to the suction pump. Stopcocks h and c control the

exhaustion, together with a.

3. Classification of results.—The results themselves may be embraced in

two groups. The first group of observations, from October 2, 1902, to March
139
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15, 1903, wei-e originally made with reference to an arbitrary' scale of nucleation.

There are many reasons why it wotild be difficult to reduce them accurately to

the uniform scale of the present chapter. Among these, frequent changes of

ajiparatus, measurement of aperti:re to the red ring, and the absence of a variety

of details of record discouraged such an attempt. The reduction, therefore, is

approximate; but the values of nucleation are roughly absolute and quite

=<p=^

\
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Figure i.-—Diaoram Showing General Disposition of Apparatus.

satisfactory as relations, and they thus meet most of the demands made ttpon

them. In view of their preliminary character they will be given in charts

only. In these cases the condensation chamber was a large aspirator flask

(fig. i), placed horizontally so that the measurement of aperture was made
parallel to the axis of the cylinder.

The second group of observations (by far the larger nttniber) from March

15, 1903, to October 31, 1904, were obtained with apparatus perfected as ex-

plained above. These will therefore be given both graphically and in tables.

The latter will contain a variety of relevant data.

FIRST GROUP OF OBSERVATIONS.

4. Early observations.—The charts Nos. 1-12, comprehending the first

group of results, follow. The nucleations, n, are laid off vertically, and in

charts 1-8 they are given in full (n nuclei per cubic centimeter). In the re-

maining charts (Nos. 9, ct seq.) the number of nuclei are given in thousands

{n X 10"') for brevity. The temperature and winds (for 8 a.m.), taken from the

weather maps of Block Island and Nantucket, will often be entered, but as

the work progressed superfluous data were gradually dropped. In some of the

charts the changes of temperature, St, and of barometric j^ressure, 6p, are also

given, with the occurrence of clear weather, 0, cloudy, # and partly cloudy

(J weather, sunshine S, rain R, snow Sn, cold wave c.w. or — S, etc. Refer-

ences to Fahrenheit and to centigrade are indicated.

The nticleation (chart i) begins low on the 2d of October, 1902, with the

rain, but thereafter increases nearly fourfold with the bright weather of the

succeeding days. Note the prevailing winds from the north ( )n the 5th and 6th,

clouds and rain usher in a second minimum. On the fair days succeeding the
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nucleation is not as high as before until the loth, when a sudden enormous in-

crease occurs, cotemporaneously with fall of temperature. The high maxi-

mum is succeeded by an equally low minimum, brought on by the rainy weather

of October 11 and 12. The nucleation then rises during the succeeding fair

days, to fall to a fourth minimum during the rain of October 14. No doubt

wm.

2im,

Charts 1-48.

—

Daily Observations of the Atmospheric Nucleation of Providence. Number

OP Nuclei (») per Cubic Centimeter, Laid off Vertically. In Charts 1-8, n is given in Full

In Charts 9-48, n is given in Thousands per Cubic Centimeter. Charts 1-12, are Reduced from

an Older Arbitrary Scale. Local Winds, Rain (R), Temperature, etc., are Given in the Charts,

Arrows Showing the Direction in which the Winds Blow. Clear , Partly Cloudy a ,
and Cloudy •

Weather, etc., are Indicated with the Usual Signs.

some variation is due to the variation of the temperature of the apparatus, for

which no coirectioni .^^^s made, biit the rain and fair weather effects as a

whole are unmistakable. The maxima on the 4th and loth correspond to anti-

cyclonal conditions.

The apparatus was now modified in a way which need not here be instanced.

What is noteworthy in the next data (chart 2) is the occurrence of sharp minima

on October 16, 17, 21, 23, cotemporaneous with the passage of dense cloud

masses over the sky. In three of these cases the curve rises as soon as the

sky clears; on October 17 it does not do so, but the curve runs into the over-

cast condition of October 18. The pronounced minimum on October 19 during

clear weather shows that sunshine can not be a reason for an abundance of

nuclei. Similarly there is high nucleation on October 24 and 27, simultaneously

with an overcast sky. A number of night observations on October 18 give no

evidence of unexpected behavior.

On October 27 the apparatus was again modified, by substituting a long

cylinder for the aspirator flask thus far used as a condensation chamber. The

data (chart 3) begin with high nucleation for an overcast sk>' and fall off to

the rain storm on October 28. The high nucleations are very fluctuating,

1 Correction for temperature was applied at a later date, but thereafter again abandoned

as untrustworthy.
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which would be even more apparent if night observations had been made. The

cause is obviously convection, and the diagram necessarily presents marked

similarity to a wind curve.

The feature of the data from November i-io (charts 3 and 4) is the ten-

/U-feK il n « ii ?5

Charts 3 AMD 4.

dency to notched minima at mid-day or in the early afternoon. The maximum

on the nth coincides with a slight drop in temperature, but beyond this the

temperature is so nearly constant until November 24 that reasons for the vari-

ations of the figure are not forthcoming. The remarkable rise on the 21st may

«5M.

aijtsu a

be noticed. On November 14 and 23 there are mid-day minima, but others are

not apparent. During the remainder of November (chart 5), rain minima

occur on November 25, 26, and at the end of November 29. The maximum on
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November 29 is clearly associated with the drop in temperature, and there is

here one mid-day minimum but no others.

Throughovit December cold waves associated with northwesterly winds

arc productive of maxima. After the rain of December i the nucleation rapidly

rises, accompanying a second drop in temperature. The maximum is moder-

ately sustained until the 3d, where there is fall into the rain minimum, partial

recuperation thereafter, and then another drop into the rain of the 5th.

This rain soon changes into snow and from here the nucleation (chart 6) of

the cold wave begins, lasting from the 6th to the thaw on December 11. One

IfO
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coUeagtie, Prof. Winslow Upton) with the data for nucleation given in the

above charts. A hniited degree of similarity was in this way made out for

cold weather, both in the general march of temperature throughout Linger

intervals and in its detailed variations. Thus the mid-day minima are obvi-

ously counterparts of corresponding temperature maxima. There were, how-

ever, man}^ otttstanding discrepancies, and it seemed probable that much of

this would be referable to local differences, as the observatory is differently

situated and at a distance from the laboratory. Beginning with December 28.

I have, therefore, been making daily temperature observations simultaneously

with the coronal observations, using a long mercury thermometer placed be-

Jp'rS^ l&Ikt, Zi IS U \Z7 29 M 30 31 4^ e_^ iffi^

mjkc. n

side the influx pipe. The temperatures are given on the tops of charts 7 and

8, and positive temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit are laid off downwards to

instire an easier recognition of coincidences, remembering that nucleation

maxima and temperature minima correspond.

In the fragmentary temperattu-e observations before December 28 (chart

7) some relation is seen; thus the maximum between December 23 and 25 has

a temperatiu-e equivalent, the broad minimum on December 22 and the mid-

day minimum on December 24 correspond, etc. Turning to the cases under

detailed observation, the mid-day minimum on December 28, the fall on Decem-

ber 29, and, to a smaller extent, the data on December 30 and 31 (in the latter

case other factors are active) agree. The marked minimum on both cases of

January i and, to some extent, January 2 are especially striking.

In chart 8 the tjeneral maxima marked "c.w. " mav be noted, and the
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details are similar. One may point out the marked fall on January 1 1 and the

day minimum on January 14. On this curve there is, however, one good

10 ii m

Chart S.

example of the opposition so frequently to be observed in the summer time,

for on January 13 a pronotmced minimum of the temperatvire curve occurs

simultaneously with a maximum of nucleation. iVgain, the marked fall of

°1?J^Z~to If H 23 34 25 26 ti 28 29 30 Ti AfJ^ Z

Chart q.

temperature on January 17-19, both as a whole and in its details, is unaccom-

panied by a corresponding nuclear effect, and this is true thi-oughout the
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remainder of January. Leaving the high rain minimum on January 21 (chart

9), the cold wave from January 23-26 produces but a small effect, while the
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high nucleation on January 2 7 is not foreshadowed by the corresponding march
of temperature.

5. Plate glass apparatus.—Apparatus with plate glass windows was first
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installed on January 29 and thereafter used permanently. The beginning of

February (charts 9 and 10), with its frequent dark fogs and relatively warm
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weather, shows lowered winter nucleation. The data are ntimerous because

many subsidiary experiments were made, but httle of new import suggested.

The method of measuring coronas to the outside of the first red ring was
adopted on February i6.

The cold wave beginning on February i8 (chart ii) shows moderately

high nucleation until it breaks with the thaw on February 21. Thereafter

gradual but fluctuating fall of the temperattire and nucleation ciu'ves appears

from February 22 to the intense rain on Febniary 28. During much of the

time the ground was covered with snow. Mid-day minima are of common
occurrence.

March 1-15 (chart 12), with its relatively high temperatures, has nearly

wiped out the characteristic winter nucleation. The daily nucleation is not

very variable and the rain minima are ctu-iously high. The temperature effect

is quite vague, there being as much opposition as correspondence. This sudden

drop of the winter nucleation in March, ipoj, is particularly noteworthy and it

will not be repeated in 1904. The Sunday nucleations in March are not ex-

ceptionally low until the 15th, when an abnormally small value for a clear day
appears. As there is a general cessation of work in factories on this day, the

corresponding nucleations are to be carefully scrutinized throughout the period

of warm weather following. During cold weather there is no reduced nuclea-

tion on Sunday.

SECOND GROUP OF OBSERVATIONS.

6. Arrangement of tables and graphs.—On the 12th of March the same
apparatus was installed in a new position, and on March 1 5 the results referred

to above, § 3, as the "second gruop," begin. The scale is uniform throughout,

though somewhat enlarged, and the plan is the same as above. Local winds and

temperatm-es only are entered.

The data are also given in tables, as it is believed that the method is now
sufficiently definite to make these available for other purposes than the im-

mediate ones of the present chapter. The tables contain the date and hotir,

the state of the weather, the temperature of the atmosphere where the nuclea-

tion is observed in degrees Fahrenheit, and of the air within the apparatiis in

degrees centigi-ade; furthermore, the aperture, s, of the coronas when the

goniometer radius is 19.5 cm. and the distance of the goniometer and source of

light 85 cm. and 250 cm., respectively, from the condensation chamber. Thus
the angidar diameter is 9^= 2 sin"' (5/39). The remaining columns contain the

coronas with the colors recorded from within outward, abbreviated as stated,

and the absolute nucleation, n, or number of nuclei per cubic centimeter of air.

Certain obvious remarks will be added.

The correction for the temperature of the condensation chamber (pur-

posely kept as nearly constant as possible) was not applied. This wotdd have

enormously increased the labor of reduction, without materially changing the
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distribution of the nucleation observed. It is to be remembered, moreover,

that the ti-ue law of reduction is periodic, and unless the periodicity is fully

worked out for the small coronas, the temperattu-e coiTcction has little meaning.

It is because of this complexity that the tables are very specific as to the color

type of the coronas, their size, the temperatiu'c of the fog particles, etc. In

any special case, therefore, the rigorous reduction (if of interest) may be at-

tempted, but at present there is no call for it.

As to the accuracy of the results so far as the readings arc concerned, an

eiTor of 2000 to 3000 nuclei per cubic centimeter is unnecessary in the ex-

treme case of large coronas; whereas the whole range of variation is about

from 2000 to above 100,000. For the small coronas the reading is correspond-

ingly sharp, and the same is true if a larger goniometer is used.

Table i.—Continuous record of atmospheric nucleation from March 15,

1903, to November i, 1904. The time (/) is given in hours and tenths of an

hour, the temperatm-e of the fog chamber in degrees centigrade, the local at-

mospheric temperattire (approximate) in degrees Fahrenheit. The aperture

of the coronas is s, where the angular apertui^e is (^=2 sin 5/39, as the arms of

the goniometer are 19.5 cm. long. The last column but one shows the number

of nuclei, w, per cubic centimeter of air, using the table in Chapter VII, § 26,

for the reduction from s to n. Temperature coiTcctions were not applied.

The pressure difference was uniformly 6p = i'] cm. of mercury. The distances

of the eye and the sotirce of light were 85 cm. and 250 cm. (i 13) , on opposite

sides of the condensation chamber. The weather abbreviations are f fair, f
partly fair, c' partly cloudy, c cloudy, R' slight rain, R rain, Sn snow, S sun,

etc. The coronal color abbreviations are c (crimson) deep red, r orange red,

br brown, o orange, y yellow, g green, b blue, v violet, p ptuple, etc. A ver-

tical line denotes an indeterminate color, as w r
| g ; an accent an approach to

the color, as r' reddish; a capital, a deep dark color, as B deep blue, etc. Mixed

colors are written together, as bg, blue-green, or, orange-red. Subsidence

measurements when entered (November, 1903) are usually abbreviated a/h,

meaning that a seconds are required for a fall of the fog line of h centimeters.

Sometimes the abbreviation is h/a, as will be stated (April, 1904).
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7. Successive monthly data.—The temperature efEect during the remainder

of March (charts 13, 14) is rather in opposition to the above inferences for

winter. Thus the maximum on March 19-21 corresponds to a hot wave while

the other cases are vague. In other words, there is quite apt to be a rise of

nucleation wath rise of temperature. The reason for this is frequently to be

ascribed to the rain minimum which in winter corresponds to warmer and in

spring and summer to colder weather. The Sunday nucleation during clear

weather is low on March 15 and high on March 29. The maxima occur for
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25

cloudy (March 17), partially cloudy (March 19-21), and for clear (March 26-29)

weather. On March 29-31 the wind and weather change is a complete reversal,

and yet the maximum is sustained. Cloud effects appear on March 19, 25, 27,

but on the 18th clear weather is inefEective.

8. Throughout the whole of April (charts 14, 15, 16) the nucleation is

moderate. The maximum on April 5-7 clearly corresponds to cold weather.

The falling off to the minima on April 14-16 is due to the rain-storm, and the

subsequent maximum (April 17-19) has no temperature equivalent. The

minima on April 26-27 are cloud effects, the air having been purified elsewhere.

Remarkably high rain nucleations occur on April 3-5. Night observations on

April 18 show no exceptional values. The cusps on April i, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,

13 18 are peculiar results.

9. May (charts 16, 17, 18) opens with clear weather but with relatively

low nucleation, due probably to the western blizzard. On May 7 and 8 change
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of wind and weather is without effect on the nucleation. On the 20th there

is a cloud effect. No specific result marks the hail-storm of May 19. On May

17 and 31 there are low Sunday nucleations for clear weather, but the other

Sunday nucleations are high.
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10. In the beginning of June (charts 18, 19, 20) hazy weather and rela-

tively high nucleation are due, no doubt, to the New England forest fires, in

Maine and elsewhere, which occurred during a period of drought. Intensely

yellow fogs, red moons, and greenish suns were observed. The nucleation,

however, is by no means remarkably high, not more than twice the normal

summer values and scarcely one-fifth of the large winter values—in spite of the

excessive fogs. The copious rains which followed the period of droughts grad-

ually reduced the atmospheric nucleation to very small values (June 7-16).

The sharp maxima on June 17, 22, 23, are probably due to local fires.

11. In the end of June and beginning of July (charts 20, 21, 22) the

nucleation is remarkably high and sustained, changes of wind and weather (June

30, July i), and even of high temperatvire (July 3), notwithstanding. Marked rises

of temperature and of nucleation concur. Sunday minima with clear weather

occur on July 5 only, July 26 being partly cloudy. The effect of gunpowder

smoke on July 3 and 4 seems to be quite absent. Rain on July 7, 22, 30 (the

latter is even followed by a maximum) scarcely reduces the nucleation, but low

values follow the rain-storms on July 18 and 21. The thunder-storms on July

10 and 15 without rain seem actually to be compatible with a rise of nucleation.

Incidental night observations on July 23, 26, and August i and 2 show no
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determinable peculiarity. Thro-ughout the month the temperatiire effect is

vague or in opposition to the winter effect.
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12. Atigust (charts 22, 23, 24) at first shows low nucleation due to fre-

quent rains. The rest of the month is somewhat uncertain in consequence of

building operations on the college green. Thus the maxima on the 24th and

25th are due to fires on the campus. Low Sunday nucleations occur on August

2 and 23, the latter being phenomenal. Rapid increase after rain is frequently

noticeable, as on August 10, 21, 27, and similar effects may be found in the

earlier months.

,

13. September (charts 24, 25, 26), in spite of high temperature, clearly

ushers in the high winter nucleations, just as March had removed them. The

suddenness in both cases is surprising: one naturally asks whether there is here

a return to the locality of the nuclei-producing civil activity which had left it

in March. But the data of 1904 do not bear this out. The high maxima on

September i, 9, 12, 15, 19, 22, 25, 30 are all striking. The Sunday minima on

the clear days of September 6 and 13 are not low. The gale on September 17

and the thunder-storms on September 5 and 27 are followed by high nucleation,

particularly in the latter case, but the assertion that nuclei are produced in this

way would be unwarranted.

14. October (charts 27, 28, 29) sustains the high nucleation of September.

Sunday minima (October 4, et seq.) quite vanish, but the winter temperature effect

is not yet resumed. The rain effect on October 5, 12, 17 is obscure, and in the

latter case even the rain-storm is ineffective. Rise of nucleation on October 19
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is broken by a cloud effect. The occtirrence of marked sun-spot disturbances,

as announced during the month, may be noted. After October 23 the winter

1903

10 it

Charts 27, 28, 29.

temperature effect is again reinstated, both for the general march through the

weeks and for many daily variations.
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15. In November (charts 29, 30, 31) the cold wave on the 7th has no

counterpart in the nucleation, which is throughout nearly uniformly high. A
ctu-ious result is the unexplained minimum on the nth for clear weather, much

below the rain effect. After November 22 the sweep toward cold weather on

November 27 shows itself in the nucleation. The cold snow on November 29

has but slight, if any, denucleating tendency.

16. So in December (charts 31, 32, ^^) the precipitation on the 2d and 3d

scarcely reduces the nucleation, and this remains high except during the rains

of December 9 and 13. The clear weather minimum on the 8th is noteworthy.

From December 10 to the rain-storm of December 21, the temperature effect is

very sharply marked, as appears particularly in charted data. The same is

true for the remainder of the month. On December 26, 27, 28, precipitation of

snow below the freezing-point actually raises the nucleation.

17. Successive monthly data for 1904.—With the beginning of the new

year, 1904, and very cold weather (charts 7,;^, 34, 35), there is striking parallel-

ism between the temperature curve and the excessively high nucleation, as far

as the minimum introduced bv the thaw and wet snow on the 9th. The con-
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trast between the negligible dr}' snow effect on January 2 and the wet snow

minimxim on January 9 is to be noted. The maximtuTi reaches its height (the

diffractions actually surpassing the large green-blue-purple corona) during the

cold blizzard and snow drift of January 3 . As the coronal method breaks down
for nucleations exceeding the case for the g-b-p corona, the higher nucleations

are merely suggested in value on the charts. There is a fog effect on January

7. Moreover, the maximum is well sustained while the winds shift from north-

erly to southerly on January 6.

£Jan, 7 iz
—

n n—

^

Charts 33, 34-

After the rains on January 13 and 16 a second march of nucleation into

extremely high maxima (January 1 8-2 1 ) coincides with the sweep of very cold

weather, ultimately to be broken by the wet snow on January 2 1 . During the

remainder of the month there are some suggestive data on the nucleation ac-

companying a strong fog, though but few of the active nuclei are probably

entrapped in the latter. Cold snow effects on January 26 and 29 may be noticed.

18. February (charts 35, 36, 37) begins with a sweep of cold weather and

high nucleation, terminating in the thaw and fog of the 7 th. The next cycle

extends to the snow on the 14th, a low minimum, remarkable as being below

freezing. The temperature effect from February 1 2-14 is obscure. High nuclea-

tion again prevails until the rain and thaw on February 2 2 . The large number

of observations entered are due to a number of subsidiary experiments made
during this interval. There is cold snow on February 15 and 19. Even the

dense snow-storm on February 24 only partially removes the nucleation, as this

falls off gradually into the minimum following the rain of February 29.
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19. The high nucleation of March, 1904 (charts 37, 38, 39), is in distinct

contrast to the relatively low nucleation of March, 1903. This is true in like

measure for April, May, and even June. In 1904, the winter nucleations are in

all cases very gradually replaced by the low summer nucleations. The sweep
of temperature from March 1-15 is in very full accord with the changes of

nucleation. Remarkably high rain minima occur on March 3, 7, 18, 22, and
the same is true of the snow minima on March 11, 15, 18, and of the Sunday
minima on March 6, 13, 20, 27. On the 14th there is a cloud effect. Toward the

end of the month temperature correspondence ceases and the nucleation remains
high, in spite of weather much above freezing.

h Mail K SO Ti n « w
ClIART.S 40, 41, 42, 43.

20. The first period of nucleation, beginning with the rain of April i

(charts 39, 40, 41) and terminating in the rain of April 7, partakes of the rela-

tively high character for the season already instanced. It is possibly referable

to the corresponding sweep of temperature which approaches freezing on April

4, supposing that the nucleation due to fall of temperature outlasts the latter.

The period from April 10-18 is less pronounced, but high nucleation corresponds

to the moist snows on April 14 and 16. The night observations betray nothing

unusual. The final cycle of the month from April 19 to the very low minimum
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on April 27 and 28 is again high in nucleation and here there is a reversal of

the winter temperature effect, both in the high maximum of April 21 (which

comes too late) and the minimum of April 27 (which is also too late). In rela-

tion to temperature, both regions have been shifted to the right. The rise of

nucleation during the rain of the 29th may be pointed out. There are many
results during the month which seem to imply a change of nucleation with the

direction of the wind.

Charts 44, 45, 46, 47, 48.

21. May (charts 42, 43, 44) also begins with a period of high nucleations,

reaching from May 2 to the rain of Ma}- 9. The temperature effect is usually

reversed or obscure. The contrast with the low nucleation of the preceding

year is marked. Rain minima as a whole are low. Strong nucleations (as was

the case in April) mark the close of the month.

22. June (charts 44, 45, 46) at last introduces the characteristic summer

nucleation, during the first half of the month. The temperature effect is re-

versed. Sunday nucleations are low on June 5, 12, but not on June 19, which

shows phenomenally high values. Abrupt high maxima occur on June 14 and

16. On the 17th there is change of nucleation with the direction of the wind.

One may note the sharp reduction of nucleation due to the thtmder-storm of

June 26. After June 20 the values are as a whole seasonable.
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23. Observations during the first half of July (charts 46, 47) were sus-

pended. High rain values occtu- on July 16, 18, 27, 30. Thus the rain on

Jul\- 27 has but partially wiped out the maximum. On the other hand, the

rain niinima on July 23, 24, like those of August 4, are excessively low, being

among the lowest nucleations observed (1000-2000 per cub. cm.). Sunday nu-

cleations are not remarkable.

24. The nucleations of August (charts 47, 48) are low at the outset, pre-

ceding the abrupt maximum of August 9. The temperature effect is vague.

During the middle of the month observations were suspended. The maximum
on August 31 suggests the approach of the winter nucleations.

25. September nucleations (chart 48) present no new features and but

few are charted. The observations were suspended from September 13-27,

during mv absence in St. Louis.

GENRR.\L INFERENCES.

26. Efficiency of apparatus.—The experiments as a whole are in the first

place to be regarded as a severe test, an:iountmg almost to a strain of the method

emploved. Since both maxima and minima are registered with equal facility

at exceedingly low as well as at high atmospheric temperatures, the temperature

error of the method is not menacing. Rain minima, snow minima, and other

cxccedinglv low nucleations have all been recognized. The high maxima re-

([iiire a long apparatus, since the diameters of the corona occup}' nearly half

a meter at the condensation chaml)er ; but the maximum of atmospheric nuclea-

tion does not, except in very rare cases, exhaust the limit of measurable

coronas. Nevertheless a higher pressure difference would make it possible to

confine the measurements to normal coronas exclusively—a desideratum, inas-

much as Chapters VII. and VIII. have shown that after the g-b-p corona is

reached, the data lying in the region of the cusp are estimates. Higher pressure

differences are somewhat less convenient, and in regions remote from cities it

is improbable that the normal coronas will ever be exceeded. Care must be

taken to have the influx ]oipe far enough from the walls to guard against ex-

halations from the building in smnmer. If this pipe is sufficiently long and

thin (influx current rapid), the air arrives in the condensation chamber almost

at room temperatiu-e and without appreciable loss of nuclei during the passage.

27. Variations of nuclcation.—Mere inspection of the charts shows the

extreme variability of atmospheric nucleation, though quiescent periods are

also met with. A part of this must be a local effect, even if the changes cor-

respond to the weather. Work in cities where there is so much chance for the

pollution of the atmosphere is to some extent unsatisfactory, but the method

could hardly have been developed in the country. It is probable that even the

small variations of the chart (if they exceed 2000 nuclei per cub. cm.) are real.

If the nuclei were colored, the atmosphere would look like mottled soap with
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the clear regions usually but by no means always accompanying rain or lying

under clouds.

28. Wind effect.—Changes of wind velocity were not observed. The

nucleation consistently follows certain changes in the directions of the winds,

as will appear from a detailed examination of the charts as a whole. The

following table, which is a summary of this kind, shows the distribution of

maxima above n = 60000 with the wind direction.

TABLE II.

Wind Directio.xs for M.\xim.\ Exceeding « = 60000.

Time.
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One may note that the tendency of rain to change the normal air potential

from positive to negative values would thus be accompanied by relative ab-

sence of nuclei. In other words minimum nucleation exists here cotempo-

raneously with maximum negative ionization.

30. Snow effect.—Wet snow usually acts similarly to rain, but less power-

fully. The effect is particularl}' noticeable during a thaw. There are cases,

however, in which the nucleation is high with a fresh fall of wet snow. Dry
snow may even increase the nucleation.

The present experiments, moreover, sljow that ordinary terrestrial dust,

properly so-called, has no bearing on the nucleation; for this is frequently a

maximum immediately after a rain, when the earth is blanketed with water,

or after the earth has been covered with snow or with sleet to the exclusion of

all dissemination of dust as such.

31. Cloud effect.—Another interesting feature are the cloud minima as

seen on October 15, 17, 21, 23, 1902; March 19, 25, 27, April i. May 20, August

27, September 27, October 18, 19, 26, December 15, 1903, etc. These observa-

tions are incidental, and a larger number would have been fotmd if systemati-

cally sought for. Usually a higher nucleation is again established after the

cloud train has passed the sky, the phenomenon beginning and ending in periods

of clear weather. At other times, however, the minimum remains, as on

October 17, when manv observations were made with this end in view. The

explanation of this residt is at hand: the air has mov^ed Ixidily with the cloud,

the whole constituting a region of deficient niicleation. The nuclei may have

been ]:)recipitated by rain elsewhere and the cloud may even have vanished

from the region.

32. Solar nucleating effect absent.—Since the nuclei cannot re-enter a re-

gion by diifusion as quickly as is tisualh' observed, one may be tempted to

infer that solar radiation is the cause by which the nucleation of a deficient

region is re-established. There is no evidence of this in the chart and much
against it. Thus remarkably low minima are frequently maintained through-

out the day in full sunlight. The minimum may be part of a cloud region with

which the day closed, but sunlight is powerless to replenish it. Similar refer-

ences mav be made to the notched midday minima which so often occur. By
contrast high nucleation develops in s])ite of an overcast skv'. Finally night

observations show neither increase nor decrease of nucleation, but are usually

normal in character. Hence there is no evidence, so far as these observations

go, that ultra-violet light or other solar radiation has any potency in producing

the nucleations here immediately in question, and cloud effects have therefore

been explained as ptu-eh' convecti\'e. Indeed, compatibly with the final sum-

mary (JJ37) of mean monthly nucleations, the sun must be regarded rather

in the light of a denucleating agency.

33. Temperature effect.—An important general result is the frequent oc-

currence of maxima of nucleation, cotemporaneously with the sudden fall of

atmospheric temperattu-e in cold weather. So far as the drop of temperature
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is concerned, one would have the conditions for the formation and growth of

water nuclei, remembering that persistent nuclei may be made in an atmos-

phere not too far from saturation, from solutions, or in the presence of a solute.

Without actual accession to their numbers, however, there could be no in-

crement of nuclei in the condensation chamber at about 20° centigrade. In

other words, an actual rise and fall of the number of nuclei per cubic centimeter

must occur in the atmosphere at the place of observation.

This temperature or cold-weather effect is very striking in winter where

both the daily and the periodic effects frequently coincide. In warm weather

the temperature effect is vague or may be even quite reversed. In relation to

this one may note that rains in winter ustially correspond to rising temperatures,

but in summer to falling temperatures. This would accentuate the winter

effect, which is otherwise quite independent of rain, but would o1)scure or even

reverse the summer effect, if it exists.

If a polar air current or a current from the upper atmosphere is associated

with the cold waves in question, a part of the region where there is continual

production of nuclei may be bodily transjiorted to the iilace of observation.

34. Local effect. —The prevailing westerly winds sweeping over a part of

the city of Providence carry the products of combtistion and other local im-

purities along with them. A large ])art oi the nucleation at the place of ob-

servation nuist therefore be of artificial origin. The local effect should be

greater as the wind velocit}' is smaller and as the tempcrattn-c is lower. In this

way the winter tem]K*rature effect is in a manner ex])lained, seeing that fue]

will be consumed more rapid!}' (hiring the eold waves. Observations of wind

velocity are inadequate.

The difficulty with this view is that it does not consistently explain all of

the observed facts. Thus cold waves occur in winter without maximum nuclea-

tion, as, for instance, on November 11, December 8, 1903. The Sunday nuclea-

tions during clear weather in summer are not uniformly low. Maxima during

relatively warm weather are often quite as high as during very cold weather,

the temperature effect is often reversed even in winter, etc. But the most

direct reason for caution will be given in the summary, of monthly nucleations

where it appears that the highest nucleations dcj not occur in midwinter so far

as cold weather is concerned. Speculation as to the origin of the nuclei is thus

premature. Whether it is the residue of the ionized products of combustion,

or whether ultra-violet light or other radiation at the boundary of the atmos-

phere is the efficient and preponderating source will only be made clear in a

series of correlative observations obtained in a wilderness remote from cities or

on isolated mountains. Work of this character is now actively under way.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

35. Mean daily nucleations.—Meanwhile it is expedient to deduce from

the above data, both the daily and the monthly average nucleations or number
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of nuclei per cubic centimeter. Incidental disturbances will thus be to some

extent removed at least from the latter, so that the sweep of nucleation through-

out the year may be more clearly apparent. The rain effect will be more uni-

formly distributed during the summer months, though it canncjt of course be

eliminated.

The data for the mean daily nucleations are given in Table III, and require

but little explanation. The symbols for the state of the weather have been

abbreviated, f denoting fair, f slightly cloudy, c' partly cloudy, c cloudy, R'

slightly rainy, R rainy, etc. Sn refers to snow, Sn' to a light snow.

TABLE III.

Mean Daily Nucleations from Oct. 2, 1902, to November i, 1904.

u
a
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TABLE III—Continued.
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TABLE III—Continued.
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TABLE lll^Conitnued.
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TABLE III—Continued.
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TABLE Ill—Continued.
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TABLE III—Continued.
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TABLE III—Continued.
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These data have been plotted in chart 51, the nucleations (n per cubic

centimeter) being again laid off in thousands. Both the similarity and the diver-

gences of the results of 1902-03 and 1903-04 become apparent at a glance. It

has been possible to connect the successive mean data with a curve almost at

once without resorting to much smoothing, except in the summer observations

of 1903, where the dotted line is drawn to eliminate the probable and excessive

rain effect, as well as the effect due to building operations on the college campus,

etc. It should be noticed that the new data for 1904 (August, September,

October) fall very closely upon the curve for 1903 prolonged. As stated above,

§ 3, the results from October, 1902, to March, 1903, are reduced from the old

scale and are not at once comparable in absolute magnitude with the remaining

data, but the relations are nevertheless well indicated.

Oct J^. Slecr. JoAv. ftir Aa/r Jlfrr Aai^. Jvm, Juhj Qn^. ^tpt Oct. Mo
Chart 51.

—

Mean Monthly Nucleations (Ordinates) from October, 1902, to Octobrr, 1904,

IN Thousands per Cub. Cf.ntim.

37. Occurrence of maxima and minima of nucleation during the winter and

the summer solstices, respectively.—The remarkable result of both curves is un-

mistakable : remembering that the mean micleations hold for the middle of the

month, the maxima of nucleation both in 1902 and 1903 occurred between the

middle of December and the middle of January, nearer the latter; in other

words, about at the time of the winter solstice. The minima for summer occur

between the middle of June and the middle of Augttst somewhat after the

summer solstice. The winter maximum is in both cases sharply indicated and
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its coincidence with December 22 not improbable. The summer minimum is

much more prolonged and uncertain, a result to be anticipated from the marked
rain effect which prevails at this season.

The identification of maxima with the winter solstice and of minima with

the summer solstice is alltiring : for in these cases the earth is respectively nearest

and farthest from the sun. At the same time the orbital velocities are re-

spectively greatest and least, so that the path volume of the earth would have
corresponding values. Both causes are qualitatively in harmony with the

observed results, if the nucleation comes in great part from the sun. Quantita-

tively the results are less convincing.

If the data for 1903-04 (which are more nearly absolute) be taken, the

ratio of greatest and least nucleation is about 3, seeing that December 22 corre-

sponds to about w= 66000 and June 22 to w= 22000. The case of 1902-03 is

even more accentuated. On the other hand, the gi"eatest and least values of the

radius vector of the earth's orbit are 1.0168 and .9832, in terms of the mean
radius. The same effect, approximately, is attributable to the differences in

velocity, making only about 6.7 % by which the winter nucleation should ex-

ceed the summer nucleation, for the case of linear distribution. No easily dis-

cernible distribution of nuclei from the sun outward would account for the

three- to four-fold winter nucleation as compared with the summer nucleation,

seeing that the decrement of about 2 % of distance corresponds to an increment

of 100 % of nucleation. Thus the reasonable siu-mise which makes the density

of the solar output vary as the inverse square of radius, while the path volume

per unit of time varies as the inverse radius, gives a compound law of the inverse

cube of radius, which, however, is quite inadequate.

Unless some occult law of distribution is at the root of these cases, mere
change of distance and velocity does not account for the facts. On the other

hand, if the influence of the sun is atmosp)heric and productive of dissipation of

nuclei (by breaking them into fragments beyond the lower limit of nuclear

size, for instance), or if there is greater tendency toward supersaturation of

the atmosphere when the nights are longest with the consequent pre-

cipitation of local nuclei, the effect dtte to greater length of days in the

stunmer as compared with the winter will much more nearly correspond

to the nucleations observed. The effect postulated is, however, wholly

conjectural.

38. Conclusion.—On the other hand, the two graphs showing the distri-

bution of mean monthly nucleation are not compatible with the postulate of a

purely local or incidental origin of the nuclei. Rains in general would make
the winter nucleation higher than the summer nucleation, while the products

of combustion still further increase the former. But neither of these inci-

dental effects is so distributed as to give rise to the salient maximum in Decem-
ber, reproduced independently and sharply by both curves.

Briefly, then, while local and incidental effects enormously modify the

seasonal variation of atmospheric nucleation, it is not im.probable that
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its origin is in part to be traced to a more deep-seated cause. At least

the results obtained are sufficient to warrant the extension of similar ex-

periments over a wide area of territory, including regions remote from

the habitations of man—researches for which I am now making extensive

preparation.
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ADVERTISEMENT,

Doctor William H. Sherzer, Professor of Natural Science at Michigan

State Normal College, has brought together in the present memoir the results

of an expedition undertaken by the Smithsonian Institution among the glaciers

of the Canadian Rockies and Selkirk's in the year 1904. The general objects of

the research were to render available a description of some of the most access-

ible glaciers upon the American continent, to investigate to what extent the

known glacial features of other portions of the world are reproduced in these

American representatives, and to ascertain what additional light a study of

similar features here might shed upon glacier formation and upon some of the

tmsettled problems of Pleistocene geology.

A systematic survey was made of the Victoria and Wenkchemna glaciers in

Alberta and of the Yoho, Asulkan, and lUecillewaet glaciers in British Columbia,

located about two hundred miles north of the boundary of the United States.

The largest of these is the Yoho Glacier, extending more than three miles below

the n6v6 field, and a mile in width for two-thirds of its length. Doctor Sherzer

investigated various surface features of each of these glaciers, the nature and

cause of ice flow, the temperature of the ice at various depths and its relation

to air temperature, the amount of surface melting and the possible transference

of material from the surface to the lower portion; their forward movement and

the recession and advance of their extremities, and the general stiucture of glacial

ice.

In summarizing the most important results Doctor Sherzer discusses the

indicated physiographic changes in the region during the Mesozoic and Pleis-

tocene periods; the question of precipitation of snow and rain, and the effect of

climatic cycles on glacial movements, the structure of the ice as to stratification,

shearing, blue bands, ice dykes, glacial granules, and the possible methods of

their development. In discussing the theories of glacial motion the author

expresses his conviction that the nature of the ice movement can be "satis-

factorily explained only upon the theory that under certain circumstances and

within certain limits ice is capable of behaving as a plastic body, that is, capable

of yielding continuously to stress, without rupture," but "the plasticity of ice,

a crystalline substance, must be thought of as essentially different from that

manifested by such amorphous substances as wax or asphaltum.

"

Doctor Sherzer also discusses the cause of the richness and variety of coloring

of glaciers and glacial lakes.

In accordance with the rule of the Institution this paper has been referred

to a commission consisting of Professor T. C. Chamberlin, of the University

of Chicago; Professor Harry F. Reid, of Johns Hopkins University, and Doctor

George P. Merrill, of the United States National Museum, and upon their

favorable recommendation is published in the series of "Smithsonian Contribu-

tions to Knowledge."
Richard Rathbun,

Acting Secretary.

Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, D. C, January, 1907.





PREFACE.

The five glaciers selected for investigation are located in Alberta and

British Columbia, along the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway. They repre-

sent the g^eat snow-ice masses which accumulate, season after season, upon the

higher slopes and within the amphitheaters of the Selkirks and Canadian Rockies,

the slow downward movements of which prevent indefinite accumulation and

bring these great ice bodies to a level where complete melting may occur and

the waters again be put into circulation. The observations here described

were begun by the writer in the summer of 1902 and continued through the

seasons of 1903, 1904, and 1905; the entire field season of 1904 being devoted

to the surveys and more detailed studies.' Camps were established in the

immediate vicinity of the glaciers selected and they were kept under almost

continuous observation during the hours of daylight. Beginning with the nose

of each glacier, surveys around either side to the nev6 field were made with

plane-table, transit, or compass; the measiirements being with a steel tape.

It was found impracticable and unnecessary to traverse the neve areas and

those portions mapped were drawn from field observations and original photo-

graphs together with maps and illustrations from the Canadian Topographic

Survey, and other sources. The writer was ably assisted by Mr. DeForrest

Ross and Mr. Frederick Larmour, to whom he desires to make grateful acknowl-

edgment for intelligent and faithtul service, rendered often under trying cir-

cumstances. During the latter part of the season of 1905 very efficient assistance

was rendered by Messrs. E. W. Moseley and O. K. Todd.

Being the most accessible glaciers upon the American continent it was

desired to render available as complete a description as time and facilities

would permit and to ascertain to what extent the known glacial features of

other portions of the world are reproduced in these American representatives.

It was hoped that a study of the same features, produced under somewhat

different conditions, might shed additional light upon theii" method of formation

and upon some of the unsettled problems of Pleistocene geology. A dispro-

portionate amount of time was devoted to the Victoria Glacier, at the head of

the superbly beautiful Lake Louise Valley, since this glacier is geologically the

most interesting and may well be taken as a type by students of glaciolog)-.

A delightful camp site lies under the lee of the outer massive block moraine and

a still more picturesque one farther up, on a low shoulder of Mt. Whyte, over-

'A preliminary report upon the expedition appeared in May, 1905, in the " Smithsonian Miscellaneous

Collections," vol. 47, Quarterly Issue, pp. 453 to 496.
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looking the small lakelets. Students who may carry this report into the field

generally desire an explanation which they can put to the test, upon the spot,

and so an attempt has been made at interpretation of the various phenomena

described. The value of such interpretation will be known only after others

have passed judgment upon the same features and more extended observations

are available.

Numerous forest fires in the season of 1904 prevented distant photography,

on account of the smoke or haze, but through the courtesy of the Dominion

Topographic Survey and of the Detroit Publishing Company we are permitted

to reproduce some of their general views, obtained under favorable conditions.

In addition to the views so used the writer is indebted to Captain Eduard Deville,

Surveyor General of Dominion Lands, and his Chief Topographer, Arthur 0.

Wheeler, for a series of maps and photographs and much infomiation concerning

the regions under study. To the Director, R. F. Stupart, of the Canadian

Meteorological Service, to the Assistant Director, B. C. Webber, and to Mr.

N. B. Sanson, very grateful acknowledgment is made for meteorological data

relating to British Columbia and Alberta and for the use of instniments kindly

placed at the disposal of the expedition. Very sincere thanks are hereby ten-

dered also to Prof. Joseph B. Davis, of the University of Michigan, and to Prof.

Elmer A. Lyman, of the Michigan State Normal College, for the use of surveying

instruments. The writer further desires to express his deep gratitude to the

officials and employees of the Canadian Pacific Railway, who permitted the use

of their Swiss guides for the necessary higher climbing and in many wa)-s rendered

very substantial assistance to the expedition. Finally to the packers and

outfitters, Messrs. Robert W. Campbell and George W. Taylor, with their indis-

pensable though often unwilling cayeuses, the writer desires to gratefully

acknowledge the most generous and courteous treatment.

W. H. Sherzer.
The M!chig.\n State Normal College,

Ypsilanti, Mich., December, 1906.
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GLACIERS OF THE CANADIAN ROCKIES
AND SELKIRKS

(Report of the Smithsonian Expedition of 1904.)

Bv William Hittell Sherzer, Ph.D.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

I. Geographical Data.

a. Physiographic features.—The Canadian Pacific Railway crosses the

Rockies and Selkirks between north latitude 51° and 51° 30', working its way
up the left bank of the Bow River and its small tributary Bath Creek, to the

Kicking Horse Pass, attaining an altitvide of 5,329 feet above sea-level. Upon
the more abioipt western slope of the Rockies the road follows the left bank of

the Kicking Horse River to its junction with the Columbia, crosses this great

waterway of the mountains, and slowly ascends the eastern slope of the Selkirks

along the left banlc of the Beaver. The summit of the Selkirks, Rogers' Pass,

is crossed at an elevation of 4,351 feet, whence there is rapid descent along the

swift-flowing lUecillewaet to the Columbia again, which has encircled the system

to the north, forming the "Big Bend." These transverse mountain valleys

are lined with most majestic peaks, many of them rising a mile above the valley

floor and furnishing some of the grandest of mountain scenery upon the American

continent. The highest peak in the Rockies, seen from the railway, is Mt.

Temple, with an elevation of 11,627 f^^t, and in the Selkirks, Mt. Sir Donald,

10,808 feet. Numerous peaks range from 10,000 to 11,000 feet and are believed

to culminate to the northward in latitude 52° to 53°.

The Rockies and Selkirks, together -with the Gold and Coast ranges to the

west, make up the Great Cordillera in this part of Canada. North of the inter-

national boundary this great system is much narrower than in the United States,
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having a total width of about four hundred miles, and the component ranges

are straighter and more regular. The S3^stems are progressively higher from

the coast eastward, cuhninating in the Rockies proper, which stand as a lofty

buttress along the western margin of the great central plains. Between the

Coast and the Gold ranges there lies an interior plateau a hundred miles wide

with an average elevation of about 3,500 feet above sea-level. The Gold,

Selkirk, and Rocky systems are separated by the Columbia and the Columbia-

Kootenay valleys, made by the action of water and ice along the strike of the

geological formations, assisted probably by some dislocations of the strata.

The Rocky Mountains, or as formerly called, the Stony Mountains, consist of

an imposing array of parallel ranges with a general trend in this region of north-

northwest to south-southeast, separated by longitudinal valleys and attaining

a total breadth of 40 to 50 miles. Compared with the systems to the west

they are strikingly rugged in character and free from vegetation. Skirting the

eastern border, and a part of them both geologically and structurally, are the

"foot-hills," consisting of folded parallel ridges, reaching out 15 to 20 miles and

merging into the "plains" at an elevation of about 3,300 feet.

b. Streams.—^The main streams occupy the longitudinal valleys for a

portion of then- course, leaving the mountains by the transverse valleys, which

extend into the foot-hills. According to Dawson the base-level of the streams

upon leaving the mountains to the eastward is about 4,360 feet, while to the

west it is about 2,450 feet above sea-level. Upon the eastern slope of the Great

Continental Divide the waters are gathered into the Saskatchewan and reach

the Atlantic Ocean by way of Hudson Bay; while those to the west drain into

the Columbia River and work their way to the Pacific Ocean. As pointed out

by Dawson, the actual water parting does not correspond entirely with the

highest crest line of the mountains, but lies to the eastward, in which direction

it seems to be moving. Between the international boundary of north latitude

49° and 52°, the Rock}- Mountains are sharply separated from the Selkirks to

the west bj- the Columbia-Kootenay Valle}-, which maintains a considerable

breadth and a remarkably straight course through more than three degrees of

latitude. This valley is filled with drift materials to a considerable depth and
is undergoing but little erosion, the river simply cutting tortuous channels

through the loose deposits. The eastern side of the valley is generally steep

and escarpment-like, while the western is rounded and wooded. The Columbia
starts within a mile and a half of its southward-flowing tributary, the Kootenay,

and moves northwestward in a great sweep as though intent upon capturing

the drainage of the region before starting for the sea. In this great fold it en-

closes and sharply limits the less rugged, but picturesque, Selkirk System,

with its subdued outlines and forested slopes. Some of the eastern ranges are

continuous and have the same general trend as those of the Rockies, but, in

general, there is less regularity and continuity in the arrangement of cres'ts

and peaks, and they do not attain as great a height. The drainage is all into

the Columbia River, and the streams are unable to develop any considerable
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size. Being so largely glacier fed here, as well as in the Rockies, the streams
maintain themselves during the siimmer months, but reach their highest stage

in the late spring, or early summer, from the melting of the snows, when the

Columbia may rise 30 to 40 feet above its usual level. The streams are generally

turbid with glacial sediment that ^ives them a milky, or yellowish, appearance,

changing to green and, upon the loss of the sediment, to a blue color wherever the

water is of considerable depth. The lakes of the region owe their origin mainly to

former glacial action, consisting either of rock-basins, or of depressions in the

glacial or fiuvio-glacial deposits. Certain ones have been dammed back by
morainic material deposited either beneath or at the extremities of glaciers of

greater extent than at present. Those lakes which receive glacial sediment,

or which are shallow, have a greenish cast, while those free from sediment

and of moderate to considerable depth are rich blue.

c. Glaciers selected for study.—^The glaciers selected for study lie close to the

main crests of the systems above described, between north latitude 51° and 52°,

and west longitude 116° and 117° 30', from 160 to 200 miles north of the inter-

national boundary between the United States and Canada. They are but a

few of a series available for study, those being selected which are most easily

reached by well established trails. They are at such low altitudes that one may
comfortably ride almost to the nose of each and none require climbing except

to reach the neve regions. The two most easterly of the glaciers here discussed,

the Victoria and Wenkchemna, lie east of the Great Divide in Alberta, the other

three are west in British Columbia.

2. Historical Data.

The establishment of the international boundary to the south, along the

49th parallel, and the opening of the railway in 1885 called for geographic,

geologic, and topographic work which was started by the various Dominion
departments concerned and is still in progress. Dr. George M. Dawson began
his work in 1874 along the boundary and extended it northward to include the

region pierced by the railway, where he was assisted by R. G. McConnell.

Topographic work of a preliminary nature, along the line of the railway, was
begun in 1886 by J. J. McArthur. Photographic methods were introduced into

the survey in 1889 by Director Deville and the accompanying triangulation of

the "railway belt" placed in charge of W. S. Drewry, D. L. S. The same
year Mr. St. Cyr made a survey along the upper Columbia, between the Selkirks

and Rockies, and in 1896 he and McArthur continued the work from Revelstoke

down the Columbia and Aitow Lakes, with the view.of connecting the surveys

of the railway belt with those of the boundary commission.' Two topographic

maps, t;pon a scale of two miles to the inch, were isstied in 1902 by the Depart-

ment of the Interior, under the direction of James White, geographer. These
are the Banff and Lake Louise sheets and are issued by the department at

' The reports of the work of McArthur, Drewry, and St. Cyr will be found in the Annual Reports of the

Canadian Dept. of the Interior for iSS6, i88S 1889, 1890 1891, 1892, and 1893.
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Ottawa. The topographic work of the mountains is now in the hands of Mr.

Arthitr O. Wheeler and there is being issued an enlarged map (scale 5,000 feet

to an inch) of a section of the mountains lying between the railway and the

Great Divide and extending from the Kicking Horse to the Vermilion Pass.

This map includes completely the regions surrounding the Victoria, Horseshoe,

and Wenkchemna- glaciers, with corrected elevations, essentially the same

territory covered by Wilcox's map, 1896, on the scale of an inch and a haK to

the mile. Based vipon work done during the seasons of 1901 and 1902, there

will be issued with vol. 11 of Wheeler's Selkirk Range an admirable piece of

mountain mapping, extending from the Columbia to the Columbia, across the

Selkirks along the line of the railway.

The opening of the railway and the wonderful attractions of the region

brought in a body of non-professional explorers and mountaineers, among the

first of whom was the Rev. W. S. Green, Carrigaline, Ireland. He spent the

working season of 1888 in the Selkirks, using Glacier House as a base, and gathered

material for an interesting volume. Among the Selkirk Glaciers, Macmillan &
Co., 1890. The map accompanying the volume, originally published in the

Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, vol. xi, 1889, was the first attempt

at detailed mapping in the Selkirks. One year earlier than Green, in 1887,

Messrs. George and William Vaiox, Jr., of Philadelphia, visited Glacier House,

secured a valuable collection of photographs and began a series of observations

upon the glaciers to which frequent reference will be made in the later chapters

of this report. During the closing decade of the last century, and the opening

decade of the new, there has been much work done in the region of an exploratory

and mountaineering character. There should be mentioned especially the names
of Wilcox, Fay, Parker, Collie, Stutfield, Allen, Habel, Topham, Thompson,

Huber, Sulzer, Noyes, and the English ladies Benham, Tuzo, and Berens.

Besides three superbly illustrated and attractively written volumes b}'^ Wilcox,

Wheeler, and, conjointly, by Stutfield and Collie.' there have been prepared

a number of descriptive papers for the scientific societies and magazines. A
bibliography of the region, full but not complete, will be found in Appalachia,

vol. X, 1903, pp. 179 to 186. The Canadian artist, F. M. Bell-Smith, of Toronto,

has spent many seasons in the mountains and, based upon the various maps,

photographs, and original sketches, has prepared relief maps of the best known
areas of the Rockies and Selkirks. Copies of these maps are placed in the hotels

operated by the railroad.

It is not likely that these mountain valleys ever supported anything more
than a scant Indian population, owing to the scarcity of fish, game, and available

pasture. Providing food, en route, has always been a precarious matter for

exploring parties. Aside from the marmot and rock-rabbit and an occasional

porcupine, there is a strange and impressive feeling of desertion. The few

' Camping in the Canadian Rockies, Wilcox. G. P. Putnam's Sons, N. Y., 1896. The Rockies of Canada,
Wilcox. Putnams, 1 903 . Climbs and Explorations in the Canadian Rockies, Stutfield and Collie. Longmans,
Green & Co., N. Y., 1903. The Selkirk Range, Wheeler. Government Printing Bureau, Ottawa. 1905.
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birds that one meets seem awed into silence by the grandeur of their surround-

ings. The mountain Crees had possession of the region at the coming of the

white traders and trappers, but within rather recent time have been assunilated

by the Stoneys, a tribe of Assiniboines, from the plains to the east.

3. Geological Data.

a. Stratigraphy. The first work of a geological nature in this region was by
Dr. Hector in 1858 to i860, as a member of the Palliser expedition, his observa-

tions being confined mainly to the Rockies and the region to the east. A
geological map and numerous sections were prepared to accompany a paper

presented to the Geological Society of London, in advance of the publication

of the results of the expedition. ' For detailed knowledge of the geology of the

Rockies and Selkirks we are indebted mainl}^ to Dr. George M. Dawson and his

assistant R. G. McConnell, the former of whom began his work in 1874, as geol-

ogist of the boundary commission. The Bow River region was entered in 1881

and in the Annual Report of the Geological Survey for 1885 there was published

a preliminary report upon the geology of the Rockies lying between the boundary

and north latitude 51° 30'. The report was accompanied by a large scale

geological map, which was followed the next year with a geological section by
McConnell, approximately along the line of the 5 ist parallel of latitude. Work
was extended westward into the Selkirks and, at the Washington meeting of the

Geological Society of America, Dr. Dawson, in 1890, presented the results of his

observations amongst these ranges. ^ The present Geological Survey, under the

directorship of Robert Bell, is still at work upon the detailed study of portions

of the region.

The Selkirks and Rockies consist of an enormous complex of sedimentary

strata, 50,000 to 60,000 feet in thickness, underlain by crystalline rock. In

age they range from the Archaean to the Laramie, at the close of which the

final stages of upheaval were accomplished. The rock strata graduate in age

from the west, eastward, and were folded and faulted by pressure from the

west, by which they were forced against the resistant layers underlying the

"great plains." The crystalline rocks of the series, of presumable Archaean

age, consist of gray gneisses, passing into schists, and occur only along the

western margin of the Selkirks, where they constitute the Shuswap series. No
trace of them has yet been discovered in the Rockies. Overlying the series occurs

the Nisconlith, with an estimated thickness of 15,000 feet, consisting of dark-

colored argillite-schists and phyllites, showing various stages of alteration from

true argillites to micaceous schists. Interbedded layers of dark limestone and

quartzite are seen in certain sections. Although the beds yielded no fossils

thev were referred to the Cambrian by Dawson, because of their relation to the

'"On the Geology of the Country between Lake Superior and the Pacific Ocean," James Hector,

M.D., 1861, Quart. Journal Geol. Society, vol. xvii, pp. 388 to 445.

2 "Note on the Geological Structure of the Selkirk Range, " Geol. Soc. of Amer., vol. 2, 1891, pp. 165 to

176. An extract from this paper is given in Wheeler's Selkirk Range, vol. I, pp. 405 to 409.
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crystallines and their supposed equivalency with strata of known Cambrian

age in the Rockies to the eastward. The crest of the Selkirks, the region in

which occur our sno-w'fields and glaciers, consists of the folded Selkirk series,

with an estimated thickness of 25,000 feet and believed to be of Cambro-Silurian

ao-e. The strata have been forced into a synclinal fold, which terminates to

the eastward by a thrust fault, produced by the western half of a sharp anticline

being thrust upward with reference to the eastern half. The rocks consist of

gray schists and quartzites, passing into grits and conglomerates which weather

to pale yellowish or brownish colors. The latter are often more or less schistose

from pressure and other metamorphic agencies, silvery mica, or sericite, being

developed. At times the strata are wrinkled and contorted.

Passing into the Rockies, to the eastward, we find them made up very

largely of the representatives of the Nisconlith and Selkirk series just described,

biit known in the report of Dawson as the Bow River and Castle Mountain series.

In the western part of the Rockies, adjacent to the Columbia, the upper and

younger of the two is continued from the Selkirks, showing crumpling and folding,

with metamorphism, but without faulting. The rocks are dipping eastward

and have their " strike" parallel with the mountain ranges. Along the center

of the range the folds are broad and sweeping, while eastward, for about 25

miles, there is a succession of thrust faults, running parallel with the ranges,

the maximum vertical displacement being estimated at 15,000 feet. McConnell

made out seven of these faults, giving rise to a series of massive mountain

blocks resting in succession upon one another and forming escarpments to the

east and relatively gentle slopes to the west. It was to this type of mountain

that Leslie Stephen applied the suggestive term "writing-desk."

The ranges making up the central portion of the Rockies are of the Castle

Mountain series (Selkirk series) and of Cambro-Silurian age. They are more

regular and depart less from the horizontal than the strata to the east and

west. Mt. Stephen, on the line of the railway, gives a 5,000-foot section of the

series, one shaly band being remarkably rich in Cambrian trilobites. The total

thickness of the series is estimated at 10,000 feet, as compared with 25,000

feet in the Selkirks, and consists of limestone and dolomite, with calcareous

schists and shales. These rocks give the steep-sided, massive, block-like cliffs,

typically shown in Castle Mountain, which has furnished the name for the

series. These rocks extend lengthwise of the central ranges to the Yoho
Glacier at the north and the Victoria and Wenkchemna glaciers to the south.

At the base of Mt. Stephen, at the head of Lake Louise, and in the Bow River,

there has been brought up from below by an anticlinal fold the "Bow River

Group, " or Nisconlith series of the Selkirks. This is of Cambrian age, estimated

at 10,000 feet in thickness, and consists of quartzites and conglomerates, with

dark gray, ptuplishj and greenish argillites.

b. Physiographic changes. When viewed from a high elevation the rough

ridges and jagged peaks appear to blend, as far as the eye can reach, into a great

plateau with a notably even sky-line (pi. 11), giving the appearance of an
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uplifted peneplain, similar to that observed by Gilbert farther north in Alaska.'

The upheaval of such a mass, by lateral pressure, would give rise to troughs and

open gaping crevices parallel with the previously formed mountain folds and

into these the drainage streams would, for the most part, be diverted. Deepened

by stream action, widened by atmospheric agencies, and still further modified

by Pleistocene glaciers, we have the longitudinal valleys of the Rockies and
Selkirks. The transverse valleys, noted by Dawson as extending into the

foot-hills and due to "causes not now apparent," probably mark the location

of drainage streams developed while the peneplain was being formed and antedate

the final upheaval of the region. That these valleys were occupied by extensive

glaciers, presumably in Pleistocene time, is everywhere evidenced by the

morainic accumulations, rounded rock contours, glaciated surfaces, extensive

plucking, tnmcation of mountain spurs, amphitheaters, rock basins, and hanging

valleys. The valleys generally were filled with ice to a depth of 2,500 to 4,000

feet during the maximum period of glaciation, the height, as pointed out by
Wilcox, rarely falling below 7,000 feet above sea-level. Either because the

mountains were so completely enveloped in ice and snow, or because of the

nature of the final retreat, extensive temiinal moraines were not formed in

the main valleys. Ground-morainic deposits, however, hundreds of feet

thick, occur in places favorable for their lodgment beneath the ice. Near

Banff, in the Bow and Cascade valleys, Wilcox discovered evidence of two

distinct till-sheets, the older highly charged with pebbles, with little clay, the

younger consisting mainly of very hard clay.^ In the extension of the Bow
Valley to the eastward of the mountains, McConnell and Dawson found three

separate till-sheets. The lowest and oldest of these appeared to have been en-

tirely derived from the mountains and to pass eastward gradually into the
'

' Saskatchewan gravels
'

' of the plains. For this formation Dawson suggested

the term "Albertan, "^ which he regarded as of pre-Kansan Age.

The upper two boulder-clays contained rock fragments of both eastern and

western origin, each variety preponderating in the direction of its origin, showing

a commingling of the deposits of the Cordilleran and Hudson Bay ice sheets. The
middle of the three till-sheets Dawson correlated with the Kansan and the

upper with the lowan (p. 509). In the light of our present knowledge the ujDper

would be referred to the Illinoian, which succeeded the Kansan in the upper

Mississippi Valley and was of much wider extent than the lowan. The corre-

lation of these sheets with those observed at Banff has not yet been made.

c. Lakes. In the very interesting paper above referred to, Wilcox recog-

nizes four types of lakes in those portions of the Canadian Rockies which came
under his observation:

First—Lakes lying in depressions of the valley drift, often in chains of

' Harriman Alaska Expedition, vol. iii, Glaciers and Glaciation, Gilbert, p. 183.

2"A Certain Type of Lake Formation in the Canadian Rocky Mountains," Jour, of Geol., vol. vii,

1899, p. 249.

3"Note on the Glacial Deposits of Southwestern Alberta," Jour, of Geol., vol. iii, 1S95, p. 510. See

also note on page 384, vol. in, Geology, by Chamberlin and Salisbury.
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three, or four, and especially numerous near the summits of the mountain

passes. These lakes show no regularity in fonn, or location, are usually shallow,

and frequently have neither inlet nor outlet.

Second—Lakes dammed by terminal moraines. In the same class may be

included those dammed by alluvial cones, or deltas formed in preexisting lakes.

Third—Lakes lying in rock basins, excavated by former glacial action.

Fourth—A special type of lake, of which Lake Louise is an example, formed

just within the mouth of a tributary valley. These lakes are leaf-shaped and

from three to ten times longer than they are wide. They owe their existence

to the presence of a ridge of ground-morainic material, thrown across the mouth

of the tributary valley from the up-stream side and curving gently out into the

trunk valley. These ridges have apparently been formed beneath the ice_

when the valleys caiTied glaciers, by the joint action of the tributary and titmk

glaciers. The lakes may be shallow and so filled with silt that they are reduced

to swamps, or, where the ice was especially active, as in the case of Lake Louise,

the depth may still be surprisingly great. As recognized by Wilcox, these

lakes may present a combination of the rock-basin and morainic-dam types.

d. Alterations in drainage. In a region of the character above described,

exposed for countless ages to the effects of weather, water, and ice, marked

alterations in the drainage would be expected, such as reversals, stream capture,

and the migration of divides. A study of the Columbia-Kootenay Valley has

shown that the upper 200 miles of the Columbia flowed at one time to the south,

instead of encircling the Selkirks to the north as at present. This must neces-

sarily have been the case so long as that portion of the valley known as the

"Big Bend" was in possession of the ice. The withdrawal of the glaciers into

the tributary valleys would permit the present northward flow from the Columbia

Lakes while the Kootenay, flowing in the opposite direction in the valley to

the east, enters the main valley, approaches within one and one-half miles of

the head-waters of the Columbia, but completely skirts the Selkirks to the south

before joining it. Upon the opposite side of the Rockies attention has been

called by Dawson, McConnell, and Ogilvie to changes in the Bow and its tribu-

taries. The long, slender Lake Minnewanka Valley, near Banff, was evidently

the course of a prepleistocene valley that was occupied and modified by an ice

stream during the maximum period of glaciation of the region. Dawson con-

sidered this to mark the former course of the Bow, which was deflected to the

southeastward, along the strike of the soft Cretaceous shales, when the lake

valley was occupied by ice.' From barometric observations made by Dawson,
his assistant McConnell noted that the Ghost River opposite the Devil's Gap,

the mouth of the Lake Minnewanka Valley, is considerably higher than the valley

floor and concluded that the Ghost River turned and entered the mountains

through this vaUey, joining thus the Cascade and with it forming a tributary

^Annual Report of Canadian Geological Survey for 1885, "Preliminary Report on the Physical and
Geological Features of that Portion of the Rocky Mountains between latitudes 49° and 51° 30'," 1886,

p. 141B.
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of the Bow.^ The topographic map of the region, issued in 1902, shows that

the river opposite the Gap is fully 100 feet higher than the level of Lake Minne-

wanka and about 400 feet higher than the present level of the Bow in the

vicinity of Banff. According to this view of McConnell the ice-filled Minne-

wanlca Valley compelled the Ghost River to find for itself a new course across

the foot-hiUs to the eastward, which it deepened sufficiently, assisted probably

by the ice, to prevent the return of the river into its former course upon the

withdrawal of the glacier from the valley. In 1904 Dr. I. H. Ogilvie examined

the region and reached the conclusion that the upper Bow and Minnewanka
valleys were formerly continuous and that the Bow Valley below Banff was

occupied by a stream which cut back into the soft shales until it tapped the

upper Bow and effected its capture. She concluded^ that this had been ac-

complished in prepleistocene time and that the Lake Minnewanka Valley was

occupied by a glacier, fed by hanging glaciers, which moved westward, rather

than to the east, deepening the western end of the valley and forming certain

morainic deposits about the western end of the lake. The lake itself and its

southwesterly drainage would then date from the withdrawal of the ice from

the Cascade and Minnewanka valleys. Dr. Ogilvie holds that the drainage in

the Lake Minnewanka Valley before the advent of the glaciers was eastward.

The bed of the Bow River at Banff is approximately 4,500 feet above tide,

while that of the Ghost River, opposite the Devil's Gap, is not far from 4,900

feet. The present Bow, in the same distance as that from Banff to this portion

of the Ghost River, drops 300 feet, so that the bed of the Bow at Banff is some

700 feet lower than it should be in oi'der to have the upper Bow leave the

mountains by the Devil's Gap and thence by the lower Ghost River. All

will grant that this is too much cutting to expect of the Bow in postpleistocene

time and that Dr. Dawson's theory of the diversion of the Bow by the Pleistocene

glaciers is untenable. Noting that the Ghost River has also been deepening

its bed, with a much steeper gradient and presumably for as long a time as the

Bow, the above 700 feet must represent the excess of cutting by the upper Bow,
when compared with the Ghost, since its capture by the lower Bow, upon Dr.

Ogilvie's hypothesis. We have no knowledge of the depth of the drift deposits

opposite the Devil's Gap, but there is no reason to think that they would be

any deeper there than in the valley of the Bow. The explanation that lies

nearest at hand is that of McConnell, viz., that the Ghost River upon reaching

the foot-hills made a sharp turn and reentered the mountains by the Devil's

Gap, but was diverted eastward when the Minnewanka Valley became ice-

filled. According to this hypothesis the valley of the Ghost from the Gap
down should show less maturity than that above the Gap, except so far as it

may have been modified by ice action. During the period of maximum glacia-

tion the ice movement in the Minnewanka Valley must have been eastward,

> Annual Report of Canadian Geological Survey ior 1886. Report on the Geological Features of a

Portion of the Rocky Mountains, 1887, R. G. McConnell, p-. 9D.

^"Geological Notes on the Vicinity of Banff, Alberta," Jour, of Geol., vol. xii, No. 5, 1904, pp. 408
to 414.
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any tendency towards a westerly movement being checked b>^ the ice in the

Cascade and Bow valleys. The westerly movement noted by Dr. Ogilvie was

simply a minor episode toward the close of the Pleistocene glaciation.

4. Climatic Data.

a. Geographic distribution of moisture. The climatic conditions of this

section of country are peculiarly dependent upon the physiographic features

above outlined, combined with its proximity to the Pacific. The centers of

the areas of low pressure commonly move in from the ocean to the northward

of the region, give rise" to westerly winds which convey the warmth and moisture

of the Pacific currents across British Columbia and Alberta. At Nanaimo,

upon Vancouver Island, separated from the mainland by 30 miles of strait,

the precipitation records available show a rain- and snowfall combined ot 41.36

inches, only 5 per cent, of which falls as snow. Opposite, upon the mainland,

the total precipitation at Vancouver rises to 63.06 inches, with 4 per cent,

falling as snow. This increase is due to the Coast Ranges, having here a north-

west-southeast trend, which compel the westerly winds to ascend their westerly

slopes, by which rise the air is cooled and its capacity for holding moisture

thereby diminished. At Agassiz, in the lower Frazer Valley, the precipitation

is but slightly less, although it is located some 70 miles from the Strait of Georgia,

up the broad open valley, and about 50 feet above sea-level. Records are

available here since 1890, with the exception of the years 1891 and 1899, and

give for the 14-year series an average precipitation of 62.02 inches, 6 per cent.

of which falls as snow. Over the broad interior plateau which lies between the

Coast and Gold ranges, the temperature is colder and the precipitation relatively

slight. At Kamloops, with an elevation of 1,160 feet and in latitude 50° 41',

the combined rain- and snowball averages biit 10.66 inches. Passing eastward

the air currents impinge upon the westerly slopes of the Gold Range, are again

compelled to ascend to still higher altitudes, with the attendant loss of moisture.

In consequence, the station of Griffin Lake, located in this range at an elevation

of 1,511 feet, and 90 miles east of Kamloops, receives an average precipitation

of 34.37 inches, or over three times as much as the latter place. Crossing the

Columbia a still higher barrier is encountered in the impressive Selkirk system

of ranges, and a correspondingly increased amount of moisture extracted from

the still laden air currents. The records in the Selkirks are unfortunately

meager, but they indicate a precipitation almost as great as that of Vancouver

and Agassiz, and considerably in excess of Nanaimo and Victoria out in the

Pacific. The station of Glacier House is located just west of the main crest

of the Selkirks, in latitude 51° 16' and at an elevation above tide of 4,093 feet.

The average total precipitation here is 56.68 inches, of which 77 percent, falls

as snow. If the entire amount were precipitated as snow, as is practically the

case upon the peaks and elevated n^v^ fields, this would represent an average

fall of over 47 feet. This heavy snowfall in the Selkirks and Gold Range has
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necessitated the erection of numerous snow-sheds over the tracks of the Canadian

Pacific Railway, to guard against the frightful avalanches which come crashing

down the mountain slopes.

Although Donald is located but a few miles east of Glacier House, it is upon
the lee slope of the Selkirks and in the Columbia Valley some 1,500 feet lower.

The precipitation here drops to 25.39 inches. The still higher Rockies im-

mediately follow, but the Selkirks have proven greedy and there is relatively

little left in the way of moisture. Full precipitation data in the region of the

crest ranges of the system are wanting. The snowfall at Field, however,

averages about 27 feet, at practically the same elevation as that of Glacier

House. If we assume that the same ratio holds here, between snow and rain,

as at the latter place the precipitation at Field, lying just west of the main
crest, would be about 42 inches. Passing the continental crest the currents

are drawn to lower levels, they become warmed by their descent, and their

capacity for retaining moisture increases. At Banff the precipitation for the

13 complete years available averages 20.14 inches, of which 39 per cent, falls

as snow. Beyond the foot-hills, at Calgary, the precipitation is reduced to 16.64

inches, of which 28 per cent, is snow. The following table furnishes a summary
of the climatic data of special interest in connection with this report.

TABLE I.

Climatic Data, from Records of the Canadian Meteorological Service.

Stations, ar-
ranged from West
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the narrowness of the system, its proximity to the Pacific, the higher latitude,

the arrangement of the Cordilleran ranges with respect to height, and the position

of the region with reference to the ordinary paths of the great cyclonic areas.

If these areas of low pressure commonly crossed the continent so that the path

of their centres lay well within the United States, the prevailing winds would be

easterly over this region. Such winds would be colder in the winter and warmer

in the summer than those which now prevail and capable of supplying relatively

little precipitation. There can be but little doubt that any great shifting of

the paths of the cyclonic areas, either to the north or the south, would lead to

a great reduction in the size of the glaciers of this region, and perhaps to their

complete extinction.

b. Chinook winds. One of the most interesting and important climatic

factors of this section is connected with the prevailing westerly winds and the

north to south trend of the main mountain ranges, giving rise to the so-called

"Chinooks." These winds must have been long familiar to the aborigines

and voyageurs, but were first noted by Mackenzie about the year 1790 in the

region of the Athabasca and Saskatchewan rivers, bringing clear, mild weather

in the winter and spring. ' He ascribed their warmth, very naturally, to the

nearness of the warm currents of the Pacific, their progress over the snowfields

being assumed to be too rapid to permit of their being cooled. The same

winds are known in Montana and still farther south in Colorado, where they

are known as "zephyrs " and "snow eaters. " They also occur in South America

with the passage of westerly winds over the Andes, having been described by

Bishop in the vicinity of San Juan, Argentine Republic, under the name
"zonda. "2 Here they were supposed to derive their warmth from volcanic

sources. The chief characteristics of these, and similar winds are their

wannth and drjTiess and consequent accompaniment of bright sky. The}'

are most conspicuous in the winter and spring, but occur also in the summer and

fall. Standing upon the Victoria Glacier, in midsummer, opposite the nose of

Mt. Lefroy, one frequently notes gusts of balmy air sweeping down from the

elevated snowfields and puzzles over the source of the warmth. The following

graphic description of these winds will serve to get before the reader their

climatic importance.

"The extreme severity of the winters in certain parts of our northwestern
states, among the Rocky Mountains and along their eastern base, is much
tempered by the prevalence of a mild westerly wind, locally called the chinook.

Its name is derived from that of the tribe of Clainook Indians, living near Puget's

Sound. It is said first to have been applied by the early Hudson Bay trappers

and voyageurs, who, meeting the wind while travelling towards the Pacific

coast, and finding it particularly strong and warm as they approached the lands

ot this particular tribe, called it the chinook wind.
"It is described as a soft, bakny wind, varying in velocity from a gentle

' Voyages on tlte' River St. Lawrence and through the Continent of North America to the Frozen and Pacific

Oceans in the Years 1789 and 1793, London, 1801, p. 138.

2 A Thousand Mile Walk across South America. Boston, 1869. N. H. Bishop.
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breeze to a steady gale. Though its temperature rarely exceeds 5o°F, yet coming
as it does when one is accustomed to a low temperature, it seems warm by con-

trast with the preceding weather. The thermometer often rises from below
the zero point to 40° or 45° in a few hours, and the maximum temperatures of

the winter months in the Rocky Mountain region nearly always are coincident

with the occurrence of a chinook.

"The sky is usually clear while the warm wind blows, though observers

often note a few leaden-colored clouds of a kind seen only during the chinook.

These clouds are described as pancake-shaped, with peculiarly smooth, rounded
edges, and stand apparently motionless, high above the mountain ranges.

"The continuance of a chinook is as uncertain as its coming. It may
last a few hours or for several clays. With a change of wind the temperature
falls rapidly, and winter weather once more sets in.

"The chinook wind possesses to a remarkable degree the power of melting
snow, for it is not only warm, but appears to be dry. Although a foot or more
of snow may lie on the ground at the beginning of a chinook, it disappears

within a very few hours, often seeming rather to evaporate than to melt. For
this reason the chinook is most welcome to the cattlemen on the plains of

Montana and Wyoming. In fact, without it, stock-raising would be almost
impossible, as the dried grasses of the plains, on which the cattle subsist, would
otherwise be buried the greater part of the winter. To a few, however, this

wind, instead of being hailed with delight as a break in the cold of the winter,

is a source of much discomfort. " '

The scientific explanation of this type of wind was first given, in part, by

the American meteorologist Espy,^ and later completed by Helmholz, Tyndall,

and Hann. Simply stated and adapted to the region under discussion, this

explanation may be of interest to many into whose hands this report may fall.

The presence of an area of low barometric pressure to the north gives rise to a

system of rotary air currents, moving counter-clockwise about the center and

constituting a great "whirl." The interposition of mountain barriers, such as

those already described, with a north to south trend, compels the winds, which are

westerly in the southern portion of the cyclonic area, to mount these obstrtictions,

from the crests and through the passes of which the air is again drawn to lower

levels through the suction of the great rotating mass. As the air rises upon the

windward slope of the mountain range, it experiences less pressure from the

suiTounding air, is peiTnitted to expand, and is, in consequence, cooled at the

rate of 1° F. for each 180 feet of ascent. This cooling reduces the ability of the

air to hold moisture and when the dew-point is exceeded precipitation must

result. These facts account for the relatively large precipitation upon the

western slopes of the Coast, Gold, and Selkirk ranges. When vapor is condensed

there is liberated the so-called latent heat, which disappeared when the water

was originally evaporated. It so results that while the air is being cooled by its

own expansion, the consequent condensation of its moisture is supplying it

with heat, and the actual cooling experienced after condensation begins may be
1° for every 300 to 500 feet of ascent. The amount of heat thus supplied to the

' H. M. Ballou: "The Chinook Wind," American Meteorological Journal, IX, 1892-93, pp. 541-547.
2 Fourth Meteorological Report, Washington, 1857, p. 147.
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ascending currents will obviously depend upon the amount of moisture con-

densed and the rate at which this condensation takes place. The air will reach

the mountain crest at a higher temperatvire than if no moisture had been

condensed; it is capable of retaining more of its moisture in consequence, to be

canied to the leeward of the mountain range. In being drawn down the lee-

ward slope of the mountain barrier the air is compressed, as it descends, owing

to the greater weight of superincumbent air, and is still further warmed at the

rate of i° F. for every i8o feet of descent. As it is warmed its capacity for hold-

ing moisture is thereby increased and it becomes, relatively, more and more

dry, although it may actually possess considerable moisture. Such a warm,

thirsty wind is our chinook.

The temperature of the air about the peaks and mountain passes differs

less in the winter and spring from that of the valleys and lower plateaus, so that

the chinook is a more conspicuous feature during these seasons. It is also

during these seasons that the cyclonic disturbances are the most pronounced.

In the summer and fall the temperature about the peaks and passes is generally

sufficiently below that of the lower levels so that, although the heating effect,

due to the condensation of vapor and the compression of the air in its descent,

may be actually as great, it becomes much less perceptible. During the most

favorable season for the chinooks we may, theoretically, account for a sudden

rise in temperature of 20° to 25° F., but occasionally it is much greater than this,

sometimes amounting to 50°. Mr. E. B. Gan-iott mentions a rise of 43° in 15

minutes occurring at Ft. Assiniboine, Montana, Jan. 19, 1892.' In order to

account for such a phenomenon we must postulate a correspondingly high tem-

perature about the crests of the mountains, brought about by excessive and

rapid condensation upon the windward slope, or by some other agency. As
is well known the temperature about the crests of mountains is often considerably

higher than that in the adjoining valley, giving rise to what are known as "in-

versions of temperature.
'

' Since the establishment of the meteorological station

upon Sulphur Mountain, October, 1903, with an elevation of 7,459 feet, there

have been some 300 such inversions noted up to the close of June, 1906. The
following list of some of the most pronounced cases, with dates, is taken from

data kindly supplied by Mr. N. B. Sanson, of the Banff station. The upper

station is 2,917 feet above the lower and i|- miles to the south-southwest. Of

the 206 instances sent, 163, or 79 per cent, of them, were noted in the morning;

26, or 13 per cent., in the evening, and 17, or 8 per cent., at noon. Of this number
loi, or 49 per cent., occurred during the winter months, giving the most pro-

nounced cases of temperature inversion. The spring and fall were each repre-

sented by 27 cases, or 13 per cent., while the remaining 51, or 25 per cent., were

noted during the summer months.

Monthly Weather Review, 1892, p. 23.
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TABLE II.

Inversions of Temperature, between the Banff and Sulphur
Mountain Stations.

Data supplied by the Canadian Meteorological Service.

(Elevation Banff Station, 4,542 feet; Sulphur Mt., 7,4S9 feet.)

Date.
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amount is in excess of the normal, although it may fall below for some particular

year of the series. This damp phase of the cycle is followed by a series of

years during which the total amount of precipitated moisture is less than the

normal for this number of years, although it may be in excess for some

particular year. Based upon the meteorological data from 321 stations

distributed over Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia, North and South America,

Brtickner discovered the length of the cycle to be 35.5 years,' the

drv phase averaging slightly longer than the damp one. At neighboring

stations the cycles may partially overlap and, in the case of coast regions, the

phases may be completely reversed, as recognized by Bruckner. Coincident

with the damp phase there is a general reduction in temperature, an increase

in the level of lakes and rivers, a rise in the ground-water level, a halting or

advance of the front of glaciers. The following table shows at a glance such

data as are available along these lines, compiled from publications of Heim,

Richter, Bruckner, and Hess. The glacial data refer mainly to the Alpine

region. Constructed for any particular region the figures would necessarily

differ more or less from those given. So far as the United States is concerned

the dry phase through which we have just passed appears to have closed and

we are entering upon another series of damp years. In the Canadian region

under study the damp phase seems to have started about three or four years

earlier than in the Great Lake region and the preceding dry phase about as long

before.

TABLE in.

Periodic Oscillations of Climate, with their Effects upon Lake Levels
AND Alpine Glaciers.

Precipitation.
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Numerous factors conspire to prevent the movements of glaciers from
being exactly coincident with the corresponding climatic phases. For the

Swiss glaciers Heim found that, ordinarily, an advance began from 3 to 6 years

after the opening of a damp-cool phase and reached its maximum in 4 to 10

years, bvit in the case of the longest glaciers the maximum position might not

be reached until the close of the cycle itself. These facts partially explain the

anomalous behavior often noticed in neighboring glaciers. When the lUecille-

waet Glacier was first visited by the Messrs. Vaux, in 1887, it was standing

close up against a small moraine, which it had just formed, or more probably

assisted in forming during this period of halt. Since 1887 this glacier has been

in constant retreat at an average rate of 33.2 feet per annum. In 1905 the

retreat was found to have been reduced to 2 feet and the inference is that the

glacier is preparing to advance. So far as we may judge from a study of this

one glacier, the best known of the series, a damp-cool phase of the precipitation

cycle closed in the early Bo's, and was followed by a dry-warm phase, which lasted

for 16 to 18 years, ending somewhere near the close of the century. The follow-

ing quotation from Dawson furnishes confirmatory evidence of the existence

of the preceding wet phase of the cycle, which was itself preceded by a dry phase.

'

"Evidence of a remarkable character has been found, which tends to show
that a somewhat rapid increase in the total annual precipitation, has taken
place during late years, and deserves to be recorded here. The evidence referred

to is that afforded by the abnormal height of small lakes, without outlets, occur-

ring in regions characterized by moraine hills. These serve as natural gauges,

but instead of measuring the actual rainfall give- a result, dependent on this and
the counteracting effect of evaporation. The abnormal character of the rise

of the water in these lakes is shown b}^ the facts that it has killed a belt of trees,

some of large size, and at least fifty years in age, along parts of the margins of

some of these lakelets. Both the Douglas fir and the yellow pine—the latter,

never naturally growing even in damp soil,—have been found in numbers thus
killed. The condition of the trees shows that they have been killed within a
few years, and their size indicates that the waters of the lakes in question have
not been for any considerable time dtiring a period of 5 o years or more, at the present

high level. These observations were made in both 1883 and 1884. The lakelets

observed to be so affected were numerous and scattered over a belt of country
along the western part of the range [Rockies] for a length of about 140 miles."

Looking to the records of the Canadian Meteorological Service for still

further evidence of the periodicity of the climate of the region, we find that only

three of the stations have records sufficiently continuous and reaching far enough

back to be of help. These stations are Agassiz, Banff, and Calgary and their

averages are more nearlj^ the real, but still unknown, normal. Average annual

temperatures and precipitation for the mountain stations, based upon observa-

tions made between 1880 and 1897, will certainly be found later to be too high

for the temperature and too low for the precipitation, while those averages

based upon observations taken since 1897 will prove to yield too high a pre-

cipitation and too low a temperature. In table iv we place side by side the

' Geological Survey of Canada for 1885, p. 32 B.
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precipitation data for the above three stations, so far as such data are obtainable.

In the first column for each station is given the total precipitation, in inches,

the snowfall being reduced to rain upon the supposition that lo inches of snow-

are equal to one of rain. In the second column is given, for each year, the actual

deficiency, or excess, when the amount is compared with the normal, or average

for the entire series of }'ears. In the third column the actual precipitation

appears as a percentage of the normal, while in the fourth there is given the

accumulated excess, or deficiency, to or from the beginning of the year 1897.

So far as we may be permitted to draw conclusions from all available data,

the break between the damp and the dry phases of the precipitation cycle in

this region occurred about 1897 ii'^ 'the Rockies and 1898 in the Selkirks and we
may venture to predict that for another decade the precipitation will be in excess

of the true nonnal for the various mountain stations. An examination of the

Agassiz data, from the lower Frazer Valley, shows that while Banff and Calgary

were deficient, this station was accumulating an excess and that since 1897

there has been a marked deficiency. The inference is that we have here an

example of one of Briickner's exceptional coast regions, in which, although the

precipitation is also in cycles, the crests of the great waves correspond with

the troughs over the general surface of the earth. It is very unfortunate that

the data from Vancouver, Nanaimo, and Victoria are not full enough to show
whether or not they are included in this region.

TABLE IV.

Precipitation Data, by Years, for Calgary, Banff, and Agassiz.
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CHAPTER II.

VICTORIA GLACIER.

I. General Characteristics.

The Victoria Glacier originates at Abbot's Pass, upon the crest of the

Great Continental Divide which separates British Columbia from Alberta,

flows due north for a mile between the precipitous walls of Mts. Victoria and
Lefroy, makes an abrupt turn to the northeast and pursues a straight course

for another two miles before wasting away in the Lake Louise Vallev. The
collecting area at the Pass is inuch restricted and narrows down to 600 to 700

feet, where the rocky cliffs upon either side begin to frown at each other from

beneath the snow. These cliffs become higher and separate gradually, allowing

the glacier to broaden to about one-third of a mile as it approaches the bend in

its course. Rounding the nose of Mt. Lefroy the glacier receives its double

tributary from the southeast, attains its greatest breadth of one-half mile,

and for the last mile narrows regularly to its debris-covered nose. In this

lower thii'd of its length it lies between Mt. Aberdeen (elevation 10,340 feet)

and Castle Crags upon the east and Mt. Whyte (9,776 feet) upon the west. A
general view of the lower two-thirds of the glacier, with the tributary entire,

is shown in plate iv, figure i, while plate iv, figure 2, shows the upper portion

and gives a lengthwise view of the tributary.

A Watkin mountain aneroid was can-ied to the crest of the Pass, July 22,

1904, and gave an elevation, when corrected, of 9,370 feet above sea-level. The
more accurate methods of the Canadian Topographic Survey gave Wheeler

9,540 feet elevation for this same Pass, from which the descent through the

so-called "Death-Trap" is rapid, requiring the cutting of steps in the snow
when it is hard from freezing. Owing to the north-south direction of this part

of the valley and the height of the bounding cliffs, the sun has little direct

power and the glacier is permanently covered with snow which assumes a granu-

lar fonn, owing to the partial melting of the flakes, and constitutes the n6v6.

This condition of the snow causes it to resemble granular tapioca and may be

seen in the snows which, in more southern latitudes, linger until late in the

spring. The neve-covered portion of the Victoria reaches an altitude of about

7,500 feet, or about 2,000 feet below the Pass, when, as the glacier turns to the

northeast, the ice makes its appearance through the snow. The line of separa-

tion between ice and snow, as seen at the surface, is irregular and uneven,

shifting with the season and from, year to year. Winters of scanty snowball,

followed b\' bright warm summers, will send the neve line up the glacier; while

winters of heavy snowfall and cool summers will cause this line to move toward

the nose. Plate v, figure 2, shows the upper third of the glacier, leading to the

Pass through the "trap, " and the neve line in the foreground, as it appeared in

July, 1904. Rounding Lefroy, the glacier descends rather abruptly some 400

to 500 feet, owing apparently to a stidden change in the inclination of its bed,
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giving rise to a series of transverse crevasses. The lower one and one-half

miles of the Victoria presents a remarkably even sxirface slope, suggestive of a

correspondingly even bed, so that it may be ascended with entire safety by the

most inexperienced. The nose reaches an altitude of about 6,000 feet, so that

the average slope is at the rate of about 1,200 feet to the mile. For the lower

half the surface slope is but 650 to 700 feet to the mile, or at the average rate

of f to 8°.

In the nev6 region the surface of the glacier is concave, owing to the accu-

mulation of snow along the base of the cliffs, this being permitted by the

relatively small amount of heat radiation and reflection. For a short distance

opposite Lefroy the cross sections of the ice stream have a horizontal surface

line, while in the lower portion the surface is flatly convex, owing to the lateral

melting caused by the rock walls and, to a greater or less extent, by the lateral

drainage streams. (See the cross-section of the Victoria along the line of the

steel plates, page 30.) It does not seem probable that the glacier attains

any considerable thickness, the thickest portion, apparently, lying opposite the

tributary where the ice may be 500 to 600 feet in depth. The nose is rounded,

completely veneered by rock debris so as to conceal the ice, and perched up

above the valley floor upon an old moraine which it has partially oven-idden,

but has not had the strength to push aside (plate v, figure i). The front here

is steep, the angle being about 38°, and about 90 feet in height, with a series of

gradually rising crests from the medial and right lateral moraines. Back from

this nose some 2,000 feet, there is exposed a steep ice wall, 35° to 50°, which

attains a height of 125 feet, and continues for about 800 feet. This now appears

as the side of the glacier, but the position and form of the older moraines show
that the fi'ont has been gradually swinging around into this oblique position,

the cause of which is apparent from an inspection of the map. The eastern

side of the glacier is much better protected by the right lateral inoraine and by
the much broader and closely placed medial. This portion of the front is thus

prevented from melting, while the less well protected western half has been

rapidly receding. Between this oblique ice wall and the real nose other smaller

faces are developing and being enlarged with each season's melting.

2. Nourishment.

The main glacier is nourished in four ways, which may be separately recog-

nized, as follows:

a. By the moisture dii-ectly precipitated into the valley between Mts.

Victoria and Lefroy. The great bulk of this is in the fonn of snow, which
probably amounts to about 25 feet per annum. The lesser amount in the form
of hail, rain, dew, fog, and frost would also contribute to the substance of the

glacier.

h. The funnel-like form of the valley, with its opening to the north, enables
it to catch and retain large quantities of snow drifted southward by the north
winds, as well as that which collects in the lee of Victoria when a west wind is
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Mitre. Lefroy.

PLATE IV.

Fig. I.—General view of Victoria Glacier looking boiithward.

Copyrighted, 1902, by the Detroit Pliotographic Co.

Lefrny. Abbot s Pass.

Fig. 2.—Lefroy Tributary. Victoria Glacier.

Copyrighted, 1902, by the Detroit Photographic Co.
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Aberdeen.

PLATE V.

Lefrny,

Lefioy.

Fic I.—Debris-covered no^e of the Victoria Glacier. July, 1904.

Abbot's Pass.

Fig. 2.—Neve held of Victoria Glacier, looking southward through "death trap." July, 1904.
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Fig. r.— Path of an avalanche along Victoria neve. Photograplied by De Forrest Ross, July,

1904. Note ice levees along the margin of the path.

Fig. 2.—Hanging glacier upon Mt. Victoria as seen from summit of Mt. Aberdeen (elevation 10,340 feet). Photo-

graphed, 1903, by Arthur O. Wheeler.
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blowing, or in the lee of Lefroy with an east wind. Thus because of its shape,

position, and depth the upper valley is able to capture much more snow than it

would ordinarily be entitled to.

c. Upon the opposing faces of Victoria (elevation 11,355 feet) and Lefroy

(11,220 feet) large beds of snow accumulate during the fall, winter, and early

spring. During the late spring and early summer much of this snow is pre-

cipitated into the valley as avalanches, with the roar of thunder and the blast

of a tornado. It is the danger from this source that has suggested the name
" Death-Trap, " for the narrower portion of the valley, although no fatalities

have yet occurred here. These avalanches may shoot directly across the

valley, or they may turn and move along it lengthwise as shown in plate vx,

figure I . They must bring down numerous rock fragments, which are distributed

completely across this portion of the glacier and incorporated into its n6v^.

d. A considerable portion of the snow which clings to the eastern shoulder

of Mt. Victoria is compacted into stratified ice, and over an area of about one

square mile there arises a true glacier perched up on the mountainside, with a

slope that appears too steep to give it a foothold. Such a glacier is known
as a "cliff glacier," or "hanging glacier" (plate vi, figure 2). It moves down
the slope, probably with considerable velocity, and is avalanched into the

valley upon the back of the Victoria Glacier, filling the air with ice dust. At
the crest of the precipice the ice has an estimated thickness of 200 to 300 feet,

from which great blocks, sometimes as large as a city square of buildings, are

detached and fall vertically 1,200 to 1,500 feet. At certain places where the

falls are more frequent there are built up debris cones of coarse granules upon
the western margin of the glacier. This avalanched ice spreads over the glacier

and is incorporated into its body along with more or less ground-morainic material

which has been manufactured between the hanging glacier and its bed. When
the weather is cool and cloudy these ice avalanches are infrequent, but upon
a warm bright day, with much melting and more rapid forward movement of

the ice, they occur every few minutes from some portion of the long front. On
August 25, 1903, during the mid-portion of the day avalanches were noted as

follows:

10:39
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for the snow. That which is not precipitated into the valley as avalanches

melts away in the course of the summer and this water, along with that from

Mt. Victoria, forms slender cascades, which are partially absorbed by the

nev^ and, in part, work their way to the bed of the valley and are incorporated

into the subglacial drainage. In these various ways the upper Victoria receives

the precipitation from about two square miles of collecting area. Through

pressure, rain, and surface melting, due to the intense solar action, as well as

the chinook winds, this mass of granular snow is compacted into a very fine

granular ice. Powerful winds sweep over the bare peaks and ridges and spread

over the neve more or less fine matter, organic as well as inorganic. This

material is concentrated at the surface, when sufficient melting has taken place,

and gives a rather sharp line of demarcation between the older snow and that

which falls freshly upon it. In consequence of the melting and the presence

of the foreign matter, the n^vd acquires a characteristic stratification, which in

the case of the Victoria persists to its nose. Owing to the avalanches of snow

and ice from Mts. Victoria and Lefroy these strata are rendered more or less

irregular. The great weight of this snow and underlying ice forces the entire

mass valleyward and thus prevents indefinite accumulation.

3. Double Tributary.

o. Mitre Glacier; the host. Upon either side of the small peak known as the

Mitre (elevation 9,470 feet), there descend two steep snow slopes, which give rise

to two neve-covered streams of ice (see plate vii, figure 2). That to the right is

intersected by a great crevasse, caused by the glacier drawing away from the

snow and ice which adhere to the rocky slope, and forming what is known as

the " bergschrund. " This schrtind renders this stream impracticable, but the

other may be safely ascended with a guide, to the Mitre Pass leading over

into Paradise Valley. Here from an elevation of 8,480 feet the descent is

very rapid for about 1,200 feet, when the two streams unite into a single glacier,

for which the name Mitre, first proposed by Allen for the entire tributary, may
best be retained. For a very short distance the glacier is permanently covered

with n6vi, but in midsummer this soon disappears and discloses a very weak ar^d

poorly defined medial moraine (plate vii, figure 2). It flows lazily down
the straight valley, one and one-third miles, between Mts. Lefroy and Aberdeen,

attains an average width of one-third to one-half a mile, and joins the Victoria

with a breadth of 3,200 feet.

b. Lefroy Glacier; the parasite. Upon the eastern and northern slope of

Mt. Lefroy, because of its exposure and other favorable conditions, there has

arisen another hanging glacier similar to although smaller than that just de-

scribed upon Mt. Victoria. Plate iv and plate vii, figure i, give views of this

elevated glacier, clinging to the steep mountain slope, the latter view being

taken from the suinmit of Mt. Aberdeen, looking westward and from an elevation

of 10.340 feet. From the steep, vertical ice face great blocks are avalanched

2,000 feet into the vallev, much of the ice being grotmd into dust and shot
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Fig. I.—Hangini; glacier upon Mt. Lefroy as seen from summit of Mt. Aberdeen (elevation 10,340 feet). I'lioto-

graphed, 1903, by Artliur O. Wheeler.

Aberdeen.

I'IG. 2.—Double neve lield of Mitre Glacier, ]uly, 1904. Faulted ne've strata are seen in left tributary and a bergschrund in the riglil

In foreground a snow-filled crevasse ; beyond which lies the neve line.
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out beyond the base of the cliff. Upon the western or Lefroy side of the upper

half of the Mitre Glacier, there is thus heaped up a mass of pulverized ice, which

is compacted by freezing into strata. This mass constitutes a new glacier,

since the structure of the original one must have been destroyed by the plunge,

with the exception of the granules and their fragments. Such a glacier is said

to be "reconstructed," or "regenerated." Furthermore, this new glacier

rests upon the back of the Mitre; is nourished differently; is of a different form;

has its own distinct set of strata, unconformable with those of the Mitre; moves

across the valley instead of lengthwise of it, and is accomplishing a totally

different geological work. This glacier, for which the term Lefroy is appro-

priate, is one of the best known examples of what Forbes termed a "parasitic

glacier,"' far better, indeed, than the tyjoe itself. It is parasitic in the sense

that it is carried by its host, the Mitre, and in that it is nourished entirelv by
snow and ice which would be otherwise available for the host.

Just what is the structural relation of the Lefroy to the Mitre, the parasite

to its host, can only be conjectured, since the contact was not observed and the

plane of separation may not be at all distinct. There is, however, a very

evident, deep-seated motion down the valley and an equally evident

superficial motion across from the base of Lefroy to the foot of Aber-

deen. The result of the latter motion is to carry most of the ground-morainic

material, such as clay, sand, bruised and scratched pebbles and boulders, which

has been mantifactured beneath the hanging glacier of Lefroy, entirely across

the valley and dump it in a great heap upon the eastern or Aberdeen side

of the Mitre (plate yiii, figure i, and plate xv, figm-e i). The front of the

parasitic Lefroy being parallel with the side of the Mitre, some of the ground-

morainic deposit is arranged in ridges parallel with the side of the latter, in

which form it is being dealt out to the Victoria. Until the above stated relations

were discovered it was a serious puzzle to ascertain how a glacier could get its

ground moraine upon its own back and arrange it in ridges parallel with its side

(see plate xv, figure i ) . That the material could not have come from Mt. Aberdeen

was evident from the fact that it does not support a hanging glacier upon its

western face, as shown in plate viii, figure 2. although there is a buried mass of

stagnant ice upon the northern shoulder. Avalanches of snow and the ordinary

processes of weathering have brought down considerable angi:lar material from

Aberdeen which covers most of the ground-morainic deposit from the opposite

side of the valley. While this ground-morainic material is being moved east-

northeast by the Lefroy for a distance of i ,800 to i ,900 feet, it is also being carried

north-northwest for a distance of about 3,800 feet by the underlying Mitre and
the resultant motion is somewhat east of north. This will be made clear from

an inspection of the map, plate in.

Opposite the large debris cone seen in plate iv, figure 2, upon the western

side of the Lefroy Glacier, there is a marked depression in the surface of the

ice and also across the entire tributary where it joins the Victoria, giving good

1 Travels through tlie Alps of Savoy, James D. Forbes, Edinburgh, 1845, p. 201.
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exposures of the outcropping edges of the strata, to be noted later. These

depressions furnish confirmatory evidence that the general movement of the

superficial layers is across and not parallel with the valley. The position of the

left lateral moraine from the debris cone, above noted, to the Victoria, shows,

however, that along the base of the Lefroy clifE the movement is normal and

due to the Mitre, although the strata belong to the Lefroy. In consequence

of this a relatively small amount of morainic material is captured from the

Lefroy and delivered to the medial moraine of the Victoria at the nose of Mt.

Lefroy. This double tributary joins the Victoria at an elevation of about

6,670 feet, having an average surface slope of 1,360 feet to the mile, and is at

once compressed to about 600 feet, as compared with 3,200, or as 54 is to i.

There being no corresponding increase in the height of the ice, the inference

is that the tributary delivers relatively little ice to the Victoria and that its

movement is correspondingly slow.

4. Drainage.

a. Surface ablation. The drainage supply of the glacier originates from

the rainfall over the glacier and adjacent mountain slopes, from the melting of

the snow and ice in the region of the hanging glaciers, and from the general

melting of the glacier itself and its tributaries. No definite data are available

concerning the rainfall over the glacier and adjacent slopes. Owing to its greater

altitude it would be much less than at Field and Banff and wotild practically

all fall during June, July, August, and September. After heavy showers the

streams from the mountain slopes are in many cases highly charged with

sediment, those originating from the melting of snow being generally clear.

The temperature of the ice during the summer was found to be either

just at the freezing point, or so near it that any addition of heat was

sufficient to start the process of melting. In the abandoned drainage tunnel,

to which reference will be made later, holes were bored into the ice wall, 140

feet back from the entrance, and a standard minimum thermometer inserted

its full length. Owing to the course of the tunnel the point of observation

was estimated to be 70 feet from the foot of the oblique ice wall and about 17

feet from the actual ice face (plate viii, figure 4). During the week from

July 31 to August 7, 1904, the readings were 31.8° F., 31.6°, 31.8°, 31.9°, 31.7°,

and 32°. The maximum temperature of the air in the tunnel during the week

ranged from 31.4° to 33.0° F. Owing to the warmth of the body and that of

the candle used, it was found impracticable to get the temperature of the air

at the same time that the temperature of the ice was taken.

In the rarified atmosphere at these high altitudes the midsummer sun

strikes with surprising force and the surface ice, so near its melting point, is at

once converted into water without changing its temperature. In the case of

scores of observations made upon the surface streams of the series of glaciers

the temperature was almost uniformly 32° F. In rare cases it was found to be

a small fraction of a degree above. In order to secure some data for an estimate
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of the rate at which surface ablation was taking place over the lower portion

of the Victoria, accurate elevations were taken upon the series of steel plates

used in determining the forward movement. The results are shown in table

V, page 31, giving the total melting from July 13 to August 4, 1904, for a

period of 22 days of midsummer. The maximum lowering of the ice surface

occurred at plate No. 13, nearly two-thirds of the way across when measured

from the west side, and amounted to 3 . 8 feet, or a daily average-of 2.076 inches.

This plate was located on a portion of the glacier least protected by rock debris.

Although this lowering of the surface is due, in the main, to the sun's action and

general effect of the atmosphere, usually above the freezing point in summer,

there are other minor agencies which would tend to give the same result. One of

these is the rain, 1.506 inches of which fell during the period of the observations.

Other agencies are subglacial melting and subglacial erosion, longitudinal

stretching, or a lateral spreading of the ice, all of which would tend to lower

the upper surface. It should be noted, further, that in the 22 days this plate

moved forward 60 inches and with the average surface slope of 7° to 8°, the

plate would be lowered by this agency alone about one-third of an inch daily.

Making this correction the actual ablation, from sun, atmosphere, and rain,

would amount to about 1.74 inches daily and for the two main months of July

and August would give a total of about 9 feet. Observations upon the lower

Lefroy showed that the ice surrounding certain morainic heaps had been

lowered during the season by about this amount. No glacial tables of this

height can be found, however, becavise of the undercutting effect of the sun's

rays and the consequent destruction of their pedestals. The broad medial

depression lying just west of the medial moraine (see plate iv, figure 2, and cross

section page 30) has been produced by the greater surface melting and this

has been permitted by the thinner covering of rock debris, the ice of this portion

of the glacier coming from the Lefroy side of the upper Victoria. This depres-

sion continues down the glacier for 2,200 feet, where it thins out, apparently

from surface melting. With a forward motion here of about 64.5 feet annually,

it would require 34 years for the ice to move from the line of plates to the oblique

ice face, during which time some 306 feet of ice might be melted away. If

the rate of melting and rate of forward movement remained constant, this

number would represent the approximate thickness of the ice beneath plate 13.

It is very probable that the rate of melting becomes less, owing to the concen-

tration of rock debris at the surface, but it is also very probable that the rate

of forward movement becomes also less as the ice diminishes in thickness.

The work with the spirit level indicated that this plate was originally 393 feet

above the lower margin of the ice in this depression, the difference of 87 feet

representing the rise of the valley floor in this distance. If this latter figure is

approximately correct the inclination of the bed is much less than that of the

surface of the ice itself

b. Surface drainage. Over the entire nev^ area the water from the melting

snow, as well as that from the rainfall, is absorbed into the body of the glacier
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and refrozen, binding the granules together into an ice conglomerate. Where
the ice itself is exposed and crevasses absent, the melted ice and rainfall are

concentrated into more or less well defined channels, which persist from season

to season. In the earl}- morning th-e glacier is impressively quiet, the ice is dry,

and man}- of the small pools are frozen over with a thin layer of ice. When the

summer sun enters the valley the exposed ice becomes moist, small trickles of

water unite into rills, that grow larger and larger from the union of innumerable

others, and these form still larger brooks which empty theii" clear, ice-cold waters

into the main drainage channels and, after a day of rapid melting, we have here

roaring torrents. These streams slowly cut their way into the solid ice by
mechanical erosion, assisted by the rock fragments which the water is able to

move along, and b}^ melting. The water being apparently at the melting point

of the ice, 32° F., it is incapable of imparting heat to that over which it flows

and the melting must arise from the conversion of its kinetic energy into heat.

Such heat would be imparted to the ice, rendered latent in the process of lique-

faction and the temperature of the water would not be sensibly raised. The
question arose in the mind of the writer while studying these ice streams

whether water at 32° is capable of dissolving ice at the same temperature, as

it might dissolve rock salt over which it was flowing. So far as he has been able

to learn the question has not been investigated, but if water does have any such

efi^ect upon ice under these conditions, it would help to explain the formation

of these ice channels.

In the upper part of their courses these stream beds are generally free from

debris and quite straight, but as the bed is broadened, boulders, too large for

the stream to handle, slide in from the surface and the stream is compelled to

go around. In this way a system of meanders is formed, as shown in plate

VIII, figure 3, and the ice banks are rendered steep and, here and there, undercut

by the rushing water. In the lower portions of the course the bed may contain

considerable rock debris, but this has simply slid down from the surface and

nowhere suggests an aggrading action of the stream. When the stream channel

is contracted for any reason, the level of the water is raised, its velocity increased

in consequence, and an ice basin cut out upon the down-stream side, filled with

more quiet water. This is suggestive of the manner in which the Lake Louise

rock basin, to be later described, may have originated when the entire valley

was ice-filled.

In portions of the glacier intersected by crevasses it is obvious that surface

streams, of any considerable size, cannot develop. The water escapes by an

englacial or subglacial tunnel, to reappear at or near the nose. When a stream

encounters such a crevasse, from which there is drainage beneath, it forms a

small cascade and begins to cut a channel in the vertical face of the crevasse

wall. If the velocity and volume of the water are sufficient, a corresponding

channel may be produced in the opposite wall. As the lips of the crevasse

are subsequently brought together by movements of the ice body, and the

crevasse is healed, this small vertical channel persists and still furnishes an
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Martriiial lakelet west side Victoria Glacier

Fig. I.— First stage in formation of a niuulin, Lefroy Glacier

3-—Inner en.
I al..Tn(liiiie.l .li-aiiiai;e lunnel, X'iduna i .lacier, July, K904.

Fig. 4.—MoiUh abandoned drainage tunnel, Victoria Glacier, looking outward. July, I904.
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escape for the surface stream. This is well shown in plate ix, figure t, the small

stream entering the nearly healed crevasse from the right. As the ice moves

valleyward the drainage area of the stream may be enlarged, the amount of

water correspondingly increased, and our glacial well, or "moulin, " may be

indefinitely enlarged both in diameter and depth. Since the water is introduced

from above and escapes below, they are more like wells, turned wrong-side up.

The}^ may be found in variovis stages of development, the younger in the region

of the open crevasses, the mature examples in the lower course of the glacier,

where they have been caiTied by the general forward movement of the ice,

and into which the surface torrent plunges with a sullen roar to unseen

depths.

The main drainage stream of the Victoria Glacier starts near the nose of

Mt. Lefroy, to the west of the medial moraine, and passes somewhat obliquely

downward to a moulin, opposite the oblique ice face (plate iv, figure i, and

plate III). This stream drains that portion of the glacier over which the

surface melting is the greatest. A second drainage stream originates near the

above, but in the depression between the medial moraine and the Lefroy tribu-

tary. This stream collects the surface waters from the tributary and extends

for one-quarter mile down the deep depression between the medial and right

lateral moraines and disappears in a system of crevasses that cut this portion of

the glacier.

Two short, btit rather deep, drainage channels occur upon the western side

of the glacier, lying upon the inner side of the left lateral moraine. One of

these has incised the ice to a depth of i8 to 20 feet. Since these streams have

probably occupied their present sites for many years it is rather remarkable that

they have not completely cut through the ice to the rocky bed beneath. From
the fact that they have not done so we are forced to conclude, either that the

rate of cutting is surprisingly slow, or else that the glacier thickens in such a

way that the bottoms of the streams are elevated with reference to the base

of the glacier. It is possible that the longitudinal compression to which the

glacier is subjected in its lower half may be sufficient to secure this result.

c. Marginal drainage. Upon the eastern side of the lower Victoria, along

the base of Mt. Aberdeen and Castle Crags, there is no visible marginal drainage

at present, but water may be heard trickling amongst the rocky debris. Just

at the head of this depression, however, where the tributary joins the main

Victoria, there is evidence of earlier drainage here, in the fonn of an abandoned

lake bed, with a length of 500 to 600 feet. A small gravel delta was formed

at the head, while the rest of the bed is filled with silt. A still smaller lakelet

existed for a short time at the nose of Mt. Lefroy, in the depression between

this side of the tributary and the Victoria. Upon the western side of the glacier

there occurs a similar marginal lakelet, between the glacier and Mt. Whyte,

fed by a mountain stream and a discharge stream from the glacier itself (plate ix,

figure 2), which cascades over the lateral moraine from a dozen different places.

The lakelet has an elevation of 6,554 feet, is largely filled with fine silt, and
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contains a number of low islands, supporting some vegetation. The outlet

stream is marginal for about 500 feet and then enters the side of the glacier.

d. General drainage brook. The subglacial and englacial streams are all

united into a single stream which emerges from the base of the ice at an elevation

of 6,127 fest ^^d back about 1,000 feet from the real nose, upon the west side.

This stream cascades over the coarse blocks of the terminal moraine, receives

a small tributary from Mt. Whyte, and rushes headlong to the lake, one mile

distant, dropping some 450 feet. In comparatively recent time the dis-

charge was through a tunnel which is being rapidly destroyed by melting,

plate VIII, figure 4, shows the entrance to this tunnel as it appeared in 1904 and

plate IX, figure 4, furnishes an interior view looking out and down the valley.

At this time the opening was 12 feet high by 7 feet broad and the tunnel could

be entered for a distance of 160 feet, when it appeared to have been clogged by

ground-morainic material. The opening naiTOwed rapidly toward the inner

end (plate ix, figure 3) and the severe melting of 1905 showed that it connected

with an englacial passage leading towards the main moulin. This difference

in the size indicates that when the ceiling of the portion of the tunnel shown in

plate IX, figure 4, was being fluted by torrential waters, the bed of the stream

was at a considerably higher level than that there shown and that the stream

worked its" way down from an englacial to a subglacial position. The amount
of water discharged through this tunnel was probably no greater than that

at the present time through the present exit. The floor of the tunnel, at its

entrance in 1904, had an elevation of 6,192 feet, or 65 feet above the present

place of discharge.

During periods of minimum melting, and always in the early morning,

the amount of water discharged from the glacier is relatively small, b Late

in the afternoon and evening of a day of rapid melting it gushes forth with

great power and volume (plate x, figure i). It was impracticable to

measure the amount of discharge at this exit, but measurements were made
at the delta where the stream enters the lake. So little additional water was

being received at the time from the adjacent mountain slopes that the results

secured represented approximately the flow from the glacier itself. An accurate

cross-section of the stream was secured by taking the level of the bed for each

foot, establishing a gauge, and determining the velocity from surface floats.

A calculation of the flow was made, after a week of minimum melting, by averag-

ing the flow at 9:00 a.m. and at 6;oo p.m. During this period there were 0.671

inch of rainfall near the nose of the glacier. A similar determination was

made after a week of maximum melting, with 0.030 inch of rainfall. These

results gave 73 and 93 cubic feet per second for the average flow. At the

time of the minimum flow the water at the exit from the glacier was found to

possess 0.230 oz. of sediment to the cubic foot and 0.506 oz. during the time of

maximum discharge. This is enough to make the water decidedly turbid.

The total amount of seatnienlrcarried out daily during the maximum discharge

period was estimated to be about six tons, ana one-third this amount for the
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minimum period of flow. During the spring and fall the flow is very greatly

reduced and must be very scant, or nothing, in the winter. Mr. Robert Camp-
bell informs me that he has seen water in the stream, however, beneath the

snow and ice of winter.

e. Water temperatures. The temperature of the water at the main exit

was found to vary from 32.0° F. to 32.4,° at various times of the day. Near the

site of the camp, just outside of the older of the two great block moraines, and
some 2,000 feet from the exit, a series of observations was made upon the temper-

ature of the water in the west branch of the drainage brook. The observations

were made between Jt:ly 2 and 27, 1904, and in the early morning, near midday,

and in the evening, but not at any stated hours. Most of them were taken

between 7 and 8 a.m.; 12 and 2 p.m., and 8 and 9 t-.M. Of 56 observations,

those for the morning averaged 35.4°, for midday 41.4°, and for the evening

35.2°. A small amount of drainage was received from Mt. Whyte, which must
have materially affected the temperatures. Upon July 18, 1904, simultaneous

observations were made at the glacier, camp, and at the delta, one mile below.

The maximum temperature for the day was 51.7° F. and the minimum 34.8°.

The results were as follows:

Time. Glacier. Camp. Delta.

9:00 A.M. 32.4° 35.2° 35.8°

6:00 P.M. 32.4° 34-o° 36.0°

By the time the water has moved across Lake Louise to the foot, its tem-

perature has been raised some 6° to 12°, the temperature ranging from 42° to

48°, during the summer months. The temperature of the Bow River at Laggan,

into which Lake Louise is drained, was found to be 54.9° F., Aug. 15, 1904.

5. Forward Movement.

o. Measurements. Long before the attention of scientists was directed

to glaciers as suitable subjects for investigation, the Swiss peasants had dis-

covered that the}^ possessed a forward, down-valley movement and that they

slowly transported boulders and other objects left upon their surface. In 1841

the Bishop of Annency, M. Rendu, published his remarkable work, Theorie

des Glaciers de la Savoie (edited by George Forbes, 1874, translated by
Alfred Wills), in which he shows a surprising insight into the laws of

glacial motion. "Between the Mer de Glace and a river," he writes, "there is

a resemblance so complete that it is impossible to find in the latter a circum-

stance which does not exist in the fonner" (page 85). Since this was written,

in 1839, glacial investigation has done much to justify, if not to actually verify

the generalization. Streams of ice and streams of water have many character-

istics in common, as well as important differences. All are agreed that the

cause of the movement is, in both cases, the force of gravity, acting upon the

mass itself, or some other mass in contact with it. As to the nature of the ice

movement, those' wh(«e opinions should carry the greatest weight are not yet
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in agreement. So far as the present investigation is concerned the phenomena

observed can be satisfactorily explained only upon the theory that under certain

circumstances, and within certain limits, ice is capable of behaving as a plastic

body, that is, capable of yielding continuously to stress, without rupture.

In the discussion of this property of ice in the closing chapter of this report

it is pointed out that the "plasticity" of ice, a crystalline substance, must be

thought of as essentially different from that manifested by such amorphous

substances as wax or asphaltum.

That the Victoria Glacier is flowing valleyward is capable of direct demon-

stration. From range lines across the glacier, the Messrs. Vaux marked the

position of a certain large boulder July 26, 1899. This was on the portion of the

glacier opposite the tributary and back some 6,800 feet from the nose. By July

24, 1900, this boulder was found to have moved forward 147 feet, while a second

"near the terminal moraine" was found to have moved 115 feet.' So far as

may be inferred from the phenomenon of the "dirt bands," to be later described,

the former boulder Avas not in the locus of maximum surface movement, but

some 360 feet to the west. In order to gather more definite data concerning

the movement of the lower Victoria a line of 1 8 steel plates was set by means of a

transit, the plates being placed as nearly as convenient at an average distance of

d
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100 feet. The line of plates was back 3,600 feet from the nose of the glacier (see

map) and was marked by setting the instrument over an established point upon
a large block on the shoulder of Mt. Whyte and sighting across to the sharp

edge of an easily recognizable cavity in the face of Mt. Aberdeen. The plates were

of the style successfully used by the Vaux brothers upon the Illecillewaet Glacier

and were 6X6X4 inches, with a 9-inch piece of f inch gas pipe screwed into the

center. They were given two coats of brilliant red paint, were numbered, and
had the actual reference line marked in white, after the short piece of pipe had
been driven into the ice. An arrow was marked upon each for purposes of

orienting, in case they should become turned. In general, where the melting

was greatest, it was found that the pipe did not sink into the ice and retain

its vertical position, but allowed the plate to drop to one side. The end of

' Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Mch., 1901, p. 213. "Observations
Made in 1900 on Glaciers in British Columbia."
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the pipe, however, marked the spot upon the ice over which it had stood, so

that its original position could be readih^ restored (see cross-section). It so

happened that the next ten days in the valley were cool and cloudy, with small

amounts of rain almost daily. This period was followed by ten days, and more, of

bright warm weather, with considerable surface melting. After each of these periods

the instrument was set in its former position and the original line again established,

but upon ice which had moved down into this position. Measurements were made
from this new line to the various plates and the amount of forward movement thus

detennined. The full data gathered from observations upon this set of plates

are shown in table v. The relative vertical position of the plates is shown in

the cross-section, as well as their relation to the surface features of the glacier.

TABLE V.

Observations upon the Series of Steel Plates. Set across the Victoria

Glacier, July g, 1904.

(Total Distance across Glacier along line of plates 2,167 fset.)

c
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the decimal point one place to the left. The greatest movement was shown by

plate II, almost 20 inches, and this was the plate nearest the centre. From
this point the motion diminished very gradually toward the west, but less rapidly

eastward, toward the crest of the medial moraine, and then fell off very suddenly.

The plates in the crests of the two lateral moraines had moved up-stream, sup-

posedly from the settling of the debris due to ice melting beneath. Plate 3

seemed to be located upon a stagnant portion of ice, showing no movement for

either the cool or the warm period, and then could not be found in 1905, appar-

ently because of the side cutting of a surface stream. For the warm period,

Jul}' 20 to 29, the results are given in the next column for ready comparison.

The motion is seen to be greater, almost twice as great for plate 14 and almost

three times as great for plate 15. Both plates vipon the lateral moraines had

moved ahead, although that upon the right lateral had not yet regained its

original position. Plate 2 showed no movement whatever for the warm period,

and number 4 showed no increase of movement. In column 9 there is given the

average daily motion for these 20 days of midsummer, which may be regarded as

typical of the season. For this period the greatest forward movement was shown

by plate 13, having a daily average of 2.736 inches. It is located some 287 feet

east of the centre of the glacier, and, as previously pointed out, showed the

maximum ablation. Number 3 showed no movement whatever. On September

5, 1905, the plates were again located, all being readily found except plate 3,

and their distances from the original line determined. These results are listed

in column 10, from which have been calculated the average daily motion and the

motion for a year. In all cases there was a down-stream movement indicated,

although very slight for the two lateral moraines. The greatest movement was

shown by plate 11, the one nearest the centre of the glacier, amounting to a total

of 76.3 feet for the entire period of 423 days, or a daily average of 2.165 inches.

This represents a j^early motion of about 66 feet. The central position of the

plate of maximum movement for the year was to be expected from the very

straight course of this part of the glacier. Its daily motion for the year is about

81 per cent, of its midsummer motion, which means that for the greater part

of the year the movement is fairly uniform. The table suggests that during the

season of maximum motion there are cross-currents set up in the ice, and, with

reference to the body of the ice itself, not the bed, even back currents. During

the year, however, the impulse is steadily and regularly forward. Studies upon

the dirt bands of Forbes, to be later discussed, indicate that as we approach the

steeper ice slope opposite Lefroy, the motion is more rapid than that given in the

table.

b. Frontal changes. The rate of melting about the nose and side of the glacier,

in connection with the rate of forward movement of the ice, determines the

behavior of the front. When these two factors are balanced the glacier appears

to halt, and, if carrying debris, begins to build a terminal moraine. If either

the rate of forward movement, or the rate^of recession from melting, is in

excess then the glacial extremity advances, or retreats, entirely regardless of the
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fact that the ice of the glacier is continually moving forward. Owing to the rock
veneer which completely covers the nose of Victoria, the amount of melting
even during midsummer is very small. The last episode here was one of advance,
the glacier having extended itself, some decades ago, into a forest of spruce and
fir and checked its own advance by mounting a heavy moraine of rock fragments
which it was incapable of pushing aside (plate v, figure i). The cut stumps and
broken trunks which lie about the nose, some of them entirely out of reach of

the present glacier, appear to have been produced by an avalanche from between
Mt. Aberdeen and Castle Crags, which encircled the nose when it stood some-
what farther back than at present. Trees now growing in the path of this

avalanche are 28.3 inches in circumference and by calculation should be 130
years old. In order to determine how the nose was behaving, three accurate

measurements were made with a steel tape between definite points upon coarse

blocks of the old moraine and upon others that seemed rather firmly embedded
in the frontal slope. Between July 9 and September 13, 1904, in all 66 days,

each of the latter blocks had settled back approximately an inch, presumably
owing to the wastage of the ice beneath from melting. Confirmatory evidence

that such melting was in progress was furnished by a small clear stream of water at

32°, which escaped through the rocks just west of the nose. Between September

13, 1904, and September 2, 1905, when measurements were again made, this

small recession was partially made up, but the blocks still lacked .36 in. to .72

in. of regaining their former position. With the front so delicately poised it is

evident that a very small additional impulse from behind would inaugurate an
advance.

At a point 2,000 feet up from the real nose, at about the middle of the oblique

ice front already noted, there lies a large red quartzite boulder, which was used

by the Messrs. Vaux as a reference block. This is the largest of the three blocks

in the middle foreground of plate x, figure 3, as it appeared in August, 1903.

This boulder was observed protruding from the ice, a little over half-way up the

face, in the midsummer of 1898, by Prof. Charles E. Fay. In this position it was
photographed by him, and also a week later, when it had fallen. Plate x, figure

2, shows the boulder in position in the ice. In 1899, July 26, this boulder was
found by the Messrs Vaux to be 20 feet from the ice front. How much of this

20 feet was due to recession and how much to the rolling or bounding of the block

in falling, cannot now be determined. On July 24, 1900, the boulder was found

to be 26 feet from the ice, indicating a recession of 6 feet for the year. August

23, 1903, the block was found by the writer to be 76 feet from the ice foot, giving

an average recession since 1899 of 14 feet. The following July the block was

marked with bright red paint, so that it could be readily located by others: "A.

Ice foot 74.5 ft. 7/23/'o4. Sr." The elevation of a line upon the face, deter-

mined by spirit level from Lake Louise as a base, was recorded as 6,264 feet'

above sea-level. When compared with the distance noted above for the previous

' This elevation was based upon 5,675 feet for the height of Lake Louise above sea-level. The corrected

elevation as now given bv the Canadian Topographic Survey is 5,670 feet, or five feet lower.
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year this would indicate an advance, whereas the glacier was actually in retreat.

The necessity of taking the measurements as nearly as possible at the same cor-

responding time in the season becomes evident. In 1904 measurements were also

made August 4 and September 13, giving distances of 76 and 86.45 feet respect-

ively. If we assume a uniform recession between these last two dates we have

a daily amount of 0.26 feet and for the interval between August 4 and August 23,

at which date the measurement was made in 1903, an additional recession of 4.94

feet. This amount, added to that of August 4, gives 80.94 feet, and the approxi-

mate recession from August 23, 1903, to August 23, 1904, was 5 feet. In 1905 the

measurements were made September 2, and gave a distance of 106.8 feet from

the reference block to the ice foot. This means a recession of about 25 feet for

the year 1904-5. For the series of six years 1899 to 1905 the total amotmt of

recession observed at this point was 86.8 feet, or an average of 14.5 feet annually.

The following summary for this boulder may be given:

1898. Fell from ice early in August.

1899. 20 feet from ice foot.

1 899-1 900. Ice receded 6 feet.

1900-1903. Average recession of 19 feet.

1 903-1 904. Ice receded 5 feet.

1 904-1 905. Ice receded 25 feet.

1899 to 1905. Average recession 14.5 feet.

About 375 feet nearer the nose a second block was selected for reference and
upon July 23, 1904, marked "B. To ice 38.5 ft. 7/23/04. Sr." Between this

date and August 4, 1904, the recession amounted to 3.9 feet and up to September

13 equalled 11.5 feet. The distance from the block to the ice foot was again

measured September 2, 1905, and amounted to 63.2 feet, indicating a recession

between September 13, 1904, and the latter date of 24.7 feet. Calculated, as

above, for the year September 2, 1904, to September 2, 1905, the recession was
approximately 15 feet. Since the exposure of the ice face opposite blocks A and
B is so nearh" uniform, we may assume safely that the rate of melting upon the

oblique face is substantialh' the same at the two points of reference. The
diminished recession of the ice at B would then indicate that the forward move-
ment of the layers here must be greater than at A. From data already cited

it is seen that the forward movement at the nose is insignificant and it appears

that the main current of ice, as it approaches the nose, is deflected to the west-

ward and that the oblique ice wall is in reality part of the front.

c. Shearing. The steeply inclined ice front, having a slope of 46°, near

reference block B, shows a succession of ice strata, more or less well defined, which
dip back into the glacier at a rather steep angle. At the mouth of the abandoned
drainage tunnel (plate viii, figure 4, and plate xii, figure 3), these strata in 1904
had a dip of 26°, which is below the actual dip. Between these strata there is dust,

sand, a little fine gravel, and, occasionally, a cobble-stone, but the amount of for-

eign matter is small and inconspicuous. A few consecutive days' visits to this
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part of the glacier, in early July, showed that a differential movement between
adjacent strata seemed to be taking place (plate x, figure 4) , the upper layers being

pushed beyond the lower. There was not enough foreign matter in the layers to

explain the phenomenon by differential melting. In the case of the South Point

and other Greenland glaciers Prof. T. C. Chamberlin observed a jutting of the

upper stratum which was apparently due to the more rapid melting of the under
layer, owing to its heavier load of dark-colored debris and consequent more rapid

absorption of the sun's heat. Upon the same glacier, however, he found verj-

conclusive evidence that the upper stratum may be pushed bodily over the lower,

giving rise to a shearing action between the adjacent strata.' In August, 1903,

Prof. I. C. Russell found a similar phenomenon on one of the small glaciers

visited on the Three Sisters, Oregon. In this case he thought the evidence con-

clusive that the jutting of the upper stratum was due to differential melting.^

In order to ascertain vvhether or not this was a similar case of shearing, a place

was selected 50 to 52 feet above the base of the ice and heavy spikes driven into

the ice until their heads were flush with the surface. Three were placed in the

base of the upper stratum, about three feet thick, and three corresponding ones

in the upper part of the subjacent layer, which had a thickness of about two feet.

July 21 the upper layer projected beyond the lower 19.7 inches at the place selected

for observation. Two days later it was evident that the melting was greater

upon the upper layer, in spite of which it now projected 24.4 inches beyond the

lower. The spikes were now visited regularly for 10 days, July 25 to August 3,

the amount of melting measured, as well as the amount of projection of the two

layers, and the spikes reset. These measurements were necessaril}" rough, but

they showed each day that the melting was greater upon the upper stratum,

the average amount for each spike being 1.76 inches, while that for the lower

stratum was 1.53 inches, or nearly I inch less. Some sand and fine gravel,

washed down from above, daily accumulated in the lee of the projecting upper

layer and gave the appearance of a concentration of dirt in the upper part of the

lower stratum. When this dirt was small in amount it was observed that melting

was accelerated; when greater in amount, that the melting was retarded. The
upper stratum continued to gain slowly, but irregularly; reached a maximum
of 26.6 inches and closed at 25.6 inches, or about 6 inches more than at the begin-

ning of the observations. The results are tabulated below for inspection. Time
did not permit the verification of the results at other points where the same
thing appeared to be taking place, but there seemed to be no question tha t the

upper layer was moving bodily over the lower. This movement represents a

shearing of the body of the glacier, the shearing-plane lying between the adjacent

strata, but not a shearing of the ice itself. Knowing how readily iron absorbs

heat it may be supposed that six-inch spikes might induce melting sufficiently

to render their use unsatisfactory. Lying in the ice horizontally there was con-

siderable melting about the outer half of the spike, allowing it to sag and slide

'Journal of Geology, vol. iii, 1895, p. 676.

' " Glacier Cornices," Journal of Geology, vol. xi, 1903, p. 783.
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forward, but they did not seem to penetrate the ice any by such action. But

even if such an effect was produced to an appreciable extent, it would have

been more pronounced upon the upper row of spikes, which received more sun's

heat owing to their more exposed position, and the actual melting upon the upper

layer would have been still greater than is indicated in the table. Although

the purpose of the experiment was to ascertain the differential melting, rather

TABLE VI.

Shearing Observations, Victoria Ice Front.

Date.
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northern crevasse wall. It is into this depression, which becomes convex down-
stream owing to the more rapid central movement, that fine debris may collect

and give rise to the "dirt bands" of Forbes, to be presently described. As
the glacier rounds Lefroy and enters a broader portion of its valley, it has a

chance to spread laterally, and longtitudinal and somewhat radiating crevasses

are opened which may intersect those having the transverse position. If the

glacier is again contracted these crevasses will also be closed, and if any depression

is left, it will slope down-stream and not have a tendency to collect debris.

The more rapid movement of the middle portion of the glacier, when compared
with the sides, which are retarded by the friction of the valley walls, induces

tensional strains between, the central and marginal masses. In consequence,

along the sides, there is opened up a characteristic system of marginal crevasses

at right angles to the resultant strain. These extend inward and tipward,

making, theoretically, with the sides angles of about 45°. The difference between

the central and marginal flow must reach a certain value, and be sufficiently

abrupt, otherwise the ice seems capable of yielding without rupture. In this

way we may account for the absence of marginal crevasses over the lower west

side of the Victoria. The very sudden change in movement, shown in table v,

between the margin and the ice of the near-by medial moraine, plates 18 and 17,

is evidently responsible for the series of marginal crevasses that are seen between

the line of plates and the tributary (see plate 11 1). From their absence upon this

side, farther down, we infer that the ice beneath the medial moraine becomes

more sluggish as the main flow is deflected westward. Opposite Mt. Lefroy

conditions are favorable for their formation and they are well represented upon
either side. Opposite the tributary they do not occur, as the marginal ice is

sufficiently yielding. Upon the tributary itself these crevasses are well repre-

sented, except over the collecting area for the Lefroy. After their fonnation

their inner ends may be swung around until they assume a transverse, or even

reversed, position, as seen upon the Aberdeen side of the Lefroy. Here we find

one series, averaging N. 51° E. and making angles of about 66° with the margin

but ranging from 5 2° to 86°; and a second series, many of them nearly closed, and

apparently older than the preceding, having an average direction of N. 95° E. and

making with the side angles of about 111°.

The size of many crevasses in the spring and their contents of fresh snow show

that they may persist through a series of seasons. Sometimes they become

partially filled with water which may melt out cavities in their walls and give

rise to the most exquisite ice grottoes, a peep into which is worth miles of travel.

The closing of crevasses sometimes confines pools of water, often under hydro-

static, or ice pressure, and as the surface of the ice is lowered by melting, the water

suddenly bursts forth with geyser-like action. The compression of air enclosed

in cavities, or brought in by surface streams, often gives rise to a bubbling at the

surface and a faint hissing, or chirping sound—the "sighing " of the glacier.
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CHAPTER III.

VICTORIA GLACIER {Continued).

I. Glacial Structure.

a. Stratification. In this chapter there is set off for description a number of

features, especially well sho'WTi upon the Victoria and its tributary the Lefroy,

but which were more or less well represented upon the other glaciers also and are

characteristic of glaciers in general. Among the first of these is the stratification

the origin of which in the neve has been given on page 22. It is conceivable that a

stratification in the basal layers might arise exceptionally through the operation

of differential stresses in the body of an unstratified glacier. As pointed out by

Chamberlin in the case of the massive Greenland glaciers shearing-planes may thus

arise leading to a concentration of d6bris. The lower stratum over which the

shearing takes place may be protected from the shearing thrust, may be more

heavily charged with debris, or may be more rigid because of its temperature

and water content.' In the case of the Canadian glaciers studied it seems

probable that the strata are depositional, in verj' large part, at least. Conditions

most favorable for the formation of shearing-planes would seem to be found in the

case of the Illecillewaet Glacier, owing to the bod}' of ice and its rapid descent

from its reservoir. The depositional stratification is almost completely obliterated

'

by the ice cascade and none other has arisen to take its place.

The stratification of the Victoria continues throughout the glacier's extent,

and is seen at the oblique front, in the drainage tunnels and channels, in the

moulins, and upon the walls of the crevasses. The line of demarcation between

adjacent strata is usually only a soiled streak, but sometimes there is sand, gravel,

and an occasional cobble-stone. The strata vary in thickness from 12 inches to

I o or 1 2 feet, as seen upon the Lefroy. This thickness would indicate that 9 to 11 o

feet of loose snow had taken part in their formation. The average thickness of

the Victoria strata is not too great to suppose that they ma}' represent the

accumulated and compacted snow fall of the year. Those of unusual thickness

are to be ascribed to avalanches. About the mouth of the abandoned drainage tun-

nel in 1904 the stratification of the ice was well displayed (plate viii, figure 4, and

plate XII, fi'gure 3) as previously referred to. Three strata here averaged 26 inches,

the full thickness of the lower one not being seen. The uppermost layer was
wedge-shaped and thickened from 13 inches to 81 inches. The strata all dipped

back into the body of the glacier at an average angle of 26°, as measured upon the

tunnel walls, but this was less than the actual angle when measured at right

angles to the strike of the la}'ers. The irregularities shown in the strata here,

as well as in the oblique ice face, are probably due to the partial nourishment of

the glacier by means of avalanches of snow and ice. Upon the regenerated Lefro}'

Glacier the strata are massive, 6 to 12 feet in thickness, having been produced
entirely from the avalanches from Mt. Lefroy. These strata all dip towards the

' See Geology, vol. i, Chamberlin and Salisbury, p. 303.
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Fu;. I.— Line of contact between two "dirt zones," Lefroy Glacier. These zones repre-

sent ontcropping edges of depositional strata.

Aberdeen.

Fig. 2.
— 'Dirt zuncb upon Ltiiuy Ulacici, ln..iutiul> niuUiseil witli dut hands" of l-orbes. Compare figure 2,

plate XVI.
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region of accumulation, directly beneath the front of the hanging glacier. In
the lower part of the glacier this dip averages 22°, ranging from 12° to 26°,

while farther up-stream the dip is more gentle, only 5° to 10°, as well seen
in the crevasse walls. The Mitre Glacier, near the junction of its two feeding
streams, is crevassed and faulted and displays a very regular stratification

(plate VII, figure 2).

b. Dirt zones. Upon a moderately steep slope, such as is found upon the
lower Lefroy, the outcropping edges of the strata, somewhat differently charged
with debris, give rise to broad contrasting zones which pass evenly and symmetri-
cally around the slope. As generally seen these bands are convex in the direction

of flow, but irregularities in the surface slope of the ice, or in the angles at which
the strata come to the surface, maymake them concave down-stream for portions,

at least, of their course (plate xi, figure 2) . The upper edge of one zone upon the
Lefroy contrasts very strongly with the adjacent layer, as shown in plate iv,

figure 2. It was the abnormal position of this line, first seen from the Devil's

Thumb, that furnished the clue needed to decipher the relation of the Lefroy to the
Mitre Glacier. A nearer view of this zone line, and two adjacent ones, is shown
in plate viii, figure i, and a still nearer view in plate xi, figure i. Because of the
irregularity and small size of the strata, as well as the debris covering, the phe-
nomenon is not well seen upon the Victoria. At the place where it should show
the best it is, furthermore, obscured by the dirt bands of Forbes, with which
the zones are often confused. These two feattires are so different in origin and
significance, yet often so similar in appearance, that they should be sharply

separated in the field and in descriptions of glaciers. Plate iv, figure 2 shows
the dirt zones, upon the Lefroy, at the left, and the dirt bands, upon the Victoria,

in the middle foreground.

c. Granular structure. A lump of ice from the bod}^of a stratum, which has
not yet begun to show any signs of melting, is compact, fii-m, brittle, without cleav-

age, and beautifully blue by transmitted light. It appears quite homogeneous
except for the presence of air sjDaces, which may be sparingly and in-egularly

scattered through the ice, or they may be arranged in seams, to be presently

described. Under the polariscope, in thin slices, the ice is seen to be crystalline

in structure and made up of closely pressed polyhedrons, ranging in size from
hazel nuts to goose eggs. These polyhedrons are the so-called glacial granules,

that may be traced back to the neve, growing smaller and smaller, upon an
average, as we recede from the nose. They fit tightly together, interlocking

perfectly, have curved rather than plane faces, and show no spaces nor signs of

any cementing material between the individual granules. There seemed to be a

correspondence between the size of the glacier and the size of the granules seen

about the nose, the largest granules being observed in the lUecillewaet and Yoho
glaciers, in the case of the latter ranging from 0.2 inch to 2.75 inches and averaging

about one inch. From the fact that such granules occur in no other foma of ice,

that they may be traced back to the neve, becoming smaller and smaller and
more numerous, the inference is reasonable that, in some way, these granules
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must be derived from those pellets which constitute the typical nev^. The ques-

tion as to how the granules are developed at once arises, btit cannot be yet an-

swered with certainty. (For a fuller discussion of this subject see page 127). That
the larger are not produced by the simple freezing together of a certain number
of the smaller pellets is shown b}^ the fact that each mature granule is crystallo-

graphicall}' homogeneous. Those who have written most recently upon the sub-

ject hold the view that the granules are permitted to grow by a process of partial

melting and refreezing, the larger thus appropriating to themselves the water

derived from the melting of the smaller. Miigge holds that this melting takes

place at the outer limits of the individual granules because of the constant read-

justment of pressures within the body of the glacier,^ and in this change of the

granules he sees the cause of glacial motion. Chamberlin believes that a similar

change occurs because of differential stressesupon the granules undergoing constant

adjustment, assisted b}' whatever heat energy may be conducted into the glacier

from above.2 Drygalski recently argues in favor of a melting of the granule

by pressure both internally and at its outer surfaces, by which some granules

may be completely liquified and subsequently refrozen.^ Upon this action

he bases his theory of glacial motion and the orientation of the granules

about the nose, as brought out in his Greenland report in 1897 cited below.

Experiments of Hagenbach-Bischoff in 1 883 showed that when two ice crystals,

having differently directed axes, are pressed together they unite without melting

into a single crystal, "the larger eating t:p the smaller." The union differs from

the regelation of Tyndall in that there is a rean'angement of the molecules by
which the resultant crystal is crystallographicalh^ and optically homogeneous. To
distinguish it from the method of granular growth due to melting and refreezing

it is spoken of as a "dry union." This principle applied to the glacier would lead

to a continual reduction in the number of granules and a corresponding increase in

their size, as pointed out by Hagenbach-Bischoff, Heim, and Emden. It will be

shown later (page i?8) that this theory of granular growth seems to the writer

to best explain the remarkably perfect preservation of the often delicate laminae

and blue bands seen about the nose and sides of the glacier. Combined with

the special type of plasticity exhibited by ice crystals this method of perfect

dry welding may explain the absence of noticeable distortion of the ice granules,

which, as urged by Chamberlin, should be observed in the direction of flow if the

glacier moves because of its viscosity.

In order to determine whether or not there was any tendenc}- towards the

orientation of the granules in the basal layers about the nose, thin slabs of ice

'"Weitere Versuche uber die Translationsfahigkeit des Eises, nebst Bemerkungen fiber die Bedeutung
der Structur des gronlandischen Inlandeises," Neues Jahrbitch fur Min., Geol., und Pal., 1900, Bd. 11,

S. 87 zu 98.

' "Recent Glacial Studies in Greenland," Presidential Address before the Geological Society of America,

Bull. Geol. Soc, vol. 6, 1895, p. 211; "A Contribution to the Theory of Glacial Motion," Decennial Publica-

tions of the University of Chicago, vol. ix, 1904, pp. 10 and 11; Geology, by Chamberlin and Sali.sbury

vol. I, 1904, pp. 299 to 306.

3 " Ueber die Structur des gronlandischen Inlandeises und ihre Bedeutung fiir die Theorie der Gletscher-

bewegung," Neues Jahrbttch fur Min., Geol., und Pal., 1900, Bd. i., S. 71 zu 86.
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were sawed out in various directions and melted down to thin slices by rubbing them
over the face of a warm saw-blade. Examining these sections with the polariscope,

it was found that in the case of those cut horizontally from the glacier, from

J to -|- of the granules remained dark when revolved. In the case of sections

cut vertically, either across or lengthwise of the glacier, only an occasional granule

was found to show this phenomenon. From this it appears that there is a ten-

dency towards the orientation of the granules near the lower portions of the

Victoria, Yoho, and Illecillewaet glaciers, a considerable percentage of the

granules having their main optic axes in a vertical position. The same phe-

nomenon was observed by Drygalski in the case of the Greenland glaciers.'

d. Capillary structure. When glacial ice is subjected to a moderate melting

temperature for a sufficient length of time there is developed a network of capillary

tubes, at the junctions of three or more granules. These tubes are approximately

circular in cross-section and from 0.008 inch to 0.04 inch in diameter. Their

walls reflect the light strongly and give the appearance of silver threads, more or

less perfectly outlining the granules. From the ease with which liquids course

through the tubes one infers that they are free from or contain but little air.

From beneath the margin of the Yoho Glacier it was possible to get some of

them upon the camera-plate, although, many of them being out of focus, they

all appear disconnected (plate xii, figure i). By making a strong solution of po-

tassium permanganate and placing it in a basin hollowed in the ice, the capillaries

were in a few minutes beautifully infiltrated, the red solution contrasting strongly

with the rich blue ice (plate xii, figure 2). Upon the faces of crevasse walls, and
in the drainage tunnels, where the sides are smoothed by melting, these tubes may
be seen in longitudinal section, forming a pattern by which the irregular

granules are outlined. These are the tubes which Agassiz and Forbes found in

the Alpine glaciers, but which Huxley and Tyndall did not discover. Agassiz

was in eiTor in supposing the entire body of the glacier to be permeated with such

a system of capillary tubes and Huxley in denying that any part of it was.

e. Melting features. As melting proceeds the capillaries become larger ; ir-

regular, "crinkly" spaces are opened between the faces of adjoining granules, and
the delicate network is gradually obliterated, as shown in portions of plate xii,

figure 2 . With this increased reflecting surface the ice loses its deep blue color,

becomes whiter, and when the granules are small it assumes somewhat the

appearance of neve. A slight pressure now, or a sharp blow, will cause the ice

to crumble into its component granules. These grantiles are shown, but rather

indistinctly, in plate xii, figure 3. While still in position, as well as after they

have fallen apart, the granules are seen to be covered completely with delicate

parallel ridges and rows of fine points winding over the surface and having no

definite direction with reference to the crystal. The ridges and rows of points

are about 0.04 inch distant, but show some variation, and form a complicated

pattern that is difiierent for each granule, suggesting more strongly than any-

thing else the ridges seen upon the inside of one's finger-tips. This phenomenon

' Gronland-Ex-pedition der Gesellschafi fur Erdkunde zu Berlin, i8pi-gj, Bd. i, 1897, S. 494.
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was noted by Drygalski in the granules of the Greenland glaciers and described

briefly upon page 488 of his report cited. It had been previously observed

and described by Emden in his paper Uher das Gletscherkorn, p. 22, figure

5, and designated as melting water curves. While neighboring granules were

in position, no correspondence could be made out between the ridges and

fun-ows of adjoining faces. An attempt was made to take impressions of the

markings but no suitable material was at hand. The wall preparation "alabas-

tine" reproduced perfectly the finger markings, but refused to work with a wet

ice surface. The "stripes of Forel" are delicate ridges, passing around the

granules at right angles to the main optic axis, and evidently connected with

the intimate crystalline structure of the crystal. They mark the edges of the

very fine plates of M'hich each ice crystal is composed, placed together with their

flat faces perpendicular to the main optic axis. The ridges here described are

entireh' different and do not suggest to the writer anj' possible explanation.

They are certainly due to the manner of surface melting but it is far from appar-

ent what could give rise to such a pattern. In the prisms of lake ice Emden
found both the melting curves and Forel's striping present, with an intermediate

type of ribbing, and concluded that all three were due to one and the same cause

and independent of the sti^ucture of the crystal (p. 24).

Granules that have been well acted upon by the sun show a system of very
,

flat, circular disks, all with their planes parallel and at right angles to the main

optic axis. These were first observed and figured by Agassiz in his Systeme

Glaciaire, 1847 (plate vi, figures 7 and 10) and described also in his Geological

Sketches, vol. i, p. 275. They were believed by him to be air bubbles, flattened

by pressure, although observed to lie differently in adjoining granules. These

are now kno\\Ti as "Tj-ndall's melting figures," described in his Glaciers of the

Alps, Ed. 1896, pp. 353 to 361. .They represent "vacuotis space," left in the

ice by the contraction of the water when changed from its solid to its liquid

condition, the melting planes coinciding with the crystalline plates, of which

the granule appears to be composed. They are thus serviceable in enabling one

to determine the direction of the main axis of each granule, but there were not

enough of them seen at one time about the nose of the glaciers to settle the

question of the orientation of the granules.

/. Blue bands. Many observations were made upon the blue bands, of

which the strata are generally composed, with the hope of shedding some light

upon their position and direction in the ice and their relations to the strata. In

general, they were found well developed about the nose and along the sides of

the glaciers, well up toward the neve region. The lower Victoria has too much
debris covering to enable them to be well seen at the surface, but in the tunnels

and moulins and along the walls of the surface streams they are to be seen in a

good state of development. At the mouth of the tunnel they were found to

average 0.59 inch to 0.75 inch and to dip back into the glacier at an average angle

of 9°, while the average slope of the strata was 26°. This unconformity of the

laminae and strata is well shown in plate xii, figure 3, although the laminae
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become indistinct in proportion as the granules separate. In the moulins,

opposite the obHque ice face the average inchnation up-stream was found to be

30°. Under the medial moraine, near the nose of Mt. Lefrov, the bands were

longitudinal, vertical near the centre but radiating, fan-like, upon either side;

the outer ones inclining as much as 45°. Although for over 65 years the subject

of study, we are not much nearer an explanation of this common glacial feature

than when first observed in 18 14 by Brewster. The idea of Forbes that they

represent ice-filled crevasses, or shearing-planes, has been generally abandoned.

The early view of Agassiz, that they represent the original lamination of the nev6

snow, successively compacted by rain or melting, and then frozen {Geological

Sketches, p. 247), has been revived by Reid ' and Hess.^ Crammer accepts

this same view of the origin of these bands, and argues further that they repre-

sent shearing-planes along which the motion of the glacier proceeds.^ In his prize

essay, tjber das Gletscherkorn, p. 37, Emden advances the theory that these blue

bands were formed by the overflow from glacial brooks, infiltrated and frozen.

The view of Tyndall, that these blue bands result from pressure and, when
formed, are at right angles to it, had received very general acceptance. In

the former view the lamination is to be regarded as an organic part of the glacier;

in the latter, the banding is of secondary origin, and might not be present at all,

under certain circumstances. Tyndall 's theory is set forth clearly in his Glaciers

of the Alps, chapter 31, and is summarized thus: ''The ice of the glacier must
undoubtedly be liquified to some extent by the tremendous pressure to which it

is here subjected. Surfaces of discontinuity will in all probability be formed,

which facilitate the escape of the imprisoned air. The small quantity of water

produced will be partly imbibed by the adjacent porous ice, and will be refrozen

when relieved from the pressure. This action, associated with that ascribed to

pressure in the last section, appears to me to furnish a complete physical expla-

nation of the laminated structure of glacier-ice."

The Lefroy Glacier, being a regenerated and at the same time a parasitic one,

moving in a different direction from its host, furnishes an opportunity for testing

our two theories. In plunging 2,000 feet into the valley all traces of the original

stratification and lamination of the neve must be destroyed. Since the avalanches

of snow and ice occur only, or mainh', during a few months of the year, it may
be safely granted that la^'ers of this material will be spread out, more or less

unevenly, about the base of the cliff, alternating probably with layers of snow

which falls directly into the valley, or is in part drifted there. The result of this

action will be to restore the stratification seen in the hanging glacier at the crest

of the precipice. It cannot be assumed, however, that anything like the

original lamination of the ice can be reproduced. Possibly around the margin

of the area covered by the avalanches, there might be built up a succession of

' " The Relation of the Blue Veins of Glaciers to the Stratification," Comptes Rendiis IX. Congres Geol.

Interimt. de Vieitne, 1903, pp. 703 to 706.

' Die Gletscher, 1904, p. 175.

' Eis- iind Gletschersttidien. Neues Jahrbuch fur Min., Geol., und Pal., xviii. Beilage-Band, 1904.

pp. 105 and 106.
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fine layers, but such a deposit would be of limited thickness since it would very

soon be pushed outward and beyond the reach of the snow dust. The bulk of

the avalanched ice would come down in great heaps, which could show neither

original nor acquired lamination. Granting that some of the avalanched snow

and ice would become finely stratified, we would expect it to alternate with much
more that was not, and with frequent layers, produced by the direct snowfall into

the valley, showing the typical n6v6 lamination. Furthermore, the position of

the Lefroy upon the Mitre is such that these laminse along the sides of the former,

as well as over the surface, should run across the valley and should be entirely

conformable with the strata.

Upon the other hand if the banding is of secondary origin and the result of

pressure against the valley walls, it should be entirely similar in adjacent strata

of the same character, exactly as found in ordinary glaciers not formed as is the

Lefroy, should be found near the sides of the valle}" and parallel with them,

and should show an utter disregard for the position of the Lefroy sti-ata. In

ascending the Lefroy to apply our test we find a beautifully perfect and typical

banding upon the Aberdeen side, well shown upon the crevasse walls, under the

lateral moraine. The inclination of the blue bands is very steep, ranging from

72° to 90° and averaging 83°, as they dip do\^Tiwards and into the body of the

glacier. These bands are continuous across the gently inclined strata and cut

them at a high angle. Plate xii, figure 4, shows the perfectly developed bands,

the margin of the glacier lying to the right, but does not give the desired view

of the strata. Toward the centre of the Lefroy these bands become obscure

at the surface, or disappear entirely, but are found again upon the Lefroy side,

between the collecting region and the nose of Mt. Lefroy. So far as this feature

is concerned the Mitre and Lefroy seem to be a unit and the evidence is all in

favor of the pressure theory.

Near the nose of the lUecillewaet Glacier the blue band structure is very

perfectly shown about the sides, as seen in plate xiii, figure i. There is no

lateral pressure upon either side and the bands confomi with the valley floor.

Furthermore, they would be confonnable with the strata, providing the latter

were present, but these have been destroyed, presumably at the ice cascade

farther up the slope. It ma}' be maintained that at such a cascade it is only the

superficial layers that are disrupted and that their fragments are destroyed

by melting, while the basal layers are preserved intact. This is undoubtedly

true, at times, but in the case of the lUecillewaet, the stratification, well seen

above the cascade, has been destroyed to the very base and it is difficult to

believe that the much more delicate lamination could possibly have escaped

destruction at the same time. Beneath this same glacier boulders are seen flut-

ing the under surface, as the ice is pressed against them and melted; this is shown
in figures i and 2, plate xxxiv. If the banding were simply the original nev6

stratification the edges would be cut off squarely. Upon examining the ice

which has been pressed against a boulder there may be seen a set of bands curv-

ing about the stone, as though they had been there produced.
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PLATE XIII.

^griM^^-m4>¥^!^iL^ r^
nine bands giving rise to "dirt stripes," near nose of Illecillewaet Glacier. Bands

would here be conformable with strata if l:\tter were present.

Fic. 2.—Contorted blue bands, Yoho Glacier. Suppo.sed to indicate differential i

flowage.

lie uyke tilled with two tiers of hori.:onlal ice prisms meeting
toivards center.

Fig. 4.—Crevasse in Victoria Glacier, showing how superficial debris may
attain an englacial or subglacial position.
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Wherever observed, the phenomenon of blue bands suggested the structure

in rocks known as schistosity, rather than stratification, the bands thinning out

and overlapping. It is possible that they may still be due to pressure and yet

the ice may not have become liquid, as Tyndall supposed in order to account

for the scarcity of air bubbles in the blue bands, when compared with the whitish

vesicular ice in which they are embedded. There may be serious doubts as to

whether the pressure has been sufficient to produce liquefaction in all such cases

where the bands occur, and there is no reason for thinking that the crystalline

condition of the ice would be essentially different in refreezing. We may account

for the irregular and often contorted banding (plate xiii, figure 2) by assuming

that differential movements have occurred in the ice mass since the bands were

formed. A double set might be induced without the complete obliteration of the

first. It is quite possible that, in the case of a glacier of the simplest supposable

type, having a very even bed and without the restraint of rocky walls or lateral

moraines, the original lamination of the neve would be preserved to the nose

and give rise to a certain type of "blue band." It would seem that stich a type,

however, could be distinguished from the more coirmion variety and that it

would lose in distinctness towards the nose. The writer had come to the con-

clusion that the diverse views held by investigators concerning the origin of

these bands were due to the fact that two very similar structures had been

studied under the same name, when his attention was attracted to the following

paragraphs written by Agassiz when glacial study was still in its infancy

:

"Undoubtedly, in both these instances, we have two kinds of blue bands,

namely: those formed primitively in a horizontal position, indicating seams of

stratification, and those which have arisen subsequently in connection with the

movement of the whole mass. . . . With these facts before us, it seems to

me plain that the primitive blue bands arise with the stratification of the snow
in the very first formation of the glacier, while the secondary blue bands are

formed subsequently, in consequence of the onward progress of the glacier and
the pressure to which it is subjected. The secondary blue bands intersect the

planes of stratification at every possible arigle, and maj'- therefore seem identical

with the stratification in some places, while in others they cut it at right angles."

Geological Sketches, vol. i, pp. 260 and 261.

In this report the writer uses the term lamincs by which to refer to these

"primitive blue bands " arising in the neve, and blue hands for the similar, but

essentially different, stn:cture resulting, apparentl}^ from pressure, or from some

other possible agency.

g. Ice dykes. These were well developed upon the lower Lefroy in the early

part of the summer, but became somewhat obscured as the season advanced.

They were found sparingly upon the Wenkchemna, but were not observed upon

the other glaciers studied. They consisted of gashes in the body of the ice,

apparently former crevasses, from two to fifteen inches across, which were filled

with columnar ice crystals. The columns varied in diameter from ^ to i inch

and stood at right angles to the crevasse walls, having thus an approximately
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horizontal position. Very commonh' the inner ends of the columns met and

interlocked at the centre, but sometimes they were simply attached by their

bases to the crevasse walls and left a space at the centre. Plate xiii, figure 3,

will give some idea of the appearance of these dykes, although the individual

ice crystals could not be made to show in a general view. As a rule the columns

were straight, but sometimes curved and geniculated. The dykes were some-

times many feet in length, occasionally cutting across the walls of crevasses,

presumably younger in age. In certain cases similar columns were found filling

elliptical cavities in the ice, the crystals meeting at the centre. Such structures

as these were observed by Agassiz upon the Aar Glacier and described by him

in 1847 under the name of "glace d'eau." ^ Although their origin was not under-

stood he clearly saw that they resulted from the freezing of water in cavities in the

ice. The ellipsoidal cavities with their radially aiTanged columns were figured

upon plate vi of his atlas and described under the name '

' ctoile de glacier,
'

'

or " Gletscherstern" (p. 187). These structures probably arise from the freezing

of water-filled crevasses, moulins, and smaller cavities, the cooling surfaces being

the walls of the cavity, instead of the atmosphere. When a lake surface freezes

similar columns of ice are formed, with their main axes at right angles to the

cooling surface, and, hence, ordinarily vertical. In the case of these d}'kes the

columns also take a position at right angles to the surface of refrigeration,

but these surfaces now being vertical the columns assume a horizontal position.^

If the freezing is complete, the columns meet at the centre, the growth of the

columns proceeding at about the same rate, inward from the sides. Shotild the

water be drained off before the freezing is complete a space will be left at

the centre. They are probably formed in the early part of the season, while the

body of the glacier still retains some of its winter's temperature and after the

melting has proceeded far enough to supply the necessary Avater. After being

once fomied they would persist through many seasons, although their upper

surfaces might be obscured by various agencies. Somewhat similar dykes were

sparingly observed upon the western side of the Lefroy but filled with granular

ice, instead of the ice columns. Obviously these have had an entirely different

history. The most plausible explanation is that they represent crevasses

which were filled with the granular ice avalanched from the hanging glacier

upon Mt. Lefroy.

2. Surface Features.

a. Superficial debris. The narrow valley through which flows the upper

third of the Victoria Glacier, permits the avalanches of snow and ice to distribute

rock debris over the entire surface. The most of this material is derived from

the Mt. Victoria side, from which the avalanches may shoot completely across

• Nouvelles Etudes et Experiences sur les Glaciers Actuels, 1847, Premiere Partie, p. 185, plate vi,

figures 14, 15, et 16.

2 While this report is going through the press the author has been enabled to study the valuable paper
of Crammer referred to upon page 43. Under the head of Leisten he describes similar structures (p. 104)

and ascribes to them the origin here given.
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Fiu. I. — Stony till, left lateral moraine, Victoria Glacier. Manufactured beneath

hanging glacier upon Mt. Victoria and carried down with avalanches.

Whyte. Devil's Tlunnb. I!nw Valley. Lake Louise.

.^ - '. *^' <f t
'

Flc. 2.

—

Shar|i|y crcstcJ left lateral moraine, Victoria I.I .
il.n.iniL ci.nsisi, ol :i ciu

a relatively thin covering of clay, sand, and rock fragments.

vcr which is spread
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the valley. This being the region of accumulation, rather than melting, the

rock debris is almost completely enveloped in snow and remains temporarily

covered (plate v, figtire 2). As the neve is pushed beyond the snow-line upon
the glacier, surface melting begins and the rock fragments begin to make their

appearance at the surface. As this action continues the rock rubbish is con-

centrated more and more, forming an almost complete veneering over the lower

third of the glacier, completely obscuring the ice except where it has been incised

by the drainage streams. The most of this material is sharp and angular, con-

sisting of iiTegular fragments of quartzite, sandstone, limestone, dolomite, and
quartz and argillaceous schists; in the main of Cambrian age. The ice lying im-

mediately to the west of the medial moraine has come from the Lefrov side of the

valley and being less well covered with debris has experienced more surface

melting. This depression thus formed, shown in the cross-section along the line of

plates (page 30), determined the position of the main drainage stream, previously

described. The effect of this debris, in general, is to retard surface ablation

and recession about the nose, so that the glacier attains a lower altitude than

would otherwise be possible for it under the present climatic conditions. So

far as we ma}' judge from the ice front, the walls of the tunnels, crevasses, mou-
lins, and drainage streams, the Victoria is not carrying much englacial material.

A portion of this is in the position originally deposited in the nev^ and a portion

has worked down from the surface by means of the crevasses, as sho-w^n in plate

XIII, figure 4.

b. Lateral moraines. Along the margins of the upper Victoria and Lefroy

conditions are especially favorable for the reception of rock detritus, both from
the action of the ice avalanches and from the various weathering agencies that

are operating upon the overtowering cliffs. Material derived from the cliff walls

will ordinarily be sharp and angular, but may rarely show a single glaciated

face, produced when in its original position during an earlier stage of glaciation.

Most of this has been pried loose by the water in the seams and joints expanding

in the process of freezing. The material carried by the hanging glaciers is almost,

if not entirely, subglacial and has been subjected to severe abrading action

between the ice and its rocky bed. Boulders, cobbles, and pebbles have had their

comers and edges partially rounded, have had their faces bruised, gouged, and
iiTcgularly scratched, and are embedded in glacial sand and clay, of a bluish gray

color. This ground-morainic material, mixed indiscriminately with that from

the cliffs, is heaped up along the neve margins, embedded in snow and ice.

Moved slowly along, very slowly compared with the central portions of the n^ve,

the quantity is augmented and by the time the snow-line is reached there is

formed a thick band of this debris covering the margin of the ice. Protected

from the action of sun and rain more effectually than the general surface

of the glacier, in spite of its debris covering, the ice beneath melts less rapidly

and the marginal material is gradually elevated, with reference to the general

surface. About the sides of this marginal ice ridge the debris slides and rolls

down, allowing the less well protected ice above to melt into a sharp crested
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ice ridge, with a veneering of rock rubbish, the whole looking like a great rail-

road embankment, as seen in plate xiv, figure 2. The ordinary visitor is

scarcely prepared to admit the existence of the ice core, which constitutes, in

reality, the main bulk of the ridge (see plate xl, figure i, from the Asulkan

Glacier). In this way are foiTned the lateral moraines. Should the glacier com-

pletely disappear from the valley by melting it is obvious that the lateral

moraine would be gently set down along the side of the valley, forming a ridge,

but of insignificant proportions compared with its apparent bulk upon the

glacier.

Upon the western margin of the Victoria, the glacier's left, ojDposite the en-

trance of the tributary, there occtirs a considerable mass of angular debris, contrib-

uted from the Mt. Victoria side of the valle}'. Most of it is arranged in three or

four somewhat poorly defined ridges, parallel with the margin of the glacier. A
sudden contraction occurs here in the breadth of the glacier (see plate iii), and

there is continued a prominent, sharp-crested ridge for one-quarter mile, marking

the margin of the glacier and losing gradually in height (plate xiv, figure 2) . This

portion of the left lateral consists almost entirely of ground-morainic material

derived from the hanging glacier upon Mt. Victoria (plate xiv, figure i). Soaked

with water after heavy rains, mud flows occur, upon the surface of which cobbles

and small boulders are slowly moved down the marginal slopes, thus reducing the

covering of the ice core and permitting further melting. Along the base of Mt.

Whyte there are found two small moranic ridges, consisting mostly of angular

material, from which the ice has withdrawn rather recently. They appear to be

the continuation of the two outer ridges which farther up-stream rest upon the

ice itself.

The right lateral of the lower Victoria is derived entirely from the right lateral

of the double tributary, already described. It consists at first of two high, very

sharply crested ridges, mainl}^ of ground moraine, which can be traced around

into the great accumulation dumped at the base of Mt. Aberdeen by the parasitic

Lefroy Glacier (plate viii, figure i
;
plate xv, figure i). The angular material has

been derived mainly from Mt. Aberdeen, while the ground moraine comes from

the hanging glacier of Lefro}^, as previously described. The inner of the two

morainic ridges is being destroyed by sliding and mud flows into the depression

between it and the near-by medial moraine. In places it has become so sharp

that only with the greatest difficulty can one maintain a foothold upon its crest.

About 2,000 feet back from the nose, an outer third ridge makes its appearance

(plate XV, figure 2), and together the three pass around and over the nose,

separating into minor ridges and mingling with those of the medial and frontal

moraines (plate iv, figure i). The lower portion of this moraine has the appear-

ance of composure and comparative stability, giving support to moss, ferns,

alpine plants, shrubs, and evergi-eens. One Lyall's larch was noted 8 feet high

and 2 inches in diameter at the base.

Since the upper Victoria receives relatively little material from Lefroy, the

right lateral above the tributary is rather meagre, and inconspicuous. As
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Aberdeen. Mitre.

PLATE XV.

Lefroy.

Fli;. I.— (Moinnl-iiMii.uiiic material nianiifacturcd beneath liaiiyini^ ylacier 1L1...11 .\| ;. l.elroy

and carried across Mitre Glacier by parasitic Lefroy Glacier. Beginning of

ridges seen below in figure 2.

Lefroy. Victori.n.

-Kiglit lateral and medial moraines of Victoria Glacier. Longitudinal ridges in lateral are u el] shown, the

work of the parasitic Lefroy Glacier.
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previously pointed out, a small amount of ground moraine escapes from being

caiTied across the valley and moves down in the left lateral of Lefroy. In

addition to this there is a large detrital cone, with its base resting upon the

ice, and slowly dealing out morainic material as the ice moves down the valley

(plate IV, figure 2). The covering of the general surface of the lower Victoria with

rock debris prevents a great amount of differential melting, so that the lateral and
medial moraines attain no great height.

c. Medial moraine. Owing to the stream-like nature of the flow, the left

lateral of the Lefroy and the right lateral of the upper Victoria unite at the nose

of Mt. Lefroy into a single medial moraine. This is at first a poorly defined

ridge, but it becomes higher and broader as it moves across the valley from

which emerges the tributary and serves as a divide for the two main drainage

systems (plate iv, figure i). Owing to the small volume of ice delivered to the

Victoria by the double tributary, the medial moraine lies close to the right lateral,

being separated at first by a deep depression, shown in plate xv, figure 2, which

gradually disappears below as the two moraines merge. The western slope of the

medial becomes long and gradtial in the lower part. The entire length of the

moraine is abovit 7,500 feet. Toward the nose it broadens as shown upon the map
and in plate iv, figure i and becomes poorly defined, implying a sluggish condition

of the ice upon which it rests. Its crevassed condition in the neighborhood of the

line of plates was described upon page 3 7 . Owing to the source of the material

above noted the moraine contains a certain amount of ground-morainic material,

but the bulk of it is angular and consists of quartzites, sandstone, schists,

dolomite, and limestone. Some of the blocks show algas, tracks, lingulas, and

bryozoan-like stems. It has practically all been derived from Mt. Lefroy.

d. Terminal moraine. Although the front of the ice at the nose is in a con-

dition of halt, the ice is practically stagnant and no frontal moraine has yet been

formed(plate v, figure i) . Along the oblique ice front the retreat has been gradual

enough to distribute the superficial and englacial rock debris somewhat uniformly

over the valley floor and there has thus been formed no prominent ridge, as shown

in plate viii, figure 4. The apparent heaps seen at the right, alongside the face, still

contain a core of ice, which will eventually melt and allow the rock to settle upon

the valley floor. A small ridge, from 100 to 125 feet back from the ice, indicates

a somewhat recent short period of halt, perhaps but one or two decades ago.

It is quite probable that this halt was contemporaneous with that of the lUecille-

waet, which closed in 1887. Between the oblique front and the nose conditions

have been favorable for the fonnation of a somewhat poorly defined terminal

moraine, i. e., the front has been in a condition of halt while the ice was moving

forward and dumping its load of angular debris. Two of the ridges that pass

across the glacier, just back from the nose, extend off the ice upon the terminal

moraine, without interruption, testifying still further to the sluggish condition

of the ice about the nose. The medial moraine has introduced some ground-

morainic material into the mass which has furnished a foothold for vegetation.-

Spruce and larch are climbing up the slope, the largest of the former showing
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70 rings of growth and of the latter 77 rings. It is ovier this morainic heap that

thedrainagebrookfrom the glacier cascades. The swift stream and its load of

hard angular sediment have a perceptible rounding effect upon the comers,

edges, and faces of even the hardest quartzites. This effect was most strikingly

shown in quartzite boulders lying in the bed of a glacial stream coming from

the Asulkan ridge.

e. Dirt bands. Under this term there was described by Forbes, in 1843,

{Travels through the Alps of Savoy, p. 162), a superficial feature of certain

glaciers which is of much interest and. possibly, of much importance. It is

found in those glaciers which change their slope sufficiently to give rise to a

distinct system of transverse crevasses, not necessarily to a cascade or ice-fall.

The phenomenon was not understood by Forbes himself and, by various writers

since,' has been confused with the dirt zones, described upon page 39, which are

the outcropping edges of variously marked strata. It is to the keen observation

and shrewd interpretation of Tyndall that we are indebted for the true explana-

tion ^ of the feature. The Victoria and the Lefroy glaciers furnish an excellent

opportunity for the study of dirt bands under very simple conditions, as

well as the dirt zones for comparison. The two types of structure may be gotten

upon the same photographic plate and are well shown in plate iv. figure 2. In

very simple form the dirt bands may be seen cutting across the dirt zones upon
the lower Lefroy, owing to the abnormal position of the latter. Under ordinary

conditions the two would be more or less conformable and possibly difficult

to separate.

The typical dirt bands are of such a nature that they can be seen most strik-

ingly at a distance of a half-mile or more from the glacier and at a considerable

elevation above it. When once seen, hoAvever, it is possible to locate them in a

very general way while upon the surface of the glacier itself. In the summer of

1904, from the summit of the Devil's Thumb, which overlooks the Victoria Glacier

from a height of 8,000 feet, there could be counted 23 soiled streaks passing across

the glacier. Beginning near the crest of the ice slope opposite the nose of Mt.

Lefroy, the bands were narrow, straight, and extended nearly across the glacier.

They showed so dimly that there was uncertainty in regard to the count, until

they had been gone over a number of times. Upon the face of the slope they

became more distinct, curved so as to be convex down-stream, and correspondingly

shortened. A few of them could be traced around into the transverse crevasses

which had not been completely closed. Beyond the foot of the ice slope the

bands became still better defined, especially upon the southern, or up-stream

margin, narrower, more closely placed, and changed their shajje from arcs of

circumferences to hyperbolas. Towards the lower end of the series the bands

became much shorter, the arms extending into and blending with the surface

debris, and their apices appeared to mark the locus of maximum surface velocity

' Agassiz, Geological Sketches, vol, i, pp. 244 and 254; Russell, Glaciers of North America, p. 43; Hess,
Die Gletscher, p. 169.

' Glaciers of the Alps, pt. 11, chapter 26.
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Fig. I.—Formation of Furbes's "dirt bands," Deville Glacier, Selkirks. From summit of Mt. I''o.\ (10,572 feet),

looking eastward. Photographed, 1902, by Arthur O. Wheeler.

tlG. 2.—Forbes's " dirt bands," Victoria Glacier. Photographed from the Lefioy Glacier, July, Iyu4. Often confused

with "dirt zones." Compare figure 2, plate XI.
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of the ice. Finally the bands mingled with the superficial rock covering of the

glacier and were lost. Standing upon an individual band the dark color seems

to be imparted by the fine dust and sand and not by the coarser debris. In

September, 1905, owing to the excessive melting of the summer, the bands stood

out with unusual clearness, so that they w^ere photographed from the side of the

Lefroy Glacier, as shown in plate xvi, figure 2. By signaling to an assistant,

the well defined up-stream margins of 19 of the bands were located by erecting

small cairns of rock, and their distances apart, in the line of their apices, were

later measured (see map, plate iii). The results were as follows, beginning near

the foot of the ice slope. The average interval between the bands is 97 feet.

Band No
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walls affected more evenly, unless surrounding mountain cliffs interfered. In

the healing of such crevasses there would be left a depression, representing the

sun's action upon the lips of the crevasse, not simply for one season but through

a series, and in this depression the wind-blown dust would collect and the fine

debris would be washed by rain and melting ice from the adjacent portions of the

glacier, rendering it lighter by contrast. Owing to the more rapid central

movement of the ice the bands, at first nearly straight, will begin to curve down-

stream and become more and more sharply bent, their apices marking the locus

of maximum surface motion. Between them will lie SAvellings, or ridges, having

the same general form of the depressions, from which niuch of the finer dirt has

been removed. These ridges and intervening dei^ressions may be very inconspicu-

ous, as upon the Victoria, or they may become very prominent, as shown upon the

Deville Glacier in the Selkirks, forming what Forbes termed
'

' wrinkles
'

' (plate xvi

,

figure i). They mark that portion of the ice which passed the crest of the

slope in the late fall and winter and appear as ridges, partly because of the severe

compression to which the ice is subjected and mainly because the adjacent ice

has been lowered by melting. Owing to the more rapid movement of the ice

down the slope the bands will be farther apart and less well defined, than after the

more gentle slope below has been reached and the ice is subjected to longitudinal

compression. Upon this more gentle slope they have a better chance to catch

and retain the fine debris. Since the sun's action was more powerful at the

center of the crevasse, the depression is greater at the apex of the band and

persists after that of the extremities has been finally lost by surface melting.

In consequence the bands become shorter and shorter and lastly disappear,

when ablation has reduced the surface to a general slope and the fine debris is

redistributed. Very often it must happen that instead of a single crevasse

being formed during the season of melting there would be formed a series of

them. Upon a steep slope of the Asulkan they seem to be formed in pairs as

shown in plate xvii, figure i, in which it is seen that the ridge of ice separating

two adjacent crevasses is acted upon from either side and lowered, assisting in

the formation of the depression. The crevasses that are forming the depres-

sions, preparatory to the reception of the dirt, may be traced around to the

almost healed crevasses at the left, while between them are seen traces of crevasses

that have healed with practically no marginal melting. These are presumably

those which opened and closed soon enough to escape the rounding action.

If the surface slope is too great the depression produced in the ice may not be

sufficient to retain enough dust to bring out the series distinctly, as is the case

with the Asulkan just noted. Study figure i, plate xxix, from the Yoho Glacier.

That the method of formation of these dirt bands is essentially as outlined

above admits of no doubt. The question as to whether they are produced

annually, or at irregular intervals, needs to be investigated. The average inter-

val of those bands originally described by Forbes upon the Mer-de-Glace was
711 feet. Opposite his station D the interval was 667 feet {Travels through the

Alps of Savoy, p. 165). In a postscript to his volume, p. 420, he gives the move-
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ment of one of the lateral points opposite station D as 483 feet for the year

and suggests that "the movement of the center is probably, at least, two-fifths

greater, con-esponding closely with the intervals of the 'dirt bands' of the

glacier." Although the size of the intervals in this series differs plainly to the

eye, still Forbes states that the difference for any one interval is probably not

a tenth of the mean. From the same point of view as that used by Forbes in

1842, Tyndall counted upon the Mer-de-Glace, 17 years later, exactly the same
number of bands and remarked: "The entire series of bands which I observed

with the exception of one or two, must have been the successors of those

observed by Professor Forbes; and my finding the same number after an interval

of so many years proves that the bands must be due to some regularly recurrent

cause." In Chapter xxxii of his Glaciers of the Alps, TyndaU has described his

"white ice-seams," the "bandes lact^es" of the French and " weissen Blatter

"

of the Germans. These are due, in part, to the filling of transverse crevasses,

left open during the fall, with snow and then its later compression into a white

vesicular ice. Since, in general, these crevasses would be those which had been

acted upon by the summer sun, they would be the counterpart of the dirt bands
under discussion. Sev6 found the average interval for these white seams upon
the Boium Glacier, in Norway, to be 218 feet and that this represented also the

average forward annual movement.' So far as the Victoria Glacier is concerned

we have not sufficient data at hand to settle the question of the annual character

of the dirt bands. At the line of plates, about a third of a mile below, the

maximum annual movement of the ice was found to be 65.85 feet. The average

annual interval for the lower half of the series is 76.56 feet, which is about what
would be expected in the way of annual ice movement, when compared with the

above. We should also expect the movement to increase as we approached

the crest of the ice slope. So that the actual and relative spacing of the bands

very strongly suggests their annual character. If due to some "regularly

recurrent cause," as Tyndall suggests, this cause must recur with the seasons.

We are, however, not entirely without evidence that the intervals between

the dirt bands indicate approximately the annual movement of the ice. As
pointed out upon page 30, the Messrs. Vaux marked the location of a large

boulder upon this portion of the glacier July 26, 1899. From range lines, one

year later, they determined that the boulder had moved forward 147 feet. In

September, 1905, this boulder'was found opposite the 9th band of the series

given upon page 51. In 1899 it should have lain opposite the 3rd band and,

if the motion there had been the same as it was in 1904-5, it should have moved
in 1899-1900 the distance of 126 feet. The previous year it should have moved

174 feet. My field notes say that the second and third bands were indistinct,

so that there is strong probability that the three intervals between one and four

may not have been properly distributed. The average for the three is 153 feet,

which agrees very well with the actual observed motion of the boulder. If the

dirt band intervals are an approximate indication of the annual ice movement

' Quoted from Heim's Gletscherkunde, p. 140.
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the Vaux boulder had moved downward in 1905 from its original position some

676 feet, or at an average rate of about 113 feet per annum.

/. Dirt stripes. Somewhat closely related to the dirt bands just described,

so far as their method of formation is concerned, are the fine streaks of dirt seen

along the margins of most glaciers, sufficiently free from surface debris. They

may be found, however, anywhere upon the glacier that the blue bands are

well developed, reach the surface at a fairly steep angle and are being subjected

to surface melting. The bkie bands, being composed of relatively firm, compact

ice, are more resistant of the sun's action, than the vesicular ice in which

they are embedded and project as delicate ridges, separated by narrow

furrows. Into these furrows the wind-blown dust settles and is washed

from the adjoining ridges, forming narrow, parallel dirt streaks, or stripes.

When well developed, as upon the Lefroy, the glacier has the appearance of

having been swept with a coarse wire broom; the strokes having all been long,

regular and parallel. The dirt stripes mark the position of the vesicular bands

in the ice and the lighter streaks between the position of the blue bands them-

selves. In this way the banding is clearly shown at the surface, whereas, other-

wise, it might be obscure. Views of these stripes have already been shown in plate

XII, figure 4 and plate xiii, figures 1,2, Sometimes they run down the face of a

crevasse wall (plate xii, figure 4), as though they might be something more

than a superficial feature, but a little chipping of the ice shows plainly that they

are not. After they have once been formed the dirt stripes will absorb the

sun's heat and still further emphasize the small furrows. Running, in general,

lengthwise of the glacier these furrows become the sites of minute rills which

have a tendency to clear away the fine dirt, as fast is it collects. For this

reason, as well as because of the nature of the banding itself, the individual

stripes are not continuous for any considerable distance. They are sometimes

so closely placed that 10 stripes may be counted within the distance of an inch,

but are usually considerably coarser.

g. Dust and pebble wells. Where small pebbles, or patches of fine dirt,

often black from the presence of organic matter,' are thinly distributed over

the surface of the ice, heat is absorbed and the ice immediately beneath is melted

more rapidly than the surrounding ice. Cavities are thus foiTned with vertical

walls, which for a time retain the water. They sink into the ice for a few inches,

until protected from the direct rays of the sun by their own walls, Avhen further

melting would be delayed until the general sm"face was lowered sufficiently

to allow the sun to again reach the foreign matter at the bottom. Svich wells

are shown in plate xvii, figure 2. Although their depth at any one time is seldom

greater than a finger's length, still in the course of the season their total length

would be 9 to 10 feet upon the Victoria and Lefroy. A thin film of water often

freezes at night over the surface and then thaws out promptly when again

exposed to the sun. After thus freezing the water is at times drawn into the

'A sample collected from the lllecillewaet in 1903 contained 14 per cent, of organic matter, enough so

that when set away moist in a warm room it soon became offensive.
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glacier, by means of the capillaries developed between the granules, leaving

the well free from water, but with its ice cover. Where pebbles, or small

dirt patches, are abundant, as shown in the last figure, the ice between the

adjoining wells is melted more rapidly by the sun than it would ordinarily be,

forms minute pinnacles and appears whitish and spongy. In this way the lower-

ing of the general surface of the glacier by ablation is accelerated. By keeping

itself thus at the bottom of a small well the dirt of these small patches is pre-

vented from being blown away, or washed away, and thus it is possible that the

same well may persist through, not only a season, but a succession of seasons.

Should the well, however, collect additional dirt, beyond a certain limit, this

excess would then protect the bottom of the well from further melting, the

adjoining ice would soon be lowered below the bottom of the well and the well

would be literally turned wrong-side-out. Where one has a few days to spare

about the same glacier an interesting experiment would be to sift dirt into a

group of typical wells, filling them to varying depths, and observing the result.

Such an experiment may easily be performed upon a snow bank of sufficient

depth, when it is being strongly acted upon b}- the spring stm. It would prepare

the way for a clear understanding of the next three surface features to be

described.

h. Debris cones. When the amount of dirt, sand, gravel, or rock debris,

is sufficient to protect the surface of the ice from melting, or to even partially

protect it, over a limited area, the suiTounding ice surface will be lowered

more rapidly than that beneath the protecting material and the debris will

begin to be elevated, with reference to the neighboring surface. The loose

debris will slide, or roll down about the side, exposing the edges and comers to

the melting action of the sun, allowing still more sliding of the debris and still

further melting. The ice core will finally assume the form of a ridge, cone, or

mound, with its thin veneering of foreign matter, as in the case of the lateral and

medial moraines already described. The companion figures 3 and 4, plate xvii,

show the structure of a small gravel cone, only 15 to 16 inches in height; figure 3,

as it was found upon the ice, figure 4, after the gravel upon one side had been

washed off to show the ice core. It is seen what a thin covering will suffice to

bring about the result. Depending upon the nature of the covering they are

known as dirt, sand and gravel cones, and boulder mounds, and they may vary

in height from a few inches to many feet. In plate xix, figure i is shown

a mound upon the Wenkchemna Glacier, estimated to be 80 feet high. This

pile of rock rubbish was either dumped in a heap by an avalanche, or collected

in the bottom of a lakelet, as described by Russell for the Malaspina in Alaska.'

Cones of all types, varying in height, from a few inches to 12 or 15 feet are

to be found upon the Victoria in the region of maximum melting. They may
persist from one season to another, but there is a limit to the height to which

any particular cone may attain. As the height of the cone grows the lateral

surface is increased, over which the debris must be spread in order to siaffi-

' Glaciers of North America, p. 115.
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ciently protect the ice. When this covering becomes too thin, or when it is

blown off, or washed down the steep slopes by heavy rains, the ice core becomes

exposed and rapid melting ensues, resulting in the destruction of the feature.

In case the stirface covering is distributed about the base and the pure ice core

exposed, the melting does not cease when the general level is reached but con-

tinues more rapidly than the surrounding ice to which has been transferred the

debris. Instead of a cone, we may now get a basin-shaped depression, which is

gradually extended laterally by melting, and into this depression the original

material may again slide and be collected at the centre until there is sufficient

to prevent further melting. An interesting and instructive experiment, in

connection with that suggested upon the dirt wells, is to wash down the gravel,

sand or dirt, from a collection of small cones, mark the location, and watch the

changes from day to day.

i. Glacial tables. In the case of a single rock fragment, of sufficient size,

resting upon the ice over which surface melting occurs, protection is afforded

the ice immediately beneath. As the result of the more rapid melting of the

surrounding ice the rock is relatively elevated upon a pedestal of ice and there

results what is termed a "glacial table"; as seen in plate xviii, figure i. As the

rock is elevated a short and narrow ridge of ice lying to the north of the pedestal

(observe the shadow in the figure) is protected from the noonday sun, so that

viewed from the east or west the pedestal is unsymmetrical. This lack of

symmetry is further emphasized by the undercutting action of the rays of the

noonday sun upon the southern side. Some observations were made with a

view of discovering the lower limit of the rock fragments that were capable

of furnishing the protection necessary to fonn tables. The following were

found forming low tables, or starting to form them. It is obvious that the

color and nature of the rock would both have their influence in detemiining

the effect upon the ice.

Dark gray limestone, 12x12x4.5 inches.

13X 9X 3 "

Light " "
II X 6x3.5 "

Reddish quartzite, 10x8 X2.5 "

Rusted limestone, 9x4.5x1 "

Dark limestone, 8x4x2.5 to 3 inches.

In the case of the last specimen the thicker end was found to be protecting,

while the thinner was inducing melting. Owing to the undercutting action

of the sun's rays blocks of this size can form only low tables. Larger blocks

may rise to a height of three to five or six feet upon the Victoria, the latter

heights being unusual. They may persist from one season to another but there

is a limit to the height which any particular table may attain, determined mainly

by the size and shape of the rock. As the rays undercut, mainly upon the

,

southern side, the block begins to lean to the south and finally topples off in

that direction (plate xviii, figure 2). The remnant of the pedestal is removed by
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Fig. I.—Glacial table, Victoria Glacier, looking southwest. Observe undercutting action of

rays upon south side and shadow cast by the rock upon north side, with

resultant ridge of ice.

I'li;. -Dethroned glacial table, Vicloua Glacier, looking northeast.

to the south by undercutting action of sun's rays.

boulder fallen
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Fig. I.— Boulder mouiul, Weiikcliemna GlaL-ier, illubtratiiig the protective effect of rocky debris. Estimated to be

eighty feet in height.

Whyte, Devil's Thumb. Bow Valley.

Fig. 2.—Surface lakelet, Victoria Cdacier, resulting from lack of debris protection. Enlargement towards right is still

in progress liy melting, but has jiractically ceased towards the left, owing to the rocky cover.
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melting, the block settles into its position of equilibrium and the making of a

glacial table begins anew. In exceptional cases the undercutting of the pedestal

may be done by a surface stream. In the case of 25 tables selected at random,

it was found that the longer of the horizontal axes of the pedestals had an average

magnetic bearing of N. 36° W., or 11° W. of true north. With a larger, or a

different, series, the average would probably be more nearly the true north.

j. Surface lakelets. Upon the middle portion of the Victoria, western side,

where the ice is presumably quite stagnant, there occurs a series of surface

lakelets, the crater-like basins of which have been hollowed in the ice. The
largest of this series is somewhat elliptical in form, 200 feet long by 100 feet

broad (plate xix, figure 2), and filled with deep blue water in which miniature

ice-bergs may be seen floating about. The southern and eastern banks of the

lakelet are from 12 to 20 feet high and under cut, apparently by the melting

action of the lake water. The northern and western banks have been acted

upon more strongly by the sun, causing them to recede and the d6bris to slide

down until the margins of the lake are filled and the ice banks veneered sufficiently

to retard melting (plate xix, figure 2). These banks ai^e as steep as the debris

can stand and from 25 to 30 feet in height. From the still steeper ice walls

the gravel and small boulders are splashing into the water with a sound suggestive

of considerable depth. The lake has no visible outlet and persists from season

to season. Several similar lakelets, but smaller, occur in the same vicinity,

some having their sides completely veneered with rock debris, which has checked

melting and allowed the lakelet to become almost dry.

These lakelets may have originated in marginal crevasses and been enlarged

and shaped by melting, or they may have originated by surface melting over

certain limited areas less well protected by debris covering. In the preceding

discussion of debris cones it was shown how miniature basins might originate.

In a stagnant portion of the glacier it is possible that the basins of such lakelets

might arise in a similar manner from such a mound as that figured from the

Wenkchemna Glacier (plate xix, figure i). The rock debris rolling or sliding to

the base would leave the cone sufficiently bare to permit rapid melting to a depth

at which the marginal debris would begin to slide back again. The accumula-

tion of the debris in the basin would check further melting at the center, while

the surrounding ice has lost, in proportion, a part of its debris. As observed by
Russell upon the Malaspina, the surrounding ice would be lowered until the basin

disappeared and what had been the centre of the basin would become the crest

of a boulder mound. If conditions remained favorable, i.e., sufficient thickness

of stagnant ice and continuous surface ablation, the sides of the mound would

become more and more steep, as it gained in height and the time would come

when the bulk of the debris would slide or roll to the base, the ice core would

be removed to the general level and a new basin would be started. For the

larger lakelets the complete cycle would probably have to be reckoned in decades

and centuries.

k. Rock reflection (?). A final surface feature remains to be described, al-
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though a satisfactory explanation has not been found. Observations were begun

upon the Victoria in 1904 before the winter snow had disappeared from the lower

half of the glacier, which is ordinarily bare in the summer. It was noted that as

the surface boulders protruded through the snow a larger percentage of them
showed melted areas upon their northern sides, the shape and size of which sus-

tained a certain relation to the breadth, height, shape, and possibly position of the

boulders themselves. Over the melted area the snow was removed, in whole

or part, to the soiled surface of the glacier, so that the feature shows with

much clearness in the photographs secured. The phenomenon was seen

upon the Lefroy, as well as the Victoria, and sparingly upon the Wenkchemna
in midsummer, near the nev6 lines. The same thing was also seen upon the

snow of an avalanche which had descended from Mt. Whyte and carried along

some small rock fragments, which were scattered over the surface. The block

shown in plate xxiv, figure 4 is a gray quartzite standing 10 inches high and is 29

inches broad. The melted area has the same length as the rock and has a corre-

spondence in outline. The farther right hand comer of the rock is somewhat

lower than the general surface and the corresponding corner of the melted area

is seen to be rounded and incompletely melted. Boulders showing the phenom-

enon were not hard to find upon the Victoria, but were very abtmdant. The

north-south axes of ten of the areas, selected at random, gave an average

magnetic reading of N. 25.5° W., with less range than was shown in the case of

the glacial tables. The magnetic declination of the region, as obtained by the

Canadian Topographic Survey, is N. 25 °5' E., so that these areas are oriented

with reference to the noonday sun, and might have been used for determining

approximately the meridian and the magnetic declination. The natural infer-

ence is that the phenomenon is due to the reflection of heat from the surface

of the boulders, this action being at a maximum when the sun is upon the meridian.

3. Former Activity.

a. Terminal moraines. Between the present poorly defined terminal moraine

,

described upon page 49, and Lake Louise there occurs a series of ancient

terminal moraines which funaish evidence of the glacier's former extent and

greater activity. The first two of these moraines are remarkable in that they

consist of massive blocks of quartzite and sandrock, tumultuously heaped

together and without the usual filling of gravel, sand, and clay. The position of

these is shown upon the map, plate in. The spaces between the great blocks

enable man, or animals, to creep in between and under them and they form

an ideal home for the marmots. For moraines of a somewhat similar appear-

ance, although probabh' different history, in the Mount Ktaadn region Prof.

R. S. Tarr has used the expressive term "bear-den moraine." ^ The inner of

these two moraines extends obliquely across the valley from the present nose,

being partially overridden by the glacier and along the side of the valley nearly

parallel with the oblique front. It consists of what were originally massive

' Glaciation of Mount Ktaadn, Maine. Bulletin Geol. Soc, of Amer., vol. xi, 1900, plate 37.
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blocks of quartzite, sandstone, and schist tumultuously heaped into a ridge 30 to 40

feet high. The sandstone and schist have undergone considerable disintegration,

in place, forming more or less soil which supports a growth of moss, shrubs,

spruce, and fir. The rings of growth, in the sprvice and fir of the Lake Louise

Valley, were found to average 0.884 ram., and, in the case of the averages for

individual trees, to range from 0.51 ram. to i . 2 6 mm. As the tree matures the new

rings are excessively thin; owing to the reduction in the relative amount of leaf

surface, the scant precipitation, the short growing season, and the lack of direct

sun light in a deep valley with a north-south trend. The largest tree found upon

this moraine gave a circumference of 221 cm., at a distance of 50 cm. from the

base, and should be approximately 400 years old. The material of this moraine

is arranged in two main heaps, between which the glacial brook passes, that

upon the eastern side having come from Mt. Lefro}' and that upon the west

from Victoria. After the formation of the moraine the glacier retreated up

the valley to a point greater than that occupied by the present nose.

From 300 to 800 feet farther down the valley there occurs the second of this

type of moraines, the blocks consisting very largely of quartzite, lichen-covered

and moss-grown, but not disintegi-ated. As in the case of the preceding moraine

the blocks are disposed in two heaps, upon either side of the glacial brook,

the bulk of it lying to the west, where it forms an oblique ridge 700 to 800 feet

long, with a maximum breadth of 300 feet and a height of 70 to 80 feet. Made

up of such coarse blocks and with no filling of sand, gravel, or clay the whole

presents a very imposing mass and impresses one with the possible importance of

glaciers as geological agents. The largest block seen had split in falling, meastired

31x25x15 feet, and was estimated to weigh 970 tons. The blocks are generally

sharp and angular and have not been subjected to stream or ice action. The}' were

carried either upon the ice or within it and show almost no signs of ice abrasion.

An occasional single face is glaciated but in such a way as to show that this was

done when, in its original position, it formed the face of the cliff. Owing to the

lack of soil the growth of shrubs and trees is scant. The largest spruce seen

upon the moraine itself was estimated to be 450 years old, while another just

beyond the outer edge was estimated at 580 years. Upon the side of Mt. Whyte

just at the line of plates, there is a large collection of similar blocks, and appar-

ently of equal age, which appear to have become stranded here while the others

were undergoing transportation. It should be noted that the present Victoria

is entirely incapable of making such a moraine now, no matter how prolonged

the halt. The present temiinal moraine, and the oldest of the series to be

described, are essentially alike but very different from these great block, or

bear-den moraines. The cliffs which contributed the bulk of the material,

so far as we may judge from their favorable situation and the location of the

blocks, have a north-northwest trend and the blocks fell from them to the

eastward.

Down the valley, a distance of one-quarter of a mile, there occurs a double

detrital cone, derived from the opposite mountain slopes of Mt. Whyte and Castle
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Crags. The slide from the latter slope is still in process of formation and consists

of freshly broken angular fragments. That from Mt. Whyte is older and covered

with spruce, fir, and willow. This material overlies, and almost conceals, a

triple moraine, composed of boulders, gravel, and clay. The inner and higher

ridge of the three curves regularly across the valley and in one place about 60

feet of it have been cut away by the drainage brook. It here has a breadth of

100 feet, a height of about 20 feet, and consists largely of a yellowish, stony

till. Between it and the outer bear-den moraine the drainage stream has filled

in with sand and gravel, forming a nearly level flat. Lower down the slope

and 400 feet distant, there is another morainic ridge, approximately parallel

with the first, but made up more largely of boulders while 350 feet farther

on there is a third ridge containing a higher percentage of yellowish clay.

b. Lake Louise basin. This lake is roughly elliptical, with a major axis of i;^

miles and a width of :L to f of a mile, placed with its longer axis parallel with the

valley (see plate i and plate xiv, figure 2). The chief irregularity in the outline

is due to the presence of a rock slide from Mt. Fairview and to the delta deposits

at the head. The level of the lake is given by the Topographic Survey as 5,670

feet above sea level. This level, however, fluctuates in the course of the

season and from year to year, being some 15 inches higher in the spring, as a

result of the rapid melting of the snow. Fotu- determinations upon the inflow

at the head gave an average of 80 cubic feet per second. Two measurements

upon the outflow, through a rectangular orifice at the dam, gave an average

of 88 cubic feet per second, the lake receiving a small additional flow from

Mirror Lake and Lake Agnes. In midsummer, owing to the presence of the

glacial sediment, the lake has a superb green color, but during the winter this

has a chance to settle to the bottom and in the spring the color is more of a

blue, the natural color of pure water.

From the studies of Mr. W. D. Wilcox, reported in the paper previously cited

(page 7), the basin of the lake is seen to be a U-shaped trough, with a maxi-

mum depth of 230 feet just beyond the centre. This shows that the valley

was excavated by ice and that, in all probability, the bottom of the lake is a

glacially excavated rock-basin, similar to that of Lake Agnes, just west but

at a higher level. Bedrock is found upon all sides of the lake, except about the

foot, where there is the ground-morainic dam previously described (page 8)

filling the valley to an unknown depth. At the head of the lake the valley walls

are much contracted, being but 570 feet apart. They consist of a very firm

quartzite, in the main, with a little slaty schist, dipping up the valley at an angle

of 10° to 15°. This feature of the valley must have greatly contracted the ancient

glacier passing through the gateway, caused it to thicken correspondingly

and to vigorously gouge out its bed until it had a chance to again expand laterally.

In this way we may account for the presence of the rock-basin, but should

expect the deepest part of it to be somewhat nearer the head of the lake than is

shown in Wilcox's contour map. It is not at all improbable, however, that the

deepest part of the rock-basin is really so located and that there has been a
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filling of the lake bed here with glacial sediment and debris from the Mt. Fair-

view slide, to the extent, at least, of 50 to 60 feet.

c. Lake Louise delta. After the ancient Victoria peiTnanently retreated from

the head of the lake, there began the fonnation, at the head of Lake Louise, of

a gravel, sand, and silt delta, which is a minimum measure of the amount of

glacial erosion that has since been taking place in the upper part of the valley.

This delta extends into the lake 400 feet, with an average breadth of about 300

feet, as shown upon the map, plate xx, that was prepared with a plane-table in

July, 1904. A shelf of fine sediment borders that portion above water and

then drops off rapidly, forming a layer of unknown thickness over the bottom

of the lake. Much of the delta is elevated but 10 to 12 inches above the

lake level and is under water during high water stages of the lake. Portions

of it are flooded during midsummer after periods of excessive melting. In this

way the delta is gradually growing in height. Low, broad levees line the

main stream. This comparatively small portion, which projects into the lake,

is simply part of a very much more extensive deposit of glacial silt, sand, and

gravel, which reaches up the valley for a distance oi \ to \ oi a. mile and has a

breadth of 500 to 600 feet. Over this very gradual slope the glacial drainage

courses in three rapid, turbid streams, which unite into a single channel, 40 to

50 feet broad and one to two feet deep. Grasses and moss cover the lower,

fiat portion of the deposit, close set willow and spruce the central part, and

isolated willows the upper gravelly region. The rock-slide from Mt. Fairview

has encroached upon the lake as well as the morainic dam at the foot of the

lake, upon which stands the chalet. Between this dam and the range of moun-

tains in the background lies the Bow River Valley, which supported a great trunk-

glacier, leading eastward from the mountains (plate xiv, figure 2).

d. Lake Louise Valley. When the mountains were in process of making it

is very probable that this valle>' began as a sti-uctural feature either as a trough

between mountain folds, or from the opening of a joint in the rock strata.

Before the coming of the glaciers it is probable that ages of stream action, aided

by atmospheric weathering, deepened and broadened the original feature into a

V-shaped valley. With the advent of the perennial snowfields a new geological

agent entered, deepening the bed and broadening out the base so that the cross-

section of the valley, particularly the lower half, assumed the characteristic

U-shape of glacially excavated, or glacially modified valleys. An inspection of

the general views of the valley, such as plate i, shows a lower portion with steeply

inclined, nearly vertical walls, while the upper portion has more flaring walls,

the arms of a truncated v. This upper portion was glaciated to a height of about

9,000 feet above sea level, or some 3 ,000 feet above the valley floor, the walls being

smoothed and fluted and the spurs evenly truncated ; see the shoulder of Mt.

Fairview at the right in plate xix, figure 2. It is not improbable that these

more gentle, higher slopes represent portions of the original pre-glacial valley,

produced mainly by the action of weather and running water, and not very

materially modified by the ice. These slopes produced until they intersect may
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be assumed to represent approximately the original valley before the ice invasion.

The lower portion, with the very steep walls and broad base, probably represents

that portion of the valle}.^ which was profoundly affected by the great ice stream

that so nearly filled the valley. The destruction of the strata necessary to

secure such a result was very probably accomplished by the disrupting power of

the ice, known as "plucking."

e. Ancient till sheet. The rock debris was, in great part, delivered to the

Bow Glacier and carried beyond the mountains. The finer portions, consisting

of gravel, sand, and clay, with some cobbles and boulders, secured lodgment in

certain favorable places, particularly near the mouth of the valley, and com-

pacted by the great weight of ice formed the ground moraine, or sheet of till.

From 75 feet to loo feet of this deposit have been exposed between the foot of

the lake and the Bow River, but the maximum thickness was very probably

much greater. It forms an irregular sheet, of unknown extent and thickness,

reaching up to and under the modern glacier, mantling the actual rock bottom

of the valley. It is entirely without stratification and the rock fragments are

largely bruised and scratched. The color, as seen in the exposed sections, is a

brownish-yellow, as the ii'on of the clay is being slowly oxydized. The more

deeply buried beds would, undoubtedly, show more of the bluish-gray, which

characterizes this material when it is fresh.

CHAPTER IV.

WENKCHEMNA GLACIER.

I. General Characteristics.

Nestling close in behind the northern base of that grand array of peaks for

which the Canadian Geographic Board has recently adopted the name Wenk-
chemna Group lies the Wenkcheinna Glacier. The name is of Sioux origin, ivik-

chemna signifying ten, and was given the glacier by Mr. S. E. S. Allen, in allusion to

its relation to the series of ten peaks upon which he bestowed the Indian numerals.

These peaks, the highest of which has been rechristened Mt. Deltaform, with

their high connecting ridges constitute here the great Continental Divide (plate

xxi). Between them and Mt. Temple lies a broad valley originally called "Deso-

lation Valley" by Wilcox, but now known as the Valley of the Ten Peaks.

The glacier occupies the southern half of the upper third of this valley, and

faces north, while the valley itself slopes eastward and then northeastward.

In a direct line it lies only about six miles south-southeast from the Victoria,

and may be reached by crossing the Mitre Pass, encircling the Horseshoe Glacier

at the head of Paradise Valley and entering the Valley of the Ten Peaks by the

Wastach Pass. The ordinary way of reaching the glacier, however, is from

the chalet at the foot of Lake Louise, over a good trail to Moraine Lake,

where a summer camp is maintained by the Canadian Pacific Railway. From
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this camp, at the foot of the lake, the trail is rough for horses, but practicable to the

front of the glacier, about two miles distant.

Quite in contrast with the Victoria, and with mountain glaciers in general,

the Wenkchemna presents noteworth}^ peculiarities of form, in that it is very

broad for its length and has a remarkable amount of frontage. Its breadth

is about three miles, while its length is from one-half to one mile, the frontage

amounting to something over three miles. The area of the glacier is estimated

at about two square miles. It lies mainl_y between 7,500 feet and 6,400 feet

above sea level, the easternmost nose attaining the latter elevation, or about

400 feet higher than the Victoria.

2. Piedmont Type.

The peculiarities above noted in form are dependent upon the very unusual

method of formation. Instead of there being a trunk stream, to which the

minor ice streams are tributary, the entire glacier results from the amalgamation

of twelve, more or less, independent ice streams, each with its own feeding ground,

which lie side by side. There is no propriety in speaking of these streams as

tributaries; but since they are all nourished from the same general source, the

snow which falls vipon the eastern slopes of the Ten Peaks, since they coexist,

are tolerant of one another's presence, and maintain their own identity and

independent velocity from neve to nose, they may be spoken of as "commensal
streams," to boiTOW an adjective from the biologists. The form of the front,

the position of the medial moraines, and the nev^ areas enable us to differentiate

these streams as shown upon the map, and less well in plate xxi. Owing to the

general slope of the valley floor, the commensal streams are deflected eastward,

their natural course being northward. However, it is quite apparent that they

interfere with one another's movements. The easternmost stream is relatively

very small, terminating back some 3,000 feet from the nose of its neighbor,

where it is forming a temiinal moraine. Its neighbor to the west is narrow,

but in conjunction with sti-eams three and four, counting from the east, it reaches

the general front and together they form a broad rounded nose. Number five

spreads out fan-like at its lower end, and in consequence six and seven, in their

lower third, are deflected rather sharply to the north. Streams seven and eight,

from Mt. Deltafomi, are exhibiting the greatest amount of relative activity.

In the western part of the glacier the ice streams are turned eastward b}' the

tremendous accumulation of morainic blocks which they are unable to push

ahead or override. In consequence, number nine, which has only a limited

collecting area, is considerably compressed, being forced laterally against its

sturdier neighbor to the east. It is not likely that any one of these streams

could exist by itself as an independent glacier, since it would flatten out, be

more thinly clad with debris, waste more rapidly from surface and lateral melting,

and disappear soon after leaving the shadow of the mountains.

This form of glacier is known as the
'

' piedmont type,
'

' and, so far as the writer

is aware, only one other example, the Malaspina, of Alaska, has thus far been
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described. This has a breadth of 70 miles and an ave'rage length of 20 to 25

miles, with approximately i ,500 square miles of area. It is made up of four great

commensal glaciers, with an innumerable number of smaller ones. Farther

west there lies the Bering Glacier, known to be of the same type, but not }'et

visited and described. It is c^uite likely that this variety of glacier is more

common than has been recognized, since in addition to the Wenkchemna there

is the Horseshoe Glacier at the head of the adjoining Paradise Valley, with some

16 commensal streams, and the Asulkan in the Selkirks (plate xxxix, figure 2)

which represents a piedmont glacier in process of disintegration into its compo-

nent streams. If the ordinary Alpine glacier, with its tributaries, is compared

to a river, the body of a piedmont glacier should be thought of as an ice lake,

of greater or less magnitude.

3. Nourishment.

Each of the component streams of the Wenkchemna may be traced back to a

more or less well defined and fairly distinct patch of neve. This may be no

more than a cone of avalanched snow, or it may be a strip of permanent snow

field filling a couloir in the mountain side, or between two adjacent peaks.

The highest point of the Divide here is Mt. Deltaform, with an elevation of 1 1,225

feet, somewhat lower than Victoria. To the west, and closely connected with

Deltaform, is Neptuak (Allen's No. 9) with an elevation of 8,767 feet. East-

ward from Deltaform there occur in order No. 7 (10,648 feet), No. 6 (10,520

feet), No. 5 (10,018 feet) and No. 4 (10,028 feet). The northern face of this array

of peaks is very abnipt, furnishing only a nieager collecting area for the snow.

The sno\A'fall is probably not inaterially different from that at the head of the

Lake Louise Valley, where it is estimated as about 25 feet annually. That which

clings to the steep slopes during the winter is largely avalanched upon the glacier

below in the spring and early summer. The most of that which remains is melted

and but little survives the warm season. The snow accumulates along the

northern base of the range, where it is protected from the noonday sun, allowing

it to become converted into nev^ and compacted into ice. Owing to the increased

altitude of the glacier's surface toward the west there is a gi^eater deposit along

the base of Deltaform and Neptuak (plate xxi). This rather meager supply of

snow could svipport a glacier of such dimensions only because of certain favorable

conditions. Being in the lee of some 3,000 feet of nearly vertical cliff, its neve

field is sheltered from the noonday sun, while that portion which is exposed is

almost completely veneered with a protective covering of rock debris. The
form of glacier, with the ice streams lying side by side, reduces the lateral melting

to a minimum, while the slope of the valley floor, upon which the glacier rests,

is sufficiently gentle to allow the ice to remain in a very sluggish condition.

4. Drainage.

Because of the conditions just outlined the amount of ablation is reduced

to a minimum and the surface drainage streams are coiTespondingly small and
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KlG. I.— Drainage brouk from Wei.kchemna Glacier, August, lyo^. Free from sediment

and having a summer temperature of 35 to 36° F.

No. ... No. 3. N'". 4. N...

Fig. 2.—General view of eastern end of Weukchemua Glacier, August, 1004. Looking suuthu ard. i lie very complete

covering of rock debris and irregular surface are well shown.
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inconspicuous. Some near the center have cut their way a few feet into the ice.

None of them reach the margin of the glacier, but find their way to the base

through crevasses, or mouHns. Opposite peak No. 7 a small stream of pure

water from the valley enters the side of the glacier. The drainage from the Wenk-
chemna Lake, which collects the waters from the base of Mt. Hungabee, reaches the

glacier through the great accumulation of morainic blocks (plate xxiv, figure 3).

No surface lakelets were observed upon the glacier, although numerous depres-

sions occur, suggestive of the former sites of lakelets. The water is probably

lacking now because of the small amount of surface melting. There was practi-

cally no marginal drainage observed. At the east end, between the side of the

mountain and the glacier, there occurs a small lakelet and opposite Mt. Delta-

form, at the front, there is a very shallow lakelet, or marsh, of insignificant

proportions.

The various subglacial drainage streams are collected beneath the glacier into

a single streamwhich gushes from the extreme eastern compound nose and cascades

over the coarse blocks of the frontal moraine in several channels. These fonn a

single broad drainage brook (plate xxiii, figure i), about 100 feet across, shallow

and rapid, which enters Moraine Lake one-half mile below, dropping 210 feet

in the distance. The volume could not be measured, but was estimated at about

90 cubic feet per second, being somewhat in excess of the volume of the Victoria

drainage brook. The volume did not fluctuate during the day nearly so much as

is usual for glacial brooks, suggesting that the supply is not so dependent upon

immediate melting of the ice. This is further indicated by the temperature of

the water, which remained during the middle week in August very steadily

at 35.6° P., and rarely varying more than 0.2° to 0.3°, no matter at what time

of the day taken. September 8, 1905, it was stLll 35.6° at 12:30 p.m. A sur-

prising feature of the brook is its remarkable freedom from glacial sediment,

the water issuing from the glacier perfectly pure. Flowing over coarse gravel

and boulders it acquires no sediment upon the way to the lake and has formed

not even the suggestion of a delta at the head of Moraine Lake (plate xxv)

.

This indicates that the subglacial erosion is practically nothing and has remained

so for centuries, testifying to the sluggish condition of the glacier. In flowing the

half mile to the lake the temperature of the water in August was raised from

35.6° to 36° or 37°. The lake is about a mile long, has an elevation of 6,190

feet, is apparently shallow, and filled with the purest water of an intense blue

color. Passing the length of the lake the temperature in August is raised to

about 44° F. The freedom of the water from sediment permits it to exhibit its

natural color, a simple glance at which, as far away as the color could be dis-

tinguished, enables one to safely predict the absence of sediment from the brook

emptying into the lake. Should the glacier become active and start to erode its

bed the color of the lake would change to some shade of green.

5. Moraines.

Except for the comparatively narrow strip of n6v6 along the base of
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the cliff, well seen in plate xxi, the entire upper surface of the glacier is

veneered with angular rock debris, effectually preventing surface melting, as

already shown. This material is derived from the Wenkchemna group of peaks,

through the agency of avalanches and the ordinar}^ processes of weathering.

With the entire breadth of the glacier spread out along the base of the cliff

all portions receive their quota, leaving no portion of the ice exposed to the

sun. The debris, at first, is covered with the snow, but it is concentrated by
melting until the amount is sufficient to prevent further loss of ice at the surface

when the action ceases. No ground-morainic material was- observed upon the

surface, in contrast with the Victoria, and this is accotmted for by the absence

of hanging glaciers. What might be mistaken for such vtpon the northern face

of Mt. Deltaform, and upon either side of peaks 4 and 5 (plate xxi), are simply

the continuous n6v6 fields of the commensal streams. This method of acquiring

its load leads to a somewhat irregular distribution of the rock debris, resulting in

hummocks and depressions, especially towards the northeastern comer (plates xxi

and xxv). These irregularities of surface are also shown in plate xxiii, figure 2.

It was from this portion of the glacier that the view for plate xix, figure i , was
taken. This irregularit}^ of surface renders travelling across the glacier laborious

and somewhat dangerous, except near the neve line. The almost complete

concealment of the ice by debris renders this glacier a poor one for the study

of ice structure and the usual surface features. The third ice stream, coming
from between peaks 5 and 6, in the vicinity of the n6v6 shows stratification

and dirt zones to advantage, the strata ranging from five to ten feet in thickness.

Low glacial tables occur here and the phenomenon described upon page 58 of

this report, as possibly due to reflection of heat from the surface boulders.

The line of junction between neighboring ice streams is roughly indicated

vipon the surface by ridges of rock debris, somewhat low and poorly defined

near the nev^, but gaining in height and distinctness in their course across

the glacier. These ridges are the lateral moraines of the individual ice streams

and they are especially well defined over the eastern third of the glacier. Upon
either side of the third stream these ridges are double for a considerable dis-

tance. Toward the western end of the glacier these moraines are neither so

well defined nor so continuous and, owing to the defiection of the streams to

the eastward, by the ancient moraine, swing around into a position almost
parallel with the frontal. By the blending of these lateral moraines upon
adjacent streams the single ridges resulting become the medial moraines of

the piedmont glacier, and the outeraiost laterals of the two marginal streams

become the laterals of the unified glacier. At the eastern end of the glacier the
first stream is so short that the right lateral of the second ice stream constitutes

the right lateral of the glacier as a whole. If the first stream ever extended to the

front then this lateral moraine was originally a medial. A deep depression, snow-
filled in 1904, separates it from the double debris cone and from the mountain
spur shown upon the map. At the western side of the glacier, owing to the
deflection eastward of the ice streams, there is no distinction to be made between
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the lateral and the frontal moraine. They end in a peculiar series of short

closely pressed ridges, slightly concave outward.

Since a glacier of this kind cannot be said to have an end, the term frontal

may be more appropriately applied to the rock debris that is being dumped
along the united extremities of the individual ice streams. Were the glacier

to begin a uniform retreat from its present position, there would be left a ridge

of angtilar rock debris, over three miles in length, marking the shape and present

position of the front. Inside of this would be left upon the valley floor the debris

which now mantles the surface of the ice, or is contained within. Because of

the very slow advance, to be noted below, the frontal morainic material over

the eastern half is being very slowly urged forward, giving a steep and unstable

frontal slope, but not so steep that it can not be climbed at almost any point.

At only one point, nearly opposite peak No. 7, is there any ice showing and
here the debris cover is partially lacking. Should the ice front actually halt a

frontal moraine would form very slowly, in spite of the amount of debris carried,

because of the sluggish condition of the ice. Toward the western side the front

becomes less steep and high and finally merges into the n^ve and snow bank
which mantles the col between Neptuak and Hungabee.

6. Crevasses.

The glacier is remarkably free from crevasses in the lower part and about the

sides. In the case of the commensal streams, measurements would probably

show that the sides were moving forw^ard at about the same rate as the centers,

so that there is lacking that differential movement that gives rise to marginal

crevasses. The mutual pressure from the sides is sufficient to prevent the

opening of radial crevasses along the front. The absence of prominent transverse

crevasses indicates that the bed is of even slope and the motion slow enough

to allow the ice to yield, without rupture, to most of the inequalities that do

exist. The absence of crevasses in this case is quite as instmctive as their pres-

ence would be. Upon the steeper portions of the neve slopes there occur nu-

merous transverse breaks of the nature of bergschrunds , caused by the upper mass
clinging, for the time being, to the rocky wall while the lower portion draws

away from it. If kept under inspection these schrunds would be found to close

up, as they work their way down the slope and to open again at a higher level.

7. Movement about the Front.

In a little booklet prepared for the Canadian Pacific Railway by Messrs.

George and William Vaux, and entitled Glaciers, attention was first called

to the evidence that this glacier is advancing into the adjoining forest. No
'data were at hand for determining the amount of this forward movement, or

whether it is still in progress. Dead trunks of forest trees, from which the

bark and branches have fallen, are seen projecting from near the frontal slope

(plate XXIV, figure i). Some of these trees were probably killed by a forest fire
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which swept through the valley 70 to 80 years ago. Other trees in similar posi-

tion, but also dead, still retain their bark and boughs, but show no signs of fire.

It is likely that these trees were killed, and more or less displaced, by the ad-

vance of the ice front (plate xxiv, figure 2), since which time the ice has advanced

less than a dozen feet. This is still further evidence of the almost stagnant

condition of the glacier. Only at one point, near the center, were there any

trees which have been recently cut by rolling blocks from the frontal slope.

This is taking place about the nose of the stream coming from Mt. Deltaform.

In order to gather some definite data concerning the frontal movements,

a series of eight sets of reference blocks was established along the eastern half

of the front, beginning at a point just east of the drainage brook. Between

certain marked points upon boulders that had rolled forward and others firmly

embedded in the frontal slope, accvirate measurements were made with a steel

tape. From August 9 to September 12, 1904, an interval of 34 days, it was

found that there was no perceptible movement at the station east of the drainage

brook. Passing westward along the front, and up the valley, the data indicated

that there had been a wastage of the ice, causing the blocks to settle back 1.2

inches and 0.7 inch. The next two stations showed an advance of 1.9 and 1.3

inches, while the next two gave a retreat of i.o and 4.6 inches respectively.

At the upper station, where the trees had been freshly cut, the advance for

the 34 days amounted to 11.8 inches. One year later, September 8, 1905,

measurements were again made between the series of blocks and at all of the

stations (the upper block at station D could not be located because of disturb-

ance) there was a small advance indicated, varying from 1.7 inches to 20.4

inches. The least movement was about the extremities of the easternmost

streams and the greatest was towards the center.

A summary of the measurements is given below.

Stations.

A
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

These figures indicate that the component glaciers are as independent m their

movements as in their structure, and that some may be stationary, or in retreat,

while others lying alongside are advancing. The question of the frontal be-

havior of a piedmont glacier is thus seen to be complicated in proportion to

the complexity of its structure. Measurements made at single stations can give

only very incomplete data concerning the glacier as a whole. There should be

at least one such measurement for each commensal stream.

8. Former Activity.

a. Bear-den moraines. Along the western front of the Wenkchemna, for a

Movement for
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distance of over a mile, there occurs a tremendous accumulation of huge mo-
rainic blocks of a red and brown sandstone. The blocks are much disintegrated

by the weather, and falling apart, but each roughly indicates its former size and
shape (plate xxiv, figure 3) . Near the upper end of the valley the moraine is a half

mile across, extending from the glacier to the foot of Eiffel Peak and almost

completely surrounding Wenkchemna Lake, as shown upon the map. Toward
the east the moraine becomes narrower and there may be distinguished an
older portion, partially soil-covered and forested. These latter blocks are more
completely coated with lichens and have plainly the appearance of greater age.

There is thus evidence that the moraine was formed at two different periods,

the older portion surrounding the lake and extending eastward, and that a con-

siderable interval, as expressed in years, separated the two periods. Opposite

peak No. 7 there occurs at the front an accumulation of coarse blocks, evi-

dently part of the younger of the two ancient moraines, which the present glacier

has been able to partially override. Farther west the glacier has been unequal

to the task of either pushing the blocks ahead or of oveniding them, and the

streams have been deflected eastward, as previously noted. When the forma-

tion of the older of the two moraines began the glacier reached across the valley

and deposition started. The glacier had so little depth, owing to the meager

supply of nivi, that it was unable to heap the blocks into a great ridge. Ap-

parently the rather thin edge of ice was pressed against the moraine and there

melted by pressure, and the blocks deposited along the southern margin until a

belt a quarter mile in breadth was formed. A considerable period intervened

during which time the eastern portion of the glacier had shrunken to much
smaller proportions than it had formerly held and than it has at present. In

a manner still to be accounted for, the glacier a second time became loaded

with very coarse blocks and started to advance, possibly because of the protection

afforded the surface by this load. Encountering the former moraine, however,

it was unable to go over, or around, and it used its energy in a vain attempt

to push the obstacles ahead. The pressure exerted caused the melting of the ice

and the blocks were deposited in another broad, continuous belt, parallel with

the first. As though it had learned wisdom by the experience, the glacier now
rather calmly turns eastward and passes around the obstruction which it has

built in its own path. These two moraines, lying side by side, are of the same

type as the two described in the Lake Louise Valley, and, as far as may be judged

roughly from their general appearance, of approximately the same age. The
cliff from which the material was obtained has a west-northwest trend and the

blocks were dropped from it to the eastward.

b. Moraine Lake. This lake has had a different history from that of Lake

Louise in that it is apparently not a rock-basin and so attains no great depth.

It is, however, like Lake Louise in that it has a morainic dam across its foot,

although in the case of Moraine Lake the dam is of a different type. This

consists of a sharply defined heap of rock debris about 400 feet long, placed

at right angles to the main axis of the valley. The ridge increases in height
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rather gradually toward the west and attains a height of about 70 feet, ending

abruptly, as steeply as the debris will stand and with no trace of any continuance

across the valley. This is so unusual a featiu-e for a terminal moraine that many

are disposed to consider the mass as a rock slide from the adjoining mountain

face. There are several varieties of rock represented in the heap and time did

not permit an examination of the adjoining face to see whether they might have

had such a source. The strata in the region, however, are so nearly horizontal

that, whether the feature is a moraine or a slide, the same rocks probably occur in

the adjoining mountain as farther up the valley. Standing upon the highest

crest, the ridge is seen to be double, the outer one somewhat convex down stream,

while from the western end there passes a short spur down the valley. The

writer is disposed to accept the view of Wilcox, who gave the name to the lake,

that we have here a moraine. It is, however, not of the bear-den type found

farther up the valley, but very much older than the most ancient of the two.

Its general lack of vegetation may be due to the scarcity of suitable soil, although

it does support a sparse growth of timber. The unusual features of the mass,

considered as a moraine, will be tmderstood when the unusual nature of the glacier

that formed it is considered. This represents the position of the front of the

easternmost ice stream, of the ancient piedmont Wenkchemna during a pro-

longed period of the halt. This moraine originally abutted against a wall of ice

at the west end, the side of the adjacent ice stream, which probably extended

far down the valley and may have been engaged in making a correlative moraine.

A relatively small amount of the debris was dragged for a short distance down

stream by this neighbor, forming the spur above noted. When this ice wall

melted away finally the debris rolled down and assumed the "angle of repose."

As has been pointed out the present easternmost stream is short, compared with

its neighbor, and were it to make a sufficiently prolonged halt there might be

produced, upon a smaller scale, this identical feature.

c. Valley of Ten Peaks. The time that could be devoted to this glacier did

not permit of an examination of the valley from the lake to the Bow River, or of

the interesting Consolation Valley, which still supports a glacier at its head.

Observations of only a general nature from the elevated trail around Mt. Temple

could be made. There is evidence that the entire valley was occupied by a great

ice stream, a tributary of the trunk glacier that filled the Bow Valley, the glacier

then being of the Alpine type. The lower half of the valle}^ was altered by the

ice into the characteristic U-shape, while the upper half retained its flaring side

walls from pre-pleistocene time. In making the bend from its east-southeast

course to the northeast, the glacier pressed hard against the western face of

Mt. Babel, while upon the opposite, or concave, side there was deposited a high

ridge of ground-morainic material which swings around in a very regular curve

from the Eiffel to Mt. Temple. From the northeastern shoulder of Mt. Temple

there extends into the Bow Valley, curving gently down stream, a spur of ground-

morainic material, identical with that described for the Lake Louise Valley upon

page 8. This was deposited beneath the ice and along the line of junction of the
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1

ancient Wenkchemna and Bow glaciers. Looking down the valley towards the

Bow, Babel Mountain is on the right and Mt. Temple upon the left, rising above
the high morainic ridge mentioned. From the shoulder of Mt. Temple there ex-

tends to the center of the view the morainic ridge reaching out into the Bow
Valley, gradually losing in height and breadth. As pointed out by Wilcox, this

deposit probably mantles a rock spur which escaped destruction by the ice.

During the height of glaciation a tributary glacier moved in northwestward from
Consolation Valle}- and joined the Wenkchemna at a level 400 to 500 feet above

the present valley floor, forming a "hanging-valley." From the "Tower of

Babel" there curves across the mouth of the valley what appears to be a morainic

ridge, of the same nature and origin as that just described. The height of this

hanging-valley above that of the Ten Peaks is believed by some to measure the

differential erosion bet-w'een the ancient Wenkchemna and that of the tributary

which occupied this valley.

CHAPTER V.

YOHO GLACIER.

I. General Characteristics.

This glacier, the largest and most northerly situated of the series studied

constitutes a tongue of ice from the great Waputik snow-ice field which mantles

the Continental Divide to the north of the railway. Its nose lies in latitude 51°

34', at the head of the picturesque Yoho Valley, and is most conveniently reached

from Field, via Emerald Lake. The day's ride, over a fairly good trail, up this

ice-cut valley, with its hanging glaciers and plunging cataracts, is an experience

never to be forgotten. The return trip to Field should be made over the Burgess

Pass. During the summer the Canadian Pacific Railway maintains a camp at

Laughing Falls, some four miles from the glacier. The glacier was first made
known through the descriptions and photographs of Jean Habel,^ secured in

1897, and each summer since it has been visited by gradually increasing nuxnbers

of tourists and students. The original name was derived from the Wapta River,

another name for the Kicking Horse, the name "wapta" itself meaning river

in the Stoney Indian language. The name Yoho since approved by the Canadian

Geographic Board is the Indian exclamation of surprise and wonderment.

As one emerges from the forest and comes suddenly face to face with the

glacier, plunging at him from above, he is greatly impressed with its size and appar-

ent power. Its freedom from surface debris better enables it to meet the popular

idea of what a glacier should look like,—the Victoria and Wenkchemna, having

been somewhat disappointing (plate xxvii, figure 3) in this respect. The Yoho
has the general form of a gauntlet mitten, extending in a south-southeast direc-

tion, with the thumb upon the eastern side of the valley and partly surrounding

a great rock embossment (see plates xxvi and xxviii, figure 2). Independently of

" The North Fork of the Wapta," Appalachia, Vol. vni, No. 4, 1898, pp. 327-336.
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its ndve it is three miles in length and for its upper two-thirds nearly one mile

in breadth. In rounding the rock embossment noted it narrows to a half

mile and then tapers regularly to a blunt nose. The mean elevation of the

n6v6, according to Wheeler, is 8,400 feet, and the nose descends to an altitude

of 5,670 feet. By noting the temperature of boiling water, Habel determined

this elevation at 5,680 feet. The nose of the Yoho is thus 330 feet lower than

that of the Victoria, and 730 feet lower than the Wenkchemna, in spite of the

lack of debris covering and the southerly exposure. This is due, without doubt,

to the greater precipitation and the greater size of the collecting area, by which

a much larger body of ice is amassed. The mean average slope from the n6v6

to the nose is about 900 feet to the mile; the main part of the descent, however,

is in the lower half. The general inclination of the ice about the front is 20° to

25°. Upon the western side the glacier presses more or less firmly against the

valley wall, except for a short distance, where the ice is steep and not to be ascended

without cutting steps. By crossing the drainage stream, which is not a simple

proposition unless one is mounted, one may easily ascend the glacier without

the cutting of steps, the ice slope being very gentle. Skirting the crevasses and

crossing back to the west side of the glacier, the n6v6 may be easUy and safely

reached. Since its discovery by Habel , the glacier has maintained a great archway

of ice at its lower extremity, which spans 250 feet of space, and is estimated to be

70 feet high, from ^\•hich escapes the drainage. Owing probably to its southern ex-

posure there is formed a cavern beneath the arch, as seen in plate xxvii, figure 4,

extending back into the ice 100 to 200 feet, but not forming a subglacial tunnel.

Toward the close of the summer season, the arch has become so weakened by

melting and the formation of a transverse crevasse (plate xxvii, figure 3) that

the entire structure collapses and lies a heap of azure ruins. The blocks of ice

are melted down to a size that the stream can push, roll, or float, some head being

obtained for the stream by the damming action of the ice debris. Finally it is

all removed and the making of a new archway is started.

The actual nose of the glacier lies to the east of the archway and rests upon

limestone bedrock, with only a sprinkling of ground-morainic material. Upon
either side, and for some distance beyond the nose of the glacier, there is bed-

rock exposed, which has been smoothed in places by previous ice action and

in other places roughened by plucking. Upon the western margin of the drain-

age brook there are shale strata upon edge which have been thus roughened.

Excessively thin laminae alternate of an intense red and yeUow color. There are

no reliable data for estimating the thickness of the ice, but it seems to be consid-

erable. In the case of the Victoria and Wenkchemna glaciers the most conspicu-

ous geological work being done is transportation, in the case of the Yoho we
have very plainly a great engine of erosion.

2. Nourishment.

The collecting area of the Yoho is triangular in outline and includes the region

between Mt. Collie (10,315 feet), Mt. Baker (10,441 feet), and Mt. Gordon (10336
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feet), the sides of which triangle are approximately 3x4x5 miles (plate xxvni,

figure 2). The area is located upon the western slope of the Great Divide, the

crest of which extends in a curve from Mt. Baker to Mt. Gordon. The collecting

area is estimated at about 6i square miles. Upon the western slope of the Divide

it presumably receives more precipitation than falls in the Lake Louise Valley

and that of the Ten Peaks. From the meager data available at Field we calcu-

lated that the precipitation may amount there to 42 inches per annum, page 11.

To the north it would be somewhat less and may be assumed to be 40 inches.

Over the nev6 area the great bulk of this would fall as snow, but that which was

precipitated as rain would be absorbed at once and rendered available for the

glacier, representing about 2,3Jf feet of snowfall each year. This amount over the

collecting area, the region in which the snow is manufactured into glacial ice, would

represent some 224 million cubic yards of snow, or about 24,396,000 cubic yards

of ice, available each year for the Yoho. If our assumed data are approximately

correct, this must represent the amount of ice to be disposed of annually by
melting and evaporation. Converted into water, this volume of ice would pro-

duce 22,372,000 cubic yards of water, or 604,032,000 cubic feet of the same.

Distributed over the months May to September inclusive, during which time

the melting is most active, this would give an average flow of about 46 cubic

feet per second. During midsummer the flow is probably four or five times this

amount, due largely to the fact that the actual area drained is much larger than

the single neve field, and that the melting is now at a maximum. The nev6

coming in from the eastern, or Mt. Gordon side, as well as that from the western

or Mt. Collie side, has already been compacted into glacial ice before reaching

the main flow from Mt. Baker. This ice is incorporated into the Yoho n6ve

with whatever debris it may be carrying. The absence of overhanging cliffs

about the neve area, quite in contrast with the Victoria and Wenkchemna
glaciers, prevents the n^ve snow from becoming charged with rock debris.

The glaciers from the slopes of Gordon and Collie, as well as the main stream

from Mt. Baker, are carrying only subglacial material, of which we have

evidence later. To this is to be ascribed the freedom of the glacier from surface

debris. This condition of the ice, combined with its southern exposure to the

sun, is unfavorable to the maintenance of a glacier at low altitudes. This is

entirely obviated, however, by the greater bulk of ice available when this

glacier is compared with the two previously described.

3. Distributary.

Except for the n^v^-covered glaciers above noted from Mts. Gordon and
Collie, the Yoho has no tributaries; but instead, what has been tenned a dis-

tributary, to assist it in getting rid of its ice supply. A considerable volume of

ice is deflected around to the eastern side of the rock embossment and is there pre-

maturely melted. (See plates xxvi, xxviii, figure 2, and plate xxvii, figure 3.)

This tongue of ice forms a very pretty little glacier, one-half mile long by one-

quarter mile broad and tapering down to a blunt nose (plate xxvii, figure i).
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The surface is soiled with wind-blown dirt but it carries little' debris. At an
earlier stage it brought down from above the left lateral niorainic material for the

Yoho, and its ice extends still well under this ancient moraine. The axis of the

glacier is curved as it is forced around the rock embossment, which it hugs closely

and is still engaged in fluting and polishing (plate xxvii, figure i). The upper

crest of the rock embossment has an elevation of 6,960 feet, while that of the

nose is 6,320 feet, or 650 feet above that of the main glacial stream. The average

slope would be at the rate of about i ,300 feet to the mile. It is evidently in retreat

although no data are available for determining the rate. In the upper portion

of its course, it appears to descend over a steep step in its bed and is much
crevassed. These crevasses completely heal, however, or are destroyed to their

bases by melting, leaving the lower half exceptionally smooth. Over this portion

of the small glacier there are developed three very pretty drainage systems, two
of them marginal and the third central. The central drainage, which is collected

into a trunk stream (plate xxvii, figure i) from a network of small tributaries,

has cut a longitudinal channel in the ice, and continues to a point just east of the

nose. Habel's map of the Yoho Glacier shows this tongue of ice continuous

around the rock embossment, forming of it a rock island, or so-called "nunatak."

Such a position it originally held, but not less than 200 years ago, so far as we
may judge from the size of trees growing in the valley. At a still earlier stage

of glaciation the entire embossment was oveiTidden by the ice, much of it being

disrupted, wherever the ice could get a satisfactory grip upon the strata. The
resistant portions were planed down, rounded, and fluted.

4. Moraines.

Because of the lack of overtowering clift's, above noted, the general surface of

the Yoho is practically free from coarse rock d6bris, in striking contrast with the

Victoria and Wenkchemna. For the same reason also the lateral moraines

are poorly developed and almost absent in the lower half mile. Upon the western

margin, just before reaching a broad glaciated valley, originally carrying a

tributary, the right lateral moraine begins to make its appearance and develops

across the mouth of the valley into a well defined ridge of stony till, or ground-

morainic matter. This ridge is continuous up the slope to the line of junction

of the main Yoho with the glacier from the eastern slopes of Mt. Collie, wheie

the latter is seen to be delivering this material from its under side to the surface

of the Yoho. This ground moraine has been produced between the Collie

Glacier and its bed, frozen into the ice, and urged down the slope.

The left lateral moraine begins along the southern side of the rock emboss-

ment, down in the valley, as a double ridge from which the ice has been withdrawn.

It extends around the embossment, on the west side, for a distance of some

4,500 feet, developing into a prominent, high, sharp-crested ridge at the head

and curving across to the eastward. This consists, also, almost entirely of ground-

morainic matter, which must have been derived from the basal layers of the ice,

which became stranded at the head and about the west side of the rock emboss-
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ment. In the valley occupied by the distributary described, and from 600 to

700 feet down from its nose, there begins a second lateral which curves around
upon the ddbris-covered ice and continues for two miles along the shoulder of

Mt. Gordon. This portion of Gordon has an elevation of 9,510 feet, but its

cliffs do not overhang and contribute only a moderate amount of material to the

moraine. A considerable portion of it consists of ground moraine which may
be traced to the glacier from Mt. Gordon. This sustains the same relation to the

Yoho as does the Collie Glacier upon the opposite side of the valley. Up to

heights of 30 to 40 feet patches of morainic material can be seen upon the valley

wall, left there when the surface of the glacier stood at a higher level. The rocks

in the moraine are largely limestone, light and dark, yellow and mottled; some
pieces being oolitic.

An older lateral moraine, upon the eastern side of the valley slope, may be

traced for some 2,000 feet up the valley from the nose. The ridge is some 200 to

300 feet from the margin of the ice, is but three to four feet high and inconspicu-

ous, but it has heaped promiscuously over it a mass of broken tree trunks very

evidently brought down by an avalanche and heaped against the side of the ice

when it stood here. The distance from the margin of the ice to the ridge, at one

point, was found to be 260 feet, along the slope. The wood is somewhat decayed

and gives some appearance of age. A photograph was taken when the trunks

were covered with a light fall of snow, which had melted from the surrounding

rock, rendering them much more conspicuous than they would othenvise be

with their dark surroundings. Growing in the path of the avalanche trees

were found, the largest of which gave 25, 28, and 47 rings respectively. It is

likely that the avalanche occun^ed between 1850 and i860, since which time

the glacier has been retreating down the slope at the average rate of 5 to 6 feet

per annum.

With so little rock debris carried upon and within the glacier it would require

a very prolonged halt of the front in order to build up a terminal moraine of any

considerable proportions. About 200 feet from the present nose, at the end of

the bedrock upon which it rests, there swings in from the side a weakly developed

double ridge, low and inconspicuous. It may be the correlative of the lateral

moraine above noted, carrying the avalanched timber, or it may mark a still

more recent halt in the general retreat. Within recent time the glacier has

deposited very little ground moraine, the conditions not being favorable for its

lodgment. The lowermost stratum shows upon the western side of the drainage

stream, beneath the archway, and is seen to be charged with d6bris. Much of

this is delivered to the stream and swept away by the swift current, the remainder

being spread thinly over the valley floor.

5. Crevasses.

Opposite the head of the rock embossment described, the glacier and its dis-

tributary plunge over a steep step in their beds, of which the embossment itself

is probably a portion which the glacier was unable to reduce to the general level
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of its bed. In making this rapid descent the ice is crevassed both transversely

and longitudinally. The irregular blocks of ice formed melt into sharp points,

or steeples, to which the term "seracs" is applied. The transverse crevasses

have been noted which open just behind the archway at the nose, allowing the

arch to collapse toward the close of the melting season. The absence of pressure

in front allows the arch to drop forward, faster than the ice can yield to the ten-

sional strain, and the crevasse is the result. Along both margins, for nearly the

entire three miles,the normal lateral crevasses, described for the Victoria, occur.

They extend inwards and upwards for varying distances, are irregularly spaced

and become less numerous toward the n^v^, where some of them are snow-filled

and snow-covered. In passing the ice cascade the ice is too much shattered to

permit the formation and preservation of the dirt bands described upon page

5 2 of this report. However, at the crest of one of the minor slopes the phenome-

non may be seen, as shown in plate xxix, figure i, where the depressions for

three bands are plainly marked out. These mark the sites of former crevasses,

and, if rightly interpreted, the distances between them show the approximate

annual motion at this portion of the glacier.

6. Ice Structure.

In both the main glacier and the distributary the stratification of the ice

is poorly preserved, possibly because of its destruction in passing the cascade.

General views, as well as detailed ones, give almost no trace of the strata. In plate

xxvii, figure 4, one stratum, relatively much charged with debris, forms the base

of the arch, but does not appear upon the opposite side. This basal stratum

where seen is 2 to 5 feet in thickness. Its upper surface may represent a shearing-

plane, the body of the stratum being held more rigidly by its content of d6bris

while the superincumbent ice is forced over it.' In places where the strata are

still preserved, the dividing planes show poorly, and it is to be noted that this

may arise because of the paucity of foreign material concentrated at the upper

surfaces of the strata. In the case of this particular glacier the size of the nev^

field precludes any but the finest dust from reaching the general surface, and

with so few peaks uncovered in the region the supply of dust must be meager.

No opportunity was afforded for observing the structure of the nevd itself. As

pointed out by Reid, in the paper cited upon page 43, the basal layers of a

glacier may be able to pass a cascade without suffering destruction, while the

upper strata may be destroyed and in large part melted away. This may be the

cause of the poor development of strata in the case of the Yoho, and the absence

of the dirt zones, which should show especially well over the smooth lower half

of the distributary.

In spite of the almost complete obliteration of the strata in the upper part,

the blue bands are shown in great perfection where the ice presses against the

west valley wall. The edges run parallel with the margin and the bands dip

1 " The Influence of Debris on the Flow of Glaciers," I. C. Russell, Journal of Geology, vol. iii, p. 823,

1895.
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down into the ice at angles of 42°, 48°, 53°, 54°, 56°, and. 61°. Upon the walls

of the crevasses they may be seen to curve around into a position parallel with the

valley floor. At the surface the position and approximate thickness of the bands

are indicated by the dirt stripes. Differential movements of the ice, after the

formation of the bands, have given rise to curved, twisted, and contorted patterns

in numerous places towards the center (plate xiii, figure 2).

The fine development of glacial granules and capillaries in the Yoho Glacier

has been already noted tipon pages 39 and 41. They here attain the largest size

of any seen in the series of glaciers studied and appear to have about the same
amount of orientation near the nose.

7. Drainage.

Owing to the crevassed condition of the main glacier, there is little oppor-

tunity for the development of surface drainage streams, the water soon making its

way to the bottom of the bed. In the upper portion where the crevasses are not so

numerous toward the center, there seems to be too little melting to call for much
surface drainage. The drainage upon the distributary has already been referred

to. There enters its side a strong flow of water from the hanging-valley to the

east (plate xxix, figure 2), derived from the glaciers lying between Mt. Balfour and
Mt. Gordon. Opposite the head of the rock embossment there is a short strip

of marginal drainage as shown in the map, but the stream is small and the flow

weak. Upon the opposite side of the valley two streams with a brisk flow

enter the side of the Yoho from the broad, glaciated valley noted, while a third

flows down the northern slope from the glacier upon Mt. Collie. Marginal or

surface lakelets were nowhere observed. Augmented with the flow from the

hanging valley, there rushes from beneath the nose of the distributary a torrent

of slightly turbid water, which flows for 4,000 feet over the debris-strewn floor

and enters the side of the Yoho. At the upper end of the line of avalanched

wood described, this stream has cut a gorge, 40 to 50 feet deep, across a ridge

of limestone strata. The gorge extends beneath the present margin of the ice

and, in all probability, has been cut very largely under subglacial conditions,

this part of the valley being under ice when the distributary completely encircled

the rock embossment. This stream flows for 1,600 feet beneath the ice of the

lower Yoho and contributes the bulk of the water which issues from the cavern

at the nose, the North Fork of the Kicking Horse.' This stream, although

shallow at first, is rapid and has a breadth of 240 feet, spreading over the gravel

flat with a network of channels. About one-quarter mile from the exit the chan-

nels are collected into a single one, forming a river of very respectable size,

considering its }'Outh. The water is somewhat turbid, but much less so than that

which ordinarily issues from the Victoria. This is because the drainage from the

glacier itself is so largely diluted with that from the adjoining valleys, derived

in considerable part from the simple melting of snow and carrying a minimum
of sediment. Owing to the volume and velocity of the stream, much of the rock

' Marked Yoho River upon the latest maps of the^CanadianJTopographic Survey.
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d.6bris is carried and rolled down the valley. The channel beds are lined with

coarse rounded boulders, making the fording of the stream, afoot or mounted,

somewhat difficult, especially after a day of rapid melting. In the early moming
the volume and velocity are somewhat reduced.

The dilution of the Yoho drainage, with that from the adjoining valleys,

raises the temperature, as was noted in the case of the Wenkchemna drainage

brook. The last two weeks of August the temperature ranged from 33.8° F. to

35.2° and gave an average of 34.7°. Opposite the Takakkaw Falls, about five

miles from the nose, the stream has descended 770 feet and its August temperature

has been raised from three to four degi-ees. At Field the temperature of the

Kicking Horse, August 23, 1904, was found to be 44.2° F. at 5:15 p. M. On
August 30, 1905, at 6:30 A. M. it was 39.6°.

8. Frontal Changes.

In August, 1 90 1, reference marks about the nose of the Yoho were indepen-

dently established bv Miss Vaux and Mr. H. W. Du Bois, from which it was deter-

mined in 1904 that the glacier had receded, in the three years, a distance of iii

feet (August 16, 1901 to August 18, 1904), or at the average rate of 37 feet a

year. Measured to the block of ice which had until very recently constituted

the nose, the distance was 92.1 feet, of which 23 feet was for the year 1903-4,

reducing the average to about 31 feet for the three years. Between August 18,

1904, and August 31, 1905, the retreat was found to have been but 9 feet. The

average annual retreat for the four years 1901 to 1905 has been 30 feet. At a

second station upon the western side of the drainage stream the retreat from

August 17, 1904, to August 31, 1905, was 4.6 feet. From these meager data

it seems that the Yoho is having its retreat checked.

9. Former Activity.

a. Moraines. Lack of time prevented any careful survey of the entire Yoho
Valley from the glacier to where the valley joins that of the main Kicking Horse.

No coarse moraines of the type described for the Victoria and Wenkchemna
were seen and their absence is easily accounted for by noting the absence of steep

cliffs about theglacier and its neve fields, plate xxviii, figure 2. In passing up the

valley the trail crosses two steep ridges, densely covered with vegetation, but

these appear to be of the nature of mountain spurs, or rock slides, from the

western side of the valley. About i ,000 feet from the present nose there is an

interesting display of modified ground moraine, lying mainly upon the eastern

side of the stream (plate xxviii, figure i). The structures consist of low

knolls and crescentic ridges, connected with the weak lateral moraines by faint

ridges. Six series may be made out, concentrically placed and with their con-

vexities directed down stream, diminishing in height and distinctness toward

the glacier. The ridges vary in height from one to twelve feet, the longest

being in the form of a semicircumference with a radius of twenty feet. The
ridges possess the smooth, rounded outlines of drumlins, but lack their profile
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l-l,-,. y.— Kiu>ll?, and ridges of groiind-morainic material in fioni of Voliu lilacier. Sugijebtive of

frontal moraines of latest ice sheets in North America and Europe,

Ci.llie. Baker. \V.ipiitik snowlield.

Fig. 2.—General view looking up Yoho Valley, showing VVapta and Waputik snowflelds. Photographed, 1904, by

Arlluir O. Wheeler, from summit of Mt. Wapta (9,960 feet). Looking north-northnest.
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Fig. I.— Formation of Forbei's dirt bamls from crevasses, Yolio Glacier, August, 1904.

Fig. 2.—Hanging Valley, head of Voho, lying between Mts. IJalfour and Gordon.

August, 1904.
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and arrangement. They are like drumlins in that they consist of ground-morainic

material, with but a thin dressing of gravel and sand. They differ essentially

from drumlins in that their longer axes are parallel with the former ice margin,

instead of at right angles to it. If composed of stratified sand and gravel they

would be kames. In short they have the structure of drumlins and the form

and position of kames. They so much resemble in miniature the knolls and
ridges formed by the last great ice sheet in its retreat from the United States

and Germany that their origin becomes of especial interest. They have evidently

been formed by the glacier, with its nose consisting of a series of lobes, plowing

into the ground moraine previously deposited upon the valley floor. A retreat

occurred and then an advance, falling a little short of the first position, by which

a series of mounds and curved ridges was pushed up. This was repeated

at least a half dozen times, each advance being somewhat weaker and falling a

little short' of the preceding. Finally the glacier advanced over the entire series,

but overrode them so lightly that instead of being destroyed they were simply

smoothed and rounded. In melting back the last time, either from the ice itself,

or from the subglacial drainage, or from both sources combined, a thin layer of

sand and gravel was deposited over the structures. Had the ice lobes been larger

the ridges would have appeared more nearly straight, as we find them in the case

of the Pleistocene deposits.

b. Plucking action. About the nose of the glacier, as has been already

noted, and upon the eastern side, toward the rock embossment, there are numer-

ous illustrations of the bodily disruption of the rock strata, to which the term

plucking is applied. Conditions are most favorable for this action when the

strata are thin bedded and jointed, when the strike of the strata is transverse

to the glacier and the dip is down stream. Under these conditions the rock layers

are ripped off and the bed lowered with relative rapidity, the rock fragments

being pressed into the ice and moved forward to assist in further work of a like

nature. In this way portions of the bed are much roughened by ice action,

instead of being smoothed. The edges and comers of the strata which were able,

at the last, to resist the action of the ice will be found to be rounded more or less.

A mountain spur, lying between the nose of the glacier and Mt. Balfour was
overridden by the ice and experienced this action upon an extensive scale. The
mountain is made up of curved, concentric strata, the tipper layers being of a

dark limestone. Upon the southern side these layers dip to the sotithwest at an
angle of about 30°. In passing over the peak from north to south many feet of

strata have been removed, those able to resist the action forming a succession of

steps upon the steeply inclined slope. One only of these steps is shown in plate

XXVII, figure 2, behind the hard crest of which the loose fragments have collected,

while upon either side they have been swept clean by the ice. This furnishes an

ilkistration of what is known as a "knob and tail" phenomenon. If the com-

bined height of the successive steps were ascertained we should have a figure

representing the minimum amount of this plucking action upon the southern
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slope, if not over the crest of the peak. It is well to note that this was done

with a relatively thin sheet of ice, while in the valley bed, with some 3,000 feet

additional of ice thickness, the result, under equally favorable position of the

strata, would have been coiTCSpondingly greater. It seems very probable that

the peculiar form of the peak Trolltinder (9,414 feet), just south of Balfour

(plate XXVIII, figure 2), is due to similar plucking action.

c. Yoho Valley. There is abundant evidence that the entire valley, from

the Kicking Horse at Field, was occupied by an immense ice stream, seventeen

miles in length, which served as a tributary to the ancient Kicking Horse Glacier,

of Pleistocene time. It, in tiun, received short tributaries from the adjoining

valleys and mountain slopes. The valley was filled with ice to a depth of 1,500

to 3,000 feet above the valley floor, by which the lower portion was transformed

into the characteristic U-shape, seen best from below. When viewed from a height

as in plate XXVIII, figure 2, the more flaring walls of the upper portion become the

more conspicuous. The valley seems to have had the same general history as

that given for the Lake Louise district, page 61. Being a longitudinal valley

of the Rocky System, it was originally a trough between mountain folds, or a

great crevasse, which collecting the drainage of the region was cut into a V-

shaped valley by the joint action of running water and the weather. With the

coming of the glaciers, the valley was occupied by ice and the lower one-third

to one-half deepened and broadened, while the upper portion, as high as the ice

could operate, was simply smoothed and subdued. Spurs were cut off and

faces exposed to the action of the ice were grooved and fluted, polished or

scratched.

A series of typical hanging-valleys occur along the Yoho beginning with that

of the distributary, the floor of which is not yet uncovered. This ice stream has

not been able to lower its bed as rapidly as has the main Yoho, and when melted

back to the head of the rock embossment there will be exposed a side floor at a

higher level than the main floor. However hanging-valleys, in general, may
arise, this one seems certainly due to the differential effect of the two streams upon

their respective beds. To the right of the distributary there extends a hanging-

valley to the northeastward between Mts. Gordon and Balfour, still occupied

by two glaciers, which appear to have built conjointly a double frontal moraine

(plate XXIX, figure 2). This valley has a double floor, of which time did not permit

an examination. From the photographs taken there appears to be a lake, occupy-

ing a rock-basin upon the lower level. About 3^ miles down from the nose of the

Yoho the Twin Falls drop into the valley from the floor of a hanging-valley

coming in from the west. The falls are 310 feet in height, but their crest (6,500

feet) is 1,050 feet above the floor of the main valley opposite. Five miles down
from the glacier are seen the Takakkaw Falls, in the center of plate xxviii, figure

2 , the crest of which is i ,200 feet above the valley floor. The valley floor from the

glacier to these falls descends about 770 feet, or at the average rate of 154 feet

to the mile. These figures, based upon data supplied by Wheeler, indicate that

the main valley has been lowered from 1,000 to 1,200 feet more than the tributary
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valleys. With the effect in mind of relatively thin ice sheets upon the neighbor-

ing peaks, the writer is quite prepared to admit the sufficiency of glaciers to pro-

duce hanging-valleys, when the ice is deep, concentrated, and operates for a long

period over stratified formations.

CHAPTER VI.

ILLECILLEWAET GLACIER.

I. General Characteristics.

Passing from the Rockies westward to the Selkirks,we find much evidence

of the increasing precipitation; one of the first to which our attention is unpleas-

antly called is the tantalizing number of snow-sheds which obstiTJict our view.

The mountains are much more completely forested than we fotmd them in the

Rockies and nearly everywhere the valley slopes are scarred with avalanche

tracks. From extensive snow-fields (plate xxxii, figure i) hundreds of tongues of

ice descend to much lower altitudes than is possible in the Rockies, with their

slighter snowfall. The largest of these ice tongues to be seen from the railway

is the so-called " Great Glacier," or Illecillewaet,i the glacier that gives rise to the

"rushing water." Owing to the ease with which it may be reached from the

station it has been visited by more people than any other glacier in the two

Americas, although, so far as known, it was not seen by the eye of white man
until the year 1883. In that year it was discovered by Major Rogers, who

was in search of the railway pass which now bears his name. It was originally

named Agassiz Glacier by Ernest Ingersoll,^ but this name has since been

transfeiTcd to one of the commensal streams of the great Malaspina, in Alaska.

The glacier lies just to the south of Mt. Sir Donald (10,808 feet), between it

and Glacier Crest, and as a great tongue of ice spills over the rim of the extensive

collecting basin enclosed betvveen Mt. Sir Donald, Mt. Macoun (9,988 feet), Mt. Fox

(io,s 72 feet), and Mt. Lookout (8,219 feet). See maps, plate xxx and xxxiii. The

glacier flows to the northwest, is but 1-3- miles in length, and in this distance tapers

from a mile in breadth to a sharply pointed nose. The axis of the glacier is slightly

curved, with its convexity turned toward the southwest. Lying in a broad valley

with this exposure, and with no covering of debris, the glacier receives the full

effect of the noonday and afternoon sun. In spite of this the nose attains the

altitude of 4,800 feet, or 870 feet lower than the Yoho. Since the collecting

areas are very similar in size, this difference must be due mainly to the differences

in the amount of snowfall received by the two regions. The latitude of the nose

of the IlleciUewaet is 51° 15', being nearly a third of a degree farther south

than the Yoho. From the ndve line, with an elevation of about 7,500 feet,

the glacier descends 2,700 feet to the nose, or at the rate of about 2,000 feet to the

' This name is pronounced as though it were spelled Illy-silly-wet, with the stress upon the middle

syllable.

2 "The Rocky Mountains as Seen from the Canadian Pacific Railway." Science, vol, vii., i8S6, p. 243.
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mile. The greater part of this drop is in the upper half; the glacier descending

from the rim of the basin in a steep cascade, by which the ice is shattered and

its original structure destroyed (plate xxxii, figure 2). In its short length the

glacier receives no tributaries, but instead has a series of short distributary noses

perched high up along the eastern line of cliffs leading to Perley Rock (plate xxx)

,

with elevations ranging from 6 ,45 o feet to 7 ,000 feet. No data exist for estimates

upon the thickness of the glacier, but the greatest thickness of ice probably

occurs below the crest of the cascade and may amount to several hundred feet.

The marginal ice is very steep upon the eastern side and for a quarter of a

mile back from the nose upon the western side, so that it can not be easily

ascended. Toward the nose the general inclination is about 30° to 35°, dimin-

ishing to 20° and less, so that one may mount the glacier from the nose for a short

distance. The nev6 may be reached by a rather rough climb, either around to

the east by Perley Rock, or by ascending to the depression between the glacier

and the steep left lateral moraine, keeping a sharp lookout at first for rolling

rock from the eastern face of the moraine. About the main nose, upon the

eastern side, there occur a number of minor noses, shown in plate xxx and plate

XXXII, figure 2, and also a sharply defined, trough-like depression in the surface

of the ice, from 200 to 300 feet across and tapering up stream for a considera-

ble distance. This depression appears in all the photographs taken since 1887

(plates xxxvi, xxxvii, figure 2), since which date about 400 feet of the floor

immediately beneath it have been uncovered without disclosing any cause for

the depression. In plate xxxii, figure 2, it appears to be continued up the glacier

to the cascade and may have its origin there in some obstruction of the bed by

which the ice is diverted to either side and left thinner in the lee. Just to the

left of the nose there has been uncovered, since 1898, a mass of bedrock for a

distance of 400 feet, its more rapid radiation of heat accelerating the melting of

the ice resting upon it. The rock consists of a brownish, schistose conglomerate,

furnishing an interesting display of glacial features to be described in another

section of the chapter (page 95 J. This is the only bedrock observed in the

floor of the valley from the glacier to the station.

2. Nourishment.

Meteorological data at the station of Glacier House are, unfortunately, very

meager. The average precipitation for the five years available amounts to 56.68

inches, of which 43.7 inches (36 feet and 5 inches), or about 77 per cent, of the

whole, fell as snow.' Over the nevd region practically this entire amount

would be available for glacier formation and, as snow, would represent about

47 feet. The retangular snow-field extending from Mt. Sir Donald to Mts. McCoun
and Fox is about five miles long, by two miles broad, and hence contains about

ten square miles of collecting area (plate xxxiii). Of this area about two-thirds,

or six to seven square miles, drains northward and feeds the lUecilliwaet,

while the remainder moves southward and nourishes the Geikie Glacier, which

' The Selkirk Range, A. O. Wheeler, vol. i, p. 414.
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Tongue and Moraines of tlie lUecillcwaet Glacier, Aus;iist, 1S99. rublislied tlirough ihe courtesy of George and William S. Vaux, ]r. From the

Proceedings of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, iSgg.
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flows westward between the Asulkan and Dawson ranges. 71ie collecting

basins for the Illecillewaet and Yoho glaciers are almost equal in size, but the

estimated precipitation over the former is 41 per cent, greater than over the lat-

ter, giving a correspondingly greater volume of ice to be disposed of. This ena-

bles the Illecillewaet to attain a much lower altitude, as previously pointed out.

The mean elevation of the surface of the neve lies between 8,000 and 8,500

feet above sea level; ranging from 7,500 to 9,500 feet, not essentially different

from the Yoho neve. In the central portion the neve is much crevassed, from
which one ma}' infer that the thickness of the snow and ice is not great in the ba-

sin. The surface is covered with parallel ridges and furroAvs, probably result-

ing from the rippling action of the wind while the snow was being deposited.

These ridges when frozen render the walking somewhat difficult and treacherous.

3. Moraines.

a. Surface debris. Because of the wide extent of the neve field and the

absence of precipitous cliffs about the margins, there is very little opportunity for

the neve to acquire any rock debris. There is no evidence that any considerable

quantity is gathered from the bed and carried subglacially, or englacially. It

may be that the basal layers in the neve region are sluggish, or even stagnant,

and that only the upper layers are being pressed out over the rim of the basin.

The result of this lack of debris in the neve is that the general surface of the

glacier, as in the case of the Yoho, is unblemished with rock fragments, but is

somewhat soiled from wind-blown dust concentrated over its surface by melting.

Some dust wells occur sparingly and a few poor examples of glacial tables.

b. Left lateral moraine. Along the western margin of the glacier fed by
the ordinary atmospheric agencies of rock decay operating upon the cliffs of

Glacial Crest and Mt. Lookout, there has been built up a high, sharp-

crested, left lateral moraine. The angular rock fragments are supplied

mainly by two prominent debris cones, which have formed upon the eastern

face of Glacier Crest and which rest with their bases tipon the margin of the ice,

the forward movement of which has distorted the cones down stream, plate xxxii.

In the summer rocks may be seen coming down these slopes, one block starting

others and these still others, until a regular cannonading is in progress. As one

rock collides against another with terrific force, small clouds of dust arise and

we have simulated not only the roar but the smoke of battle. John Muir has

given us a graphic description of the streaks of fire to be seen when these ava-

lanches occur at night. In the way previously described for the Victoria (page

47) this material arranges itself in the form of a shai-p-crested ridge perhaps

100 feet above the margin of the ice and 150 feet above the valley floor. The

melting of the ice core upon the inner slope makes it steep and unsteady, while

the outer has settled into a condition of more stable equilibrium and is being

slowly covered with vegetation. Upon the inner slope occasional slides of the

rock veneering occur, by which the ice core is temporarily exposed. The materials

frorn the upper jjart and sides of the scar produced roll and slide down, collecting
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at the bottom and growing slowly upward until the ice is again completely

covered. In this way the material is being more thinly spread over the morainic

ice core and its melting accelerated. The great height which the moraine has

been able to attain in its lower part is due to the fact that the glacier is unpro-

tected by debris over its general surface, and the differential melting is so much

greater than it would be if the surface of the ice were protected as in the case of

the Victoria.

The material of which this moraine is composed is principally quartzite and

a silvery (sericitic?) schist, with a binding of glacial sand and clay. Occasionally

boulders are scratched, and are very generally bruised, with their edges and

corners rounded from rough treatment they have received upon the debris cones

and the moraine. About one-third of the distance along this moraine there occur

two elongated depressions, exactly in the crest of the moraine. The larger and

better defined of the two is 125 by 50 feet and 6 to 8 feet in depth (plate xxxii,

fi<nire 2). They are seen from a distance most plainly when the sun's rays

strike somewhat obliquely, permitting the sides to cast shadows into the bottoms

of the depressions. Attention was first called in print to these depressions by

the Vaux Brothers in 1900,^ showing very plainly as they do in their early

photographs. Before these depressions were visited it was thought by the writer

that they might represent the sites of drained lakelets, similar to those found

upon the Victoria, but the explanation suggested by the above investigators

seems to be the connect one. The moraine appears to have been formed of two

ridges, laterally welded together, and these depressions appear to be spaces

left where the two ridges did not quite meet. Owing to the sliding of the debris

upon the inner slope of the moraine the basins are being obliterated and will

eventually completely disappear.

Including the debris cones this lower portion of the left lateral is some 4,000

feet in length, rises to less and less height above the general ice level, and gives

out for a short distance, where the ice abuts directly against the quartzite cliffs

of Glacier Crest. Up to a height of 40 to 50 feet patches of morainic matter have

lodged upon the rock shelves. One-quarter mile beyond, a crested ridge again

makes its appearance composed of materials derived from Mt. Lookout, just to

the southeast. The moraine is largely made up of quartzite and schistose boul-

ders bound together with sand and clay and supporting a sparse growth of

mosses and Alpine plants. The ridge rises to a height of 35 to 40 feet above

the ice, curves around to the eastward, becomes reduced in height, and disap-

pears under the neve, which is strewn with rock fragments derived from the

cliffs of Mt. Lookout.

c. Terminal moraines. From the lower extremity of the left lateral there

curve around into the valley two lower ridges, of the nature of terminal moraines.

The inner and younger of these forms an inconspicuous ridge, from 6 to 10 feet

high, and passes into the terminal moraine at which the glacier was found to be

' " The Great Glacier of the Illicilliwaet." George and William S. Vaux, Jr., Appalachia, vol. ix.

1900, p. 164.
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-Mt. IJuniiey .iiul glaciers.

Fig. I.—General view of peaks and bnowlields from Rogers Peak (10,536 feet|,

Selkirks, looking southeastward. Photographed in 1902, by Arthur O. Wheeler.

lllecillcwaet ne\e. Asulkan neve.

Fii;. 2.— General view nl lllecillcwact Glacier from summit of Mt. Eagle, elevation 9,353 feet, distance two to three

miles. Photographed in 1903 by C. F. Johnson.
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standing in 1887. From their photographs taken in this year the Messrs. Vaux
have estabhshed the position of the ice front with reference to a very large

boulder resting upon this moraine. This terminal ridge swings around to the

north and connects with the right lateral, which is of greater age and, in the lower

part at least, has lost its ice core. See plates xxx and xxxi.

d. Right lateral moraine. The ice has withdrawn from this moraine a dis-

tance of 400 to 500 feet, leaving a somewhat subdued boulder slope and a low

ridge. This becomes higher and steeper as we approach the quartzite cliff which

intercepts it about one-half mile back from the nose. Here the moraine is

double, an older one lying just outside and parallel with it. Forest trees have

taken possession of the crest and outer slope. The rocks in the right lateral

are similar to those in the left and are found to be in the same condition of

being rounded and bruised. Upon the rocky ledges, which carry the distribu-

tary noses referred to, there is spread out more or less morainic material, some

of which has been assorted by running water. These ledges of quartzite have

been much glaciated, plucked and extend up toward Perley Rock (7,898 feet).

For about a quarter of a mile there extends an upper dottble moraine to the

southeastward, where it disappears under the snow. The material consists of

rounded boulders of quartzite and chloritic schist, with a filling of glacial sand.

An inspection of the map shows that there is a correspondence in the arrange-

ment and position of the lateral moraines; there being in both cases, a higher and

a lower portion, separated by quartzite ledges, carrying only a sprinkling of

morainic material. Since the cascade in the glacial stream lies between these

exposures of quartzite it is probable that the ledges are continuous beneath

the glacier; that they have proven too hard for the glacier to remove, and so it

is compelled to cascade over them.

e. Boulder pavement. Between the terminal moraine and the present nose

of the glacier there has been uncovered since 1887 a broad boulder belt, about

500 feet across. This consists of ground-morainic material in large part, with

the rock fragments which were carried englacially, or supraglacially, and de-

posited as the ice front receded. These boulders have been overridden by the

ice so lightly that they have not been disturbed, and yet a number of them were

glaciated while in their present position, forming what is known as a "boulder

pavement." About the present margin of the ice, boulders are being continually

uncovered which are being subjected to the same action. The ice presses against

the up-stream face of the boulder, and, either because of the warmth of the stone,

ormore probably because the melting point of the ice isreduced by the pressure, or

because of both these agencies, an inverted trough, or fluting, is produced upon

the under surface of the ice, having the fonn of the rock. In plate xxxiv we have

these fiutings shown in different stages of formation; in the last case (figure 2)

the stone was estimated to lie 70 feet back from the ice margin and was under

probably 50 feet of ice. Photographs taken some years ago of the " ice grotto"

show that it was a feature of this kind produced by an unusually large rock.

If the pressure were sufficient, the ice would settle in promptl)- upon the lee side
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of the botilder and it would be glaciated not only upon the stoss and upper sur-

face, but upon the lee side as well. A certain relation must exist between the extent

of lee-side glaciation and the thickness of the ice, which, if known, would give

some data for estimating the maximum thickness of certain Pleistocene sheets.

4. Crevasses.

The crevassed condition of much of the neve, especially that in the main

direction of flow, has been noted. Faultings and dislocations occur, disclosing

the stratified nature of the neve and subjacent ice. This crevassing is due,

apparently, to iiTegularities in the bed, rather than to differential motion, and

indicates that the ice here attains no great thickness. About the margin of the

n6ve field there occur, here and there, breaks where the n^v6 has withdrawn

from a portion still clinging to the rocky wall. These are the hergschrunds.

described upon the Victoria and Wenkchemna glaciers (pages 22 and 67). On a

line between Perley Rock and the western end of Mt. Lookout, there opens up a

series of transverse crevasses as the ice begins its descent into the valley and its

velocity is accelerated (plate xxxii, figure 2) . The ice is unable to yield to the ten-

sional strain and forms long V-shaped gashes at right angles to the stress. These

become convex down stream because of the more rapid central movement of the

ice. Conditions are here favorable for the formation of Forbes' dirt bands (page

50), but the ice soon plunges over the quartzite ledges, is shattered in every

direction and all structure lost. Upon the crest of the cascade a network of

crevasses opens, dividing the ice into iiTCgular angular blocks. These become

melted upon all sides and assume the form of pinnacles and steeples,

—

seracs,—
displaying beautifully the stratified structure of the ice (plate xxxv, figure 2).

Reaching the bottom of the cascade these blocks are jumbled together, many of

them completely melted and the remainder frozen together into a great ice con-

glomerate (plate xxxv, figure i). As pointed out upon page 44, it is quite

conceivable that some of the basal layers might be able to descend the slope

without having their structure destroyed.

The rapid central movement of the ice, due to the high average slope of the

bed, gives rise to a verj- complete system of marginal crevasses, extending in-

ward and upward, and showing conspicuoush' when the glacier is seen from a

height. In the lower third the ice does not feel the restraint of the valley walls,

spreads laterallybecause of its own weight, and there are opened longtitudinal and

radial crevasses, some of them extending to the margin of the ice. As the

surface is continually lowered by melting, only the bottoms of some of the

shallower crevasses remain, and these appear simply as short gashes in the other-

wise smooth surface.

5. Ice Structure.

There is evidence upon the glacier's left, back a short distance from the nose,

that the stratification in the basal portion of the glacier is not completely de-

stroyed in passing the cascade. Traces of the stratification may be seen dipping
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Fig. I.—Beginning of subglacial fluting by pressure-melting, Ulecillewaet Glacier,

August, 1905.

Fig. 2.—Subglacial fluting by pressuremelling, Ulecillewaet Glacier, August, 1903. Photo-

graphed beneath the glacier and at an estimated distance of 70 feet from the

rock responsible for the fluting.

Fig. -).— Koches moutonnees near nose of Ulecillewaet Glacier. Motion of ice from

right to left.
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inward towards the center, this portion of the ice possibly having received less

severe treatment than that nearer the center of the channel. In the case of the

Yoho the question arose (page 76) as to whether the stratification was obscure

because of its destniction by a similar cascade, or because of its original weak
development. In the case of the lUecillewaet there is sufficient bare peak and

rocky crest exposed to supph* the broad n6ve field with successive layers of wind-

transported dust and a very perfect stratification results from the concentration of

this dirt at the surface of successive deposits (plate xxxv, figure 2). The almost

complete lack of stratification about the nose, where it should be well displayed,

along with the dirt zones, must in this case be ascribed to the cascade. The dust,

originally concentrated between the strata, is brought to the lower margin of the

ice, where it collects and drips as black mud (plate xxxiv, figure i) over the val-

ley floor. • The color is due to the presence of organic matter, of which there is

enough present to render the material offensive, when set away damp in a warm
room. Pour determinations of the organic matter present in material collected

in 1903 gave 16.75, 11-25, 10.68, and 17.23 percent., or an average of 13.98 per

cent.

It seems impossible that the coarse stratification of the ice could be so com-

pletely destroyed and the finer lamination preserved so perfectly and continuously

as we shovild have to suppose if we referred the blue bands to the original lami-

nation of the neve. As pointed out upon page 44 and as shown in plate xiii, figure

I , the blue bands, with the superficial dirt stripes, are very clearly shown about the

nose of this glacier, from 15 to 36 being counted within the distance of a foot.

They are approximately parallel with the valley fioor and would probably con-

form with the strata, providing the latter were present. They dip inward, in

general, about the nose at angles of 3° to 8°, but in places are inclined outward

by this amount. As soon as the ice begins to experience pressure from the

moraines, or the valley walls, the blue bands become more and more steeply

inclined, beginning with angles of 8° to 16° and increasing up the valley to 70°

to 75°. The relation of bands in the ice to the stones which are fluting the

under surface (plate xxxiv,) has been discussed upon page 44.

The glacial granules, with the melting phenomenon described in connection

with the Victoria Glacier, are well shown about the nose. In size they stand

next to those of the Yoho and range from the size of hickory nuts to that of hen's

eggs. They are limited largely to the blue bands, or the white seams that

intervene, but in cases are seen to cut across from one to the other. As the

granules assume distinctness the blue bands become more and more obscured.

Between the granules there is developed, under suitable melting conditions,

a very perfect and beautiful network of capillaries described upon page 41.

6. Drainage.

a. Surface and marginal drainage. Upon the nights of September 7-8 and

8-9, 1904, the minimum temperature of the ice was measured by inserting a ther-

mometer to the depth of twelve inches in the face of a crevasse near the nose.
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The two readings were 32.0°? and 31.9°, indicating that this portion of the glacier

was very near to its melting temperature. Before liquefication, however, can

occur a large amount of heat must be rendered latent, when water is produced with

the same temperature as that possessed by the ice just before melting. The

heat necessary for this conversion is supplied in the main directly from the sun

but in part by that of the atmosphere, rain, friction and pressure of the ice

against the valley floor and sides, and whatever heat may.be reflected, radiated,

or conducted, from the same source. Almost wtthout exception the surface

drainage was found to have a temperature of 32°, varying but a very small

fraction of a degree from this. The surface ablation is rapid during the summer,

owing to the exposure of the ice to the sun and the absence of protective debris.

As would be expected from the greatly crevassed condition of the ice, no

surface streams of any size can develop, either over the general surface or along

the margins. Small streams flow directl}^ to the ice margins and cut channels,

in a few cases, to the depth of a foot. This water may be absorbed at once by

the loose materials covering this portion of the bed, or it may collect and give

rise to scant marginal or subglacial drainage streams. These flows soon cease

when the sun drops behind Glacier Crest and throws the glacier into shadow.

In 1904, for a distance of some 500 feet, a small drainage stream was found

between the left lateral and the adjoining ice slope. Since the ice of the glacier

is here continuous with the morainic ice core, this stream was a stirface rather

than a marginal one. From the lower end of this moraine there occuiTcd also

two small flows of water, apparently coming from englacial channels in the

moraine. After a six hours' rain, September 8, 1904, during which 0.58 of an

inch of rain fell, the water of these streams was rendered muddy, while the

turbidity of the main glacial flow was not perceptibly aft'ected.

b. Terminal drainage. Upon the eastern side of the glacier, drainage

streams leave the ice margin in the neighborhood of the elevated distributary

noses, as shown upon the map. The ice here rests upon bedrock and the streams

have sought the lowest depression, there being three such which are draining this

portion of the glacier. The westenimost of these breaks into a network of streams

upon emerging from the ice, and cascading over the rocky ledges again enters

the side of the glacier, to reappear at the nose. The two other streams have

cut gorges 50 to 60 feet deep across the hard strata, showing that they must

have been at work for considerable periods, probably as subglacial streams.

However, the high velocity of the water and the sharp glacial sediment enable

it to work very effectively, even upon quartzite. These two cascade over the

ledges and unite some 1,600 feet down into a single stream, which receives

tributaries from the slopes of Sir Donald. Just outside of the right lateral

moraine the stream divides into numerous branches, which reunite upon the

gentle gravelly slope and form what is known as a "braided stream." East-

ward of the upper, right lateral moraine, between it and Perley Rock, there is a de-

serted gorge, similar to those now being formed, partially filled with gravel and

morainic matter. The drainage has been deflected westward to a lower level.
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Fig. I.— Regelation of ice blocks at foot of ice cascade, Illecillewaet Glacier, September, 1904.

b'u;. 2.—Stratificatiuii in upper part of Illecillewaet Glacier.

Copyrighted, 1902, by the Detroit Phufogr.iphic Co.
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In 1904 there issued from the main nose of the glacier five drainage brooks,

the main one lying to the west of the nose and receiving the drainage from the

left lateral moraine. This stream follows the inner curve of the terminal moraine

and cuts across it at a point opposite the nose. The other four streams form a

network over the boulder pavement, unite into a single stream, which makes its

way across the terminal moraine and joins the main flow. About 1,200 feet

from the nose of the glacier (1904) this drainage brook from the lower and west

side of the glacier vtnites with the strong flow from the eastern side of the valley

and together they form the Illecillewaet, or "Rushing Water," a tributary of the

Columbia. The average flow from the glacier is not much different from that

of the Victoria and Wenkchemna, but considerably less than that from the

Yoho, which collects the drainage from a larger territory. Based upon the

estimated size of the nev6 area and the average annual precipitation, the average

flow for the months May to September, inclusive, should be about 65 cubic feet

per second. Owing to the somewhat larger drainage area and the more rapid

midsummer melting the flow seems greater than this in July and August. The
water, as it issues from beneath the nose, is only slightly turbid compared with

the Victoria, indicating a small amount of subglacial erosion. The color becomes
slightly green in the combined streams and still more so after it has received the

Asulkan drainage farther down the valley. With the loss of sediment, which is

gi-adually stranded here and there, the water assumes a bluish tinge, except

where lashed into foam.

c. TempcraUires. During the last week in August and first week in Sep-

tember, both in 1904 and 1905, some 30 observations were made on the tempera-

ture of the drainage at the nose. The average temperature, taken at various

times of the day, was found to be 33.1° F., with a range from 32.4° to 33.8°.

That from the eastern side of the valley, taken just under the bridge on the

trail, gave an average of 39.9°. One-third of a mile down the valley, at the lower

bridge across the stream, the average temperature of the combined streams

was 38.3°, ranging from 34.9° to 40.6°. Where the Illecillewaet passes beneath

the railwa}^ having received the Asulkan brook, four observations i:pon the

temperature gave an average of 39.7 °.

7. Forward Movement.

As early as 1888 observations were made by Rev. W. S. Green to determine

the forward movement of the glacier. On August 13, he set three poles in the

ice by boring holes with an auger, the distance from the nose not being given.'

These were visited upon the 25 th of the same month and were found to have

fallen, owing to surface melting. The holes were, however, fotmd and the

poles reset for measurement. The distances moved in the twelve days are

recorded as follows: " No. i pole, near moraine, 7 feet; No. 2 , further out, 10 feet;

center of glacier, 20 feet." For the middle of the glacier this gives an average

daily motion of 20 inches. About the margin of the ice Green, at the same time,

' Among the Selkirk Glaciers, iSgo, p. 21S.
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tarred a number of boulders in closest proximity to the margin, which rocks

could still be indentified in 1905. (See rocks marked T, plate xxxi.)

In 1899 George and William Vaux set a line of 8 steel plates across the glacier,

some 1,400 to 1,500 feet back from the nose, their line lying somewhat obliquely

to the main axis of the glacier (see map). The average surface slope was given

as 22°, and the distance across the glacier along the line of plates was 1,720 feet.

A base line was laid out along the higher portion of the right lateral moraine,

229.5 feet in length, and the plates located by triangulation, July 31, 1899. Bear-

ings were taken t;pon the plates August ii,;t899,and Septembers, 1899, the lat-

ter work being done by iVIessrs. H. B. Muckleston and C. E. Cartwright, of

the Canadian Pacific Railway. One year later (August 6, 1900) the plates were

again located by the Messrs. Vaux and their forward movement for the 372

days determined. The following table is based upon their data published in

Appalachia, vol. ix, 1900, p. 160, and the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural

Sciences of Philadelphia, March, 1901, p. 215.

TABLE VII,

Observations upon the Line of Steel Plates set across the

Illecillewaet Glacier, July 31, 1899.

(Total Distance across Glacier along Line of Plates 1,720 feet.)
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the mean summer motion of the two most easterly plates was less than their

yearly average. It is to be noted that the maximum summer movement of 6.96

inches (July 31 to August 11), 1899, is but about one-third of the maximum
movement observed by Green in 1888 (August 13 to 25). The only way to

reconcile the two results is to suppose that Green's measurements were
made farther up the slope towards the cascade, where the movement is un-
doubtedly much greater than towards the nose. Messrs. Vaux placed a
ninth plate upon the nose of the glacier and had it under observation from
August I to August 20, 1899. The average daily horizontal motion for the

first two intervals between measurements was 5.9 inches and 5.0 inches. A
crevasse then formed, detaching the block carrying the plate, and the subse-

quent apparent motion was 2.8 inches and 2.7 inches daily.

8. Frontal Changes.

a. Recession data. Owing to the easy accessibility of the glacier and its at-

tractiveness to the ordinary visitor, we have more data from which to determine

the frontal behavior of the Illecillewaet than an}' of the other Canadian glaciers.

As has been noted, from the photograph taken in 1887 by the Messrs. Vaux the

position of the ice at that time, with reference to a large boulder, was detennined

and in 1898 marked conspicuously. In 1888 the margin of the ice was marked by
Green and the glacier was j^hotographed bj- Notman & Son, of Montreal (plate

XXXVI, figure i). Reference blocks were marked in 1890 and 1895 by interested

visitors. A visit was paid to the glacier September 3, 1897, by Albrecht Penck,

of Vienna, and a sketch made of the tongue of the glacier and its relation to the

lower moraines. This was published in the Zeitschrift des Deutschen mid
Osterreichischen Alpenvercins, Jahrgang 1898, Band xxix, s. 55, under the title

"Der Illecillewaetgletscher im Selkirkgebirge.
'

' The height of a number of points

was determined by an aneroid and four reference blocks established and located

upon the map. These blocks were left to be marked b}^ a railroad employee,

but were apparently neglected and in 1904 could not be identified with absolute

certainty, owing to the changes in the ice margin. Based upon the railway

elevation at the station, Penck determined the elevation of the nose in 1897 as

4,793 feet (1,461 meters). The foot-bridge, just beyond the modern terminal

moraine he gives an elevation of 640 feet above that of the station, or above sea

level 4,760 feet, ' and this he uses as his datum for elevations about the glacier.

The nose of the glacier at this time lay ^^ feet above the floor of the bridge, and

the crest of the adjoining lateral just opposite was 131 feet above the valley

floor at the nose.

In the year 1 898 a number of reference blocks and range lines were established

by the Messrs. Vaux and have since done excellent service in measuring the

frontal movements. In August, 1899, they made a very detailed survey of the

nose and adjoining region and prepared a large scale map which is of the greatest

' The correction of the railroad levels reduces this elevation by 27 feet, giving the bridge-floor 4,733

feet.
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value in the determination of changes in progress ' (see plate xxxi) . The)^ have

very carefully located upon their map the reference blocks established by them-

selves and others, so that they may be readily found upon the ground. To their

untiring zeal and devotion to the cause we are very largely indebted for our

knowledge of the behavior of the Illecillewaet front since the year 1887. From
their reference blocks the writer took measurements in 1902, 1903, 1904, and 1905,

and in 1904 established four other reference stations about the side from which

to determine the marginal changes.

There is reason for thinking that the glacier in 1887 was just completing a

rather prolonged halt at the younger of the frontal moraines described. That

it had not recently extended much beyond is proven by the size of the alder

bushes growing about the outer slope. That it had made a rather prolonged

halt at this line, either at this stage or a previous one, is shown by the size of

the moraine, which, with the small amount of debris carried by the glacier

would require a considerable time in building. From the early photographs -it

is seen that the glacier was much bulkier and broader at this stage and the slopes

about the nose much steeper, enabling the glacier to maintain well its position at

the moraine (plate xxxvi, figure i). During the year 1887 to 1888 it had begun

to withdraw from the moraine, as shown clearly in the Notman view just refeiTed

to and as indicated by the rocks blotched with tar by Green. The retreat began

somewhat gradually and attained its maximum between 1890 and 1900, averaging

for these ten years about 5 3 feet per annum. The average for the opening lustrum

of the century is 19.6 feet, the retreat being I'educed until it amounted to but

two feet for the year 1904-5. For the 18 years from 1887 to 1905, the horizontal

retreat from the Vaux reference block was 597.5 feet, or at an average yearly

rate of 33.2 feet. It should be noted, however, that this measurement is not

in a line with the main axis of the glacier. The available data concerning this

glacier are given in summarized fonn below. The measurements were taken

variously, most of them between the middle of August and the middle of Sep-

tember, so that the retreat assigned to some years, may belong in part to the

preceding, or the following year.

Recession Data of the Nose of the Illecilleivaet Glacier.

I887-I888
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Fig. I.—lUecillewaet Glacier in I8S8. Photographed by Notman & Son, Montreal.

Fig. 2.—lUecillewaet Glacier in 1905, from approximately the same view-point as figure i.
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Upon the face of the bedrock exposed near the nose a mark was established

September i6, 1903, immediately beneath the nearly vertical side of the ice,

the height of which was estimated as 60 feet. August 24, 1905, it was found

that the ice had withdrawn laterally 2.4 feet from the face. Passing around from

the nose eastward, three stations were established along the margin of the ice.

A large boulder was found just emerging from the ice, the first week in September,

1904, and marked "Face emerging, Sep., '04." Upon the 24th of August, 1905,

it was found that the ice had retreated here 14 feet. Farther along a medium-

sized boulder had been marked in 1903, "15 ft. to ice. ix-16-03." By Sep-

tember I, 1904, a retreat of 12.5 feet had occurred here, while at the upper

station the boulder "27 ft. to ice. ix-16-03," measured September 3, 1904, 27

feet, and August 25, 1905, 27.1 feet. These data indicate that the margins of

the ice have been receding as we approach the nose, more rapidly upon the eastern

side, but that farther up along the margin there has been no change for the last

two years and, very probably, for a considerably longer titne The two views on

plate xxxvi, taken from almost identically the same view-point, the former in

1888 and the latter in 1905, furnish a good opportunity for noting the changes

produced in the glacier in the 17 years. It seems almost possible to recognize

the individual trees standing to the right of the center, but the lower half of the

glacier is unrecognizable. A stadia and trignometric survey of the lUecillewaet

and Asulkan glacier tongues was made in 1906 by the Messrs. Vaux and a

report made to the Philadelphia Academy of Sciences. Some additional data

concerning the movements of the steel plates upon the Ulecillewaet were collected

and appear upon plate xxx of this report.

b. Ice waves. In comparing their photogi-aphs made in i8g8 and 1899 from

a certain large boulder, just west of the trail, Messrs. Vaux noted an apparent

thickening in the ice just beneath the nev6 line. By drawing a delicate line be-

tween corresponding points in figures i and 2, plate xxxvi, that may be recog-

nized in the upper n6ve region, it is seen that the ice margin along the sky-line

stands slightly higher in the 1 905 view. The difference is slight, however, and can

represent but a few feet. When the Notman view of 1888 is compared with a

second, which was made in 1897, and here reproduced in plate xxxvii, figure 2,

the heaping of the ice line beneath the n^ve line is still more plainly seen. There

is thus evidence that a wave, or impulse, derived from an increased precipitation

over the neve region, travels the length of the glacier and gives rise to a halt,

or an advance, of the front; followed by a depression which pei-mits of a retreat.

Such a depression appears to have been at the edge of the n^v6 line in 1887 or 8,

while the glacier about the lower extremity was experiencing the effect of a pre-

vious imjDulse. The retreat of the glacier was greatest between 1890 and 1900,

and if we assume that it culminated at about the middle of the decade, it required

about 8 or 9 years for this trough of the wave to reach the nose, or at the average

rate of 800 to 850 feet per annum. Since in 1905 the appearance of the sky-line

along the nev6 corresponds so nearly with that seen in 1888, we may assume that

the crest of the wave was in this position at a date only a little later than the
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mean of the two. This would bring it to about 1898 or 9, when it was especially

noted b_y the Messrs. Vaux. The gradual reduction in the rate of retreat observed

during the past three seasons would indicate that this impulse is making itself

felt about the nose and that either a halt, or an advance, is about to be in-

augurated. If we are coiTect in the inference that the n6vd line was marked by

a trough, or low stage in the height of the ice, about 1887 or 8 and that a return

to this condition has been reached about 1905 or 6 with a crest, or high-stage

condition of the ice between, an interesting relation is at once established with

Bruckner's climatic cycle (page 16). The time between the appearance of these

troughs for the passage of one-half of the wave is 18 years, and we may venture

to predict that the present relative depression will be followed by the passage

of another crest requiring about the same number of years. The nose has been

in retreat from 1888 to 1906, some 18 years, and we should expect another period

of halt or advance to soon set in. Such a condition was to be anticipated from

the marked reduction in the rate of retreat from 1902 to 1905, but the very

remarkable recession of 84 feet determined by the Messrs. Vaux for the year

[905-1906, leaves the matter in doubt.

The relation of the glacial movements to the precipitation cycles becomes

a matter of much interest and here, as above, with our meager data, we can only

point out possibilities, which will either stand or fall, when the next half-century's

obser.vations have been collected. From our available meteorological records

there was a deficiency of precipitation over the mountains from 1885 to 1896;

how much before 1885 this condition existed we have no means of knowing.

Since 1897 there seems to have been an excess over the normal amount, but it

was at this time that the crest of the wave made its appearance at the n^ve line.

Then instead of continuing to increase, as we might expect, it gave way to a

trough. The inference is, and it is only an inference, that this wave represents

the gush of ice from the collecting basin due to the excess deposited during the

phase of the cycle which antedated 1885, and probably to be correlated with the

excess in the Rockies, as recorded so strikingly in the evidence of higher lake levels,

described by Dawson (page 17). The approaching trough shown about the neve line

in 1905 must then be ascribed to diminished precipitation received over the collect-

ing region from 1 885 to 1 896, being then 9 years delayed from the close of the phase

which gave rise to it. The crest of the wave from the basin was delayed some

17 to 18 years from the close of the preceding phase. In a paper read before

the International Geographic Congress, at its Washington meeting {Proceedings,

1904, p. 487), Doctor Reid gave a discussion of "reservoir lag," in which he demon-

strates mathematically that the thickening of ice in the collecting basin does not

keep pace with the variation in precipitation, but lags behind it. In the case of

large glaciers this lag amounts to about one-fourth of the period of the variation,

and the ice in the basin should attain its maximum thickness, only about the time

that the annual supply has settled back to the normal amount and is ready

to diminish. After the maximum ice thickness has been attained toward the

center, time is still required for the imjDulse to reach its maximum at the crest of
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the basin, the amount of which will differ with the local conditions. In this way
we may account for the delay in the arrival of the crest at the neve line in the

years 1897-9.

9. Former Activity.

a. Rock scorings. The former work of the glacier is shown in great

beauty and variety upon the mass of l)edrock now being gradually uncovered

near the nose. The hard rock features of Pleistocene glaciation are all here for

study by those interested, many of them indicating the direction of ice move-
ment and hence of practical value in the field.* Excellent examples of the so-

called roches moutonnees occur, groups of which in the distance often resemble

crouching sheep (plate xxxiv, figure 3). In the specimen figured, the ice moved
from right to left across this projection of bedrock, the up-stream, or stoss side being

rounded and smoothed, while the down-stream, or lee side, was affected slightly,

or not at all. Portions of the rock were polished, as the ice was rubbed vigorously

across, and where the ice held rock fragments against it, systems of approximately

parallel scratches were produced, some so fine that they must have been made by
sand grains. At the last stage of the disappearance of the ice from this particular

roche moutonnee, a small clump of rock fragments was gently dropped upon the

upper surface in insecure position. An inspection of this and the adjoining rock

in the figure, shows a system of parallel joints, dipping down-stream at a steep

angle. From the lee side of the central roche moutonnee it is apparent that an

entire block was pried loose by the ice and that a little more vigorous action at the

joint, just beginning to open, would have removed bodily nearly the entire block.

This action is known as "plucking," already described in connection with the

Yoho (page 79), by which the work done in a few days may exceed the erosion

of years. Places may be seen upon the surface where a rock engaged in produc-

ing a shallow groove has made a succession of jumps and given rise to a series

of short parallel curves, more or less closely placed, with their concavities

directed down-stream. These are the "chatter-marks," the production of

which may be illustrated by pushing a dry finger over a polished surface. In

other cases rocks embedded in the under side of the ice have been suddenly

brought into action, producing a crescentic gouge, with its convexity directed

in the direction of flow.^ The bedrock here being a schistose conglomerate

with rather coarse, hard masses embedded in a softer matrix, there have been

produced the "knob and tail," or "knob and trail" phenomena, so useful often

in determining the direction of ice flow in the case of Pleistocene glaciers. In

one case examined there appeared a dark colored knob of harder material,

which the ice was unable to cut away as rapidly as the surrounding schist.

The projecting knob had partiall}' protected the softer material in its lee,

' A most valuable paper by Chamberlin upon the effect of ice upon rock will be found in the Seventh

Annual Report of the Director of tile U . S. Geol. Surv., iSSS, page 155.

2 See paper by Gilbert read before the Cordilleran Section of the Geological Society of America at its

1 90S winter meeting. " Crescentic Gouges on Glaciated Surfaces," Bulletin Geol. Soc. of Amer., vol. 17,

PP- 303-314.
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forming an elongated tail, or trail, extending from the knob in the direction

of ice motion. In some cases a small quartz vein cuts across the surface in such

a way as to protect in its lee a strip of the softer rock. In front of the knobs

there is cut out, as a rule, a frontal groove lying at the base and curving around

laterally into two others, one upon either side, forming the lateral grooves. In

places where the ice acted with greater vigor, owing to the concentration of its

action, or where differences existed in the structure, or hardness, of the rock

there were cut out basins and U-shaped troughs, representing, in miniature, lake

basins and glaciated valleys. One basin, with perfectly smoothed sides and

bottom, had a length of 15 feet, a breadth of 6 feet, and a depth of 6 to 8 inches

below its lower rim. The greatest depth was located one-third of its length

from the upper end, indicating where the gouging action had been greatest. One

of the troughs was 1 1 to 12 feet across and 4 to 5 feet in depth.

b. Bear-den moraines. Some 800 to 900 feet below the terminal moraine of

1887, or about 1,400 feet from the nose of the ice in 1904, there occurs a moraine

of the same general type as that described under this head in connection with

the Victoria. This consists of very massive blocks of quartzite, arranged in

a north to south ridge across the valley, having a breadth of about 400 feet and

a height above the general valley floor of 20 to 40 feet. The largest block

observed was measured by Messrs. Moseley and Todd and its dimensions, above

ground, were found to be about 107.5 by 28 by 11 feet, from which it was esti-

mated to weigh about 2,000 tons. A portion of this ridge is seen in plate xxxvi,

figure I , taken from one of the blocks of themoraine itself, looking toward the glacier

up the valley. The blocks are blackened with lichens, more or less moss-covered,

and carry enough soil to support considerable vegetation of a larger size. A spruce

growing upon the moraine had been cut and with a circumference of 128 centi-

meters gave 243 rings of growth. A hemlock, also upon the moraine, with a

circumference of 320 centimeters (50 centimeters from the base), was calculated

to be 447 years of age. This estimate was based upon the average breadth of the

annual rings of growth measured in the Illecillewaet and adjoining Asulkan

valleys. This average breadth was found to be 1.140 millimeters, as compared

with 0.884 millimeter in the Lake Louise Valley.

From the outer edge of this moraine, 1,500 feet down the valley measured

along the stream, there begins another similar but larger moraine of the same

type. Starting from the spur of Glacier Crest which separates the Illecillewaet

and Asulkan valleys, the ridge swings out across the valley bearing N. 8° W.,

and then swings around to N. 15° W. It is 200 to 300 feet across and some 50 to

60 feet above the valley floor, somewhat steeper toward the glacier. The blocks

are very coarse quartzites and schists, blackened with lichens, and presenting

angular outlines. The largest block noted was estimated to weigh 1,250 tons.

The usual filling of a moraine, gravel, sand, and clay, is practically absent. Upon
the eastern side, for a portion of its length, it is covered by a mass of broken

tree trunks which were swept from the side of Mt. Eagle by an avalanche (plate

XXXVII, figure i) some decades ago. Enough soil has accumulated about the rocks
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Fig. I.—"Bear-den moraine" made conjoinlly by tlic lllecillewaet and Aiulkan Glacit-rs.

Strewn with timber avalanched from tlie right-hand mountain slope.

Fig. 2.-lllecillexvaet Glacier in 1S97. l'l,ui,,y,ai,iRd i,>. .\..iu,au .v .Son, .Montreal. Compare with plate xxxvi.
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to support a growth of raspberries, blueberries, etc., and also a few spruce 8 to

12 inches in diameter. The bulk of the material lies to the west of the glacial

brook and was derived from the eastern side of Glacier Crest and Mt. Lookout,

the cHffs of which have a northwest-southeast trend. The shape of the moraine
and the way in which the blocks have been deposited indicate, as noted by Prof.

Penck at the time of his visit, that the moraine was built conjointly by the former

lUecillewaet and Asulkan glaciers. The blocks contributed by the Asulkan
came from the western side of Glacier Crest and the Asulkan Ridge, and are

much less in amount than those derived from the eastern side and transported

by the lUecillewaet. The largest tree fotind growing inside of this moraine

was calculated to have been 520 years old when it died and from the condition

of its wood and bark to have been dead about 30 years.

CHAPTER VII.

ASULKAN GLACIER.

I. General Characteristics.

Lying at the head of the Asulkan Valley, upon the opposite side of Glacier

Crest from the lUecillewaet Glacier (see plates xxxii and xxxiii), is located the

Asulkan Glacier. Its broad expanse of snowfield extends in a semicircle from

Asulkan Ridge, past Leda, Pollux, and Castor to the northern extremity of the

Dome, faces to the northward, and under the sunlight is of dazzling whiteness.

The name is of Cree Indian origin and is generally said to mean "goat," but I am
assured that it really means "bridge." The nose of the glacier lies about three

miles from the station, reached by a picturesque and easy trail, except in the

upper part, where the trail becomes steep. The glacier itself may be safely visited

and studied without a guide, but no one should venture upon the nev^ unattended,

as it is very treacherously crevassed. This glacier is the smallest and the most

southern and western of the series here reported upon, its nose lying in longitude

117° 28', west and latitude 51° 13', north.

The glacier consists of three streams, two of which are closely united and the

third separated from the other two except in the n^v6 region where they are

all united. The length of this third stream, measured fi'om the Asulkan Pass, is

about two miles, of which the first mile is n^ve and the lower mile is ordinarily

free from snow during the summer season (plate xxxix, figure i). The breadth

of the dissipator is about 1,800 feet in the upper part, but about the middle of its

Qoiu-se it makes an abrupt bend from the north to the northeast and tapers

gradually to a sharp nose. The eastern margin curves around gradually to the

nose, while the western side is curiously straight, cutting diagonally across

what appears to be the natural course of the glacier. There seems no apparent

reason for this abrupt bend in the glacier and for the remarkably straight western

margin of the ice, but the explanation will appear in what follows. This peculiar

contouring of this stream gives it the general form of a bear's paw—a polar bear
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—in which the straight margin represents the sole. From near the heel of this

foot there extends southward a long, slender ridge of glaciated rock, carrying

more or less morainic matter, which separates this eastern ice stream from the

doiible ice mass immediately to the west (plate xxxix, figure i). Judging from

the line of crevasses and faulting across the ndvd, there lies another similar ridge,

parallel with the first and about one-quarter mile to one-half mile to the west,

which separates this mass into two streams, each having its own separate nose, as

shown upon the map. This ridge is apparentl}' the continuation of the line of

bedrock exposed along the right-hand margin of the westernmost ice stream.

The i\iv6 line upon this glacier is about 7,000 feet above sea-level and the main

portion of the neve lies between this altitude and 8,000 feet. From the Asulkan

Pass (7,710 feet) to the nose of the easternmost stream the descent is 2,110 feet,

or at the rate of 1,055 feet to the mile. The altitude of the nose is 5,600 feet,

or some 800 feet higher than that of the lUecillewaet, due apparently to the smaller

volume of ice in the Asulkan and its dissipation at three separate points. . The

altitudes of the two higher noses to the west are about 6,000 feet, or the same as

the Victoria. So far as may be judged from the crevasses and faultings, the

ice responds fully to the irregularities in its bed which indicates that it is

relatively thin. The surface slope of the western and middle streams is very

steep; that of the easternmost, or main, stream is much more gentle, amounting

in i^laces to not more than 6°. Toward the nose the inclination becomes 25°

and then drops off to but a few degrees, so that it may be readily ascended.

Upon either side of the stream the marginal slopes are steep for a few hundred

feet back from the nose.

2. Piedmont Characteristics.

If the reader has covered Chapter IV of this report he will have recognized

already the piedmont character of the Asulkan, which consists of three com-
mensal streams. The glacier is of peculiar interest because it is an illustration

of a piedmont glacier in its senile condition. It has reached its second childhood

and now illustrates the disintegration of a piedmont glacier into the component
streams, the union of which in its youth gave rise to the glacier itself. Every
glacier of this type begins with the independent development of a system of

Alpine glaciers, coordinate in importance, which coalesce laterally into a single

ice mass. The length of the glacier is determined by the length of the separate

streams comiDosing it and its breadth by the number of streams and their com-
bined breadth. In the final stages of dissolution, which must come sooner or

later in its life history, the piedmont glacier shrivels back into the original Alpine

components. The eastern tributary has already separated sufficiently so that

it may be regarded as an independent glacier. The other two have separated

for a distance of about one-fourth of a mile, but the separation will not he com-
plete until the ridge of rock above noted has appeared at the surface of the ice.

The middle stream covered the ridge of rock, now exposed between it and the

eastern stream, and sent its nose down the valley as far as the drainage brook
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Mt. Donkin and Asulkan Pass. Leda.

PLATE XXXIX.

Pollux. Castor.

IgT"^

Fig. I.—General view of Asulkan Glacier iii 1902. Copyrighted, 1902, by the Detroit I'liotographic Co.

nontin. Castor and Pollux. Dome. P,onney.

Fig. 2.—The Asulkan glaciers and siiowfields from Avalanche Mt. (elevation 9,387
feet), showing a decadent piedmont glacier. Photographed in

1901 by Arthur O. Wheeler.
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shown upon the map. There it formed a series of terminal moraines upon its

eastern side, the eastern component standing at about the same level and forming a
similar series. The sudden bend noted in the eastern component, one-half mile

back from the nose, resulted from its pressure against the side of the middle
stream which it was unable to force aside. Conjointly they formed a straight

medial moraine from the bend to the nose. Upon the more rapid retreat of the

middle stream and its disappearance from this part of its bed, this moraine
became the left lateral of the easternmost stream (plate xxxix, figure i), and was
of such a massive character that.it has continued to deflect the ice from its

natural course.

In plate xxxix, figure i, we have shown nearly the entire eastern and middle
streams of the Asulkan, and a portion of the n^v^ of the western. A distant view
of the entire glacier is given in plate xxxix, figure 2, taken by Wheeler from the

summit of Avalanche Peak (9,387 feet) in 1901. The Dome may be recognized from
its contour and from it there is seen to be a broad ridge extending valleyward and
marking the western limit of the present Asullcan Glacier. To the right of this

ridge, along the eastern slopes of Mts. Afton (8,423 feet) and Abbott (7,710 feet),

four marked depressions occur, each containing small-sized glaciers. The
contour of the rocky slopes separatmg these amphitheaters, or cirques, as they

are termed, proves that at an earlier stage of glaciation these streams coalesced

laterally and united with the present Asulkan, forming a grand, hanging, piedmont

glacier, extending from the Asulkan Ridge to Mt. Abbott with at least nine or

ten main commensals. Previous to this stage they had united with others from

the head and opposite side of the valley into a grand Alpine glacier, which became

a tributary of the ancient lUecillewaet trunk glacier in Pleistocene tune.

3. Nourishment.

The neve field of the present Asulkan is arranged in the fonn of a semicircular

belt, extending from the Asulkan Ridge upon the east around to the Dome upon
the west, having a length of about three and a half miles and an average breadth

of perhaps three-fourths of a mile. The area of this field is somewhere between

two and a half and three square miles, or less than half that of the lUecillewaet neve

field. The amount of precipitation over this field cannot be essentially dift'er-

ent from that given for the neighboring glacier (page 82). From an elevation

of about 7,000 feet the n6v6 snows reach up to the crests of the bounding ridges,

in many places, attaining an elevation of 9,000 feet. It is possible to pick out, in a

general way, the ndve fields b}' which the separate ice streams are nourished.

The eastern stream receives its supply from Asull<:an Ridge (9,100 feet) and from

the Pass (7,710 feet), the former moving westward down the oblique slope and

delivering its supply of ice and subglacial debris to the right side of the main stream

flowing from the Pass. A still less amount is received from the opposite side

from the snow that accumulates upon the northern slope of the unnamed peak

(8,700 feet +) lying to the east of Leda. The Pass and upper n6v^ are reached

by means of the right lateral moraine. Judging from the course of the transverse
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crevasses, which lie at right angles to the mafe direction of flow, the n^v^ that

accumulates between this minor peak and Leda (9,133 feet) moves northward

and nourishes the middle ice stream. The oblique course is taken probably

because of the continuation southward of the ridge of rock previously noted

as separating the middle and eastern streams. The presence of a similar ridge

beneath the ice deflects the neve snow and ice from the northern slopes of Castor

(g,io8 feet) and Pollux (9,176 feet), to which is added that from the Dome
(9,029 feet), and thus is obtained the supply for the double-nosed western ice

stream. The middle stream is least well supplied at the present time with ice

from the ndv6 field and has receded farthest. It seem.s very probable that

when the ice was thicker over the n^v^ there was relatively less of it deflected

to the western stream by the subglacial ridge and this fact peiTnitted the middle

stream to maintain the same length as the now better nourished eastern. The
superficial layers from Castor and Pollux could move directly across those which

the configuration of the bed deflected northward, but as the general elevation of

the nev6 was lowered a relatively greater and greater percentage of ice was

deflected to the western stream and the nose of the middle stream retreated

steadily some 2,200 feet up the slope, to an elevation at present 400 feet higher

than the nose of the eastern stream. Were the ice of all three streams now
concentrated into a single one it is probable that the nose would attain as low

an altitude as that of the lUecillewaet.

4. Moraines.

Owing to the absence of high, overtowering cliffs, such as we find in the

case of the Wenlvchemna and Victoria glaciers, the n6v6 fields of the Asull<:an

receive very little rock debris over their surfaces. In consequence, the ice itself,

except along the margins, is quite free from rock fragments. As in the case

of the neighboring lUecillewaet collecting basin, conditions are favorable for

receiving wind-blown dust from peaks and ridges towering above the snow.

This dust is distributed somewhat evenly over the snow and, when concentrated

by melting, gives rise to the stratification and iinparts a soiled appearance to the

ice about the lower margins.

The right lateral moraine of the eastern ice stream makes its appearance just

east of the nose and south of the stream from Asulkan Ridge. It rises at once into

a conspicuous, sharp-crested ridge, extending south-southwestward, and bending

abruptly to the south-southeast, attaining the length of a mile before it dips

under the n6ve snow. The lower portion of the moraine seems entirely free

from ice, the outer slope carrying fir and spruce 50 to 60 years of age. The inner

slope is more steep and has younger vegetation, indicating that the ice has within

a few decades withdrawn from the moraine. The crest rises to a height of 60 to

70 feet above the valley floor upon which the glacier rests. The rocks consist

largely of bruised and rounded quartzites and schists, which in the upper part

are embedded in a matrix of glacial clay. This material appears to come
from beneath the glacier that covers the western slope of Asulkan Ridge,
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Fig. I,— Left Asulkaii moraine shedding its rocivy covering and exposing the ice core.

Fig. 2.—Debn^-tuieie I ui'^ir 111 .\^^cll^.ul Glacier, August, 1904. Glacier had been advancing for some three or four

years.
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by which it is delivered to the main stream from the Pass, as previously noted,

upon a level with its surface. This nevd-covered glacier sustains the same relation

to the Asulkan that the Collie and Gordon glaciers do to the Yoho. Between
the crest of the moraine and the glacier there intervenes a steep boulder slope,

about 300 feet broad in the lower portion near the nose, but narrowing gradually

for a half-mile, when the moraine and ice meet. Opposite the nose, upon the

eastern side there is an outcrop of a silvery schist, with its strata upon edge,

which has been glaciated and plucked.

The development of the left lateral of the eastern stream from a former medial

has alread}' been described and its very straight course obliquely across the valley

been accounted for. Originally, this moraine may have been largely subglacial,

or englacial, the material being derived from the basal layers of the ice. The
slope of the valley floor is northward, while this lower half-mile of the moraine

bears northeastward. After making the very abrupt bend noted, the moraine

continues for a quarter-mile farther, resting upon the rocky ridge of quartzite

and a greenish schist. This ridge raises the base of the middle stream above

the present surface of this portion of the eastern stream. The moraine consists

very largely of ground moraine, supplied apparently in large part by the middle

ice stream, but instead of clay the filling is a glacial sand. The finer material

may have been removed by currents too gentle to transport this sand. The
inner slope of the moraine is steep, the outer is more gentle down to the drainage

brook from the middle nose. The crest of the moraine rises 125 to 150 feet above

the floor of this valley. About one-quarter mile back from the nose this moraine

begins to shed its cover of rock debris, revealing in a most interesting manner
the real structure of such a moraine. From this point up the valley the moraine

is a typical, sharp-crested structure (plate xxxix, figure i) , but here the debris has

begun to slip to either side, forming a double ridge with a continuous ice crest

between. Plate xl, figure 1, gives a view of this exposed ice core, looking up the

glacier along the inner side. The highest portion of the ice ridge attains a height

of 25 to 30 feet, which is being rapidly acted upon by the sun in midsummer.

Where it has been longest exposed the ice has melted below the general level of the

glacier, fomiing a depression with a ridge of rock debris upon either side, the

outermost one being quite prominent. Into the depression the material from

either side has begun to roll and slide, thus protecting the ice at the bottom of the

depression from the sun. Had the thickness of the ice proved sufficient, in

time the rock debris would have gotten back, in large part, into the depression,

allowing the ice to melt upon either side and starting again the fonnation of a

single-crested, typical moraine. Thus it appears that moraines may, under certain

circumstances, pass through the same series of stages as those described for sur-

face lakelets upon page 5 7 of this report.

About the eastern nose there has been pushed up a ridge of ground moraine,

from 12 to 15 feet high, into which the ice nose plunges and buries itself. Upon
this ridge minor ridges, but a foot or two in height, also occur, as seen in plate xl,

figure 2 . At times the nose is so deeply buried that it is diffi cult to find it for ptir-
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poses of measurement. When the middle stream stood at this lower level, the two

built a series of three or four latero-temiinal moraines which curve gently down

the valley from the lower ends of the laterals. The inner tei-minal of the middle

stream has the appearance of age, compared with the others lying just east, and

is being covered slowly with low shrubs and evergreens- From this difference in

age one would infer that the ridges of the series, lying to the east, had been built

by the eastern stream alone. The nose of the middle stream, especially upon its

eastern side, rests largely upon bedrock, more or less strewn with rock fragments.

The rock here, as elsewhere about the glacier, consists of quartzite and schist,

plucked and glaciated. Along its left side, back as far as it has become sepa-

rated from its neighbor, it has built a sharp-crested, lateral moraine, which

in the lower half is double, curving gently down the bouldery slope. The inner

slope is steep, the outer long and more gentle. The boulders are rounded and

bruised but only occasionally well glaciated. The double western nose is similar

to the middle, in that it is steep, perched high up on the slope, has bedrock

exposed upon its eastern side, while upon the left it has built a short, sharp

lateral extending up to the nev^. In front of the western and middle streams

there has been uncovered a steep slope of bouldery ground moraine so recently

that trees have not been able yet to get anything more than a start.

5. Crevasses.

Owing to the irregularities in its bed, the steep slopes, and the apparent thin-

ness of the ice, the Asulkan streams are badly crevassed and faulted. The ndve

fields of the western and middle streams cannot be traversed with any degree

of safety, while that of the eastern calls for the greatest skill in locating the

snow-covered death-traps (plate xli). The crevasses in the ndve portions are

mainly of the transverse type, caused by the rapid movement of the ice over

an in-egular, steep slope. They stand approximately at right angles to the

direction of motion and furnish a clue as to the general movement of various

portions of the nevd field. Just below the neve line the eastern stream en-

counters, in its central portion, an obstruction by which the ice is shattered in every

direction, but mainly transversely (plate xxxix, figure i). The descent is not

rapid enough to constitute a cascade and the blocks, at first angular, become

sharpened by melting into seracs but retain their vertical position until melted

away at the base of the slope. The development of these seracs is well shown in

plate XLii, figvire i. The ice exposed portion, or dissipator, of this stream shows

numerous marginal crevasses along either side of its course, those upon the

eastern side, in the lower portion, extending beyond the central axis. Those

upon the western side are not so strongly developed. It is upon the middle

stream that the dirt band crevasses occur figured in connection with the discus-

sion of this subject (plate xvii, figure i). The slope, however, is too steejD for

their formation and ^reservation.
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Fig. I.—Stratification of Asiilkan CMacier. The dates are added upon ilie sup-

position that the strata represent seasonal deposition. Copyrighted,

Ig02, by the Detroit Photographic Co.

Fig. 2.—General view of Asulkan Glacier in iSgS. Reproduced through courtesy of the Messrs. Vaux. Compare with plate .xx.xix,

figure "l.
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6. Ice Structure.

The n^vd-covered portion of the ice acquires a very perfect stratification as

the result of wind distributed dust and periodic melting over the surface. This

structure is beautifully shown in the crevasse walls and the faces of the niunerous

faults in the ice. In the photograph of the Detroit Publishing Co., reproduced
in plate xli, the successive layers, with the minor stratification seams, are clearly

shown. The con-espondence of the strata upon opposite sides of the crevasse

shows that there had been no faulting. From his heel to the crown of his hat

this guide pictured is about six feet in length and, by comparison, we ascertain

that the strata shown range from three to twelve feet in thickness. The picture

was taken during the summer of 1902, and in looking at the uppermost stratum

it is forced upon one's belief that this represents the compacted snow that accum-
ulated over this spot during the season of 1901-2. Part of this snow was pre-

cipitated directly, part of it may have been drifted by wind action. It may have
lost some by wind action, as well, during the season of accumulation. It has

been compacted by melting, pressure, and occasional rain into a fine granular

ice. If we are right in supposing that this stratum represents the accumulation

during the season of 190 1-2, minus the loss by the combined agencies, then the

stratum upon which it rests must have accumulated during the season of 1 900-1.

Passing down the side of the crevasse we may thus assign dates to the successive

strata, finding that they reach back to the season of 1895-6. It is especially

interesting to note that the deposits supposed to have been laid down between

the summer of 1898 and that of 1902 average considerably thicker than those

between the summers of 1895 and 1898, since this dividing date falls very near

the supposed date of the beginning of the phase of increased precipitation in this

region. It is further to be noted that the stratum marked 1898-9 is the thickest

of the series. It is very unfortunate that our precipitation data are not fuller

for the locality. In order to serve the present purpose in establishing a rela-

tionship between the amount of precipitation and the thickness of the strata in

the neve, a combination should be made of the last three months of the year with

the first nine of the following year. This would unite practically all of the snow-

fall and the rain and melting water of the following summer, as it is combined

in the stratum itself. In a paper upon the Canadian Pacific Railway, from

Laggan to Revelstoke,' Mr. William Vaux gives the average snowfall for Glacier

House from 1895 to 1898 as 3 1 feet, based upon records kept by the station agent,

this being but 83 per cent, of the normal. From October, 1898, to May, 1899, in-

clusive, the snowfall alone amounted to 43 feet 8i inches, being 17 per cent, above

the normal. The records are lacking up to 1902 , for which year the Meteorological

Service reports 13.88 inches of rain and 347 inches of snow, or a total equivalent

of 40?, feet in snow, or 14 per cent, below the normal. By refen-ing to plate xli

it will be seen that the stratum assigned to the year 189 8- 1899 is the heaviest of

the series while that for 1901-1902 is light. From 1895 to 1898 the strata are

' Proceedings of the Engineers' Club of Philadelphia, vol. -xvii, 1900, p. 73.
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thin, corresponding to the average lighter snowfall above reported for these

years.

A still further confirmation of the conclusion reached above, that from the

middle of the year 1898 there has been a marked increase in the sno\vfall, is

furnished by the notes and photographs of the Messrs. Vaux, to be noted later.

Their photograph of 1898 shows a large amount of rock exposed along the slopes

of Leda, Pollux, and Castor, as well as between the eastern and middle ice streams.

In 1899 they note that the n^ve line is lower and the hanging glaciers are much more
active, giving rise to frequent avalanches, which were very infrequent in 1898.

When their photograph of 1898, reproduced here as plate xli, figure 2, is com-

pared with that of the Detroit Publishing Co., taken in 1902 (plate xxxix, figure

i), the increase in the amount oinev6 is striking, the presence of the bergschrunds,

in areas that were bare rock, indicating that glaciers had fonned in the meantime

and that there is not simply a covering of loose snow, such as might fall in a

night. In looking over the broad snow expanse one does not think of there being

hanging glaciers upon the slopes of Castor and Polliix, as they seem to blend with

and be an integral part of the general n6v6 field. In 1898 they were separated

sufficiently so that it was natural to think of them as being detached. In two

weeks of August, camping in plain sight of the region, in 1904 and 1905 , the writer

does not remember to have seen or heard a single avalanche from this quarter.

They were frequent in the smnmer of 1899, and, presumably, continued so un-

til the space between the lower neve and the upper became so filled in as to

prevent further slides. From all the evidence obtainable it seems most prob-

able that the major stratification planes in the Asulkan n^v^ represent the breaks

between the successive year's snowfall, and that a phase of deficient precipita-

tion closed in this region about the middle of the year 1898, since which time

the average annual precipitation has been in excess of the normal.

The disturbance of the ice noted upon the eastern stream does not destroy

the stratification, since it extends only part Avay across the stream and is not

intense. The strata are, however, more or less tilted and distorted. The lower

stratum is wedge-shaped, having apparently lost from its basal portion by sub-

glacial melting. The blue bands in this strattim are not parallel with its upper

surface, but cut it at angles of about 13° to 14°, being more nearly parallel with

the valley floor. In the stratum just above, the blue bands and stratification

planes were conformable. In general, the blue bands were found to be regularly

developed, quite in contrast with the stratification. The dirt stripes showed
well over the surface and margins of the eastern stream, some excessively thin

ones being observed and previously noted (page 54). About the nose, upon the

walls of some of the longitudinal crevasses, the blue bands were found to dip

back into the glacier at angles of 11° to 28°. About the eastern side they were

found to dip downwards and inwards, nine observations giving an average of

46°, with a range from 36° to 57°. The granules about the nose are small,

compared with those seen in the larger glaciers, and will average less than a

half-inch in diameter.
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7. Drainage.

Owing to the crevassed condition of the ice the surface streams are small,

dropping into the glacier, or to the bottom, before they can develop any size.

Over the n6v6 area the water resulting from melting, or from rains, is at once
absorbed. Over the ice exposed portions, during hours of melting, small rills

and surface brooks come into existence, carrying water with a temperature of

32°. No lakelets were noted upon the glaciers, or about the margins, but upon
the col, lying between Castor and the Dome, Mr. Wheeler found a lakelet of

sapphire blue water. Under ordinary conditions there is practically no marginal
drainage. In 1904, back some 800 feet from the nose of the eastern ice stream,

a small flow was visible for a short distance. From each of the three noses there

issue two to three drainage brooks, those from the eastern uniting with one
another and with the drainage from Asulkan Ridge, after which is received the

central flow from the middle portion of the glacier. That from the western com-
mensal, along with the drainage from the hanging glaciers lying farther to the west,

cascades into the Asulkan Valley, forming the "Seven Waterfalls." The flow

from the eastern nose is the strongest and carries the most sediment, considerably

more than the Illecillewaet. It fluctuates in volimie during the day, reaching its

maximum in the late afternoon, or evening, and being lowest in the early morning.

The combined drainage from the middle and eastern portions of the glacier,

along with that received from the Asulkan Ridge to the eastward, has cut a
gorge 30 to 40 feet deep through the soft schist. This has the appearance of

having been done since the withdrawal of the ice, but it may have been started

by a subglacial stream. Under high velocity and charged with sharp, glacial

sediment the cutting power of water must be rapid upon a soft schist. Its action

upon quartzite boulders is well seen in the bed of the brook from Asulkan
Ridge.

During the last week in August in 1904 and 1905, the average of 28 observa-

tions upon the temperature of the water from the eastern nose was 32.42° F., the

range being from 32.0° to 33.0°. Two observations upon the water from the

middle nose, upon leaving the ice, averaged 33.0°, while from the third nose it was
32.8°. Before receiving the middle drainage the temperature of the brook was 36.9°

and after the two had united just above the schist cut the temperature was 37.8°.

Passing down the valley some two miles, and receiving drainage from either slope,

the temperature at the bridge across the Asulkan Creek averaged 42.6°. The
water is here turbid but assuming more or less of a greenish cast. The stream

from the Asulkan Ridge before receiving the flow from the glacier was found to

average 36.5° (20 observations). These observations seemed to indicate that

the maximum temperature was attained between 11:00 a.m., and 1:00 p.m.,

and that as the volume of water increased as the day advanced the temperature

gradually fell. This is brought out in the table here given.
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TEMPERATURES OF STREAM FROM ASULKAN RIDGE.
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dates of observation. Exactly one year later (August 27, 1905) the nose had
made a retreat of 34 feet from the position held in 1904, standing now 2i| feet

back from the reference line established in 1899. The nose consisted at this time

of a thin slab of ice, sloping to the west and coated with fine debris. A relatively

small amount of melting would cause a further recession of 30 to 35 feet. The
ice in the left lateral moraine was found to extend four feet beyond the reference

line and 25 ^ feet beyond the nose. Owing to the rock cover it could not be

ascertained how much farther the morainic ice core extended. The movements
of this nose may be summarized as follows:

Changes in the Nose of the Asulkan Glacier.

(Eastern Ice Stream.)

1898-1899. "Practically no change."

1899-1900. Recession of 24 feet.

1900-igoi. Advance of 4 feet.

1901-1903. Average advance of 18 feet.

1903-1904. Retreat of i foot.

1904-1905. Retreat of 34 feet.

1905-1906. No change.

9. Former Activity.

a. Development and decadence. At a much earlier stage, presumably in

Pleistocene time, the combined snows of the Asulkan Valley united into a great

Alpine glacier, the ancient Asulkan, which was a tributary of the ancient lUe-

cillewaet, and this, in turn, a tributary of the great trunk glacier that flowed

southward in the Columbia Valley, to the west of the Selkirks. With the diminu-

tion of snowfall, and possibly also an amelioration of the climate, the glaciers

disappeared from the main valleys and withdrew into the tributary valleys

and alongside the steep, higher slopes. An Alpine glacier occupied the Asulkan

Valley from the Pass to where the valley joins the lUecillewaet, some four

miles in length, which was in part nourished by a hanging, piedmont glacier

extending from the Pass to Mt. Abbott. This glacier sustained, during this

stage, the same relation to the Asulkan lying in the valley, that the hanging

Victoria sustains to the lower ice stream. The effect of these great ice masses

upon the valley floor and sides was similar to that already discussed for the

Victoria and Yoho glaciers (pages 6i and 80).

b. Bear-den moraines. Just before the complete and final separation of the

Asulkan from the lUecillewaet, the Asulkan became loaded with very coarse,

angular rock fragments, and only a minimum of fine material. This was at the same

time that the lUecillewaet was similarly laden and, conjointly, they deposited

the massive bear-den moraine described upon page 96. The most of its

material was deposited upon its right, showing that it must have been received

from the western side of Glacier Crest and Mt. Lookout. The amount carried

was notably less than that brought down by its neighbor l}ing to the east of the

Crest. The ridges about the head of the valley and along the western side were

largely under snow and ice and could supply no such debris. After this load
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of rock had been deposited the Asulkan began to retreat, withdrawing a distance

of 3,500 feet up the Asulkan Valley. The front now halted and there was built

a moraine of the ordinary type across the valley, consisting of fine and coarse

material, intermingled with but few coarse blocks. From this we conclude that

the glacier was, at this time, carrying the ordinary kind of load. The retreat was

restmied and in the meantime the glacier became a second time laden with coarse

fragments of the adjoining cliffs. At a distance of about 1,000 feet from the

previously formed moraine these blocks began to be deposited and were dropped

over a distance of some 500 to 600 feet, not so concentrated or imposing as the

outer bear-den moraine. For the next 1,500 feet these blocks were scattered

along the valley, implying that the supply over the surface had not been suf-

cient to bring about a halt. The retreat continued towards the head of the

valley and at a distance of 2 ,000 feet farther a halt occurred and a moraine of the

ordinary type was again built, with the usual quota of fine and coarse material.

From the time then that the Asulkan was about to separate from the lUecillewaet

it became twice loaded with coarse, angular fragments of quartzite, building a

moraine of the bear-den type. In the interval it canned material of the ordinary

kind found upon and within the ice and built a moraine of the ordinary type.

Subsequently to the formation of the second, straggling, bear-den moraine, it

has been carrying and depositing the usual class of material. It differs from

the Victoria in that the ancient moraine of the ordinary type was deposited

between the two bear-den moraines instead of outside the two, as in the case of

the latter.

c. Rate of retreat. The only possible data for any estimates upon the rate

of retreat up the valley must be drawn from a study of the forest trees and no

one realizes any more strongly than the writer how unreliable and misleading

such data may be. However, we may obtain an approximate minimum estimate

by this means, which may have some interest, if not real value. Some excep-

tionally large spruces and hemlocks are found near the mouth of the valley and

within the outer bear-den moraine. Based upon the average thickness of the

rings of growth, notedupon page 96, two of the largest seen should be 525 and 598

years of age, respectively. Toward the schist cut, at the head of the valley, the

rings of growth become coarser and the trees smaller, the difference in elevation

amounting to about 900 feet. One of the largest firs showed 161 rings of growth

and a still larger hemlock growing near was estimated to have lived about 250

years. Assuming that it required about the same length of time for the trees to

get started at either end of the valley, it took the Asulkan about 350 years to

retreat the two miles from the mouth of the valley to the schist cut, or at the

average rate of about 30 feet a year. From the schist cut to the present nose,

about one-quarter mile, the valley opens and the retreat must have been much
slower, owing to the volume of ice to be melted away. If we assume that it

required 50 years for the hemlock noted to get started, the minimimi time in-

volved would be 300 years and the maximum average rate of retreat for this part

of the glacier would have been about 4.4 feet per annum. If the cut in the schist
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I'lG. I.—Development of ice seracs from glacial blocks, Asulkan Glacier, August, i 904.

Fig, -Disrupted quailzite 1)1 >- :., i.^.^i hca^i ul rar.ulisi. Willey, Canadian Rockies. lUus
trating plucking power of glaciers.
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has been made entirely since the withdrawal of the ice from that part of the

valley, then the rate of cutting would be over an inch a year, which is probably

too fast for even water at high velocity, charged with glacial sediment and oper-

ating upon rather soft rock. This seems especially true when we consider that

the supply of water is much reduced, or possibly entirely shut off during the

greater part of the year. It is very probable, however, that the narrow gorge may
have been largely formed subglacially, while the glacier extended far down the

valley. Schist layers upon edge do not well record ice action, but even if such

evidence of glaciation was present it may have been destroyed by subsequent

weathering. It must be noted that the time of retreat determined as above

would represent only a minimum value and the rate of movement per annum
for a definite distance would represent a maximum.

CHAPTER VIII.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

In the closing chapter it is desired to give a concise statement of the most
important results secured in the two seasons' work and the conclusions reached.

The writer desires further to express for the benefit of those who may be interested

his conviction concerning some of the theoretic questions that have arisen in

connection with the study of these Canadian glaciers.

I. Physiographic Changes in the Region.

a. Mesozoic peneplain. From the close of the Archsan to the end of the

Laramie, conditions were ver}' favorable for the accumulation of sedimentary

deposits in the region now covered by the Canadian Rockies and Selkirks.

Strata belonging to the Palaeozoic and Mesozoic eras of the world's history reached

the extraordinary thickness, according to the work of Dawson and McConnell,

of 50,000 to 60,000 feet. Much of this was brought above sea-leverduring the

Mesozoic era and further sedimentation ceased except in certain restricted

regions in the eastern part of the area,where conditions were still favorable for

marine or fresh-water accumulations. During countless ages of exposure

to the manifold atmospheric agencies there was developed a broad Mesozoic

peneplain, extending in a direction to the west of north and sloping east-

ward and westward, determining the general direction of flow of the drainage

streams. It was during this stage, probably, that the mountains suffered

their greatest denudation, rather than since. The great Laramide revolu-

tion of the western United States and Canada completed the fonnation of

these mountains, the pressure coming from the west in the region under con-

sideration, and producing a series of parallel folds and troughs, with numerous

overthrust faults, all having a north-northwest to south-southeast trend. The

upheaval was slow enough so that many of the original drainage streams were

able to maintain their general direction of flow, cutting their way continuously
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across the gradually rising ridges of the mountains and the lesser folds of the

foot-hills. In many cases, the troughs, lying between parallel ridges, or the

gaping crevasses in the rock strata parallel with them, captured the drainage

and a system of longitudinal river courses was developed, much younger than

the transverse system. As a result of these great orogenic movements, combined

with the atmospheric and aqueous agencies operating since, we have an uplifted

and dissected peneplain.

b. Pre-pleistocene erosion. With the completion of the mou.ntains at the

close of the Mesozoic,the more or less sluggish streams of the ancient peneplain ac-

quired velocity and renewed their activity, cutting deeply into their former beds.

The newly born longitudinal streams incised still further the channels provided

for them and there were developed two systems of V-shaped valleys more or less

intimately connected. The agencies of weathering broadened the valleys

above and delivered the rock fragments to the stream below, by which tools

the water still further deepened its beds. This action went along slowly from

the beginning of Cenozoic time to the beginning of the Pleistocene, during which

time the roughh' angular blocks were carved into jagged peaks and many
of the divides into sharp-crested ridges. The outline of the old peneplain is to

be recognized only when one ascends until his eye is on a level with its uplifted

surface, when peaks and ridges all blend into the common level that cuts the

sky at the limit of vision. See plates ii, xvi, and xxxii.

c. Pleistocene erosion. The opening of the Pleistocene and the advent of

the glaciers introduced a new geological agent into the region. A reduction

in the mean annual temperature, combined with an increase in precipitation,

allowed the snow to accumulate about the higher peaks and ridges more rapidly

than it could melt away during the wanner season. Year after year the snow

banks thickened, sent their avalanches into the valleys faster than they could melt

away, and thus the mountains became enveloped in snow and ice. Glaciers

moved down from the more elevated valleys, joined forces with their neighbors,

grew in volume and power, took possession of the river valleys, and sent massive

tongues of ice far beyond the limits of the mountains. The valleys were filled

to depths of 4,000 feet from their floors, in certain cases, the actual elevation

rarely falling below 7,000 feet above sea-level. These ice streams exercised a

powerful effect upon the rock strata over which they passed; in general, rounding

and smoothing their outlines, cutting down prominences, and truncating moun-
tain spurs. In some cases where plucking was most active the rocks were made
still more jagged and irregular than the ice had found them. The lower half

of the valleys, which had been invaded by the ice, had their floors broadened

and their sides correspondingly steepened, giving this portion of the valley a U-
shaped cross-section. The upper portion, under less pressure of ice, still retains

more or less of its pre-pleistocene V-shaped form, the sides being simply smoothed
and fluted. The extension of these V-slopes until they intersect in the valley

may be assumed to mark the level, approximately, from which the glaciers began
deepening theii- beds. In the floors of the valleys at certain places rock-basins
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Were gouged out, either because of the structure or softness of the rock or be-

cause of the more vigorous ice action for a limited distance. At the heads of

the separate valleys, broad semicircular amphitheaters, or cirques, were cut out,

an interesting series of which is shown in plate xxxix, figure 2, at the right side

of the view.

From observations made upon the plucking power of glaciers in the various

valleys, the writer is quite prej^ared to admit the sufhciency of glaciers as engines

of erosion, especially where the ice is very thick, concentrated in its action, and op-

erates for long time over stratified, or much jointed formations. In addition

to the plucked mountain peaks observed in the Yoho Valley (page 79), there

is to be seen in Paradise Valley, lying between Lake Louise and Moraine

Lake, a very striking case of plucking, in which very heavily bedded quartzite

has been bodily removed. The upper stratum is 10 to 12 feet thick, and about

the margin of the stratum, the upper surface of which is very perfectly glaciated,

immense blocks, some of them as large as small houses, have been started a short

distance and then left. Apparently in the waning stages of the glacier the

ice had been iinable to get hold of blocks which it had been able to pry loose

from the parent bed. This occurs near the head of the valley and it is difficult

to resist the conclusion that hundreds of feet of similar, or less resistant rock

may have been removed between this ledge and the mouth of the valley. Glaciers

with their basal la5'ers shod with hard rock debris would be able to erode slowly.

The amount of erosion accomplished in this way would depend simply upon the

time, but it has probably always been small, when compared with that due to

plucking. It seems likely that pure ice can have only an insignificant effect

upon ordinary rock, when simply pushed across it. The greater the pressure the

more the melting, and unless disruption of the rocks occurs, the only effect

would be to give the rock a polish.

d. Pleistocene deposition. During the maximum stages of glaciation there

were so few overtowering cliffs above the neve fields and the ice streams them-

selves that very little supra- and englacial material was carried. In consequence

during the stages of halt, that must have succeeded one another in the retreat

from the outermost position attained by the trunk streams, no great, conspicuous

moraines "W'ere formed. Not until the glaciers had retreated to near the heads

of the valleys do we find prominent terminal moraines. At this stage the level

of the ice and snow has dropped below the cliffs so that it is possible for the

glaciers to acquire, in many cases, a heavy load of rock debris upon their upper

surfaces. Glaciers like the Yoho have still been unable to build prominent

moraines from materials carried supraglacially. The detritus resulting from

the destruction of rock strata in the valleys and over the rocky slopes was

carried near the bases of the glaciers, or pushed and rolled along between the

ice and its bed. This resulted in the making of much ground moraine, much
of which remained in the valleys in places favorable for its lodgment. During

the maximum stages of glacial development much of~this subglacial material was

carried bej'ond the mountains and deposited as till, or it found its way into the
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rapid streams, where it was immediately assorted into boulders, cobbles, gravel,

sand, and clay. In these various forms it was built into the terraces, flood plains,

deltas, etc., which characterize the drainage streams. The finer materials made

their way to the Pacific and Hudson Bay. The argument against great glacial

erosion that the material removed cannot be found, seems to the writer to carry

little weight. If one looks far enough and is able to distinguish the Pleistocene

and post-pleistocene deposits from the earlier, it seems probable that enough

would be located to restore the mountains and valleys to the condition in which

the glaciers found them. In the Bow and Cascade valleys, near Banff, Wilcox

discovered two distinct till sheets, indicating that there were, at least, two main

advances of ice through this section of the mountains. Eastward from the moun-

tains McConnell and Dawson found three such sheets, derived either in whole

or in part from the Rockies.

2. Precipitation.

a. Geographic distribution. Owing to the north to south trend of the four

mountain systems that here constitute the great Cordillera, their limited

breadth, their nearness to the warm waters of the Pacific, and the relation of the

region to the great cyclonic areas that enter from the Pacific, conditions are

favorable for an abundant precipitation upon the western slopes of the moun-

tain systems. The arrangement of the four systems being such that they

increase in height successively from the Coast Range to the Rockies, enables

all of them to get a fair share of the available precipitation. The prevailing

winds are from the west and laden with moisture. In ascending the windward

slopes much of this moisture is precipitated as rain, or snow, owing to the expan-

sion and consequent cooling of the air. In the condensation of this moisture

its latent heat is liberated and raises the temperature of the air. In being

drawn down the leeward slope by the general cyclonic movement of the atmos-

phere, the air is still further warmed by the compression to which it is subjected,

its capacity for holding moisture is increased, and it reaches the same elevation

upon the leeward slope much dryer and warmer than it was at the con-esponding

level upon the windward slope. This gives rise to the well-known "chinook

wind," the equivalent of the Alpine foehn. The Selkirks, lying to the west of the

Rockies, receive the heaviest precipitation, are more completely forested, expe-

rience more frequent avalanches of snow, and send their nev^s and glaciers

to lower levels. The shifting of the centers of the cyclonic areas to the south

of this region would give rise to prevailing easterly winds, which in the winter

would be colder and drj-er and in the summer warmer than those which now
prevail, and, without doubt, bring about the disappearance of glaciers from this

part of the mountains.

b. Climatic cycles. Precipitation records are too scanty and fragmentary

for safe generalization concerning the occurrence in this region of oscillations

known to occur in the other parts of the world. Still there are several lines of evi-

dence which indicate that a phase of reduced precipitation closed in the Selkirks
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and Rockies about the year 1897 or 1898, and that since then the average

for the series of 3^ears is in excess of the norrnal. These hnes of evidence consist

(i) in the records kept by the station agent at Glacier House of the snowrfall,

and of the records of the Canadian Meteorological Service for Banff and Calgary.

With the exception of Agassiz, which appears to be one of Bruckner's "excep-

tional coast stations," the other records do not reach far enough back to be of

service. (2) The notes and photographs of the Messrs. Vaux in the Asulkan

Valley, made in 1898 and 1899, when contrasted with those of later date, indi-

cate the close of a series of years with 1897-8, during which the snowfall was
much less than since. (3) The thickness of the strata in the nev6 of the Asulkan

Glacier, assuming that they represent annual accumulations, indicates at the

point photographed in 1902 that three years of diminished precipitation closed

with 1897-8 and were followed by four years during which the average precipita-

tion was in excess. (4) In 1883 and 1884 Dawson found over a belt of country

140 miles long in the western part of the Rocky System, evidence of a recent

high-water stage of the lakes, which resulted in the killing of trees that must have

grown during a prolonged low-water stage that preceded. The condition of the

trees indicated that they had '

' been killed within a few years.
'

' If we assume that

the wet phase that gave rise to this condition of the lakes closed about the year

1880, then we should expect the inauguration of another wet phase about the

years 1897 or 1898. Finally (5), from the photographs that have been made of

the lUecillewaet Glacier we have proof of the long-time oscillations of the level

of the ice about the neve line, giving rise to

c. Ice waves. When photographs taken from the identical view-point in

1888, 1897, and 1905 (plates xxxvi and xxxvii) are compared, they show a

marked fluctuation in the height of the ice along the sky-line. The ice appears

to have been at a minimiun about 1888 and to have been approaching the

same condition in 1905, possibly attaining it during the current season of 1906.

The crest of a wave, or impulse of ice from the nev6 appears to have reached the
'

sky-line about 1897 to 1899. The time from trough to crest would represent a

quarter of the period, that from trough to trough, half of the period of the com-

plete oscillation of the ice wave. In this case our data would indicate a period

of 36 to 40 years, agreeing well with the precipitation cycles to which these ice

waves are to be ascribed. It has been shown by the work of Finsterwalder,

Bliimcke, and Hess that the advance of a glacier is due to the progress of an ice

wave along its length, moving more rapidly than the ice itself. The lUecillewaet

in 1887 was experiencing abovit its nose the last stages in the effect of the arrival

of such a wave. The trough, then at the sky-line, moved valleyward and per-

mitted the retreat of the nose of the glacier, which retreat was probably at its

maximum about the year 1895 or 6, or some 8 or 9 years after the start. The

data for 1902 to 1905 seemed to indicate that an advance was about to be

inaugurated but the very marked retreat of 1905-6 shows that this ad-

vance has been somewhat delayed. When later the year is known at which date

the advance was most rapid we ma}- figure the rate at which the wave travelled the
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length of the glacier. It is a matter of much interest to try to connect the

crests and troughs of these ice waves with the corresponding wet and dry phases

of the precipitation cycles noted above. Since the crest of the wave arrived at

the sky-line in 1897-9, J^ist at the close of the dry phase and the beginning of a

damp one, the wave must be referred back to the damp phase of the preceding

climatic cycle, closing in the late 70's, or early 8o's, so far as we may judge from

the observations of Dawson upon the level of the lakes in the western Rockies.

This would give the "reservoir lag" of one-quarter of the period, required by

Reid's calculations, and an additional 16 or 18 years for the impulse to reach the

crest of the rim. The trough resulting from the dry phase closing in 1 89 7 appears

to have moved out from the reservoir more promptly, possibly owing to certain

local conditions.

3. Piedmont Type of Glaciers.

Three representatives of this unusual type of glacier were found, two of which,

theWenkchemna andAsulkan, are here described ; the third is the Horseshoe Glacier

at the head of Paradise Valley, in the Rockies. This type of glacier is always

compound, being made up ot a series of glaciers of the common Alpine type, all

of coordinate importance, which coalesce laterally but retain their individuality

from n6v6 to nose. Since none of them are tributary to any of the others, but

independent in all essential respects, they are here referred to as commensal

streams, in order to indicate this relationship. These separate streams have

temporarily united forces and found strength in the union. In the case of the

Wenkchemna it is very probable that very few, if any, of the commensals could

exist separately. In its earliest stage of development the piedmont glacier begins

as a series of Alpine glaciers, either with or without tributaries, lying in neighbor-

ing valleys. With the increase in precipitation the level of the surface of the sepa-

rate streams rises until they cover the divides between adjacent streams, or the, at

first, separate Alpine glaciers reach out upon the pied-mont and there coalesce

laterally. In its senile condition, a stage to be reached sooner or later, the pied-

mont glacier returns to its condition of youth and disintegrates into its component
streams, as illustrated by the Asulkan of to-day. In the case of the Horseshoe

Glacier some sixteen different commensal streams may be recognized, the most
western four or five of which have almost completely separated from the

others. The glacier has a meager snow-field, the supply for which is ava-

lanched from the slopes of Mts. Ringrose (No. 10), Hungabee, Lefroy, and the

southern side of the Mitre. Observations upon the Wenkchemna showed that each

separate nose may have its own independent behavior and that the movements
of the glacier as a whole cannot be known unless data are collected for each

component stream.

4. Parasitic Glacier.

From the hanging glacier upon the eastern shoulder of Mt. Lefroy there is

avalanched to the back of the Mitre Glacier quantities of snow and ice, falling
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a vertical distance of some 2,000 feet and accumulating along the base of the

cliff. The ice of the glacier is broken into fragments, some of it disintegrating

into its component granules and much of it ground into ice dust, destroying

completely the stratification and lamination of the hanging glacier. The ava-

lanches occur mainly during the late spring, summer, and early fall, and as a

result of the spreading of the fragments from sliding and rolling there is made
each season a stratum of ice similar to those ordinarily found in the n6v6 region.

Regelation is complete and there arises what is known as a reconstructed, or

regenerated glacier, with its strata Leading to and dipping towards the region

of accumulation. The weight of the ice here forces the lower strata to move
out at right angles to the cliff face and a forward movement is imparted to the

ice directly across the Mitre Glacier upon which it rests. This regenerated Lefroy

moves about one-half as fast as the underlying Mitre, so that before the latter has

reached the Victoria, the Lefroy has crossed to the opposite side of the valley.

Between the hanging Lefroy Glacier and its bed there is being manufactured a cer-

tain amount of ground-morainic material, which is incorporated into the strata

of the regenerated Lefroy, and moved across the valley as a result of its motion.

While this is taking place, however, the Mitre is carrying the entire Lefroy down

the valley and the actual motion of the debris is the resultant of these two

motions by which there is accumulated at the base of Mt. Aberdeen a great heap

of ground-morainic matter, with a dressing of angular material from the face of

the latter mountain. The ground moraine rests upon the back of the Mitre

and some of it is ridged parallel with its side, in which form it is dealt out to

the Victoria and constitutes the main bull<: of its right lateral moraine. This

Lefroy Glacier is distinct from the Mitre, upon which it rests, in that it is a differ-

ent type, is nourished diffei-ently, has a different form, a distinct set of strata

unconformable with those of the Mitre, has a different direction of motion, a dif-

ferent rate of motion, and is accomplishing a wholly different geological work.

The glacier is parasitic in the sense that it is carried by its host and is nourished

from snow and ice that might otherwise be available for it. It is not parasitic in

the sense that it draws its sustenance from the Mitre itself.

It is probable that glaciers of this type are now, and have been, more common

than has been generally recognized. It seems likely that at a certain stage the

glacier in a hanging valley would svistain more or less of this relation to the trunk

glacier. By means of such a glacier we may account for the lateral transporta-

tion of materials across a valley and a transportation that would leave no record

upon the bedrock. If two distinct glaciers may occupy the same valley simul-

taneously, it seems probable that two ice sheets of the continental type might

be superposed, flowing in different directions, the upper delivering material to

the lower.

5. Bear-den Moraines.

The bear-den type of moraine is so exceptional that some special explanation

must be found by which we may account for the accumulation of coarse mountain
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fragments without the usual filling of fine materials. The size of the blocks

themselves is not so remarkable, knowing what a transporting agent a glacier

is, as the average size of the fragments making up the moraines. In the case of

four of the five glaciers studied, two of these moraines were found and only two.

The absence of them in the case of the Yoho is readily understood when the

lack of high cliffs is noted. Not one of the glaciers at the present time could

form such a moraine, no matter how prolonged the halt. The blocks are angular

and show no more glaciation than they might have received upon one face while

they were in their original position in the cliff. The blocks were carried upon

the ice and were not pushed or dragged along in front of, or beneath it. The fine

material was not removed by the action of running water, as might have been

done in other cases; but was absent from the first. If we are to account for these

moraines we must load the glaciers with a mass ot exceptionally coarse blocks

and only a minimum of fine debris. This cannot be done by assuming two periods

of excessive weathering for they would produce as much fine material as coarse,

and very probably a great deal more. The prevalence of the phenomenon pre-

vents our resorting to the ordinary rock slide for our explanation. In the case

of the Victoria it built a moraine of the ordinary type, then the two bear-den

moraines, and then the present modern moraine essentially like the first. The

Asulkan built its outer coarse moraine, then one of the ordinary type, then its

younger coarse moraine and subsequently a series of the common variety. An
examination of the various cliffs, in connection with each of the four glaciers,

from which the material was most certainly derived shows that they all have

a trend from north-northwest to west-northwest. A further suggestive fact

is that in all cases the bulk of the material fell to the eastward.

During the season of 1904 no plausible explanation occuiTcd to the writer,

but upon leaving the field the idea of a double seismic disturbance came up and

was carried back to the mountains in 1905 . It seems now to be the only explana-

tion by which to account for the phenomenon. Slipping may have occurred

along some of the numerous fault planes traversing the eastern Rockies in a

north-northwest direction and the region crossed by westerly moving seismic

waves. From cliffs having a general northwest-southeast trend, blocks, already

much weathered, would be detached and thrown eastward, comparatively few

falling from the westerly facing cliffs. Glaciers most favorably situated for

acquiring a load by this means, as the Weiikchemna, have the most massive

deposits of the nature described; those unfavorably related to high cliffs, as the

Yoho, appear to have made none. The great blocks detached by the earth

jars fell into soft neve, or upon the yielding ice, and were not ground into small

fragments as they usually are when they descend to the valley floors. The

protection afforded the ice by the material brought about a halt of the front,

until the blocks were deposited, when the general retreat was resumed.

It was reasoned that if the disturbances assumed reached from the Great Divide

to the Selkirks, then many other glaciers, equally favorably situated for acquiring

a load by this means, should show the same type of moraine, if they were not
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tributary to other ice streams at the time. Further we should expect to find

occasional rock slides of the same age as the moraines and cliff debris that did

not reach the back of a glacier. The latter material not being concentrated

would be inconspicuous. In 1905 there was but little time for a general examin-

tion of the region but visits were made to the Horseshoe and Geikie glaciers.

The fonner lies between the Wenkchemna and Victoria, with its main extent

of vertical cliff extending to the northeast, but with a considerable portion

extending from Hungabee to the Wastach Pass, with a westerly to northwesterly

trend. Opposite this portion of the glacier there is a deposit of very coarse

blocks, that were dropped upon the crest and outer slope of a still more ancient

moraine, consisting largely of a stony till. The number, however, is ver}- meager

compared with those in the Valley of Ten Peaks, and would call for no exceptional

explanation. A low ridge of coarse blocks occurs just inside, showing best about

the front of the nearly detached western portion of the glacier, which is correlated

with the inner of the bear-den moraines. In the case of the Geikie Glacier, lying

at the head of Fish Creek Valley and nourished from the southern portion of the

Illecillewaet neve (plate xxxiii) , no moraines of the type sought were found within

a distance of one and one-half miles of the nose. Although the cliffs are suffi-

ciently steep to have supplied the material their general trend is northeast-south-

west, i. e., in the direction of supposed earth movement, and they siiffered

relatively little destruction. From the eastern face of Mt. Burgess there has

been dropped a mass of coarse rock, which more strongly suggests the morainic

deposit seen in the valleys than that seen anywhere else outside the reach of

the glaciers. In many of the talus slopes there are many coarse and fine

blocks, which look to be of nearly the same age, instead of showing the

gradation that we might expect. In their work referred to upon page 4,

Collie and Stutfield describe a mass of rock debris in the valley of the

Athabasca (page 126) that may represent one of these ancient coarse

moraines or a modern one in process of forming. In referring to peaks

Woolley and Stutfield they say, "These two last mountains appeared to

have been conducting themselves in a most erratic manner in bygone ages.

A tremendotxs rock-fall had evidently taken place from their ugly bare lime-

stone cliff's; and the whole valley, nearly half a mile wide, was covered to a

depth of some hundreds of feet with boulders and debris. What had happened,

apparently, was this. The irnmense amount of rock that had fallen on the glacier

below Peak Stutfield had prevented the ice fi-om melting. Consequently the

glacier, filling up the valley to a depth of at least two hundred feet, had moved

bodily down; and its snout, a couple of hundred feet high, covered Avith blocks

of stone the size of small houses, was playing havoc with the pine-woods before

it and on either side. In our united experiences, extending over the Alps, the

Caucasus, the Himalaya, and other mountain ranges, we had never seen indica-

tions of a landslide on so colossal a scale." In a footnote they add, "The re-

mains of a similar landslide were afterwards noticed blocking the outlet to

Moraine Lake in Desolation Vallev."
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If the seismic theory furnishes the true explanation of' these double massive

moraines, then we have a means of correlating the positions of the extremities

of all the glaciers showing them at these two stages in their history, also data

for determining their actual retreat since and their relative rates. Glaciers, that

were not tributary to others at the time, confined between steep cliffs, having

a northwest to southeast trend, may be expected to show such moraines. There

is the possibility that any particular glacier may have advanced since and have

oveiTidden one, or both, as the Victoria and Wenkchemna have partially done

with the inner of their series. Numerous earthquakes must have occurred

during the long Pleistocene period, but the cliffs were so completely blanketed

in snow that we find no such records left in the trunk valleys. Similar moraines

should be found in other sections of the world, but they might originate from

the removal of the finer materials by running water, as well as by earthquakes

and simultaneous rock slides. As to the actual age of these moraines we ma}'

only loosely speculate. The blocks look old and the schists and sandstones have

disintegrated more or less, in situ, but undoubtedly they were badly weathered

before the glaciers got possession of them. The age of the moraines is to be

expressed in centuries rather than thousands of years. Based upon our vegeta-

tion data we may conclude that the inner of the two moraines was completed

about five or six centuries ago and that the earthquake disturbance respon-

sible for it may have occurred two centuries earlier. The outer of the two

moraines seems to be about two centuries older.

6. Surface Features.

a. Dirt hands, zones, and stripes. In Chapter III of this report the writer

has described and figured these three glacial features and has suggested that

certain terms, used rather indiscriminately for any one, be restricted to a single

feature. The first two are very often confused, one with the other, but are so

essentially different in their real nature, if not always in their appearance, that

they should be shai-ply separated and differently named. The dirt zones, or

simply the zones, when the foreign matter is not present to discolor them, are

the outcropping edges of the strata of which the glacier is composed. They show

to best advantage about the nose and lower margins of the glacier that is suffi-

ciently free from debris, as broad, parallel zones encircling the lower extremity

and passing around to the sides where they disappear. They are usually convex

down-stream, but the form they assume is determined by the configuration of the

glacier's extremity. In case the stratification in the glacier is absent for any

cause, there can be no zones seen.

The dirt hands are entirely superficial and result from the collection of fine

debris in long hollows or troughs that first extend transversely across the glacier,

but which become convex down-stream from the more rapid central motion of the

ice. They occur in series, roughly parallel and regularly spaced, and assume

finally a pointed, or hyperbolic form, which probably suggested to Schlagintweit

the terai "ogiven." The name "dirt band," however, was originally assigned
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to them by Forbes, their discoverer, and is in more general use. The trans-

verse, parallel troughs, in which the dirt bands have their origin, arise from the

incomplete healing of ;ransverse crevasses which occur at the crest of a steep

ice slope. The lips of a crevasse, exposed to intense solar action are rounded

more or less and when the crevasse closes there is left a trough which marks the

position of the original crevasse. Into this depression wind-blown dust collects

and is washed from the adjacent slopes. By absorbing heat this dust may em-

phasize the depression slightly and may render the ice somewhat spongy, as

pointed out by Tyndall. If the ice slope is too steep, a cascade results and the

ice is too much shattered to show the bands, or to allow them to forai. If the

slope is steep, but regular, with much melting over the surface, the site of

the bands will be destroj'ed before any complete series can develop. Conditions

are most favorable for their production upon the face of a moderately steep slope,

which is immediately followed by a long stretch of gently inclined ice. They

sustain no necessary relation, whatever, to the dirt zones, being present when

the zones are absent. When both zones and bands are present they may be

comformable for a greater or less distance and may be difficult to distinguish

from one another. In the case of such a glacier as the parasitic Lefroy the zones

and dirt bands may be discordant and intersect at high angles. There is reason

for thinking that the dirt bands are produced annually, only the summer formed

crevasses furnishing the necessary troughs, while the few winter crevasses com-

pletely and perfectly heal in passing down the slope. If this proves to be the

case we have a means of determining the approximate yearly motion of the ice

along the slope and a clue to the extent of the longitudinal compression, or

extension, of the ice subsequently.

Where the edges of the blue bands, embedded in the more porous whiter ice,

outcrop upon the surface, particularly along the margins of the glacier pressing

finnly against the valley wall, there is developed a further miniature banding.

The firmer blue ice melts less rapidly than the more vesicular layers and a series

of parallel ridges and troughs results, the course, distance, and average breadth

of which is determined by the ice structure itself. In the narrow troughs the fine

dirt collects and the ice is marked with a series of delicate parallel dirt streaks.

Tyndall compared them with the marks left in a gravel walk by a garden rake.

Drygalski describes them under the name of Schmutzbdnder, but this term must

be reserved for the true dirt bands of Forbes. Dirt stripes suggests their appear-

ance and will enable them to be distinguished from all the other dirt features. In

that they owe their existence to the actual structure of the ice they have some

relationship with the dirt zones, but in that the dirt of which they are composed

is purely superficial, they are more nearly related, to the dirt bands. They are

to be seen at only a short distance, while the zones and bands are best brought

ou t from a distant, elevated view.

b. Differentia! melting effects. Under favorable circumstances an interesting

series of stages may be passed through by dust wells; dirt, sand, and gravel

cones; boulder mounds; lakelets and morainic ridges. This was first worked out
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by Russell upon the Malaspina for the lakelets and boulder mounds, but it

applies also to the other features as well. Dust wells may persist through a

season, or a series of seasons presumably, the dirt patches to which they owe

their existence being continuously retained in the miniature wells. Although

very shallow at any one time, their total depth might measure many feet. From
wind action and small trickles of water more dust is being added slowly and in

time there may be enough to protect the bottom, instead of causing its melting.

The dirt now appears at the surface and the ice beneath melts less rapidly than

the unprotected adjacent ice, giving rise to a miniature cone, marking the original

site of the well. Such cones are found of various sizes and covered with dirt,

sand, or gravel. By lateral melting the slopes eventually become so steep that

the veneering slidfes off, or it may be washed down by heavy rains and distributed

about the base of the ice cone. The bare ice is now attacked by the sun and a

hollow is produced where the cone stood, about the rim of which stands more or

less of the material by which it was covered. This material rolls and slides back

into the depression as the sides are widened and steepened by melting. When
enough has been concentrated at the bottom and about the sides to prevent

further melting, the adjacent ice which has lost its protective cover, just in

proportion as the depression has gained, now melts away to a level with the

bottom and then still lower, causing the material collected in the basin to again

assume the fonn of the cone. The miniatvire examples of this action might pass

through these stages several times in the course of the season, while the boulder

mounds and lakelets would require many seasons for the completion of a single

cycle. In the case of a medial moraine, or a lateral resting upon ice of sufficient

thickness, the same stages may be passed through, except that when the material

is shed it assumes the fonn of a double ridge, between which the elongated

trough is developed and into which the debris may slide to produce a single

ridge again. In this way the superficial debris of a glacier may be subjected

to much tossing and bniising before it comes to rest in the frontal or ground

moraine. In the case of a debris-covered ice surface all that is necessary to start

the process is to have the material unevenly distributed, a little thinner or a

little thicker patch of foreign matter.

7. Ice Structure

a. Stratification. From a comparison of the thickness of the strata in the

Asulkan with the available records of snowfall it seems probable that the strata in

this glacier, as well as in the Illecillewaet and Yoho glaciers, rej^resent the

annual accumulation of snow in the region. The fall snows are combined with

those of the following winter and spring, compacted by the suinmer's melting

and rainfall into a white, porous stratum of granular ice. At any given place

upon the neve by means of wind action a stratum may have gained, or lost in

thickness. Owing to the deposition of the snow in successive layers and the

periodic distribution of wind-blown rock debris, each stratmii acquires a more
or less distinct lamination; conformable with the stratum itself. During the
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summer melting the fine dirt is concentrated at the surface, fonning a soiled

streak which contrasts strongly with the fresh snowfall of the fall. The water

resulting from the surface melting and rainfall sinks into the stratum and con-

tributes to the growi;h of the n^ve granules, forming a crust of different texture

and color, by which the strata may be distinguished when no dust is present. In

the case of a regenerated glacier, such as the Lefroy, the stratification results

from periodic avalanching of snow and ice during the late spring, summer, and
early fall. The strata may vary much in thickness and have no immediate con-

nection with the amount of precipitation. Thev may become charged through-

out with ground-morainic material and give rise to very distinct zoning. When
a glacier is feci in part Ijy neve snow, and in part by avalanches from hanging

glaciers the stratification may appear very irregular, as in the case of the Victoria.

In passing an ice cascade the stratification and lamination may be completely

destroyed, or the uppemiost strata may be destroyed, and the lower more or

less perfectly preserved, as pointed out by Reid. It is not supposable that the

stratification could be thus destroyed and the more delicate lamination preserved.

In the case of the regenerated Lefroy the stratification is restored, after having

been lost, but it is not possible to restore the lamination completely, or regularly,

in the case of such a glacier. It should be noted in this connection that under

exceptional conditions shearing planes may be developed in the body of the

glacier which do not coincide with the limiting planes of the depositional strata.

In this way there may be acquired another type of secondary stratification

having no relation whatever to that which originates in the n6ve.

b. Shearing. Observations upon the oblique front of the Victoria in 1904

indicated that the tipper strata Avere moving bodily over those upon which they

rested. The upper strata projected more and more daily, w^hen there was not

enough additional debris in the lower to account for the phenomenon by differ-

ential melting. A small amount of sand and fine gravel, washed down from

above, collected in the lee of the upper projecting layers. Some days this was

in small enough quantity to accelerate the melting of a narrow strip of ice upon

which it rested, but quite as often melting was retarded by the material. At

one place where the shearing action seemed pronounced three heavy spikes were

driven into the base of the upper stratum and three corresponding ones in the

face of the subjacent layer. These spikes were six inches in length and were

driven horizontally into the ice until their heads w^ere flush with the surface,

about eighteen inches apart. The average surface slope of the ice was 46° and

the vertical height of the ice 50 to 52 feet. The upper stratum had a thickness

of about three feet, the lower two feet, and each contained, apparently, about

the same amount of foreign matter, and this small in amount. At the beginning

of the observations the upper stratum projected 19.7 inches beyond the lower

(July 21), and by August 3, 25.6 inches, showing a gain in the 13 days of about

six inches of the upper beyond the lower. The spikes were visited daily and

reset and showed that A'hile the upper stratum was advancing with reference

to the lower it was also melting back more rapidly, because of its more exposed
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position. The average daUy melting about the spikes in the upper stratum was

0.23 of an inch in excess of that about those in the lower and proved that a differ-

ential movement of the strata was taking place.

c. Blue bands. It seems highly desirable to distinguish the minor stratifica-

tion seams, originating in the nev6, from the blue bands, blue veins, or ribbon

structures, that have had an entirely different origin. The first step toward

such distinction is to have a separate tenn for each of the two types of structure

and the writer suggests that lamincz be used exclusively for the minor layers of

which the strata are composed and that blue bands, ^ already in such general use,

be restricted to the structures commonly included under the term, however

they may have been produced. When they are each made the object of com-

parative study it should be possible to distinguish them. We should naturally

expect the laminae to become less and less distinct toward the nose, and to appear

continuous, while we find the blue bands there showing very typically and being

discontinuous. The same stratum might show both structures, either conform-

able, or cutting one another at various angles. In the case of simple glaciers,

Agassiz andReid have succeeded in tracing the laminae from the n6v6 to the nose.

The structures seen in the Canadian glaciers are blue bands, rather than

laminae, since they are developed in great perfection ^^"here the strata have been

completely destroyed, as in the case of the regenerated Lefroy and almost

obliterated as in the Yoho and lUecillewaet glaciers. In general their position is

at right angles to what may be assumed to be, or to have been, the direction of

maximum pressure. They are seen best along the margins where the glacier is

closely confined between rocky walls, extending parallel with the sides, dipping

downward and inward at a steep angle. Beneath the medial moraine upon the

Victoria they are vertical to fan-shaped. At the foot of ice cascades they may
extend crosswise of the glacier. Having the same origin and being essentially

alike, it does not seem wise to use different temis by which to separate these,

such as marginal structure, longitudinal structure, and transverse structure, as

suggested by Tyndall. Contorted patterns and faultings are to be accounted for

iDy assuming differential movements in the ice after the formation of the bands.

When followed for a short distance, in either direction, blue bands are found

to thin out to an edge and disappear, showing that they have a very flat,

lenticular shape. Separate bands overlap and are felted together as are the

bands in a schistose or gneissic rock. They strongly suggest schistosity in rocks

and not stratification. The ice of which each band is composed is more compact,

more free from air bubbles, and a deeper blue than the ice in which it is embedded.

That they have been produced by pressure and stand at right angles to it, when in

process of formation, as demonstrated by Tyndall, seems most probable. That

' The term band alone, or banding, as suggested by the glacial conference in August, iSgg, is not fully

satisfactory since it does not distinguish this structure from the dirt bands of Forbes. The following terms

have been applied to this structure by various writers; Bandstruktur, Banderung, Blaubanderung, Blatter-

struktur, Blaublatterung, Blaublatterstruktur, blaue Bander, blaue Streifen, Schieferung, Schichtung,

parallele Struktur, stucture rubanee, structure lamellaire, ribboned structure, blue veins, blue leaves, blue

bands, lamellae, lamina, lamination, and stratification.
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these bands represent portions of the glacier that have been completely liquified

by pressure, allowing the air bubbles to escape, seems, to the writer, very im-

probable, for four reasons, (i.) Blue bands occur in the basal layers, parallel with

the valley floor. The thickness of the ice of an ordinary glacier is not sufficient

to induce general melting by its simple weight. (2.) If the granular structure of

the glacier is completely destroyed by melting, it cannot be reproduced by simple

freezing, and still the granules are best developed in the blue band areas. (3.) Oc-

casional granules may be found which extend from the blue bands into the ad-

jacent vesicular ice. (4.) Water freezing in cavities in the body of a glacier should

form a series of prisms, standing with their main axes at right angles to the ice

surfaces bounding the cavity. Such filled cavities are found in the ice but they

do not constitute blue bands.

d. Ice dykes. In connection with the Lefroy Glacier chiefly, there were

noted in the early summer what appeared to be former crevasses, filled with ice and

forming ice dykes in the body of the glacier. Some of these were cut by crevasses,

testifying to their greater relative age and suggesting that they might persist

from one season to another. A few of the dykes contained granular ice, the

granules being moderately coarse, and were assumed to have been formed by the

filling in of crevasses with ice avalanched from the hanging glacier upon Mt.

Lefroy. Most of the dykes, however, were completely filled with a double tier

of ice prisms, having their bases attached to the walls of the crevasse and

extending horizontally out into the cavity, at approximately right angles.

Generally the prisms met at the centre those from the opposite face of the crevasse

and their inner ends interlocked. Sometimes a space was left between the oppo-

site tiers of prisms. Ellipsoidal shaped spaces were also found completel}- filled

with radially arranged prisms meeting at the centre. The explanation given for

these features is that they were formed by the freezing of water in crevasses,

and other cavities, in the spring, or early summer, while the glacier still retained

a sufficient degree of its winter's temperature. The water was supplied by the

early melting, or rains, and the freezing surfaces were the walls of the crevasse,

instead of the lower stratum of the atmosphere, as is tisually the case. Since in

freezing, water forms a series of parallel prisms, with their axes lying, as a rule,

at right angles to the surface of refrigeration, these prisms have the abnor-

mal horizontal position, instead of the usual vertical one. Although the upper

part of the dyke may have been lost by melting, there was no evidence that a

horizontal stratum of ice had formed across the top from freezing induced directly

by the atmosphere.

Drygalski has argued that it is pressure that determines the direction

that the crystalline plates will assimie when water is freezing, and that the

main prismatic axes will lie parallel with this pressure. In the case of

the ice of a lakelet or basin, after it has once been enclosed by the ice

cover, the under side will be subjected to an upward pressure owing to

the gradual expansion of the water as it is brought to the temperature of

freezing. But the orientation of the basal plates, parallel with the upper
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surface, began before the cover was completely formed and hence before

such pressure could have come into operation. As pointed out by Miigge

they also assume this position when an opening through the ice cover is

artificially maintained. Miigge believes that the plates are simply floating

in their position of equilibriirai and that the pressure has nothing to do

with the orientation of the plates. That this, however, is not the cause of

the orientation is shown by the position of the columns in the ice dykes

above described, where the plates have formed in a vertical position, while in

the case of the ellipsoidal water-filled cavities the}- have formed at all angles

between the vertical and the horizontal. In the case of the ice dykes the forma-

tion of an ice cover would have given rise to a lateral pressure, as well as an

upward one, and the position of the plates in the horizontal columns would have

been in hanuony with the view of Drygalski. No trace of this cover, however,

was seen, and it seems probable that the columns would still have formed at

right angles to the cold walls of the crevasse, under none other than hydrostatic

pressure.

Some experiments still in progress in the freezing of water in variously shaped

vessels lead the author to believe that the basal plates are placed parallel to the

surface of refrigeration, independently of pressure or position of equilibrium.

The actual congealing temperature enters quiet water at right angles to this

freezing surface, regardless of its position, and each successive plane of mole-

cules in turn feels the effect of the crystallizing force. The result is that sheets

of molecules are successively frozen parallel with the requisite isothermal surface

as it slowly works its way into the body of the water. The orientation of the

plates is facilitated by the fact that in making the ice crystal the molecules ar-

range themselves more readily (because of the superior crystallizing force) in

the plane of the secondary axes than in the direction of the principal axis. This

is shown by the form of the snowflake which has been produced supposedly under

conditions in which the crystal was free to grow in any direction, so far as the

Supply of moisture and suitable temperature are concerned. As is well known
the molecules are arranged mainly about the short main axis in the plane of

the secondary axes. The principle is illustrated further by the frost crystals which
form upon the window-pane, with cold air upon one side and a relatively warm,
moist atmosphere upon the other. At first only a very thin layer of moisture,

parallel with the surface of the glass, can congeal, and in this layer the molecules

at once arrange themselves in the plane of the secondary axes. As the atmos-

phere supplying the moisture becomes cooled for some distance back from the

glass the crystals may grow more or less irregularly. That the cohesive force in

the ice crystal is much more powerful in the direction of the basal planes than

in the direction of the principal axis, is demonstrated in the experiments to be
noted later (p. 130). Pressures in a direction at right angles to the main axis

will cause the basal plates to slide over one another, as in a bunch of tickets,

but no such shearing action can be secured when the direction of pressure is par-

allel with this axis. According to the view of the writer the temperature con-
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dition for the crystallization of the water is supplied successively parallel to the

refrigerating surface, whatever may be its position or form, and the molecules

}'ield to the relatively more powerful forces which are operative in the planes of

the secondary axes.

e. Glacial granules. Glacial ice, which has not been subjected to a melting

temperature, is firm, solid, and, apparently, homogeneous, except for air bubbles

and foreign matter that it may contain. It is brittle, breaks without cleavage,

and in quantity, when pure, has a rich blue color by transmitted light. Sub-

jected slowly to a melting temperature there is developed a system of delicate

capillary tubes, which form a network throughout all the ice affected, and ex-

tend into the body of the glacier a number of feet. These tubes outline the

granules, more or less perfectly, of which the entire glacier is composed. These

granules are irregular polyhedrons, of variable size, with curved faces which

interlock with one another. Ordinarily there are no spaces between them that

can be recognized and there is no cementing material to bind the granules

together. They are observed to increase in size from the neve to, the nose in any

particular glacier and there can be no doubt but that the granules formerly in

the neve are directl)' related to those seen in the lower part of the glacier. In the

Canadian glaciers studied the largest granules were seen in the basal layers

about the nose; the Asulkan, the smallest of the glaciers, having the smallest

average granules, and the Yoho, the largest glacier, having the largest average

granules. When subjected to considerable melting the capillary tubes become

irregular and very thin spaces open between the faces of adjoining granules,

allowing the granules eventually to fall apart, or to be easily pulled apart.

Each granule is an incomplete ice crystal, incomplete because its development

has been interfered with by the neighboring crystals. Belonging to the hex-

agonal system of minerals, it has a single main axis, which is also its principal

optic axis. In common with all known ice crystals it appears to be made up of a

bundle of very thin plates, placed with their flat faces together, the axis standing

at right angles to these plates. When the granules have melted apart the very

delicate edges of these plates, or more probably sets of these plates, may often

be recognized extending as delicate parallel lines about the granule and thus indi-

cating the positions of the planes of the secondary axes. These lines are known as
'

' Forel's stripes.
'

' They are referred to by Mrigge as the
'

' Translations Streifung,
'

'

and were regarded by him as due to the partial shearing of the basal planes over

one another. They are found, however, in newly forming crystals of ordinary

lake or pond ice which have not been subjected to any shearing stress. Within

the body of the granule there are seen, at times, circular disks of excessive

thinness, with their flat faces perfectly parallel and all at right angles to the optic

axis. They are of silvery whiteness and appear like "flattened air bubbles,"

as they were originally described by Agassiz (plate vi of Atlas, figure lo). These

are "Tyndall's melting figures" and are cavities, "vacuous space," con-

taining nothing more than water vapor, resulting from the internal contrac-

tion of the water, as it changes from .its solid to its denser liquid condition.
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The melting begins at certain points between the crystalline plates and spreads

in a direction parallel to them, instead of across, or through them. The planes

of these melting figures are parallel to Forel's stripes, and either feature when seen

may be used for orienting the crystal. In addition to the stripes of Forel, there

is to be seen a very conspicuous system of parallel ridges and furrows, covering

the outside of softened granules, which can have no connection whatever with the

crystalline structure. The ridges are either continuous, or consist of a series of

regularly placed points, forming a wavy, irregular pattern about the crystal.

The appearance suggests that seen upon the inside of one's finger-tips and thumb.

It shows itself when the adjacent faces of the granules begin to separate and is

due to differential melting at the siirface, but it is far from clear what could give

rise to such a regularly irregular pattern.

By means of the polariscope it was found that there is a tendency towards the

orientation of the granules about the nose of the Victoria, Yoho, and Illecillewaet

glaciers, the other two not being tested. The Victoria shows distinct stratifica-

tion about the oblique front, the Yoho indistinct, and in the case of the Illecille-

waet, the stratification about the nose seems to have been completely destroyed.

Vertical sections of the ice were prepared, cut crosswise and lengthwise, and these

were compared with horizontal sections and oblique sections. It was found that

there is a marked tendency to arrange the optic axes of the granules in the basal

layers near the nose in a vertical position, from one-fourth to one-third of them

being estimated to be so oriented. The cause of this orientation is not yet

apparent, but connected, undoubtedly, with the method of growth of the granules

themselves. In order to account for the orientation which he found in the

Greenland glaciers, Drygalski assumed that the granules were separately melted

and refrozen with their axes parallel with the direction of pressure, which he

considers at right angles to the strata. If it is true that the direction of pressure

determines the position that the crystalline plates will assume, and hence the

position of the optic axes, which the writer seriously questions, then the space

occupied by a single crystal, which has been completely melted, should contain

a large number of radially arranged prisms, each standing at approximately right

angles to the portion of the ice surface to which its base is attached. Owing
to the law of transmission of forces by a liquid the pressure is equal in all directions

whether this pressure arises from the weight of the superincumbent ice, or because

of the expansion of the water in the closed cavity just before freezing. Drygalski

is in error in supposing that the pressure experienced by the liquified granule is

vertical only, since, if confined, the water would press outward in all directions.

In case the position of the refrigerating surface, or surfaces, is the cause of the

orientation of the plates, then in the closed cavity occupied by the liquid granule,

there should be formed a mass of radially arranged prisms, similar to those

observed by the writer upon the Lefroy and by Agassiz upon the Aar. In

either case, the cavity should be filled with small radially arranged prisms and
not by a single crystal with its axis in a vertical position. This furnishes rather

conclusive evidence that granules and blue bands never have existed in a com-
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pletely liquified condition. That they may have been melted partly upon
one face and frozen upon another, or the water derived from one by melting

added to another granule, is in harmony with known properties of ice. Pulfrich

found that when an ice crystal was pressed against a wet surface of glass and
allowed to freeze the water between the ice and plate was incorporated into

the crystal, so as to make a homogeneous mass.

Much interest is attached to the methods of granular development, since the

more modem theories of glacial movement are more or less dependent thereon.

It has been shown by Emden, Drygalski, Crammer and others that when n€v€

granules are made into a water slush, such as might originate from excessive melt-

ing, or heavy rainfall, the granules grow in size and, under favorable conditions,

quite rapidly. In the nevd as well as in the body of the glacier, however, there

must be a maximum limit which the granules may attain by this means for the

ice will presently become too compact for more water to enter and no space will

be left for the growth of individual crystals.' That further growth of the granules

does not take place by the simple freezing together of neighboring granules, is

conckisively shown by the homogeneous structure of the mature granule. That

new granules cannot originate by the complete and simultaneous melting of a

number of adjacent smaller ones, is believed to have been just shown in the

preceding paragraph. Of the various theories of granular growth remaining

we may recognize three divisions, based upon evaporation, melting, and "dry

union."

First.—It has been shown by Chamberlin and Salisbury that in dry granular

snow, kept continually below the freezing temperature, certain granules will

grow in size at the expense of the others, presumably by the giving off and con-

gealing of water vapor.^ In the porous snow of the ndve it seems probable that

the principle would be operative and that the granules would diminish in numbers

and increase in size, even when not immersed in water. For the body of the

glacier, with the granules in such intimate contact, the authors do not believe

that evaporation and condensation can take place to any appreciable extent.

Second.—-Making use of the principle of Thompson that ice may be melted

by pressure, without any change in temperature, many investigators, as Mtigge,

Drygalski, Chamberlin, Crammer, etc., have accounted for the growth of the gran-

ules in the main body of the glacier by assuming a partial or complete melting

and refreezing. Those granules which owing to their location are subjected to

the greatest pressure, or internal friction, or those portions of granules similarly

affected will melt, thus redistributing the pressure and allowing the free molecules

to attach themselves to the most favorably located granules. The liquefaction of

the granules may be confined to their outer surfaces, or, as Drygalski believes, take

place locally in the bodies of the granules. Chamberlin believes that the granules

' See Hagenbach-Bischoff's criticism of Forel's infiltration theory, "Weiteres Uber GletscViereis," Ver-

handlungen der Naturjorschenden Gesellschaft in Basel, viii, 1889, p. 822.

^Geology, vol. i, Chamberlin and Salisbury, p. 296 (Chamberlin, Peet, and Perisho). "A Contribu-

tion to the Theory of Glacial Motion," Chamberlin, Decennial Publications of the Univ. of Chicago, vol.

IX, p. 194-
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are subjected to more or less of a rotary movement and' a sliding along their

limiting surfaces, by which the internal stresses of the glacier are undergoing

constant readjustment and the ice mass permitted to move under the in-

fluence of gravity. These views of granular growth would call for constant

changes in the form, size, and number of the granules and in their relative

position.

If the principles underlying these views—melting under pressure or friction

—

were alone operative in granular growth there should occur a much larger number

of smaller granules mingled with the larger in the basal layers about the nose of

a glacier. Owing to the manner in which the granules are keyed together the strain

upon the smaller would be relieved as they diminished in size and would be

transfen'ed to the faces of the larger neighbors. Lying in between the coarser

granules we should expect a considerable number of these smaller remnants,

but such occur only somewhat sparingly. The remarkably well preserved

blue bands in the basal layers about the nose of the glacier furnish conclusive

evidence it seems to the writer that the granules have not been destroyed since

the bands were produced and that they have not materially shifted their position

with reference to their neighbors. Upon the surface of the lower Asulkan

Glacier these bands were found so thin that thirty were included within the dis-

tance of four inches, several necessarily cutting across adjacent granules. Any
perceptible shifting of the granules as the result of sliding or rotation would give

rise to faulting of these bands, while their destruction by either slow or rapid

melting would cause abrupt gaps in the continuity of these bands. The preser-

vation of the depositional laminje from the neve to the nose would seem impossible

if the granules are being destroyed and reformed or rotated out of their original

position with respect to their neighbors.

Third.—The "dry union" of granules described on page 40 of this report

accounts for the reduction in the number and an increase in their size toward

the nose of the glacier. According to this theory the molecules of the yielding

granule give up theii- own crystalline arrangement and without any apparent

melting are immediately incorporated into the body of the controlling granule.

Heim's view was that such a union could occur onh' when the main axes of the two

grantiles were placed in approximately parallel positions,' but the experiments

of Hagenbach-Bischoff showed that such union could occur regardless of the posi-

tion of the axes, 2 and this he regarded as the true cause of granular growth

in the glacier. This view was accepted by Emden in his prize essay, " Ueber das

Gletscherkorn," published in 1890. It furnishes the simplest theory of granular

growth, not of glacial motion; accounts for whatever uniformity exists in the

size of the granules, calls for no shifting of the granule relative to its neighbors,

and hence permits the continuity of laminas and blue bands.

'Handbuch der Gleischerkunde, 1885, s. 330.

^Verhandlungen der Naturjorschenden Gesellschaft in Basel. Bd. vii, 1888, s. iga; Bd. viii., i88g, s. 635
und S21. .Archives des Sciences physiques ei naturelles, T. x.xiii., 1890, p. 373.
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8. Theories of Glacial Motion.

The one question that continually arises in the minds of all glacial students,

with tantalizing frequency is—what is the nature of this glacial motion? Are
we any nearer an acceptable hypothesis than we were nearly seventy years

ago when the serious study of glaciers was begun? Possibly! Without attempt-

ing the discussion here of the various theories that have been proposed, the writer

desires to record his convictions after his Pleistocene studies in the Lake Erie

region and his four consecutive seasons about the Canadian glaciers. All are

now agreed that sliding, expansion by freezing or changes in temperature,

general melting under pressure and regelation cannot fully and completely

account for the known facts of glacial motion. Probably all will admit that,

under certain circumstances, every one of these factors may find its application.

In the n6v6 region it is possible that a certain amount of rolling and sliding may
occur amongst the granules, producing some motion, such as we may see in a pile

of beans or peas. Farther down in the glacier, although the granules are inti-

mately interlocked, it is quite probable that they would permit of a certain

amount, possibly considerable, motion between their adjacent faces. If we
introduce the idea of a partial melting of the granules, those portions of them
subjected to especial stress, or friction, will yield under the action of gravity

working from above, or behind, and will permit other granules to yield. Upon
relief of pressure, the water will be frozen to the original granule or distributed

to neighboring granules, as discussed in the preceding paragraph, and thus

the movement of the glacier may arise entirely from the alteration and growth

of its component granules. We must assume that the heat necessary for the

partial liquefaction of the granules is developed within the glacier as the result

of pressure and friction and not that it is derived from the atmosphere, or the bed.'

However, any heat communicated from such a source will make it that much
easier for internal changes to take place. As presented by Chamberlin and

Salisbury, this theory of granular change accounts more satisfactorily for the

glacial phenomena observed than any other, in which no molecular movement of

the solid granules is assumed.

The original idea of plasticity ascribed to glaciers by Rendu and developed

by Forbes is based upon the conception that the molecules of firm ice will yield

continuously to a stress, without producing visible rupture. The stress may be

of the nature of a thrust, or of tension. This theory has been rejected by the most

prominent physicists who have turned their attention to the problem of glacial

motion, because of their unwillingness to admit that ice could possess this and cer-

tain other properties apparently inconsistent with plasticity. The difficulty so far

as rigidity alone is concerned is removed by our knowledge that such substances

as lead, tin, and iron may be made to flow by pressure, under ordinary tempera-

tures. As soon as direct experiments were made to test the plasticity of ice it

1 In a'recent'pamphlet entitled, " The^iscous'i;5.'the'Granular Theory of Glacial Motion," Mr. O. W.
Willcox has endeavored to'show that the heat developed through pressure or impact of the granules would

be couducted away as rapidly as it is generated (p. 18).
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was found that bars of ice frozen in a mould, or cut from a glacier, may be bent,

elongated, compressed, and twisted, without visible rupture, even when kept

continuously belovv the freezing temperature. These experiments were made by

Main, McConnel, Kock, and Miigge and show that solid ice, made up of a collection

of irregular crystals, is decidedly plastic. McConnel calctilated that the amount

of extension required of the ice in the Rhone Glacier, because of the more rapid

central movement when compared with its sides, amounted to 0.0029 millitiieter

per hour, for each 10 centimeters of length. In his experiments with bars of

glacial ice, but one of the three bars tested showed as small amount as this and

that for only a portion of the experiment. In the case of single crystals they

were found capable of continuous yielding without rupture, providing the pressure

was applied at right angles to the optic axis, the movement appearing to consist

of a sliding be ..ween adjacent crystalline plates. When the force of compression,

or tension, was applied parallel with the axis, the result was exceedingly small, or

nil.'^ The verification of these results by other investigators leads to the conclu-

sion that ice is capable of showing a certain type of plasticity, although different

from that ascribed to it by Rendu and Forbes. An amorphous plastic substance

yields under a suitable stress in any direction without visible rupture. A crystal-

line substance which maintains its definite molecular arrangement will be

limited in the number of directions in which it may yield. If ice crystallized in

cubes it seems likely that it might have yielded without rupture in three direc-

tions. Had it crystallized in square prisms we may now conceive of a movement
in two directions. In the hexagonal system in which it actually crystallizes

the molecular cohesion measured in the direction of the main axis is of a suffi-

ciently different nattire from that at right angles to it to perniit of a gliding of the

basal plates without rupture and the destruction of their molecular arrangement.

This is plasticity in a crystalline substance. The experimental results were

obtained with moderate stresses and much below the freezing temperature. In

the case of a glacier under great stress and a temperature near the freezing

point it seems absolutely necessary that the glacial granules should manifest

this property to a greater or less extent, regardless of the actual mechanics of

glacial movement.

A number of phenomena, noted vipon the Canadian glaciers, has convinced

the writer that a certain amount and kind of plasticity is a fundamental property

of glacial ice. The complicated patterns occasionally shown by the blue bands
are such as might arise from plasticity, but not from melting or rotating of the

granules. When similar effects are seen in ordinary rocks they are commonly
referred back to a plastic condition of the matrix. It was noted that when the

difference in the rate of movement between the centre and margins of the glacier

is sufficiently small, there are no marginal crevasses to be seen. This implies that

the ice permits a certain amount of stretching, without visible rupture. If ice

were absolutely incapable of yielding under tension, any appreciable difference be-

" On the Plasticity of Glacier and other Ice," James C. McConnel, Proc. Roy. Soc. of London, vol. 44,
1S88, p. 331; "On the Plasticity of an Ice Crystal, " vol. 49, 1891, p. 323.
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tween the rate of movement of center and sides must open marginal crevasses.

In the rock scorings seen near the nose of the lUecillewaet, the frontal and lateral

grooves about the knobs and trails suggest very strongly a plastic condition

of the ice. In the case of the same glacier, but farther up between the ice and
the left lateral moraine, the ice was seen moving over a knob of bedrock not
fully exposed in 1904. Transverse crevasses formed above while the ice melted
below and there were formed strips of ice, 20 to 25 feet long, supported at either

end. Moving downward these strips were suspended in the air, and in

the course of ten days in September one bar had sagged so as to be very no-

ticeable to the eye, without forming any crevasse large enough to be noticed, or

to pemiit of the destruction of the ice bar itself. This phenomenon seemed to

indicate that the ice could, to some extent, yield to a tensional stress.

Now that the question of the plasticity of granular ice has been settled by
experiment, what objections are there that may be urged against its application

to the glaciers ? Crevasses and faultings indicate simply that there is a limit to

its plasticity, as indeed there is to the most typically plastic solid. The tendency

to flow must be greater in the basal layers, but it does not necessarily follow that

with the friction of the bed to combat, the velocity here will be greater than or even

equal to that of the upper layers. The hold which glaciers have upon rocks in

their basal layers is probably not a fimi one. It seems to the writer that the

chatter-marks, crescentic gouges, the shape and often sudden termination of

the coarse striae, as well as the faceted condition of the boulders in the ground
moraine, all indicate that the glacier was persistent, rather than firm, and that

it very often lost its grip. All of the phenomena of rock scoring, the subglacial

fluting of the ice, the compression of the ice at the base of a slope, the phenomenon
of shearing, and the mounting of reversed slopes prove that portions of the ice

move bodily under the influence of a more or less rigid thiaist from behind. This

necessary amount of rigidity in the ice is not inconsistent with the degree of plas-

ticity ascribed to it. When the flow is not sufficiently rapid at any point the

ice must be thrust forward bodily. The most forcible argument against this

modification of the viscous theory of glacial movement is brought foi-ward by
Chamberlin. It would seem that the granules should be distorted noticeably in

the direction of flow. That this distortion is not more apparent may be due to

the complete mechanism of granular growth. It may be disguised by the shear-

ing of the granules in the direction of the basal planes and their later dry union

by the principle of Hagenbach-Bischoff.

9. Color of Ice and Glacial Water.

The exquisite richness and variety of coloring seen in glaciers and glacial

lakes constantly arouses the wonder and admiration of those privileged to gaze

upon them. The colored photograph fails to reproduce it and it eludes the

brush of even the most skilful artist. An explanation of the cause of this color-

ation can scarcely fail to be of interest. In 1904 a study was made of several
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and red, are absorbed if passed through water of siifficient thickness. While of

the colors at the other end of the spectrum, with the short wave-lengths, blue is

the one which water is chiefly able to transmit, violet and green being also trans-

mitted, but less perfectly. Bodies of pure water of a volume sufficient to absorb

the longer waves of light reflected from the bottom, but not so deep as to absorb

it all, will appear blue. This blue is not reflected from the sky, although the con-

dition of the sky will affect the tint. Lakelets in the n6v6, such as the one dis-

covered upon Sapphire Col by Mr. Wheeler, are a rich blue; those upon the ice

may be blue, or not, depending upon their freedom from sediment, being liable

to change rapidly. Moraine Lake (plate xxv) owes its exquisite blue color to its

purity and depth. Water in the form of ice possesses still the same power

to transmit the colors with the shorter wave-lengths, violet, indigo, blue and

green, with the preference for blue. If a mixture of these four colors, or of all

the others which compound white light, be passed through a block of pure ice,

of sufficient thickness, none but the blue will emerge. If no light whatever is

being transmitted through either ice, or water, it will look black, or wiU show
whatever color of light is being reflected from its surface.

From this blue as the fundamental and natural color of ice and water b}^

transmitted light we meet with many modifications in nature. Finely divided

ice, as snow and neve, presents inmxmerable reflecting surfaces from which light

of any and all colors is sent to the eye. The same is true of water lashed into

foam, or in any finely divided state, as fog, cloud, or condensed steam. In

ordinary light these forms of water and ice appear white, but in the gorgeous

colors of the sunrise and sunsets they transmit to the eye by reflection the greatest

variety of color. Neve begins to show a bluish tinge as soon as the transmitted

light begins to predominate over that which is being reflected. The water which

issues from the glacier is generally charged with sediment, and if this is much
in amount, its color will determine the color of the water of the drainage brook.

It generally appears a milky, or creamy, white but may be a dirty gray. With

the deposition of the coarser yellowish sediment and the retention of the very

finest, if the volume of water is considerable, the water assumes a greenish tmge,

as seen in the Asulkan and lUecillewaet streams. With the loss of this sediment

the stream acquires more and more of its natural blue. When this glacial sedi-

ment is introduced into a lake in sufficient, but not too great, quantity the water

becomes charged with finely divided rock particles in suspension. These

particles are able to reflect the longer waves of the spectrum, particularly yellow,

but also the closely related green and orange, A'i'hile they very eftectuaUy cut out

the shorter wave-lengths giving rise to violet, indigo, and blue. The result is that

there are introduced into the water innumerable reflecting faces which are capa-

ble of sending to the eye only those colors that lie at the centre of the spectrum

and towards the red end. But the only light that is available for reflection is

that which has already passed through the water once and had its yellow, orange,

and red to a greater or less extent filtered out. That which remains to be

reflected by the foreign particles will pass again through the water and will sufter
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still further absorption. Of the blue and green rays, vvhich make their way
readily through the water, only the green rays are reflected by the particles and

these alone reach the eye. The quantity of light is thus much reduced in amount,

but with the sun shining upon the lake the green becomes quite vivid if the water

carries the requisite amount and kind of foreign particles. If the foreign particles

were pure white they would be capable of reflecting all colors equally well, and

the rich blue of the water would be brought out in perfection.

In the case of Lake Louise, we have a variable amount of seditnent entering the

lake during the year, and consequently a seasonal variation in the color of its water.

With the very slack drainage during the winter, the sediment, in considerable part,

settles and the water in the spring shows more of its own blue color. With the in-

creased activity and melting of the Victoria Glacier the supply of sediment deliv-

ered to the glacier increases as the summer advances and the water becomes a richer

and richer green. About the delta at the head of the lake the sediment is so abun-

dant and lies so near the surface that the water is unable to absorb the yellow, and

the color of the sediment itself is seen with little or no modification. In the case

of the change in color noted for Emerald Lake we may infer that the drainage

stream at its head has been carrying less sediment than fonnerly. It is not

improbable that the diminished activity of the inlet may be connected with the

stage of diminished precipitation recently closed and that the rich emerald

green of the lake in 1888 and earlier was connected with the stage of increased

precipitation, which is supposed to have closed in the early 80's. With an

increase now in the average annual precipitation it will be interesting to see

whether the lake returns to its former shade of color.

The introduction of green or yellow, organic solid matter, animal or vegetable,

into the body of water would have the same efEect. If the lake is svifliciently

shallow and the bottom covered with green vegetation, or yellow sediment,

the water will not be able in the short transmission to cut out the green and this

color may appear in lakes of water free from seditnent. About the margin of

Moraine Lake the water has a greenish cast for this reason. Organic matters

in solution quite generally give water a yellowish to brownish color, as seen

naturally in bogs and artificially in tea, coffee, cider, beer, etc. With the above

principles in mind one ma\^ infer from a glimpse of a distant lake the condition

of the water and the state of activity of glaciers whose drainage streams empty
into it. If upon rounding the shoulder of Mt. Temple, in entering the Valley of

Ten Peaks, the first glimpse of Moraine Lake showed that a rich green had been

substituted for its superb blue, one might safely infer that the Wenkchemna
Glacier had begun to erode its bed although a neighboring rock slide might

temporarily give such a result. Even the names of lakes in a glacial region

are suggestive of the amount of glacial activity in the valley, such as Sap-

phire Lake, Turquoise Lake, and Emerald Lake.

The same principles of coloring apply to ice as well as to water. When highly

charged with sediment of any particular color, its own natural color is obscured

and the color of the sediment is sent to the eye with little or no modification.
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If, however, yellowish sediment is distributed through the ice in proper propor-

tions the case is identical with that discussed for water, and the ice assumes a

greenish cast. In the case of the solid ice the sediment can not be assorted and
evenly distributed as in the case of water and hence only greenish patches and

streaks occur, just where conditions are favorable. It has not seemed appropriate

to any one to apply the names "emerald," or "turquoise," to a glacier while

"sapphire" would not be very distinctive. By applying the principles here

set forth we may account for the coloration of glaciers, the lakes in their neigh-

borhood; the gorgeous pools of blue and green water in the Yellowstone Park

and similar regions, the blue color of the ocean and the seas, the green and final

yellow strip as we approach the shore and such phenomena as the blue and green

grottoes of the island of Capri. No one has yet satisfactorily explained how a

considerable body of pure water may appear limpid.

THE END.
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